
[Book I.]

The twenty-fifth letter of the alphabet; called

&: it is one of the class termed iº [or

liquids]; and is a letter of augmentation. — &

with teshdeed, and preceded by a fat-hah, is

sometimes redundantly affixed to a word at the

end of a verse: see an ex, voce 5.— J, the sign

of the dual, with damm, in one dial., instead of

kesr, see ---. – See also sº. — As a

numeral, it denotes fifty.

t

of...?.

R. Q. 1. out. He fed him, or nourished him,

nell. (K.) = He restrained him, or turned him

back, (El-Umawee, S, K,) from a thing that he

desired to do. (El-Umawee, S.) =& Jºë,
98.2. 2? - - -

inf n. *t and it tº ; [the latter an unusual form

~#~~

of inf n.8) and 'tū; He was reak, (M., K.)

or confused; ($;) and not firm or sound, (S, M.,

K,) in his judgment, or opinion. (S, M., K.) –
of: £-3

2-3 Jº UU He was weak in the affair. (S.) —
**, *.*. 23-2

4-c. º, and wišč, He was unable to do it. (K.)

*::: . -3- 2?--

— UU, inf. n. itä; (AA;) and v Útěj; (S;)

He was neak, feeble, or remiss. (AA, S, T.A.)

R. Q. 2: see R. Q. 1 in three places.

#: --8- - o P. 3.2.

Üü and * :U\} (S, K) and * *,353 and Wüü.

*.*.

Weak; conardly. (S, K.) – UU. One niho fre

quently turns about, or rolls, the pupil, or black

part, of his eye. (K.)

st.*.

3UU : see the verb. – Weakness. (AA, S.)

- sū Lº <2\,& Jºk [Good betide him

who hath died in (the time of) weakness!] i.e., in

the first of El-Islám, before it acquired strength,

(S,) and its adherents and assistants multiplied.

(TA.)

--?. … o.º. ?-?. , 3.2.

*UU, #3353, and UL-2 : see Ú9.

• 5.

1. Sº, aor. 2, (S, K,) contr. to analogy, like

cº, (TA,) and *, (K,) agreeably with analogy,

(TA,) inf. n. <, (S, K,) of the measure Jº,

Gº”

because it signifies a sound, like &- (TA,) and

& (K,) contr. to analogy, because the verb is

intrans., (TA,) He (a man, S) moaned; or

breathed violently, or nºith moaning; or uttered

his voice or breath nºith moaning; syn. &i, (S,

TA) and 3.43: ($, K.) or it signifies he uttered a

louder sound than such as is termed& (K.) =

3é He enried him; (K;) [as also §§). E. <5,

inf. n. 35, He malked, or ment, at a slow pace.

(L.)

*

- 3. (S3) & The lion. (K)1.4.
U 3.~

o: ... f. &" • ? »

1. vº) Jº &9, aor. “, inf. n. &22, He n'ent,

went anay, departed, or set forth journeying,

through the land, or earth. . ($, K.)—ſº &

The men's, tidings, or information, went, or went

anay, through the land. (T.) — 8-9 -*t,

aor. 2, inf. n. : 2: 3, The nºind became in a state

of commotion: in neith a snift course, and with

a sound. ($, K.) —& 3–9. -** The

(TA.) –

2,i &# (like Jº [pass. in form but neut. in

n-ind passed sniftly over the place.

signification] TA) The people experienced, or

suffered, a swift and sounding rind. ($, K.)

[See an ex. voce &t. - tº:- Jº Jº est

[The camels were snift in their pace]. (TA.) –

4-5. -*t i. q. ---, [app., The odour dif.

fused itself strongly or poncerfully]. (T.A.) =

& (aor. 2, inf n. &t, TA,) It (ºnowl) uttered

a moaning cry; or hooted; syn. AU : (K:) and

in like manner a man. (TA.) –& (aor. 2 and

a £2 a 3.2

-, inf n. tu and gº, TA,) He (a bull) loned.

(K)—ººl J,& (aor. 2, TA,) He humbled,

or abased, himself, with earnestness, in suppli

cation, to God. ($, K.) = &: He ate neakly,

or feebly. (K.)

• ?: 3

2-35° cº Wind in a state of commotion: (S,

K:) swift in its course, and making a sound:

pl. ãº. (TA.)

a’

-

6 :

3 Quick; snift. (TA)-& The lion :

(K:) so called because of his quick leaping, or

-

springing. (TA.) =§ A bull that lon's much.

(TA.) – A man having a high voice. (TA.)

*** [Birds of the kind called] As uttering

(S, L, K.) [In the CK, for Ata is put

*]– Also, Winds

bloncing violently: (TA:) pl. $º. (A.)

cries.

-

Al3s. See an ex, voce

º: u. gtº&& Supplicate thy Lord

neith the utmost humility, or abasement, and

earnestness, of n!hich thou art capable. (TA, from

a trad.)

9 go.

-Le [A place where a nind blon's nith a swift

Ex.

£o 2 #2 * ,” 2 *, * ****

º tº Je Jºe,"tº *

(S) — [A place where birds of the kind called

As utter their cries]. Ex.

course and with a sound].

-

º - a- +

". . .---

... to.”

+ U-u-o " ºr 333i: +

(TA [but quoted in the S as an ex. of cº- in the

former sense].)

s # 2 - 0!-53-0 <--- i.q. J.A.o“ [app. A distorted

story]: (K:) so explained by ISk, as occurring

in the following verse:

o 2: ... • , 6 & • , ~ * :

º 8-399, i\sa-Yi* *A-9 +

o i e- : • * * * * * * *

º tº:-- *-cºre - c. +

(TA.)

sº

• * *G - i.e. 3.

1. ãº's *ść, (aor. 2, A, inf. n. $6, L,) A

calamity befell him: (K:) or pressed heavily upon

him, and distressed him. (A.) – See <t.

-* --~ * >

§§ and WJºsu, (S, L. K) andº (L, K) A

calamity: ($, L, K:) pl. of the second, &
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** * * * --- 3.

(L)–36 iss, and "Jº, and "º, (A, L.)

A calamity that presses heavily, and distresses. (A.)

--- 6 -.

U839: see 29.

a 3. º-.

2333 : see 5U.

º

- - -

Jºu

1. it, or , (s) if nºt, G, A, K.) He

postponed, delayed, or retarded, it, syn. *i;

(S, M, A,” K,”) namely, an affair. ($, M.) –

He made it (a thing) to be distant, or remote;

put it at a distance; put # or sent it, anay, or

jar anay. (TA)= -$5 also signifies The

taking, or reaching, [a thing,) absolutely, or neith

the hand, or nith the eartended hand; (A, K3)

and so "Jºšš, (Mºb) and Jºsé, (Mºb, K.)

and J.; ; (IDrd, TA:) or "Jºšć, with ,

signifies the taking from a distant place; and

without , the taking from a near place. (Th,

TA.) You say,&, inf. n. Jº, I took it, or

reached it, absolutely, or nºith my hand, or with

my extended hand. (TA.) And it is said in the
---...

Kur, [xxxiv. 51, W Jºãºſ...}

with and without e, accord. to different readers:

(TA :) with , the word is from Jººl, the 3

being changed to , because of the dammeh; [so

that the meaning is, But hon shall the attaining

of belief be possible to them 7) (Zj, Bd;") or from

3.36 as signifying<-5 [see 6 below]; so that

the meaning is the reaching [or attaining] from

ºf. 2 * ~*

G"> and Jºur),

afar : (Bd:) or from Jº, meaning, “motion

in a state of slowness or tardiness:” (Zj:) or it
• 3 2 of . - 2:

is from JºJ) <º, (Bd,) inf. n. Jºu, (IB, TA,)

signifying I sought, or sought for or after, the

thing; (IB, Bd:) [so that the above phrase in

the Kur. may be rendered But hon shall the seeking

of belief be possible to them 2) — It also signifies,

(namely Jº) The taking [a thing]: and seizing

violently: (A, K:) or taking in a violent seizure:

you say, 4:5, inf. n. Jºë, he took him, or it, in

a violent seizure. (TA.)

6. Jºãº He, or it, became, or remained, be

hind; became delayed, or retarded; it became
* * *. • 5- -

postponed; syn. 2:5; ($;) and so V Jºj, said

of a man; (Bd, xxxiv. 51:) and "Jºël, (S,

TA,) said ofan affair. (S.) – He, or it, became

distant, or remote; or he n'ent, removed, retired,

or nithdrew himself, to a distance, or far anay;

($, TA) as also 'Jºtal. (TA) = See also 1,

in three places.

8: see 6, in two places.

º, --,”

Jº Strong; overcoming ; or prevailing;

(K;) possessing might or strength, courage, valour,
* 2 - 9 . .

or prowess. (TA.) You say also, Jºš jºš An
6 * >

overcoming decree; as also Jºlº. (TA.) See

also art. Jºss.

|

tº:& He did it lastly, or latterly, or last of

all (S, A, K.) And tº 1. He came lastly,

or latterly, or last of all: (A :) or slowly, tardily,

or late. (TA.) And jø. &: tº: tieſ He

overtook us after the day had declined ; (Ibn

'Abbād, K;) i.e., he held back from us, and then

(TA.) –

Jé also signifies Motion in a state of slowness

followed us in haste, fearing escape.

or tardiness. (Zj.) = Th also explains :45 as

signifying Distant or remote. (TA.)

[bu, &c.

See Supplement.]

~~

tº . 40 - 3.

1. --, aor. 2, inf n. *-* ($, K) and J.; and

Jú; and " •: ; He (a goat) uttered a sound,

or cry, [or rattled, and was eaccited by desire of

the female : (S:) or uttered a sound, or cry, [or

rattled, when eaccited by desire of the female, (K,)

or at rutting-time. (TA) -º es.” lsº º
23 - - - - -

vºlt Do not cry out [in my presence like as

he-goats rattle at rutting-time]. Said by 'Omar

to some persons who had come to make a com

plaint to him. (TA) — [Hence, J.3 + He

(TA)—º. 3

t He was proud, or behaved proudly, and magni

fied himself. (K.)

2. ---, inf. n. **, It (a plant) produced a

knoted stem. (K)—ºes; J. : [Verily

I see evil, or the evil, to have grown, like a plant

(TA.)

desired seasual intercourse.

producing knotted stems].

4. 3%. J.i.* t[Length of celibacy made

(TA.)
- º ... O - - -

— `', inf. n. ~\º!, if not a mistake for cººl,

him to be desirous of seasual intercourse].

inf n. Sºuji, meaning “he became pubescent,”

probably signifies He was excited, and uttered

libidinous sounds, with the desire of sexual inter

(TA.) See R. Q. 1.
course.

5. - … It (water) was made to flow; or nas

set a flowing. (K.)

R. Q. 1: see 1. —-º: f He (a man, TA)

talked nonsense, (and uttered libidinous sounds,

TA,) in concubitu : (K:) implying his acting

like a he-goat at rutting-time. (TA.)- He

prolonged his nork, to do it well. (K.)

à A disagreeable, or abominable, smell. (K.)

Probably a mistake for #; and therefore not

mentioned by the leading lexicographers. (TA.)

& A table (335us) made of palm-leaves. (K,

" * --

-

WOce CŞº, q.v.)

• 2 of a so?

~~) Or ~~}} :

2 of • - 20%

See *::: and aºl.

s ºf s. 2 #

*Pººl see 4.5-1. – &; *::: + That part of

a horn that is above the knotty portion, to the

eartremity: [i.e., the smooth part]. (TA.) –

*:: f The spout, or tube, of a jug. (TA.) —

t A pipe of a tank, or cistern, through n'hich the
• *-- • 2 of

water flows: either from ~5, or from Jººſ as

signifying “an internodal portion” of a reed, or

cane. (TA.)– 3% <ºf : The [bronchi, or]

air-passages of the lungs. (K.) *J.; Or 34:

is said to signify the same, in an instance men

tioned by IAar, in which a poet speaks of the

substance resembling lights which a camel in heat

protrudes from his mouth, and which is called

• * - e.

alº, as coming forth -ºš & : in which case,

- … of: w 2;

the word, if -ºſ, may be a pl., regularly 31,

of which the sing is *: or, if with dammeh to

- - •of

the hemzeh, it may be a contraction of ~5-9),

** a coll. gen, n., in a pl. sense. (TA) -

--> A way, or road. (K.) [Ex..] … 39. 25,

Reep to the way, or road. (As.) — J.- *::::

t A track, or streak, (iiº) in a mountain, (K,)

appearing distinctly thereins ofthe dial ofHudh

eyl: (TA:) Ex. ** Jé es: -ºš [He went

along every track of the mountain, or mountains].

(TA.) [As a coll. gen, n., used in the pl. sense:

ex.] Málik Ibn-Khalid El-Khuzá'ee says,

9 o 22 wo: -

Jºaº tº aist.
º

+

* >

[On the top of a lofty mountain, the streaks of

which are green]. (TA.) –º: ! A ron of

trees (K) &c. (TA.) [See Sºil—º

An elevated tract of land: (Ki) one that is fine

(Jºy) and elevated; pl. “…º. (TA.)

iº An internodal portion of a reed or cane;

such a portion thereof as intervenes betn-een two

joints, or knots: (Lth, S:) i.g. Jºsé, [which

signifies as above, and also a joint, or knot,

with reference to a reed, or cane, or a spear-shaft:

(K) as also 'ºi (Lih, K) and "Jºi, which

latter is probably a contraction: (K:) [see below:]

or the pl. of 4,931 is *:: and --ºff. (S:) [or

~33) is a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is a 3:31,

and the pl. --ºul - see also art. --5)]. –

[Hence,) #4-5 i,j29. Jº- Make thow the

affair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform thing.

(Fr. in TA in art. **)– [Also, 4 sheath of a

- 2 of

plant. See i.e. axi. – And Any kind of tube.

See J-45]

1. tº, (K,) inf. n. tºº, (TA,) He uttered a

lon, voice, or sound: or he (a dog) cried, or barked.
- - £2. O -

K.) [See 2-3. U3, aor. , inf. n. *-3 and(#) [Se tº] = , ºv. -, º #2:

?,3, He was eralted, or elevated. =*** **,

(K) inf n. J.; and tº, (S) He assaulted them;
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came forth upon them : (K:) like& and 43:

he came upon them. (AZ, S.) [See also &&.]

- t; He went forth from a land to another land.

(S, K.) [See&%)-Jºš 4+&tº i.g. 4.<º,

The land brought, or led him : (S, L:) [accord.

to Golius, The land brought, or produced, it: but

it is a phrase well known to the learned among

the Arabs in the present day, as similar to Šišū

&j “his dust, or earth, (i.e. the place of his

burial,) called him:” and the explanation which I

have given is confirmed by the citation, in the S,

of the following verse, of Hanash Ibn-Málik,

immediately after at<º in the sense of 4 state-:]

* - 53 - 4-i-43 "

* 3% Jé J, 9–9 & 3 º

[Then take good care of thyself; for deaths (of

various kinds) bring (or lead) a man into every

valley (or place): i.e., fate brings him to the

place where he is destined to be buried, where

ever it be]. ($) — tº, aor. 2; see 4.

2. tº: see 4.

8. Stu He acquainted or informed him, and

the latter did the same. (K.) — Also, simply,

IIe acquainted or informed him. (TA.)—º

He quitted their neighbourhood; withdren to a

distance from them. (K.) [See also art. 33.]

4. 3% stºl, and 4, (and <e, S, K, art.

2,e}) and ' tº (S. K) and ' tº, (S, TA)

each followed by G or aw; (TA;) He informed

him, or told him, of it: (K:) or these verbs,

followed by •Ü, signify he made him to know it;

and followed by a2, he informed him, or told him,

of it. (T.A.) — Es-Semeen says, that tºl and

*". and 2:6-1 and 2-, when they convey the

meaning of knowledge, are triply transitive, or

may govern three objective complements, the

greatest number that any verb can govern: (TA:)

[ex. (.56 º º &: I acquainted Zeyd that

'Amr was standing] — It is also said, that "tº

has a more intensive signification than tº ex.

* …, Jº Jú lá, Jú & [Who

hath acquainted thee with this? He said, The

Knowing, the Intelligent (God), hath apprized me;

Kur, lxvi. 3]. (TA.) — Sb has mentioned Ul

3: [for &: Ul] as used for the sake of

conformity in sound with a preceding word.

(M, TA.) [See art. º-] =tº Cº. He cast,

or shot, but did not split, or cleave, or make a

slight cut, or scratch: (S, K:) or, did not pene

(K.)

5. tº, (S, K,) said to have been pronounced

with . universally; (Sb, S3) but in the L, J,

(TA;) He arrogated to himself the gift of pro

phecy, or office of a prophet. (L, K.)

trate.

a. * * -

10. U.J. U-1 He sought, or searched after,

information, or men's. (K.). * J- *:::::::

(in the Kur, x. 54) means And they will ask thee

to inform them, [saying,) Is it true? (Bd.)

tº Information; a piece of information; intelli

gence; an announcement; men’s; tidings; a piece of

news; an account; a narrative, or narration; a

story: ornhat is relatedfrom another orothers: syn.

Jºë-: (§, Mºb, K.) it is generally held to be syn.

with 2: ; but accord. to Er-Răghib, signifies

an announcement of great utility, from nihich re

sults either knowledge or a predominance of opinion,

and true. (TA) plºi (K) –... tº

[Kur, lxxviii. 2,] accord. to some, The fºur-an :

others say, the resurrection: and others, the case

of the Prophet. (TA) —: iú9, in the Kur,

xxviii. 66, (ºl ºfte <3) signifies The

allegations, pleas, or excuses. (TA.)

$ºo.

39 An eminence, or protuberance, in the earth,

or ground. (TA.) — #. A lony voice, or sound:

($, K:) or the cry, or barking, of dogs. (K.)

º, (S, K,) pronounced with . in the dial.

of the people of Mekkeh, (S,) whose pronuncia

tion of it is disapproved by Sb on account of its

uncommonness; (TA;) by others, Cº. without 2:

(§, K, TA;) A prophet: (TA:) of the measure

Jºaº used in the sense of the measure Jºão [i.e.

Jº. Or Jai. (IB) or Jes (S, Es-Sunoosee)

Ol" Jºi. (Es-Sunoosee) i.e., who acquaints or

informs mankind, (S,K, TA,) or who is acquainted

or informed, respecting God and things unseen :

or accord. to some, it is derived from is: and

štº signifying “elevation ;” (see art. 23;)

in which case it is originally without . ; or,

accord. to others, fromº in a sense given

below; that of “a conspicuous way.” (TA.)

It is a less special word than Jº, [when thereby

is meant an apostle of God] ; for every J3-, is

a Jº, but not every Jº is a J2-0. (T.A.) Pl.
3-2 of

•º-31 (S, K, without , because the , is changed into

U3 in the sing., $,) ºt:(S,K, like tº [pl. of
6 • •,•o

_2)=l TA,) and lº! [K, these two preserving
- - • * >

the original radical J and cº-3, (K,) without , :

(TA :) but some pronounced the first and last of

these pls., in the Kur-án, with ...; though the

more approved pronunciation is without ... (TA.)
6 * ~ *

The dim. is cº-º-º, ($, K,) with those who make
7- - -- ef

the pl. ivº [or 3Lºl J ; but with those who make

a’, tº 3 ->

the pl. -º, it is 3. (K) – An Arab of

the desert said to Mohammad, ań.º ū, and

the latter disapproved of his pronouncing Jº in

this case with 2, because, as it signifies An emi

grant, he meant thereby to call him an emigrant

from Mekkeh to El-Medeeneh. (S, K, TA.) —

*C. A conspicuous, an evident, or a clear, nay.

(K.) Hence, accord. to some, the apostle [or

rather prophet] is so called, because he is the

conspicuous, evident, way, that conducts to God.

(MF)—º and W & 4 An elevated, or a

protuberant, or gibbous, place (K.) — Hence

it is said in a trad.,& Jº liai 9 [Pray

not upon the place that is elevated, or protube

rant]. (K.)

5.o.p.s.

ãº, (K, in the CK #3) in which the . is

sometimes softened in pronunciation, and soine

times [or rather generally] changed into 3 which

is incorporated into the preceding 2 so that the

word is written and pronounced 3,3, (TA,)

Prophecy; the gift of prophecy; the office, or

function, of a prophet. (MA, K.) Dim. ãº.

(S, K.)

&º act. part. n. of tº.– A bull [app. a

&- *] that goes forth from one land or

country to another. (T.A.) — A torrent that

comes forth from another land or tract. (S.) —

A man coming forth uneaſpectedly from an un

known quarter. (S, A.) — [See also ‘Cººl

2- #,G =&e Js, i.a. “ ãº-, [Have

ye any current news? or—news from a distant

place? &c.; see iºle-]. (A.)

~~

1. Sº, (S, M, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. &: and

<º ; [which two ns, see mentioned as substs. ;)

and "cºjº (M3) and "--ºl; (Fr, $, K;)

[respecting which last see below;] It (a thing,

M, or a leguminous [or other] plant, S, K,)

gren: ; gren forth ; sprouted; vegetated; or ger

minated. (S, M, K.) As disallows V c-ji in

this sense; but AO allows it, alleging the words

of Zuheyr, Jig W <ºf 3. Ji- [Until, nºſen

• *- • 2 c5

the leguminous plants gren) -3 and Y ~5
• * • * * • of

are said to be like ius-J ºlae and ºtºlao!. In

the Kur, xxiii. 20, Ibn-Ketheer, Aboo-'Amr and
… o.p. 2 * o .

El-Hadremee read cº-º: others, < 5: but

ISd says, that, accord. to the former reading,
- d …

some hold Jº, which follows tº 5, to be re
… y o z

dundant; and others hold that st-5 tº is under

..º. o a

stood after tº 5. Fr holds them to be syn.

(TA.)— 3-- à- & 4 <. He, or it, grew

in a good manneſ, condition, or state. (L.) –

& 3, infn. 323, 1 It (a girl's breast) became

swelling, prominent, or protuberant. (K.) –

Jº < , and Y <i, The land produced,

or gave growth to, plants, or herbage. ($, K.)

2. <!, inf n. G-43, ! He fed or nourished,

or reared or brought up, a child: (S, K :) he

nourished a girl, and nursed her up well, hoping
o ºw.

that she might profit excellently. (T.A.) – sº-3

& & 4 ãº [f Plant the term of thy life

before (lit. between) thinegyes; i. e...Keep it ever

before thee]. ($) – “…, inf n. *----, He

planted a tree. (M, S, K.) — He son-ed seed,

(M,) or grain. (A.)

347 *
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-

* *

sº - sº

4. &l, (S. K.) infin. Mº [for which ºf

occurs, as shown below], (TA,) He (God) caused

it, or made it, (a plant) to grow, vegººſe,

or germinate. ($, K.) – sº-3', inf. n. Stºl;

for which inf. n. <!. occurs in the Kur, iii. 32;

and lxxi. 16; t He (God) caused a child to

grow. (TA.) – See 1. – ºl His (a boy's)

hair of the pubes gren forth; ($, K;) he having

nearly attained the age of puberty. (TA.) He

(a boy) became hairy: and in like manner a

girl. (Mgb.)

5 : see 1.

…)

10. azºº...] [He endeavoured to make it grow,

or vegetate, or germinate]. (TA, art. J-M'.)

23.9% <-- [He gren it, or raised it, by means

of seed], and sº [by means of date-stones],

and Jºãº [by means of planting]. (Mgh, art.

~~.)

& 3 and " 3.3 [properly coll. gen. ns.] are

syn., (S, K,) [signifying A plant, a herb : and

plants, herbs, or herbage:] whatever God causes

to gron, vegetate, or germinate, in the earth :

(Lth:) the latter is an inf. n. used as a subst. :

(Lth:) or it is a subst, which is used in the place

of an inf. n. of<º : (Fr.:) n. un. of the former

iš. (AHn;) [and of the latter ãº of which

the pl. 3.5% is mentioned in the K in this art.,

and frequently occurs in other works].—Jº

-: Jºi, a

or nobility, and a people whose property has

grown to the most flourishing state by means

of their own exertions. (L, from a trad.)

< A people of the highest rank,

4 - d. - - -

àº; The manner, form, state, or condition,

(L.) —in which a thing grows, or germinates.

a :) &-- & Verily he, or it, is of a goodly

manner, &c., of growth. (L.)

33. See*.-~% º [Sugar-candy; so

called in the present day;] an admirable kind

of sugar, of which are made pieces resembling

crystal, intensely white and lustrous: app. Persian,

and post-classical. (M.F.)

< <--- Vile, and contemptible, or despic

able : (Lh, K.) said of a man, and of a thing.

(TA.) In some copies of the K, and in the L,

instead of i-, we read 2.É. [accord. to which,

- r]. (TA)the meaning is vile, and poor].

i-3 sing of Jú, which latter signifies

time ridges that are raised along the edges of

rivulets such as are called cºs is (in the CK,

cº-º) to retain the mater: <-5\:J" being expl.

bycº sta.j: so in the L, &c.; in several

copies of the K we read, in the place of 3U ac",

Juatl: but this is a mistake. (TA.)

o - º

*\sº Jé sº What is fresh, or new, of (S:) poppy-plants; syn. Jºº-º

anything, when it is growing forth small. (TA.)

* 6 p.e. d ...”.”o .

a-ºl- og --> There grew up unto them young

offspring, (S, K,) that became conjoined to the

old, and increased their number. (TA.) Dim.
• * >, > - * > * * * • - • * -

à-33. (L.) —23. à-º'--º Jº J. [Verily

the sons of such a one are an evil offspring]. (S.)

- ºš & iíº &-i L. How good is the

manner, condition, or state, in nihich grow
o,” ºr * .2

(* “43 tº, see 1) the camels &c., (Jº)

and children of the sons of such a one 1 – iºus

(TA) and 3.5 (pl. of the former] (S, K) In

experienced young men. (S, K.) You say, 3.

#ū- Jº, and ~!ºl, This is the saying of

inexperienced young men. (TA.)– <-ſº The

name of a certain sect niho antroduced strange

innovations in El-Islām. (A, TA.) El-Jāhidh

couples them with the aasſ. (MF)

6 o'.

See sº-º-o.

$ 20.

wº-ºo:

º o - -

<-2 t Origin, or race, [from which a man

springs;] syn. J3. (L.) So in the phrase Jº <!

33-< tWerily he belongs toan excellent race; is

ofan excellent origin]: andso in thephrase2,4- Jº

<sº [of the most generous of origins, or races.]

(TA.) — << A place in nihich plants, or

herbs, gron, (S, K:) dev. from the constant

course of speech : analogically it should be

* … : (K:) as the aor. of the verb from

which it is derived is not …, with kesteh

but there are other examples like it; as *—.

and &k. &c.; W.

occurs. (TA.) [Pl. <!...]

º ed º

~\-e Jº [Land abounding mith plants, or
-

49 ... o.

<--ó, however, also sometimes

herbage]. (K, voce i-ſ, &c.)

lºo -

<º. (contr. to analogy, S, [for34)A

plant caused to grow, or germinate. ($, K.)

<! Firmly rooted; syn. Jºk. (TA.)

<--- and W---, (K,) the latter so written,

not as being SO originally, but for the sake of

agreement in sound [with respect to the first and

second vowels), (AHei,) a subst., signifying

What grows, or germinates, of slender (i.e. small,

TA,) trees, [or shrubs,) and large : (K:) ex.,

*

--- * * * *
*

[A desert in nihich there gren, not aught of shrubs

or of large trees] : (TA:) young shoots of palm

trees: (IKtt :) the prickles and branches that

are cut off from a palm-tree, to lighten it.

(AHn, as from "Eesa Ibn-'Omar.) – Pieces of

the hump of a camel. (L.)

º * - g • 2.

~~~~5: see stre—-3.

*:::: [coll. gen, n.] A certain species of trees:

**: and

other trees of a large kind; or the trees called

-º- [see below]: (K:) or a kind of thorny

trees, having branches and leaves, neith a fruit of

the kind called> i.e., round; called in 'Omân

• 30%; n. un, with 3: AHn says that there are

two species of cºº; one of these is a kind of

thorny and short trees, also called -j- ſq. v.]

having a fruit resembling a bubble, in nihich are

red grains, having an astringent effect upon the

bowels, used as a medicine; the other species is a

large species of trees: ISd says, An Arab of the

desert, of the tribe of Rabeea, described to me

the 459: as [a tree] resembling a large apple-tree,

the leaves of n!hich are smaller than those of the

apple, having a fruit smaller than the »;, in

tensely black and intensely sneet, with grains, or

stones, nºbich are put into scales, or balances:

[evidently meaning the carob, or locust-tree, (see

-j-) whence our term “carob,” applied to a

small weight, the twenty-fourth part of a grain].

(L (see -jū and ºil)

“tº

1. *-j, aor. 3, inf n. &; (and 'J', K5)

i.g. Jº; (AZ, S, K;) i.e., He dug with the

hand. (AZ, $)—3,aor. 2, inf n. 4.3, He

took forth, or dug out, dust, or earth, from a well

or a river. (L.)—º cºº f They searched,

or sought, for, or after, the thing; inquired re

specting it; sought for information respecting it;

searched into, inquired into, investigated, scruti

nized, or eacamined, it. (TA.) = <<, [aor. ,]

inf n. <, ! He nas angry. (K.)

6. jºš cº lsº f They searched into each

(A.)

8. Jººl: see 1. – He took ; received into his

hand. (K.) — He tucked up the skirts of his

shirt, or the like, nihen sitting on the ground. (K.)

other's secrets.

— It (J22- or the like) increased in size (9) in

the nater: (K:) as also jº). (T.A.)

10. •- &é * Jº-1 : He eacamined his

(A.)

3. A trace, vestige, or mark : (K:) a trace,

or mark, of digging : (A:) pl. &ºi. (TA.) —

2. 2.- .2 o - 22 of . ~ -

tº: $4. aſ cº, U* I san, not the man himself,

or the thing itself, nor any trace of him, or it.

brother respecting his secret.

(L.) – See <<º:

3.3 The dust that an animal digs up with its

feet in running. (IAar) — "iº (S, K) and

3-5 and '3- (L) The dust, or earth, that is

taken forth, or dug out, from a nell or a river:

(S, L. K.) pl. of the first, -º (A)—i.e.

and W *::: Earth, or dust, taken forth, or dug

out, from a well or a river. (L.) — &- Wāº
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Flesh-meat buried by a beast of prey against the

time of want. (IAth, from a trad.) =<<

A species of sea-fish; accord. to IAar; but it is

also said, on his authority, that it is called<<;

therefore it seems that one of these two words is

a mistake for the other, or that they are two dial.

forms. See also <!, in art. Jºy. (TA.) =

*<- t Very bad, evil, nicked, or corrupt:

(K:) applied to a man: (TA:) the latter word

is an imitation sequent to the former. (S, and

some copies of the K.) =2;in i: (sº and

2.3% ! [He revealed the elicited secret of the
o 2.0 -

(A.) —ovº

&% *** ! [Between them are enmity and

(A.)

see tºº.

people, and their elicited secrets].

secrets elicited].

*: ;

4-e

- ***

iſ,...; A certain game (played by children, TA,)

in which something is buried in a hole dug in the

ground,and henhotakes it forth wins the game. (K.)

--> →º º -

*5-0 : see tºº.

• *f. -- ... o - d. • 6.2.2 - “ ”

Jºué- -às, -ºx ºvººsº t[The occasions

for the scrutiny of their conduct appeared, and

their evil qualities were not hidden]. (A.)

**

1. £3, aor. 2, inf. n. **, IIe und a loud,

or rehement voice, or cry. (TA.) — 2-3, inf. n.

º, Pepedit, certo modo: (TA:) inf. n. £4,

repitum ventris emisit; pepedit. ($, K.) —

tº ºf Il. gº and tº, He (a dog) barked;

--

--i.g.* -

up, fresh milk, with a as tº, until it became froth,

in which state it is eaten nith dates, taken up with

three fingers. Only the Benoo-Asad did this.

(IKh.) – £º He mired up Gºs. &c. (TA)

(S, K.) =& He miced up, or beat

*: and W** Milk miced up, or beaten

up, in the manner explained roce *3. (IKh.)

- ** and "āść A kind of food of the Arabs

in the time of paganism, (in seasons of dearth, or

famine, TA,) made by micing up, and beating

up, soft camel's hair (ris) nºnth milk. (K.)

#ſoud º: wºment, in voice, or cry. ($, K.)

-** and WJºe” A dog**nº (K;)

a loud-barking dog. (S.) [Seetº -&” [The

wooden implement called] a tº-2, for ſº

up] Jay- (K) &c.; (TA;) also called Jº-2

and -isſe. (El-Mufaddal.) [See also i-3.)

ãº The anus; syn. <-ºl. ($, K.) —

<tº <<3= Pepedit. (S.) – is tº A nooden

implement at the end of which is a thing resembling

a 4&is [or the round head of a spinale], with

n:hich fresh milk is mized up, or beaten up, in the

manner eaplained voce

&%)
3 -> 6 *

sº-º: See &º.

3. (IKh.) [See also

is tº See **.

• , of 6 of:

rºl and "&" The fruit of a certain Indian

tree, (K,) nºbich is preserved, or made into a con

fection, nith honey; in form like the peach, nith

the head edged (-5-3) ; [but this seems rather to

apply to a kind mentioned below, resembling the

almond;] it is brought to El-'Irak; and has

nithin it a stone like that of the peach : (L:) an

arabicized word, from [the Persian] Jºi [or &#1.
* . . of

(K.) — Hence W ~|~!, (L) with kesreh to the

~, Medical confections: app. an arabicized word:

(S:) or confections, or preserves, made nith honey,

• Joë • o

of the gº and **! and the like. (L.) –

Accord. to AHn, 2-3) is the name of Certain

trees abounding in Arabia, in the districts of

'Oman; planted; they are of two kinds; one of

these has a fruit resembling the almond, n-hich is

smeet from the commencement of its growth; the

other has a fruit in appearance like the Damask

plum (~~~), is at first sour, and then be

comes sweet when ripe: each has a stone, and

has a sneet odour: the fruit of the sour kind is

pressed don’n in jars, or earthern pots, [-º

so I read for ºl.e-:] while fresh, and kept until

it attains to a ripe state, nºken it becomes as

though it mere the banana, in its odour and taste:

the tree grows great so as to become like the

n-alnut (ji-) n:hich it resembles also in its leaves:

and nºhen it attains to perfection, the sneet [fruit]

is yellon; and the bitter, [or sour, red. (L.)

6 of 6 of

* : See &l.

&º Dough that has become in a state of

fermentation, and inflated, or sn’ollen, (S, K,)

and sour: (TA:) in some books written with 2-;

but heard from the Arabs with ~, accord. to

Aboo-Sa’eed and Abu-l-Ghowth and others: (S:)

there is no word like it except Öği. (S, K.)

º
• , of º --→ •3.

Jºº-ºº: see usºle--".– Also, A mess of

broken, or crumbled, bread, (~13) in nºhich is

[some degree of] heat. (K.)

• -e -

£e, (S, K,) the latter word being

3 -

Cº. 5 3.

formed after the manner of Jºy. tº andJº ãº,

(S,) and "&º, rel. n.s. of :

fet-hah to the -, contr. to analogy, (K,) the

latter disallowed by IKt, but occurring in a trad.

and in poetry, and not to be disallowed because

o .

~~, each with

contr. to analogy, since there are many such rel.
S. 5

3 - 2 - 3 -

ns., as Lºjºre and CŞj', &c., (TA,) A certain

kind of .\.<>, so called in relation to a place

:

named*: (S, K, &c.:) or Jºlsº ...U+, and

&º which latter form is related by IAth as

the one retained in the memory, a certain kind

of L-º-, so called in relation to a place named

Jº-31; of wool, having a nap, or pile, without

a border; one of the meanest kinds of coarse

-

º
-

garments: its I, accord. to some, is an augmenta

tive letter. (TA.)

6 no • º -

&xº~ : See **.

- &
º

1. *, and z, [the former of which,

accord. to the Msb, seems to be more common,]

aOr. 2:

inf n. tº and - and -3 and -º (S, K)

tº and tº and tº and tº º, .

and &: (L,) and :*, (K,) the last having an

intensive and frequentative signification, (TA,) -

He (a dog, S, L, K) barked. (L.) – Also,

(sometimes, S,) tsaid of a gazelle, (T, S, K,)

when he has advanced in years, and his horns

have branched forth: (T:) and I of a he-goat,

(K,) in coupling-time: (L:) and t of a serpent;

(K;) meaning he uttered a cry, or sound: (L:)

also of a hoopoe,(**) inf. n.3% signifying

it uttered a harsh cry, by reason of age : (L:)

and ; of a lion, inf. n. 9. (3, signifying he uttered

a cry (L, K) like the barking of a nhelp. (Aboo

Kheyreh, L.) –3& 2-3 and*& (T,

Msb,) and Y 4-9, (T,) The dog barked at him.

(Msb.)— -> 2. Sº sº º& +[Such a one is

not hon:led at nor barked at): i.e., by reason of

his weakness, no account is taken of him, and

neither good nor evil is said to him. (L.) –

~3 the (a poet) satirized. (A.) — Jº->

Jºſe t"I'hy revilings reached,or overtook, me. (L.)

3: see 1.

4. *~! and W *~~, He made him (a dog)

to bark : (S, K:) Jó. W cº- he eaccited, or

induced, the dog to bark : said of a man when,

having lost his way, he imitates the bark of that

animal, in order that a dog may hear him, and,

imagining him to be a dog, may bark, and so

guide him. (L.) Said also of a guest, [or one

who would be a guest, and who desires to guide

himself to a place of entertainment]. (A.) [See

an ex. cited, from the poet El-Akhtal, voce

# , o

~23.)

10: see 4.

6: : The clamour, confused noise, or mixture

of voices, of a tribe, (S,) or of a people, (K,) and

the barkings of their dogs, (S, K,) and the cries

of their other animals. (A.) — Subsequently

put in the place of t Multitude, and might, or

power: (S:) and signifying 1 a numerous as

sembly. (K.) El-Akhtal says,

2 - 23 - - - - - a

* * --> 59-) & +
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tº -º

[Verily strength, or eminence, or lordship, and

multitude, and might, or ponyer, belong to Dárim].

(S.)

-: A dog that bark much. (A)—tº
A man (L) having a vehement, or loud, voice.

(L, K.) – " £º, with dammeh, (K,) or tº:

(as in the L) t A hoopoe (**) that cooes (3:3)

much. (IAqr, K.) – tº: f A gazelle that cries

much, or often: (IAarºj and " tº the same

applied to the female. (AA, K.) = *: White,

small [shells such as are called] -3.3 : (TA :)

small, white [shells such as are called] -*, of

Mekheh, (T, K, TA,) i.e. brought from Mehkeh :

(TA:) put into [necklaces such as are called]

-ºš (K, TA) and tº, and used for repelling

the [evil] eye : (TA:) n, un, with 3. (K.)

tº: See £º.

&-4 A dog having a loud bark. (Lh.)

Lé Jºſé A barking dog; pl. £º Jºe,

and 3. and £4. (L.)

* , oe 4 ºr ,

its-º : see tº.

6 go ... º. 2 .

3:… Je-j A man likened to a dog. (L.) —

: A man reviled. (L.)

**

4. 2-3). He somed in a land such as is called

(K, TA.)“3.

; : The small-pow; ($) in an absolute sense:

(TA:) or the small-pox of sheep or goats &c.,

(K,) — Also, ($, K.) and W 3–3, (K,) Blisters,

or pustules that fill with water, on the hand,

(S, K,) occasioned by nork : (K:) when they

break, or dry up, the hand becomes callous by

work: [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un, with 3. (TA.)–

Also " . 3 Marks offire, [or blisters occasioned

by burning,) upon the body.

6 o'.

** : see tº:

*: A hill, or mound, such as is called 1.e4.

(S:) or elevated ground: (TA :) or elevated and

loose ground, not consisting of sand, but of hardand

stony earth: (Th, K :) pl. J-9 : (K:) it has a

broken pl. of the class proper to substs, because it

is an epithet in which the quality of a subst, pre

dominates. (TA.)

*** A proud, a haughty, or an imperious,

man: ($, K:) pl.$º. (S.)— A speaker. (K.)

• . Rude, coarse, rough, gross; (K;) an epithet

applied to a man. (TA.)– 2 º 4-5 Dust of

a dusky colour, and abundant." (L, K.) [See an

ex. WOCe 34°, art. àº)

... • *.*

1. 33, aor. 2, inf. n. 43, (§, L, Mºb, K.) He

cast, thren, or flung, it anay, as a thing esteemed

of no account or importance : this is the original

signification; and in this sense it is mostly used

in the Kur-án: (Er-Răghib :) he cast, thren, or

flung, it (S, A, L., Msb. K.) from his hand, (S, L,)

before him or behind him : (L, K:) and he cast,

thren, or flung, it far anay, or to a distance:

(L:) and (so in the L; but in the K, or) he cast,

thren, or flung it in any manner: (L, K:) ' *

has teshdeed given to it to denote frequency,

or repetition, of the action, or its application

to many objects. (S, A, L.) –** 3. JHe

thren, his signet from his hand. (L, from a

trad) — sº ſº sº (Kur, iii. 184)

f [lit., And they cast it behind their backs;] means

and they did not observe it; (namely, their ºve

nant;) they disregarded it. (Beyd.)– Jº is

both by act and by word; having for its objects both

substances and accidents: (L:) you say 24, 3.

f He dissolved the league, or covenant, and cast it

from him to him with whom he had made it :

(A, L, Mºbi") and J. (… 3.3% Jé &

* List; sº& 4-12 I [Each party of

them cast from him, to the other, the league, or

covenant, by nihich they had made a truce; i.e.,

each party of them rejected it, or renounced it, to

the other]. (T) and 333, J| 33, and "ºu,

! He cast from him the league, or covenant, to

the enemy, and dissolved it : and Y sºuri f They

mutually castfrom themselves theleague, or covenant,

º I [lit., He cast my affair behind his back;

meaning,) he did not perform my affair; (A;)

and dissolved it. (A)See also3–4, sº

he neglected it. (Msb.)- u-4. S; āşş $33

f Such a woman thren out a goodly, beautiful, or

pretty, saying. (A.) –25- aft $43, and

à-il, f I thren to him the salutation. (A.) –

3& &# [I had such a thing as it were thronºn

to me; I had it thronºn in my way;] I had it

it

being appointed, or prepared; as also * <j.

(A)–4, 33 3 & To God (b. attributed

the eaccellence of) the mother that brought thee

forth !] (A.)– 33 He threnforth earth or dust

[in digging a hole &c.); as also & 3. (A.) See

also $3.3. –3. He threw dates or raisins into

a bag of skin, and poured neater upon them, and

left the liquor until it fermented and became in

toricating : (T:) [or, simply, he steeped dates or

raisins in water; for the beverage thus made,

called 3-3, was not always left until it became

intoxicating, as is shown by several trads.] —

lº- 33, (S, L, K, &c.,) the most usual form

of the verb, (Kz,) aor. :, only; (MF;) and

W $33, (A, L, K,) and Y *', (L, K,) a form

used by the vulgar, (S, IDrst,) and rejected by

Th and others, but mentioned, on the authority

offered, or presented, to me, the meeting with
…

of Er-Ruásee, by Fr, who says that he had not -

heard it from the Arabs, but that the authority

of its transmitter is worthy of reliance, (TA,)

and W.*: (L, K;) I He made beverage of

the kind called Jº-º. (S, A, L. K.)— Also,

ºf 33, (Lh, IAth, L.) and Çe, (IAth, L.)

and * ºl, but this is seldom used, (Kutr, Lh,

ISk, and others, and L.) and Y 3-1, (L,) the

made, of the dates, and of the grapes, beverage of

the kind called J-3; (Lh, L;) he left the dates,

and the grapes, in water, that it might become

beverage of the kind so called. (IAth, L.) –

Also, "Jºlt He made for himself that beverage.

(A.)—& 3:& ! Such a one boils against
---

me like [the beverage called] 4-3. (A.) = -k3,

* * *

ſaor = 1 (S. L. K.) inf n. 43 (L.K) and 333,

($, K,) It (a vein) pulsed; (L, K5) a dial. form

of Jaj. ($, L.)

2 : see 1.

3. ºu, inf. n. $34, He bargained with

him by saying, Thron, thou to me the garment, or

piece of cloth, (A’Obeyd, L, K,) or other article

of merchandise, (A’Obeyd, L,) or I nill thron, it

to thee, and the sale shall become binding, or

settled, or concluded, for such a sum : (A’Obeyd,

L, K :) or, by throning to another a garment, or

piece of cloth, the other doing the like: (Lh, L, K:)

or, by saying, When thou thronest thy commodity,

or when I thron my commodity, the sale is bind

ing, or settled, or concluded, for such a sum :

(Msb:) or, by saying, When I thron: it to thee,

or when thou throwest it to me, the sale is binding,

or settled, or concluded: (Mgh, art. J-J :) or,

by saying, When I throw the pebble (L, K) to

thee, (L,) the sale is binding, or settled, or con

cluded: (L, K.) or by another's throwing a pebble

him (L.) ºn ºf ... * * *, * o –

w - ſº* &- and 5-a- &- and

3--" *—i- &- signify the same; (Mgh;) as

also Mij} & (A:) such bargaining is for

bidden. (L5 – 94.9, inf n. *ſū; and

"'53-1; ; They retired, each of the two parties,

apart, in war. (L, K.) – <!-12.3%, and

--" " * 3.5, He retired from them to a

place aside, or apart, in war, for a just purpose,

(3-1, in the 'Eyn for war, -j-", TT,) they

doing the like: (Lth, T, L:) or these two phrases,

followed by £- Jº , are used when there is

between two parties at variance a covenant, or

league, or a truce, after fighting, and they desire

to dissolve the league,or covenant, and each party

casts it from him (śī) to the other: thus,

ãº Jº tºº, in the Kur, viii. 60, lit.,

cast thou from thee, to them, their league, or

covenant, in an equitable, or just, manner,J means,

announce thou to them that thou hast dissolved

the league between thee and them, so that they

may have equal knowledge with thee of the

dissolving thereof and of the returning to war:
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(T, L:) .13. Jºe here signifies j- Ls”

Jºs: (Lh:) <!- $3.5 also signifies he

made war with him openly; (S, L, Mgb;) and

is syn. with <!- º, J. : (L.) and sº

#sº Jé they made n'ar with them openly, in an

equitable manner, declaring their hostile intention,

so that it was equally known to their enemies and

themselves. (L.) See also 1. –2:34 t I acted

contrarily to, or differently from, or adversely to,

them; or nas, or became, contrary to, or different

from, or adverse to, them; syn.*. (Msb.)

4 : see 1.

6 : see 1.

8. J-31 | He ment, nithdren, or retired,

aside, or apart, from others; separated him

self from others. (S, A, L., K.)– stºl

G& (Kur, xix. 16) f She withdrew, or retired,

to a place apart from her family, (L, MSb,) far

aray. (Mºb)— sº & £º IIe withdrew,

or retired, from his people. (M.) – à-6 Jº!

He went aside. (T.) See 1. – And see <!

in art. º.º.

3: A little; a small quantity; (S, A, L,K;)

JºJ) &e of nealth, or property; (S, A, L;)

as also V $3.3 [which is a word much used though

I find it explained in few lexicons]; (L, TA;)

because what is little is thrown away, and dis

regarded: (A :) and in like manner, of herbage,

and of rain, and of hoariness or hoary hair,

(S, A, L,) &c.; (L:) and a small number of

men: (A, L:) and the latter word, a piece, or

portion, of a thing, such as a perfume : (L:) pl.
6 of

of the former, šuº : (L, K:) [and of the latter,

33.1—Jºn & Sºi (K, TA) : The refuse

of the people; (TA;) mixed people of the baser

sort. (K, T.A.)

$3.5 cº &&tº ; see #3+. —

33; J-4-, and " $33, He sat aside, or apart.

(S, A, L, MSb, K.)

6 - e.” ge - 2 : 0.

$3.3 : see 33: — and 3.3-3.

3- Cast, thronºn, or flung, [&c.; see 1 ;]

(K;) i. q. 3:...(L) But see below. — "33-3

The earth or dust that is thronyn forth from a
g -

hole or the like that is dug; as also ãº-º: pl.

3.13. (A,” L.) Yaakoob asserts, that the 3 is

a substitute for tº. (L.) — 3- 1 A hind

of becerage, made of dates, and of raisins ; i.e.,

must; and of honey; i.e., mead; and of n!heat,

and of barley, &c.; i. e. wort: (L:) or made of

dates, or of raisins, which one throws (3:2, i. e.

jk, whence its appellation,) into a reselor

skin ofwater, and leaves until it ferments (3953,

T, L, or Jºe, Mgh) and becomes intoxicating,

or not so long as to become intoricating: before it

has become so, it is a lawful beverage : (T, L:)

whether intoxicating or not, it is thus called:

(L:) or it is thus called because it is left (3-3,

i.e., Jº) until it becomes strong; (Msb;)

being expressed juice, or the like, that is left (#)

[for a time to acquire strength] : (L, K:) it is

said that this word is originally of the measure

Jas in the sense of the measure Jºiº, but that

it has become obsolete in this latter sense, and,

applied to the beverage, is used as though it were

a primitive substantive, as is shown by the form

of its pl, (M,F) which is 333i, (S, I, MF;)

for a word of the measure Jºsé in the sense of

the measure J5xão has not this form of pl.:

(M.F.) wine expressed from grapes is also called
* : , . - - - 6 o'. * : .

Jº-º, like as J-3 is also called 2-6- . [Je—º is
6 . •

a coll, gen, n., and its n. un, is with 3:] 33-3

signifies some 3–3; lit., a portion thereof.

(Mºb, art. 2-) See also j. (L.)

º dº o .
º .

- : -

3-º-º: see Jº-º, and 33-c.

§§ [One who thron's things anay often, or

quickly]. See $ºſ. =:: [One n:ho makes,

or sells, the beverage called 3-3]. ($, K, art.

jº.)

5*. ... o

3.x:… A pillon, or cushion; (Lh, S, A, L, K;)

wpon which one reclines, or sits : so called be

cause it is thrown upon the ground to be sat

upon (L.) pl. º.º. (A) Ex. Je sº

ºtºl [They sat cross-legged upon the pillon's,

or cushions]. (A.)

3,... A child cast out by its mother (T, S, L,

Msb, K) in the road, (T, S, L, K,) on the

occasion of her bringing it forth, and mhich a

Muslim picks up and maintains; whether a

bastard or lanfully begotten; (T, L;) a found

ling : (L, K:) such may not be called a bastard

because its kin may be established: (T, L:) also,

t a bastard; (L, K;) because such is cast away

in the road. (L.) fem, ś,ź (L) and '33.- :

(A, L:) pl. masc. &º and #4; (L;)

and pl. of 3.3-3, 3.13. (A) — sº, and

W 33-3 + A eve or other animal (L) that is not

eaten, by reason of its leanness : (L, K:) so
wº

called because it is cast away. (L.) – Jºe
*c > 0.

55-233 Jº He (Mohammad) prayed upon the

tomb of a foundling: or, accord. to another read

po - e -

ing 33-, 2-3 Usſe, meaning, upon a tomb apart,
2 2.

(L,) or distant, (K,)from other tombs; (L, K;)

like an expression occurring in another trad.,
• & P © e.

"Jº- 2.É. 3. he passed by a tomb apart from

other tombs. (L.)

jº* * He is far from his house.

(A.) — 3.º. and W3:. [A man &c.,] aside,

or apart, or separate, from others; (L;) [See

also 3, … and see a verse of Lebeed, voce J2j]

6 w • *

Jºº-º-o: see Jºº-º-o: 4 called].

Jº

1. 3, (T, S, A, K,) aor. -, (S. K.) inf n.

;, (S,) He, (a man, S, A,) or it, (anything, T,)

raised, or elevated, a thing : (T, S, A, K.) or }:

signifies specially the raising of the voice : (MF,

from the first part of the Keshshāf) or the rising of

thevoice; so with theArabs; and one saysJºy. 2

- 22°. - - -

inf n. 5,33, meaning, the man spoke in a high

tone : (IAmb:) and 23, inf. n. $3, he (a man)

uttered a sound: (A:) and [the inf. n.] 35.3,

signifies the crying out, or shouting, from fright,

or fear : (T, K:) and Jºãº ãº, the singer's

raising his voice from a lon, to a high pitch.

(S. K.) —ºn 23, ($, M, A, K.) aor. 2,

(M, K,) inf. n. Jº, (S, M,) He pronounced the

3 9-2

letter nºith hem: (3:3). ($, M, A, K.) Jº

* $ [The tribe of Kureysh] do not pronounce

with hemz. (S.) A man said to the Prophet,

ºf J-3 (, ſo Prophet of God]; and he said

Jºjº º, i. e. Pronounce not thou my name

with hemz: (M:) for the tribe of Kureysh did not

(TA.) And when El

Mahdee performed the pilgrimage, he preferred

El-Kisãee to recite the prayers in El-Medeeneh,

and the people of that city disapproved of his

pronouncing with hemz, asking him wherefore

pronounce with hemz.

he did so in reciting the Kur-án in the mosque

of the Apostle of God. (TA.)

8. Jºi It (a heap of wheat) rose, by additions.

(T.) – It (the body, M, K, and a wound,

T, A) snelled; became snºollen. (T, M, A, K.)

— It (the mouth, TA,) became blistered, or

vesicated. (K, TA.) And sº stºl His arm,

or hand, became blistered. (S, A.) — He (the

>, M, and the -º-, K) ascended the 2.

[or pulpit]. (M., K.) -

3: sing. ofºi, (T, S,) which signifies Heaps,

syn. Jºël (M, K,) or a collection, (M, S,) of

Alsº, (S, M, K, MS,) meaning of wheat, and of

barley, [or other corn,) and of dates: (MS:) or

[in the TA, and] granaries (jºi) of Alsº : (in

the present day, a granary:] what is called (sº

being also called 3: because the Alale, when

poured in its place, rises: and the pl. pl. [i. e. pl.

of 391 ) is 3-ºi. (T.) — jūji also signifies

A merchant's magazine, or chamber, ( <,) in

n:hich he puts together, in order, or piles up, his

goods. (M, K.) [In the K, it is added, that

the sing, is 33 : but this addition seems to be

misplaced ; for jūj) in the last of the senses here

explained, as well as when applied to a granary.

and to a collection of Alalo, appears to be a pl.

without a sing.]

§: Anything rising from a thing. (M, A,K.)

– A swelling in the body. (M., K.) – I. q.
4 - 3 - -

35. A [meaning the sound, or the character, so

(T, S, K.)
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* The pulpit of the ºpts [in a mosquel:

(M, TA:) so called because of its height: (S,

M, A, K.) (pl.2%.]

93.2

J-º-o:

6 no •

See 25-0.

iſ,..., ătººl: see the first paragraph of art.

Jºe.

* Pronounced nºith hemz (* ). (T.)
6, no,” a

el T - *** * * . 22 * * * r.

ãº Juaş, and "āº, i, q. 52-e [i. e. Poems

of which the verses end with hem2].

1. §3, aor. 2, inf n. #, He called him, or

named him, by a by-name, surname, or nickname;

he by-named him, surnamed him, or nicknamed

him; syn. *i; (S, Msb, K;) mostly signifying

he called him, or named him, by a nickname, a

name of reproach, or an opprobrious appellation;

(TA;) as also W %: (K :) or the latter is with

teshdeed to denote muchness, or frequency, or

repetition, of the action, or its application to
** * * ~ *- O - -

many objects: you say, cº-rejº "jº J')3

Such a one by-names, surnames, or [rather] nick
o •*- : *

names, the children; syn. •rº. (S.) –3:

is also syn, with jºin; (Ki) or is like the latter:

(TA;) [i.e., §: also signifies He upbraided, or

reproached, him; or the like.]

2 : see 1, in two places.

6, 1943, (Mºb, K.’) or *% ºut,
(S,) They called one another by by-names, sur

names, or [rather] nicknames: (S, Msb,” K :)

or they upbraided, reproached, or reviled, one

another; (K, TA;) calling one another by

names of reproach. (TA.) So in the Kur, xlix. 11;

where the doing so is forbidden. (TA.)

33, [or, accord. to the Msb, it seems to be

3. for it is there said to be an inf. n. used as a

subst., but this form I have never met with

elsewhere, A by-name; or surname; or nich

name; syn. -iſ: (S, Msb, K;) mostly, the

latter; i.e., a name of reproach ; an opprobrious

appellation : (TA :) but Kh, [makes it, contr.

to common usage, to signify a proper name; for

•,• *, o E

he] says, that names are of two kinds; jº tºº.),

such as 35 and *: and Zé it…i. such as

Jº and Jº, and the like: (TA) pl.jū. ($)

3. Ignoble, or mean, ($gh, K,) in his grounds

of pretension to respect, or his rank or quality,

and in his natural disposition. (K.)

6.--> * … •

353 Ja-2 A man who is much accustomed to

call others by by-names, surnames, or [rather]

nicknames. (K.)

*

U-9

1. Jºg, aor. , (§, Mgh, Mºb) inf n. Jº,

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) He took, drew, or pulled,

out, or forth, (Mgh, Mºb, K,) a thing, (Māb,

TA,) [as] a leguminous plant, (S) or a thing

buried, (Mgh,) or a thing after burial, (TA,)

[as] a corpse; (S, TA;) whence Jºj, q v. :

(S, Mgh:) he made a thing that was concealed

or covered to come out or forth, or to become

apparent. (A, K.) — [Hence,ºJº 34,

(A, TA) inf n, as above, (K, TA) file draws

forth sustenance hence and thence for his family,

or household: (A:) or the gains, or earns, or

seeks sustenance, for them. (K,” TA.)– And

39's Jºs, (A, TA) and 3-2-1, infn.

as above, (K, TA,) t He dran's forth, or elicits,

secrets, and discourse, narration, or information :

(K,” TA :) or }: < signifies + I divulged

the secret. (Mºb.)—And 32%, "Jºël He
dren forth, or eactracted, the veins. (A.) –

Also, He removed, a thing from over another

thing which it covered or concealed; (A, Msb,”

K;) and earth from a thing beneath it: (A,

Msb:") whence Jº, q. v. (M5b, K.)– And

hence, jºin Jº [He uncovered, or he rifled, or

ransacked, the grave]. (A, Mgh, Msb.) = Also,

He dug with the hand; as also & 3. (AZ, in

$, art. ‘tº.)
-

, of • * ~ *, * >

5. 39-'9" cºe Jº-rº sº [app. t He endeavours

to draw forth or elicit, or he searches out, secrets].

(TA.)

8: see 1.

ić, The trade, or occupation, of the Jºº.

(TA.)

5 * •

[äte-º Earth extracted from a well or burrow

or the like. Hence, gº i- [The earth

eatracted by the jerboa in making its burrow].

(T in art. Ax.)

Jº One who rifles, or ransacks, graves; niho

takes forth the dead from them; or who uncovers

graves. (Mgh, Msb.) See 1, in two places.

Jº A thing that is taken, dran'n, or pulled,

out, or forth: (Lh:) the loner part of leguminous

plants taken, dramºn, or pulled, out, or forth :

(S, K:) or trees pulled out by the trunk and

roots: (K:) as also W is,…i. (TA:) or W both

signify what is torn out by the rain : (AHeyth:)

pl. Jº-º, (S, K,) the pl. of both the above

words. (AHeyth.)— Also, Full-grown unripe

dates that are pierced neith thorns in order that

(TA.) – And the pl. signifies

($gh.) Some say that this pl.

(M.F.)

they may ripen.

Small arron's.

has no singular.

* > 20% **

a 3-1; see Jº, in two places.

1. Jé, aor. 2, inf. n. Jº and &laº (S,
o -

A, K) and Jae-j, (so in a copy of the S,) It

(a vein, or an artery,) pulsed, or beat, (TA,) [or

throbbed;] was, or became, in a state of motion,

or agitation. (S, A, K.) – [Hence, Jaº Lº

*-a= é- Aſ ! [No party-spirit, or zeal in the

cause of his party, became roused, or eaccited, in

him;] he did not aid his people, or party, against

oppression; rvas not angry, or zealous, for them,

and did not defend them. (A, TA.) – And

W *** Ja; t His anger became roused, or ex

cited. (A, TA.) – [Hence also, it.} ~43,

aor, as above, (in the L, written 2, but this is

doubtless a mistake, J # The bonels became in a

state of commotion. (TA.) – And 3,9] Jé

+ The lightning flashed lightly, or slightly, (K,

TA,) like the Je. of a vein or an artery. (TA.)

= See also 4.

2: see 4, in two places.

4. &e Jº- <! The fever made his

vein, or artery, to pulse, beat, (TA,) [throb, or

become in a state of motion or agitation. (A,

TA') — Jºãº Jaºl, (T, S, M, A, Mgh) like

Çai, (Lth, T, M.,) but the former is the more

approved; (Lth, 'Eyn;) and Çe Jaºl; (A,

Mgh;) or tº Jaºl; (AHn, K.) and tº "Jaj,

inf n, Jaºji (AHn, TA) in the K, Q. "Jº,

which is a mistake; (TA;) [He tranged the

bon;] he made the bon to give a sound: (AHn,

K:) or he put the string of the bon in motion,

[or made it to vibrate,) (A, K,) or pulled it, (T,

S, M, Mgh,) and then let it go, (S, Mgh,) in

order that it might trang, (S, K,) or produce a

sound: (T, M, Mgh:) and jºv Jail (S, A,

Mgh) signifies the same : (S, Mgh :) or he took

the string of the bow with the ends of his two

fingers, and then let it go so that it might fall

against the handle of the bon: . (Jm :) and Jaºji

jº he pulled the string of the bony without an

arron, and then let it go : (Yaakoob :) or he

pulled the string of the bon, and then let it go

so that he heard it give a sound. (Lh.) Hence

the proverb, 23, 2-4, Jé!, (S,) or * &

zºº, (A,) I Tranging the bow without fastening,

or binding, or bracing, the string; meaning

! threatening without the means of execution]:

applied to him who pretends to that which he

has not the means of performing. (A, TA.)

[See also art. 355..] And a poet says,

W 22 - 0: , a 2- • *, of~
+

*** **, *)')
*

[I will assuredly shoot thee with a shooting, not a

mere tranging]: meaning, my pulling [of the

bow) shall not be a threatening, but execution.

Jº Jägi

[The separater and loosener of cotton by means of

the bon; and mallet made his mallet to cause the

string of the bon to vibrate]. (A, TA.)

(TA.) – You say also, <ā.

Jº [an inf. n. used as a subst, signifying

The pulse]. - Also, 4 pulsing vein, or artery :
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Jaº – la:

as in the sayingà: “…i. Ji- [The physician

felt his pulsing vein, or artery: or his pulse]:

but it is more chaste to say "...a... q.v. (TA) —

See also Jé.– [It is also used as an epithet.

0 °. 6 & x

You say, Jiří Šºš, as also "JA3, and " Jº,

(Sgh, K,) and WJº, (A, TA,) ta heart that

is sharp in intellect, clever, acute, (A, Sgh, K,)

and very brisk or lively or sprightly or prompt.

(A, TA.)

J. S. Jº-ºw, (IDrd, S. K.) and Jº
WJº S3, (Sgh,) There is not in him any motion:

(S, Sgh, K:) or sound, or voice, nor pulsation:

(AA, in S, art. Jaze-:) or strength: (IDrd:)

with fet-h to the second letter, only used in a

negative phrase: (L:) As says, I know not what

is *.*, ($ in art. Jai-) or Já-. (TA)

—Jº 3%, see #.

Jº See Jºº.

• * ~ * of ~

is: [A single pulsation]. You say, i.a.s 3-5

3. *::= 3. [I san, a slight flash of lightning,

like a single pulsation of an artery]. (A, TA.)

* : * 2:

Jacº: See Jºaº.

Jºsé [part. n. of 1]. You say,&&2% L.

:: * *
* *-

-

JJJé-Lº)

a little artery pulsing, I will not abstain, or hold

back, from aiding thee]; i.e., f as long as I

remain alive. (A, TA.)– [Hence,) f Anger.

(Lth, A, K.) See 1, where an ex. is given. —

# An archer: lit. one niho has a twanging. (Mgh.)

º .

JayG [As long as there remains in me

~ſil Jé. The place where one sees the heart

pulsing, (TA,) or in motion; (A, K5) and where

one perceives the gentle sound of its [pulsation, orj

motion. (A, O.) You say,***) J.--

[The physician felt his place of pulsation], and

* [their places of pulsation]. (A, TA.)
- - - …) • *. *... • * -

— al-e Ja… al -ºxº to means f He has no

origin [known]; like4.*: (A, TA;) nor

any people [to whom he belongs]. (TA.)

Jº 3-3 [A pain causing pulsation, or

throbbing]. (L, T.A.)

Jºe, (S, K,) or " iás, (A,) The nooden

mallet with which one separates and loosens cotton

by striking with it the string of a bone; syn.

-º-, like Jº-3 (S;) or #3: . (A, K:)

Jº is said by Kh to occur in poetry as [its

wº meaning ~32. (S.)

* -- ~ *

ă2...e.: see what next precedes.

la:3

1. ſº, aor. and :, int. n. b: (S, K) and

| 6 o .

**, (K.) It (water) welled, or issued forth. (S,

K.) = See also 4.

2: see 4.

3: see 10.

4. laº! He (a digger) reached the nater:

(AA, S:) or reached the first that appeared of

the water of a nell, (K, TA,) and produced it,

or fetched it out, by his labour. (TA.) And

4.4% es: laº! He produced, or fetched out, by

labour, water from good clay, or from clay con

taining no sand. (T.A.) = [It is also trans.:

you say, i.e. ºl, and "…l. (M. K.)

and ' '...Lº (IAgr, M, TA;) in the K "lj;

(TA;) and "tº, (M, K [in the CK with

teshdeed to the rºl) aor. -, (TA,) inf. n. *: ;

(M;) He produced, or fetched out, by his labour

[in digging], the water of the well; syn. ºui;

(M, K;) and of the first, (TA,) and last, (TA,)

[or rather of all,) tº L. rºs--l. (K, T.A.)

And [Ji laº), inf. n. bº, and **a-1: JHe

(a digger [of a well]) produced, or fetched out,

by his labour, or work, the nater. (Mºb.) –

See also 10, in five places. = tº: also signifies

The producing an effect, or making an impression;

syn.jö. (Ibn-Abbād, $gh, K.)

5: see 4: – and 10. = *::: also signifies

He affected to be like, or imitated, the laº; [or

Nabathapans]: or he asserted himself to be related

to them. (K, T.A.) [Compare 10, in the last

of the senses assigned to it below.]

8: see 10.

10. Ja…!: see 4, in two places: its primary

signification is [that mentioned above,) from º

signifying the “water that comes forth from a

well when it is first dug.” (Zj.) – And hence,

(Zj,) He drew out, or forth; eactracted; educed;

produced; elicited; fetched out by labour or art;

got out; or eactorted; syn. gº's (Zj, S;) a

thing: (Zj:) and + He made anything to appear

after occultation; as also "laº!; (B;) [i.e. he

brought it to light :] and *:::::: t it (anything)

nas made apparent, after occultation; as also

ºf: (K:) or the latter, [simply, + it was

made apparent. (L.) And [hence] : He (a

lawyer) elicited (2-3-2-1) an occult, or esoteric,

doctrine of lan', by his intelligence, and his labour,

or study: (K, TA:) or you say*~, meaning

+ he elicited it (~~~), namely a judicial sen

tence, by labour, or study; as also " alº, inf. n.

£3. (Msb:) or the warried out the knowledge

of it. (Jel. iv. 85) And tie 42 hºl, and

9.4, and Suº, He drew Jorth, elicited, or eac

torted, (cº-)from him knowledge, and gºod,

or nealth, and property. (TA), And Y bû

[app. an inf. m. of ſºl signifies the same as

-º- *tº t'The draning forth, or eliciting,

(cº-) of discourse. (TA.) And ºğl Y Lºs,

accord. to the K, or, accord. to $gh, on the

authority of Ibn-Abbād, "4-º', (TA,) + He

drew forth, or elicited, (gº-b) speech. (Ibn

'Abbād, Sgh, K.) And...ixi "agit Herevealed

knowledge, and spread it among men. (TA.) –

Jill la-'t He sought to obtain offspring from

the mare : occurring in a trad.: but accord. to

one relation, it is Çºl, meaning, “he sought

what was in her belly.” (TA.)= He (a man)

became a [naturalized] Jº [or Nabatha'an).

($,” TA.) It is said by Eiyoob Ibn-El-Kirreeyeh,

bººkººJºãºJºJº

[The people of 'Omân are Arabs who became

naturalized Nabathaans, and the people of El

Bahreyn are Nabathaeans who became naturalized

Arabs]. (S, TA.) [See also 5.]

*3 What first appears of the mater of a nell

(IDrd, K) when it is dug; (IDrd;) as also viº:

(K:) or the mater that comes forth from a well

nºhen it is first dug : (Zj:) or the nater that issues

forth from the bottom of a well when it is dug;

(S, accord. to one copy;) or this is termed "kº.

(S, accord. to another copy; and TA:) pl. ſo

pauc.] £3i and [of mult.] bº. (TA.) —

[Hence the saying,) b: 4- sº -:&

+ Such a one's promising is near, [but] his fulfilling

is remote : i.e. he promises, but does not fulfil.

(IAar.) And 43 53 S cº, (TA) and

*3 & #3; S, (ISd, TA,) t Such a one's depth

is not known, (K,” TA,) and the eactent of his

knowledge : (TA:) or such a one's depth is not

known; meaning that he is cunning, or possessing

intelligence mixed with craft and forecast. (ISd,

TA.) And *: Jú ºj& t Such a one is

invincible, and inaccessible to his enemy. (TA.)

- #3 also signifies A well of which the water

has been produced, or fetched out, by labour [of the

digger]. (S, T.A.) – And What oozes, or eacudes,

from a mountain, as though it were sweat, coming

forth from the sides of the rock. (TA.) = *…,

($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "kº, (S, Msh, K.)

and £39, (K,) the last is a pl. (AAF, S,

Msb) of the first, (AAF,) and the second is [a

quasi-pl. n.] like -º-, (AAF, L,) [The Na

bathapans;] a people rvho alight and abide in the

** [see £iº between the two 'Iráks: (S, K.)

or a people (T, M, Mgh, Msb) who alight and

abide, (T, TA,) or who used to alight and abide,

(Msb) in the als. (T, M, Mgh, Msb) of El

'Irak: (M, Mgh, Msb:) afterwards applied to

miced people; or people of the lonest or basest or
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*-8

meanest sort; or the refuse of men; and the

vulgar sort thereof: (Msb:) the people to whom

these appellations properly apply were called

1.3 because of their fetching out by labour

Cºlº) what comes forth from the lands:

(TA :) [for they were distinguished for agricul

ture; and hence their proper appellations are

used as equivalent to “clowns,” or “boors:”

but a derivation commonly obtaining with us is

that from Nebaioth the son of Ishmael:] the

n. un, is W*%cº,laws. MºMº

K) and Yūkº, (IAar, $, Mºb, K.) like Jºlº,

($) and 'º, K) and 'º,º

gº, (S) and "Jºš, (§, K) like Jº, (5)
but this is disallowed by IAar, (Mgh, TA,) and,

accord. to Lth, "Jºu..., but this [also] is dis

allowed by IAar. (Mºb.)

# i.”: .

3 ju. : -

º see tº.

lolº :

kº and kº.

* 2. 3 .22 3 .

Uskº and Jºº and Jºº :

[*, &c.

See Supplement.]

cº

& i.4. tºº, q.v. (TA). [The place in which

it is mentioned in the K shows that Fregards the

J as a radical letter; and though it is said in

the TA that its being so is doubtful, he is right

accord. to those who hold that every letter of an

arabicized word is to be regarded as a radical if

it, or a letter for which it is substituted, is found

in the original.]

[2:9,

See Supplement.]

~~

1. 3. [aor. 2,] inf. n. &#, i4, 34°, inf. n.

<< *; (K) and <3, inf. h. Łºś (L, K.) [It

(a cooking-pot) boiled: &c.] –(* 9-. <3

His nostril became inflated, or sncollen, ty 7"eason

of anger. (K.)

2. c is He explained news, tidings, or a

report. (K.)

5. See R. Q. 1.

• *..

R. Q. 1. &# (in a MS. copy of the Kvěš,

[and so in the CK, but the former is the more

correct, TA) He (a man, L) became dirty Giº)

after having been clean. (IAar, L., K.)

# A small hollon, or cavity, in [stones of the

kind called] &siº, (K,) in which the rain-water

collects. (TA.)

t

1. t:3, aor. , int. n. 13.3 and#, (S, K,) It

(K.) Said

of a plant, &c. (S.) – tº, (S, K.) inf. n. t;#,

(TA,) It protruded, or projected, from its place,

without becoming separated. (S, K.) – tº It

(an ulcer, or a wound,) swelled. (S, K.) —

It (a girl's breast) swelled forth, or became pro

minent, or protuberant. (TA.) –& She (a

girl) gren up, (S,) and became marriageable.

(S, K.) —24: ū, inf n. 13, BHe rose, or

eacalted himself, above them. (TA.) – [You

say, tº: Šiš Thou despisest him, and he

sncelled; smelled up; rose; gren up.

riseth, or eacalteth himself: (S:) or– he emu

lateth thee: or– he becometh great. A proverb,

said of him who does not manifest his character

or design by outward appearance, but keeps it

secret: or of him who advances and exalts him

self by his cunning, while thou thinkest him

senseless, or negligent. Accord. to some, it is

sº ºis-5, without 2: See art. 3-5. (TA.) =

tä He went up from one country or land to an

6 o'e , 5.

other. (TA.)= evºke tº He came upon them;

syn. & (S. K.)

8. […] He rose, or exalted himself. (K.) –

3 tº He encountered him; met him; opposed

himself to him. (K, TA: the verb is explained in

the K by sº)

*-*

1. -íč, aor. 2, inf n. **, It snelled forth;

became prominent, or protuberant. (S, K.) Said

of a girl's breast. (S.)

a

1. **, ($, K, &c.,) aor. 2, (as in the L, [but

I believe this to be a mistake, J) or 2, (accord. to

the Msb, MS, MF) inf. n.** ; ($;) and Y:31;

(A;) He assisted a she-camel, (S, K, &c.,) [and

a mare, see<}, and a ewe or she-goat (Msb)

[or other quadruped], in bringing forth; delivered

her of her young one; acting to her as a midnife

does to a woman. (T, Msb, &c.) The original

form of expression isº tº #3 He assisted her

in bringing forth a young one; delivered her of a

Ayoung one. (Msb.) El-Kumeyt has used the

form * * #1 in the sense of -ºš but it is not

(TA.) AHn

-

commonly current in Arabic.

| - - 3 a * * * * * * * ** ..

mentions the saying Jºuji Y** arº-1, ºu 3:
fe . 235 - 23 e.

sº Jº Jºſs tº [When El-Jebhah (the

tenth of the Mansions of the Moon) sets anti

heliacally, (for the setting, not the rising, is here

meant, and this it did, about the commencement

of the era of the Flight, in central Arabia, on the

11th of February,) the people assist their beasts,

much, or frequently, in bringing forth, and deliver

them, and the first of the truffles are gathered].

Thus he relates the saying, with teshdeed to the

st of 2-3, to denote frequency of the act. (L.)

6 * > -

— st-º-º-, pass. in form, [but neut. in significa

- - * 1: . • ?:

tion,] if nº (S, K, &c.) and &– ; (TA;)

and "sº-sºi, (K,) also pass in form; and some

say <<, but this is rare, and not heard by

IAgr; (TA;) and some, also, say "3-isi,

(Lth, Kr,) but Az holds this to be a mistake;

(TA;) She (a camel, IAar, S, K, &c., and a

mare, IAqr, and a sheep or goat or other

quadruped, Msb) brought forth : (T, Msb, TA:)

or one does not say #1< unless a man

assist at the bringing forth. (Lth.) Thus one

suppresses the objective complement of the verb.

And one also says 3% ââ +: The she-camel

brought forth a young one: and in like manner

one says of a ewe or a she-goat: and sometimes,

with the same meaning, J3 așUl <--ii, in the

act. form. (Mºb.) One also saysJº W <--ić

The camels brought forth. (A.) [You say,)

Jºi &#, (Lth) and Y: £i, (L,) The people's

camels or sheep or goats brought forth: (Lth, L:)

or '',: they had pregnant camels bringing

forth. (K.) One may also say 39. &#,

meaning The young one of a she-camel &c., [see

<,above,) neas brought forth, or born. (Msb.)

See 4. — [Hence,) --- &# *} ! [The

wind assists the clouds in the discharging of their

rain; i.e., dran's forth the rain from the clouds.

(A, L.) — ſé It was produced, it resulted, or

was a natural consequence.]

2 : see 1.

4. <: She (a camel, S, and a mare, S, K,

or other solid-hoofed animal, Msb,) became preg

nant : (T:) and so W<, said of a she-camel,

(Mgb,) or other beast; but this is rare: (Es

Sarakustee, Mgb.) or attained to the time of

bringing forth : (S, K:) or became evidently

pregnant: (Yaakoob, S, Msb:) accord. to IAar,

<i. in the pass. form, signifies she (a mare,

and a camel,) became near to the time of bringing

forth ; and he had not heard<º, in the act.

form. (TA)—see1and8.—sº or &: (?)

Ex.

jià.º lºftJºjº Impotence and

remissness combined together, and produced, as

f It produced a thing as its fruit, or result.
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: See 3-5. —º. 3.3 : He sat

(A.)

- 2 * * * * . . . g o -

their result, poverty. (A, L.) And alsº º

išsu% is .3 : 3 This preamble will not pro- accomplishing a nant of nature.

: - - • e. 6 * ~ 6.

duce a praiserworthy result. (A.) isi. The anus; syn. J.-l; as also as-2.

(K)

2 - 2

is sº A she-camel &c., [see

in bringing forth; delivered. (Mºb, T.A.) —

Also, A she-camel [&c., see <: ,] bringing

forth; (T;) and so, accord. to Kr, " **,

which, he says, is the only epithet of this

measure from a verb of the measure Jº,

except Jºš. (TA) pl. -jū, ex. ** é,

5. ex: She (a camel) breathed hard (-)-5)

that her young one might come forth. (K.)

6: see 1.

-

- +3] assisted

8 &3 (L, K, TA: in the CK-sº

She (a camel) went anay at random, and brought

forth in a place unknown : (K:) or she brought

forth by herself, unassisted by any one; (Yaakoob,

L;) as also"-i. (L.)

º, ...

tº: see :- 3.— [Also, an inf. m. in the she-camels bringing forth. (A.)

sense of a pass. part. n., like Jº- in the sense of - -

5 - © .

e

- - - 6 o' --

1. t-3, aor. :, infin. e-3. He, or it. sneated.2. - y > º o º '. 2 *

(L.) — - and cº-, It

(a leathern vessel, or skin,) sneated, or exuded

moisture, (S, L,) as when a skin sweats with the

butter that is in it. (L.) — » iſ
º 6 -

2-3 and **, It (sweat) exuded (S, L, K)

from the skin, (L, K,) or from the roots of the

hair; (T, L;) and grease, from a skin; and

moisture, from the soil. (L, K.) – [And said

of moisture, It percolated: see an ex. voce

&J–- &: &#& [Such a

one sneats like a butter-skin]: said of one who

is fit. (A)—tº 2-9, sº --- The

camel's protuberance behind his ear dripped with

sneat, by reason of his journeying during a

vehemently hot summer-day. (L.) — ---

£ººl, inf n. #, + The tears flowed. (M.F.)

|— 4-3 It (heat, L, K, and some other thing,

L.) made him to sneat. (L, K.) [Its acr.

seems to be ë. ; and MF thinks that, in an

+ Any produce, fruit, result, or natural | instance which follows, it may be written with !

after the tº by poetic licence.] F observes, that

J has fallen into three errors with respect to

23-4, &c., What is brought forth by a camel &c.;

and what are brought forth by camels &c., collec

tively; a brood thereof; its, or their, increase, or -3, aor. : , inf. n.

offspring; as is plainly shown in the lexicons &c.,

in many passages: for ex., see 33, and 1.3 :

also applied, in the TA art. Claw, to the young in

the belly of a mare].

~5, aor. T, inf n.

**, (AZ, S, K,) a rºom of epithetiºn

a verb of the measure Jasi, (Kr) and "…,

(AZ, TA,) or the latter is not allowable, (S, K.)

and W **, (Kr,) A she-camel, (S, Kr.,) or a

mare, (S, K,) or other solid-hoofed animal, (Msb)

pregnant: (Lth:) or that has attained to the

time of bringing forth : (S, K:) or evidently

pregnant: (Yaakoob, S, Msb:) or near to the

time of bringing forth, and big-bellied. (AZ.)–

[See also is sº..]

º - -

e- : See &:-.: :

:

2

- 4 Syoung one of a she-camel &c. [see

and <=j brought forth. (Mºb) —

- -

sº

consequence, of a thing: (KL:) [the sum of a

speech or saying: a necessary inference: the

conclusion of an argument or of a syllogism; pl.

**) You say, 42.É. ** U-6 *::º

t[This is one of the fruits, or results, of thy

generosity]. (A.) [For another ex. see 4.] –

is 33 tº They are both of one age: said of two

£º: [saying that &#9 (in the place of

which is put, in some copies of the S,£º,
2"> a

as is mentioned in the TA,) is like l, and

citing these words of Dhu-r-Rummeh, describing

a camel making his voice to reciprocate in the
o

sheep. (Yoo, S.) ** cº2. The sheep, or *-i-º-º-º,

goats, of such a one are of one age. (S, K.)|. ...”

ºn tº •]

first, because the root of the present art. is sound,

... [so that tº-Sl has no place in it; secondly,

> -º) because this word has no meaning (in this art.

in bringing forth; delivering her; or one who | TA); and thirdly, because the [correct] reading

assists her in bringing forth; who delivers her. is …) º, meaning “casts forth” the froth of the

(Msb, T.A.) mouth. Neither IB nor IM has animadverted

on J in this case. MF, however, observes, that

one relation of a verse &c., does not impugn the

correctness of another relation that differs from

it; and that perhaps the c of z-U-5 is a substi

|tute for 2; such substitution being frequent;

• * * • * * * • ? tº: * * itä,

use's ** J3)] (JA 1 This child is one born in

the same month, or year, as my child. (A.)

º -

- -

-jū A man assisting a she-camel &c. [see

#. The time at nihich a she-camel, (S,) or a

mare, (K,) brings forth. (S, K.) Ex. âûle iſ

º Jé The she-camel arrived at the time of

her bringing forth. (S.)

[as in the case of # ;] or that the is what

is termed ** -i. and added for the sake

of the metre. (TA.)

8. <+. See <<!, in art. t”.

&# Sneat. (K.) – See what follows.

&: The gums of trees: ($, K:) one should

º -->

not say 82°, (S,) as is commonly said: (TA :)

it is doubtful whether its sing. be &#, or of

some other form. (M.F.)

* … ſº o -

tº: C-3. A butter-skin that sweats much. (A.)

22 • 3 º o

a-º. The poder; or the anus: syn. Sº-l.

(L, K)

* 2 e.

tº- A certain bird, (L, K,) bald-headed,

(L.)

3,4,] ** The pores through which the

(S.)

found in sandy tracts.

sneat eacudes.

1. **, (S, L, K,) aor. 2, (K, J.K.) or 2,

(L, JR,) inf. n.# , (S, L.) He pulled a thing

out, or up, or off; removed it from its place;

displaced it. (S, L, K.) He extracted, or

pulled out, a tooth: (S, L:) and, a thorn from his

foot (S, L) with an instrument called ***, Or

cº- (L:) or he extracted in a general

sense. (L.) It (a hawk, or falcon, L, K, and

a vulture, L,) pulled off, or tore off, or snatched

anjay, flesh (S, L, K) with its bill: (S, L:) and

a raven, or crow, in like manner, a sore upon
... o & o ... ."

the back of a camel. (L.) — al-2ſ cº- &:

f He was removed, or taken anay, from his com
• * 6 - «» * * > * 9 - “.

panions. (A.) *::: Jº- J-2 ãº!" a-3

f Death removed him from among his people.

(A.) – See also <3.

&tº An instrument with which thorns are

extracted from the foot; syn. Jºãº (S,

L, K:) cº-tº- the same, having two extremi

ties. (Az, L.) See Jºe.

J

1.33, aor. , (S, M, A, Mºb) inf n. 3,

(S, M, Msb, K,) He pulled a thing, (S, M,

Mşb, K,”) [as, for instance,) a garment, or piece

of cloth, (A,) and his 24-3, which a man is

required to do three times after Jº, (S, TA,)

hard, or with vehemence. (S, M, A, Msb, K.)

— He drew a bow vehemently : (K,” TA:) he

drew the bow-string strongly; (TA;) or so that

the bon nearly broke. (A.)— He rent a
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garment, or piece of cloth, with his fingers or

with his teeth. (M, K.) And [in like manner,

tºº J.-:) sº The bon's broke their strings.

(IKtt.) —He snatched a thing unawares. (K,”

TK.) — He acted ungently, roughly, harshly, or

violently, (K,” TA,) in an affair. (T.A.) —

** Gº 3-, (T, M,) inf. m. as above, (T,) He

(a man) was as though he were pulling, in his

nºalking : (T:) he leaned in his walking; as

also V 3-3). (M.)

8. 2-3. It became pulled (M, K) hard, or

with vehemence. (M.) – See also 1, last signi

fication.

10. aſsº &. J.--. He pulled his 24-3 so

as to express the remains of his Jº, in purify.

ing himself in the manner termed als---!;

(M,” A, K,”) being earnestly desirous and

careful to perform this act [fully]. (A, K.)

}: &l. A thrusting, or piercing, in which

ertraordinary force or energy is eacerted, (M, K,)

as though pulling vehemently that by nihich the

weapon passes in the person thrust, or pierced :

app. an inf. n. used as an epithet: (M :) or

a thrusting, or piercing, that is like a snatching

wnan.ares. (ISk, T, S.) The saying of Alee,

recorded in a trad.* lººk, has been ex

plained as meaning Thrust ye, or pierce ye,

neith extraordinary force or energy : and as

though snatching unanares. (TA.) [See art.

2:..] Accord. to IAar, (T,) #3 iº signifies

A thrust that passes through. (T, K.)

6, o .

3.3 A hard, or vehement, pull: (Msb:)

pl. 3.53. (S, Mºb)—see;

3,33 Jº A bon, that breaks its string, by

reason of its hardness: ($, K:) pl. 36: (S:)

• 2 - 5

or 35"> Crº signifies bon's having the strings

(M.)broken.

Íñº, in the K, I suspect to be a mistake for
2, ... • -

3,9-e J

* - -

U

1. *, (S, A, K,) aor. 2, inf n. J-4,

(A, K,) He extracted; or dren, or pulled, out,

or forth; (S, A, K5) a thing, (S,) or a thorn,

(A, K,) and the like, (K,) and hair, (TA,) with

the Jºº. . (S, A, K, TA:) he plucked out

hair or the like. (IDrd, K.) — He plucked,

or pulled, flesh, and the like, by pinching it

with his fingers, (Lth, K,) and by taking hold

(Lth, T.A.) —J

Jº $5–1, aor, and inf n, as above, The

locusts ate the herbage of the earth. (TA.)—

upon it with his teeth.

tº: cº &- <-- tº I did not obtain,

(S,) or take, (A,) from such a one anything.

(S, A) — alſº cº-º. (Lh, TA) inf. n.

as above, (K,) the gains, or earns, or seeks

sustenance, for his family, or house-hold. (Lh,

K.' TA)—le Jé & - sº t He
takes [or acquires] of every science. (A,” TA.)

2 e .

|--

(TA.)

d • * * *

S! Ja-1 Le He took not save a little.

Jºë. [A kind of tweezers;] an instrument

with rehich one extracts, or draws or pulls out

or forth, (S, A, K,) a thing (S,) or a thorn,

(A, K,) and the like, (K,) and hair; (TA;)

i.a. Cºti. ($, K.)

[ Ja- &c.,

see Supplement.]

* *

*

1. 33, [aor. 2,] inf. n. ë, It (a bone) distilled,

or let flon, the oily matter that was in it: (TA :)

[as also <<!.- 33, aor. :, inf. n.< (S, K,)

and 34 ($) and '33. (K) iſ (a kin)

eruded (S, K) the clarifted butter that ga, in i.:

(TA)— e-es-, -º- “… <!,

(accord. to one reading, strº-J) 33, TA) And

(S, from a

- w -

like cº-o.

thou sneatest like the butter-skin.

trad.) – <3, aor. :, inf. n. <, IIe sneated

by reason of fatness, and appeared as though he

were anointed: as also 3... (TA:) or he sweated

by reason of his bigness, and his abundance of

flesh. (A’obeyd) – 33, Go in the TA)

[aor. 2,] or "...i.5, (so in the K,) He wiped his

hand (K) with a napkin: as also3. (TA.) –

33, [aor. 2,] He anointed a wound : as also é.

(TA)—33, aor. 2, (S. M. L. K.) and -, (M,

L, K,) the latter [which deviates from a constant

rule] thought by MF to be a mistake, he not

knowing any authority for it except the K, and

disallowed by the T, (TA,) inf. n. é, (S;) and

"cis, inf. n. 3.35 (TA;) He divulged, (S,

K,) or spread, dispered, disseminated, (TA,)

news, tidings, or information, (K,) or what was

talked of: (S, TA:) like 34: or he spread what

should rather be concealed than spread. (TA.)

[See also tº 5.]

2: see 1.

• *O ~

R. Q. 1. j. He sneated much. (K.) –

See 1.

3 - -

J A wall (laºle-) that is moist, or damp, (K,)

and flaccid. (TA.)

<< *-* 354- [Very bad, or corrupt speech]:

J is here an imitative sequent to J.E. (K.)

º • - - - - -

Jº Ointment with which a round is anointed.

(K.)

6 . -

à:- The moisture eacuded by a skin, such as
3. -

is called J3 or ?u.. (K.)

&ć and "é. [A man who is in the habit of

divulging, or spreading, dispersing, or dissemi

nating, men's, tidings, or information, or n:hat is

talked of, or n:hat should rather be concealed]. (Th.)

36 One niho traduces the Muslims behind their

backs, but saying of them rhat is true, and men

tioning their vices, or faults; pl. &ü: (AA:)

[the pl. only is mentioned in the K, and explained

as signifying persons who traduce others behind

their backs, but saying of them what is true].

#2 A small portion of n:ool orith n·hich one

anoints (K) a mound. (TA.)

• * :

*

* . .

~~3,] It (flesh-meat)

became changed, or altered, and stank : formed

~~, acr. 2, [inf. n.
-

by transposition from 3.5 (K.) and so a wound.

(TA.)

*:: ãº A gum that is flabby and bleeding:

and in like manner ić, a lip : (TA:) [as also

º, ,

à-3].
-

J

1.3-, aor. 2, (S, M, A, Mºb, K.) and z, (M,

Mºb, K) inf n.5 ($, M, A, Mºb, K) and jº,

(M, K,) or the latter is a simple subst., (S, A.

Msb,) He scattered a thing, sprinkled it, strenced

it, dispersed it, or thren, it dispersedly, (Lth, T,

M, A, Msb, K, TA,) with his hand; (Lth, T;)

as, for instance, grain, (Lth, T,) and fruit and

the like, (Msb,) walnuts and almonds and sugar,

(Lth, T,) and pearls, &c.; (A:) as also "...is,

(M, K) infin. ...; (TA) for the latter is with

teshdeed to denote muchness, or frequency, or

repetition, of the action; or its application to

many objects: see 3:...]— tº *::: ! The

palm-tree [scattered or] shook off its unripe dates.

(A)— *…i.23 ** t He smote him with a

knife and scattered his intestines]. (M, A.) —

Jºš *& ! [I will assuredly scatter

time intestines like as one scatters the contents

of the stomach of a ruminant beast]: said in

threatening. (A.) –tºº f He (a man, M)

had many children born to him. (M, K, TA.)

And ºi, ſº sº, (T, A, Mgh TA) and

tº 5, (T, Mgh, TA) and ºe, (A, in art.

Jºe) f The noman brought forth many children;

(T, A, in art. Jºë;) scattered children; sº

to the husband. (Mgh.)—25&l,i} : He spoke,

or talked, much. (M, K, TA.) – &#9; *
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* *

t

! He hastened, or nas quick, in his reading, or

reciting. (A)—3:5, aor. :, inf. h. 34% ! He

(a beast of carriage, M, K, and a camel, M, and

an ass, T) sneezed [app. so as to scatter the

moisture in his nostrils] : (T, M, K, TA:) or did

with his nose what is like sneezing : (T:) he (an

ass, and a sheep or goat) sneezed, and expelled

nºhat annoyed or hurt him, from his nose : (A:)

Orsº she (a ewe or goat) ejected from her nose

nºhat annoyed or hurt her. (S.) And3:3, (Fr,

T, IAth, Mgh, Msb,) aor. 2, (T, IAth,) inf. n.

}: (T, Mgh) [and app.3.−, as above], I He [a

man] blen, his nose; sected the mucus from his

nose; syn. i.e.: ; (IAth;) as also Wyº.1: (S,

K, art. Jas-e :) and he ejected n-hat was in his

nose, of mucus, and of that nihich annoyed or hurt
6 p.p.

him, in performing the ablution termed 3-33 ;

(Sgh, TA;) as also *3i, accord. to some :

(TA:) or * :: signifies he ejected what nas in

his nose; or he emitted his breath from his nose ;

or he introduced the nater into his nose; as also

Y_i = 1 and 72:-1: (Ki) but this last explana

tion is outweighed in authority; the form "2+3)

is disallowed by the leading lexicologists; and

the author of the K, in respect of this form, follows

Sgh, without due consideration : (TA:) [accord.

to the more approved opinion,)2+3 signifies he

scattered what n'as in his nose by the breath; as

also V, -śl and "xº~l: ($:) or, as some of the

learned say, he snuffed up water, and then ejected

what neas in it, of anything annoying or hurting,

or of mucus; as also "Jº-1: (IAqr, T, Mgh :)

or "A-1 (T, M, IAth, K) and "2+3", (K.)

he snuffed up water, and then ejected it (T, M.,

IAth, K) by the breath of the nose : (T, M, K:)

accord. to some, º and "…] signify he (a

person performingº snuffed up water: but

others say that the latter signifies he ejected what

was in his nose, of mucus &c.; agreeably with

a trad. to be cited below: (Msb:) IAºr says,

that W_i:...! signifies he snuffed up water, and put

in motion the 5:3, or end of the nose, in purifica

tion: (T [in the Mgh, this explanation is ascribed

to Fr;]) and Fr, that 33 and "2+3" and "xº~!

signify he put in motion the 5:3. in purification.

(T) It is said of Mohammad, $3& 4 &t=
2 e. e. … • * *

jº- * Jé, J. [He used to snuff up water

three times, every time ejecting it; &c.] and this

indicates that "Jº-1 differs from Jºº-l. (T,

Mgh, Mºb.) And it is said in a trad, 5.

jū <i:1, (S, Msb,) and 3:33, with the

conjunctive 1, and with damm and kesr to the tº,

(Mgb) When thousnuffest up water, scatter what is

in thy nose by the breath; ($;) or eject what is in

thy nose, of mucus, &c.; (Mºb:) or, as A'Obeyd

relates it, *:::#; inf. n. jū; (Msb:) or, as

he relates it; it;<º 6, with the disjunctive

1; and he does not explain it; but the lexico

logists do not allow *3i, fromjº); one only

says, ºf and *, +3, and "2:…l. (T.) No

instance of "Jº-1 used transitively has been

heard, except in a trad. of El-Hasan Ibn-'Alee,
•,• b , o2. of
* ... •

ańº[He ejected the contents of his nose;

or he blen, his nose]; as though the root [º]

were regarded in it, or as though it were made to

import the meaning ofJº. (Mgh.)

2 : see 1, first signification.

3. ſºu He contended nith him in scattering,

strening, or dispersing, a thing or things. And
a 3 ***, ** ***** -, . -

hence, –53) o,3\º& [lit., I san, him con

tending nith him in scattering pearls: meaning,)

! I saw him holding a disputation, or colloquy,

(A.)

4 × 5] as syn. with 3:3 and 2:…! and 2-1:

see 1, latter half, - &:- ! He made his nose to

bleed; syn. *i. (S, A, K.) You say, 4.4%

§§§ ! [He pierced him and made his nose to

bleed]: (S:) and §§ 49.3 [He smote him and

made his nose to bleed]. (A.) – f He threw him

down upon his 5:5, (M, A, TA) i.e., (TA)

[upon the end of his nose: or] upon his*:::

(K, TA.) You say, a-93 &é§§ <ſ. ! [He

pierced him and thren him donºn upon the end of

his nose from his horse). (M., A.")

5:

; see 8.

6 :

8. AE-31 ($, M, A, Msb, K) and W35us (S,

M, A, K) and "2.5 (M, K) It became scattered,

strenn, dispersed, or thrown dispersedly : (S,”

M, A, Msb, K:) [or the second more properly

signifies it became scattered, &c., by degrees,

njith him, in beautiful, or elegant, language.

gradually, or part after part; resembling ſºju.5

&c.; and the third, being quasi-pass. of2, denotes

muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the

action; or its application to many things.] You

Say, J.e.,& Sºº-º-º: + The stars becama dis

(TA.)

And lº-S1 and Y lºs ! [They (meaning men)

became as though they were scattered by the hand].

(A) [And ºn "...tº, and é9, The hair,

and the leaves, fell off, and became scattered, by

degrees.] AndJºãº W25us f The people fell sick

and died [one after another]: (M, K:*) or you

say ū. Wbjú lsº [they fell sick and became

(A.) =

persed: or became scattered like grain.

separated by death, one after another].

See also 1, latter half, throughout.

10: see 1, latter half, throughout.

3& .

2: 3 f [Prose ; so accord. to general usage:

and] rhyming prose: contr. ofA. : so called as

being likened to [scattered pearls, or] scattered

(TA.)grain.

9. “ 9 - a - • & A

2- : see U-5: and * : and **.=

f Loquacity, (M., TA,) and the divulging of

secrets. (TA.)

6 - e.

2- : Loquacious; one who talks much : as

also "X. (M, K) and '5%: ($gh, K) or

vainly or frivolously loquacious, and a divulger of

secrets : (A:) fem. §: ; only. (M.)

#3 [A single act of scattering, strencing, dis

persing, or throning dispersedly, with the hand.

And hence,) – 1 A sneeze : (K:) or the like

thereof; peculiar to a beast of carriage (S) [or

other beast, and a fish, as appears from what

here follows.] It is said in a trad. (A, TA) of

Kaab, (TA) ºs- #335-1 (A, TA) The

locust is [produced by] the sneeze of a fish: or, as

in a trad. of I’Ab, sº- §3 the sneeze of the

fish. (TA.) [From this it is inferred that the

locust is, like fish, lawful to be captured by one

in a state of25-1- ; The end of the nose:

(IAqr, T :) or i, q., 23:5-; (A:) or the A3-si

nith nihat is next to it : (M, K:) and (M, A.;

but in the K, or) the interstice that is betnceen the

tno mustaches, (S, M, A, K,) against the parti

tion between the two nostrils: (S, M, K:) so [in

a man and in the lion: ($, M :) or the nose or

the lion. (M)— Hence, (T, &c.,) sº, (T,

$, M, K,) and 2-8 #3, (T, A,) t Two stars,

between which is the space of a span, Gº, [said

in several law-books to be the twelfth part of a

º, and therefore twenty-two minutes and a

half, accord. to modern usage; but there is reason

to believe that ancient usage differed from the

modern with respect to both these measures, and

was not precise nor uniform;]) and in [or between]

j) of white, as though it

were a portion of cloud; it is the nose of Leo,

[which the Arabs extended far beyond the limits

which is a particle G.

which it has upon our globes, (see £53)] (S,

K,) and is a Mansion of the Moon : (S:) [app.

the Aselli; Asellus Boreus and Asellus Australis;

two small stars in Cancer, betneen which is a

little cloud or nebula, called Prasepe : (see Pliny,

l. xviii. c. 35:)] a certain star or asterism, nihich is

of the stars or asterisms of Leo, and which is a Man

sion of the Moon: (M:) [app. meaning the same,

or Praesepe :] or a certain star in the sky, as though

it were a particle (; ki) of cloud, over against

tno small stars, in the science of astronomy per

taining to the sign of Cancer [though accord. to

the Arabs belonging to Leo]: (T:) [app. Praesepe;

the two small stars adjacent to it being the

Aselli:] a certain star, as though it were a par

ticle ( • *!) of cloud; so called because it appears

as though the lion had ejected it from his nose:

(A:) [app. meaning the same :] in the Megista

[of Ptolemy] it is mentioned by the name of the

manger [i.e., Prasepel, and the name of the two
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small [for 3rºl in my copy of Kzw, I read *}; i. (A, TA.) [See also*…] You say

3rºfi-a!!,] stars is the two asses [i. e., the Aselli):

(Kzw, Description of Cancer:) or the nose and

nostrils of the lion, consisting of three obscure

stars, near together: -ji, is [before them, and

is] the two eyes of the lion, consisting of two stars,

before which is ãººl, consisting of four stars:

(AHeyth:) [app. meaning the Aselli together

neith Praesepe :] three stars, near together; the

nose of the lion; [app. meaning the same;] which

compose the Eighth Mansion of the Moon: (Kzw,

Description of the Mansions of the Moon :)

[these descriptions apply to this Mansion of the

Moon accord. to those who make º to signify

“the heliacal rising:” see 2.É. Jjº, in art.

J53:] or the bright star [app. meaning B] in

Cancer: (Kzw, Description of Cancer:) [this

agrees with the place of the Eighth Mansion of

the Moon accord. to those who make º to

signify “the anti-heliacal setting:” see again

2.É. Jú.] The Arabs say stá #! <<1% §

ãº, meaning, When 3×J! rises [heliacally], the

unripe date begins to have its redness intermiaced

with blackness: its rising is very soon after that

of sº [or Sirius: about the epoch of the

Flight, it rose heliacally, in central Arabia, on the

17th of July, O.S.; and Sirius, on the 13th of the

same month). (M.)

*3 What becomes scattered, strenn, or dis

persed, of, or from, a thing; (S, Msb;) as also

*ść, (M. K.) and "3, (K, [but see::::..])

and, as some say, *::::: (Msb:) so the Y sº :

of wheat, and of barley, and the like: (Lh, M:)

orjū signifies the crumbs of bread, and of every

thing, that become scattered around the table: (T.)

or the crumbs of the table that become scattered

around; as also W #3: (A:) or this last, nhat

becomes scattered from the table, and is eaten in

the hope of obtaining a recompense [for preventing

its being thrown anay or trodden under foot].

(Lh, M, K.”)

Jº, with kesr, a subst. from 5: 5, (S, A, Msb,)

signifying The act of scattering, strening, dis

persing, or throwing dispersedly, [anything, (Lth,

T, A, Mºb,) [and particularly fruits and the like,

such as] walnuts and almonds and sugar [and

money, &c., on festive occasions,] and grain.

(Lth, T.) You say cº; jū- **.* I nas

present at, or I witnessed, such a one's scattering

(Lth, T, A) of fruits, &c. (Lth, T.) And Ča.

* Jº We were at his scattering. (A.).

Also, What is scattered, strenn, dispersed, or

thronn dispersedly, (A, Msb, TA,) of such things

as sugar and fruits and the like, (A, TA,) [and

money, &c., on festive occasions;] a subst., (A,

TA) in the sense of sº, (A, Msb, TA) like

Jºe in the sense of ºz, (M5b ;) as also

jº &- << 1 obtained [somewhat] of the

scattered [sugar or fruits &c.]. (Mgb.) And

tº: cº; 3: &- tº ºf U. We did not obtain

aught of such a one's scattered things, such as

sugar and fruit. (TA.) — Accord. to some,

i.g. *: in the first of the senses explained above.

(Msb.)

3×3 t A female, (S, K,) or woman, (M,) having

numerous offspring : (S, M, A, K:) and so a

male, (M,) or man. (TA.)– f A ewe, or she

goat, (TA,) having a nide orifice to the teat:

(K, TA:) as though she scattered the milk.

(TA.) – See also;3.

* * : • 22

re- See25-0.

6 - - -> *...* > .

35t-3: see JU-3, in three places.

36 (A) and **::. (A, K) f A palm-tree (#3)

that shakes off its unripe dates: (A:) or of which

the unripe dates become scattered. (K.) – And

the former, I A sheep or goat that coughs, so that

something becomes scattered from its nose; as also

36 : (As, S:) or a sheep or goat that ejects from

its nose what resembles norms; as also *:::::

(M, K:) or that sneezes, and ejects from its nose

nhat annoys or hurts it, resembling worms. (TA.)

º • ?:

Jº: *... .

5 ed see j-.

*:

*::: 3,

J. J. Pearls scattered, or strenn, much. (S,

TA) See:..

6 ed •. º:

Jºe: see 230.

6 Jo e 3,

25- J22 and

dispersed, or thronen dispersedly, nºith the hand.

g *

VX-5, Pearls scattered, strenn,

(A," TA.) See alsojº, and }:4. You say

*::::: ;: aſº Ště [As though his speech mere

scattered pearls]. (A.) – ãº. Jºë 4; t He

º pe (A, art. Jºë.)

– Also 23:… A kind of sneet-smelling flower;

(TA;) [the gilliflower: so called in the present

day: see also Jºël– See also Jºº.

has [numerous] young children.

•o p

°, --

j

of dispersion; (M3) as also "33, (TA,) and

*::3, which last is applied to a thing and to

In a scattered or strenn state; in a state

Jºe .

things. (M.) See also*, andjé, and 3:...

You say W.3& j. [Pearls in a scattered state].

(TA.)

*. :: *

J
-

•. 22.2

: See2-0.

[ lat-5, &c.

See Supplement.]

&’ 3.

*** (§, K) and tº,
(TA,) It (a wound, or an ulcer) flowed with its

contents [namely purulent matter, or blood]: (As,

$, K:) or exuded its contents: and in like

manner, it (the back of a beast) floned with puru

lent matter: and it (the ear) flowed with blood

and purulent matter. (TA.)=& - and #,

* …

1. 2-3, aor. 2, inf. n.

(in the TA, art. **, it is said &: and **)

accord. to IAqr, are syn. (TA) 23 &eº #,

inf. n. &’, signifies i, q. & . (TA.)

R. Q. 129 º' (inf n is…}, s ) He

agitated the thing, or affair, to and fro, in his

mind, (S) and did not execute it; (TA;) he thought

upon the thing, or affair, but did not determine

upon it. (S. K.) See R. Q. 2. — Jº ** JHe

drove back the camels from the water: (L:) or

he drove them back time after time to the tank, or

cistern; expl. by wº- Jºeº (S, K:)

[but Jº, meaning here to, seems to be a mistake

for cº, from] Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

tº-3

* -- • * > 5- e 3

[Until, when he finds not a place of refuge, and

drives them back from the water, (accord. to the

explanation in the L,) fearing to be shot at, so

that all of them are thirsting]. (S.) – . : • r

He moved about [a thing; in the S, on the

authority of A'Obeyd, a man], (S, K,) and

turned over and over. (TA.) – One says,

the thing over and over in thy mind, and perhaps

thou wilt find a way of egress, or escape]. (TA)
• - 6 -

a 9 × 9 , o, . 3 *

9°3 →elº) ºf JºL3’

- - - -

a 3's-e +

*

*-i-, (inf n. is “3, S,) He went round

about in fright, or fear. (S, K.). i.ii. !--->

IIe moved the morsel to and fro in his mouth,

and did not snallon, it; like ~1 (Aboo

Turáb.) ---

R. Q. 2. . *: He was in a state of commo

tion, or agitated, and confounded, perple.ced, or

amazed. (K)—ºJ --, and "23 – 3,

IIe was confounded, or perplexed, and agitated, in

his judgment, or opinion. (TA.) — 4.- &:

His flesh became much and flabby. (S.) Accord.

to F, this is a mistake for ~3; but Hr agrees
herein with J. (TA.) &-3 s

• * > .

*

|-3

** * >

1. ***, aor. 2, (S, K,) inf. n.º (so in the
- 65 o .

$: in the TA, 3-5: [but this I think a mis

take:)); and Volºſ (Lh, K) and Yº: (S,

K;) He affected him, or it, by an evil, or a

malignant, eye. (S, K.) -
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5 and 8: see 1.

© - # - * © . .e. # -

gºal 3-3, and cºal i3-5, and cºal "Je-3,

and cºalº, Having an evil, or a malignant,

eye; (Fr, S, K;) and ponyerfully affecting there

with. (K.)

: - - o - e. - # , .

Jº- and*: and 3-3 : see cºlº.

ºf a . -

it. An affecting with an evil, or a malignant,

eye: (Ks:) force, or eagerness, of look : (Ks,

IAth, S:) lust, or desire, or a hankering after g

thing. (Ks, K.) Ex. 4.ii.9 Jº it: º

(S) Avert the beggar's evil eye; (Ks;) or the

force, or eagerness, of his look at thy food, or at

thee; (S;) or his lust; or accomplish his desire,

and avert his eye from thy food, in compassion for

him; (TA;) do this by giving him a morsel.

(S) —º 3. it: 4. 3; Avert from thee

the desire of this thing. (TA.)

~~

1. ā-ā -º-, aor. : and 2, inf. n. -*, IIe

took off the bark of the stem, or trunk, of the tree:

(S:) or **, aor. and inf. n. as above; and

**3, inf. n. -º-º: and Wax=31; He took off

its bark; barked it. (ISd, K.) See 3. =

--, aor. :, inf. n. *3, He was generous,

noble, or liberal, &c.; [see J-5). (Mºb, K.)

He, or it, was eaccellent, or choice. (MA.)

[Said of a horse and the like, He nas generous,

excellent, strong, light, or snift.] –<**t :

see 3.

2 : see 1.

- * * ** * * *

3. * 4.3 4-5 [He vied with him, or strove

to surpass him, in generosity, nobleness, or libe

rality; and he surpassed him therein.] (TA,

art. Jºs-.)

4. re-3) He begot a generous, noble, or liberal,

child; such as is termed ---. (S.) [This

verb, being coupled in the K with“, might

be imagined syn. therewith ; but this, accord. to

the TA, is not the case.] El-Aasha says,

* - . . . . of , • ?:

* * el-º's clej! --~! +

ºf " . , * * * * * * * : *

* Y-5 Lolº ºka-i 3. +

($) He begot a generous son in the times when his

parents (rejoiced) in him, nihen they produced him;

and excellent was that nihich they produced.

Accord. to one reading, the second word is2ú:

and 2.3% ºf is also read in place of ol. J/3 Juojl;

in which case,2ū is fig. the agent of ~~31.

(TA.) – c-a-31 is said of a woman, in the same

sense. (T.A.) See also -sºl. – “…a-31 [as

also -r-sºl] He begot a convardly child: (from

**, the “bark” of a tree: TA:) thus the

verb bears two contr. significations: (K:) or the

two significations are not necessarily contr.; for

a courageous man may be not generous, or liberal;

and a generous, or liberal, man may be not

courageous. (M.F.)

8. *- IIe selected him; chose him; ($;)

preferred him above others. (TA.) See also
… *9.- … *

~~~).— See 1. – ºs-tº -ºš He went to

collect [the kind of bark called] •+. (TA.)—

A poet says,

- Jº Jº 25 ºf +

o 2 of - -0. ºš.

+ ~~~~" uselae Jº Jº's

meaning, O thou n'ho assertest that I take the

verses of other poets and appropriate them to

myself, and, and as it were, take the bark of other

trees than my onwn 'iddh, to tan therewith . . .

(TA) [See tae.]

g -

~~ : See ~~9.

-- The bark (**) of trees: ($, K:) or the

rind of the roots thereof; or of n-hat is hard

thereof. (K.) The soft peel of branches is not

thus called; nor is the rind of roots called *3,

but --~ : n, un. is . (TA.)

- d - - -

alſº ãº A bite of an ant. So in a trad.,
2.

accord. to one reading: accord. to another reading,

it is *3. Both these words are given by IAth

on the authority of Z. (TA.)

is and *:: See*

--- A generous, noble, liberal, man; (S, K;)

one distinguished by rank or quality, nobility or

eminence, reputation or note or consideration;

(K;) excellent; of great north in his kind; one

who is like his father in generosity and actions:

(TA) as also "Jºš (K) [explained as sig

nifying “liberal, generous”] and W is 33 (S. K.)

or you call a man ºrº-3 when he is generous,

noble, or liberal; but when he is unequalled

among his people in generosity, &c., you say

<º Wãº sº, in measure like a*- : (El-'Alam

Es-Sakhāwee:) [but MF doubts the correct

ness of this measure; and seems to think that the

correct word is 'aº; ) Asi. * is 3 3A is said

of a man when he is the man, among them, who

is distinguished by generosity, &c. : (S:) pl.

& and ºf and 44 (K)—-

Eaccellent, as an epithet applied to any animal;

(IAth;) a generous, excellent, camel or horse;

one of high breed; (ISd;) a strong, light, snift,

camel: (TA:) you say* #5 as well as

Jºse asus (K) pl. -- ($, K) and -3.

($.)— cºil <!- The most excellent, and the

purest, parts of the Kur-án. Of such is the

... of * ~ * 2 p. --

Alºyſ 3,3-. (TA.) In like manner, W **-lº

The heart thereof that has [as it were] no--

[or bark] upon it: or the best, or most excellent,

thereof. (K.)

…) --

---> : see what next precedes.

o e

~~~~ A man who begets generous, noble, or

liberal, children; such as are termed tº 3. (K.)

In like manner, i-. #2, and W*: (S,

K.) pl. of the latter Jºss-tº. (S.) – "-la---

also signifies A woman who has generous, noble,

or liberal, children; such as are termed 4.-.

(TA.)

** A neak man: ($, K:) pl. -**.

(TA.) See -:24. and also **•2. – ***

An arrow that has neither feathers nor head;

(A’Obeyd, S;) that is trimmed, shaped, or pared,

but has neither feathers nor head. (A5, A'Obeyd,

K.) —** An iron with which a fire is

stirred. (K.)

*** A vessel that is capacious within :

(K:) a capacious vessel of the kind called :35:

($:) or nºide, or capacious, in the bottom F i.g.

-º-, which, accord. to ISd, is the correct

word; but others say that the ºr and C3
- c. 9 o'

may be interchangeable. (TA.) – **** *A*

A hide tanned with the bark of the trunk of the

($) —*~~ fü. A skin tanned with

the same : (S, K:) or with [the kind of bark

called] -: (K:) as also &- (S, K) and

J.- : (Aboo-Mishal, K.) but the last is dis.

approved by ISd, because it is of the measure

Jºie, which is not used in the sense of the

ineasure Jºº. (TA.)

** Select; chosen; choice: (K:) an epi

thet applied to anything. (TA.)

-

~~~

1. --5, aor. 2, inf n.<; and "c-j;

(TA;) and " ----' and "e-l; (K;) He

extracted, dren out, or caused to come forth, (K,

TA)a thing: apparentlymore especially used with

reference to what is talked of, or news, tidings, or

the like. (TA)—“,aor. 2, (and "---,

inf n. 3-5, TA) and "--as He searched,

or sought, for, or after, it; inquired respecting it;

sought for information respecting it; searched

into, inquired into, investigated, scrutinized, or

examined, it; i.e. an affair. (A$) — 93-,

[aor. 2,] inf. n. <+, He dug up the contents of

a grave. (TA, from a trad.) = J:“.&

cº, (inf n. <--, L.) Such a one seduces, mis

had, or leads astray, (sº, Fr, S, K, or,

accord. to A'Obeyd, (sº, with the unpointed
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wº-a-3 – Jº

8, i.e., summons, by a cry, to seaition, or the like,

S,) and implores aid of, the sons of such a one.

(Fr, S, K.) [See 10 in art. 32.]

5. jºš <--> He searched, or sought, for,

or after, nen's, or tidings. (TA.) [See also 1.]

6. lº-3 [They revealed secrets, one to an

other]: 3-3 signifies the same as 53, (K)

and <--3. (TA.) — lºt: [They searched,

investigated, scrutinized, or examined, together]:

<--tº signifies the same as <<13. (TA.)

8. Jºs-3) He, or it, became inflated. (K.)

— e-º-' His fatness became apparent. (K.)

One says ità e :==3| The ene became fat.

(TA.) – See also 1.

10. ś Jºs-tº-1 He exposed himself to a thing;

or ventured upon it: (S, K, TA:) he devoted

himself eagerly to it, and set about it, or com

menced it. (TA.) – See also 1.

<-- and "3-3 A coat of mail; syn. £2.

(K) – Also, (or "**, S,) The pericardium;

syn. -liſ -3%. (S, K:) pl. *** (S.) —

The house (<) of a man: pl. ºi. (K.)

$3, see&

<--> f A hidden secret. (K.) – See <--.

-Asiſ <-- 13. The secret of the people, which

they concealed, became apparent, or revealed.

(Fr, S.) —esiſ <--> Uüí The affair of the

people, which they kept secret, came to our knon

ledge. (TA) — see tºº. = <-- What

attains its utmost aim (&: w), of praise, or of

an encomium. (TA)— ess. A butt at which

one shoots, or casts, consisting of earth collected

together: (S, K:) or earth that is taken forth,

and of n!hich a butt is constructed, to shoot at, or

cast at. (TA)—i.e. 2: An affair that

(TA.)

E <-- A certain leguminous plant. (K.) =

3-3 slow; tardy. (K.) [See :)

has an evil end, conclusion, issue, or result.

i.e. (and **s-, TA) The dust, or earth,

that is taken forth, or dug out, from a nell; (S;)

i.g. ãº. ($, K.)—i- What has become

apparent, or manifest, of that nihich is foul, or

disgraceful, of news,tidings, or information. (S,K.)

E** Endeavour; effort: (K:) as also #3.

(TA) So in the phrase <>3 & (iii.

utmost endeavour, or effort, was ºrted, Or em

ployed]. (K.)

* and W.<- One who is in the habit of

searching, or seeking, for, or after, things; of

inquiring respecting them; of seeking for infor.

mation respecting them; searching into, inquiring

into, investigating, scrutinizing or examining,

them : (K:) a man n-ho searches after nen's,

diligently, or nith labour, or perseverance, or

time after time, and elicits it; (As;) as also
• 2 & • * ~ *

jºs-S) ºr els-3. (TA)

cº

1. ãº--l <---, (S, Msb, K,) aor. 2.; and

* --~!, (Mºb, K) infºn, ºlº (Mºb;)

The want, or thing wanted, became attained,

or accomplished. (S, Msb, K.)– -ºš , aor. - ;

(Msb;) and W tº-1, (S, Msb, K.) inf. n.

* - d.

cº-l; (Msb;) He succeeded; he attained, or

accomplished, his nant, or meants, or the thing,

or things, that he wanted. (S, Msb, K.) —

[You say,] Y tº $3 &$3 &isit. Such a

one did not prosper, or succeed, nor attain, or

accomplish, his want, or nants. (S.) — - - -

º IIis affair became easy. ($, K.)

4; see 1–éº-3-ºl (S) and “sº

4, (TA,) I accomplished for him his want.

(S, TA) <- &

for him his want : (K:) or, helped him to
• * of

attain, or accomplish. it. (TA.) - [So 3!º: ſplish, ( ) [So, tº

aes., aſ God made, or may God make, his

- º God accomplished

nork to succeed, prosper, or have a good issue or

result..] – 4:

- • * of - . • 9-7 -

(K) Ex 4 tº Jºº & S. If thou
- - s

seek what is vain, it will overcome thee. (A.)

*3) He, or it, overcame him.

5. i-tº- tº-, and " (re-----!, He

sought, asked, or demanded, the accomplishment

of the want, or thing needed, from him who had

promised him; syn.& 3. ($, K) – " ?-----

aúl [He sought, or begged, of God, success, or

the accomplishment of his mant]. (A.) See an
5 ... •

ex, voce Jºe.

- - - O

6. & 3 -º, (S, A, K,) --~~~

alo') e-lº (ISd) t His dreams followed one

another with truth : (S, K:) or the truth of his

dreams was continuous: (ISd:) or he had con

(A, L.) -

secutive true dreams.

10 : see 5.

5 o 2

3 and 'º, (S, Msb, K,) two substs.,

the former from

-

-3 and the latter from

s 3i, (Msb,) Success; or the attainment, or

accomplishment, of one's wants, (S, Msb,) or, of

a thing. (K.) [See an ex. voce 3-5-1

5 o *

s - º 3. - - - -

tº- Us!, Right counsel, advice, or opinion.
s - 5 a - s -

(S, K.)- *** Jº', (S, K,) and W ***,

* ... •

tº- : See

(K,) : A vehement pace : (K:) a quick pace.

($)— — — &&. and " -uś, t 4 near

place; syn. Jºs.. (L.)— cº- Javº t An

emergetic rising, or raising of one's self. (L.)

[You say,) *::: tº: 28 Lik Jº Jää f He

rose quickly tº employ himself in this affair.

(A.)—see ---.
2- . . . cº

à-la- Patience. (K.)

i-seº Jº A patient mind. (K.) — tº

**** 4. Jº My mind does not patiently

refrain from it. (L.)

º • 6 of

*U 3. An easy affair. ($, K.) – See.e.: y affair. (

º o

cº- A man who attains, or accomplishes,

- -- -> --

his want, or wants; pl. U-2 and Le :

• 2. cº ce

(S, K:) as also '**'. (L, K.)

- --

**** [a pl. of which the sing, is app.
g ...". -

i-º, meaning, acc. to analogy, A cause of

success, or of the attainment, or accomplishment,

of one's wants, or of a thing : see an ex. voce

***) (A, TA, art tº--)

Jº

1. 3-3, aor. 2, (§, L.) inf n. 2-3, (L.K.)

He overcame, conquered, subdued, overponiered,

(AO, S,prevailed over, or surpassed, him.
* * 2-8- - - - tº o .

L. K.)—ººl J & 3-, inf n. *,

He exerted his judgment in affairs. (Sh, L.)
… … •

— Jºj, (S, M., &c.,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. $3.5

(M, L, K) and $33, (K) or the latter is a

simple subst., (M., L.) He (a man, S, L,) was,

or became, courageous, ($, M, L, Mºb, K,) and

sharp, or vigorous and effective, in those affairs

which others lack poncer or ability to accomplish :

(M, L, K :) or, very valiant : or, quick in

assenting to that which he was called or invited

to do, whether it were good or evil. (M., L.)

See also 10, and 4. – <, aor. 2, inf. n.

* ~ * 4 o' --

3.35 ($, L.) or <, like Jºé, inf n. *- :

(K;) He became [overcome,) afflicted, dis

tressed, or oppressed, by sorron, grief, or anariety.

(S, L, K.)—3-3, aor. : , ($, L,) and 2,

which is extr., (i.) [or properly the aor, of

33, inf n. 2-3, (S. L.) He (a man, Ş)

sneated, by reason of work, or of sorrow, grief, or

anriety : (S, L:) and "< he (a man, TA)

sneated. (K.) —tº 3-, (K,) or 5. “,

(L,) He, (L.) or it, namely the body, (K,)

flowed with sneat. (L, K.) — <eº, aor. 2,

(TA,) inf. n. 3- (K) He was, or became,

stupid, dull, wanting in intelligence; not penetra

ting, sharp, vigorous, or effective, in the per

forming of affairs; soft, without strength, or

sturdiness, and nithout endurance : and weary,

or fatigued. (K, T.A.) —< IIe became
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terrified, or frightened. (L.) = <5, (aor. 2,
6 x →

L,) inf. n. 23-3, It (a thing, or an affair,) was,

or became, apparent, manifest, plain, or evident.

(L, K) – 4:3, aor. 2, inf. n. 3,-i, It (a

road) was, or became, apparent, manifest, con
2 . , 6 a.

‘picous, or plain. (L.) – 3-3 tº Jºš •Ulae)

tº:- He gave him the land nith nºhat came

forth from it. (L.)

2. 23. *s-, (inf n. 3-3, K,) Time, or

habit, or fortune, tried, or proved, him, and

taught him, (S, L,) and rendered him expert, or

experienced, and well informed, (L,) or firm, or

sound, in judgment: (K.) as also ejº, which

is more approved. (L.)= 2+, inf. n. ****

He ran ; syn. '..e. (K) = 2+, inf. n.

*** , He ornamented, or decorated, a house

or tent (<re-) with the articles of furniture

called **, pl. of 3-5. (S,” L, K:”) [and,

accord. to present usage, he manufactured beds

and the like, and pillows; and teased, separated,

or loosened, cotton, for stuffing beds, &c., with

the bony and mallet: see also 3ºl.

3. •-u He went forth to him to fight, or

combat. (A.) – Jº stºs-U She (a camel)

vied nith the other camels in abundance of milk :

she yielded abundance of milk when the other

camels had little. (L, K.”) – See 4.

4. 2s-1, (§, L, Mºb, K.) inf n. Sº, (L5)

and "343, aor. 2; (Mºbi) and **s-u, inf. n.

33-&; (S, L;) He aided, or assisted, another:

(S, L, Msb, K ;) he succoured him. (L.) –
o,” . …

aºke ous-31 He aided, or assisted, him against

him. (L.)—ãº Jºs-31 (S, L,K) He answered,

or complied nith, the call, prayer, or invitation.

(L, K.).And 3,23, 32-3. He answered, or com

plied nith, his call, prayer, or invitation. (M., L.)

– Ja-31 He was, or became, or dren, near to

his family, or wife; expl. by sº &: 35.

(Lh, ISd, K.)= it…I <-2=3). The sky became

clear. (K.) – ºs-31 (L, K) and "Jº-3 (K)

He, or it, (a person, or thing, L, both said of

such a thing as a mountain, TA,) became high,

or lofty. (L, K.) –<º jū + He became

famous in the lon, countries and in the high.
6 - e.

(A.) — Jºſ, (inf. n. >|<!, L,) He entered

upon the country of Nejd: ($, L:) or he came

to Nejd, or to high land or country: (L, K:)

or he ment thither: (L:) or he ment forth to,

or towards, it. (Lh, ISd, L, K.) — <i

tºa- & &4, a proverb, He enters Nejd nºho

sees Hadan, which is the name of a mountain;

i.e., in going up from El-Ghowr, or El-Ghér.

(S, L.)

5, 2– see 4.— He swore a big oath. (L.)

10. **s--- He asked, or desired, of him aid,

or assistance, ($, L, K,”) and succour. (L.) –

2-1 He (a man) became strong after having

been weak, ($, L, K,) or sick. (TA.) – ºs--l

“ie, (§, L.) and *, (L, TA) He became em.

boldened against him, (S, L, K,) and clave to

him, (L.) after having regarded him with ane,

or fear. ($, L, K.) – ºs---! He became

courageous after having been convardly. (A.)

See also“.

*: IIigh, or elevated, land or country :

(S, L, Msb, K:) or hard, and rugged, and

elevated, or high, table-land: only stony and

rugged, or hard, elevated land, like a mountain,

standing over against one and intercepting his

view of what is behind it, but not very high,

is thus called: (L:) pl. 2.5i, ($, L, K,) a pl.

of pauc., (TA,) and sº, (L, K,) [also a pl.

of pauc.,] and 3'- and 3,4- (S. L., K) and

… .º -

3-3, (IAar, L, K;) and pl. of 3,43, #3-5,

[another pl. of pauc.;] (S, K;) or this is a

mistake, and it is pl. of 3-, like as 3. is

pl. of- or it is a pl. deviating from common

rule. (IB, L.) You say sº 4.5% 3.

Ascend thou these high lands; and 3-3, Júts

this high land, making it singular. (L)-

3-3, (§, L, K, &c.,) and Jºj, (K) the latter

of the dial. of Hudheyl, (Akh,) of the masc.

gender, [The high land, or country;] a division

of the country of the Arabs; opposed to *'',

[or the low country,) i.e., Tihāmeh; all the high

land from Tihámeh to the land of El-'Irak; (S,

L;) above it are Tihámeh and El-Yemen, and

belon, it El-'Irak and Esh-Shām; (K;) it begins,

towards El-Hijáz, at Dhāt-'Irk, (Msb, K,)

and ends at Sandid of El-'Irak, and hence it is

said to form no part of El-Hijáz: (Msb:) or

it comprises all that is beyond the moat, or

fosse, which Kisrå made to the Sandid of El-'Irak

until one inclines to the Harrah (5-1), n:hen

he is in El-Hijáz; (El-Báhilee, T, L, Msb;)

and it eatends to the east of El-Ghonºr, or

El-Ghār; which is all the tract of which the

torrents flow westwards : Tihámeh extends from

Dhāt-'Irk to the distance of two days’ journey

beyond Mekkeh: the tract beyond this, west

ward, is Ghowr, or Ghér; and beyond this,

southwards, is Es-Saráh, as far as the frontiers

of El-Yemen: (El-Báhilee, L:) or, as the

Arabs of the desert have been heard to say,

the country n!hich one enters when, journeying

upnyards, he leaves behind him 'Ijliz, nºbich is

above El-Karyateyn, and which he quits when

he descends from the mountain-roads of Dhāt

'Irk, where he enters Tihámeh, and nºhen he

meets with the stony tracts termed 25- in Nejd,

where El-Hijáz commences: (As, I. :) or the

high country from Bafn-er-Rummeh to the

mountain-roads of Dhāt-'Irk : (ISk, L:) or the

country from El-'Odheyb to Dhāt-'Irk, and to

El-Yemdimeh, and to El-Yemen, and to the two

mountains of Teiyi, and from El-Mirbed to

Wejreh : Dhāt-'Irk is the beginning ofTihámeh,

extending to the sea and Juddeh; El-Medeeneh

is not of Tihámeh nor of Nejd, but of El-Hijáz,

higher than El-Ghowr, or El-Ghér, and lower

than Nejd. (IAar, L.) – 3: An elevated

road: ($ ) or an elevated and conspicuous road.

(L, K.) A road in a mountain. (L.) [Hence&
-** o ... •

2:39, expl. below, and in art. &ue.]— cº-wº

º [Kur, xc. 10] We have shown him

the two nays; the way of good and that of evil:

(Beyd, Jel, L.) or the two conspicuous ways:

(L:) — or We have given him the two breasts;

(Beyd, L;) for 343 also signifies a woman's

breast; (L, K;) the belly beneath it being like

the [country called] sº. (TA)— º, Li

4; 34.3 (, Norv, by her two breasts, didst

thou not that? A form of oath of the Arabs.

(MF)— is and * 3-6 A thing, or an

affair, apparent, manifest, plain, or evident. (L.)

-*# £31. 34, and :*: &l, (S, L, K,)

and :*: £51, (L, K,) and 2:39, (K,

art. &ue.) and 2-1, (L, K,) the is one

who surmounts difficult affairs: (A :) or he is

one niho manages affairs thoroughly, (L, K,) and

masters them : (L:) or he is a man expert in

affairs, who surmounts and masters them by his

knowledge and experience and excellent judgment :

or, who aims at lofty things: (K, art. :) or

he is one n:ho rises to eminences, or to lofty things

or circumstances, or to the means of attaining

such things: (S:) as alsoº £º: (S, K,

art. .) See 3-3, and3-&- 3-3, sing.

of 3,43 (A’obeyd, S, L, K) and of stº, (L.

K,) which signify The articles of household jºur

niture and the like (e-) with nihich a house

or tent (stre+) is ornamented, or decorated;

(A’Obeyd, S, L;) the carpets and beds or other

things that are spread, and the pillon's, used for

that purpose: (L, K:) the cloths or stuffs used for

this purpose, nith nihich the walls are hung, and

which are spread; (L;) the curtains which are

hung upon the walls: (A :) and stº, pl. of

3.3, household jurniture, consisting of such

things as are spread, and pillon's, and curtains.

(L.) =& A skilful, or an expert, guide of

the way. (L, K.) = 3-3, (K,) or "33,

(L,) A place in mºhich are no trees. (L, K.) =

3-3 A kind of tree resembling the2. (L, K)

in its colour and manner of growth and its

(L.)

3- Sneat, ($, L, K,) by reason of nork, or

of sorrow, grief, or anxiety, &c. (L.) =

<!-- A certain sect of the Khárijees, (S, L,)

of those called the Harooreeyeh; (L;) the com

panions, ($, K,) or followers, (L.) of Nejdeh

Ibn-'Amir (S, L, K) El-Harooree (L) El-Hana

fee, (S, L, K,) of the Benoo-Haneefeh; (TA;)

thorns.

also called "āºl. (TA)
349
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* > *. * :

**- : see -ºs--

3-3 and "3-3 and "3-3 (S, M, L, K)

and "33 (M, L, K) A courageous man, ($,

M, L, K,) sharp, or vigorous and effective, in

those affairs which others lack poner or ability to

accomplish : (M, L, K :) or courageous and

strong: (Msb:) or very valiant: or quick in

assenting to that which he is called or invited to

do, whether it be good or evil: (M, L :) pl. of

3-3, sº, like as §§ is pl. of His (S, L;)

or this is pl. of 33 and 3-33 (Sb, M, L3)

and not of 3- : (M, L:) the pl. of this last is

3- and 13.3. ($, L.) – "** The lion :

(K:) so called because of his courage. . (TA.)

— 3-1- es: 3- A man quick in accom

(S, L.)

-* and "3,4-ºx (L) and '** (TA) and

plishing that nihich is n'anted, or needed.

W 3-3, in which last the is perhaps inserted by

poetic licence, (L,) Sweating, by reason of work,

or of sorron, grief, or anaciety, &c. (L., T.A.)
… o.

See also 3, ...

a 2 3 • 2 2

*A*- : See Aa--

5 , e.

3.x=3, a simple subst. (M, L,) Courage, (S,

M, L, MSb, K,) and sharpness, or vigour and

effectiveness, in those affairs nºbich others lack

ponder or ability to accomplish : (M, L:) or

courage with steadiness, and calmness in anaiting

fearlessly death, victory, or martyrdom: (Esh

Shiháb [El-Khafájee] :) or great valour: or

quickness in assenting to that nihich one is called

or invited to do, nhether it be good or evil. (M,

L.) — à- 3% Aman possessing valour. ($, L.)

See 2-4. - $3.3 Fight; combat; battle.

(L, Kj – Terror; fright. (L, K)– Diſ.

ficulty; distress; affliction; (Lh,

s," L, Mºb," Kº) pl. 3,133 (Msb.) Ex.

33-3& JS Such a one experienced difficulty,

distress, trouble, or adversity. (Lh, S, L.)–

See also a saying of Sakhr-el-Ghei, and a citation
º e o .

3.As-S Aid; assistance.

adversity:

from a trad., voce J%.-

(Mºb)—º

thereof: contr. of º: cººl sº. By 5-3 is

meant an allusion to Nejdeh El-Harooree. (A.)
ºf . ,"

See A-3.

… dao . .”

Jºl 3A f He is ignorant

33-, with kesr, Trial, or affliction, (º)

(Esh-Shiháb [El-Kha[experienced] in wars.

fájee] and T.A.)

* a a 3

ag-As-J):

• 2 :

See Jºaº.

3- The suspensory cords or strings of a

sword: ($, K :) or the part thereof that lies upon

the shoulder. (L.)—sº Jºsé [lit., Having

long suspensory cords or strings to his snºord,)

means : a man of tall stature : for when a man

is tall his x'=3 must be long. (L.)

33-3, applied to a she-ass, and to a she-camel,

Long-necked: (L, K:) or, so applied, (K,) or

specially to a she-ass, (L,) or to a wild she-ass,

(S,) that does not become pregnant : ($, L, K:)

but Sh says, that this meaning is disapproved;

and that the correct meaning is tall, applied to a

she-ass : (L:) or tall; overpeering : (S, L:) or

high and great : from 3- [signifying “high or

elevated land”]: (As, L:) pl. 343. (S, L,

K.) — Also, applied to a she-camel, Sharp;

spirited; vigorous : (L, K:) a correct meaning

thus applied: (Sh:) or strong : (R:) one that

precedes, or outgoes, others: (L, K :) or strong

in spirit: (L:) pl. as above. (K.) – Also,

so applied, Abounding with milk : (L, K :) and,

that vies with the other camels in abundance of

milk, (L, K,) and surpasses them therein, (L.) or

wields abundance when they have little: (K:) [but

for&% in the copies of the K in my hands,

meaning “when they yield abundance of milk,”

I read& 13) :] pl. as above. (K.) — Also,

so applied, That lies donºn upon a high, or elevated,

place : (K:) or that mill not lie donn save upon

high ground: (L:) pl. as above. (K.)— Also,

An intelligent woman; sharp, or quick, in in

tellect : (K:) possessing judgment; as though she

exerted her judgment in affairs: a strange mean

ing in which the word is used in a trad.: (Sh, L:)

pl. as above. (K.)– See**, and *-ū.E

* One niho works in shaking and spreading

and stuffing and arranging [those articles of

household furniture which are called]* [pl.

of 3-3]. (M, L.) See also $3.

º -

Jº-3 ;

6 * > .º -

see A-3, and 33-c.

33 One who manufactures (8%) beds

and the like, and pillon's; and sen's them : (S, L,

K:) [and, accord. to present usage, who teases,

separates, or loosens, cotton, for stuffing beds &c.,

neith the bon, and mallet : as also W *** :] one

n:ho ornaments, or decorates, houses, and beds

and the like, and carpets. (AHeyth, L.) See
5 * *

also 25-3.

s - 3 p 6 - - - -

Jºe-G and "33-, Stupid, dull, wanting in

intelligence; not penetrating, sharp, vigorous, or

effective, in the performing of affairs; soft,

neithout strength, or sturdiness, and without

endurance: and weary, or fatigued. (TA.) –

See 3- -

33-3, sing of 3-5 (L.) which signifies

Streaks of fat (L, K) upon the shoulders of a

camel: occurring in a trad.: so called because

of their elevation. (L.)

3,4-6 Wine : (A5, L, K:) or excellent nine:

or the first nine that comes forth when the clay

is removed from the mouth of the jar: (A$, L:)

of the masc. gender. (L.) — A nine-vessel:

(K:) any vessel into which wine is put, (A’Obeyd,

S, K,”) such as a *9, (L,) or a + 1- &c. :

(A’Obeyd, S, L:) of a wine-cup, or a cup of

nine; syn. Jºë: (L:) or a vessel in which wine

is cleared; (A ;) a clarifier, or strainer for nine;

syn. 3.3% ; (Lth, L;) which last is the meaning

that most assign to the word. (TA.) – Saffron.

(A5, L, K.) — Blood. (A5, L, K.)

<-- A small mountain (K, [in the CK, for

J.-- is put J.-- ,]) overlooking a valley. (TA.)

- *** A kind of ornament, (L, K,) worn by

nomen, (L) adorned with gems, or jenels, (L,

K,) one over another: (L:) a necklace of pearls

and gold, or of cloves, a span in breadth, eac

tending from the neck to the part beneath the

breasts, and lying upon the place of the *- :

(L, K;) i.e. of the SU-3 of a man's sword:

from sº *::: (L:) pl. **. (L, K.)

5 . . o. -

3.As-o A light staff or stick with which a beast

(K.) — A stick, or

wooden instrument, with which wool is teased,

of carriage is urged on.

or separated, i. q. -j-. (?) (TA,) and with which

the 4-i- of a camel's saddle is stuffed. (K, T.A.)

sº. A man who aids, or assists, much or

nell. (Lh, L.)

º P o –

33-& Overcome, conquered; subdued; over
6 in e.

powered : and fatigued. (L.) – 33-, and

W ** (and Y 3,4- applied to a female, R,)

Afflicted, distressed, or oppressed, by sorrow,

grief or anaciety. (S, L, K.) See also 2-3.-

3.4% In a state of perishing or destruction.

(L. K.)—see 3-6.

3:4, as also 3-3, (S, L.) which latter is

the more approved, (L.) A man tried and

strengthened by experience; earpert, or expe

rienced; (S, L, K;) who has had eaperience in

affairs, and has estimated and understood them,

and become well informed. (L.)

3 * ~ *

Jºaº-o:
-

6 º' -

see 5'→3.

3-& A fighter; a combatant. (S, L, K.)

—An aider; an assistant; (K;) [and so, app.,

* 3:3 and " …; and " 3,43, mentioned in

the A].

1. 33-3, aor. 2, (TK,) [or 2, accord. to the

rule of the Klinſ. n. 43, (L. K.) He bit him,

or it, (L, K,) with the Ja-ú, which is the tooth

next behind the canine tooth : [but see this word :]
6 e -

Jº-3,

5 o -

TK,) f He importuned him in asking : Jº-3 sig

fies also vehement speaking. (K.)

(L:) or, with the 3-9. = 33-3 (inf. n.

2. 33.3 It (experience) strengthened him :
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(A:) or tried and strengthened him. (S, L.)

Suheym Ibn-Wetheel says,

# 3 - 22 - 2 - - - -

* ºn 3,3'-- Jºãº º

[And the applying myself to the management of

affairs has tried and strengthened me]. ($, L.)

See 3, in art. 233. And see *.

Je-9 sing of 3-3, which signifies The

furthest of the J-ºff [or molar teeth], (S, A,

L., Msb, K,) of a man; (S, Msb ;) which are

four in number, (S, L, Mºb, K,) next after

the 1-ji: (L;) also called 2'- Jº, [or

the teeth of puberty, and Jiaº Jº, or the

wisdom-teeth, (S, Mgh, L, Mºb,) because they

grow after the attaining to puberty, and the

completion of the intellectual faculties: ($, L,

Msb:) or all the J-9-31 [or molar-teeth]: or

the teeth meat behind the canine teeth : (L,

Msb, Ki:) altogether four in number : (L, Mºb :)

or the canine teeth: (L, MSb, K:) which last,

accord. to Th, (L, Msb,) or the last but one,

accord. to IAth, (L) is the signification meant

in the trad. (respecting Mohammad, L.) 4-3

33-3 ** Ji- [He laughed so that his

Je-19; appeared]; (L, Mgb;) because Moham

mad's utmost laugh was slight; or this is a

hyperbolical expression, not meant to be literally

understood; for the signification of Je-lº most

commonly obtaining is the first of those given

above: (L:) the phrase also signifies he laughed

violently, or immoderately : ($, L:) the term

Js-193 is also sometimes used in relation to the

horse, (S, L.) or a solid-hoofed animal, as well

as man; (Bári’, Mgb;) and they are [termed]

the ~º in a soft-footed animal such as the

camel ; and the 8-|3: in a cloven-hoofed animal.

(S, L.) See also &-. —3-ºl, Çie l, as

1 They held her fast, as one holds fast in biting
... of

with all his grinders. (L, from a trad) — Lºl

33-6 + He was immoderate in his laughter:

and, in his anger. (A.) — **-ū Jº Jaé

+ He attained to the age of puberty; or of manly

vigour; or offirmness, or soundness, of judgment:

(A, L, K:”) and he bacame patient, and firm,

vigorous, or hardy, in the management of affairs.

(L)–:** **, *, J. & tº mad,

his knowledge, &c., sound, or firm. (A) —sº

*i-ſº His je-133 appeared by reason of anger

or of laughter. (L.)

3: +A man (S, L) tried and strengthened

by experience; expert, or experienced: (T, S,

L., K.) or (so in the L; in the K, and) who has

experienced probations, trials, or calamities, (Lh,

L, K) and thus become a vigorous manager of

affairs. (TA) See also 3:3.

3-& [Moles] : used as pl. of 3-, (L, K,)

and of 34*. (L, K, &c., art. Jé-.)

jº

3-5, (S, A, Mºb) aor. 2, (S, Msb) inf n.

3-, (S, A, Msb, K,) He norked wood as a

carpenter; cut or hened it; formed or fashioned

it by cutting; cut it out; hened it out; shaped

it out; syn. <-- ; (Lth, S, A, K;) or, as some

say, 31.5 . (TA.)=éº,(TA) ſaor, above,

accord. to the rule of the K.J inf. n. 2-3, (K,)

She (a woman) made, or prepared, the kind of

food called 5-3, (K, TA) for her children,

and her pastors. (TA.)

3.3 + The shape, or form, of a man [or beast];

his appearance, or external state or condition :

(TA :) + species; distinctive quality or property;

syn. &; as also "jº and ** 3: (S, TA:)

! nature; natural or native disposition or temper

or other quality or property; (A, TA;) of a

man [&c.]; as also** or W jº. (A [in my

copy of the A written erroneously*: :]) his place

of growth; as also jº: (A:) origin; syn. J2. ;

as also "3- and 3-3, (S,” K.) grounds of

pretension to respect; rank or quality, nobility,

honourableness, or estimableness; syn. W &--

(S,” TA;) as also "3- (S,” Mºb, TA) and

* 3: (S, TA:) generosity of mind or spirit

(A.) It is said in the prov.,

' ' tº Jº Jº Jé

:: tº &. Jº Jºãº *

Every species of camels is their species: ($:) or

every origin &c.; (K:) [and every mark of the

camels of the various peoples of the norld is their

mark : (the latter hemistich is omitted in the

S, K, but inserted in the TA:)] the camels here

mentioned by the poet were stolen from among

a variety of camels, and comprised every species

[with every mark]. (TA.) The proverb is ap

plied to him who confounds things; (S;) and

means, he has in him every sort of disposition,

and has no opinion in which he is settled.

(A’Obeyd, S, K.) [See Freytag's Arab. Prov.,

ii. 317. See also jé ..]

&ſº The piece of wood in which is the foot of

a door: (K:) or the piece of wood upon nihich

the foot of a door turns : (S:) or the foot of a

door, upon which it turns : (A :) or the alsº

[a Persian word signifying a bolt, and a hook,

of a door. (IAar, T.A.) [Chald. Nº. vectis,

pessulus: (Golius :) which suggests that the

original signification may be that assigned by

IAar: but the first and second and third are

alone agreeable with the following verse.] AO,

cites this ex. :

* Ji- º G & 4-3 #

+ :- - 33 • 6. <!-- #3 º

-

II poured water into, or upon, the cys-3, so

that I made the door to have no creaking]. (S.)

jº andjº SeeJº, throughout.

à-3 [Cuttings, chips, parings, shavings, or

the like, of nood;] what is cut, or henºn, (K, TA,)

from wood, (TA,) when it is worked by the

carpenter. (TA.) º

ãº The art of carpentry. (Msb, K.)

§se: Milk mixed with flour: or with clarified

butter: (K:) or, accord. to Abu-l-Ghamr El

Kilábee, fresh milk to which clarified butter is

added. ($) See §º-.

jū A carpenter. (S, A, Mºb, K.)

Jº The anchor of a ship, (A, K,) composed

of pieces of wood, (K, TA,) which are put with

their heads in contrary directions, and the mid

dles of which are bound together in one place,

after nihich, (TA,) molten lead is poured betn’een

them, so that they become like a rock; (K, TA;)

the heads of the pieces of wood project, and to

these are tied ropes; then it is lonyered in the nºater,

(TA,) and nºhen it becomes fast, the ship becomes

fast : (K, TA :) .it is a Persian word, (TA,)

arabicized, from 3: (K, TA:) [or from the

Greek dykupa :] accord. to the T, a word of the

dial of El-Irák. (TA) You say Jisi 28
2. c : &

35-51 cº-e He is heavier than an anchor. (A.)

6 . 3. g :

3'- : See j'e-l.

3, ... Wood worked, cut, hened, formed, or

fashioned by the carpenter. (A.)

jº

1. 3-3, aor. 4, (5 K) infnºs ($) and

jº, aor. , (K) infn.335 (TK.) It (a thing,

S, TA,) came to an end; came to nought ;

perished, passed anay: ($, K, TA:) in these

senses, the former is the more chaste, and has

been so generally used that the latter has been

said to be not allowable; but both have been

heard. (TA.) It (a speech or discourse) finished,

(K, TA,) and became complete. (TA.) He (a

man) died: (S:) occurring in a verse of En

Nábighah Edh-Dhubyánee: as related by J,

3-5; but as related by A'Obeyd, 3.3. (TA.)

= 3.913-3, (A, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor. 3, (Mºb,

K.) infºn. 3:3: (Msb;) and 3-3, aor. 2, (K;)

inf. n. 3-5; (TK;) The promise came to pass,

and was accomplished: (A, Mgh:) or the pro

mise was prompt, or quick, in taking effect :

(Mgb:) or the thing promised (TK) came, ar

rived, or became present: (K, TA:) in this

sense, the former is the more chaste; but both

have been heard. (TA) =jś is also trans.:

see 4, in four places.

2 : see 4.

349 *
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3. 9-u, (Mgh) or Jún š-u, (A) infn.

$ºt..., (S, A, Mgh, K.) He fought him ; (K.)

or he went, or came, out, or forth, in the field,

to fight him, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) and fought him :

(S, Mgh:) or he (a horseman) went, or came,

out, or forth, into the field, to fight him, (another

horseman,) and they strove together until each of

‘them slen, the other, or until one of them was

slain : (TA:) and "3-3 signifies the same

as§ tº: (K:) you say,2,413-14% meaning,

The people contended together in the mutual

shedding of blood; as though they hastened in

doing so. (TA.) [Hence the saying,) <, &

3-& Jºis ºl-9, [If thou desire the re

ciprocal prevention of fighting, and the making

of peace, let it be before fighting]: (A:) or

*tº Jºš º-º-º: (S, K) [the reciprocal

prevention offighting, and the making of peace,

[should be] before the striving together, (**),

as in the CK,) or hastening, (as ſtºl, as in

some copies of the K and in the TA, and, accord.

to the latter, agº) in fighting: (K, TA:) a

proverb: (S, TA:) relating to the prudence of him

who hastens to flee from him whom he has not

power to withstand: (K:) or applied to him who

seeks peace after fighting. (A’Obeyd, K.) –

Also, He contended with him in an altercation;

disputed with him; litigated with him. (TA.)

2 * ~ * - *, * *

4. are-le- ja 5), (K) inf. n. jºl; (TA)

and Y tºjº, (ISk, S, K) aor. 2, inf n. 3-3

(ISk, S) andjº, or this is a subst. in the sense

ofjº, like :[ae in that of:[aºl; (Har, p.326)

He accomplished his want; (ISk, Ş, K:) and

4.-- **ś I accomplished for him his want.

(A) – 4:913-1, (A, Mgh, CK) and "5-3,

(S.) He fulfilled, or performed, the promise : (S,"

A," Mgh, CK:) or he made the promise to be

prompt, or quick, in taking effect. (Mºb.) You

say also, 3:33 Jºe ja-3). He fulfilled to me the

promise; (K, accord. to the TA;) as also "3-5

4, ; (TA:) and 42 y 33-3 I made it to be

prompt, or quick in taking effect to him. (Msb.)

[Hence the saying,) 3é tº-jºº (S, K) An

ingenuous man fulfils what he promises: a pro

verb: (TA:) alluding to the fulfilment of a

promise: and sometimes, to the asking, or de

manding, the fulfilment thereof: El-Hárith the

son of 'Amr said to Sakhr the son of Nahshal,

“Shall I guide thee to booty and one fifth of it

be for me?” and he answered, “Yes:” so he

guided him to some people from El-Yemen, and

Sakhr made a sudden attack upon them, and

engaged with them in conflict, and overcame, and

obtained booty; and when he turned back,

El-Hárith said to him the above words, and

Sakhr fulfilled his promise to him. (K.) —

Jºãº Jº ja-31 He hastened and completed, or

made certain, the slaughter of the slain man;

i. q. ºe jºi. (Abu-l-Mikdām Es-Sulamee

and K.)

5: see 10, in five places.

6: see 3.

- * *

10. <!-3s−1, and "tºſs-J, He sought,

or asked, or demanded, the accomplishment of his

want, from him niho had promised him; (Mgb;)
• * * > *

syn. Ø-º-º-ºk (S. K.) And ºr j-,

and Yuj-, (Mgh) or $32), (K.) He sought,

or asked, or demanded, the fulfilment of the pro

mise: (Mgh, K:) and ãº "9-5 he ashed

of him the fulfilment of the promise. (TA.)

Hence, <ſº * 3:43 The demanding and re

ceiving of immunities. (Mgh.) You say also,

2 * -> & -> 0 , o - d. **** * *

** arº ºjº-j, and 45-5, [app. mean

ing, I sought, or asked, or demanded, of him the

finishing, or completion, of a writing, or letter,

or book.] (A.)

6 o' . - • of

ja-3 and "3.3 are syn. You say, Jº st-3'

4-1-jº, and dºu-"jº, Thou art on the

point of accomplishing thy want. (S, K.)

6 o' -- 5 o -

jº-j : see j-5.

- º -

3- : see jº-U, in three places.

º, - azz : * ~ :#;

#52-5 A recompense. You say, Jºjº cº-3')

I will assuredly pay thy recompense. (TA.)

5 * - -

jºu Coming to an end; coming to nought;

perishing; passing anay. (TA.)– [Complete:

accomplished.] – A promise that has been ful

filled; as also "3-3: (TA:) or that has come

to pass, and is accomplished. (A, Mgh.) –

Present; ready; (S, Msb, K, TA;) as also

"3-3: (K:) and Y both, promptly, or quickly,

done, or given. (T.A.) You say, 5-5 **

je-Gº (S, A, Mgh, Mºb) [I sold it, or I sold to

him, present, or ready, [merchandise,] for

present, or ready, [money, 1 (TA,) like* º,
(S, A, Mgh, Mºb,) i.e., yº-º-º:os Sºº*3. (S.)

And j-tº Jºë ſº $, meaning, A debt to be

paid at a future time shall not be sold for ready
• 5 -

money. (Mgh.) And #eº jeºu is a proverb,

[meaning Ready merchandise with ready money,

like as 34, and Jº Jºe. (TA) It is

said in a trad, jeº 9-º- lsº [Sell ye present

merchandise for ready money]. ($) And a

poet (Abeed Ibn-El-Abras, TA, art. Ye,) says,

+ sº ºf 33 *

º 3-& Jé &#2 +5

(S, TA, ubi supra;) [And when griefs attend

thee, know that] they are, some, debts to be

payed at future periods, and some, payments

in ready money. (TA, ubi supra.) The saying

[of 'Abd-Allah Ibn 'Āmir El-Kurashee, owner

of a horse named Esh-Shamoos, (TA, art.

J-º)]

* jet, jet Jº

• * ,

Lºyº

+

[app, meaning, Quickly as the running of Esh

Shamoos; ready with ready, or prompt with

prompt;] is explained by IAgr, as meaning,

Thou hast given an evil recompense and I have

recompensed thee in like manner: or, as he says

in one place, this is said when one does a thing

and thou dost the like thereof; he not being able

to go beyond thee in word or in deed. (TA.)

[Respecting this saying, Freytag says, in his

Arab. Prov., i. 305, (where, for 5-0 we find

jeu,) that it applies to him who is equal to

the execution of the things which he undertakes,

as well good as bad; and that Jº is to be

supplied before &-]

L-º-3

1. J.-, aor. 2; (S, Msb, K;) and J--,

aor. 2; (Msb;) and J.-, aor. 2, (K,) accord.

to some, but the books of good repute are silent

respecting this last; (Msb;) inf. n. J--, (S,

Mºb, TA,) of the first; (Mºb;) and *3,

(TA) or this last is a simple subst. [as the verb

J-- to which by rule it should belong is not of

good authority]; (Msb;) It was, or became,

unclean, dirty, filthy, or impure; (Msb;) [i.e.,]

contr. of 3.9, or* : (Msb, K:*) *: is of

two kinds; one kind is perceived by sense; and

one kind is perceived by the mind; of which

latter kind is that which is attributed, in the

Kur, ix. 28, to those who assert God to have

associates: (Er-Răghib, B:) but in this latter

sense, it is said by Z, to be tropical. (TA.) [See also

à-tº- below.] You also say, (of a garment,

A, Msb,) W J---, meaning, It was, or became,

rendered unclean, dirty, filthy, or impure. (A,

Mºb, K)= +, [app. an inf n, of which

the verb is J-5.) The making a child's 33,4

[or amulet, of any of the kinds described belon,
º o e

voce J-ºs-il. (TA)

2. --, (S, A, Mºb, K) int. n. J.-3,

(TA,) He rendered him, or it, unclean, dirty,

filthy, or impure; (A, Msb, K;) and "4->

signifies the same. (S, A, K.) El-Hasan said

of a man who married a woman with whom he

had committed fornication, º 3- 3. "*: sº

[He defiled her, therefore he is most northy of

her] (A, TA") — ºn 4: Iſsins, or

crimes, defiled him]. (A, TA.)= 4. J--, and

*-*, He charmed him; or fortified him by a

charm or an amulet [of any of the kinds described

belon, voce **-3, q.v.j; syn. §e. (TA.)

4: see 2, in two places.

5. J-º-º: See J--.= He did a deed n-here

by to become free from uncleanness, dirt, filth, or

impurity; (K;) like as you say 35 and&

and <<5, meaning, he did a deed whereby to

(TA.)become free from crime, sin, &c.
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- 6 *

- See L-a-.

J-3 and "Jºš (S, A, O, Mºb, K) and
º o e

"J.; and "Jºsé and "Jº (A, O, K) Un

clean, dirty, filthy, or impure: (A, Msb, K.)

the last of these is only used when the word is

preceded or followed by Jº (ISd:) or only

when it is preceded by Jº: (Fr, S,” and Har

in the Durrat-el-Ghowwáš ) but this remark

correctly applies only to the greater number of

instances: (M, F:) the second of the above five

forms is an inf. n. used as an epithet; (A, Msb;)

and is [therefore] used as sing, and dual. and pl.

and masc. and fem., without variation: (TA :)

[and the first and last are also used as pls., as

will be seen below ; but when so used, I suppose

2: or some other coll. gen, n. to be understºod ..]

the pl. [of every one of the other forms] is J-le

(A, Msb, TA) and [of the fourth and fifth, and

perhaps of the first and third also, though I do

not remember similar instances, iº. (TA.)
• * * • º; e. :

[See also i.e., below.] J- and "J--

[&c.], applied to a man, signify Unclean,’ &c.,

[both properly and tropically]. (TA.) [The

two following examples are said in the A to be
• *; o 2222 - 9 2 of

tropical] Jºſé Jºi Jºël [Men

are of several kind; and most oftºmºre unclean.]

(A, TA.) And J. 3 & #2: Jī (, ; ; [Verily

the associaters of others with God are but unclean],

said in the Kur, ſix. 28, (S, A, TA,) or Jº,

or WJ.-, accord. to certain readers. (TA.)=

Also, all the above forms, A man having an in

curable disease. (T.A.) – See also J-6.

ºs º a

L-º-º:

9 * * *

See L-º-º-o:

-- º d.º.

J.-- : see L-º-J.

6 - º *

J-se-; ; see U--9.

i.e.: : see 1: Uncleanness, dirtiness, filthiness,

or impurity. (Mgb.) – In the conventional

language of the law, A particular uncleanness, of

such a kind as renders prayer invalid; as urine,

and blood, and wine. (Mgb.)

J.-6 is and "Jºe (S, A, K) and "Jºs;

(TA) An incurable disease : (S, K, TA:) or a

disease that baffles the cº-º. (A.) See

* tº . .”

L-º-o
-

Jº [More, and most, unclean, dirty, filthy,

or impure]. You say, 23%) &: J-5 es; S

:[Thou wilt not see any one more unclean than the

unbeliever]. (A, TA.)

J-5 The name of a thing, either something

unclean, or bones of the dead, or a menstruous

rag, which used to be hung upon him for n:hom

there nas a fear of the jinn's, or genii's, being

attached to him : (K:) or the hanging of some

such thing upon such a person, as a child or any

other; for they used to say that the jinn would

not approach those things: (TA:) or a thing

which the Arabs used to do, as an amulet, to drive

anay thereby the [evil] eye : (S:) *i-sº also

is the name of a kind of amulet; (IAar:) and

"Jº- is syn, with 3,3; [by which may be

meant either that it signifies an amulet, or that it

is a quasi-inf n. of 2; for it is said that] it is

app. a subst. fromà-, Or<, as signifying

§e. (IAgr.) See also 2.

Jºº. One niho hangs, upon him for nºkom

there is fear, unclean things, such as bones of the

dead, and the like, to drive anay the jinn, or

genii; because these beings shun such things; (S,”

A, TA;) one who fortifies by charms or amulets

[of the kinds above mentioned]; syn. §4. (K:)

pl.&sº (A:) and "Jºj [a pl. of which

the sing, is not mentioned] is syn. with &”.

(IAgr.) = Also, A little piece of skin that is

put upon the notch [n'hich is the place] of the

bon-string. (TA.)

2 ~ * ~ * º de

-T - -

•

4-º-o: See Lee*-*)

&

Utº

1. ***, aor. , (§, Mºb) inf. n. J.:3, (S,

Mºb, K.) He concealed himself. (Msb.) =

[And hence, He pursued game, or objects of the
6 -

chase : (see Jºº-U. :) or he roused game, or

objects of the chase, (S, Mgh, K,) and scared

them from place to place.

&

or game, tonards him, and drove and collected it to

him. (TA.) — He searched after a thing, and

roused it. (Sh, A'Obéyd, K.) This, accord. to

Sh, is the primary signification: [but accord. to

Fei, the primary signification is the first given

above:] and hence the saying in a trad, &iki º
22 - 2 & 2. ; : ; ; * * * *: J - ... o ºs

(Sº cº-> āştº * Jº- U-tu) The sun

does not rise until three hundred and sixty angels

rouse it. (TA.)— He drew forth, educed, or

elicited. (K.)— He collected together (S, K)

camels [&c.] after a state of dispersion. (S.) –

He drove vehemently. (TA.) =Jº, aor. 2,

(Mºb, TA) inf n. Jº (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K)

and Jº, [which is the form generally used by

the professors of practical law,) (ISh, Mgh, Sgh,

TA,) or this is a simple subst., (MSb,) He

demanded the sale of an article of merchandise for

more than its price, (A, Mgh, Msb,) not meaning

to purchase it, (Mgh, Msb,) in order that another

(TA.) You say also,

<ſebé, meaning, They scared the chase,

might see him and fall into the snare thus laid for

him ; and in like manner it is used with respect to

marriage, [i.e., with respect to dowers, and other

things: (A, Mgh, Mgbº) and the doing thus is

forbidden: (Mgh:) it is from Lºí signifying

“he roused ” game: (Mgh :) or from the same

verb signifying “he concealed himself;” because

he who does so conceals his intention: (Msb:) or

he augmented the price of an article of merchan

dise, not desiring to purchase it, but in order that

another might hear him and augment in the same

manner: (A’Obeyd, L:) or he outbade in a sale,

in order that another might fall into a snare, he

himself not wanting the thing : (S:) or he aug

mented the price of an article of merchandise, or

praised it, in order that another might see that,

and be deceived by him: (Ibrāheem El-Harbee :)

or he praised an article of merchandise belonging

to another in order that he might sell it, or dis

praised it in order that it might not be easy for

him to sell it : (ISh:) or he concurred with a

man desiring to sell a thing, by praising him :

(Abu-l-Khattāb, K:) or he bargained with a man

desiring to sell a thing, offering him a large price,

in order that another might see him and fall into

a snare: or he scared people from one thing to

another: (K:) also, he praised a thing; or

praised it eacceedingly, or for that nihich was not
2 o'. . . .

in it, or eaccessively and falsely; syn. Cº. -->e and
| * > 0 &

ºf: and he invented, or forged, a lie. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., (S,) W l,ét: Sj, (S, Mgh,

Mºb) i.e., Fe shall not practise J-3, or J-5.

(Mgh, Mºb.) or "Jº tº signifies the bidding one

against another, successively increasing their offers,

in a sale, or other case; (K;) for it sometimes sig

nifies the doing so in the case of a donºry, in order

that the doing so may be heard, and the amount may

consequently be augmented: (TA:) and Sh men

|tions, with respect to "Jºštá, on the authority

of Aboo-Sa’eed, another thing, which is allow

able, namely, [that it signifies the conspiring to

promote the marrriage of] the noman who has

been married and divorced time after time; and

[the sale of] the article of merchandise that has

been bought time after time and then sold. (TA.)

6: see 1, last part.

Jº, said to be a subst. fromJº : see 1.

6 x ,

Cº-º: * , :

5 . see Jºº-U.

Lº:

* and &º: See Jºº. E. Jººl,

(S, Mgh, K,) the form preferred by El-Fārābee,

(Mg) and ºil (Mg, Mºb, K) which is

the more common, (M5b,) but the former is the

more chaste, ($gh, K,) andſcº andJººſ

with kesr to the cy, which is said to be the more

chaste, (K,) and is preferred by Th, (TA,) but

teshdeed of the & is a mistake, (Mgh, MF,) The
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name of the King of the Abyssinians; (IDrd, $;)

like as one says(sº and 43: an Abyssinian

word: (IDrd:) or a certain Kingof the Abyssinians,

n:hose name mas i-º, (Mgh, Msb, K3) [as

is commonly said; but authors differ respecting

his name;] and IKt says, that Jºº-Ji is in

Coptic as-el, meaning “a gift:” (TA:) or

originally the proper name of an individual, and

afterwards a common title. (M.F.)

9 & . * ... .

Jºlº : see Jºe-U, in four places.

3 a 2 * , : .

Jººs- see Jºe-U, in two places.

J.-6 A pursuer, or capturer, or insnarer, of

game, or objects of the chase; (Mºb;) as also

W Jº- and WJº; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) because

he conceals himself: (Msb:) or (Jºel and]

WJº and YJº- signify one who rouses the

game, or objects of the chase; (Az, TA;) and so

"Jº- and "Jºe: (L:) or Jºsé and

''< (Akh, K) [and '* accord. to

some copies of the K] and WJºe (Az, K) one

who rouses them in order that they may pass by

the pursuer, or capturer, or insnarer, thereof:

(Akh, Az, K.) or Jºsé signifies one who scares

them toniards him, and drives and collects them to

him : (S, A, TA:) and "Jºsé one niho drives

rehemently; (TA;) or one who urges camels;

(A;) or who collects them. after a state of dis

persion : ($:) and "Jºš [with teshdeed to

the 2- as well as to the US,) one who drives, or

urges, travelling-camels and other beasts of car

riage, in the market-place, to elicit their qualities

of pace: (AA, TA:) and this last also signifies

[absolutely] one who dran's forth, or elicits, a

thing. (A’Obeyd, TA)= Also, One who prac.

tises Jº, Or Jº, in an affair of buying and

selling: (Msb, TA:") [see 1:] and "Jºš one

who does so much, or often. (MSb.)

tº .. 6

*. - - g - -

U->~~~~ | see Jºe-U ; the latter, in two
• * ... o. • *

Jºº-º-º: y places.
-

º, J & .

&

Jºº-º-e J; A saying dramºn forth, or elicited:

(TA:) and a forged saying, in which is falsehood.

(IAar, T.A.)

Jae

- Jºº. See art. Je-l.

[&- , &c.

See Supplement.]

*

1. ãº, aor. 2, inf. n. 3-3, He (a man) re

- -
* * * *

iterated a sound, or made it to reciprocate, (2233.)

in his inside : (S, L:) or his voice was reiterated,

or made to reciprocate, (3:3) in his inside; as

also " …5 and " ~3. (K.) [each of these

verbs, of which the last seems to be the most

common, signifies, as is implied in the L &c., and

accord. to present usage, he made a reiterated

humming in his throat, like a slight coughing, or,

as some say, more violent than coughing; as is

often done by a niggard when he is asked for a

thing:] tº is well known, (S,) and ā-4-3

is like it; (Lth, S ;) it is [the making a sound,

or sounds, in the throat, slighter than coughing;

and is the pretence of the niggard: (Lth :) or it

is more violent than coughing; as also ë--3.

(L.) See also §-— [Hence, from the sound

employed, w 3, aOr. 2

(K.)

R. Q. 1. See : –“… He repulsed him

(namely an asker, or a beggar, L) in a foul, or

an abominable, manner. (L, K.)

He incited, or urged on,

a camel.

R. Q. 2: see 3.

i-º-; Niagardlines; avarice (K)—Also,

contr., Liberality; bounty; munificence; gene

rosity. (K.) -

*- *** [Very niggardly, or avaricious]:

the latter word is an imitative sequent: (S, K.)

or it is a corroborative syn. of the former: (MF:)

as though meaning one who when asked for

something, disliking to give it, has recourse to a

pretence, and makes a reiterated breathing [or

humming in his throat] as a feint to hide his

unwillingness. (L.) [See also i--5.)

6 . 6 .

tº e * -

à-la--, Niggardly, or avaricious, men: base,
-

40 e. * *

See as 5'→3.

ungenerous, mean, or sordid, men, niho make a
* @ ...”.”

reiterated humming in the throat (Ös---**)

when they are asked for something : (A:) pl. of
45 - d .

"2-5; or a pl. having no sing. (TA) [See
\- a .

also tº-J

~~

1. ---, aor. 2, inf. n. J.-: (S, A, K,) and

"--, inf. n. *-ī; (A ;) He voned; made

a von; ($, K;) put himself under an obligation
6 o –

to do a thing. (A) – “3, aor. , inf n. --3

He laid a bet, or wager; betted, or nagered.
• * > *

(K.) [The explanation of the inf. n. by is,...,

in the K, seems to imply that it is the same as

3; but this appears to be doubtful.] = J~3,

aor. 2 (§, Mºb) or , (K) inf n. *-3, (S. K.)

or this is a subst., (Msb,) and &- ; (K;) and

"--~!; ($, K;) t He raised his voice with

weeping, or wailing; nept, or nailed, loud; (S;)

nept, or wailed, most violently; (M, K;) nept,

or wailed, with prolonged voice. (TA.)– Jºs-3,

aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. 2-3 ($) and -º (K)

He (a camel, S) had a cough, or coughed. (S

K) = J~3, [aor. ,] inf. n. -“, IIe n'ent,

travelled, or journeyed, at a quick pace : (AA, S,

K:) or nith a light pace: (K:) with much

exertion and perseverance. (TA.) [The inf. n.

only is mentioned, and said, in the $, to be syn.

with Jº.

2 : see 1. = , = , inf. n. *-*. f They

strove, or eacerted themselves, in their nork;

norked with energy : (AA, S, K :) or they ment

on, travelled, or journeyed, (nºith energy, TA,)

until they came near to the mater : (K:) they

made a hard journey by night, in order to arrive

* - d ... •e & .

(S.) – 9- tº-3

We pursued our journey laboriously, or with

energy. (T.A.)–Gºśl~ t The journey

harassed such a one, (K,) being long. (TA.) –

: Jé~, and 2. Jº, He applied himself

to a thing, or set about it, and adhered to it.

(TA.)

at the mater on the morron.

6 * >

i-lº, TA,) He laid a bet,

or wager, nith him, (K,) 2: Jé respecting a

thing. (TA)—cº J. & I cited him,

or invited him, to submit our case to such a one as

judge; I cited him before such a one as judge.

($, K.)– arre-U I contended neith him, or disputed

with him, for glory, or honour, or superiority in

glorious or honourable qualities and the like, (K,)

before a judge, or umpire. (TA.) – Talhah

said to Ibn-'Abbās, &is 4-d & es: & Js

Jº ($) [or JºJ) §: for I find it stated in

the margin of a copy of the $, that J left the final

3. 4.-u, (inf. n.

letter of& without a vowel point, either fet-hah

or dammeh :] Wilt thou that I contend nith thee,

or dispute mith thee, for glory, or honour, and

that thou enumerate thine excellencies and the

honour which thou derivest from thine ancestors

&c., I doing the like, and that thou put the

Prophet out of the question, not mentioning thy

relationship to him, since this excellence is con

ceded to thee? (AM.)

6. 19:2-L3 They appointed together a time,

Júl, for fighting; and sometimes for other

(K.)

8: see 1. – He sighed vehemently; (K;)

nept and sighed vehemently. (TA.)

purposes.

-> * > * --

& “ A von. ($, K.) — alsº Ls as He

died : or he was slain in an expedition undertaken

for the sake of God's religion: originally meaning

he accomplished his von ; see Kur, xxxiii. 23:

(Msb:) as though he had constrained himself.[by

a vow] to fight until he died: (TA:) or it signi

fies he ended his term, or period of life; ended his

days: (Fr, Zj.) [or he finished his time : (as

implied in the $): or he yielded his soul: or he

accomplished his want :] from significations given
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below. (T.A.) – -- A great bet, or wager:

syn.2.4%}*. (K.) So in the following verse

of Jereer :

•* 0 , e. • Jº J * G - e. • 2 &

* Lººs-3 Jººl Uwe- a-is-les *

* • * : * ~ * ~ * ( * * . . #

-- Jºe cº-au-, **

[In Tikhfeh we contended with the snord with the

kings; and our horses, in the evening of Bistám,

ran for a great bet]. (TA.) —* A proof;

a demonstration; an evidence: syn. &#. (K.)

– A necessity; want; needful thing ; an object

of nant or need: syn. isºlº. (K.) See cº

*...— . Death. (K.) See*: cº, above.

– A term ; faced period; the period of life.

(K.) See 4-3 cº, above. — The soul: syn.

Jº. (AO, K.) – Mind; purpose; aspiration;

desire; ambition: syn. i.e.

($)—3.

-“, (TA,) and Y** Jº-' (K) : A quick

pace, or journey. (K, T.A.) – The same epi

thets are likewise applied, in the same sense, to a

man. (TA.)–* A quick (or light, K,)

pace, or mode of going, travelling, or journeying,

(AA, S, K,) neith much eacertion and perseverance.

(TA.) —-- Jº 3% 3. Such a one ment

on, travelled, or journeyed, njith energy; [lit., for

a great bet, or nager;] as though he had laid a

[great] bet, and therefore strove, or exerted him

self (S)--- Length. (AA, K)—”.
• * o ,

•-a-3 [so in the TA: perhaps,~ 2:4, but

2

A laborious journey: syn. Jºš.

more probably J.-- 2,3] A long day. (Er

Riyáshee.)– J.- A space of time: a time.

(S, K.) See 4-3 Jº, above. — Sleep : syn.

2. (L, K: in some copies of the K,2.

T.A.)– Fatness. (K.)- I.q. $3: [Velemence ;

violence; &c.; or distress; difficulty; adversity; &c.].

(K.) – A game of hazard: syn.º. (K.) =

A great camel. (K.) Perhaps a mistake for

J-5. (TA)

i- ti.g. ié [A lot used in sortilege: Or

lots collectively: or sortilege itself;] (K;) from

A.G “he cited him before a judge;” “he con

tended with him for glory;” and “he laid a bet,

or wager, with him;” because it is, as it were, a

judge, or that which decides, in a case ofsortilege.

(TA)—ºjs Jalez º.º.2%;

* S; l,…i tº º [If men knen, what

advantage is attained by being in the first ron of

the congregation in the mosque, they mould fight

for it, and not advance but by lot]. (TA, from

a trad.)

* A cough that attacks camels: as also

*3 and jū-3. (Az from AZ.) See 1.

i-G f A weeping, or railing, woman ; pl.

--5. (TA)

: w - Jº 2 3 - e. e.

u-, y-, ju. He proceeded, or journeyed, in a

direct course, not desiring [to pursue] any other:

as though he had made a vow to do so. El

Kumeyt says,

-- ~ * * - • 6 - - • O - -

* . Lºlº 35-A-II Jºe tº cº- "

* < *.Jº &= -2 = .

By --J) is meant the man. ISd says, Th

cites this verse, and says in explanation of it,

This was a man who swore, saying, If I do not

overcome, I will cut off my hand. He seems to

consider it as implying the signification of vowing.

So in the L. But it requires consideration.

(TA)—sº. JJ & J. G. We pro

ceeded, or journeyed, thither during three nights

of laborious travelling. (TA.)

~~~

1. --3, aor. z, ($, L, K,) contr. to analogy,

(TA,) and z, (L, K,) which is the form preferred

by IJ, because of the guttural letter, but this is

disputed by MF, (TA,) and 2, (K,) which is the

form of weakest authority, (TA,) inf. n. <,

($,) He cut, or henced; formed, or fashioned, by

cutting; cut out, hened out, or shaped out;

chipped: syn. & ($, K :) he worked wood

and the like as a carpenter; syn.3- : he pared,

peeled, barked, or deprived of its outer covering

by paring, abrasure, or nearing anay the eacterior:

he sanced. (L.) [See also <<1.] Accord. to

some, the operation termed <--3 is only per

formed upon something hard and strong, as stone

and wood and the like. (M.F.) [W -->3' seems

to signify He cut, &c., for himself:] you say,

sº* u% -º- &:<! [Cut, or hen',

jor iyºff, of the mood, what mill suffice thee for

fuel]. (A) — Jº- es: t; <<5, aor. : and ,

inf. n. <<, BHe cut out, or hemed out, a house

in the mountain. In the Kur, xv. 82, El-Hasan

[El-Basreel reads &:-. (Msb.) [Accord.

to the K, his reading is &siº, (in the CK,

&; ) but this I find nowhere else, and I

believe it to be a mistake.]—º Jº<

t[He was fashioned after the model of generosity;

made by nature generous]. (A.) — <<5 Inirit

puellam: (K:) as also < * j, but the latter is

the better known. (TA.)— “3, infn. << 3.

f He beat, struck, or smote, him with a staff, or

stick: (TA:) (as also 3-1. – “3 He threw

him don’n prostrate. (K.) –º <<3 He

(L.)

[See also <--.]–“ . It (a journey, or

travel,) emaciated a camel: (K:) it made a man

blamed; reprehended; reviled a man.

less; made him thin, or slender. (TA) –<,

(TA,) [aor. : and < PI inf. n. <-- and i.e.,

He sighed aloud: the inf ns. syn. with< and

6 . -

Jeej. (K.)

8 : see 1. – c -31 It (wood or the like)

nas [cut, or heron; formed, or fashioned, by

cutting ; cut out, henced out, or shaped out ;

chipped;] worked by a carpenter: [pared, peeled,

barked, or deprived of its outer covering : san,n].

(L.) — 4 -tº, e- His (a camel's) ~L^

[i.e. toes or feet] were norm, abraded, wasted,

lessened, or attenuated. (L.)

<<3 and "el-3 (K) and " :-3 (S. K.)

: Nature; natural, or native, disposition, temper,

or other property; ($, K;) a particular cast, or

fashion, of constitution, after n:hich a man is [as

it were] cut out [by the Creator]: (TA:) and the

first, the source, or origin, from which one is [as

it were] cut out : [see also W &-º]. (Lh.) —

* &: 3,9] Generosity is [a part] of his

nature; or, [derived] from his source. or origin.

(LA) —sº “sº II, is of a ronderful

nature. (TA) — ” iš-š 22* 3. He is

generous in nature, or disposition. (AZ.) =

<-- 3. Unmixed [i.e. severe] cold : (K:) but

this is said to be a corruption of <--. (TA.)

[See also <--.]

4 & 2.

<-- A comb : syn. Ja… or *... (So in

different copies of the K.)=<<3- A hoof

of which the edges have gone [or become abraded,

been norm anay]; (S, K;) [and so Y****

occurring in the K in art. Ja-, where, in its place

in the S, we find <- 23'-.] — <-- | An

emaciated camel: (K:) a camel whose feet are

worn, abraded, or wasted. (L.) – *:::-3 A.

[portion of the] trunk of a tree, which is hern out,

and holloned, in the form of a jar such as is called

*. for bees; pl. <<3. (L.) — <-- Any

g (L.) =

<--- One who introduces himself among a people,

and lives with them, not being of their race.

(S, K.)

thing bad; what is bad of anything.

6 • : a o z

stºl-3: see Stº.

à-3 Cuttings, chips, parings, and the like,

(S, K,) of wood [&c.]. (TA.)

22 * • * : º .

*=3: see -- and -e-.
-

*… The source, or origin, of a man, [from

which he is, as it were, cut out]: pl. <-º.

(TA.) See also <. —3-< &: sº

He is of an eaccellent source, or origin. (A.) –
• * ... • Ö in

J.-L.J1A, -… They are of generous sources, or

origins. (A.)

&–1. (s, K) and "ē-t- (Mºb, TA) An

implement with which one performs the operation
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of cutting, hening, and the like; ($, K, L;) an

adz, or addice. (Msb.)

* , oº • o

~|~ : see ----e.
-

-

2 * ~ *

-

23%-3) <---0 Jº [A horse having the hoofs

much norm.] (IDrd, K, art. Ja-.)

º - G - 6 -

<2< ...: see 3-2-3. = A word compounded
- ... • O -

• * > *

of two [or more] words; such as J-3, Jºº-,

• * > *

Jás-, J., &c. (Mºb, TA, art. J-)

* – 7

3-3 dial. form of -i-ji (Kr :) ISd thinks

the Jº to be a substitute for 3. (TA.)

j

1. ,<3, (A, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (Mºb, K.) inf.

m. º (S, Mºb, K) and -i, (Mºb) and jºi

[an intensive form], (K,) He stabbed, or stuck,

(A, K,) a camel, (A, TA,) or a beast, (Māb,)

[but generally the former, in his 2-3, (A,) or in

his ><, (TA,) where the windpipe (2,4-)

commences in the uppermost part of the breast;

(K, TA) [i.e., in the j; for 3-3 in the # is

like 33 in the throat. (S.) [Hence), 12,

[The day of the stabbing of the camels &c.]; (K;)

and ,-3)* [the festival of the stabbing of the

cameº &c.; (Mab3) the tenth of [the month]

Dhu-l-Hijjeh; (K;) because then the camels and

cows and bulls brought as offerings to Mekkeh,

for sacrifice, are stabbed. (T.A.) – He slen'.

(TA) — 9-3, aor. and inf ns. as above, He

- O - .

hit, or hurt, his 2-5. (K.) You sayJº ~}~

I hit, or hurt, the 2* of the man. (S.) =

[Hence, tºl-3,495- f [He mastered affairs,

or the affair, by knowledge, or science]: (A):

he knew affairs soundly, or thoroughly. (Har,
- - © .

2nd ed. of Paris, p. 95, Com.) And212, ja-ºº:

5- t[He masters knowledge, or science, indeed].

(A, K.) Jereer was asked repºrting the Islámee

poets, and answered, 33;ji,jºin ãº ſmeaning,

“The bow,” or “the arrow, of the poets belongs

to El-Farezdak;” applying the term āz; in this

manner because bows and arrows were made of

the tree called& : so it was said, “Then what

hast thou left for thyself?” and he answered,

5-3 33, 3.5- t; t[I have mastered poetry

2 o -> d . .”

indeed]. (A) You say also, tºle ºn 3-3

+ I knew the thing thoroughly, or superlatively

nell; as also tºle &#3. (Bd in iv. 156.) =

[Hence also, §§ 2, 3- ! He performed, or

recited, the prayer in the first part of its time.

(TA.) — Aſ Ajº, occurring in a trad., may

mean either t May God hasten to do them good,

or may God slay them. (IAth.) = [Hence

also] Jºn& (S, A) inf nºi, (A): 1

became opposite to the man; syn.* es: **:

(S;) I faced, or fronted, him; syn. 43%. (A,

TA) And 33 33, 3-3, ſor -j-.] (K)

aor. 2, (TA,) t The house faced, or fronted, the

house; (K, TA;) as also "-j-G. (TA.) And

& 3-52% f Their houses face, or front,

the road. (A) [See also 6.] And Abu-l

Gheyth says, that the last night of the month,

with its day, is called § -º for this reason,

... • * * ** > 0 & 2 - 2 -ae'

U*.*.* Us. J" JºJº 3-5 lº), i.e., Because it be

comes opposite to the month that is after it; or

because it reaches the first part of the month that

is after it. (S.)

3: see 1, near the end.

6. Júl es: ls, tº (S, TA) They stabbed one

another in the 2-, or slen, one another, in fight.

(TA.)

– [Hence,) 29. Jº 2:13-3, (A, K,) and

* 'lºw-rºl, (S, A, K.) : The people were

mutually niggardly, or tenacious, or avaricious,

of the thing, (S, A, K,) so that they almost slen,

one another. (K,” TA.) = cº-º: cº

f The two houses face, or front, each other.’ (K.)

[The like is also said in the A.] Fr. says, I

have heard some of the Arabs say 3-4 Arºjº,

[for 2-&#. f Their places of abode face, or

front, one another; this is opposite to this. (TA.)

Here the verb is used in its proper sense.

8. 3-ºl He (a man, S) stabbed himself in the

,-i, (S) or slem himself. (K.) It is said in a

proverb, *::$& é. [The robber was

robbed, and in consequence slen himself]: (S:)

or <<5%&tº 3. [app, meaning, 1 The robber

robbed, and so occasioned his onn slaughter: for

it is said that the verb is here used tropically].

(TA; and so in a copy of the S, and of the A.)

[The former reading, which I prefer, is given in

Freytag's Arab. Prov., q.v., vol. i. p. 618.] —

f It (a cloud) burst with much mater. (A.) =

See also 6.

jº, (S, Msb,) or jº 3-3, (A, K,) The

uppermost part of the breast, or chest; (A, K,)

as also '3-ij : (Sb, IB, K.) or the place of

the collar or necklace : (A, K:) or that part of

the breast or chest nihich is the place of the collar

or necklace; (S, Msb;) so accord. to A'Obeyd:

(TA, art. •2,5:) which is also called "3-19);

(S:) or the breast or bosom or chest itself: (TA:)

Or **, the pl., is also applied to the breasts or

chests: (Msb:) and 3-ºl, (A,) or "}<!, (S,

A, Msb, K, TA,) also signifies the part in n-hich

a camel is stabbed, or stuck; (A, TA; n-here the

- o -

mindpipe (23.5M-) commences, in the uppermost

part of the breast : (TA:) or the place where the

esºs [or animal brought as an offering to Mekkeh

or to the Kaabeh or to the Haram, such as a

camel, conv, bull, sheep, or goat, to be sacrificed, J

&c., is stabbed, or stuck : (S, K:) or the place, in

the throat, where a beast is stabbed, or stuck :

(Msb:) 3-3 is masc., (Lh, K,) only: (Lh:) [or

sometimes fem.: see an ex., voceº :] its pl. is

**, (A, Mºb, K) only: (TA) and the pl. of

(A.) =}- also signifies

f The first, the first part, or the commencement,

of the day; ($, K;) and of the month, (K,) as

also "3-5; (TA) and of the 5.5, which is

when the sun has reached its highest point,

[especially in summer, as though it had reached

thejº, as also W à-6. (TA:) pl. 5-3. (K.)

You sayjº * es: **, &c., f He came in the

Jirst part of the day, &c. (TA.) See also § -3.

= Also, §§2–3 es:& 3.5 t Such a one sat

in front of such a one; facing him; opposite to

him. (A) And ºf J. Jº (; He, or it, be:

came in front of, or opposite to, him, or it]. (S.)

And is* & This is in front of, facing, or

opposite to, this (Fr, T.A.)

5 o s o

j-3: see jºy-3.

ā-* *—º &#, with tenween, + I met

him in open view. (Sgh, K.) See* and

99-2.

* (S, A, K) and *}<3 (K) f Soundly, or

thoroughly, learned; (S;) or skilled or skilful, in

telligent, experienced, (A, K, TA,) or, as some

say, (TA,) sound in myhat he does, skilful and

intelligent, knowing and skilful in everything :

because he masters (3-5) knowledge or science:

(A, K, TA:) pl. of the former,*. (A.)

3- A camel [or other beast] stabbed, or stuck,

(K. TA,) in the**, (TA,) where the windpipe

(2,íº) commences, in the uppermost part of the

breast; (K, TA;) and *},…, signifies [the

same: and] slaughtered: (TA:) the former is

masc. and fem, and the fem. is also à-3. (TA:)

pl. of re-3, (K,) and of 3-3, (TA,) es- and

ſº-3 and 3–3. (K, T.A.) – 1 A son devoted

to be sacrificed: of the measure Jº in the sense

of the measure Jºº. (Mgh.) = W §-

! The first day of the month; [as also, app,

3: **3, and " &-6, and W &=3 :] or the

last thereof; (K;) as alsoºf: (TA:) or the

last night thereof; ($, K;) as also 2-1. (K:)

or the last night thereof neith its day [i.e. the day

immediately following]; as also Yā-ā ; because

it becomes opposite to that which is next after it,

or because it reaches to the first part thereof [or
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of the following month], (Abu-l-Gheyth, $9

pl. -ſ; (S, K) and $9-9, (K,) both extr. [as

pls. of § -, but reg. as pls. of *ē), (TA,)

[and app.3-, being agreeable with rule as pl.

of 5-3. ºxiº- signifies i.g.º See

5-3. - (TA.) You say also* - cº à-,

and 25-5, and ºs-3, (app. signifying He

an on th. first day of the month.] And 35i L.

»º 2- Gº Si, and tº-3, and tº-3,

1 [app., I see him not save on the first days of the

months.] (A.)

ge - º :

3×2- : see re--.

* * > 6 - 0

3'- : See j\---e.

--

J-5 and 5-6 : See J- and 3-4.=2

Jº, [pl. of 3-6, ! The parts facing, in front

- (TA.)of, or opposite to, the earth or land.

- * 0.

3–4): see;-), in two places.

j- an intensive epithet applied to a man,

[A great slaughterer of camels; as also **ś :]

and signifying t Liberal; bountiful; munificent;

or generous. (S, TA.) You say º'-º'&

Verily he is a [great] slaughterer of the fat

camels: (S, K:) andjº &sjº. [They are

(A.)

6 x 6.

J5-9: see;--. =t Faced,or fronted. (TA.)

great slaughterers of camels].

… ... e.

***". see ºl.

[3-3,

See Supplement.]

U-->

1. J.-, aor. : ; (S, A, K,) and J.-,

aor. 2; (K;) and J.-, like [its contr.] *:

(Bd, xvii.30;) inf. n. [of the first] J.- and [of

the second i-º-º: (TA;) He, or it, was, or

became, unprosperous, unfortunate, inauspicious,

or unlucky : (S, A, K.) said of a man, (A, Bd,)

and of a star, (TA,) or other thing. (S, T.A.)

- 4. jã <- The fire had much J--, i.e.,

smoke. (IKtt.)

6: see 8.

8. U-->3' He became overthronºn, or subverted;

as also WJ-a-U.S. And the former is also said of

a man's 3- [or good fortune]. (A, TA.)

J- Unprosperousness, unfortunateness, in

auspiciousness, or unluckiness; contr. of *:

(S, A, K,) of stars, and of other things: pl. [of

pauc.] Jº and [of mult.] Jº- ; (TA;) and

J-º. is an irreg. pl. of the same, (TA,) syn.

with 2:..., (IDrd, K, TA) which is in like

manner an irreg, pl. of 23%. (TA.) [In Har,

p. rvo, a doubt is expressed respecting J.--,

as to its being a pl. of J-45 but only from

ignorance of their being any authority for its

- - 3 -

being so: it may, however, be pl. of

• e -

to, and

not of J.-J In the Kur, [liv. 19, some read,

--- 2. Gº [In a day of unprosperousness]:

others read v-s-3 as an epithet. (S.) See J.-.

– Also, Difficulty, distress, trouble, or fatigue;

harm, injury, or evil state or condition; syn.3

and 4: pl. Jºit (TA.)

J.- (S, A, K) and "Jºš (S, A) and

W J.-- (TA) and W Jº- and Y Jº-º: (A,

TA) Unprosperous, unfortunate, inauspicious, or

unlucky. (S, A, K.) You say, J- Jé and

J.- (A) and Jº- (A, TA) [An unpros

perous man]: pl. of the last, Jº-º. (TA.)

And J-- 2: (S, A, TA) (and J-5] and

Jº- (A, TA) and Jº- and Jº-º. (TA)

[An unprosperous day]: and in the pl., J.<2\,

[which seems to indicate that J- is originally

an inf n.,] (TA) and i-º, and ºut-3, which

is pl. of i-, (Az, TA) and i.e., (K) and

ſits pl] ºut-, (§, TA) and i-3, (K) ſand

app." i-º, and ſits pl] J-5. (TA) In

the Kur, [liv. 19, some read, "J-3 2. Jº

[In an unprosperous day], as well as*2. Jº:

($, TA:) and AA reads [in the Kur, xli. 15,

*** Aği Jº and*- is another reading.

(TA) You also say, W J.- 2- and "J-5,

meaning, f A year of dearth or drought or sterility:

(1Drd, K :) so they assert. (IDrd.) And

'Ju-º is an appellation of The two planets

Saturn and Mars: (Ibn-Abbād, K :) like as

[the contr.] cº is applied to Venus and

Mercury. (Ibn-Abbād.)

g • *

J-º-º: see J.-3.= and Jº.

J.-: G, K, &c.) and "Jº (Fr, K) and

"Jºš, (K) the last, (TA) or all, (K) on the

authority of Abu-l-‘Abbās El-Kawáshee, (K,) a

word of well-known meaning; (S;) Copper; and

brass; syn. Jºs : (K:) or jić. (Ibn-Buzurj:)

or a species ofji. intensely red: (TA:) a chaste

Arabic word. (TA.) = Also, Fire: (IF, K:)

and the sparks that fall from brass (ji.) or from

iron, n°hen it is beaten (AO, K) with the hammer:

(TA:) or J.-: signifies smoke: so in the Kur,

lv. 35: (Fr, Az, Bd, and others; accord. to Az,

all the interpreters of the Kur. ; and it is wonder

ful that the author of the K has omitted this

signification: TA :) but some say that it is
3 * *

'Ju- signifies the smoke of A4; and Jº

signifies i4 itself: (Ibn-Buzurj:) or the latter

signifies smoke in nihich is no flame : (S, Jel:)

or smoke that rises high, and of n!hich the heat is

weak, and which is free from flame: (AHn:) or

molten yº-e : (Bd .) and some read J.-3, which

is the pl. (Bd.) = See also Jº.

J.- (S, A, K) and "Jºš (S, K) and

W Jº- (K, but excluded by the TA) Nature;

natural, or native, disposition or temper or other

quality or property: (S, A, K, TA:) and origin:

(S, A, TA :) or that to which the origin of a

thing reaches. (IAar, K.) You say,...,e&

---, (S, A) and "…tº, (S) such a one

is generous of nature, &c., and origin. (S, A.)
5 * >

= See also C-L-5, in two places.

6 . .

L-9- ? 5 *

43 . see J->3, throughout.

U-tº-2 :
-

ſº A worker of copper or brass: a copper

smith.]

s - º •

J.--9 : see J-5, in two places.

9 . -

J.--> A place of unprosperousness, unfortu

nateness, inauspiciousness, or unluckiness ; pl.

J.-L. (Har., p. rvº.)

6 * > 0 ,

à--→ [A cause of unprosperousness, unfor

tunateness, inauspiciousness, or unluckiness; pl.,

accord. to rule, Jº-º]. (A, TA, art. J-x5.)

tº . o e * . .

C-3-o: see J-3, in three places.

6 * > 3 >...) * - 5 e - 5 e o .

J.--> see J--, --~~, and ā---e.

[-a-, &c.,

See Supplement.]

à

1. 5, ſaor, accord. to analogy, z,] inf. n. : 3;

(S, K5) and Y & “s (IAar, K.) He went, or

journeyed, relemently, (IA, S, K) — *,
aor. 2, (L.) inf n. 2–3, ($, L,) He drove, and

urged, and chid, camels: (L:) he drove vehe

mently. (Th, S.) — Jºe ë, (Lth,) [aor. 2,]

inf. n. #. (Lth, K;) and º '** ; (AM ;)

and 1.33; (Lth;) He chid the camels by the

cry of § à (or #! #!. as in the ck and a.

MS. copy of us K: in the L written once & &l,

and twice ;-) 2-1 :) in order that they might lie

down upon their breasts, with folded legs; (Lth,

AM, L, K :) you sayº º º 3. and

$3.2% ãº, he did so vehemently. (Lth.) —

Alsº, " *-ºs-3, (inf n. i-, Lth,) He made a

camel to lie donon upon its breast, withfolded legs.

(IAºr, Lth, ś, K) — Jº ë, and tº ãº,

[aor. 2,] inf. n. iš, He made the camels to lie

donºn near by the collector of the alms required by

350
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the lan', called #34, that he might take them in

payment of those alms. (L.)

R. Q. 1: see 1.

R. Q. 2. ~3 It (a camel) lay don’n upon

its breast, with its legs folded. (Lth, S, K.) —

Also, c-s-s-J She, (a camel,) lying upon her

breast, with her legs folded, raised her breast from

the ground. (L.)

3 .

&’, [originally an inf. n., then used in the

sense of a pass. part. n.,] Camels that are made

to lie donºn near by the collector of the alms re

quired by the lar, called aā3-3, that he may take

them in payment of those alms. (S, K.
pay - - -

3 ...) • • .2 * * * 3. J.

; and "icº (in the CK isºlº) ia.à

[ſarrow, &c.). (K) — eſ;# &: 38, and

Jº "as-s-, i.4. Jº 3. cº-e, and **, q.v.

(TA.)

6 * * 6 º' y 6 º'

is 5 or W is 3 or W is 3, as occurring in the
• 6.

J-º',

[No alms are required by the lan) in the case of

. . . .,] is variously explained. (T.A.) It is said

that it; signifies Slaves, (AO, Az, S, K,) men

and nomen : (AO, Az:) also, a [single] male

slave: (ISh:) also, working bulls or cons; (S,

K;) and so #3: (K:) Th says that this is the

tº º

correct meaning, because it is from 2-3, signifying

following words of a trad., #42 3-w" Jº

x:

the “act of driving vehemently;” and Ks says

that this is its meaning, but that it is only #3,

with damm : (S:) also, asses, 3-, [in the CK,

}*] (IAar, L, K,) collectively; (L;) and so

ič (L, K) and its (K) also, [animall reared

in houses or tents: (K:) also, nhatever are em

ployed in labour, of camels, and bulls or cons, and

asses, and slaves; as also is: : (Aboo-Sa’eed :)

also, pastors; and so is: ; also, drivers, leaders,

or attendants, of camels: (K:) also, the taking

of a deenár for himself by the collector of the alms

required by the lan', called aš-3, (S, K,) after

he has finished receiving those alms: ($ ) also,

the deemár itself so taken is thus called. (K.) In

all these senses the word as is explained in the

above trad. (TA.)

4 * > 5 & 6 J .

à-3 and ās-3 : see as throughout.

* ... • P 3 :

ad-les- : see &

1. --, (S, K,) aor. , (S,) or 2, (K,) inf. n.

-*. (S, K;) and "-s-ºl; (S;) He dren,

or took, out, or forth : ($, K:) syn. of the latter

verb 23:31, (S,) in a trans, sense. (TA.) —

& J.<3 He (a hawk) tore out the heart of

and 2, (K,)

inf. n. 3.4% (S, K,) Inivit feminam : ($, K:) so

the game. (TA.) — ---, aor. -

accord. to some, in an absolute sense: (ISd:) or

(ISd,
• * * - 6 & 2

K.) – ºs-3, aor. 4, inf n. -s—, It (an ant,

inivit feminam peculiari quodam modo.

or a louse, TA) bit. (K)= -- He mas

conardly, and his intellect quitted him; syn. <!.

“&= I spoke to

him, and he was unable tº reply to me: syn.

Jº-& Je. (TA)

4. –sºl (as also -e-.51, TA) He begot a

(S, art. -->)— Jºe

concardly son : (K:) from **. (TA.)—

•-s-31 He begot a brave, or courageous, son : (K:)

(TA.) Thus the verb bears two

contr. significations. (K.) See also re-31.

5 : see 8.

* - 2 :

from a.s3.

8. See 1.-4.<! [and "“, as is shown

by a verse cited in art. Jºã-, conj. 4,] He chose,

selected, or preferred, him, or it. (S, K.) Ex.

Jº aſu,2;iſ &: •r-s-31 He chose, or selected,

from the people a hundred men. (TA, from a

trad.)

10. Jºs-tº-1 Congressum viri concupicit fe

mina. (El-Umawee, $, K.)

&#, (K,) or W iº, (L, confirmed by the

citation of two examples in verse,) and W is .

(K) and*** (L) The podea: ; syn.<! (L,

K.) – “…s- Foramen vulvae ferae : syn. Jji

jäºl. (T.A.) — is: Foramen pudendi : syn.

Ja-Jſ Jºã-. (Nh.)=J- Conardice; neah
6 o' .

ness of heart. (TA.) See *-*.= ~s- A

large draught; i.g. Pers.Jº [dóst-känee].

(K.)

4; . .” g •

--s- : see -si-.

-- (S, K) and WJ-3 and 'iº (so accord.

to the TA: in the CK *::) and *:::: (in

the CK " -ī) and "J-s and * ~ (K)
º . - * >

-

- " --- ($, K)
g … o.” * -

and W Jºsé, (K,) to which the CK adds W-“,

A compardly man; a convard; as though his

heart were drawn out; (S;) i.e., having no heart.

(TA.) "J- Já [A conardly heart]: -ºs-3

signifies a concard, who has no heart: or, accord.

to some, one who acts corruptly. (TA.) Pl. (of
a .9 p. - … J O -

"-es-, TA,) -s-3: (K:) of "-2-2, J985sº-0,

and sometimes, in poetry, accord. to IAth,

* G -º •

and " -ºs-3 and Y**** and

… * *

---L-- : and Aboo-Bekr mentions ºus-3 as a

pl. of a.s.º. (TA.)

8.2 ° 2. º • . º - * 3 - x - o .

*** - see -- and -si-.= alsº as 3, and
- 3.

* ... & .

àº; a`s-3, q.v., A bite of an ant. Both these

modes of writing the word are mentioned by

| IAth on the authority of Z.

* ~ * >

dies-3 : See &- and

(A, S, K) and "āº (AM, K), the

6 * ~ *

dies-j.

32 - 2

ãºs

former the more approved word, (TA,) Chosen;

choice; select; preferred; excellent; best : or

what is chosen, &c.; (K:) i. q. iº, q.v.: (S:)

pl. of the former J.-, (S.) Ex. -- L” *

*—º He came with the best of his companions.

(S.) et:9) ā- The choice part of the goods, or

utensils, &c.; what n'as dran'n, or taken, out from

them. (TA.) — A company, or troop, chosen,

or selected, and dranºn out, from the men. Ex.,

from a trad., a.º. Jº tº- We nent forth

mith the chosen band. (TA.) – See&- -

3 - . 3 . . 6 * * .

~s- and ~s- and -es-, ; see -->5.

Jº The skin of the heart. (TA)

6 . . e. 6 o ,

ãºs-º-o: see -s 5.

** syn. with *; (TA;) A weak

man, in whom is no good: (K:) pl. -**, and

sometimes, in poetry,“. (TA.)

º Jº 6 -

~5-2 Lean; meagre; emaciated. (K.) —
g •

See -si-.

º . ~6 J g :

~s-º-o: see ºr sº.

º ... o.º. g :

~5-3 : See --> *.

2. .9 de º o .

4:3s—tº . See -s 3.

- -

1. <<3, inf. n. <<, He pecked, or picked

up, and pulled off, or tore off, and snatched an‘ay,

with his beak; syn. Já and ãº, (K,) formed by

transposition. (TA) – 3-3, [aor. 2,] inf. n.

<+., He took a date, or tro dates, from a bag

or other receptacle for travelling-provisions &c.

(K) — <--, [aor. 2,] inf. n. <+3, He plucked

out; syn. Jú. (IAth, L.)= See 2.

... .º. - 2. -

2.º ~~, as also a st-s-, He ment to

the utmost length (Us-as-ſ) in speaking to such a

one. So in the Nawādir. (Az, L.) [Accord.
- - - ºf d .

to the K, " --5, inf. n. 3-3-3.]

... • 32 ° 2 - -

*A*3 a.s. A bite of an ant. So in a trad.,
:

accord. to one reading: accord. to another reading,

(L.)

J - d -

it is a = [q. v.].

1. ºil **. (S. K.) and tº &#3, (TA,)

aor. , inf n. *-ī, (K,) He agitated, or moved

about, the bucket; ($, K;) a dial. form of ~< *;

($;) or, accord. to Yaakoob, its c, is substituted

for A : he moved about the bucket in the well in

order that it might fill. (TA.) – **, ($, K,)

aor. 2 (K) and t, (L,) inf. n.
**•3, (K,) Inicit

feminam. (S, K.)
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is-3, (ISk, S, K,) or, accord. to some,**,

without 3, (TA,) or, as some say, ****, and

(says J) I know not which is right, (S,) Thin

butter rehich comes forth from the skin when it is

carried on a camel, after the first butter has been

taken forth. (S, K.)

9s

1. ,<3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. 2 (§, Msh, K)

and 2, (S. K.) inf nº-, (S, A, Mºb, K) and

3-3, (CK, but offitted in MS. copies of the K,)

said of a horse, (As, TA,) and of an ass, (A, TA,)

and of a man, (TA,) [He snorted; and he snored;]

he made a sound, or noise, mith the nose; (S;)

he made a sound, or noise, from his nose; he pro

longed the breath from the2-tº-ſor air-passages

of the nose); (Msb;) he made a sound, or noise,

from his sºlºi-, as though it were a musical

note issuing convulsively; (TA;) he uttered a

prolonged sound, or noise, from his sºleá-. (A,

K:) the sound which horses make, termed 3-3,

is from the nostrils; that termed J-3, from the

mouth; and that termed 3.*, from the chest.

(As, in TA, art. As-º.) You also say of a woman
© . . .”

J-3, aor. 2 and z, (L.) or -, (so in the TA,)

meaning, She made the same noise, [i.e., she

snorted,) in the act of concubitus, as though she

were possessed. (L., T.A.) =3-3, (S, Msb, K,)

aor. :, (Mºb, K.) inf n. 2-3, (Mºb) It (a thing,

S, or a bone, Msb, TA, and wood, TA) became

old and wasted and crumbling; (S, Msb, K5) it

became old and nasted and soft, crumbling when

touched. (TA.)

33 (S, Mºb, K) and "J-6 (Mºb, K) A bone,

(S, Msb,) and wood, (TA,) old and nasted and

crumbling; (S, Msb, K;) old and nasted and

soft, crumbling n:hen touched: (TA:) fem. of

each with 3: (K:) or the former signifies a bone

old and nasted : (K:) and the latter, a hollon,

bone, having a hole passing through it, (K, TA,)

whence comes, n-hen the mind blon's, a sound like

that nihich is termed tº (see 3- ;] (TA;) a

bone into n-hich the mind enters and nºhence it then

issues with the sound so termed; ($;) a bone, and

wood, in which the mind makes the sound so

termed. (A.) Of the two readings, in the Kur,

[lxxix. 11, J * tºuše and §: tºuše, Fr

prefers the former, as agreeable in form with the

words ending the other verses; and he says that
6. ~ 5. e. - - -

3,4-t; and 5s. 5 are the same in meaning, like

&u and &#. (TA.)

3.3 ta vehement blowing of the wind. (S,

A, K) = Also, (S, A, K.) and "5-3, (5)
The fore part of the nose, (§, K,) i.e., the head

thereof, [or the flexible part, of a man, (TA,)

and of a horse, and of an ass, and of a pig, ($,)

and of a sheep or goat, and of a she-camel: (TA:)

or the hole thereof; (Ki) i.a. "3-44: (A) or

the part between the two nostrils : or the end, or

tip, of the nose: (K:) or, as some say, the nose

itself: (A, TA:) whence the saying, (TA,)

*...* He broke his nose. (S, TA.)

*: : See $43,

Jetſ Making the sound termed*: see 1.

(TA) —jº º tº, (S. K.) i.e., 33.9, (A)

t There is not any one in it, (El-Báhilee, Yaakoob,

$, K,) i.e., in the house. (A.) = See also sº.

**,}*, andjº see sº.

**, [the most common form, originally, The

place of the sound termed>. See 1. (Msb.)

– And hence, (Msb,) TheTol of the nose; the

nostril: ($, Mºb, K.) as also '3-i-, (T, S,

Msb, K,) with kesr to the A to agree with the

vowel of the & like as they say &#. [for&l.

(S, Msb,) both of which words are extr., as Jºie

is not one of the [regular] measures, (S,) and it

is said that there is no word of this measure beside

these two, (Msb,) or "3+. is for "3-2, and

in like manner &#. is for &º, which is the

original form, (T,TA,) and *}<!. and *}<! (K)

and "3,44, (5, Mºb, K) like;i.e. (Mº) and
6 - o z

3-ºx, (K, [in the CK, erroneously, Jººl)

which last is [said to be] ofthe dial. of Teiyi, (Msb)

and said to occur in a verse of Gheylán, but IB

says tº: the right reading is***, with t; syn.

with 2-3 : ($gh, in art. 3-3 ; and L, in the

present art.) pl. Jet. and **; (Msb;) [the

6 p. o.º.5. ->

latter irreg., unless pl. of yes-, or 25-6.)

tº ... O s -

j's--> A man n-ho makes the sound termedre

[see 3-5) in the act of concubitus: (TA:) and a

woman n-ho does so in that act, as though she were

possessed. (K.)

º * • * - 6 o e

29-0 . } see Jºs-e.

~~

Q. 1. <!- It (a canker-worm) pierced holes

(K.) IJ derives this verbin, or eroded, a tree.

from Jºyº, (TA) q.v.

º y e -

Jº; ($, K;) mentioned in the K without

description of its measure because there is no

6 x 6.

Arabic word of the measure Jºaº ; but some
g … O ~ - - -

prefer it being written -5,-, [as it is in the

CK,) asserting its c, to be augmentative, so that
... * * *: - -

its measure is Jºã3, as IAqr holds, asserting it

to be derived from Jº- (TA;) A fissure, or

cleft, in a stone. ($, K.) — Also, [so in the

TA: in the CK and a MS. copy, or, J A hole,

perforation, or bore, in anything. (K.) Pl.

-j-. ($.) — Also, the pl., The holes, or

cells, prepared neith war for the bees to deposit

their honey therein : (K:) holes like the cells of

wasps. (L.)

6 p. - .*.* 6 -

** [i. q. **) An eaccellent, nimble, or

agile, she-camel. Some say that its c is aug

mentative, and its radical letters are -º-; but
- - -

º --

-

its derivation from ~93- is not apparent; there

fore its J should be considered as radical.

(AHei.)

2. o - a 5- - - 6 ... 6 - a

ãºys-e āja-º, and āºs-2, A tree that is old

and pierced with holes. (K.)

- -

1. 4-3, aor. 2, (S, A, Mºb, K.) and -, (Lh,

S, A, Mgh, K) and z, (Lh, TA) infin. J.4.3,

($, Mgh, Msb,) He goaded, or pricked, him,

namely, a beast, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,) with a stick

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or the like, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,

in the hinder part, or the side, (A, K,) so that he

became eccited. (Mºb.)– as J.< He goaded

his beast. (Mgh) – 4 ×<, (A, L, TA)
... . .” -

or 23-sº, (K,) They goaded his (a man's) beast,

and drove him (the man) anay; (A, L, TA;)

they drove him anay, goading his camel with

him. (K)—And Jº Jº He excited,

or roused, the man, and disquieted, or disturbed,

him. (L, TA) – You say also, 4, "Jºsi,

meaning, $3. ! [He put him, or sent him, anay,

or far anay]. .(A: TA.) [Or perhaps the right

reading is 4, J-sºl, meaning, oºzeſ [Put thou

him, or send thou him, anay, of jar anay:

as seems to be indicated by what immediately

follows in those two works and here.] And

4+ l,“J& [app. meaning, He spoke, and

they put him anay]. (A, TA.)

4: see 1.

#23 and i.e.: The trade of selling beasts:

and the trade of selling slaves. (K.)

J.-: A goader of beasts. (Msb.) - And

hence, (S,” A,” Msb) A seller of beasts; (K;) one

n:ho acts as a broker for the sale of beasts (Mgh,

Msh) and the like : (Msb:) and a seller of slaves;

(K;) sometimes used in the latter sense: (TA:)

a genuine Arabic word. (I Drd.)

[Jºss, &c.

See Supplement.]

Jº

* - 3.

1. Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. 23 ($, M, A, &c.,) and

$3, and 33% ($, M, L. K) and *; (M. L.

Mºb, K.) and "sui; (M, L.) He (a camel) took

fright, or shied, and fled, or ran anay at random,

or became refractory, and went away at random;

350*
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or ran anay, or broke loose, and went hither and

thither by reason of his sprightliness. (S, M, A,

L. Mºb, K.) See also 6, below. — Also 35,

contr., It (a people) assembled. ('Ináyeh, M.F.)—

3: It (a word) deviated from the constant course

of speech ; like 33, ; as some say: as mentioned

by El-Fārisee; but it is not of good authority,

nor agreeable with the usage of Sb. (M., L.)

2: see 4. = 33. , inf n. **, IIe raised his

voice. (L.) – s3. He raised his voice in saying

of another that nihich he (the latter) disliked. (Lth,

in L, art. Asº.) See 4 in art. Jºº. – * >99,

(inf. n. **i. L.) He declared, or earposed, his

vices, or faults; (M, L, K;) in verse or prose;

(M, L;) he rendered him notorious, or infamous.

(AZ, S, L.) — He made him to hear nºbat was

bad, evil, abominable, or foul : (AZ, T, M, L, K.)

he reviled him. (AZ, T, L.)

3. su He opposed him, oppugned him. (L, K.)

4, 331 and '33. He dispersed camels. (M,

L, K.)

6. Lºuis They dispersed themselves, and betook

themselves anay. (K.) [See also 1.] Hence,

Sül ($, M, L. K.) [The day of men's dis

persing themselves, and betaking themselves in

different directions], applied to the day of resur

rection: (M, L:) so in the Kur, [xl. 34,] accord.

to the reading of some; (S, M, L, K;) namely

El-'Abbās and others: (K:) Az says, accord. to

the reading of Ed-Dahhák only : (L:) others

read sºil; which may also be from º: One

of the dāls being changed into Us, and being then

elided: (T, L:) or this may be from iºn:

(M. :) or su- A38 may mean the day of men's

assembling themselves together, from 33 signifying

“it (a people) assembled.” ('Ináyeh M.F.)

º; 5.

33 (and Y 3, M, I.,) A certain kind of per

fume, (S, M, T., K,) well known, (K,) neith

n:hich one fumigates: (Lth, M, L :) a certain

wood with mhich one fumigates: (Msb:) or, as

some say, i. q. àgú: or, as Z says, in the Rabeea

el-Abrár, a compound of aloes-nood aromatized

mith musk and ambergris and JU : (TA:) or

(accord. to Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-Ala, T, L) am

bergris, Jºe : (T, L:) or}. [i.e., either saffron,

or a certain micture ofperfumes : so in the copy

of the T used by the author ofthe TT, if correctly

transcribed by him:] it is not Arabic: (S:) or

is thought by IDrd to be not genuine Arabic:

(M, L,) many of the lexicologists, however, hold

it to be genuine Arabic; and it occurs in verses

of old poets; (MF;) but this does not prove

that it is not an arabicized word. (TA.) = 3.

A high hill; (K;) a hill rising high into the sky:

(S, L:) of the dial. of El-Yemen: (L:) a great

hill (i.e') of clay or loam. (K)

3 - a •

33 and "3.3 and '33.23. A like (§, L, K)

of a person or thing: (L:) or a like of a thing

by participation of substance; a more special term
º o -

than Jºe, which signifies “a like by participa

tion of anything:” (the kádee Zekereeya, MF :)

or a thing which does, or may, supply, the place

of another thing: (TA:) or a like that is con

trary, or opposed, to another thing ; (Msb :)

that opposes it (3-4, i.e., *4) in its cir

* 3 o

cumstances; (L;) syn. with J-3 and *:::

(Akh:) and hence the first is applied to an idol;

a thing taken as an object of norship instead of
6 , of

the true God: (L:) pl. of the first, 31-31; (L,

Mşb, K5) and of the second, iſs33; and of the

third, 33. (K.) You say, cº 3.3%, and

$42, and &25, He is the like of such a one :
-

. . . . . . .

(L.) and aſſº Jº Jº, (ISh, L, K.) She is the

like of such a female; (Ish, L;) but not cº,

(Ish, L. K.) You also say sº sº, and es”,

meaning He is my opponent with respect to the

course that I mould pursue, contending mith me

for a different course. (A Heyth, T, L.) =

See J3.

9 p.

35-3 A she-camel mont to take fright, or shy,

and run anay, at random; &c.; see 1. (M., L.)

- º •s * 3

Jºzº and 32.293 : see 23.

à, act, part. n. of 33, A camel taking fright,

or shying, and running anay, at random ; &c. :

pl. 33. (Mºb, TA) and quasi pl. n. 333;

(L;) signifying camels in a state of dispersion.

(L, K.) = st, 4. Jº He has not any means of

subsistence: (Ki) app. meaning live stock; from

3, said of a camel. (TA) — [See also 5ts,

and o.kºl.]

** jº, and 4.2% Birds in a state of

dispersion: (M, L:) [like 4.2% and 4.2% Ol'

4.2% See an ex. in art. •]—º lº,

and 4.2%, (L, and some copies of the K,) or

*3, (as in other copies of the K,) They (a

people, L) became dispersed in every direction.

(L, K.)

5 & 2 ×

Jºe A voice raised high in calling. (L.)

195

1. $33, aor. 2, He hated a thing: or it is a

mistake for 3. (A$, $, K.) =13, (S, K,)

aor. 2, inf. n. :33 (TA) He cast flesh-meat

into the fire: (K:) or he buried it, (S, K,) or

a cake of bread, (S,) in hot ashes, ($, K, TA,)

that it might become thoroughly cooked, or

baked. (S) = 13, (K) inf n. 23, (TA)

He frightened. (K.) ="33 He cast a person

• * * * ~*

upon the ground. (K.) =2,… |JJ He came

forth upon them. (K.) =âû 33 He made,

or prepared, the hind offire called aſ... (K.)

Q. Q. 1. isº, inf. n. sisº, IIe ran, mith a slack

pace: syn. '..e. (K.)

36 °: 2; oz.

3|JJ : see 3!, A3.

65 oz

3|JJ and w;3 Abundance of wealth, or of

camels, or sheep &c.; (S, K:) like*33 and 4.33:

($:) by some explained as consisting of twenty

sheep or goats. (M.F.) = Also, both words,

The rainbon, (S, K:) also called Y ‘’s.” . (K.)

— Also, both words, A redness in the clouds

tonards the setting or rising of the sun; (K:)

or a redness by the side of the sun at its rising or

setting : (TA :) or, by the side of the place of its

rising or setting : (T:) also called Y ‘(se. (K.)

— Also, both words, A halo, or circle, round

th sun or moon. (K.) — Also, the former word,

3'-º', ; 4 streak in flesh-meat, differing in colour

from the rest: (K:) such a streak in the flesh of

a slaughtered camel: (T:) and, in the dual,

tno streaks inside the two thighs, having over

them a thin, white, sinenty substance, resembling a

spider's web, divided, one from the other, by a

single muscle, and thus appearing like two muscles :

asserted by more than one to be tropical. (TA.)

(K.)

= A woollen thing, (TA,) also called asjº,

which is stuffed into the tuel of a she-camel, [and

into her vulva, as explained voce isis, and

n:hich is afternards taken out nºken she has taken

a liking for another camel's colt, (K,) or for the

stuffed skin of a camel's colt prepared for her.

(IAar.) [See sº for a more full explanation.]

= One of several parts or portions of scattered
£ o y : , Jº

herlage: (like #3: (TA ) also called "333;

– What is above the navel, in a horse.

* ~ *

pl. 193. (K.)

** 22 -

3'-M3: see preceding sentence.

*32% a subst., like -*. [or rather an

epithet in which the qīālity of a substantive

predominates,) Flesh-meat, or bread, cooked, or

baked, by being buried in hot ashes. (IAth, S.)

‘’sº 2- Flesh-meat cooked, or baked, &c.

(TA.) — [See also $33, in two places.]

~~~

of o 2 . . . a £ -

1, 2-º avº, (S) or 3-9. Jº!, aor. 2, (Msb,

K.) infn. Jº (Mºb, TA) and ' …is

2-50; this latter verb being used transitively

as well as intransitively; (Msb;) He, or

it, called, summoned, or invited, him to the

thing; ($, Msb, K5) and instigated, incited, or

urged, him to it: (K.) i.e., to war, succour,

* (**) – yºu ºl J. J. L.
JJ J. S. <-las ! Nothing incited me to do

what I have done but sincerity towards thee. (TA)

—º& [and *}; and Y 4.3 : (see

… be

*3. ;)] He sent him to do a thing. (K.).

&J •º, (aor. 2, infin. **, S,) t He
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railed for, nept for, or deplored the loss of the

dead man, and enumerated his good qualities and

actions. ($, K.) --Ji e º f She (a wailing

woman) called upon the dead man, praising him,

and saying stºl, and Suss, Alas for such a

one ! and Alas for thee! (M) or she, as it were,

called upon the dead man, enumerating his good

qualities and actions, as though he heard her.

(Msb.) It is said that the action is peculiarly

that of women; and that the verb is derived

from 4,33, “he called him " to do a thing; or

from **, “a scar,” because the wailer mentions

the memorials of him who has gone; or perhaps

from º, “lightness, or activity.” (M.F.) =

325, aor. 2, (inf n. 323, TA;) and '-->3); It

(a wound) had a hardened scar, such as is termed
6 - .

#33. (K.). — **, aor. 2, inf. n. *-* [so

accord. to the TA, agreeably with analogy; but

in the CK and a MS. copy, 23: whence, and

from the form of the latter of the two inf. ns.

here following, it seems not improbable that the
. . .”

verb may be also written 233;] and ãº and

**, It (the back) had upon it scars, such as

are termed ~34. (K.) = ~43, aor. 2, inf. n.

#33, TA,) He was light, or active, (and quick,

TA,) in the accomplishment of affairs, or wants:

he was clever, ingenious, or acute in mind; ew

cellent. (K.)

2. ~~ He took, got, or won, a bet, wager, or

stake. (L.) – See 1.

4. ** It (a wound) made, or left, a scar

upon him. (K.) — He made a scar upon his
3 . . o,”

skin. (T.A.) – See ---~.— ºv” ~23), and

•rº Jº, IIe, or it, lſ. ºr. (~1%) upon his

back. (TA.)— ſº uſ...}, as--!) arºl The

thing, or want, made a severe impression upon

him. (TA)—& ~23), and —is, He earposed

himself to peril. (K.)= See 1.

8. aſ J.A. 5). He answered, or complied with,

or obeyed, his call, summons, or invitation, (S)

and hastened to him, when called to war, succour,
- - * * © . J. :

(occurring in a trad., TA,) God answereth his

prayer for forgiveness [n:ho goeth forth to fight

for the sake of his religion]: or is surety, or

guarantee, for him : or hasteneth to grant him

a good recompense ; or graciously maketh his

completion of that [recompense] to him necessary
© .

and sure. (K.) – 24 lºw-wººl They hastened

to him, either at his call, or summons, or
... o a

of their own accord. (TA.) – ºr 31 U.e Jé

Take thou n'hat is easily attainable; n-hat offers

itself without difficulty : (AA, K.) as also Le

22–31. (TA)— See 1=4, --~" He opposed
o º • , , o 3 º'

º— gº.--
tº . ~~ - -

asº Benare of giving you,

him in his speech. (K.)

. . o. of a

~3-2 cl cº-e ºr )

children to a bad nurse; for it [that is the evil

consequence, or the bad qualities that will be

acquired, will inevitably appear some day. Said

by 'Omar. (TA.)

5 e -

-P-A. A man who is light, or active, (and

quick, TA,) in the accomplishment of an affair,

or a nant; (S, K;) as also W Jºe (K) and

W J-ºº: (TA:) a man n-ho, nhen he is sent to

accomplish a great, or an important, affair, finds

it light to him : (A :) clever, ingenious, or acute

in mind; eaccellent ; pl. *:::: and iſ...} : (K:)

the former agreeable with analogy; the latter

formed from the imaginary sing. *: like

“, pl. of **. (TA.) — 4.3% as applied

to a horse, Sharp-spirited; (Lth, S;) contr. of

* (Lth) excellent. (TA.) — ** Lightness,

or activity. (MF) — >}}</ Jº (33 95.

[I see thee to be clever in accomplishing affairs,

or wants. (A.) = See 23.

Sº, (S, K,) and, by poetical licence, W Jº,

(MF,) The scar, (S,) or scars, (K,) of a mound,

(S, K,) not rising above the surrounding skin:

(S:) accord. to the K, pl. #3; [which is written

in several MS. copies of the K #33 ; and so in

the CK; but this, accord. to the TA, is in

correct;] but it is a coll, gen. n., of which the

n. un, is i:33, like as ā- is that of

(MF :) pl. 3.3% and *::::: (K:) the former

of33. agreeably with analogy: the latter dev.

with respect to analogy; or pl. of ºp.A. (M.F.)

-** is also applied, in a trad., to the

1 Marks made by Moses’ smiting the stone [from

which, thereupon, water flowed forth]; these

marks being thus likened to the scars of wounds.

(TA.) — ** is also employed to signify

! Scars upon men's reputation. A poet says,

2 y of e 6 o .

4995- 233 *

A people upon nihose reputation I will leave scars,

the effects of my satires. (TA.) = ** The

direction in nihich one shoots an arron, or

arron's : syn. &. (So in the S and the CK

and several MS. copies of the K: in other copies,

3% The act of shooting an arrow or arron's.

Both these readings are correct accord. to the

TA. See below.) cº 3. U-3 Cº. IIe

shot an arron, or arron's in one direction or in

c. 0 e o # 2 o .

tno directions: syn. Jºvº-2 3' lºs. (TA.) —

já, 2. tº (said by those who are to contend

at a shooting-match, TA,) The day of our com

mencing shooting shall be such a day. (K.) This
6 . .

confirms the assertion in the TA, that ºv.a5 is

syn, with 3:5, as well as with &: In the

Turk. K, in the place of tºlºſ 2,4, we find

Gºlºſ A32; and Freytag adopts the latter

reading; but I find no other authority for it.]

- ** A bet, wager, stake, or thing wagered;

what is staked at a shooting-match, or a race,

and taken by the ninner: (S," K,” L:) pl. $225.

Msb.) So in the following • 2-2 -Ç '. ) In tile o owing phrases.–2c

-P-9 [Between them is a bet, or nager]...— ...Uši
• - • * º • 3

** Usſe JY3 [Such a one stood to a bet,

wager, or stake]. (T.A.) – ’Orweh says,

• -- * 0.2 - 3 - 0 , , o 2.É.• ?

2-3 2-3 2-j9 --> *-º-º-º/ *

+ Alas-- J-i- J; tº: +3. Jº +

[Shall Moqtemm and Zeyd perish, and I not

stand to a stake, some day, mºlen I have the soul

of one who makes his life a stake to his adversary

and sallies forth against him 2] These two were

his ancestors. (S.) Or, accord. to Az, who reads
* - c. :

40,5), they were two tribes. (TA.)

º • g •

~~~ : see ºrº.

9 * o,

ag-A5 [a fem. epithet] Any camel's foot, or hoof,

[meaning any camel, or hoofed beast,) that does

not remain in one state. (K.)

6 - d a

àe-A3, a subst., A call; a summons; an in

vitation to do a thing. (Msb.) — 4.33: a subst.,

: The act of railing for, weeping for, lamenting,

or deploring the loss of, one who is dead, as

described in the explanations of <<!" **, and

#34. ($, K, M, Mºb.)–(3:35, its The
• 2 o 2 5 - -

of lamentation]. = azº Jºe An Arabian of

chaste speech; (K;) eloquent. (TA.)

**, (K) or 'º, (L.) A back haring

upon it scars, such as are termed ~.4% (L, K :)

the former epithet is also applied in the same

sense to a wound: and, so applied, is also ex

plained by the word *::::: : (TA:) [app, mean

ing that will be wailed for, or deplored; i.e.,

fatal].

ãº t A mailing woman; or one wailing for,

reeping for, or deploring the loss of, one who is

dead, as described in the explanations of •º

<<!!, and &: (M, Msb:) pl. *29. (Msb.)

cº- a name given to Two bad marks in

(TA.)horses.

$3. A place to n-hich one is called, sum

moned, or invited. Hence ~349) - [The

Strait Báb el-Mendeb, or The Strait of the Place

of Summons :] so called because a certain king

summoned a number of men to break through

the mountain there, which originally opposed a

barrier to the sea, in order to drown his enemy;

and this they did, thus overwhelming with the

waters many cities and towns with their in

habitants, and forming the sea which intervenes

between El-Yemen and Abyssinia, and which

extends to 'Eydháb and Kuşeyr [&c.]. (Yaakoot.)

This king was Alexander the Greek 1 (TA.) [It

is probable that the appearance of the Strait gave
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rise to this story, and thus to its name: but it is

also probable that the name may signify The

*9. Jº, (A, L, &c.) and "--~~), (TA)

The sheep, or goats, became dispersed from,

Strait of the Place of Wailing for the Dead; as ($, K,) or in, (A, L., &c.,) their nightly resting

many perish who go forth from it.]

• * @ - o

J.--> and J-º-º-º: see --~.

6 * ~ * 6 … o –

~~~~~ : See -3-3-0.

º … o . -

-3.x-e One sent to do a thing ; a mes

senger; an envoy; an ambassador. (TA.) —

2 of, * > 0 - * * * …” 9 * ~ *

...lae 229 -5. JX3, and aſ "Jº, Such
* * 2 *

a one is sent to do a great thing; or to perform an

important affair (A.)—"i3. an appellation,

given by the people of Mekkeh to their Envoys,

or ambassadors, to the palace of the Khaleefeh.

(TA.)—-sº Desired; sought; sought after;

as the name of a certain horse it is thus ex

plained: from **, as signifying “a pledge

that is given on the occasion of a race.” (L.) –

*:::::: See <- -33: A thing berailed, [or

complained of as painful,] nºith the eacclamation

of Ú or 3. O 1 or Alas ! (KT.) [The name of

the thing thus bewailed, or complained of, has

always an I of prolongation and o annexed to it,

or the only..] —**, originally ...] º,

A thing to the performance of which one is called,

summoned, or invited: (Msb:) [hence,) approved:

(K.) a signification verified by the doctors ofprac.

tical law: (TA:) a thing the doing of n:hich is more

eaccellent than the leaving it undone, in the eye of

the prescriber of the lan', but which it is allowable

to leave undone. (KT.) [Freytag, in quoting
- - - … … o. - 2

the original words, omits alsº before U-e-U.]

t”

1. 4-35, aor. 2, (A, K,) inf n. &; and

"4-33, (A) inf n. **i; (TA;) He made

it (a place, A) spacious, roomy, nide, or ample.

(A, K.) — Hence the saying of Umm-Selemeh

to Aisheh, (when she desired to go forth to
• . * e -

El-Bºrah, TA) S3 ºuts & 3.- 33
ae-Jº-5, i.e., [The Kur-din hath drawn together,

or contracted, thy skirt; therefore] do not neiden

it, ($, L, K,) or do not spread it abroad, (L,)

by thy going forth to El-Basrah : (S, L, K:)

the pronoun o refers to the word U23: the

speaker alluded to the words of the Kur-án,

(xxxiii. 33) & S. & J &

(L.) Accord. to one relation, the last words are

4.-2: S, i.e., do not open it. (S.) – <---

i-ºff i.e.- The ostrich errarated and made

mide a hollon, place for her eggs. (A.) —*

tº- He became possessed of nealth like the

dust, and enlarged his mode of life, and scattered

his property. A proverb. (MF, from Meyd.)

2 : see 1.

3. 4->\} Heriednºith him, orcontended neith him

for superiority, in multitude, or abundance. (R.)

5 * ~ * ~~~, (5 K) or

places, and became distended by repletion.

A, L., K.)

(S,

8 : see 5.

* * c < * ,

9. alaw tº, inf n. **** His belly became

(S.) This, says

(TA, art. <2,

in which J also mentions it.) F says, that J is

distended by reason of repletion.

IB, is its proper art., not art. C2.

in error in mentioning this verb, as also in men

- - * * * * * , ~ *, . * , , º, .

tioning a law c *!, inf. n. tººk in the present

art.; the proper place of the former being in art.

> ; and that of the latter, in art. 2-33 : but MF

says, that J has merely mentioned them here be

cause of the resemblance of their radical letters

and significations to the radical letters and sig

nifications belonging to this art. (TA.)

º •: º • . 3.2 … o. 5 * > d x

tº and * -35 (K) and Wi-º, and ****

(S) Spaciousness; roominess; nºidth; ampleness
5 e is 9 d.

(L, K.) = Also, W t” (S, K) and t” and

6 - d -

" **-35 and

6 . 2 o' - º ... • o z

* -3 and " i.e... and "…

(K) A spacious, roomy, wide, or ample, tract of

land; (S, K;) as also i-24. Ji. (L:) and

* * 24, a spacious, roomy, nºide, or ample, place:

(S:) pl. (of the first and second words, TA)

tº: (S. K.) and plot --> **, and

by poetic licence tº-3 (TA;) which is allow

able also in other cases than those of poetical

licence: (MF;) and it (tºº) also jgnifies

deserts; or waterless deserts. (S.)—Also" tºu 2'>

A wide valley. (L.) –"34% jº sº. J ºf

Thou hast ample space, or room, in this house.

(A)—"…sºjºſº &J, and '3-3-4,

I have ample scope, freedom, or inery, *avoid

this thing, or affair : (S, L:) or I have that

n:hich renders me in no need of this thing, or affair.

(L)—-38 & *ā-sº ***" Jº č, ſº

trad.,] Verily, in oblique, indirect, ambiguous, or

equivocal, modes of speech, is ample scope, freedom,

or liberty, to avoid lying : (S, L:) or, that nihich

renders one in no need of lying : (L:) one should

not say a-24, (TA,) nor i-24. ($)—

-35 and " …; also signify Multitude; copious

(L, K.) – Also, Theface of

a mountain, or part n'hich faces the spectator,

above its foot, or base; (K;) its side, or extremity,

which inclines to width: (TA:) pl. tº. (K.)

ness; abundance.

** A heavy thing; syn. Ji. (K)– Also,

(K.)

s • * * * * : * ~ * * * *
9 * in o. 4, , , o a º, o .

tºº-ºº-º-º-º-,tº-seet”.

A thing that one sees from afar.

- … s?

i-sº A nide hollow place excavated by an

ostrich for her eggs. (A.)

j99

1. 3, (T, S, M., &c.,) aor. , ($, M, Msb,)

inf n. 23, (S) or 23, (M, Mºb, K.) [which

latter is the more common, if not the only right,

form, J It fell, (T, M, Msb, K,) or nent, or came,

out, or forth, from another thing, or from other

things, (Msb,) or from amid a thing, (T,) or

from the inside of a thing, (T, M, K,) or from

among things, so as to be apparent, or standing

out to vien, ; (M, K;) it fell, and became apart,

fell off, fell out, or n'ent, or came, out, or forth,

from the generality of things, or the general as

semblage, main body, bulk, or common mass, to

n:hich it pertained, or from other things: ($, TA:)

or, [in some cases,) simply, it fell, or dropped.

(TA) — ºf 3-33. He rent forth [and be.

(Msb.) And

º: &:jº He went forth from his house or tent.

came separated] from his people.

• 23

(A.) I heard one say to his wife, Lºſ [Go

thou forth and be separate : app, meaning, be thou

divorced]. (Z, in the A, immediately following
- --

what here immediately precedes.) –2k. jº,

(A) or axle, & 333, (Mºb,) The bone became

dislocated or displaced. (A, Msb.) It is said of

a man, in a trad., 4: jº J-1 * Jaé (or,

accord. to another relation, *jº, meaning, He

bit the arm, or hand, of another, and his central

incisor dropped out]. (TA.)– 5-6&* jº

> (TA.)
* - - * ~ * ~ *

—Jº-1 cº-e J39 Jº A prominence projected, or

A bird dropped and alighted from a tree.

jutted out, from the mountain. (A.) – -->

<º jº Jº- *J. The rain fell upon the

dry herbage and the fresh herbage came forth.

(A.) And <\º jº The plant put forth its

(M.)

And ā-ā sº The tree produced its ****

leaves (M, K)from its uppermost branches.

ſq. v.]; (M, K;) which is the case when the

camels are able to pasture upon them: (M:) or

became green. ($gh, K.)—º Jºjº, Or Jº,

(IKtt,) and ** Us?, (Mºb,) t He outwent others

[or became extraordinary] (IKtt, Msb) in know

ledge or science, or in excellence, (IKtt,) and in

his eaccellence. (Msb.) —23.913%, finf n. $533,

(Msb, TA,) t The speech, or language, was extra

ordinary or strange, [with respect to usage or

analogy or both]: (TA:) it was the contr. of

chaste: (Mz, 13th & ) [but this explanation

requires restriction; for what is extraordinary

with respect to usage is the contr. of chaste; but

many a word that is extraordinary with respect

to analogy is more chaste than a cognate word

agreeable with analogy: hence the above phrase

is also explained as signifying] the speech, or lan

guage, was chaste and good. (Msb.)

- • *.*

4. 93-3), trans. of 325, He made it to fall, or

to go, or come, out, or forth, from another thing,
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or from other things; [&c.; see 1:] (Msb :) he

made it to fall. (S. K.) You say, 3, 4,4

$35* [He struck his arm, or hand, with

the snºord, and made it to fall.] (S.) And 33;

13é -º-, &- + [He made such a thing to

fall out, he threw it out, from the reckoning].

(S.) And 5:3) es: ãº 333i: He thren, out,

or rejected, the young camels in the mulet for

homicide. (A.) [See also 6.] And &: 4.33;

133-* ! He took forth (3-) from him, of his

property, such a thing. (M, K, TA.) And

Jº &é 933 3. $3: ! I caused [the hand of]

such a one to cease from freely disposing of my

property. (A.) — jºl He said, or did, some

thing extraordinary, or strange. (IKtt.)

6. 235U.5 [They mutually thren out, or rejected,

a thing from a reckoning]. A poet (namely

Aboo-Kebeer El-Hudhálee, TA) says,

* &l& lºsé tº $13 #

# -ºº& J 58.13% +

[When the courageous men covered nith arms

mutually thron, out from the reckoning the piercing

of the kidneys, as the young camels fall out

from the reckoning in the doubled compensation]:

he says, that their blood is suffered to be shed un

revenged, like as the young camels are thrown out

from the account in the mulct for homicide :

(S, TA:) meaning, that the pierced kidneys are

thrown out from the reckoning, like as the young

eamel is thrown out, and not reckoned, in the

mulct for homicide that is doubled time after

time. (IB, TA)—tº sº& (A, TA)

f Such a one comes to us [rarely, or] sometimes.

(TA.)

10. Jº <2}-xxº~! The camels sought after the

leaves that had come forth upon the uppermost

branches of the plants, to eat them, and applied

themselves diligently to them : (M:) [or you say,)

<!: <23-A-1 they sought after the plants, to

eat them, and applied themselves diligently to them.

(TA) And ºf 2:… Jº (The camek

seek after the fresh herbage leisurely, and by

degrees, or repeatedly. (A.) [The original sig

nification of 3.xx.1 seems to be He desired to find

a thing or things in a separate or scattered state;

or to single out.] —§ 133-A:...! t They tracked

his footsteps. (A.)

5,33 and W $33, with fet-h and damm, are

substs. from jº, [signifiying The state of being

apart from, or out of, the generality, or main

body; &c. : — and hence, I Ectraordinariness;

rareness.] (Mºb.) You say, Jä Š 4%& ~5

535, Or 'sº Jº, and * 52% Si, (Msb,) and

sº J. S. 43& S, (A,) tº hat will not be,

(Msb,) and that will not happen, (A,) save ſectra

ordinarily; or rarely; or once] in, or during, the

space of [several] days; syn. 239, &: tº.

(Mºb) And #33 & #33 a lº& Cº.

f That is, or mill be, only once in nihiles. (TA.)

And #33 ºil, (M.K.) and ºl J, (§, M,

K) and 'ºl J, (§, TA) and 'ºl J,
(TA,) and W esjø (M, K) and sº U3, ($, K.)

and Jºl, (M. K.) and sºl J, (S, M., K.)

f He met him [once] in, or during, the space of

[several] days; syn.2& & (M, K,) or tº:

2úš. & ($.) — Also 3,33 A piece of gold,

(K,) and of silver, (TA,) found in the mine. (K.)
6 o'.

See also jº.

• a

2- 9 :

•jº : 2 - 2 -

2- - - See oy-Aº.

oy-Aº :

* * * 6, 3 - *

Lºyº see 85-9. — sº ău. $33. He pro

duced [or payed] to him a hundred out of his

property. (M, K.)

2-2 - ? *2 °:

•jē-A : see ex-A9.

26 [act, part. n. ofjº: Falling, or going, or

coming, out, or forth, from another thing; &c.:

see 1]. — A mild ass going, or coming, forth

from the mountain. (TA.) — A prominence,

or projecting part, of a mountain. (A,” Mºb.)

— [What remains here and there upon the ground,

of rain, i.e., of rain-water: n. un, with 3: pl. of

the latter,32%) You say, 26 &: Jº -ºš,

21.9) and **ś, [The camels drank of n-hat

remained here and there upon the ground, of the

water of the rain.] (A.) – t Ectraordinary;

strange; rare; unusual; applied to speech or

language [and to a word and any other thing:

fem. and n. un, with 3: pl. of the latter as above:

See jº, and jº : (A:) or very eactraordinary,

strange, rare, or unusual, applied to speech or

language; and in like manner #36 [as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. predominates]

applied to a word; pl. of the latter as above:

(Mz, 13th& ..) [see 3,4] or 2% jet, sig.

nifies what deviate from the generality of nords

(S,” M, K.) You say

also, cº āsū Öğ, meaning, f Such a one is

- - (K,” TA.) [And
* . -

- - -

3,35, used in this manner as a subst, signifies

or speech or language.

the unequalled of the age.

! Any ectraordinary, strange, rare, or unusual,

thing, or saying: pl. as above..] See **-*.
º, o –: - º • ? ..y .9 ... • -

- 93.9 S. 493 J3& S): see 33-9.

33; i. 4. 33: [A place in nihich wheat or grain

is trodden out]; (S, M, K;) in the dial. of the

people of Syria: (S, M.:) or, (M, K,) accord. to

Kr, (M,) reaped wheat collected together; or

wheat collected together in the place where it is

trodden out: (M, K.) pl. sui (S. K.)

[J’º, &c.,

See Supplement.]

j-i}

1 *-* Jé já, (Yoo, Akh, T, S, M, A,”

K.) aor. : and 3, (M., K.) inf n. 33 (Yoo, Akh,

S, M, K,) and 3.4% (M, K,) [He made a von ;

imposed upon himself a von ; 134- Jº & that

he would do such a thing; either absolutely, or

conditionally, as will be explained below ;] he

made [a future action] binding, or obligatory, on

himself; (T, M, A, K;) as also W33.31. (K.)

And 53. "jºl signifies the same as 333 [He

voned a von]. (Sgh.) You say alsoJº *3%

aor. . [and : as implied in the K] inf n. 33, [1

voned my property; made a con, to give it.]

(Yoo, Akh, S. K.") And lie aſ $533, (S,

Mşb, K,) aor. 2 and -, (S, Msb,) inf. n. 3%,

(Msb,) I made it binding, or obligatory, on my

self, [i. e., I conved, of my on n free neill, to do or

to give such a thing to God; namely, some re

ligious service, or an alms, &c. : (TA:) or 33;

signifies the promising conditionally; as when one

says, “Such a thing shall be obligatory on me if

God restore to health my sick [son or other]:”

this is termed J& but the saying “I impose

upon myself the giving a deenár as arms,” is not

so termed. (K.) The doing this is repeatedly

forbidden in traditions: but what is meant there

by is, one's doing so in the belief that he may

attain by it something which God has not decreed

to betide him, or that he may divert from himself

something decreed to befall him : yet if he do so,

fulfilment is obligatory on him. (IAth.) You

say also, 39) 335, (M. K.) and 3,3}, (M.) He

(the father, M, K) and she (the mother, M) ap

pointed the child [by a von) to be a minister or

servant to the church, (M, K,) or to a place

appropriated to religious services or eacercises, or

acts of devotion: (TA:) so in the Kur, iii. 31.

(M)= &º jº, aor. , (M., IKit, Mºb, K.)

inf n.já (M, IKI) and #33 and #3, (IKit)

or, as some assert, it has no inf. n., like J.-- &c.,

the Arabs being content to use in its stead Čí

followed by the verb, as is said in the 'Ináyeh,

on the Kur, chap. xiv., (MF,) He knen, of the

thing : (Msb:) or he knew of the thing and nas

cautious of it or on his guard against it or in fear

of it. (M., K.) You say also jº, Asi. jº

(S, A) The people knew of the enemy: (S:) or

knew of the enemy and prepared themselves for

them : (A:) or knew of the enemy and mere

cautious of them or on their guard against them

or in fear of them. (T.A.) And it is said in a

trad., Jºi jº, IHave thou knowledge of the

people and be cautious of them or on thy guard

against them or in fear of them. (TA.)

4. As ºf (M, K) and K. J.A.,

(Mºb) infn. 335 (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 33

(M, K) the latter accord. to Kr, but correctly it

is a simple subst., (M) and 3%,(T.K.) or this is

pl. of 3.3%, (T,) and jº, (K,) accord. to Lh
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and Kr, (TA,) [but this is properly a simple

subst.,] and 24, (M, K,) accord. to Zj, (M,)

or Ez-Zeijájee, (TA,) but this should rather be

regarded as a simple subst., (T, M,) I informed

him, or advised him, of the thing : (M, K, TA:)

this is the primary signification: (TA:) and [I

nearned him of the thing;] I cautioned him, or

put him on his guard, against the thing, and put

him in fear, (M," K,) in my communication or

announcement : (K:) in this sense the verb is

used in the Kur, xl. 18: (M, TA:) or I an

nounced to him the thing, (S,” Msb,) generally in

a case of putting in fear the person addressed, or

frightening him, (Msb,) or never otherwise than

in such a case: (S:) and thus the verb is used
... - - d - * o o ż.

in the Kur, ubi supra., ášj^)/ 2. ..sº [And

warn them and put them in fear of the day of

the approaching event, the day of resurrection]

meaning, put them in fear of its punishment:

(Msb:) and 13& 33% I informed him, or

advised him, of such a thing. (Msb.) sº

also signifies He (a spy) informed him, or

advised him, of the state of the enemy: in the

copies of the K, 933; but this is a mistake.

w 2 * . . .” • 2 oz 2 oz ºf

(TA.) And you say, 5-ax!! 2:-e A35) stºl

o o- - -

...] I informed the people of the march of the

enemy tonards them, to put them on their guard.
w - - • 9. 2 o ºf • * * • * * * : *;

(T,) And 5-axle Asăll stºl, and 5-allº!,

signify the same. (A.) It is said in a proverb,
- of - - - c : -

jé &. Jºel 35, meaning, He hath become

eaccused, and averted from himself the blame of

men, niho hath warned thee that he will punish

thee for a future evil deed proceeding from thee,

if thou then do the evil deed and he punish
, , of

thee...(T) See also 33-1, in two places: and

see Jºke.

6. 2% 23L-5 The people narmed, or cautioned,

one another, or put one another in fear, (M, K,)

of a terrifying evil. (TA.) You say ºil j}\º

13é. The people warned one another, (S) and

put one another in fear, of such a thing. (S, A.)

A poet says, (S,) namely, En-Nábighah, (T,

TA,) describing a serpent, (T,) and his being

threatened by En-Noamán so that he passed the

night as though he had been stung, turning over

and over upon his bed, (TA,)

• * * o a o - 2.” 2 * : 1 - 2

* tº ex- cº cººl ºº #

• ,- 2 & 2 : - .2 * : * : * ~ *

[Of n:hich the charmers have narned one another,

and put one another in fear, on account of the

evil nature of its poison, which it discharges one

time and one time draws back]. (T, S, T.A.)

8: see jé, in two places.

10. º, 33-1 He offered warning to him

(A, TA, art. Jºke.) See Jia-l.

}: A von, n-hich a man makes to be binding,

or obligatory, on himself; (T, M," K,” TA;)

ſeither absolutely, or conditionally: (see jé :)]

pl. 3533 : (S, M, K:") and in the following

verse of Ibn-Ahmar, some say that 24. is pl. of

333, like as& is pl. of &: but others say

that it is pl. ofºº in the sense ofºº

-o- - - d >3 * ~ 0.

+ *** cº -º cº-2- #

º • 2 3 - • * * : * ~ *; +

33–1 ºv-º-; 33–4–5 4-sº
- 2

[Hon many a nºaterless desert glistening nith

the mirage, in rehich cons, or things voned,

are conced, lie in the may to Leylä ſ]. (S.) –

Also, f The mulct for an intentional n:ound;

used in this sense by Esh-Shāfi'ee, (T, TA,)

and of the dial of El-Hijāz; (TA) in Jºi,

(T, A, K, TA,) which is of the dial. of the

people of El-'Irak: (T, TA) pl. 3:33. (TA,

K:) said by Aboo-Nahshal to be only for

wounds, small and great. (T, K,”) You say,

33% ºf J. J., (T, TS, L.) or 99 “e,
(K,) ( A mulct for a round is onced to me.

o 2 ... o. 2 - c > 0 <

(T, K, &c.) And >> 3- arºlac) I I gave

him the mulet for his round. (A.) Aboo-Sa’eed

Ed-Dareer says that it is thus called a 5jº 39,

i.e., because it is made binding, of obligatory,

for it; [namely, for the wound;] from the

phrase J-i- J- $535. (T, TA) — [4
- - • * :

votive offering]. = See also 333.

6 o' --

333 (M) and " … (T, S, K) [and "33;

(see 4) and '233 (S, M) and *** (M)

and '533 (Esh-Shāfi'ee, K) and " sº (K)

are substs. in the sense of 535, [meaning An

informing, or advising, of a thing : and a warn

ing, or cautioning, and putting one on his guard,

against a thing, and putting one in fear of a

thing; &c.; (see 4:)] (T, S, M, K:) or a putting

one in fear in announcing a thing. (T.A.) Jºe
a o f of a 2 x of a 2 x

933 31 and 533 37 jºz, accord. to different

readings, in the Kur, lxxvii. 6, put in the

accus. case as causal complements, signify9.3%

gº [For eaccusing and warning]. (Zj, T.)

[See also art. 33.c..] And in like manner, ",33,
- - - - ze

in the Kur, liv.16, &c., signifies Jºlº. (S, K.)

And so "2233, in the Kur, lxvii. 17. (T, M.)

Hence also the saying of the Arabs, j Jºº.
-, * * * - • . * * *, * : * : -

JU-83, meaning, 33.5 Sº Jºel [i. e. Do thou

that for rehich thou n'ilt be eaccused, by inflicting

punishment when it is deserved, and do not merely

nearn and put in fear]. (TA.)

6 * *

Jº | º, o -

see j-i}.
• *.*.

USJº

º - 6 o' --

jº i. 4. "33-, (T, S, M, A, Msb, K,) as

also W #233; (M;) i.e. [One who gives infor

mation, or advice, of a thing, or things: and one

n:ho nearns;] one nºho cautions; (M, TA ;) and

n:ho puts in fear : (TA:) one who gives notice to

a people of an enemy, or other thing, that has

come upon them; (TA;) a spy nºho gives notice,

to a people, of an enemy, to put them on their

guard; (A :) and in like manner * $24, a spy

who informs an army of the state of the enemy:

(T, K:) 3.3% is of the measure Jº in the sense

of the measure Jai, ; (M, L:) or its verb was

jéºut this has become obsoletes (T,) its pl.

is 333; (M, Mºb, K;) occurring in the Kur,

liv. 23, [&c.]. (TA)—[Hence,),3:... The

cock (Har. p. 644). — [Andº The

apostle: (M, K:) so in the Kur, xxxv. 34,

accord. to Th: (M:) the prophet Mohammad :

(T, K?) so, accord. to most of the expositors, in

that verse of the Kur. (T.) — Hoariness, or

whiteness of the hair : (T, M, K:) so, accord.

to some, in the verse of the Kur, last referred

to: (T, M. :) but the explanation immediately

preceding is more probable. (T.) — The sound

of a bow: (AHn, M, K:) because it warns,

or frightens, (334) that which is shot at. (AHn,

M.) = I. q.** [i. e. Voned]: pl. 333. (S.)

• *. • 22

See 333. = See alsoJº.

**, *. º, o -

3, 3} : See J.J.3.

irº [A cotice gift;] that nihich he gives who

makes a ton. (M., K.) – A child appointed

by the father (M, K) and mother (M) [by a

con) to be a minister, or servant to the church,

(M, K.) or to a place appropriated to religious

services, or eacercises, or act: of devotion : (T:)

pl. 23.33. (T)= See alsojº, in two places.

• * *

= And see j-A5.

o : 6 * ~ *

259 : see j-i-o.

• * >

Jº-o:

2: * ...:

• ? •. see º'.

J5-A-o:

*J.

looking at me hard or intently, and making his eye

(T, in TA, art. 235.)

a ---> ºr • * º -

jº- JY3, and "335, Such a one is

prominent.

3& [A thing of which people warn or caution

one another, or of which they put one another in

fear]: applied to a disease [&c.]. (TA, art.

Jºã- voce cº-)– [Hence,) 3& + The

lion. (Sgh, K.)

Jº

• * * - 2: . .

1. JJ 3, inf. n. 4/133, He was, or became, lon,

base, vile, ignoble, mean, sordid, or contemptible,

($, K,) in all his circumstances. (K.)

* c -

J.K. A man vile, or mean, and despised in all

his circumstances. (K.)

~~

2- 2 - - -3 - d -- - - - -

Q. Q. 1. 4553 vº-J) ~~ *}”, or Jº

Jº, (TA) inf n. 433, (TA) The wind

lays the dust upon it, or upon the ground, in

cross, wavy lines: syn. 4–3. (K.) Hence

AS& º: (TA.) — It has been asserted

that J and 2 do not come together in any [pure]

Arabic word; and F has said the same in art.

Jº ; [or rather he has there said that 2 does

not occur in an Arabic word with J before it;
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(meaning a radical cy;)] yet he has here men

tioned this word as though it were pure Arabic.

So says MF. To this it may be replied, that Jº

is inserted to separate the c and 3, as remarked

in the L. (TA)—ºr, He forged ſºlº

3. (K.) You say** sº

Jºin. (TA.)—º He miaced, or confounded,

speech, [introducing what was fake neith that

which was true]. (K.) — sº He uttered a

malicious and mischievous misrepresentation, a

(K.)

Jºº (S, K) and **ś (as in several copies

of the K, [and I am inclined to think that this

is the correct reading, as it may certainly be

correctly used in the sense here given, being

properly an inf. n., agreeably with analogy, or

*iº. (as in others, which is said in the TA to

be the correct word, and to be given on the

authority of AA, [but it exhibits an incongruity

of letters: see 1:]) Mischief; malicious and mis

chievous misrepresentation, calumny, or slandºr.

(S, K.)—Jº, fem, with 3 ; and º 333

A mischievous man; (K;) one who utters malicious

and mischievous misrepresentations, calumnies, or

slanders. (TA.) — *::: A strong man. (K.)

or language]: syn. 2

calumny, or slander.

Jº A calamity; a misfortune. (K.)

i,j and iº see ºrº.

tº

1. 35 He thrashed wheat, or corn, with a

sº (TA.)

-

; (L.K) and ': and 'º, the last
of the dial. of El-Yemen, and a word of which

there is not the like in Arabic, (L.) A thrashing

instrument, or that with which heaps of wheat, or

corn, are thrashed, whether of wood or of iron;

(L, K.) or, of iron and wood; (Sifr es-Sa'ādeh;)

[a kind of drag, used, in Egypt and Arabia and

some other countries of Western Asia, for the

purpose of separating the grain of n-heat and

barley &c. and cutting the stran, which serves as

fodder; it is a machine in the form of a chair

fired upon a sledge, which moves upon small iron

wheels, or thin circular plates, generally eleven,

fired to three thick acle-trees, four to the fore

most, the same number to the hindmost, and three

to the intermediate acle-tree : this machine is

drawn, in a circle, by a pair of comes or bulls,

their driver being seated upon it, over the corn :

pl. [of the first and last words] &ly. (TA.) —

Also, the first and second, A ploughshare. (K.)

g e a 6 - © . * - d -

8:22 and crº : See gº

a 2

cº, -

aurantium; of n!hich there are two species com

mon in the gardens of the East, one street, and

the other bitter:} an arabicized word, from [the

Persian] ejº [also called *]. (K.)

Ú A well-known fruit; [the orange; citrus

• *. • 2. r -

J-e-jº and J-e-, [The Narcissus]: see art.

The former is mentioned by ISd in art.

(TA.)

U-e-J -

J-e-j : the latter, in the present art.

>}}

º [The game of tricktrack, backgammon, or

tables: and, app., a pair of tables and other

apparatus with which that game is played:] a

certain thing neith nehich one plays; (M, L;)

nell known : (M, L, K.) a Persian word, (M,

L.) arabicized: (M, L ) also called 3.33%, (M,

L, K,) because invented (as some say, TA) by

Ardasheer the son of Bábak, (K,) a Persian king.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., that he who plays

at this game is as though he plunged his hand

into the flesh and blood of the pig. (L.)

j,”

6 - d .

j933.3 : see what follows.

jº, an arabicized word, (S, A, Msb,) from

j9333, (A, K,) which in Persian; meaning “new

(TA;) and "3sº but the former,day;’

which is of the measure Jº, is the better in

repute, becauseJº is not the measure of an

Arabic word ; (Msb;) The first day of the year;

Nen-year's-day: (A, Msb, K:) with the Persians,

when the sun enters Aries: and nºith the Copts,

the first of [the month] Toot [the ancient Thoth,

or the tenth of September, N.S., excepting when

immediately following their leap-year, which is

when our next ensuing year is a leap-year].

(Msb, T.A.) The word j993 is said to have

been first used in the time of the 'Abbāsee Kha

leefehs; but it is related to have been used in

the time of Alee. (TA.)

j9

1. Jºl eji, (A, Mºb, K) aor. -, infn.
5. • w

35; (Msb;) and Y ~531, (S, A, Msb,) The

ground, or land, had water eacuding, or oozing,

from it : (S, K:) or had much flowing moisture :

(Msb:) or became [abundant in) &tº [or places

welling forth water], as in the TS and the K,

Or &tº [or places of stagnant water] by reason

of the #. (TA)—[áilºlº ºf see tº.)

=}, aor. :, inf. n. }}, He (an antelope, S,)

ran : (S, K:) or he (an ostrich, and an antelope,)

leaped, jumped, sprang, or bounded. (A.) –

He (an antelope, S,) uttered a cry, or cries.

(Ibn-El-Jarráh, Ks, $, K.)

4: see 1, first signification.

3. 3

3. and W53 Water that erudes, or oozes, from

the ground: (S, K:) or flowing moisture :

(Msb:) the latter is the better word; and is

[said to be] Persian, arabicized: (TA:) the

g (Māb.) —

[The pl. is j953, occurring in the TA in art.

3-ke..] – [The former is also used as an epithet:

former is an inf n, used as a subst.

fem. with 3. You say,) § J. Ground, or

land, having water eruding, or oozing, from

it ; syn. 3 35; as also " šū. (Lh, T.A.) =

[Hence, perhaps, 5; also signifies t liberal,

bountiful, or munificent. (Sgh, K.) = Also, 3:

Much, or many. (K.)= A man (A’Obeyd, S)

light, or active, (A’Obeyd, S, K,) or light in

spirit, (TA,) sharp in mind, (A’Obeyd, S, K,)

clever, or ingenious, (A*Obeyd, K,) and intel

ligent. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) — Light, inconstant,

Jickle, or unsteady: (K:) an epithet of dispraise.

(TA.) — A man. (TA) much, or often, in

motion; as also "5* : (Ki) a man, (A,) and

an ostrich, (S, K, TA) that does not remain

still in one place : (S, A, K:) or that is quick,

or snift, and does not remain still in one place:

(TA :) or an ostrich, and an antelope, that

leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds : (A:) and a

light, or an active, camel; (TA;) and so ă,

applied to a she-camel. (S, TA.)— Light dust.

(TA)—33%, and 'ºft, in ; and ºft.(TA, art. 3.) • - -

#: see;.

. • 3.

jº: see jº, last sentence.

jé, fem. with 3: see #.
º

jº A child's cradle : (A, K:) because of its

frequent motion. (TA)— See also 33.

g

53

1.* §, ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. § and

ºft, (S,) He eaccited discord between them : (AZ,

S. K.) like 3. (TA)—º-tº Jé š

He incited, or urged, him against his companion.

(K, TA)– 3 Jº 95 tº What incited,

urged, or induced, thee to this? (Ks, S.) —5.

º , ($, K,) inf. n. #, (S,) He made an attack,

(Ks, S. K.)

&é § He turned him back from

or assault, upon him ; syn. J.-.

—º
-- £ 3

what he had said. (K,” TA.) – 29 J3, like
- ...)

us--e, [i.e., pass, in form, but neut. in signifi

cation,] He was addicted, or devoted, to it;

desirous of it. (TA.) –§ 25% cº ~5 J.

49%, (S, K,) thus thou sayest, addressing thy

self, when a man has been pursuing a good or

an evil way, and turned from it to another

way, or accord. to some copies of the S, 2

instead of $2, [which is for tº Jºl (TA;)

Verily thou knowest not to what thing thy mind

will become addicted, or devoted: (ISk, S, K:)

i.e., to what thy state will come. (K.) In one

copy of the K, 49s thine old age, is put instead

of 49*. (TA)
351
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's; An inciter, instigator, or exciter. (TA.)

•.3, 6 p.

#53 J., [A man much addicted, or devoted, to
: ,

a thing; very desirous of it). (TA.) [See Jºjº.]

4. $3. Addicted, or devoted, to it; desirous of

it. ($, K.)

~}}

1. 3, aor...inf nº-º (Š, K) and º and

&# (K) He (an antelope) uttered a cry, or

sound, (S, K,) at rutting-time. (S.) Used with

reference to the buck and the doe; (K;) or the

buck only. ($, K.)

6. 125uji, q. 123-u5. (K.) Accord. to IHsh

and others, this verb has not been heard [from

the Arabs of the classical ages], but only the

subst. &#, which is therefore decided to be a

transp. forin of$3. (TA.)

5 ** -

Jºjº. A surname; a nickname; a name of re

proach; an opprobrious appellation : syn. Já :

(K) i.4.33. (TA) See 6.

º ,be

Jºjº. A buck-antelope; and a bull. (K.) [By

the latter is probably meant the kind of antelope

called J-9) is]

**

1. -3% aor. 2 and z, inf n. 3. and *::: ; (K;)

and W 3-); (TA;) He, or it, (a hºg, TA)

became distant, or remote. (K.) — j|20) <--5,

inf n. * aft, The house, or dwelling, became distant,

or remote. ($.) —º &#. (S, K,) a verb

like &#, [pass. in form, but neut. in significa

tion,] (K,) Such a one became far removed from

his dwelling-place. ($, K.) =}} 3. (S, Msb,

K) aor. (Mº) and , (TA) iſ º.§ (S,

Mºb) and ºft; (Mºbi) and '4-#5 (K.)
He drew forth all the water ofthe well; exhausted

it entirely : ($, Msb, K:) or he drew from it

until little mater remained in it; nearly eachausted

it. (K)—ſº e-É, (A, Mºb, K) aor. ,

(TA,) inf. n.§ (K) and &#, (TA,) The nell

became entirely eachausted: (A, Msb, K:) or, be

came nearly eachausted. (K.) See 4.—Jº 33

+ Thou hast eachausted me of what I had, or pos

sessed. (L, from a trad.)

4. Asi. £º, (L, and so in some copies of the

K,[agreeable withanalogy)or'3% (so in other

copies of the K,) The people had the water of their

wells entirely, or nearly, eachausted. (L, K.)

See 1.

8: see 1.

5 de • 28 e e 5 0.

tº Jºsé-5 cº- Jº t[Thy wickedness ranges

abroad unrestrained, and] thy goodness is little.

(A.)

6 * * º

tº ; see 3%— Also, Turbid water. (K.)

5 * >

cº

6 . 9 x 2. 6 p. * : -

t;" and * &P and Wtºand W*} A thing,

(K,) or dwelling, (TA,) distant, or remote. (K.)
º; , ; , .

t;" J.M. A distant, or remote, tonn, or country :

and ** and *} : See 3%

(S:) and i-jū% a distant, or remote, house, or

dwelling. (Mº.)— "**2; A distant, or

remote, people. (S, K.) And *jº- J. Camels

from distant regions. (A.) ISd says, that it is

pl. of Y tºº, meaning That comes to the water

&P

and W -ºš A well entirely eachausted : or nearly

6 p. 6s

eachausted: (K:) or W tº Jº signifies a well

from a distant place. (L.) = 3% and W

containing little water ; pl. &#: (S:) and 3.

W3. § being of he Ineasure Jº in the sense

of the measure Jºiº, a well containing no water;

and it is allowable to say i-s: (Msb:) or a

well of which the mater has been eachausted: (so

in some copies of the S, and the like in the Nh:)

or a nell of n!hich most of the water has been

drawn forth. (So in other copies of the S, and
- 5 * ~ *

in the K.) See an ex., voce 3,12.9, art. 233.

i-ji.A bucket (K) with nihich nater is drawn;

(TA;) and the like thereof. (K.)

Çº. and ** See

º .1:

tºº.

• , o 2

13é, &: cº-º: <-31 f Thou art far removed

from such a thing ; ($, K";) and, by poetic

licence, cº, with cº, -ºi. (S.) Ex.

. . o.º. -

gº &:<ji ! Thou art far removed from

(A.)blame.

jjº

1.3%, aor. , inf n. 9% (S, A, Mºb, K) and

32; (Msb, K) and ãº, (K,) or āş, as in the

M and L, and perhaps one of these last two forms

is a mistake for the other, (TA,) It nas, or be

came, little, or small, in quantity or number; ($,

A, Msb, K;) paltry, mean, contemptible, or in

(S, TA.) See also 5. — Also,

inf. n. §, He (a man) nas, or became, possessed

of little good, or little wealth. (AZ.) – “º,

inf n.jī, She (a camel) had little milk. (TA)
* * * >

=%, aor. , (TA) inf. m. Å, (K.) He de

spised, and deemed little, him, or it. (K.” TA.)

See also 2. — He smote him with the [evil] eye.

(Fr, in TA, art 23°)=$3,0As; A) aor. 2, (AS,)

inf. n. jº, (As, K,) He drew forth, or got out,

what he had, by little and little : (As :) he impor

tuned him, or pressed him, in asking (A, K) a

matter of science or a gift. (A.) You say also,

considerable.

3. Ji-Jº § Öğ,(A.K.) Orº, (so in

two copies of the S,) Such a one nill not give until

he is importuned, or pressed, (A, K,) and despised.

(S, K, TA.)

* * - 6 - 2 - “.

2. 2,33, inf. n. Jiří; (K;) or "ºft, aor. 2,

inf. n.Å; (Msb;) He made it little, or small,

in quantity; (Mºb, K;) namely, a gift; as also
* * ~ of -> *w

Wº (K.) — Also º He gave him a little,

small, paltry, mean, contemptible, or inconsider.

able, gift. (TA.) [It seems to be implied in the

TA, that W§ also has this signification.] =

See also 1, last signification.

4. º: see 2, in two places. – Also, He

(God) caused him to be possessed of little good, or

little nealth. (AZ.)

5. jº i.q. Jiří, (K,) i.e., It became di

minished, or rendered little or small in quantity.

(TK.) See also3.— He asserted himself to be

related to the tribe of Nizār; (K:) or he made

himself like that tribe : or he introduced himself

among them, ($, K,) not being one of them. (TA.)

}}, applied to anything, (TA,) little, or small,

in quantity or number; (S, A, Msb;) paltry,

mean, contemptible, or inconsiderable : (S, TA:)

as also ºft (Msb, K) and *}.} (Msb) and

6 x 6.

"325. (K:) or the last signifies little, or small,

in quantity, applied to a gift, (S, TA,) and to

food; (TA;) or a gift made little, or small, in

quantity: (Msb:) and }: and *::::. a gift ob

tained by importunity or pressing: andº

a gift given nithout its being asked for; without

(TA.) It is also

applied to speech: thus the speech of Mohammad

is described as 3. Sº}SJ.; [Distinct;] not

little, or scanty, so as to indicate impotence, nor

much and corrupt: (K:) or not little nor much.

(TA, art. JºA.) — A man possessing little, or no,

good, or goodness; little, or no, nealth; and so

Å; as also ºf... (AZ.) = º S; <!- u.

Thou hast not come othernise than slowly, tardily,

or late. (K.)

9. . 6 p.

3,5 : see Jºjº.

importunity or pressing.

3% The quality, in a she-camel, of scarcely ever

(TA.)conceiving eaccept against her nill.

Aft Any thing little, or small, in quantity or

number. (K.) See also3.—A woman having

fen children; ($, K;) and in like manner applied

to a bird; (S, TA;) as also *ś, with kesr to

the j, applied to a woman: (K:) pl. of the

former, 3. : (TA:) or the former epithet signifies

having little milk; (K;) applied in this sense to a

she-camel. (TA.) A she-camel having neide orifices

to her teats. (L, voce 2-5-3.) – Of little speech;

that speaks not until importuned, or pressed. (En

Nadr.)— A she-camel whose young one has died,

and that affects the young one of another, (K,
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TA,) but whose milk comes not save scantily.

(TA.) — A she-camel (TA) that scarcely ever

conceives except against her nill: (K:) a mare

(L.)slony to conceive.

43 .

jºjº : 6 o', -

see 253; the latter, in five places.

[&#, &c.

See Supplement.]

U-3

Jú($, M, Mºb, K) andJº (K) A kind of

Creatures (Gi- [an appellation often applied par

ticularly to human beings]) whereof ſevery] one

jumps, or hops, upon one leg : ($, Mºb, K:) it is

related in a trad., that a tribe of 'Ad disobeyed

their apostle, and that God thereupon transformed

them into J-4–3, every man of them having a

[single] arm and a [single] leg, [consisting] of one

half [of a human being], hopping like as the bird

hops, and pasturing like as beasts pasture; (K;)

and these are found in the islands of China: (TA:)

or, as some say, these have become eactinct; (K;)

for a transformed being lives not more than three

days, as the learned have established; (TA;)

and what eacist non', of this make, are a distinct

class of creatures: (K:) or they are of three

kinds; Jºë and Jº and Jºlº : (K;) and

the second of these are the baser sort; (TA;) or

the J-3U-3 are the females of them, (K,) as Aboo

Sa’eed Ed-Dareer says; (TA;) or they are of

higher rank than the J.L.-J., (K,) as is said in the

O: (TA:) or the J.L.-3 are [the peoples called]

Yájooj and Májooj : (IAar, Msb, K:) or a

certain people of the sons of Adam : (K:) or

certain creatures in the form of men, (M, K,) so

called because of the neakness of their make, from

ãº, which signifies weakness, (M,) differing

from men in some things, and not of them : (K:)

or, accord. to what is said [by some], a certain

beast, reckoned among wild animals, that is hunted

and eaten, having the form of a man nºith one eye

and leg and arm, and that speaks like man : (Kr,

M :) or a species of marine animal: (Msb:) or,

accord. to El-Mes’oodee, an animal like a man

having one eye, that comes forth from the mater,

and speaks, and, nºnen it gets a man neithin its

ponser, kills him : or, as is related in the 3.J's-e,

on the authority of Ibn-Is-hák, certain creatures

(314.) in El-Yemen: J-3, cººl says, that they

are of the sons of Sám the son of Sám, brothers of

'Ad and Thamood, not possessing reason, living in

the salt-n-ater (cº-S) on the coast of the Sea of

India : the Arabs hunt them, and speak to them,

and they speak the Arabic language, and propa

gate one with another, and poetize, or versify, and

name themselves by the names of the Arabs: (TA:)

[in the present day, this appellation is applied to

a pigmy: and also, to an ape:] Es-Suyootee

says, in the Deewan el-Hayawān, as to the animal

which the vulgar call Jºu-5, it is a species of

apes or monkeys, not living in nater, and the eating

of n!hich is unlanful: but as to the marine animal,

some hold it to be lawful; whereas the sheykh

Aboo-Hámid holds the eating of the J.L.3 [ofany

kind] to be unlawful, because it has the form of

the sons of Adam. (TA.) It is said in a trad.

of Aboo-Hureyreh,Jº Jºs Jºël Jºš.[The

men have gone, and the J-L-3 remain]. Being

asked who were the J.L.-3, he answered, Those

who affect to be like men but are not men. (TA.)

[For the verb J., &c.; see Supplement.]

t–

1. tº, aor. 2, (S, K,) inf. n. *: (S;) and

"t:3, (§, K.) inf n. *-ij, (S) He chid (S,

K) a camel ($) &c. (L) he urged, or drove, it.

($, K.) — tº, aor. 2, inf. n. ** (S, K) and

stº. (K) [and tº, mentioned in the TA,

art. tes ;] and Y t-l; (§, K;) He postponed,

or delayed, a thing. ($, K. Explained in the

S, K by 25, and in the K by Şā-, also, both of

which words, accord. to the TA, are syn.) [See an

ex, of the use of U-31, without a final e, in art.

-āe, voce *:::..]—º e” 3. tº, and

4- ºr "tºl, God postponed the end of his

life; i.e., prolonged his life : (so in the FS:)

accord. to IKtt, aMe-l ăul t—, and Lº * L-3

ale-l. (TA.) All of these four modes of ex

pression are allowable: (MF:) as also aſ Yt.;

4-H (Z) and 4- J & 3, and " tº

4- Å. (A8, $)–94 Jº à &#, His

life was prolonged. (TA, from a trad.) – tº:

Jº, inf n. J.5, He delayed or deferred the

nºatering of the camels; or kept them from mater
# , ,

beyond the accustomed time. (L.) — Lºº L-3

Jº *. (S, K,) inf. n. º, (S,) He increased

the time betneen the two drinkings, or materings,

of the camels, by a day : (A :) or by a day, or

two days, or more. (A, L., K.)– cº Jºy t;

Jº- He kept back, or put back, or drove back,

the camels from the tank, or cistern. (S, L, K.”)

— in tº jū. What ailed him May God

render him ignominious! (Kr, L,) or put him back

nard 1 (L.) Whom hepº backward, He renders

ignominious. (L.) — U-5, inf. n. J-3, He sold

a thing with postponement of the payment; he

sold it upon credit. (TA.) —& st: , and

&--" W it—l, He made the als to him to be on

credit. (S, K.) 8-9 W ou.}} He postponed

for him the period of the payment of the price of

the thing sold. (A.) — <!, &tº, inf. n. […;;

(Akh, S.;) and aº V st-1, (S,” K.) and

& Yºu—31; (Akh, $3) He postponed for him

the period of the payment of his debt. (S, T.A.)

- < *ś, a verb like (24 , [i. e., pass, in form,

but neut. in sense,] adr. tº, inf n. ‘.…, IHer

menstrual discharge nas later than its usual time,

and it was therefore hoped that she was pregnant :

(Kh, S, K.) or her menstrual discharge nas later

than its usual time, and her pregnancy commenced:

(TA:) or she began to be pregnant : (As, S:) or

she conceived. (A3.)=& tº, (S, K,”) inf. n.

º: , (TA,) He mired the milk with water. (S,

K.') —& 4t-, and cºulºus, He mired

the milk with water for him. (TA) — tº He

gave him to drinkº, q.v.; (K;) i.e. wine, or

milk. (TA)—-tº she (an antelope) liched

her young one just after its birth. (K.) = tº: 2

(S, K,) inf. n. ‘.…, (S,) It (a camel, sheep, &c.,)

became fat : (TA:) or began to gron fat; when

its soft hair (23), after falling off, began to grow

again. (S, K.)

2 : see 1.

J tº

4: see 1. – ou 3) He granted him a delay of

payment, or granted him credit, in a sale, or in
-e 2 - ? - of

the case of a debt. (A.) — Jº. Su-3, I made

my way to lead me far off. (S.) [See art. -->...]

5 : see 8.

8. List It was postponed, or delayed; syn.

*6. (A.) — t—" He (a camel, S,) went far

off in the pasture. ($, K.) — It (a party of

people) went far off. (TA.) – &= -1 He

retired, or withdren, far aff, from him or it.

(S.) l, iſ and ,-43 occur in two readings of

a trad., for lsº ºff, (which is the correct read

ing,) in this sense. (TA.) [Hence it appears

that "t.j, accord. to some, also signifies he

retired, &c.]

10. St.----. He asked him to postpone or to

grant him a delay in, the payment of his debt.

(S, K.) [See also 1.] – 3:3 tº He

asked him to make the sale to be on credit, or for

payment at a future period. (A)—t

* He ashed his creditor to grant him a delay

in the payment of his debt. (A.)

‘Jº and * : 3 and * Jº A woman who is

(A, K) and Y tº: : (A :) or in nihom pregnancy

has appeared: (Ki) or, º (K) and Y tºº,

(TA,) as also " 13–3, accord. to J and IM, but

this is rejected by F, (TA,) a woman whose

menstrual discharge is later than its usual time,

and who is therefore hoped to he pregnant : (S,

K:) pl. [of J-3] túi and *:::: and tº is:

is also said; and sometimes the sing. (…)

being originally an inf. n., is used as a pl. (TA.)

supposed to be pregnant; (K;) as also "

=1.3 and 't'. Thin, watery, milk : (Ki)

or milk miced with water. (T, $.) [See 1.] –

Also, both words, (TA,) or the former only;

(K, MF;) but " º: is quoted in this sense,

from IAar, who is said to have pronounced it

thus, erroneously, for º (TA;) Wine;
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(IAgr ;) drink that dispels the reason. (K.) =

‘J– Fatness : or its commencement; (K;) its

completeness, (consequent upon eating dry food,

being called Jº. ($) — J. Jº J

Jºlº, (S,) or jº, (TA,) [Fatness, or its com

mencement, ran through the beasts of carriage].

o

*J-3 One niho mices, or converses, with others:

-- o --> -

ex, ºu 3 J-3 3A. He is one who mires, or con
o -

verses, mith women. (K.) – See J-3.

‘.… and tº and tº: and tº- andº

See ‘.….

tº Length of life. (Akh, S, K.) — The

Fakeeh of the Arabs [El-Hárith Ibn-Keledeh,

as said in the Mz, close of 39th 8°, where the

following is quoted, says, Sº, it…] 3. &:

& *:::: iſºl*% iſs, -º-º:: A.

ſtºl & Jij, (Let him whom length of life

rejoiceth (but there is no long endurance in life)

lighten his debts, and make his morning-meal

early, and delay his evening-meal, and take little

enjoyment in nomen]: ($,” TA:) .1291 here

means debt. (T, M, TA, in art. L33), where

this saying is cited with some variations.)

o

CŞ".

measure Jºiº, (S,) A month which the Arabs,

in the time of paganism, postponed: (K:) the

doing of which is forbidden in the Kur, ix. 37.

- 5. * .

*Us-3, of the measure Jºsé in the sense of the

was another custom of the Pagan Arabs, men

tioned under this word in the TA.] The Arabs,

liking that the day of their return from pil

grimage should always be at one season of the

year, postponed it every year eleven days; at

the same time keeping sacred the two months

in which the pilgrimage took place, and the

month next after those two, and also the month

of Rejeb, at whatever season this fell. (TA.)

[For the same purpose, at one time, they used

to intercalate a month in the third and sixth and

eighth of every eight years. See Kur, ix. 36,

where the prohibition of this custom is im

plied; and Sale's Prel. Disc., § vii.).-See J.3.

- tº: (K, TA) and Y ić- and W. #t3, (S,

K,) like šá, (S,) A postponement, or delay,

as to the time of the payment of a debt, or of the

price of a thing sold, &c. (S, K, TA.) The first

is a subst.; (K;) and also an inf n. ; (L;)

[and each of the others seems to be sometimes

used as such]. — " #: 44%, and " its, (as

also $$, S,) He sold it on credit; for payment

to be made at a future period. ($, K, TA)

:-33 : see '', 4.— Also, A debt of which
-

the payment is aferred by the creditor to a

future period. (TA.) – A sale upon credit,

in nihich the payment is deferred to a certain, or

definite, period. (TA.)

&–9, pl. tº (S) and 3,4-6, (TA) one

($.) — Also, as an inf. n. of tº, (which it is

also said to be in the L,) The postponing of a

month : i.e., the postponing of the sacredness of

a month ; transferring it to another month.

When the Arabs returned from Mina, [after the

accomplishment of the pilgrimage, it was custo

mary for a man of the tribe of Kinaneh to arise

and say, Laš & sº Sesºſ ū [“I am he

whose, decree is not to be rejected ”]; (S;) or

Jº sº. 3, ºf 3, 4- 3 J, or 5, 9,

dº<< L.; [“ Verily I am not to be accused

of a sin, nor am I to be charged with a

fault, nor is my saying, (or decree,) to be re

jected;”] (TA;) whereupon they would say,

9.3 tº-fi [“Postpone for us a month”]; i.e.,

& 4 Postpone for us the sacredness of El-Mo

harram, and transfer it to Safar:” for they dis

liked that three months during which they might

not make predatory expeditions should come upon

them consecutively, as their subsistence was

obtained by such expeditions: so he made El

Moharram free from restriction to them. (S.)

[But this, as appears from what is said in the

Kur, ix. 37, was not done every year.] The

tribes of Teiyi and Khath’am did not observe the

sacred months; therefore the &º (or postponer)

proclaimed it lawful to slay them therein, when

(TA.) — [The term

n:hose office it was to perform the act called

… ; i.e., the postponing of a month: (S, TA:)

he was also called Jºſé, pl. Jºš. (TA.) =

&- Anything fat ; or beginning to grow fat:

in the kiti ºil, &c. &# 34 in the L.

&-9 exº~ Je, which is more proper. (TA.)

6: ... c.

it… see 1 —Jº Jº #: e.g. á.

,39. es: it… [Union with hindred is a means

of multiplying wealth, a means of prolonging

one's memorial]. (TA, from a trad.) = See

2.É 2

3\

3:... (S, K) and " it., (K) and also with:

out 2, (S, K,) A staff, or stick : so called because

a beast is urged or driven with it: (K:) a

pastor's great staff. (TA.) For &tº in the

Kur, xxxiv. 13, some read* &: i.e. “from,

or of, the end of his staff; ” st- originally signi

fying the “bent part at each end of a bow;”

(Fr, TA, &c.;) and being here used tropically.

(TA.) This reading is disapproved by the author

of the K, but is supported by good authorities.

(TA.)

* ... • ,

An interval; a distance; a space.
they were aggressors.

-

*Us.”

postponement of the time of the pilgrimage; which

appears also to have been applied to The

º -

(S.) tº Jºe J & Verily I am far from

thee. (S.)

~~

* ~ * : - 5 o . 6.- 0.

1. a-º, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. 4-3 and ā.3;

- 6 . .” 6 - o -

($;) and aor. :, inf. n. J.3 and 3.3; (K,

TA;) He mentioned his [i.e. another's] relation

ship, [lineage, or genealogy]; ($, K;) saying,

He is such a one, the son of such a one; or He

is of such a tribe, or city; or of such an art,

or such a trade; and the like. (Lb. T.) —

*-ī, aor. 2, inf n. -*, He traced up his [i.e.

another's] lineagetohis greatestancestor. (TA.)–
→ • * *

4-9, ſaor = 2,] He asked him to mention, or

tell him, his relationship, [lineage, or genealogy].

(K)—º."<its cº-3 j <<i> f [1

sat by him, and he asked meº tell him my

lineage; so I mentioned my lineage to him].`

(A.)—tº *u.3ts “… [She asked us to tell

her our lineage; so ne mentioned our lineage to

her]. (IAar, from a trad.)– cº J) 4-3 He

asserted him to be related to such a one ; and he

referred his lineage, or origin, to such a one. —

He referred the origin or derivation of his name

to such a one. — He attributed, or ascribed, it

to such a one. See, for ex. 33- and 4.3% in

the Mºb. — lie J, 4.3 He referred its

origin, or the origin or derivation of its name, to

such a thing. — He attributed, or ascribed, it

to such a thing. —] cº J. 4. He named

him, or called him, in relation, or reference, to

*ch a one; meaning an ancestor; and in like

manner, in relation, or reference, to a tribe, a

town or district, an art or trade, &c. See iº.

— 3- J. 4. ! He named it, or called it,

in relation, or reference, to such a thing. –

13é- º, <, and, by inversion, J. <

34°, (see S and K, in art. Jºº-, &c.) the

attributed or imputed to him, or charged him

with, or accused him of, such a thing; namely, a

fault &c. Both phrases are often used as signi

fying thus by classical writers, and in the present

day.]- ãº --, (S, K,) aor. : , (S,) and

(K,) i.g. º*: q.v.; ($, K;) He mentioned

the woman in an amatory manner, in the begin

ning [or prelude] of a poem : (TA, voce Jº :)

he mentioned the noman in amatory language, in

the beginning of a 53-3, and then turned to the

object of praise : [for it is a general rule to com

mence a 3-º-aş in praise of a king, or hero, or

the like, with ~~ ; the transition from this is

termed Jºãº see also ‘…} :) (IKh:) he

mentioned the noman in his poem , describing her

as characterized by beauty and youth &c.; (Lb :)

or describing her as characterized by good quali.

ties, whether truly or falsely. (Z.) This phrase

and Jég ~3 both signify description; the

latter signifying “he described the man with

2, (L.) inf. n. -- (S, K) and- and

relation to his father, or his city or country, or
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the like ;” and the former phrase, he described

the noman as characterized by beauty and youth

and love or affection &c. (IDrst.) &- is also

employed to signify the describing of the places

where the objects of love have taken up their abode

in the season of the &- and at other times, and

the lover's longing to meet them and be united

with them, and nºhat else is comprised in the

signification of the nords J.-- and Jé.

* * 6 * * -

(M.F.) [See J}*, and Jé.]

3. 4-9 He shared nºith him in relationship.

(TA)— ÚS$-“& Such a one is related

to, or a relation of, such a one. ($.) – a .9,

inf n. i.e., f He, or it, bore relation to, re

sembled, nas similar to, conformable to, analogous

to, correspondent to, suitable to, befitted, him or
* ... o.

it. ($, K, Msb.) See also ax-3.

4. 3–3, c-31 The n-ind nas violent, and

drove along the dust and pebbles: (K:) [as also

~~~!].

5. --~~ IIe asserted himself to be a relation,

or kinsman, or to be related, [º]] to thee.

Hence the proverb, d, . S 35i &: -ji

*: (S, K:) i. e. He is [indeed] an ally who

allies himself by affection and friendship: not he

who asserts himself to be a kinsman. (TA.)

6. 13-L-5 f They n'ere mutually, or recipro

cally, related; resembled one another; mere similar,

conformable, analogous, correspondent, or suitable,

one to another; befitted one another. (TA.) See

also iº. – [And --L-5 It was suitable

in its parts, proportionate, symmetrical, or uni

form.]

8, see 10 and 1. – ºf J. -- He

asserted his relationship to his father, whether

truly or falsely; ($;) [saying, I am the son of

such a one : as was generally done by a champion

when he sallied forth to challenge]. - Jº-ºº!

º, It (a voice) was attributed, or ascribed, to

him. (TA, art. “…s.)

10. J.----' (K) and '-' (TA) He

mentioned his [i.e. his own] relationship, [lineage,

or genealogy]. (K.) One says to a man, in

asking him respecting his relationship, &c.,

&Ji-tº º, 3 tº -kº (Men

tion thy relationship, or lineage, to us, that we

may know thee]. (AZ.)

• * ~9 - - - 9.2 . 2 - ~ 0.

Q. Q. 1. tº: ~3, inf. n. 4-3, He went

to and fro between them two mith malicious and

mischievous misrepresentations, calumnies, or slan

ders, &c. (L, K.)

6 o'e 6 • .

--~ : see ---9.

6.- ..."e

3and " …; and ' …; ($, K) Relation

ship; relation; kindred; consanguinity; [family;

race; lineage; parentage; pedigree ; genealogy;

origin; reputed relationship or lineage or origin;]

(K;) with respect to father and mother; (ISk;)

or with respect to fathers only ; (K:) pl. of the

first, ºùi; (S ;) of the Y second, *: and

of the ' third, J.3. (Mºb.) The first, by

poetical license, is contracted into V -*. (T.)

[You say,) &- º Betmeen them is relation

ship; said whether they may lawfully marry one

another, or not. (Msb.) See ---.

i: f Relation; proportion; comparison;

with respect to quantity, or measure, and the

like. See ‘….— 3- ãº In proportion

to such a thing. —39. & 5,33), ãº The

proportion of ten to a hundred is [that of a

tenth]. (Mgb.)—[You also say 134- J. ãº

In relation to, or in comparison with, such a

thing.] — i: A name of relation to a father,

mother, tribe, torn or district, art or trade, &c.;
- ~ 3 - 3 wº • O e.

*&^*, *, *, *,& ending
with 3. A more general name of this kind

should precede a more particular one : thus you

say Jºº Cºil. and it is better that a

name of relation to a tribe should precede one

of relation to a town or the like: thus you say
2

w w e.

Jººl &ºil. It is said that the Arabs ori

ginally called themselves by such names only

in relation to tribes; and that, when they took

up their abodes in cultivated lands and in cities,

they borrowed names of relation to towns and

the like from the Persians and Copts. (Msb.)

—iº (TA) and 'i:(s, K) and ''…}

(TA) : Resemblance; similarity; conformity;

analogy; correspondence; suitableness; fitness.

(S, K, TA) Ex i-, cººl &, and

W i-lº, and W -º-, Between the two things

6. ... 6

is a resemblance, &c. a-223 iº-3 Cº-º. Be

tween them two is a near resemblance, &c. (TA.)
9 º 0 p.

[äcºães #: The relation of a predicate to its

subject (in books on logic).]

5. 0 p. 8 . .

à-3 ; see -3.

&- i.q. "º-tº, [A sharer in relation

ship; one who becomes a sharer in relationship

by marriage]: (K:) pl. it…; and ºi) (TA.)

--- (S, K) and 7*(K) One related; a

a kinsman. (S, K, TA.) You say

J.-- & [Such a one is my relation]; and

relation ;

Jºi º They are my relations]. (TA)

"J-3, also, is used for~~ * [A relation, or

kinsman]; and means a male, or female, relation;

(Jel, xxv. 56;) and for* * tratiº o:

kinsmen]. (Bd, ibid.) [See also x-2.] – cº

and W *:::: A man of rank, or quality, or

the like, and of family, or lineage. (T.A.) –

'-º' -- [An elegant amatory mentioning of

a woman, or of women, in the beginning of a

poem] is a phrase like 3-3 Jºº. (K.) See

* - 2; - -

~!.

* (K) and ' iſ: (S, K) shiftu in

genealogy : (K:) [or rather, the former signifies

very skilful in genealogies; or a great genea

logist :] the latter, possessing the utmost knon

ledge in genealogies; or a most skilful genealogist :

[this being of a doubly intensive form ;] the 3

being annexed to render the epithet one of exces

sive praise: ($:) pl. of the former &sº, and

of the latter <ºut; (TA:) you say #53 &ei=

**, meaning sºlº Jº, a 5×5. (S.)

6* ~ . 9 & .

ãº- : see -t-3.

* 1:

--~9 :
-

º -

See ºre-5.

• 2 oz - - -

---> A straight, or direct, and conspicuous,

or open, road, or way: (K:) or narron road,
* , 6.

ºr may: (TA:) as also W&: (K:) some say

2-3, which is a dial. form : (TA:) or J

signifies the traces of a road, or nay. (K.) –

Also J.-: Ants that appear like a road; (S;)

ants folloning one another uninterruptedly. (K.)

Dukeyn Ibn-Rejà says,

• , o, .de" - J - - : © .

# tº-sº vºl J'L-1 Lºº Lº #

[A source to which thou seest the people (repairing

like) ants proceeding in uninterrupted succession].

(S.) — Also, the track of ants, (ISd, K,) and

of a serpent, and of wild asses going to their

watering-places. (TA.)

º e o –

: see ---e.

s • - 9:

cº-º

* , of , o w • *

~l ºl like This poetry is more, or most,

elegant in n-hat is termed~ : see 2: (K:)

as though they had said &-6 *- , like *:

Jºë, to give intensiveness to the signification,

and thence formed the word ~f. (TA.)

*:::: *: [A] regular [hand-writing]:

syn. i.e.; 25. (TA:) [properly, named in re

lation to its author &c.] –** Poetry,

or a poem, in nºbich is ---, [or an amatory

mention of a woman, or women, in its beginning]:

pl. -eč. (K.) See J-5.

º * … º
:

~~~~ : see -e-.

3. * : * > 6 p. * 2 3. * .

à-lºo and ~~~5: see a-3.

a

1. *, aor. 7, inf n. 2-3, He, or it, dren,

collected, or gathered, together a thing: dren, and

This

- - -

joined, or adjoined, one thing to another.

is the primary signification. (L.) – sº-º-3
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2.499 é9. 3–9. The mind gathered together

the leaves and the dry fragments of plants. Hence,

accord. to some,& &- , because the weaver

adjoins the warp to the woof. (TA.) —sº

-ºš 3–9. : The mind drew the dust together.

- - * w - - - • 9 º'

(TA.) – “J” *P <--, and Jº-1", and

-º-, and 93. 2%, f The mind made rip

pling lines, in cross directions, upon the water,

and the sand, and the dust, and [nrith dust] upon

(A.) [And so]

Jºſé &% W<--~! f Rippling lines nere

made, in cross directions, by the wind, upon the

water, (S,” A,) and the sand, and the dust, and

the traces of the dwelling. (A.) – ---

the traces of the dwelling.

& 3-5- 1 The wind, blowing in cross di

rections, obliterated the traces of the place n'here

persons had alighted, (S, K.) [by covering it with

dust or sand in such a manner as that it might

be likened to a web]. – &- f It (a spider)

more, or spun, its web. (A.) —& : –3,

aor. = , and 2, (S, K,) inf. n. **, (S,) He wove

the piece of cloth, or the garment. (TA, &c.)

And 9:- 13 He plaited a thong. (TA, in

art. &– )— ºn &- f He move, or com

posed verses. (TA.) — 25& 3 He (a

liar, TA,) forged speech. (K.) – Also, f He

eaplained, or expounded, language; syn. a-as-J.

(K.) — tº: cº išū. es— f The she-camel

moved her legs quickly in going along. (T.A.)

8. 2-3) It became drann, collected, or

gathered, together: became drawn and joined, or

adjoined, to another thing. (L.) See 1.—at

It (a piece of cloth, or a garment,) became noven.

(TA.)

… • 6. … O e.

<>3.8-all 2 f The spider's neb. (A.) –a . &- (A.)

See e---

6 * >

&- Prayer-carpets; carpets upon n-hich prayer

is performed; syn. *Gºº. (IAar, Th, K.)

** t A she-camel that moves her legs quickly

in going along : (TA:) or a she-camel whose

load that she carries does not shake about ; (K:)

so in all the copies of the K: but accord. to

more than one of the leading lexicologists, a she

camel whose load, and saddle, are unsteady upon

her, and shaking about : (TA:) and a she

camel that makes her load to shift forward

to her Jelša, [or the part of the back mert the

neck, by reason of the vehemence of her pace.

(ISh, K.)

&- and W ** [the latter originally an

inf. n.] i.g. **, Woren. (Mºb, T.A.) [And

hence both, as substs., signify A neb.] So Yis

a web, a thing woven. ($, K, art. Jºlo.) —
- • In

3 9A (an indeterminate expression,

© e. 2

29-2 -

Hisham and Fr, in L, art. Aa-3, q.v.,) the is

unequalled, unique, or an only one of his kind, in

knowledge &c.; for when a garment, or piece of

cloth, is of a high quality, no other is woven of

exactly the same kind. ($, K, &c.) It is only

said in praise of a person. (TA.) [Opposed to

:2-3 3:4)-º W ** *:: A garment,

or piece of cloth, the teacture of El-Yemen. (Msb.)

- <<!" W ** ! [The teacture of the rain];

meaning the plants, or herbage. (TA.)

is tº A kind of aiki, with which a

person envelops himself. App. thus called

by what is originally an inf. n. (L, from a

trad.).

is tº The art of weaving. (S, K.)

6 * - º -

ăa-e-3 : See*.
-

-

" .

9 & . g

8-|- [in some copies of the K, W 3–6,
-

the ºt. part. n. of& ,] A weaver. (K.) –

&l- also, A manufacturer of coats of mail.

(K) — ** also, ; A liar ; (K;) a forger of

lies. (TA.)

3–4. See t :3.

g 0. 6 * e.

-- and F--- A place where the art of

.5" is ...i. (S, K.) – See §4.

** (S, K) and ** (TA) [A weaver's

loom;] the apparatus upon nihich the neb is

stretched to be noven; (S, K;) the nood and

apparatus used in the art of neaving, upon nihich

the web is stretched to be noven: (M :) or,

specially, the ---, (TA;) i.e. the stay of a

syn. -i- (TK :) [in the

present day, applied to a frame for meaving :
6 - e.

and to one for embroidering]. – 2-0 ($, K,)

and W 3–4. (TA) [The neithers ... Ol'

the loner part thereof; or the part belon, the

neithers :] the prominent part from the branches

of the shoulder-blades to the longer part of the

neck and to the even part of the back; as also

9,-4 behind it is the Jele (A’obeyd ) or

in a horse, the same as the Jale in a man, and

the ºle- in a camel : (TA:) or the part of a

horse belon, the Jyle [which latter is the nithers,

or the upper part thereof] : (S, K :) or the

swelling part of the aºlás [or withers] of a beast,

at the place nihere the mane terminates, beneath

the pommel of the saddle : (T:) said to be so

called because the sinews of the neck extend

towards the back, and those of the back towards

the neck, and are woven together upon the

shoulder-blades: (TA :) or the eactremity of the

meaver's loom;

mane : (A:) or the part betnreen the mane and

the place where the shoulder-blades unite ; pl.

&-º. (TA.)

t

1. <<, aor. º (inf n. *:: S,) He dispersed

and removed dust; syn. L833). (K, and some

copies of the S.) =tº nºr. 2, (inf. n. 3–3,

$,) He coveted; syn. & sº. (K, and some

copies of the S.)

:* A thing nith nº hich dust is dispersed and

removed. (K.)

&

1. 3–3, aor. 2, (L, K,) inf. n. +: ; and

W 8–15 (L;) He, or it, annulled, superseded,

obliterated, effaced, or cancelled, (L, K,) a thing,
• * * •

2- Jº by another thing. (L.) It annulled,

or superseded, a thing, and took the place of it.

(L.) Ex Jiu Jºin e---, and " ---,

! The sun annulled, Ol' 'superseded, the shade,

(S, L.) and took the place of it. (L.) - -

•º -:) f Hoariness took the place of

youth. (A, Msb.) Also, 3 He annulled,

superseded, abolished, or made void, a thing,

substituting for it another thing. (K.) Ex. * * *

ãì He (God) abrogated, annulled, or superseded,

the verse of the Kur-án, (Lth, Fr, S, L,) substi

tuting for it another; (Lth, Fr, L;) ağ, by

the [i.e. another] verse: (S:) or he changed it by

substituting for it another: ~ : signifying he

changed a thing by substituting for it another

thing. (IAar, L.) [See also 4.] Legal tº,

or abrogation, may respect the letter and the

force of command, or one of these ; whether the

command have been performed, as is generally

the case, or have not been performed, as in the

case of the sacrifice of Ishmael, [or, as some of

the Muslims say, agreeably with the Bible nar

rative, Isaac, for Abraham was commanded to

sacrifice him, and then the command was abro

* * *

gated before its execution. (Mºb.) – Also, 3–

º (K.)

Ex. 2). J" juá 2-22) <--3 The wind changed,
-

\-
- -

or altered, [or, it may also be rendered, oblite

rated, or effaced, the traces of the dwelling. (S.)
… • * *

— as-J He transformed him, or metamor

He, or it, changed, or altered, a thing.

phosed him, into a n’orse, or more foul, or more

ugly, shape; i.g.4- (K:) ex. º &ſ 4-3

(Fr, Aboo

Sa’eed.)– [Also, as used in post-classical, and

perhaps in classical, times, He (God) caused his

soul to pass into the body of another man.] The

conneacion of the soul of a human being, after its

departure from the body, with the body of another

God transformed him into an ape.

human being, is termed & 4 ; with the body of
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6 * -

; ; and with
5 o –

an inanimate and not-increasing body, &-2.

9 e - g

a beast, 8-3 with a plant,

(Marginal note in a copy of the KT.) [But

see 1 (last sentence) in art. See also 6.]

— — He transferred a thing from one place

to another, it remaining the same: (TA:) he

transferred what was in a bee-hive to another

ſhire or place]. (K.) — sºlº 3–3, (S,

Mşb, K,) aor. 2, inf. n: 3:5 (Msb;) and

* -al, (S, Mºb, K.) and as---' (S. K.)

are syn., (S,) signifying He copied, or trans

cribed, the nºriting, or book, (T, Msb, K,) letter

for letter. (T)— — tº “… tº [He

has not copied it, but only corrupted it by

changing the diacritical points and altering the
...) © ... o.

(A)– ' 3-4,

xlv. 28, signifies We set don'n, or register, and

meanings]. in the Kur,

preserve : (Jel:) or We command to be tran

scribed and to be set don'n, or registered. (T.)

3: see 6.

4. &- He (God) made a verse of the Kur-án

to be abrogated, annulled, or superseded, by

another verse : (Z, MF :) or found it to be so;

like<- “he found him, or it, to be praised,

or praiseworthy.” (A.A.F.) In the Kur, ii. 100,

Ibn-Amir reads 3–3 tº for +3 u. (TA.)

[See also 1.] &- &–

6. ſº <-s--L-5 The things succeeded one

(L.)

— &sji-) --~~, (A, Mºb) and iº,

(Msb, K,) tſ'he times succeeded, one in the place

of another; (Msb, K5) one passing anay after

another. (K.) – #59 st-sº-L-5, f [The heirs

died, one after another, and so cancelled their

rights to inheritance]. (A.) $º (S, K) and

* is tº. (K) in the case of an inheritance,

(S, K,) or with respect to the fixed primary

portions of an inheritance assigned by the Kur-án,

is The dying of heirs after other heirs nºbile the

original inheritance remains undivided. (S, K.)

— ;-L-5 It became changed from one state to

another, one taking the place of another.

another. (L.) –£º <-s-L3 f [The souls

(M.F.) £º, [The trans

migration of the soul from one human body

to another, is thus explained;] the conneacion

of the soul nith the body after its separation

from another body, nithout the intervention

transmigrated].

(Ji-3) of any time between the two conneacions,

by reason of the essential love subsisting betneen

the soul and the body. (KT; in some copies of

which Ji- is put for Ji-3.) [See also 1.]

£3 - © 2

as-3 A copy, or transcript: (S, L, MSb, K :)

so called because it supplies the place of the

(Msb.) — Also, A

copy, or an original, from which a transcript is

made : (L:) [pl. as above].

original: (L:) pl. **.

6 *

See as-e-J.

33 . . ;

aes-9:

2 - • *, , o, 34, -

ā--5 5.d4, and Väs-3, A distant town, or

district, or country. (K.) — [A transverse or

cross wind. See a-3 in art. c”.]

-

3-9 and W 3–4% A copier, or transcriber, of

a writing or writings, or of a book or books. (L.)

— is tº Aſ A verse of the Kur-àn that abro

(S.)

[See 1.] [And so, *i-sº # A verse of the

Kur-án that is abrogated, annulled, or superseded,

by another verse. ($) — (** An epithet

gates, annuls, or supersedes, another verse.

applied to a particle, (namely, & and the like,

and L. and S,) or a verb, (namely, the abstract

cºlás and the like, and Ště and the like, and &l.

and the like,) which effects a change of the

grammatical form, or of the meaning, in a

nominal proposition before which it is placed.

ãº, eu, 45- The particles which

annul the quality of the inchoative.]

ā-ā. (K) tº he sect which holds the doctrine

, of:

ofclº 3–3 [or the transmigration of souls],

and denies the resurrection. (M.F.)

** and W** A writing, or book, copied,

º -

or transcribed. (MSb.) – See 8-9.

6 . , 6.2 43 - d.”

-
---

&– seetº

*—iº see -ó.
e- -

j

1. º.3, aor. 2 ($, M, K) and z, (M., K.) inf.

n.:3, (S, M., K.) He (a bird, M, K, or a hawk

or falcon, S, [or other bird, see Jº below,))

plucked flesh ($, M, K) with his beak. (S, TA.)

You say also,* 9–3, meaning, He (a hawk

or falcon [or other bird) pluched his flesh neith his

beak. (A.) = [Hence,)º | He blamed him;

found fault with him; spoke evil of him behind his

back, or in his absence, saying of him what would

grieve him if he heard it. (A.)

10. --! He (the tº [or ignoble bird, or

most ignoble of birds,) S, M) became a* [or

vulture] : (M:) or became like the* (S, K) in

strength. (K.) Hence the proverb, &tº &

!--- tº [Verily the most ignoble bird, or

most ignoble birds, in our land becomes like the

vulture, or become like vultures): ($, M:) meaning,

the weak among us becomes strong. (S.) See

also art. “…º.

* (S, M, Mºb, K, &c.) and sometimes º:

[agreeably with the modern general pronunciation]

and *:::, (Sheykh-el-Islám Zekereeyā, in his

Comm. on the Expos. of Bd,) but this is very

strange, (M.F.) [The vulture; app. any vulture,

whatever be its species or variety, known to the

Arabs, except the2*, or aquiline vulture; and

said to be applied by some of the Arabs to the

eagle ; (see also #3 ;) agreeing with the

Hebrew mº, which is plainly applied to the

former bird in Micah, i. 16, and probably in other

instances;] a certain bird, (S, M, A, Mºb, K,)

well known; (A, Msb;) so called because it

Plucks (º) a thing, and swallows it, (A, and

so in some copies of the K,) or, and pulls it out

(so in some copies of the K,) or, and chases and

captures it; (so in some copies of the K: the
- - - 2 * ... o. - * > . o 2.

various readings being axºs and axº, and
.* P , a -. - -

a-aº ;) it is said that it has no -º- [or

talon], but only the iſ: [or mail), like that of the

domestic cock and hen, and of the crow and the

like, and of the i.e., [or aquiline vulture]: (S:)

the bird called in Persian Jºe, n:hich eats

carcases until it is unable to fly, and is said to lice

a thousand years: (Kzw :) AHn asserts, that

the 5-3 is a bird of the description called Jºe:

[which is a term applied to birds of prey, and to

noble birds, (in a sense wider than that in which

this appellation is used in English falconry,) and

especially to eagles;] but [ISd says] I know not

how that is: (M:) pl. (of pauc., S) Jºi and (of

mult, Ş)},…. ($, M, Mºb, K.)— &#9,Jº

f [The Falling, or Alighting, Vulture, and

jº Jº t [The Flying Vulture,) are two stars

or asterisms, ($,” M, A, Msb, K,) nell-known,

(M.) which together are called cººl [the Two

Vultures], (M, A,) and each of which alone is

called ºn (M, Mºb, K) and 3; (M3) being

likened to the bird so named: (M:) the former is

the bright star [a] in the constellation3& [or

Lyra] likened by the Arabs to a vulture (, 3) that

has contracted its wings to itself, as though it had

alighted upon something; and the latter consists of

the three well-known stars [a and 3 ha y] in the

constellation -liº [or Aquila): (Kzw:) [The

former rose heliacally, about the epoch of the

Flight, in central Arabia, on the 25th of Novem

ber, O.S., with the Eighteenth Mansion of the

Moon, which is a of Scorpio; and the latter, on

the 28th of December, O.S.: and both set, to

gether, anti-heliacally, at that period and in that

part, on the 24th of July, O.S., See tº, and

333.] => (S, M, Mºb) and jº, (S, M, K,)

the latter occurring in a verse cited in art.je, (S)

A certain idol, (S, M, Mgb, K,) belonging to

Dhu-l-Kelaa, (S, Msb, K,) in the land of Himyer,

(S.K.) as tº did to MedAff, and 3,4 to Hem.

dán, of the idols of the people of Noah, (S,) all of

which are mentioned in the Kur, lxxii. 22 and 23:

(S, M. :) or a certain good man, n-ho lived between

Adam and Noah, and of n-hom, after his death,

nvas made an image, n-hich, after a long time,

became an object of norship; like 33 and . sº and

...) ...)

**, and 3, 4, mentioned therewith in the Kur,
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ubi supra. (Bd.) = Also, Jº [The frog, or

frush, of the hoof of a horse or ass or mule; thus

called in the present day;] a portion of tough

flesh, [or rather a horny substance,) in the cº

[or sole] of the solid hoof, as though it were a date

stone, [which it resembles in substance,) or a

pebble: (S:) or the flesh of the solid hoof, which

the poets liken to date-stones: (T.) or a portion

of flesh, (K) or of hard flesh, (M.) in the cºbº

[or sole, or inner part, of the solid hoof (M, K,

TA,) as though it were a pebble, or a date-stone,

(TA:) or what rises in the cºlou of the hoof of the

horse, from, or of, the upper part thereof: (M,

K:) or the Jew itself of the solid hoof: (M. :)

pl. 3,4, (M, K,) which Aboosted, explains

as signifying the prominences in the claw [or sole]

of the solid hoof, which are likened to date-stones

because of their hardness, and which do nºt tºuch

the ground. (TA.) Hence the saying, -º-225

»º [A solid hoof hard in the frog; the sing.

and pl. being used indiscriminately]. (TA.)

º o SeeJº, first signification.

J-5 :
-

&º [The mild rose, dog-rose, eglantine, or

sn'eet brier : so in the present day: and, accord. to

Spreng, Hist. Rei Herb., cited by Freytag, the

jonquil:] a well-known rose; (K;) a well-known

sneet-smelling flower; (Msb;) a species of sweet

smelling florer; (M;) a Persian word, (M, Mºb,)

arabicized: (Msb:) of the measure Jº: and,

if so, the [final] c is radical: or of the measure

&º: and if so, that letter is augmentative :
- -

Az says, I know not whether it be Arabic or not.

(Msb.)

#3 The eagle; syn. Jié. (IAar, K:)

(IAar, T.A.) [Hence it

appears that, accord. to IAar, the* is not the

likened to the 3-3.

eagle.]

3-6 (also written with Jo, S, Msb,) A certain

disease that happens in the inner angles of the

eyes, (S, Msb, K,) with an incessant deflucion

therefrom : (S, TA:) and sometimes it happens

also in the part around the anus; and in the gum:

(S, Msb:) or it signifies also a certain disease in

the part around the anus ; and a certain disease

in the gum : (K:) and is an arabicized word

[from the Persian]: (S, Msb:) 2:23, pl. of

3.4% accord. to certain of the physicians, is a

term applied to deep ulcers in the anus, at the

extremity of the gut. (Msb, art. 2-as.) –

Also, A vein constantly becoming recrudescent,

G.; &: ,) with an incessant defluxion; (S, K;) cor

rupt within ; nkenever its upper part heals, break

ing forth again with corruption. (TA.) See also

*.

Jºe (S, A, Mºb, K) and "..., (Mºb, K) or

the former only, (AZ.) The beak of a bird (S, A,

Mşb, K) of prey; (S, Msb;) or of a hawk or

falcon; (A;) that of any other bird being called

ji. (S, Msb.) = [Hence,) W both words also

signify t A portion of an army that goes before

the main army: (S, K:) [likened to the beak of

a bird of prey; as the side bodies are likened to

the wings:] and a troop of horse or horsemen in

number from thirty to forty : or from forty to

Jifty: or from forty to sicty: (M, K:) or from a

hundred to two hundred: (M, Msb, K:) or a

troop of horse or horsemen : (El-Farábee, Msb:)

or an army that does not pass by anything without

snatching it anay. (Msb.)

G. o. º, -o

j-e : see 2-2, throughout.

[la-3, &c.

See Supplement.]

A -

u

1. Jº, aor -, (A, TA) inf n. Jº (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K) and Jº, (TA,) It (said of water,

$, Mgh, Msb, K, and of other things, S, K, such

as wine, and flesh-meat, TA) made a sound in

boiling, estuating, or fermenting : (S, Mgh, Msb,

K:) and it (anything) made a sound like that of

boiling, estuating, or fermenting; or of beginning

to do so; and it (water) made a sound in pouring

forth. (TA.) You say also, jºiſ -*. (TA,)

inf n. *: ; (IDrd, K.) and "-iº, (TA)

inf. n. i:#; (IDrd, K;) The cooking-pot made

a sound in boiling; (I Drd, K :) or began to boil,

and so made a sound. (TA.) And Jº it.” Jº

*** j,é [The mater made a sound in a men,

earthen mug]: (A:) or J. Jº 42-13× Jº

The new [earthen] mug made a sound in the water.

(Mgh.) And & "Jä The coat of mail

made a sound, (K,) or clinking. (Fr.) – Also,

It (wine, A, Mgh, or the beverage called Jºj,

TA,) estuated, or fermented: (A, Mgh, TA:) or

Jº signifies the beginning to estuate, or ferment,

of the first of expressed juice [of grapes or dates

*]. (TA)—i-ii sã, if n & Tº

piece of flesh-meat dripped. (Sh, from certain of

the Kilábees.) = Also Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºe:

(S, K) and Jº, (TA,) said of a pool of water left

by a torrent, Its mater began to sink into the earth:

($, K:) or its water dried up, and sank into the

(TA.) It (water upon the surface of the

ground) dried up. (TA.) It (a full-grown un

earth.

ripe date) lost its moisture. (TA.) =& Jº

cº-ºw [aor., app., 3,.] He infused the oil, or

other ointment, nºith perfume, by boiling it with

sneet-smelling plants until it made a sound in

• - w

boiling. (TA.) [See also is…]= ~930ſ Jä

[aor., accord. to analogy, z, but vulgarly, in the

present day, z,] He drove [or whisked] anay the

flies. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. Jº, see 1, in two places. See also

3. *ºr - - - -

4

Ji. The half of an 13, ſor ounce]; (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K;) i.e., twenty dirhems; (S, Msb,

K3) the 33, being forty dirhems; ($, Mgbº)

and five dirhems being called 3, . (S:) or the

weight of a date-stone (33%) of gold; or the weight

offive dirhems; or the quarter of an 43, : (TA:)

and the half of anything; (IAar, Sh, Az, Mgh,

Mºb;) as, for instance, of a dirhem, and of a cake

of bread. (IAar, Sh, Az, Mgh.)

#2 12% * 2: . . .

*L±3: See at Uj.

- s - - - -

**** J. and "āść Salt land that produces

(IDrd, K.)no herbage.

6 * * - 5 - -

išū is …, (S, A, K) and "ātā, (Az, T.A.)

A tract of salt land of which the moisture [or, as

in a copy of the A, the earth, does not dry

up, nor its pasture, or herbage, grow: (A, K :)

or what appears of the water of salt lands,

and begins to sink therein, so that it becomes

salt. (S.)

ãº see is: -

J-tº- J. The part of the shore of a

sea or great river from nihich the water has

retired. (A.)

93 -
- - -

à:… [A fly-whisk;] a thing with nihich the

jlies are driven anay. (TA.)

- d .. 5 o' --

Jºsé, JAx Oil, or other ointment, infused

with perfume, (K, TA,) by boiling it with sweet

smelling plants until it makes a sound in boiling.

(TA) [See also i-2.]

tº

1. tä, aor. 2 ; and º, aor. 2; inf. n. *::

and *::: and #3 and it; and štá, He lived;

(K;) and (accord. to Sh) he rose, or became

elevated, or high. (TA.) – [It rose.] — $tº

sº Or ãº, [Kur, liii. 48,) The rºup.

rection : [lit., the other life]. (TA.) – šuº Ji

3,4-S, Or iſſiºn, [Kur, xxix. 19, the same : lit.,

the latter life]. (TA.) [See also #5 below.]—

tº, (S. K.) inf n. J.; and #3 (TA) and tº;

(S;) He gren up, (K,) and became a youth,9:

young man. (S, K.) [See &#9.]—Jº Jº Stº

cº, (S) and Jº Jº Jº Jº, (TA) ,
gren up, and became a young man, among the

sons of such a one. (S, TA.) —tº, (S, K,)

inf. n. 1.3 and $43, (TA,) It (a cloud) rose,

(S, K,) and appeared: said of its first begin
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ning. (TA)—tº He arou (TA)—II.

became produced; it originated; &é from an

other thing. See 4.] — It happened, occurred,
• ?. … • ; : :

or came to pass. (T.A.) — Jº, a U-3 [An

opinion occurred to him, or arose in his mind.].

($, K, art. 5*.)

£ w x o * - - -

2. Jº and "...: are syn., (S, K,)[signifying

He was reared, made to grow, or grow up, and

to become a young man.] See 4.

4. tº He (i.e. God) raised the clouds.

($, K.) — tie tº He set up a beacon, or sign

of the ray, in a desert or highway : (TA :)

and so (4. "t:----. He set up a beacon,

or sign of the way. (A.) – st-, inf. n. füş,

He (i.e. God) caused him to attain the age ofman

hood, or nearly that age. (T.A.) See 2.—t

and "tº [so TA : app. tº ) He (i. º, God)

created; produced; originated. ($.) 31 tº

&iºn God originated the creation. (TA.)—

## 1 originated it ; brought it into being or

eacistence; made it, or produced it, for the first

time, it not having been before. (Msb.) – Lºſ

He founded or began to build, a house [&c.]. (K.)

– He framed or constructed, a proverb, or

phrase. (TA.) — He composed language [such

as an ode or the like]. (TA.) — He recited

poetry, or a a.º., rel. (IAar.) — He forged

a tradition, (S, K,) and attributed it [to the

Prophet]. (Lth ) — tºl, followed by an aor.,

He began (S, K) to relate, (K,) or say, (TA,)

or do. (S.) = … tº He went forth from it.

§ 2 of , of 2

(K.) Ex. &Lºſ & cº, Whence hast thou come

forth? (TA.)= i Li, tº The she came

conceived : (K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (T.A.)

E. 4.1% tº He came to, advanced to, or ap

proached him or it. (T.A.)

5. – tº ti - He rose and rent to accom
• * • £ w

plish his affair, or business. (AA, K.) — U-5

Use He arose and rent running to accomplish

his affair. (A.A.)

2

-

10 : see 4. =& Jº IIe scents the

wind, said of a wolf. (ISk, $ ) and t
• 2 o £

3.91 He sought, or searched after, men's: (K,

TA:) in both instances, with and without . ;

(S,” L;) being derived from 3-9.* (S, L)

and *** &:- Jº [see also ***)

(L.)= i.e. &tº [I requested him to com

pose, or, perhaps, to recite an ode, or the

like]. (A.)

tº: and Y:* Risen clouds: (K:) or the

first that rises of them : ($, K ) or their first

appearance: (ex. &-º ~~~ 39 These

clouds have a good first appearance:) or clouds

when they appear like a piece of drapery (ść...)

spread out. (TA.) – J-3 The eachalation, or

odour, of nine. (IAar.) [See 10.] – See &ºtſ.

— Also, The young ones of camels: (Kr, K :)
6.

pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.) tº 3. (K.)

9 : o, 9 * ~ * - -

ău:5 and W 3:L: 3 A creation; an original

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala, S) [See

also 1.] – See *:::.

production.

6 *...*.*

3=\º: see what precedes.

o • o .

6 * * - * A -

“us” : See a U-.

*::: The first part that is made of a tank, or

cistern. (ISk, S. K.) – 4: … ss. A tank,

or cistern, of nihich the nºater is dried up, and

($.) — Also, at:-3 The

stone that is placed in the bottom of a tank, or

(A’Obeyd, S, K.) — The earth that is

behind the -ºš , (K,) which are the stones that

are set up around the tank, the interstices between

the bottom apparent.

cistern.

which stones are filled up with kneaded clay:

(TA:) or it is said to signify what is constructed

round the tank; also called stati. (TA.)—

* ãº- The earth that is taken forth from the

nell. (TA)—it: What is fresh and green

of the plant nhich is called, when dry, ii.jk.

(K,“TA.) – And (which is nearly as above,

L.) The plants &- and cº-e: (L, K:) or

accord. to AHn, the plant called sº, when it

has become a little thick, and high, andis yet tresh

and green: (TA:) or, (as he says on another

occasion, TA,) what has sprung, or sprouted tip,

ºf any plant, and not yet become thick; as also
9 : 9. -

* 3ü:3. (K). See&% at the end.

&é A young person past the age of puberty:

(TA:) or a boy or girl past the age of childhood :

(S, K+) or a comely young man : (IAar:) or a

!youth who has attained the stature of a man :

(A Heyth :) a girl, as well as a boy, is called thus;

(TA;) and they also say, *:0 *. (A.A.)

Pl. ** and tº 3 ($, K [or these two are rather

quasi-pl. n.s.,] or the "former is an inf n.

used as an epithet, Aboo-Moosa,) and Ösº

(AHeyth) and &l, (TA) or the last is a pl.

of ºsºb º applied to a girl. (M.F.) Lth says

that "?, 3 signifies Young people; .or vouths;

and is used in the sing, also: ex. 3. Jº 3s

IHe is a bad youth : and he says that he had

never heard &ºu used as an epithet for a girl.

Fr says that the of the pl. J.-3 is sometimes

suppressed, and they say, in the nom. 33- 2+

[Eaccellent youths]; acc., J.A.2 tº ; ; gen. Jº

Jºe. (TA)—& Clouds not completely

collected together. Hence, it is said, is derived

the expression &- tº: which is therefore

tropical (TA)—&é Whatever happens (and,

perhaps, appears TA,) in the night : pl. #25,

(K3) a strange form of pl. of a word of the

IIleaSure Jºãº (M, F:) or #:0 [see Kur,

bºxiii.6) is an inf n. (K) in the sense of23 :

(**) AM says, that Jā āºu signifies is

J." the rising in the nights (TA) or as ºu

signifies the first part of the night, and of the

day; or the first of the hours of the night: (S, K:)

* * pious act of the night; i.e., performed in

the night: ($ ) or every hour of the night in

which one rises: (Ki) or every hour of the night:

(Zj:) or a rising after a sleeping, (K,) in the first

part of the night; (TA;) as also *::::3. (K.)

º

ſº. The place of origination of anything,

properly and tropically; its source.]
4. º

tº and "t: 3: A beacon, or sign of the

way, raised and pointed. (K.) [See the verbs.]

– Also, the former, An elevated hill. —

<tº &lsº [Kur, lv.24,] The ships with

elevated sails: (Mujáhid, S, K :) or, accord. to

one reading, W *:::/ , The ships elevating their

sails: (TA :) or, advancing and retiring; or

coming and going : (Fr.:) or, commencing their

courses. (TA.)

&* išū A she-camel that has conceived :

(K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.) – See
g

* > 6 p.

* -

º

... •2 6 p.

*6 :

* : * >
See Lºo.

** , a

****, (K) also without., (TA) Afºnal.

diviner: (Ki) so called because she seeks, or

searches after, news: see the verb; or from tº

“he originated:” (TA :) or **, with

out tenween, is the proper name of a certain

Jemale diviner, (T,) one of the Munelledehs

(~13.3%) of Kureysh, in the time of Mohammad.

(TA.)

& -

*~

… .ºl

1. ...: e”* <3, aor. 2, inf. n. *

($) and -* (K, accord, to TA, &c.; in the

CK -º) and #5 (K.) and ' …,

(§, K) and "--, q.v.); The thing stuck

fast in the thing. (S) 43 A.J. < The

bone stuck fast in him, or it; (TA ;) would not

pass through. (K.)—--, aor. *, inf. n.*.

It became caught, or entangled,* Jº in a

(Lth.) –

Jé, º< tº-& [I bought some

sesame, and a man seized it, or laidhold upon it, for

© 2, & , p 6 .

himself]. (TA).—” -º-, -º,(S, A,)

inf n.**, (A,) ( The war, or fight, became

intricate and entangled (<-Sººl), between them.

(TA) – ję Jº

thing; as game in a net, or snare.

.” & . -

~~~} \, t I ceased not

352
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to do so. (K.) — 4; << (, like* u.

! I did not cease saying it. (A)—&<2

1jë Jaš f He did not delay to do so; ſhe did so
© , o, ø.e.

without delay]. (A.) – <1% & ãº~ *

: Warakah delayed not to die; [died nithout

delay, or immediately;] lit., did not cling to

anything else. Occurring in a trad. (IAth) —

2S 4: The thing was incumbent upon him :

syn. 43. (K)

2.& Jä es. l, is [They set about, or

commenced, the slaughter of 'Othmón]. (TA,

from a trad.) – & es. ~~~ i. 4.2% : (K:)

mentioned by Lh, but as being of weak authority.

(TA.) – See 4.

• 6 -

3. JºJº a.º.U + He waged open rar with

him; contended with him therein; [app., with
*..., , ,

- * : : ,

pertinacity]. (S.) – ºse -->9, inf. n. ***,

! [He contended with his enemy with pertinacity].

(A.)

J Jo oš

4. as :::::i, (§, K) and " ::, (K) I

made it to stick fast in it, (S) so that it would

not pass through. (K.) – ºr tº He (a fowler

or the like) had game caught, or entangled, in

his snare, or net. ($, K.) — He (a hawk)

fired his talons into his prey. (TA) — strºl

sº i. q. c. 31, The mind was violent, and

drove along the dust and pebbles. (K.)

5. -ºw 9. ~~ The thorns caught in,

or to, or iaid hold wpon, the garment. (MSb,

art. Gle)—º-º; Jº-- (Lore of her

took fast hold upon, or became fired in, his heart].

(A.) – See 1.

J. O. e. … • * *

6. aſs- 19:03 They dren themselves together,

cleaving one to another, around him. (K,” TA.)

8. See 1. – Also, He collected fire-wood.

(K.)— ūtai. Jºl. He collected together corn,

and made for himself property (~13) thereof.

(K.)

$3 (§, K) and " 3.33 and " ...& Moreable

and immoveable property; syn. Ju. and júč .

(A’obeyd, S, Msb:) or the latter only: (Msb:)

or fired property, consisting of animate and in

animate things; [or live stock and land &c.;

or land &c. with its live stock; ] lit. vocal and

mute, Get and <--U.3 : (Ki) or ~ is a

term mostly applied to immoveable property, such

as houses and land; whereas Jue is a term mostly

applied to moveable property, such as silver and

gold coin, &c.; but this latter term is sometimes

applied to all that a man possesses; and some

times especially, or particularly, to camels. (T.A.)

See also 8. [You say,*J.K. vº* 2.

J.-- Š* us [Ye have (good) lineage; but

ye have not fired property : ye are nothing but

logs of wood]. (A, and in a MS. copy of the K:

in the CK, with the pron. of the third pers., and

... * . . 9 . .

with cºl in place of the latter L.)=~3 A

certain tree, of n:hich bon's are made, (K,) one

of the trees of the desert. (TA.)

4:2:3: <!- à: 5.& I was once

such that, when I clung to a man, he eaperienced

evil from me; but non I have reverted from

being such through n'eakness. (IAar, K.") [See

also art. Jºãc.] A proverb. Said by El-Hárith

Ibn-Bedr El-Ghudánee. Applied in the case of

him who has become abased after having been

great or powerful. MF observes, that it:3 as

syn, with & is properly written 'i.33; and

that it is altered here to assimilate it to a.i.

but it will be seen that 3.3 is explained in the

K, in another instance in this art. in a sense

suitable to it in this proverb. (TA.) —iº

[A holdfast. And hence,) 1. A man m'ho, nºken he

is involved, or engaged, in an affair, can scarcely

be extricated, or disengaged, from it; (A, K :) or

who is unable to accomplish it: (TA:) one nho,

when charged nith, or accused of, a vice, or fault,

or the like, mill scarcely forsake it. (L.) [See

an explanation of a verse cited voce *..] E.

*::: a proper name of The molf. (K.) Imper

fectly declinable. (T.A.)

** 2: * 2: ** 22

ãº ; see -r-, and ā:3.

Jú A maker of arron's. (K.) See&º -

Jú coll. gen, n., Arron's : syn. 24-, (S,) or

J: : (K:) n, un, with 3 : (S, K :) pl. -*.

(TA:) from* “it stuck fast” in a thing.

(Msb.)

* Sticking fast in a thing. (Mºb.) –

(S, K.) A word of the

same kind as &S and >0. (Msb:) after the

Possessing arron's.

manner of a relative noun; having no cor

responding verb from which to be formed. (TA.)

iºX; [4 people, or party, possessing arron's].

($)— Also, º Xº, (TA)and 'iti, (K)

A people shooting, or nºko shoot, arron's. (K,TA.)

- J-J) ãº The pulley that sticks fast, or

will not run. A poet says,

oºf” o - w

* ºf 35 Jºe: ; , º, *

# J-914--- (< −3 +

[And those, the sons of 'Adee, fell short of n!hat

they should do, or delayed; and I wonder at the

pulley that sticks fast, and neill not run () He

compares them, in their holding back from

aiding them, [see art. 3)],) to the pulley that will

So explained by IAar, and the L. In

the K explained imperfectly. (T.A.)

not run.

º; , 0. -

J. :… A place whence one cannot extricate
• , o

2 * * “ f He fell into an

evil, or a misfortune, from which he could not

deliver, or eactricate himself. (A, K.)

d.

himself. Ex. 23.

* [An instrument by nihich a thing is made

to catch, or stick fast : pl. -*]. [Hence,)

Jé< [The catches of a loch]. (A’Obeyd,

in TA, voce Jº, q.v.)—- Tough, or

dry, bad, unripe dates; syn, :- 2- : pl.

...) - - 6 .. 6 * , 3. " • o * - 2 o -f

-*. (K.) — 3-lº Jé-Q<*s-, 925

[They brought us tough, or dry, bad, unripe

dates, that choked,or stuck in the throat]. (IAar.)

… o z

9 * > d > * . .

à-o: see ---.

Jº A garment of the kind called s: figured

rith the forms of arron's : (K:) or figured neith

a pattern resembling the notches of arrows. (A.)

**

1. **, aor. :, inf. n. ** and &#. It

(water) made a sound [in running] upon the

ground. (L.) — * 3, aor. z, inf. n. -: (S,

K) and #,sº (L:)§.

choked neith neeping, without raising, or pro

longing, his voice therein : (S, K:) he nept like

a child nºhen he is beaten, when his weeping does

not find egress, but is reciprocated in his chest :

(A’Obeyd:) he became choked neith weeping, on

an occasion of fright, or fear. (T.) — **,

(K) or ºf &#, inf. n. &#, (S;) t He (an

ass) made his voice to reciprocate (S, K) in his

chest: (S:) he brayed, (A’Obeyd,) on an occasion

of fright, or fear. (TA.)–:

pot, and a skin, S, K, and a jar, or earthen pot,

$) made a gurgling noise by the motion of its

contents, as in boiling. (S. K.)— —3, (aor.

tº t It (a cooking

ſº -

z, inf. n. **, TA.) He (a singer) made a

distinction, or an interval, (Jºaº,) betn'een two

- - -

sounds, and prolonged [the same]. (K.)— **

t It (a frog) made a reciprocating croaking. (K.)

– º – 3 The stab made a [gurgling]

sound nithin, on the coming forth of the blood.
* ~ * º -

(TA.) — **. aor. I, inf. n. tº, He, or it,

(L.)

s # A channel in which waterflows ; pl. ...tº
\

(S, K.)

• * * * ~ 0.

tº 3,4- A neeping that reciprocates in the

(L.)

** The channel of a torrent; pl. &º. (L.)

uttered, or made, a sound, or noise.

throat, nºith sobbing.

• **

1 --- - - f • ?:

- , aor. : , Inſ. n.
and &#, He

drank a little, (L,) less than n-hat nould satisfy

him : (S, L, K:) or, contr., he drank until he

was full: (L, K.) as also " --~1. (L.) —

-ºš He gave his camel a little water to drink:

(L:) he watered horses so as to allay the vehe

mence of their thirst. (T, L, K.)
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8 : see 1.

*** A little water. (S, K.) Abu-n-Nejm

says, describing asses,

a.
-

* * * c > 3. - -

* |-> <---4 tº 3! Jº- +

(S, L,) meaning Until, nºken they had taken into

their bellies a little water: or 2-3:3 signifies a

drink less than suffices to satisfy. (L.)

&

Jº

1. 333, ($, K, &c.,) aor. 4, (S, Mºb. &c.,)

inf n. 23 (L, Mºb, K) and 33% and &lº,

(S, M, L, K,) or these two are simple substs,

(M8b,) He raised his voice in seeking for, or after,

a stray-beast, or beast that had been lost; he

called out and inquired respecting it; he cried it :

(L:) or he sought for, or after, it : (Lh, A'Obeyd,

S, M, L, Mºb, K.) and [in like manner] * **

he asked, or desired, to be directed to it. (M, L, K.)

– Also, He made known, or gave information

of, a stray-beast, or beast that had been lost;

(Lh, A’Obeyd, M, L, Mºb K ;) and so W.A.:31:

(Lh, S, M., IKtt, L, MSb, K.) thus the latter

verb [as well as the former] bears two contr.
- - -

significations. (M., K.) See also 3:6.—`

+ He sought, sought for or after, or desired, a

thing. (L.) —< + He asked, begged, or be

sought, him. (L.) —* f He was asked,

begged, or besought. ($, L.) See 6 : and 4. –

$23, (aor. 2, L,) inf. n. #3: [and 3.3 (see

below)] and Öº ; (L;) and *3229, inf. n.

$3:… and tâ; (M., L. K.) : He adjured

him. (M," L," K.) — *: $33 ; He adjured

him by God; (L, K;*) accord. to most of

the grammarians and lexicologists, with a

desire of conciliating him. (M.F.) – $33,

(aor. 2, T, S,) inf. n. &#, t He said to him

2iſ 4333, (S, L, K,) which signifies I conjure,

beg, or beseech, thee by God; (S, A, Mgh, L,

Msb, K;) as though thou remindedst him of God,

and he remembered; ($, L;) as also 37 J&i,

and it, (L.) and iſ 'Jix36, (A, Mgh, L.)

and all, : (Mgh, L, Msb :) originally, I conjure

thee by God, raising my voice : (Et-Towsheeh :)

or it signifies I remind thee of God, conjuring ;

and originally, I beseech of thee by God; the

thing for which one conjures being preceded by

S. or what is syn. therewith, [as ū) or by an

interrogative or imperative or prohibitive: (MF:)

or it signifies I remind thee of God, desiring to
tº ad ~ y o ... •

conciliate thee; as also aJº J.A.- : (Msb:) or

- * ~ *. 3 - 22 * , ~ 2.

aúl J5.x:3, inf. n. 3- and 3-3 and cyl-a-3,

- • * ~*

signifies I adjure thee by God; as also V 315335i

aſſº; (M, L,) or this latter is erroneous: (Mgh,

L:) and so signifies ańſ 43%; (M, L, K;) in

which 23 is said to be originally 523, an

inf. m. put in the place of the verb, or aſſ) J.A.:3

is a phrase of unpremeditated formation, like

aïſ J3-5 and aſ Jºe: or this phrase, which

occurs in a trad., may be incorrectly transmitted,

and should perhaps be iſ 333i: (IAth, L.9

or $33 signifies he said to him aïſ, 4:43

2-99 [I conjure thee, or adjure thee, by God

and relationship; &c.]: (Lth, T, L ;) I beg,

or beseech, thee by God, and by relation

ship, raising my voice. (L.) — 33 He

remembered God. (S, L.) — He knen, or

'reas acquainted with, a person. (L, K.) –
*... c. J - > *

o, Ave ox:3, aor. *, He reminded him of his com

(Mgh.)

3. 29 **, and ;S. Jº, t He desired and

asked of him the thing. (L.) – See 1.

pact, covenant, engagement, or promise.

4. ‘.…, and 3 J. :31, + He ansniered him ;

gave him his assent, or consent, to that which he

asked, begged, or besought. The in this case is

called #5) J. as though the verb meant he

caused his raising of his voice (***) to Cease.

(L.) See also 6: and 1. – 2:31, (inf. n.

stºl, A, Msb,) t He recited poetry; ($,” A, L,

Msb,” K;) properly, [he chanted it, with a high

voice; (L;) for the reciter [usually] raises his

voice in reciting: (A :) he raised it in fame; as

also &. (L.) —& Jº He recited to

(S, Aj–2- :[II, cited, or

(The lexicons, &c.,

me his poetry.

quoted, a verse, or verses.

passim.)] –2. Jº! I He satirized them. (L,

K.) — ºl +He gave. (S, L.) See 6.

5. jº 2:… He sought to learn men's (A,

K) without others knowing the same. (A.)

6. (3-A-L3 f They recited [poetry] one to an

(L, MSb, K.) — El-Aqshā, in the fol

lowing verse,

other.

* w , 2.: ... O • 3 - ---

* ***, 32.8- ) -j- J-9 +

. . of * - - J., e. e.

* !--> 3;" J. J. ºss 1313 *

[My lord is generous; he does not sully a favour:

and when he is asked, or begged, or besought, in

papers, he gives], means, accord. to AO, that En

Noamán Ibn-El-Mundhir, when asked, or begged,

or besought, to write grants to poets (jºis-),

gave : º33 is here for <, meaning Jº.

($, L.)

10 × 32-1 (S, A, L. K.) : He asked

or desired him to recite the poetry. (K.)

33: and "&"3: Search for, or after, a

stray-beast. See also 1. (Msb.) Also, A. making

known, or informing respecting, a stray beast. See

also 1. (Msb)—#43 A voice; a cry; a

sound. (K.)

- - 3 - ?

J.A.:3: see 3.x:3.Jº

3. Elevation of the voice: (L, K:) or the

voice itself (L.) – f Poetry recited (S, A, L,

Mşb, K) by people, one to another; (S, A, L, K:)

as also '%, ºft. (K) pl. of the former, ºté,

(TA) and of the latter, 3.381 (A, K.) -

6 • * * *

Jºu [act, part. n. of 3-5] in the following verse

of Aboo-Du-ád,

# o so ... • : 2 & 5 º' P.

-) 92-) 2-º-ass #

3

• *-*. Jºãº &

[And she listens sometimes like as he who has lost

a beast gives ear to the voice of a Jºu], signifies

a man making known, or giving information of, a

stray-beast : or, as some say, one seeking for, or

after, a stray-beast; for he who has lost a beast

desires to find one who, like himself, has lost one,

that he may be consoled thereby. (S, M, L.) See

art. *>. — Ösº Men who seek after stray

camels, and take them, and confine them from

(L.)their on-ners.

* - ??? 6 . .

3x3-9) : see Jºe:3.

6 * * > *

Jºlº f Poetry recited by people, one to another.

(S, L, K.) > *

jº

1. 3, (S, A, Msb) aor. 4, (S, TA,) inf. n.

Jº, (S, A, Msb, K.) He spread, spread out, or

open, earpanded, or unfolded, (S, TA,) a garment

or piece of cloth (A, Msb, TA) or the like, (TA,)

goods, &c., (S,) and a writing; (A;) contr. of

esſ (A, K.) as also "2+, inf n. 2:3 (K,

TA:) [or the latter is with teshdeed to denote

muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the action,

or its application to many objects, as is shown by

an explanation of its act part, n., which see
5 G. , w

below. Hence 2:39 J: see art. -ā).] — [He

spread out, or, as we say, pricked up, his ears:
că -

J-o') JJ
-

-

and hence the saying,j 3. 3. 23, lit.,

He spread out his ears at that thing: meaning,

the was covetous of that thing, or eager for it.

(Har. p. 200) (see 26, below.]–2-1,3,

(S, A, K.) aor. 2 and 2, (S. K.) inf. n. *3, (K)

! He spread, or published, the news. (S, A, K.)

— Also ſº, aor. , (Mºb) inf n. 2:3; (Mºb,

K3) [and "...is, or this is with teshdeed for the

purpose mentioned above;] He scattered, or dis

persed, (Mºb, K, TA,) [people, &c.; or] sheep or

goats, (Msb, TA,) and camels, (TA,) after con

(Msb.)

– He sprinkled water. (A.)— 3-9.sº The

fining them in the nightly resting-place.

n-ind blen in a misty or cloudy day [so as to dis

perse the mist or clouds]. (IAar, K.) — 4. 343,

(A, K.) in n. *; (A3) and … ',:, (A, L,

TA) in n. 2:35 (S, A, L, TA) and in like

Inannel" '93; ($, TA;) He charmed anay

352*
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from him sickness, (S,” A, L, K,”) and diabolical

possession, or madness, (L, K,) by a 5*, i.e.,

a charm, or an amulet; (S, A, L., Kj) as though

he dispersed it from him : (A:) and in like

manner '93; le "rºl. for him a *. (5)

El-Kilábee says, 1.5i Gë Jè£º 2: 39

Jús &: ! [And nºhen he nho is smitten by the evil

eye is charmed by a 5*, he is as though he were

loosed from a bond): i.e., it [the effect of the eye)

departs from him speedily. (S [in two copies of

which I find º, as above; but in the TA,"3:3)
And in a trad. it is said,wº 3.sº Ji, W§:

! He charmed anay the effect of enchantmentfrom

him [by the words “Say I seek refuge in the Lord

of men:” the commencement of the last chap. of

the Kur-án]. (S.) =33, (El-Hasan, Zj, A, K,)

aor. 2, (TA,) inf. nº andº (K, TA;) or

" ; ; (IAb, Fr, S, A, Mgh, Mºb) or both;

(A, K;) t He (God, S, A, &c.) raised the dead

to life; quickened them; revivified, or revived,

them. (Zi, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.) I’Ab reads

[in the Kur, ii. 261, tº-3-** [How we will

raise them to life], and adduces in his favour the

words [in the Kur. lxxx. 22,] *::::: it: º 3.

: [Then, when He pleaseth, He raiseth him to

life]: El-Hasan reads tº . [and others read

&#, with záy:] but Fr says, that El-Hasan

holds it to refer to unfolding and folding, and

that the proper way is to use 3:3] [in this sense,] .

transitively, and * intransitively. (S, TA.) |

[See also (33°, which has the contr. meaning.]

— Hence, Aºi £º *]:3i: i. q. jº, with

záy: (Msb:) or : The sucking strengthened the bone.

(Mgh.) =34% (S, A, Msh, K.) aor. 2, (S,) inf n.

;3 (S, A, Mºb, TA) and 343, (Mºb) agreeably

with what Fr says, (S,) signifies t He (a dead

person) lived after death; came to life again;

retired; ($, TA;) or lived; came to life; (A,

Msb;) as also "2+3". (A.) Hence** 2,
|

: The day of resurrection. (S.) –33, (TA)

inf. nº. (K, TA,) tit (herbage, or pasturage,)

became green in consequence of rain in the end of

summer after it had dried up. (TA) — ; It (a

plant) began to grom forth in the ground. (K,”

TA.) You say, tº: &- U. 1 Hon good is its

first growth ! (TA.) – t It (a tree) put forth

(K.) – t It (foliage) spread. (K.)

—Jº -º, (S, A, K) aor. , (TA)inf n.
* - in

35-5, (K,) : The land being rained upon in the

its leaves.

end of summer, its herbage, or pasturage, became

green after it had dried up: ($, TA :) or the land,

being watered by the rain called cº, put forth

its herbage. (A, K.) See Jé. =}<3, (S, A,

Mºb) aor. 2, (S) inf n. 2:5, (K) (He sawed

wood;] he cut (&º, §: or <<5, K) wood, (S,

A, Mºb, K,) with a jº. (S, A, Msb.)

2: see 1, in five places, throughout the former

half of the paragraph.

3. Júl* [He spread, or unfolded, with

(A.)

4: see 1, after the middle of the paragraph,

5:

him the garments or pieces of cloth].

see 8, in two places.

6. •º lºus [They spread, or unfolded, one

mith another, the garments, or pieces of cloth], (A.)

8. 2:31 ſquasi-pass. of 1,1 It spread, earpanded,

or unfolded; it became spread, earpanded, or un

folded; as also "...is : (K:) [or the latter, being

quasi-pass, of 2, denotes muchness, &c.]–stººl

ãº. The branches of the palm-tree spread forth.

(K.) [And &Laº Jººl The branches spread

forth ; and the branches straggled.] –3–1,4

f The men's spread, or became published, (S, A, K,)

Jº J among the people. (A) — And tº

icº +[The odour spread, or diffused itself.]

(K in art tº; &c.) —jº ,-- The day

became long and extended: (K:) and so one says

of other things. (TA.) —J 2:31 + The

sinen's, or tendons, became inflated, or snollen, (K.)

by reason of fatigue : (TA:) jº, is a state of

inflation, or smelling, in the sinen's, or tendons, of

a beast, occasioned by fatigue : (S:) AO says,

that the sinen, or tendon, which becomes inflated,

or snollen, is the <!-4, (S,” TA,) and that what

is termedJº 5- is similar to this affection,

excepting in its not being so well endured by the

horse: by another, or others, it is said, that jº

of the sinews, or tendons, of a beast, in his fore

leg, is a breaking, and consequent displacement, of

those sinews. (TA.) – §es 3:31 + His penis

became erect. (T.A.) [And hence, Jº 3+ºl

f The man became eccited by lust. (S, K.) —

it.” 2:31 [In my copy of the A, x+…), but this

I regard as a mistranscription,] The water became

sprinkled; as also "2:3: (A :) [or the latter

signifies it became much sprinkled.] — U. ×º

Jº They became scattered, or dispersed, or they

scattered, or dispersed, themselves, in the land, or

earth. (A)—º-º-º',(Mºb, TA)and Jº',

(K, TA,) The sheep or goats [and the camels]

became scattered, or dispersed, after having been

confined in their nightly resting-place: (Msb :) or

the sheep or goats (TA) and the camels (K, TA)

became scattered, or dispersed, through negligence

of their pastor. (K, TA)— º' -- The
state of things, or affairs, became dissolved, broken

up, decomposed, disorganized, or unsettled; syn.

< (TA, art. • *.) = See also 1, latter

part of the paragraph. —jº" also signifies He

put himself in motion, and went on a journey.

(TA, in art. 2-4.)—” cº Jº — The

wolf made an incursion among the sheep or goats.

(TA in art. &.)

10. *- He demanded, or desired, of him

that he should unfold (* 3) to him (…) [a

(A.)

3 a . - º

3-3 used in the sense of an act, part. n.: see 3:15.

thing].

— And in the sense of a pass. or quasi-pass, part.
6 . .

see 2-3. — A sneet odour : (S, A, K:) [be

cause it spreads:] or odour in a more general

sense; (A, K;) i.e., absolutely, nºnether sneet or

stinking : (A’Obeyd:) or the odour of a woman's

mouth, (ADk, A, K,) and of her nose, (ADk,

TA,) and of her arm-pits Güº), after sleep.

(ADk, A, K.) = 1 Herbage, or pasturage, which

has dried up and then become green in consequence

of rain in the end of summer or spring (see below,

and see*): ($, K:) it is bad for the pasturing

animals when it first appears, and men flee from

it with their camels ºc.; (S, TA;) which it

affects with the [disease called]* when they

pasture upon it at its first appearance : [see

Il. :

remarks on a verse cited in art. Jacº, voce Jú:

and see another verse in art. Jºe-, voce 45- :]

AHn says, that it does not injure animals mith the

solid hoof; or if it do so, they leave it until it dries,

and then its evil quality departs from it: it consists

of leguminous plants and of [the herbage termed]

-*; or, as some say, of the latter only: (TA:)

[an ex. of the word is cited in art. -º-, voce

<!-i: or herbage, or pasturage, of n:hich the

upper part dries up and the loner part is moist

and green : (Lth :) or herbage produced by the

rain calledcº (A :) and n:hat has come forth,

(TA.) = Life. (K.)

9.2 × . * - : .

2:3 is of the measure Jaš in the sense of the

of plants, or herbage.

ineasure Jº, (Msb, TA,) syn. with **,

like as Jº is with Jºiº, (Mgh,) and syn.

with **, (S, Msb, K,) [therefore signifying

Spread, expanded, or unfolded : scattered, or dis

persed, &c.; and spreading, or being spread, &c.:

being scattered, &c.:] and a thing that one has

spread, erpanded, or unfolded : &c. (O, voce

J.-, q.v.) – You say º º es;9. Jºe,

The hank, or falcon, became clad in spreading

and long feathers. (S, T.A.) – And henceJ

is applied to People in a scattered, or dispersed,

state, not collected under one head, or chief;

(Msb, K;) as also *:::: (K:) and to sheep or

goats in a scattered, or dispersed, state, after

having been confined in their nightly resting-place:

(Msb:) or sheep or goats, and camels, in a scat

tered, or dispersed, state, through the negligence of

their pastor. (T.A.) You say, 5- 2, iſ <º I

san: the people in a scattered, or dispersed, state.

(S.) And º Asi. * The people came in a

(TA.) — Hence

also, J.* What is sprinkled, of mater, (Mgh,

TA,) in the performance of the ablution termed

349. (TA.) It is said in a trad, ſº 4:

scattered, or dispersed, state.
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Ji [Dost thou possess nilat is sprinkled of nater?]

(S;) or J. : 4. 3. [Who possesseth what

is sprinkled of water?] (Mgh;) [app, meaning,

that it is gone and cannot be recovered.] — And

hence, sº*:::: + O God, compose what

is divonpowd, or disorganized, of my affairs :

(K,” TA:) a phrase like Jº 3. (TA.)

‘Āisheh says, in a trad., describing her father,

* Jé 2Sº * 53, meaning, t And he

restored what was discomposed, or disorganized,

[lit., what was unfolded, of El-Islám, to its

state in which it was in the time of the Apostle of

God, [lit. to its fold, or plait;] alluding to cases

of apostacy, and her father's sufficiency to treat

them. (TA.) = See also 3:6.

ãº t A charm, or an amulet, (ś, S, L, K,)

by which a sick person, and one possessed, or mad,

is cured; (A," L, K;) by which the malady is

[as it were] dispersed from him. (L.) Moham

mad, being asked respecting that which is thus

termed, answered, that it is of the work of the

devil; and El-Hasan asserted it to be a kind of

(TA.)enchantment.

6 x , 5 .

23:3: see jºu.

… 2. 6.

§3 ! [San-dust;] what falls from thejº

[or san]; ($;) what falls in 2: [or sancing]. (K.)

• 2w - 2 *

3.2% act. part n.oſ 3–sº Jºë

He (Mohammad) used to say.” Aiſ spreading,

or unfolding, his fingers: said to meanºmaling

his hand a clenched fist. (Mgh.)– 4:35 º'A

[He came spreading, or, as we say, pricking up,

his ears: meaning,) the came in a state ºf

coretousness, or eagerness. (IAºr, L.) [In a
2 • 2. •

copy of the A, tºu, is erroneously put for lazue.]

- 5:3 <2%. in the Kur., [lxxvii. 3, sig.

nifies And the angels, (TA,) or the winds, (Jel,)

that do scatter the rain : (Jel, TA:) or the winds
5 p ... 6 -

that do bring rain. (TA.) And "35-5 cº, of

which the pl. is }: #9. signifies Wind that

spreads [the clouds).of water. [the rain] '. (s ;

and Bd, vii. 55;) 22:3 being syn. with 2:9 :

(Bd3) or it signifies in a scatttered state. gº!

vii. 55.) [In the Kur, ubi supra, tº Jºe

<- 34 & 54, and º, and "Viš, and

º, [Sendeth the winds, &c.,] (K,” TA,) all

these being various readings, (TA,) º: is pl. of

**, (Bd, K,) in the sense of*: (Bd;) or

the meaning is, in a state of dispersion before the

rain; (Jel;) andº is a contraction; (Bd, K;)

and the third reading means f Quickening, or

making to live, by spreading the clouds wherein is

the rain, (K,) which is the life of everything,

(TA,) "º being an inf. n. used as a denotative

of state, in the sense of ~959, or as an absolute
; *

objective complement [of U-521, for Jº and

}: are nearly alike; (Bd;) and the fourth is
-

extr., (IJ, K,) and is said to mean '93 5:..

[which is virtually the same as the third]: (zi,

K:) another reading is 94, pl. of$º, (TA,)

or of sº; (TA, in art, tº or 5:3, (Bd, Jel)

a contraction of º, (Bd,) pl. of 24. (Bd,

Jel.) = $25 Ji f Land having herbage, or

pasturage, nºkich has dried up and then become

green in consequence of rain in the end of summer:

($:) or having herbage produced by the rain

called sº. (A) see:3.

*9) : The place of resurrection. (TA.)

6- a . , 5 p →

ãº, cis-2 [Scattered, or much scattered,

n:ritings or the like] is with teshdeed to denote

muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the

action, or its application to many objects.

(S, T.A.)

jº. f [A san, ;] a certain instrument for

cutting rood. (S, Msb, K.) — Also, [but less

commonly], A nooden implement with prongs,

[lit., fingers, with nihich wheat and the like are

(K.)

23:… What is not sealed, [here meaning not

closed with a seal, of the nºritings of the Sultán [or

of a viceroy]; (K;) i.e., what is non commonly

known by the name ofcº pl. 3.2%. (TA.)

– t A man whose state of affairs is disorganised,

(K.)

n:innonred.

or disordered.

jº

1. }<, aor. 2 and z, ($, Msb, K,) inf. n. }*,

(S, K,) or jº, (Msb,) He rose, or raised him

self (S, A, Msh, K) cººl J, in the place ($)

and ---. Jº in his sitting-place, (TA,) and

as K. &% (A,) or 43% &c. (Msb) from his

place : (A, Mºb :) or he rose a little in his sitting

place: (TA:) or he stood up after sitting. (TA.)

Both forms of the aor. occur, accord. to different

readings, (the former being the reading of the

people of El-Hijáz, and the latter that of others,

Fr, TA) in the Kur, [lviii. 12,] ºfJ.; 33

lº, (Msb, TA,) meaning, accord. to Aboo

Iriſk, And when it is said, Rise ye and stand

up, then do ye rise and stand up. (TA.) Accord.

to IKłł,2,…,Jºãº signifies The people

dren: thenºiſe together [in their sitting-place to

make room] for those sitting with them; and also

they rose from their sitting-place, and stood up.

(TA.) You say also, as, “I Jºsiº jé,

inf n. jº, He rose with the people for the

purpose of contention, altercation, or litigation.

(TA.) — He, or it, overtopped, or overlooked, an

elevated piece of ground, and appeared. (TA.)

— [It rose; rose from its place; was, or became,

high or elevated, protuberant or prominent; it
. . o –

protruded.] — a #5 *::: f His soul, or spirit,

or stomach, heaved, (A, K,) by reason of fright.

(A, TA)= Hence, from 5:3 in the first of the

senses explained above, (Msb,) or from 3-3, sig

nifying “high, or elevated, ground,” (Aboo-Is
*36 . * - - • 0. * - d ... • *

hák, T.A.) 30-J sºjº, (S, K) or WºjJe ºf:3,

(A, Mgh, TA) or ºf 3-, (Mºb) and Wºº,

(TA) aor. - and :, inf n. 3,43, (S, Mºb, K.)

1 The noman, or nife, was, or became, disobedient

to her husband, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and exalted

herself against him, (TA,) and resisted him, or

withstood him, (Msb,) and hated him, (S, Mgh,

K,) and deserted him : (TA:) or she disliked him,

or hated him, (Zj, Mgh, TA,) and was an evil

companion to him. (Zj, TA.) And \,\xº jé
* @.. ." ... &

lººke, (S, A, K,) or lvº, aor. 2 and -, (Msb,)

inf. n. 3,4, (TA,) t Her husband treated her

injuriously, and was unkind to her, or estranged

himself from her : ($, K:) or forsook her, and

was unkind to her, or estranged himself from her:

(Msb:) or disliked her, or hated her, (Z), Mgh,

TA) and was an evil companion to her. (Zi,

TA.)

4.* He raised it, (A, Msh, K,) namely,

a place, (Msb,) or a thing, (K,) from its place.

(A, K.) — [Hence, <!--use - He [God]

raised the bones of the dead to their places, and

set them, or put them together, one upon another.

(S. K.) So in the Kur, ſii. 261,12UAxiſJºãº,

tº- sº3 &: - = [And look thou at

the bones (of thine ass), hon, we raise them to their

places, &c., then we clothe them neith flesh], accord.

to the reading of Zeyd Ibn-Thäbit; (Fr, S, TA)

but the Koofees read [tº] with rá : the

former reading, however, accord. to Th, is pre

ferred. (TA) [See art. ….] — Hence also,

Jºl £us, jºl ( The sucking of the breast

increased, or augmented, the bone: as also *!,

with rá. (Msb.)

3:3 and "33 A high, or an elevated, place;

(S, A, Mgh, K;) as also *}t:3: (S, K:) or high,

or elevated, ground: (Zj, TA:) or high, or ele

cated, and hard, ground: (M, TA:) or what rises

from a valley to the [adjacent] ground, and is

not rugged: (TA:) pl. (of the first, S, Msb)

Jºë ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and (of the second, s,

TA, or of the first, Msb) jº, (S, Msb, K,) and

(of the second, S, Mºb) jºi. (S, Mgh, Mºb,

K.) You say,Jº & 4 Jº 3-3, and 3:3,

[He sat upon a high piece of ground.] (Mº.)

Andjº J; Jºe 33 Sit thou upon that high

place. (S.)

º; ... *

jº ) * 2:

a . . . See 5-9.

jº)
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3:5 Rising; or rising from its place; high, or

elevated; protuberant, or prominent; protruding.

(K,” TA.) You say, 3-5 Jºã A heart rising

from its place by reason of fright. (K, TA.)

And 3-5 J; A high, or an elevated, mound, or

hill: pl. [reg. of $35 and irreg. of 3:3) jº.

(TA.) And }: J-4, A protuberant, high,

pute, or mons Veneris. (TA.) And£3 i.- A

piece of flesh elevated, or protuberant, upon the

body. (TA.) And 3-6 3. A vein constantly

sn’ollen and pulsating (A, K*) in consequence of

disease (K, TA) or from some other cause. (TA.)

And ãº-jºº Jº 4 man having a high, or

prominent, forehead. (TA.) And §:6 §2.

cºil A noman large in the sides, having the

US); as [or lonest of the ribs] nºith the flesh upon

(IAar, T.A.) = Also, (A, TA,)

Ol' #9, (Mgh,) [but the former is the more

it, prominent.

common,] f A woman disobedient to her husband,

(Mgh, TA,) and evalting herself against him,

(TA,) and hating him, (Mgh, TA,) and deserting

him. (TA) See 1. [The former epithet is also

applied in like manner to a husband.]

la:3

1. 3, aor. , inf n, but ($, Mºb, K) and
• b ,”

Aiº, (TA) He (a man, S, TA, and a beast of

carriage, TA,) was, or became, brisk, lively,

sprightly, frisky, active, agile, prompt, and quick;
* - 2 * of

syn. Cää-, (MSb, TA,) and 82-'; (Msb;) contr.

or disquietudes of mind, became such as to lead me

forth to the places to nihich one goes forth, to

Syria at one time, and at one time to Wasit].
2 o,

(S.) You say also of a road, Gº &: Jat.”

.iº. ! It goes forth from the main road, to the

right, and to the left. (Lih, K.') And.… k

94-5 &* f [A road led them forth, and they

took it]. (TA.) = sº 1.3, (S. K.) aor. -

(K, TA) and , (TA) ſinf n his.) He pulled

out the bucket, (S, K,) or pulled it up, (TA,)

from the well, (S, TA,) without a pulley. (S,

K.) – And hence, tº i.e.: āşş J. + The

angels dran forth the souls like as the bucket is

dramºn forth from the nell: (Zj:) and Jº i.e.:

*… (Fr. L. K (in the cK ºn
which means, (K,) accord. to Ibn-Arāfeh, (TA,)

(K,

T.A.) — [Hence also, one says of a she-camel,

t they loose the soul of the believer gently.

[likening the motion of her fore legs to that of the

arms of a man pulling up a bucket from a well

without a pulley, ºn -la. U.&- meaning

t Good was her wide stretching out of her fore

(TA.) =

J.- A3, ($, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (K, and so in

legs (A$, S, TA) in her going along.

a copy of the $,) or -, (Msb, and so in a copy of

the S.) inf n. 13, (§, Mºb) IIe tied the cord,

or rope so as to form a knot; (K, TA;) as also

***, (K,) inf. n.hº (TA :) or he tied it

in a knot such as is termed *::: ; (AZ, S, Msb;)

as also " the latter verb: (Ham, p. ver :) and
... • 3 J.

3& A3 he tied the knot so as to form nºkat is

ofJ–é; (TA;) or pleased, cheerful, happy, or

milling; to do work, &c.; (Lth, K;) or by reason

of his work; (Msb;) as also "ki.j, (S," K.)

134-rº [to do, or on account of, such a thing, or

such an affair]. ($, T.A.) You say also, 23, *:

[He betook himself to him, or it, with briskness,

liveliness, sprightliness, or the like]. (T.A.) —

[Hence, app.,] ãº <-º The beast of carriage

became fat. (K.) = A3, aor. -, inf. n. ki,

(S, K, TA,) He went forth from a place: (K:)

he passed, or crossed, from one country or the like

to another: (TA:) said, for instance, of a wild

bull: (AO, I Drd, S, K:) and in like manner, a

star, [meaning a planet, from one sign of the
|

zodiac to another. (S, K.) And Jºl e-la-3,

aor. :, inf. n. kº, The camels n'ent, either in a

(TA.) — [Hence,right direction or othernise.

ū-ua i… A.J. (S, TA) t Griffs, or dis.

quitude of mind, lead forth him who has them

[from place to place). (T.A.) Himyan Ibn

Koháfeh says,

• 2 of

*

~~~!uº tº Jºº

- - : 3 . . 2 o . 282 &

Ula-'3 ×125 Vºl. Us: Al-J)

[neaning laºu-J) J' 5* la-3, i.e., f My griefs,

* *

|K,) or

- - - oi - - -

thus termed: (Mgh :) and āles: 5S), Ja:3 he tied

(TA.) [See also 4.] =

A-3, and Jºie &- at: ; see 4.

the knot thus termed.

2. &lais, inf. n. *::::, IIe, or it, rendered him

la: [i.e. brisk, lively, sprightly, frisky, &c.];

(K;) as also " 4-1. (Yaakoob, K.) = See

also 1, last sentence but one, in two places; and

see 4.

4. Ja…!, said of a man, (K,” TA,) or of a

company of men, (S,) His, or their, beasts, (S,

family, (K,) were, or became, in a state

of bui3 [i.e. brishness, liveliness, sprightliness,

friskiness, &c.; see 1]. (S, K.)= As a trans. v.:

see 2. — [Hence, app.,] It (herbage) rendered a

beast fat. (S, T.A.) = He loosed, untied, or

undid, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) a cord, or rope, (S,

K,) or a knot such as is termed absº ; (Mgh,

Msb,) as also 'Jaiº); and * A3; (Mgh;) and

in like manner, the bond termed Jú: ; (Msb;)

and so, perhaps, * lais : (Ham, p. viºr :) he

pulled a cord, or rope, until, or so that, it became

loosed, untied, or undone; (TA;) as also V a. 31:

(S, K, TA,) he caused the Jús to become loosed,

untied, or undone, by pulling its alº 3:31: (K,”

TA:) he loosed, untied, or undid, a knot by a

single pull. (TA.) You say also, Jea.J. Ja...:3] He

loosed, untied, or undid, the alsº:31 ſºr the Jüe]

of the camel. (TA) And ºſie & 3.23. **

IIe loosed the camel from his Ji. (Mº)

[And hence the saying, Júc &- i- Útě As

though he were loosed [from a bond such as is

called Jüe] : ($," Mgh, TA:) a proverb, relating

to an event's happening quickly; (Mgh;) or

said of him who commences any work quickly;

and of the sick when he recovers; and of a person

who has swooned when he revives; and of a

Person sent to execute an affair, hastening his

determination respecting it: (TA:) it is often

related in a different manner, Júc cº-2 1.3 uji=;

but this is not correct. (IAth, T.A.) [But See

above, in this paragraph; and see 1, where a

similar meaning is assigned to the unaugmented

verb.] = He bound, or tied, him, or it, Jirmly,

fastly, or strongly: so in the copies of the K; so

that, if this be correct, the verb has two contr.

significations. (T.A.)= See also 8.

5: see 1, first sentence. — tº:- Jº -bia

She (a camel) hastened, or neas quick, in hergoing,

or pace. (S, K.) = ài. la:… I He passed

through, or over, the desert, (K, TA,) with snift

ness, and with briskness, liveliness, sprightliness,

or activity. (TA) And laid He traversed

it quickly, or swiftly. (IB, in TA, voce**)

AndJº <!-- f She (a camel) warred or

crossed, the land, like the last; in her quickness, or

her aim, with briskness, liveliness, or sprightli

(TA.)
72ess.

8. latº' It (a cord, or rope,) became loosed,

untied, or undone. (Har, p. r. 1.) — He (a

man) became loosed from the tie of silence, (Har,

p. r1. : Mgh,) and from that of impotence. (Mgh

[in which a doubt is expressed as to its being of

classical authority].) = As a trans. v.; see 4, in

two places. – He pulled, or dren, a thing. (TA)

— He seized a thing, took it hastily, or snatched

it unanares: a meaning wrongly assigned in the

K to "la-l. (TA) You say also, Juji L-3

Jº, (Sh, K,) and $31, (Sh,) The camels, or

sheep or goats, pulled up, or out, the herbage, with

the teeth. (Sh, K.) — He scaled a fish; (K;)

as though meaning he pulled off the scales thereof.

(TA.)

kº [app. a pl. of tº Persons untristing

cords, or ropes, in the time of undoing them for the

Purpose of their being twisted or plaited a second

time. (IAar, K.)

• o .

ala- as used in the following saying, (Mgh,)

Jús, ālai.” ãº. The right termed axiº is

like the loosing of the bond called Juác, in respect
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of the speediness with which it becomes of no

effect, (Mgh, Msb,) by delay, (Msb,) is of the

measure à é from 1.3i, or from £33 in the

sense of la:31; or the meaning is, like the tying

of the UUic; i.e., it is of short duration; but the

former explanation is the more apparently right.

(Mgh.)

*::3%A nell from which the bucket does not

Conne forth until it is much pulled, (As, S, TA,)

by reason of the distance of its bottom; (TA;)

contr of busi; (K)

*::: (S, Msb, K) Brisk, lively, sprightly,

- (Msb;) or

pleased, cheerful, happy, or nilling; to do work

&c.; as also * Artſ; (K;) [see A-3;] applied

to a man; (S, TA;) and to a beast of carriage;

fem. with 3: (TA) pl. Bº (Har, p. 591) [and

Jºl. — A man (TA) rehose family, or beasts,

are in a state of lou:3 [i.e. briskness, liveliness,

sprightliness, &c.; see 1]; as also "kº. (K.
TA.) •

active, agile, prompt, and quick;

*-ū; see *:::.– In a verse of Et-Tirimmāh,

[see -la-',] ūtū is used for º ū;3 [By

reason of yearning, or longing, desire]. (K, in

art. 33.) = A wild bull going forth from land to

land, (S, K,) or from country to country. (TA.)

— Hence, (S,) &uº, as used in the Kur,

lxxix. 2, meaning The stars [or planets] going

forth from one sign of the zodiac to another: ($,

K:) or it means the stars that rise, then set:

(A’Obeyd, TA:) or the angels that dran forth

the souls like as the bucket is drawn forth from

the well: (Zj, TA:) or the angels that loose the

soul of the believer gently: (Fr,” Ibn-Arafeh, K.)

or the believing souls that are brisk, lively, sprightly,

or actice, at death: (K,” TA:) or, as some say,

[too fancifully,) the angels that ratify events;

from $3iºn a 3, q.v.; and as this signifies the

tying of a knot which is easily undone, the thing's

easiness to them is thus notified. (TA) — f A

road going forth from the main road, to the right,

and to the left: (Lth, K*:) pl. kº. (TA:)

which latter word is applied in like manner to

water-courses (K, TA) going forth from the main

mater course to the right and left. (TA)=
º

; :

See also la:3.

ità%, (K, and so in a copy of the $, as on

the authority of As, but in another copy of the

§ the is without any vowel,) and its,}, (K,

and, accord. to the TA, on the authority of Aş,

and mentioned by IB on the authority of

A’Obeyd,) A nell of little depth, from which the

bucket comes forth by means of a single pull: (Aš,

S, K:) the latter may be defended on the ground
- . . . *, * * - -

-

of considering ºuts, as originally an inf. n., of

i.º signifying “he loosed, untied, or undid,” a

knot “by a single pull.” (TA.)

- of

absº [A knot tied nith a bon', or njith a

double bony, so as to form a kind of slip-knot;
• 3. .” - • 6 p.

whence, in modern vulgar Arabic,aß 3.xic,

applied to such a tie; and alº, applied to a

simple slip-knot;] a knot, or tie, nºbich easily

becomes undone, or untied, like that of the running

band of a pair of drancers; ($, Mgh, K;) a knot,

or tie, n-hich becomes undone when one of its two

ends is pulled. (Msb, T.A.) You say, 3jie us

• 2 of

alº 3:30, meaning t Thy love, or affection, is not

neak, or frail. (S.)

i.e. A thing on account of nihich, or to do

n:hich, one is brisk, lively, sprightly, or actice; or

pleased, cheerful, or happy; and which one likes,

or prefers, to do: opposed to %. (TA.)

[… A place to nºkich one goes forth ; pl.

kºtº. See an ex. of the pl., voce 43.]

o --

i.e.: See kº.

i.e. Having much letíš [i.e. briskness, liveli

ness, sprightliness, friskiness, &c.; see 1]. (TA.)

[&º &c.

See Supplement.]

- Jaº s

1 & 4, (S) aor. , (MgH) inf n. *,

(Mgh, TA,) He raised the thing; syn. 4.5,

[which is here to be understood, like the English

equivalent by which I have rendered it, in several

senses, as the sequel will show]. ($, Mgh, T.A.)

This is the primary signification : (TA:) or,

accord. to As, it is from ašči Jº, q.v. infra.

($) You say, Jº Jº, (M, K) or ſº,

(A, Mgh,) or it…I º, (Msb,) aor. as above,

(A, Mgh,) and so the inf n., (Msb,) He, or she,

Ol' the women, raised, (A, Msb,) or seated, (K,)

or raised and seated, (Mgh,) or shoned, or dis

played, (M,) the bride upon the **, (M, A,

Msb, K,) or upon the *... (Mgh.) And

(s3t- ãº -* The doe-antelope raised, or

elerated, her neck (M, TA) And & J.

tº:- f Such a one was set up as a lord, or chief.

(A, TA) And & Jº, (M. K.) inf n, as

above, (M,) LIe put the furniture, or goods, or

utensils, one upon another. (M., K.) Hence,

(TA) -e-, -ī, (M, Mºb, TA) or J. &

<-3, (A,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M, Msb,

TA) t He traced up, or ascribed, or attributed,

the tradition to the author thereof, resting it on

his authority, by mentioning him, or mentioning,

uninterruptedly, in ascending order, the persons

by nºhom it had been handed down, up to the

author; or mentioning the person n-ho had related

it to him from the author, if only one person in

tervened; syn. 44%; (M, TA;) (i.e., | **ś,

Ajú & (Msb:) IAar says, (TA,) Jº signi

fies 2.É.S. -º J.sº f [the tracing up, or

ascribing, or attributing, a tradition, in the man

ner ea plained above, to the greatest person ºf

authority, here meaning Mohammad, or the author

of the tradition]; (K, TA) [i.e. --- i.

signifies , -9 v-º J. 4.3), $3tº: (Mgh.)

You also say, <! 3-2- Jº, (K) orcº cº,

(S,) the ascribed, or attributed, or traced tly),

the tradition to him, or to such a one, in the

manner eacplained above; syn. 4.3. (S, K.)

See also Jºi.-º Jº + He made the thina

apparent, manifest, plain, or evident; he shoned

it, eachibited it, manifested it, evinced it, discovered

it, or revealed it. (M,” K.) [The verb seems

to be thus used because a thing is rendered con

spicuous by being raised. See Jºjº Jº,

above..] – [Hence, u. º Jº Jº, aor. and

inf n. as above, f He, or it, (generally said of a

passage in the Kur. or a trad.,) made a state

ment, or a plain, eacplicit, unequivocal declaration,

respecting some, or any, particular thing, not

capable of application to any other thing; and

he mentioned something, or anything, particularly,

or specially; he particularized, or specified it by

nords; very frequently used in these senses: and

such we are to understand from the saying] Jä

also signifies ū. :* Jé &sº -###". (K:)

[for which I would rather read ū. ...”JºJº

also signifies &ºl, -ºš : adding the obser

vation that Că.33:1 as syn. with Jaul is restricted

in art. Jö3 in the K to a special relation to the

* -

law: and thatº J” Jº is often found

explained as signifying *: as, for instance,

in p. rviv of Har. :] these significations of J.

are tropical, from that word as denoting “eleva

tion” and “appearance.” (TA.) See also Jº

below. — [From 43 signifying “he raised it,”

and consequently “he made it apparent,” are

derived several other significations, here following.]
• , 32. O.2 - 0 32 -

—lºvak ſapp for **** U. Jazz) occurs in a

trad. respecting Heraclius, meaning t He elicits,

and makes apparent, their opinion : (TA:) or

Jº Jº, (S, M., &c.) inf n, as above, (M)

signifies the rent to the utmost point in question

ing, or asking, the man respecting a thing, (S, K,)

so as to elicit nºhat he possessed [of information

respecting it]; ($;) i. e. (TA) the importuned

the man in questioning, or asking, and urged him

to tell the utmost that he knew; (A, TA;) or + he

questioned, or asked, the man respecting a thing

so as to elicit the utmost that he possessed [of in

formation respecting it]. (M.) [See also 3.]

— [In like manner you say, àú. Jº, (S, M,

Mgh, K,) and ãº, (M, Msb,) aor. as above,

(M,) and so the inf... n., (S, M,) He made the
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she-camel, and the beast, to exert herself to the

full, or to the utmost, or beyond measure, in going,

of pace; or to go the pace termed& syn.

2-1 Jº Uras, : (M, Mgh :) or he elicited her

utmost pace; (K, TA;) fromJº as signifying

&; for the phrase jº Jº Çº necessarily

implies the eliciting the utmost of her celerity of

pace: (TA:) or he went a vehement pace so as

to elicit the utmost that she possessed [of celerity]:

(Aş, S:) or he put her in motion so as to elicit

her utmost pace : (A’Obeyd, TA:) or he urged,

or incited, her, and elicited her pace: (Msb:)

Jº, alone, also occurs in a trad., (M, Msb,) as

meaning 4:36 &: (M) and 4:56 "Jº sig.

nifies the same as U-as. (IKtt, T.A.) You do

not say of a camel Jº, making him the agent,

and the verb intrans. (O,” TA.) [In the M,

however, I find." said, that Jº and Jº

signify 249-1 2-1); app. indicating that they

are inf. ns., of which the verb is Jº, aor., accord.

to rule, -, signifying He went a vehement pace,

or vehemently: and Golius says, as on the

authority of Ibn-Maaroof, that this verb is used

intransitively, with Jºe: for its inf. n., as signi

fying valide incessit : but see Jº below.] —

[Hence, app.,] Jº also signifies The urging or

inciting [a beast]; syn. 3-). (y) — And

ºn Jº, (M., K.) aor. , inf. n. Jai,(TA) He

moved the thing; put it in motion, or into a state

of commotion; agitated it; stirred it; shook it;

(M, K;) as also "...a…. (S, M., K.) Hence

the saying, Ças 43: Jº& (K, TA [in the

CK, incorrectly, Jé,]) Such a one moves about

• * 0.

his nose by reason of anger. (TA.) And "Ja-23

4:1. He moved about his tongue; (S, M ;) like

43.33: (M) which is a dial form; (A’obeyd,

S;) the former being the original; the Jo not

being, as some assert it to be, substituted for the

Jó ; for these two letters are not of the same kind

so as to be commutable. (M.) = See also 8.

2 : see 3.

3. 429, (K) inf n. 434. (TA) He (a man,

TA) went to the utmost length with him, (namely

his creditor,) in reckoning, so as to omit nothing

therein; (K, TA;) as also " *~~, (K,) inf n.

Jº-º. (TA.) He (God) went to the utmost

length neith him, (namely a man,) in questioning

and in reckoning. (TA.) [See also 1.]

6. Jºãº Jº The people, or company of men,

(TA.)cron:ded, thronged, or pressed, together.

8. Jº He, or it, (said of a camel's hump,

Lth, TA,) became raised, or elevated, or high:

(K, TA:) or (TA) became even and erect. (Lth,

lx,” T.A.) [In a copy of the A, the verb in these

senses, and relating to a camel's hump, is written

Jº You say also, Jººl <!, (M., K.)

Or* Jºe <!, (A,) The bride became

raised, (A,) or seated, (K,) or shonin or displayed,

(M,) upon the i.e. (M, A, K.) = He (a

man, TA) dren, himself together; contracted him

(Ibn-Abbād, K, TA.)self; or shrank.

R. Q. 1. Ja…, ($, M, K) inf n is…}, (Sh,

M,) He, or it, became in motion, or in a state of

commotion; became agitated, stirred, or shaken;

moved, or moved about, ; bestirred himself or itself;

shook. (Sh.) He (a man) shook in his walk,

being erect. (M.) He (a camel) shook, or be

came in a state of commotion, in rising from the

ground. (M.) — [Also, said of a camel, it is

like J-º-; (S;) i.e., it signifies (TA) He

(the camel) ficed, or made firm or steady, his

knees upon the ground, and put himself in motion,

or in a state of commotion, previously to rising.

(Lth, K, T.A.) [See also Jé.] – And He

(a camel) made a hollow place in the ground with

(M, T.A.) =

Ja-as used transitively, see 1, latter portion,

his breast, in order to lie donn.

in three places.

J. The end, or eactremity, of anything; (Az,

S, M ;) the utmost, or eactreme, eactent, term, limit,

point, or reach, of a thing: this is the primary

signification. (Az, T.A.) It is said in a trad.,

($, M.) of Alee, (S) 3-i- Jai tººl & 6),

29 & 2 J. &aag ($, M, K,') or Jº

Jºšū-ji, (K,” TA,) but the former is that which

is commonly known; (TA;) i.e. When nomen

attain the period of mature intellect, (Mbr, S, K,

TA,) and knon, the real natures of things, (K, art.

Je-,) [then the male relations on the father's side

have a better right to dispose of her in marriage

than the mother;] meaning, when they attain to

that age at nihich they are qualified to contend for

their rights; [accord. to the former reading;] for

this is what is termed Jú-1: (K,” TA:) or

nºhen they attain to puberty: (Az, TA:) or when

they attain to that period at nihich they become

objects of contention for right; when every one of

the guardians asserts himself to have the best right:

(K:) or JUi-ji in the trad. is a metaphorical

term, from the same word as applied to camels

[when entering upon the fourth year]; (K,” TA;)

and J-5\is-J), also, in this case, accord. to some,

properly signifies the same, being a pl. of *i

(TA in art. Jºe ;) and the meaning is, when they

(M, K.)

= In the conventional language of men ofscience,

it signifies I A thing [or statement] plainly, or

explicitly, declared, or made manifest, by God,

attain to the eactreme term of childhood.

6 o'.

and his Apostle; of the measure Jas in the sense
6 y o . sº e

of the measure J5xile: (Msb:) or a Jaj of the

Kur-án, and of the traditions, is an eacpression,

or a phrase, or a sentence, indicating a particular

meaning, not admitting any other than it: (TA :)

so in the conventional language of the lawyers

and the scholastic theologians: (MF, on the

i.hi of the K:) or a statute, or an ordinance,

indicated by the manifest or plain meaning of

nords of the Kur-án, and of the Sunneh; from

Jº as denoting “elevation” and “appearance:”

or, as some say, from 43 as signifying “he

elicited, and made apparent, his opinion.” (TA.)

Hence, also, as used by the practical lawyers, it

signifies t An evidence, or a proof: (TA:) [and

particularly a teact of the Kur-din, or of the Sunneh,

used as an authority in an argument, for proof of

an assertion.] The pl. [in all these senses] is

Jºsé. (MSb.) — [Also, t The text, or very

words, of an author, book, writing, or passage:

frequently used in this sense.] = Hardness, diffi

culty, or straitness, of an affair, or a state, or case.
3.

(M, TA.) = Jº Jº, and "Jºe", (S, K,) A

vehement pace, in nihich a beast is made to exert

itself to the full, or to the utmost, or beyond

measure; or in rehich the utmost possible celerity

is elicited; [this meaning seems to be indicated,
• 2 3

though not expressed, in the S;] syn. &º 2

(K:) or, the former, as Az says, in one place, a

kind of swift pace : or, as he says in another place,

the utmost pace which a beast of carriage is able
3. -

to attain : (TA) or J.; and "Jº-3 signify a

vehement pace or going. (M.) See 1.

6 . 3.

Ja-aº ; see Jaj, last sentence, in two places.

c: * * * * *

—º Joua, 54. He is one who moves about his

nose [much) by reason ofanger. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)

9 . o. 93.

Jeux-a% 4-ce- A.

(K) (See also sº.

serpent that moves about much.

3-g

Jasſ [a comparative and superlative epithet

from --- Jº, q. v.]. 'Amr Ibn-Deenár

3. * * * >

Ja)

have not seen a man more skilled in tracing up,

3 of ~ 2.• * * * • 6.

said, Lºj'ſ J-e ‘tº-a-9 >, <-2', Lo I

or ascribing, or attributing, a tradition to its

author, in the manner earplained above, (voce Jº)
r - 22, - ...of . . of

than Ez-Zuhree; i.q. aſ &ºl and Jº-l. (TA.)

9 & 2 -

à-a-o: see what next follows, throughout.

i.e. ($, M, A, Mºb, K) or ***..., (Mgh)

The thing upon nihich a bride is raised (S,” A, K.)

and seated, (Mgh,) or shown or displayed, (M,)

or upon which she stands (~#55 [but this is pro

bably a mistake for 34.3, i.e. sits,) when displayed

to the bridegroom, (Mºb,) in order that she may

be seen (M, Mgh) [and distinguished]from among

the women; (Mgh;) being a chair, (Mgh, Msb,

TA,) or couch ; (TA;) or consisting of pieces of

cloth raised, and carpets laid smoothly for a seat :

(M:) written with kesr (Mºb, K) as being an

instrument, (Msb,) or with ſet-h [as being a place]:

(Mgh:) accord. to some authorities, i., and
-
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iai, seem to signify the same thing: (TA:) or

the latter is the aís - [i.e. a kind of curtained

canopy] (K, TA) over the axº~ : (TA:) from

&#91 Jº, q. v. (K.) It is said in a proverb,
* - ... • 6 - 2 - ...)

i-aºl Use JY3 &#2 + Such a one n'as earposed

to disgrace and infamy: (TA:) or to the utmost

disgrace and infamy. (M.)

Las

25 - -

1. ovaj, aor. 2, He

forelock]: (K:) from

garded by some as improperly mentioned in the

K in this art. (M.F.) – tº, aor. 2, (S, K,)

inf. n. ‘.…, (TA,) He chid, (a camel, TA, or

she camel, S); syn. Jºſ (AZ, S. K.)—té,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He raised, or

elevated, a thing: (Ks, AA, S, K:) dial. form

of Jº. (S)

took him by the a...et [or
5. -

a-eu : and therefore re

~~a,

1. J.A., aor. :, inf. n. *-*: (S, K;) and

* -23; (K;) He set up, put up, set upright,

erected, a thing: (S:) he elevated, raised, reared,

a thing. (K.) — He set up, a stone as a sign,

or mark. (Msb.) —& J.-23 He raised his

head. (T.A.) — &ei, aor. 2, inf. n. *, IIe

(a goat) had erect ears. (S: the inf n, only

mentioned.) – & ūš £3, I set, or set tºp,

such a one as an obstacle to such a thing, or as a

butt for such a thing, like the butt of archers.

(TA, art. Jºe)— 243) ãº,&-- t[Such

a one was set up, or appointed, for the putting, or

keeping, of the town, or district, in a flourishing

or prosperous state, with respect to buildings, cul

ture, population, &c.]. (A.) —-º, aor. ,

inf n. J., (§, K) or -º, sº -ei, (8)

+ He sang, or chanted, a hind of song, or chant,

peculiar to the Arabs, (S, K, &c.,) of the descrip

tion termed 43-, (K,) [by n!hich camels are

urged, or excited.] or a kind of song (K) resembling

what is thus termed, (S,) but finer, or more deli

cate. (S, K.) What is termed J.-- is The

kind of singing, or chanting, above described: ($,

K:) or a kind of.* resembling singing : (AA:)

or a kind of modulation : (Sh:) or a kind of song,

or chant, of the Arabs : (ISd:) or, of the Arabs

of the desert: (TA:) or poetry such as is com

monly recited, well regulated and set to an air :

(Nh:) so called because, in [singing or chanting]

it, the voice is raised, or elevated. (The Fáik.)

- -º-, •º, [aor. :, (not :,) inf. n. ‘….]

He wrote, or pronounced, the [final] letter with

-*: (S;) which is, in the case of the final in

flection of a nord, like 3 in the non-inflection :

(S, K:) [i.e., he wrote it, or pronounced it, with

* or 1:} so called because the sound of a word of

which the final letter is so pronounced rises to

the highest cavity of the mouth. (Lth.) A

conv, term of grammar. (S. K.) isºl &

[He wrote, or pronounced, the nord neith -*,

i.e., making its vonel of inflection 1 or z &c.,

according to the rules of grammar:] he made the

word to have fet-hah as its concel of inflection.

(Mºb)—º- 4 -ai, (inf n. *-*, TA)

He made n'ar upon him : syn. &#3. (K.) —

Of anything that is raised, and with which one

goes to meet, or encounter, a thingg, one says

~, and of the agent, -*. (M, K.) —

4; -ºš, aor. 2, inf. n. J.A., ! He acted nith

hostility, or enmity, towards him. (S. K.) See

also 3. –Ü & “…a I gave him counsel from

(A.) — ºr aº,
- & 6 . -

aor. 2, (inf n. Jºas, TA,) He put donºn a thing:

syn. & ex

nifications.

n!hich he should not deviate.

Thus the verb bears two contr. sig

(K.) — [He set, or put, absolutely:
* * * *

often used in this sense..] – azas, aor. -; and

'a-as, (infin. Juail, TA) It (disease) pained

him; occasioned him pain. (K.)—ºn<,

aor. :, (inf n.Jº, TA,) + He strove, or exerted

himself, unusually in his pace: (K:) or ~~~

signifies he pursued his journey n-ith diligence, or

energy: (TA:) or he travelled on all the day, at

a gentle pace : (S, K :) or he journeyed on all the

night. (TA.) En-Nadr says,-*. is the first

pace; then, ‘…", [but see& ;] then, &;
then, #1; then, : o . l; then, &gt; then,

4-91; then, is 1.J. (TA.) =<, aor. -,

inf. n.*, He nas fatigued, tired, o: wearied,

(S, K.) —“, inf. n.*. He suffered diffi

culty, trouble, distress, or affliction. (TA.) –

•e. He strove; laboured; or toiled. (K.) —

** <º §§ [Kur, xciv. 7, signifies And

nºhen thou shalt have finished thy prescribed

prayers, fatigue thyselfin supplication: (Katádeh,

Jel:) or nihen thou shalt have finished the obliga

tory prayers, fatigue thyself in the performance

of the voluntary. (TA.) See -29.

** * -

2. \,\!\! J.-< The horses erected their

ears often, or eacceedingly. The teshdeed is to

render the signification frequentative or intensive.

(S.) – See 1, and 3.

3. * *-ū, (inf n, i.203, TA) He made

an open show of evil conduct, mischief, or malevo

lence, to him ; (K;) and in like manner, of

enmity, (TA,) and of war; (S, TA;) as also
… • * *

W a...a5, (K,) unaugmented. (TA: in the CK,

'aº.) See also a .23.

4. 4-axl He fatigued, tired, or wearied, him :

(S, K:) it (an affair) fatigued him, &c. : (TA:)

it (grief, or anxiety,) fatigued, tired, or wearied,

him; (CK, TA;) as also 4 -aš; (TA;)

and perhaps "...a5 is also used if this sense, with

reference to grief, or anxiety. (K.) See 1.=-ast

& Jº, J. <-e- He ascribed, or attributed,

the tradition to the Apostle of God; syn. º,<!

and&. (TA.) = a-aīl He assigned him, or

gave him, a'-e : i.e., a lot, or portion. (K.)

E& ~~~51 He made, or put, a handle

(~las) to the knife. (S. K.)

• 6 -

5. Jºel J.

round the he-ass.

...) 28 w

J5') st-aº The she-asses stood

($, K.) – See 8.

6. 23-25 They divided it into lots, or portions,

among themselves. (TA.)

8. --~! and '-º', quasi-pass. of 33 and

-3% IIe, or it, became set up, put up, set

upright, or erected; stood up, or upright, or erect;

became elevated, raised, or reared: (K:) became

(TA, art. Jas.) — He stood

erect, raising his head. (TA.) — [It was, or

became, erect, vertical, or perpendicular.] –

even and erect.

.9.7 ... •

ſo, as “…aºl. His hair, being full-gron'n, stood

out : See ---.]—-aºl (TA) and "-a

(K) flt (dust) rose high. (K, TA.) – -eº.

Set up thy cooking-pot [upon the-*. Or triºt.

to ſºok, ºil.” a cook. (IAqr.) – “…aºl

*Jºe [Its teeth stood out formards:

see -e-…] said of a mouth. (TA, art. Jºs.)

-ſº is often used absolutely as meaning

An erection of the penis.] – -º- --~~! The

letter [meaning the final letter of a word] nas
- - -o -

rvritten, or pronounced, with ~~a [see ---a

-º-1 (S.)

º o e

--~aº :

- 6 ... • 6 p.m.

throughout. — J.23 and "J.A. and "J.A. and
3. -

Wāºa. A sign, or mark, set up to show the way;

See<, (of which it is the inf. n.,)

. c. 9 - -

or a standard set up : syn. ** Ae: (K:)

i.e., set up [as a sign] to a people : (TA:) or

* is pl. of i.e., like as &í. is of *...

(Lth, T.A.) Also, *3.2%, A pole, or mast; syn.

*: (K;) set up to show the way: (TA:)

also, W<--& and W --etº (pls, which have no

sings., TA) Signs, or marks, or stones, set up to

show the way; syn.Žiand(sº (K:) stones

set up on the tops of isolated small mountains,

whereby travellers are to be directed: (TA:)

also, "º,44 [Pl. -**) signifies A sign, or

mark, set up to show the way in a desert. (Fr.)

In the Kur, lxx., last verse but one, some read

~~, meaning as above: others -*. meaning

"idol." (Zj.) — J.A. also signifies A goal;

or limit; syn. âté: (K:) or rather, some say that

353
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it has this signification [in the verse of the Kur.

above referred to]; but the former meaning, of “a

sign, &c.,” is the more correct. (TA.)—See also
9 & 2.

-a and *-*. below.—-º, with respect to

rhyme in a verse, is The being free from anything

that would mar it, (Akh, K,) when the verse itself

is not curtailed; for when the verse is curtailed,

the term “as is not applicable, though the

rhyme be perfect: accord. to an explanation

received from the Arabs: not one of the terms of

Kh. (Akh.) Derived from ºuaº, as sig

nifying “the standing erect; being tall; making

one's self tall, by stretching the neck;” and

therefore not applied to verse that is curtailed.

(IJ, ISd.) –* One niho is set, or set up, as

an obstacle to a thing, or as a butt for a thing,

like the butt of archers. (TA, art. Jºyc.) See

1. – *…* [A peculiar mode of singing, or

chanting: or a peculiar kind of song, or chant] :

(See 1.)

Jº* 3, and Lººse "-23, or the latter

is a barbarism, (K,) disallowed by Kt; but it is

allowed by Mtr; and said to have been heard

from the Arabs [of the classical ages]; This is a

conspicuous object of my eye; a thing in full view

of my eye : said of a thing that is manifest, or

conspicuous, [standing before one, and even

when it is lying, or thrown down. (T.A.) –

Usºe” •e. & I made him, or it, a conspicuous

object, or a thing in full view, of my eye. (TA.)

– Mtrsays, that~, in this case, is an inf. n.

used in the sense of a pass. part. n., and means

an object [as it were set, or set up,) conspicuously

seen of the eye, so as not to be forgotten, nor to be

unheeded, nor to be placed behind the back, or

uncared for, or disregarded. (M.F.) —*

(S, K) and "J-23 and "J-4 (K) Evil: (§3)

trial; affliction; misfortune: ($, K:) so in the

Kur, xxxviii., 40; (S:) disease : (K:) affliction

occasioned by disease. (Lth.) See also -23.

gº o º -

: See ~e-aº.

* . .”

J.a3 (as a subst.] Fatigue; neariness; toil.

— Difficulty; trouble; distress; affliction. (TA.)

See the verb: and see *-*.

&-e: Diseased; sick; and in pain. (K.)

g •:

ºr “a” .

6 o z

* -aš (K: accord. to the $, the latter is some
…

See *. - -* (K, Msb) and

times written* [but it seems that & 4 is

the more common of the two words:]) and Y*

(S, Msb) What is set up and worshipped to the

exclusion of, or in preference to, the true God:

(S:) or anything that is so worshipped: (K:) or

a stone that is set up and so norshipped : (Msb:)

the pl. of is ºs ($, Mºbi) or J-4 is

a pl. of-º, like as Ji is of Ji. (Msb:)

or it is a pl. of which the sing. is *: and it

may be a sing., the pl. of which is Juai. (Zj:)

which last word, accord. to some, is syn. with
9 , of:

AU.27: but others deny this; because AL-ol are

figured and sculptured or painted; whereas ºval

are of an opposite description. (Msb.) [See a
• of

verse cited in art. 33-c.] – Also, *Lºs Certain

stones nobich n'ere set up around the Kaabeh, over

which it n'as customary for the name of some

deity to be pronounced in the killing of animals

(..* J.), and upon n-hich victims were slain in

sacrifice to another, or others, than the true God:
6 - of ...)

(ISd, K:) pl. of-4, as Súi is of 3. ; or of

º 2 c : ºf c >

*-*, aS Júši is of Jā3. (T.A.) – *-*, aS

occurring in the Kur, v.4, signifies An idol; or

a stone which the pagan Arabs set up, to sacrifice,

or slay animals, before it, or by it, and which be
º e

came red nith the blood: (Kt:) or pl. of ~\las,

- - 2 of

and signifying idols. . (Jel.) —Aj-J) Juº The

limits of the sacred territory [of Mekkeh]; (K;)

i.e., signs, or marks, set up there, whereby it might

be known. (TA.) See also J.º.

i. A laying of a snare; meaning a plot,

a stratagem, or an artifice. (TA.)

* - 9 : 9 oz

4-ca. : See ºr-º- .

* The place of sun-set ; J-º *

(K;) the place to which it returns. (TA)— See

6
9 / 2 6

and ~~~—º The handle of a

J.e., .

knife; (S, K;) in which the CŞ- is set:

(TA:) pl.* . (K.)— **, of property,

f The amount n-hich renders it incumbent on the

possessor to pay the alms, or taa, called stéjà :

(S, K :) as two hundred dirhems, or five camels,

(S,) [or twenty deenárs, or forty sheep or goats.

(IbrD.)] So called as being the “source” whence

the tax comes. (Msb.)

J.- (§, K) and '3-A, (K) 14 share, or
- 3. "

portion, or lot, syn. Jae-; ($, K;) of a thing;

(S;) or of anything; (TA; ) a set portion :

(A:) [hence it appears to be in the sense of

* n:hat is set :] pl. of the former it…if and

ãº (K, Mgb) [the latter a pl. of pauc.], and

J-4. (Mb)—- A tank, or cistern.

(S, K.) — A snare, or fooler's net, set, or set

up : (S, K:) thus in the sense of **.

(TA.) See also *…* -

6. - … • - - -

ãº--as , ($,) or 25uas , (K,) which latter is

the pl. of the former, (TA,) Stones which are set

up around a tank, or cistern, and the interstices of

which are filled up with kneaded clay. (S, K.)

Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

• ?:, ºr ess. J tº

*

0 y • * e - - 3 * ‘.

# a 5ua, &” *!" ºvº. **

[We poured it out into an old cistern of which

the water nas dried up and the bottom apparent,

n:hich for a long time had contained no water,

the stones set up around which, having their inter

stices filled up mith kneaded clay, were black and

(S.)

large bucket mentioned before. (TA.)—sº

is also explained by A'Obeyd as signifying

n:hite]. The pron. in ou.5, a refers to a

Stones that are set up around a tank, or cistern,

to mark the quantity of mater neith mhich the

camels will be satisfied. (TA.) See *-*.

g • 3. º o 2

-29 sº i, q >e”, Grief, or anxiety,

(K:) after

the manner of a rel. n. : (Sb, K+) meaning

that fatigues, tires, or rearies :

* * * - * 12 6 .

--a 35 ; like yºu and Jº'): or ~2U is

here an act, part. n. used in the sense of the pass.
* - d >

~~~aº

, in mºhich one is fatigued, tired, or wearied;

part. n. [*] followed by acá; i. e.

ass

like 26 Jº, meaning acs 24, &c. : (S:)

- 2, 2 of* - ... * ~ * : .

or the phrase evºl 4-aš, in the sense of axºſ,

has been heard; (K;) and -->0 is its act.

part. n. (TA.) — J.-9 * is also said to be

a phrase of the same kind as $4. *..., and

6 ... º o -

jº ja: ; [therefore meaning Severe fatigue, or

difficulty, or trouble, and the like]. (TA.) —
º - 9 o . • - © . .* -

Also --eu Jºe, and 'i.a. 23, A fatiguing,

laborious, or troublesome, life. (K.)—-ſº y

W 2 a & o & 2 of -

and "ā-sºul, and -a-, Jal, Appellations

of a sect who made it a matter of religious

obligation to bear a violent hatred to Alee (K)

the son of Aboo-Talib : (TA :) [so called]
.7 ° 2 . . o 2 ºf

3-a crºS) because they acted with hostility,

or enmity, towards him, (K,) and openly op

posed him: they were a sect of the Khawārij,

3's-1. (TA.)

2

a

gº i.e6 The eye of the serpent called

cº-º, which it raises to look. (TA in art.

8- )— By the expression gº 3-eče

in the following words of the poet,

5 * *

Jºaº

*

© a 2 3 - - -

# º-o-º/l es—" a-cure

is meant Like the eye of the brave man, nº hich
- • * > 0.

he raises (\cº-aº ) to look at, or see, something.

(TA.)

2 * º 6 -

à-oldſ : see --~U.

… • 0.

* A goat having erect horns : (S, K:)

fem. £25. (S.)—& A she-camel having

an elevated breast. (S, K.)—& & An

ear that is erect, and approaches the other ear.

(TA.)

6 *5

-[so accord. to the copies of the S and K

in my hands, and the Msb, which states it to be

of the same measure as 2–4, and the TA :

written by Golius and Freytag *] and

6 - - - - -

* ~ua; f Origin; source; ($, K, Msb;) of

anything; (TA;) that to which a person or

thing is referred, as his or its source; syn.
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*: (K;) place nylere, or nihence, a thing

grows; (Msb;) place where a person or thing is

set, or set up. (TA.) Pl. [of the former,-*.
6 - of

à...a3i. (Az, Msb.)

Jº...a… aſ He has an earcellent origin.

and] of the latter,-* and

-jº
(Msb.)—jº- --~~~~ J.sº * and W~~

J-2, He traces back his lineage to an eaccellent

origin. (T.A.) — ---, + Rank, or quality,

nobility, or eminence, and the like, absolutely, or
6 * . * . . .

derived from ancestry: syn. --- and -** :

from the same word as signifying “origin,

source, &c.” (Esh-Shiháb.) –* cº

To such a one pertains eminent. of rank or

station. (Msb.) — ~~~~ <ſs §2. A noman

of rank or quality &c., (~~~,) and of beauty:

or of beauty alone; because alone it exalts her.

(Msb.) – J.e., in the language of those of

post-classical times, [and commonly pronounced,

in the present day,<< ,] + A post, an office,

a function, or a magistracy; as though meaning

the place in which a man is set, set up, or

elevated; (Shifa el-Ghaleel;) or in which he is

set, or set up, to see, or observe, [or supervise]:

(MF) p. <<. (TA)—[-º] tº
6 * >

+ Functionaries; magistrates.] – See -a.e.

J. An iron thing (an iron trivet, TA)

upon which a cooking-pot is set up ; (IAar, K.)

as also "J-2:... (MF)

*… Fatigue, labour, or trouble: [or a
º -

cause of fatigue, &c.]. (K.) See -->9.

6 . . o. -

ãº-axle, as an epithet, applied to a ač, or

ajū- (A net or snare) set, or set up. And

- 6 * * 6 * >

hence, as a subst, like *.x and jº-e, t 4n

artifice, a stratagem, a trick, a plot, a resource,

or an eapedient: or a stratagem in the game of
2 6 * > & .

chess. You say *s-a-, cº -52- [Such a

one framed a stratagem, or plot]. (Z.)

* A horse of n:hich the prevailing charac

teristic of his whole make is the erect position of his

bones, so that he stands erect nithout needing to bend

*** [Broad(TA) — J.

and thin stones] set up, one upon another. (S.)

- J-º. }; Teeth, or fore teeth, of even

growth; (K;) as though set up and made even.

[his joints].

9 * >

(TA) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce -ºº.]
a 3 > * :* - 5 as . .”

—Jº Jº, accord. to the K, i.T. -->;

but this is a mistake; and the correct word is
º o ºr

Jºº-, Soft moist earth; as in other books.

(TA.)

J.2:... Dust rising high. (S)-t Hair

full grown, and standing out. (TA, art. 28-.)
- - * * 0 ...) • 2 5 - ---

-** Jº! i.e.,& ($ in art. Jºš3) or

233 Ji (JK in that art) Teeth standing out

orforwards].

º … o.º.

~5-a-3:

.9 ~ : 5 e .

~~~9) : See ---a .

.* • -

•re-el-5:

~~a,

1. *.*, aor. 2, (L, K,) inf. n. < * , (L;)

and " -ast, inf. n. <<! , (S, L, K) which

latter is the more approved; (L;) and V c.ar-ºl;

(L, K;) He was silent: (L, K:) or he was silent and

listened: ($:) or he was silent to listen : (L:) or he

nvas silent as one listening: (Er-Răghib :) or

he listened: (Msb:) or Jº…aºl signifies he stood,

or paused, listening. (Mºb.) — " 4:25, and

& e-all , (S, K,) and 4. , (Z,) and * -- 5

(L,) He mas silent, and listened to his speech.

(S, K, &c.)

4. &al He made him silent; silenced him.

(sh, K) — J. &al He made him to be

silent, [and to abstain] from [speaking of, or to,

me. (AS.)–See 1. =sº <-aš' He inclined to

play, or sport. (IAar, K.)

8 : see 1.

10. śa:- He asked him, or desired him, to

be silent : (K:) or, to be silent and to listen to

him. (TA.)

3:23 Silence: [or silence and listening, &c.]

(K.)

te.

1. * ~45, and *-*, (S, K, &c.,) but the

former is the original mode of expression, (Lb,)

and is the more chaste, ($, Mgb,) and the latter

was scarcely ever used by the Arabs, (Fr,)

and i-ta. (S, K,) and

i-º, (A, L., Msb,) or this last is a simple

- ** (L) and

º

aor. 2, inf n.

subst., ($, K,) and i-Laº and

£º ga) º à-la; ; (K5) and " -u,

inf n. 4-2%; (MF;) He advised him, or

counselled him, [in an absolute sense,]

cerely, honestly, or faithfully; and he so acted

towards him: (Msb:) he directed him to that

which was for his good, by words, or speech,

which is the proper signification; or otherwise,

sin

which is a tropical signification: (Lb :) or he

gave him good advice, or counsel; directed him

to what was good: or he advised him, or coun

selled him, sedulously, or earnestly: or he acted

sincerely, or honestly, to him, (MF) or he was

benevolent towards him; desired what was good

for him. (Nh, M.F.) — :- : * -- a;,º º a.

inf. n.

was sincere, honest, or faithful, to him. (L.) —

2.2 -

223, My advice, or counsel, or conduct,

2.920 - o e - e.

4:55 --~aº, inf. n.

6 .9 p.

tº- f His repentance
6 p.

was, or became, true, or sincere, [&c.; see 2-3-as].

... • . .” * - - - - * ... b

(A) — 5-tºu º f i-uºu Jū- (We

have come unto Thee for the purpose of sincere

worship : we have not come for gain, or traffic :

See art. tºl. (S, art. cº, J — ** It

(anything, $) was, or became, pure, unadulterated,

5 0 . (S, K.)= e-, (5, K,) aor. 2,

; : (S3) and 'tas, (K) He

served a garment, ($, K,) or a shirt: (TA:) or

he sented it n'ell. (A. *3, -23. (
* * : ell. ( ) = Csº te, (inf. n.

te, TA,) f He (a man, TA) drank until

he was satisfied. (K.) —& Jº --~~,

aor. 2, inf. n. ** , f The camels drank in good

earnest. (IAar, S.) – 343& ** , (inf n.
6 o' .

te , TA,) f The rain neatered the district so

or genuine.

inf. n.

that its herbage became close, without any bare

part : (En-Nadr, K:) or, watered it abundantly.
(TA) = ~aj, aor. :, inf. n. g 23, He

clarifted honey. (M.F.) But this is rejected by

the author of the K in [the work entitled] the

(TA.)Bašáir.

3. 4-0, inf n, i-º, [He adried him,

or counselled him, nith sincerity or faithfulness,

&c., reciprocally : see also 1]. (A.)

4. 3| He watered camels so as to satisfy

them with drink. (IAar, S, K.)

5.

sincere or faithful advice or counsel, &c.] Hence

lºying ofAkiham Ibn-Seyfee, 3ſiè. Aft

**, *,425-5 -

prodigal of sincere or jaithful advice or counsel,

jor it occasions doubt, or suspicion, or evil

(L.) — 3 He affected to be

like, or imitated, 1-3 [i. e., those nºko advise,

or counsel, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully, &c. :

See **]. ($, K.) – See 1.

He was prodigal of tº: [i. e.,

3 - a -

--Ji [Benare ye of being

opinion].

6. (3~2U-5 [They advised or counselled one

another sincerely or faithfully, &c.; see 1]. (A,

art. ta. .)

8. te- He accepted as sº, (S, K,”) or

23, (TA,) [i.e., sincere, honest, or faithful,

advice or counsel, &c.]. As an ex. of this signifi

cation the following is cited

s © • oad … .º.

*** * **, Jº Jºã

[He says, Accept my sincere advice, for I am to

# #

- - G ~ o

tº: º mar adviser]: (TA:) and te

aV) J-Lº e Accept the sincere or faithful advice

or counsel of the Book of God. (A.) But IB

says, that the verb in this sense is intrans. ; and

that, when trans., it signifies He took a person

as a : [a sincere or faithful adviser or

• o … 2 -

counsellor, &c.]; whence the saying Jºe Jºji Y
353 * • *
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te' --
• O.- ... • * . . . . * * * * * * *

*12=373, -23, i.e. Jº-º; 3 º' º' S
º •. ~ 3 - o f * * - - - -

U-23 Jºs--> Cl $3 [I do not desire of thee

sincere or faithful advice, northy taking me as a

sincere or faithful adviser]. (L.) – See 10.

10. 4-2-1, (§, L.) and '4-a-, (L)

He reckoned him, or deemed him, *** , ($, L.,)

i.e., a sincere, faithful, or honest, adviser, or

(L.)

** f Thread (S, K) with which one sen's:

- º x > - o • 2.

(S:) pl. à (K, TA; in the CK ;) and
5 . . ** y y - te;

à-uas: (K:) the kesreh and I in the latter are

not those which are in the sing, and the 3 is

added as a fem. sign of the pl. (TA.) [See

also kº-)

<!-ua Skins. (S, K.) As cites as an ex.

this verse of El-Aasha,

counsellor, or actor.

+ 2.1% sité º sº +

+ & <!-ua sº tº +

(S, &c.)

young camel such as is called& (Az :) or a

lamb, or kid: (ISd:) or the bird called in

Persian £5. (TA.) [But see what follows.] –

Also, (accord. to El-Muårrij, T.A.) Snares, (as

in some copies of the K, and in the TA) or

cords, (as in other copies of the K) having loops

(Ji-) made to them, which are set, and with

n:hich apes (*#) are caught; (K;) one of these

animals being attached to one of the cords to

attract others. (TA.) Agreeably with this signi

fication some explain the verse of El-Aasha cited

9, here signifies, accord. to some, a

above; tº, originally tº, signifying apes.

(TA.)

9 x ~ 3 -o .

- +
-

: - - -

tº a “”. True, or sincere, repentance : (S,

K:) from 45- Jº ~~~3: (IAar, $3) or

[repentance that mends one's life;] from

Jº, agreeably with the saying of Mohammad,

“He who traduces the absent rends, and he who

begs forgiveness of God mends:” [see tº :] (S:)

or such repentance that one returns not after it to

that of n!hich he repents: (K:) sincere repen

tance, after rehich one returns not to sin: so

explained by Mohammad himself: (TA:) or

rery sincere, or very homest repentance : (Zj:)

Jº being a measure of an intensive epithet,

applicable alike to the masc. and fem.: (TA:)

or repentance in which one does not purpose to

return (K) to the sin of n!hich he repents. (TA.)

The people of El-Medeeneh read [in the Kur,

lxvi., 8,) **: but some read *** , which

(Fr.)

** : See** -

à-º, an inf. n., (L, Msb,) or a simple

is an inf. n.

º

subst., (S, K,) Sincere, honest, or faithful, advice,

or counsel, and conduct : (Msb :) direction to

that nihich is for the good of the person who

is the object, by nords, or speech, which is

the proper signification; or othernise, which

is a tropical signification: (Lb :) or good

advice or counsel; direction to n-hat is good:

or sedulousness, or earnestness, in advice or

counsel ; or sincere or honest conduct : (MF :)

or benevolence; desire for n:hat is good for

the person who is the object : (Nh, MF:) [pl.

- • *

tº: See **.

** (act. part. n. of **) and Y **

are syn., (S, K,) signifying One niho advises, or

counsels, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully : and

n:ho so acts: (Msb:) [n:ho directs another to

that which is for the good of the latter, by nords,

or speech; or othernise: or who gives good advice,

or counsel; or n:ho advises, or counsels, sedulously,

or earnestly: or nºko acts sincerely, or honestly:

or benevolent; who desires what is good for

another: see & tº pl. of the former • a 2

º, a

and **: (K;) and of the latter, it a .

(S.)--- <-- Jº 1 A man pure, or

sincere, of heart; (S;) in whom is no deceit,

dishonesty, insincerity, or dissimulation : (K:)

said to be an expression similar to sº jeu,

[q. v.]. (TA.) (see alsº art. -e-.] = 3-e

(S, K) and Y ** and J-23 (K) 1A sever;

a norker nith the needle; a tailor. (S, K.) =

*** tºur, Or car. hony, (A,sº &c.,

like & e- (A$, $). 9-all tºº Jºã- He

gave me to drink white honey; or fine, or thin,

n:hite honey. (A.) = & el; sº i Rains

succeeding one another. (A.)

* ... o

tee and is 2. ! A needle, nºith nºbich one

sens (L, K.) If thick, it is called $3.43. (L)

º - ** º - • -

cue- : See tº-e-.

o - o - º : º • 6 -

tº-e- Jºes", (A, L.,) and W ***, (A,)

! A shirt that is rent (A) and sened. (L.) [See

also -º-º: ..] = i-, *. Jº ! A land plenti

Jully watered by rain, (K,) having its herbage

closely conjoined, (ISd, K.) as though the spaces

which were between the several portions of the

herbage were closed up by sewing. (ISd.)

• * >

<! : Well served. (AA, K.) [See also

º*] —Also f A place, in a garment, repaired

and served: (TA:) a patched place, or place of

patching : (K:) a place for serving; similar to
9 J . . .”

&rº, q.v. (TA in art. &#, .)

j-a

1. *, *, (M, A, K.) aor. *, (M) inf n. 23

(M, A, K) and $2. , (A,) or this is a simple

subst., (S, MŠb,) and 3,4, (K,) [but see the

verse of Khidásh in what follows,) He aided or

assisted him, (M, K,) namely, a person wronged,

misused, or treated unjustly or injuriously, (M,

A, K,) against his enemy: (TA:) [he avenged

him : (see the verse here following, and see 8:)]

he supplied his want, or somewhat thereof. (TA.)

Kidásh Ibn-Zuheyr says,

ºf ~ * * - -> - • D- -

× als J4+ º- #3 & 4 &; ×

• - - - -

-*,2-a-3

* - © . - - ... O -

>k !---i-e Jºjº-ji 4–1–3 *

[And ifthou complain of treachery from a friend,

those requitals are its result and its avengers, or

avengement]: here > * may be a pl. of el- y

- • * : . º - - - -

like 33rº is of ºat; ; or it may be an inf. n.,

like J,43 and **. (M.) You say, º, aſ

* Jº, (S, A, Mºb) and 53° 32, (A,

Mºl) aor. :, ($, Mºb,) inf n. 23 (S, A, Msb)

and 3,4}, (A,) or this, as remarked above, is

a simple subst., (S, Msb,) He (namely, God,

S, A, or a man, Msb,) aided or assisted him, and

strengthened him, against his enemy: (Msb :)

[he avenged him of his enemy. (See 8.)] And
* * * * > . .

4Jſ op-as God made him to be victorious, to

conquer, or to overcome : so in the Kur, xxii. 15,

where the pronoun relates to Mohammad. (TA.)

In the Kur, xlvii. 8,** iſſº &

means, If ye aid God's religion and his apostle,

He will aid you against your enemy: (Bd, Jel:)

or if ye aid his servants, &c.; or if ye keep his

ordinances and aid his orders and comply with

his commands and shun the things which He hath

forbidden, &c. (El-Basáir.) And the trad.

* : * ~ * * * ...: -...- : o ºf . -

Lºla, 51 UJus Jui-1 2-asſ is explained as

meaning, Prevent thou thy brother from nºrong

ing when he is a nºronger, and aid him against

his wronger n:hen he is nºronged. (TA.) Also,

* y (K,) inf.nº and 3,23 y (TA,) [or

the latter in this sense, as in the cases above

mentioned, is a simple subst.,] He served or

• * ~ - - -

preserved him from him or it. (K.) — awſ , as

- 0

4…o

-

Jºš God gave rain to the earth or land. (A.)

And Jº tº 24, (S, M, K) ſaor,

inf.nº, (M,) f The rain aided the earth or

land: ($ ) or matered it: (M :) or neatered it

generally and copiously, (K, TA,) and caused it

to produce herbage : (TA:) and 49 as I it

assisted the country to produce abundance of

herbage : (TA :) and JS sº : the earth

or land was natered by rain. (S.) – Hence,

943, aor. :, inf n. > , He gave to him.

(M.) An Arab of the desert [in the A a beggar]
- • * ~ * > . . . • * * *

accosted a people saying, a Ji se) as Jº,

meaning, t Give ye to me: may God give to you.
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(M, A) — iſ 3,23 also signifies t God be:

stoned upon him the means of subsistence, or the

like; syn. j. (IKit)

2. º, (inf. nº-ti, K,) He made him a

Christian. (S, M., K.) It is said in a trad.,

Irelating to the natural disposition of a child to
• w, x * ~ 2: .* w --> *

adopt the true faith,) 439-a-3 *}x2+. olºuš

[But his two parents make him a Jen, or make

(S.)

3. ſº-u He rendered reciprocal aid to him.

him a Christian].

See an ex, voce y-cle.]

5. 3-3-5 He laboured, or strove, to aid, or

assist ; syn. 323,* : (M, K:) not of the

same category as 2.4-3 [he endeavoured to ac

quire...) and j: [he endeavoured to charac

terize himself by 3.) (M.) = He became a

(M, K.)Christian.

6. 2.2L-5 They aided or assisted one another:

(S, Msb, TA:) they assisted one another to aid.

(M, A, K, TA) – 49 --~ : The

accounts, or tidings, confirmed, or verified, one

another. (M, K, T.A.)

8. , as 51 He defended himself: (Bd, Jel,

lv. 35:) he defended himself against his wronger,

or injurer. (TA.)—“ J-a-31 He eacacted,

or obtained, his right, or due, completely, from

him, so that each of them became on a par with

the other: (Az, TA :) he revenged himself upon

(Az, S, M,” Msb, K.)him.

10. 3-2:…' He asked, sought, or desired, aid,

or assistance. (M., K.) And ox-a-1 He asked

him to aid him, (S, Msb, K,) 4. against him,

(S, K,) i.e. against his enemy. ($, T.A.) –

f He begged; (K;) as though he asked for a

gift, which is termed 223. (TA)

34; [used a subst.,] Aid or assistance, rendered

to another, especially against an enemy: [avenge

ment of another:] victory or conquest: (Bd,

xxix. 9:) and *º is a subst, fromº [and

therefore signifies the same]: ($, Msb:) or the

W latter signifies good aid, or assistance : (M,

K:) and this Y same word, when the object is

God, signifies aid of God's servants; &c.; as

explained above: see 1. (El-Basáir.) – Spoil;

plunder; booty. (Bd, ubi supra.) – f Rain;

(A, TA;) as also V 3,2}: (TA:) in like manner

as it is called tº: (A, TA:) or the V latter

signifies a complete rain. (IAar.) – [Hence,

! A gift : (S, TA:) and* gifts. (M.) —

See also>tº -

4 - 2 • , .

2-aº ; see j-e-.

5 e o z
• 2 . .

3,25: see 3-as, in five places.

# , , .

Jºaº * ... • .

45 - o . see Jº-aº.

cº-aº ;

&%, G, A, MA, K, &c.) and ’53,
(M, A,) or this latter has not been used without

the addition of the relative Us, (S) or it has

been sometimes used, (M) and Y&4, (M,

Mºb, K.) but we have not heard this used,

(M.) [A Christian ; or this is a secondary ap

plication, and the original meaning is a Naza

rene :] fem. #923, (S, A, Msb, K,) and

iſſº, (S, A, K,) or the latter is used only

by poetic licence : (IB:) "Juaj [applied to

the Christians] is a rel, n. from ā-e- , [or Na

zareth, a town of Syria, (S, M, K,) also called

iº, (Lih, IDrd, K) or Öſº, (S, Mºb)

and #94, (M, Sgh, K) without teshdeed,

accord. to Sgh, (TA) and& and • * 2

• * 0 °

(as in a copy of the M,) or (sº and ãº:

(TA :) so originally, and then applied to such

as hold the religion of its inhabitants: (Mgbº)

this is the opinion of the lexicologists; but it is

of weak authority, though admissible as there

are other anomalous rel. ns. : (M.) or [so in

K, but in the S, and, esſa is pl. of & • . y

(Kh, M, Mºb, K) like as Lºº is pl. of 3,...;

(Mºb, K.) or of 394 (Kh, ś, M) and iſ 23,
- • * * - 6 * o .

($) like as Jellº is pl. of Ju-Jº (Kh, S, M)
8 . . o.º. © .

and ā-le-A : (S;) but more probably of&ſº 2

because this word has been sometimes used,
5 e -

whereas we have not heard Cº-aj used: (M. :)

and it is implied in the copies of the K, that
6 - og £ o –

ja” is pl. of Jºly-a; ; but correctly, it is a pl.

of354; , without J, as is said in the TS, and

the L, in both of which is mentioned the saying

of the poet,

• 2 of 2 . . * of 2 a.

[When I saw Nabatheans, Christians], meaning

esjº. (TA)

ãº The religion of the sº for Chris.

tians]. (K, TA.)

* One who aids, or assists, much or nell.

(TA in art. -->ic.)

º .* g •

Jeas: see 2-ol-3. It has the signification of

6 x 6 e

J5xãº ;

for cº- cº-i, occurring in a trad, means

Two brothers, aiders of, and aided by, each

(TA.)

g -

the measure Uel 3 or of the measure

other.

3 - 2 -

jº: see Jº-a .

* * * 3 & .

2.3L as : see x-a%.

6 . • 2 . - -

2-cL5 act, part. n. of 2-as, An aider or assister,

especially against an enemy; &c.; as also "...e5,

($." M, A, Mºb, K.) and " .33: ($gh, K.)
g - *

pl. (of >, ($, M, Mºb, and of >us, M.)
• of * .

* ($, M, A, Mºb, K) and (of 23, M)
6 tº a .* -

jLaš, (M, K,) and* may also be a pl. of

the same, as occurring in the verse of Khidásh,

cited above: (M :) and!--- is a pl. pl., being

pl. of jºi. (TA:) and * 23 is used as sing.

and pl., (M, K,) being an inf. m. employed as an
- - 6 o' - . . o

epithet, like J.Ac. (M.)—jº also signifies

The Assistants of the Prophet; (M, Ki) of [the

tribes of El-Ows and El-Khazraj; (TA;) being

an epithet applied to them especially, (M, K,)

and used as a subst, as though it were the name

of a tribe, wherefore the rel. n.&º [which

is used as sing.] is formed from it. (M.)

6 p * → •

23-2- : seeisºú.

5 of: 3 - 2 - g

Jºaºl: see Jºly-a; ; – and 2-2-.

3 of 6 -

Jºaºſ: see 2-2-3.

54. [Aided or assisted, especially against an

enemy, &c.]. — #24. Jº I Land natered by

rain; rained upon. (S, A.)

9 & e o z

j-a

assistance]. – f 4 beggar.

[Asking, seeking, or desiring, aid, or

(M.)

[& al, &c.

See Supplement.]

Jas

1. Jº, aor. 2, inf n. *-* (S, A, Mgh,
3. -

Mºb, K) and Jaj, (K,) It (water) welled from a

source, or spring: (TA :) or flowed: (TA :) or

flowed, (S, Mgh, K,) or came forth, (Mgh, Msb,)

by little and little, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) from stone

or the like; (Mgh;) like Jº (A :) or exuded:

or oozed forth, (A, K,) [like Jºl like as it

does from stone. (TA.) You say also, 4-3

Ju Jää A cloud flowing with water. (TA.)

* * > & -

And al-Jº Jºaº* [app. A mind bringing rain].

(K) And JJ # 3- tº sº, (K)

aor. : , inf n. Jº, (TA,) The nater-skin

slit, or burst, (K, TA,) and its water came forth,

(TA,) in consequence of being very full. (K,
o “ … O - o 6. * .

TA.) —[Hence. *\sº ºx” Cº ºf Caº,
tº e. 6 -

aor. -, inf. n. Ja; [and Jae-ajj, t Somewhat

floned to him from his bounty; but the verb is

mostly thus used in negative phrases. (TA.)

You say also, iété 4.2% &: Jº + A little

of thy bounty [flowed forth]. (TA.) And Jº

:* % + He did him a small benefit ; as also

Jº. (AS.)- Hence too, (Mgh,) Jº, (IKoot,

S, A, &c.,) aor. 2, inf. n. Jºsé, (K,) also sig

nifies t It (a thing, IKoot, Msh, or an affair, K.)
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was, or became, nithin the power or reach; or

possible; or easy of obtainment or attainment;

or prepared, or ready; or produced; or apparent;

or it presented itself; syn.& ; (K, TA ;) and

2:35 (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, TA;) and Jºa-;

(IKoot, Mgh, Mºb, TA ) and 3,9. (Mgh.)

You say, Jº us 34. Take thou, or receive thou,

what hath become easy of obtainment or attain

ment: or prepared, or ready; or produced; or

apparent; or what hath presented itself; syn.

3:3; (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, TA;) and Jae-; (Mgh,

TA;) & to thee, or for thee; (S, A, Mgh, TA;)

cºs & of a debt; ($) or cººl & of the

debt; (Msb;) or 4:3 Jo of thy debt; (A,

Mgh;) or* J-6 from thy debtor. (TA.)

And it is said in a trad, & Jº tº #22 bi

zoº ! Take ye the poor-rate of n-hat hath

appeared, or presented itself, of their possessions;

syn. jº, and J.-- (Mgh.)

& Jº # The price was, or became, pro

duced, or apparent, or prepared, or ready :

You say also,

was, or became, given in ready money, or

promotly, or quickly, or in advance: syn.

J.<; and Jºsé. (Mºb) And Jº tº

‘. … ses, (§, Mºb) i.e. J.--> t (No.

thing became produced, or apparent, &c., by

my hand ther from: or, accord. to A'Obeyd,

or Aş, (see Jº) the verb in this instance seems

to have the signification here next following].

(Msb) *u. Jº also signifies f His property

became converted into money, or cash, after it

had been a commodity, or commodities. (A,

Mgh.")

2 : see R.Q. 1, in two places.

4. Jail He (a pastor, S) gave lambs or kids

to drink a small quantity of milk. ($, K, TA.)

= + He accomplished a want. (K.)

2 - 2 * 6 J - -

5: see 10, in two places. = USAs cº-a as

+ I eaccited, incited, urged, or instigated, such a

(Sgh, K, TA.) [In one copy of the K,
- d ... d - -

W …: 5.]

8 : see 10.

0.116.

10. Sº Jº- IHe sought repeatedly and

perseveringly the [small quantities, or remains,

termed] su.5, of water, and took of them little by

little. (TA [in which, however, 3tº is erro

• . * * 3 - 2 - - -

neously put for >\ºl.)— [Hence, Ja- sº

tºº. f He seeks, or demands, bounty, or a
© - d …"

benefit, as it were drop by drop ; syn. &lai: ;

(K, TA:) or extracts, or elicits, it : (TA:) or

(A, TA.)seeks, or demands, its accomplishment.
* * * * - o . ~ * - & 29

And aā- Jaº- 3A, ($, K,) or aie- 'Jaiº,

(so in a copy of the Msb,) + He seeks, or demands,

the accomplishment of his right, or due, (S, Msb,

K,) and takes, or receives, (S,) part after part,

(S, Msb,) cº &- jrom such a one : (S:) or

eactracts, or elicits, it, part after part. (K.)

And Ji- * " … [in one copy of the K

* < a. aš) + I took, or eracted, or received,

fully, or nºbolly, from him, my right, or due, (K,

TA,) part after part : (TA:) [as also ****

“...] And is tº '-aa. [in one copy of the
* 0 < e < .

K V cº-axa:3] t I sought, or demanded, the

accomplishment of the nant. (K.)

R. Q. 1. J.A., (K, TA) or 'Jaiº, (so in

the CK,) said of a man, (TA) + His Jú, (K,

TA,) i.e. n-hat was apparent of his property,

(TA,) became much, or abundant. (K, T.A.)=

He moved about his tongue; as also Jeº but

the U3 in the former is not a substitute for the

J2 in the latter, as some assert it to be : (L,

TA:) the verb is used in this sense in speak

ing of a man; (TA ;) and of a serpent ; (S*,

A, K,) inf. n. iaº (S, but in one copy

***) and accord. to Ibn-Abbād, 4-3 [the

inf. ń.] signifies the making, or uttering, of a

sound; or the sound itself; (~~ ;) [app. by a

motion of the tongue;] of the serpent; and hence,

[accord. to some,) the epithet Jºãº, as applied

to a serpent: (TA:) or this epithet is from the

phrase, (IAar) & Jatai,(IAar, K) "...a...,

(so in the CK,) He put such a one in motion,

(IAar,) and he disquieted, disturbed, or unsettled,

(IAar,

K.) [In one place, in the TA, tº: 4. Ja

is made to signify the same; but this is doubtless

a mistake, arising from an omission in transcrip

tion.] You say also, aita; 3-3, Jº The

him; or removed him from his place.

camel moved about his < ū [q.v.], and made

them to be in contact with the ground; or this is

[...] with Je. (TA)

R. Q. 2 : see 5: — and see also 10, in two

places.

Ji. (S, Msb, K) and "Jiu (S, A, Mgh,

Mşb, K) tºold and silver coin or money; or

deenárs and dirhems: (S, A, Mgh, Msb:) such

are calledJº W Jú. (A, TA :) or the dirhem

and deenár: (K:) of the dial. of El-Hijáz:

(Aş, S, Mgh, Msb:) but accord. to A’obeyd,

(S, Msb,) or As, (TA,) these are called "Jü

only when converted into such after having been

a commodity, or commodities; ($, Msb, K;)

because one says, ‘C’. 4. Geº Jº tº, (S,

Msb,) i.e. Ja- L. : (Msb:) J. also signifies

n:hat is apparent, or produced, or prepared, or

ready; and so "Jºu, particularly of property:

(TA:) and W the latter, what has continuance,

or endurance, of property. (Mºb.) A man of

much property is described as being --tºl jºi

* Lºſ ! [The most abounding of men in gold and

silver coin]. (TA.) = See also Jºº.

6 . .

Jalas Water upon sand beneath which is hard

ground, from nihich n-henever any eacudes and

collects, it is taken. (TA.)

4. . . 6d

J33-a Jº A nell of n:hich the mater flon's

by little and little ; or oozes forth. (K, T.A.)

Jº Water little in quantity: (S, O, L., K:)

pl. Juá; ($, o, L, TA; in the K, Jaºuai,

which is a mistake. TA.) Also, A small

quantity of milk. (S, K.)—º -** Jé,

+ A man having little flesh; (K;) as also Y **,

and "4343. (TA)=~~Jº biº,

and W2:*, They came neith the most remote

of their company; (O, K;) from Ibn-'Abbād.

(TA.)

6 * ~ *

3.5Laj A remainder, (S, K,) or small re

mainder, (A,) of water, (S, A, K,) &c. : (S, K :)

the last thereof; pl. Jºã. and Jº. (TA.)

[Hence,) Jº 2% ãºua: ; The last of the

children of the man : (AZ, S, A, K. :) applied

alike to the male and female and to two and

more; (S. K.) like š-e and sº. (S)

1 A small thing : (A :) what comes into one's

hand, of a thing: a small benefit. (TA.)

ié- A small quantity of rain : (AA, S, K:)

or a weak rain: or a neak cloud : or one flowing

with water: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] âââ and [of

mult.] Jéºé. ($, K.) — A wind that brings

rain, (“ju Jºãº so that it flows: or a neak

wind. (A’Obeyd, K.) — tº Jº -eń ś

**** ~5 Jº, and Jaśla, $15, The camels

have left the water, having thirst ; (S, K;*)

not having satisfied their thirst. (S.) = The

sound of the routing of flesh-meat upon heated

stones ; pl. Jaºua (S, K:) ISd, however, says,

I think that Játa is a sing, like ºt: ; but

the sing. may be **. (TA.) [i. Seems to

me not improbable that Jété may be a mis

2 : * ~ *- - - * . . . . -

transcription, for Jaśla, pl. of the inf. n. i2.25

used as a subst.] = See also Jºº.

Jºtº see Jaca. H Jº

S, K,) and isº, (S, A, K,) A serpent that

remains not still in a place, (IAar, K,) by reason

of its malignity and liveliness: (IAar:) or that,

when it bites, kills immediately : (K:) or that

moves about its tongue, (S, A, K,) having put it

Jorth; (K;) as also with Je: [see Jººl

(TA :) or that utters a sound, or sounds. (TA.)

It is said that Dhu-r-Rummeh, being asked

respecting the meaning of Jº, did nothing

more than move about his tongue in his mouth;

($ ) or put forth his tongue, and move it about,

(IJ, O,) in his mouth, making a sign with it to

him who asked him. (O.)

• * ~ *~ *

tra ae-, (IAar,
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3 -i > * : * *, * * :

à-e-as: see a-staxaš.

5 . - - - -

J39 f A thing, or an affair, within one's power

or reach [&c.: see 1, of which it is the part. n.].
s

(K.) – See also Jº in six places.

- -

1. J, aor. : (S, K, &c.) and also :, (Mºb,)
g - -

which latter is strange, (MF,) inf. n. -3-a; ;

(S, K, &c.;) and *-ā; (K;) It (water) sank

into the earth; disappeared in the earth : ($,

M, K, &c. :) and became lon! : ($:) became

remote. ($, M.) – Jes- -a, occurring in

a verse cited by Th, [The mater of the tank or
6 * * >

cistern, sank into the earth]. (T.A.) — st-aº
… - - -

--

Jöuaji Jºse [The sources of El-Tâ’if became
• * 5. • * ~ * > . no.

dried up). (A)—J-3s. 4 & 23 tº

3,13 <0.3 That from which the water of the

sea has become eachausted, and has dried up, it

being alive, and n:hich has then died, eat ye it.

(TA, from a trad.)—jº &btºJº Čá.

J & -*. 33% [We mere on the bank of the

river in El-Ahneáx, and the nºater had sunk, or

receded, from it, leaving it dry}. (TA, from a

trad) —“ *…*, (aor. . , inf n. **,

TA,) t His eye sank, or became depressed, in the

socket: or it is only said of the eye of a she

camel. (K.) —J It (herbage and the like,

that had been abundant,) became little, or scanty:

(K:) or failed altogether. (TA)— —a is

met. used with reference to accidents [as it is

properly with respect to substances]: thus it is

said in a trad., º: J. : His life passed

anay, or ended. (IAth.) This is what F means
40 . .” * . . . . - -

by saying J).3 -a signifies stuo, f Such a one

died. (TA)—º--s, inf n. *, *, His

goodness, or beneficence, became little. (AZ.) —

*** it. …a5 He was not ashamed. (TA.)=

-á, (inf. n. **, TA,) t It (a desert) was

far-extending. (K.)–-*, inf. n. **, { It

(a people, or party,) was, or became, distant.

($)— —a It (a people, or party,) strore,

or used exertion, [app., in a journey.] (TA.)=

J.35, aor. 2, It (a thing, TA,) flowed, and ran.

(K.) By our saying “a thing,” we mean to

exclude water, though water is included in the

definition of a thing: so that we need not infer

from what is said in the K that the verb bears

two contr. significations. (TA.) [But this obser

vation appears to me to be scarcely admissible.]
* * > *

— 3×99)< [in the copies of the K in my

hands, written 5:3] The sore on the back of a

camel &c. became severe. (K.) 33. -ºš i The

scar of the sore became severe and deep in the

back. (A) = 2; 23. He pulled off the

(M8b.)
-

garment.

2 : see 1—-º, inf. n.<<, She (a camel)

had little milk; and her flow thereof became slow;

(K;) and her milk n'as long in flowing again into

her udder after each previous milking. (TA.)

4. Jºãº -asſ He pulled the string of the bon',

2 * ~ 2:

in order that it might make a sound : like [...a...}) :

(K:) the former verb is [said to be] an original

syn. of the latter; (TA;) [and if so, it has

an inf. n., as shown below :] or he pulled

the string of the bonº, and then let it go, to

make it trang : or he pulled the string of

the bon, without an arron, and then let it go,

to make it twang : (TA :) or he caused the bon,

to make a sound, or twang: (AHn, L:) ---asſ

J-ºil is is the same as &agi, of which it is

a transp. syn. (S.) AHn, gives to it the inf. n.

* ; and yet asserts it to be formed by trans

position: but this is absurd; for verbs so formed

have not inf. ns.; as mentioned by Sb and Aboo

'Alee and the rest of the skilful grammarians.

(Abu-l-Hasan.) See -3.

-->* A pool of n!hich the nºater has sunk

into the earth. (A.)—[So]"i. Jºe A source

of n!hich the mater has sunk into the earth; [a
6 o' .

source that has become dried up]. (A.) – ºs
º -

J.3U f [A deep hole: or a far eactending desert]:

syn. 34. (S, T.A.) —A- -*. Ušš &

: Verily such a one is a person of little good, or

beneficence. (AZ) —-sus f Distant; remote:

(A$, $:) an epithet applied to water and any

thing. (TA.)–* &- + A far-extend

(TA.)ing run.

*ś, a coll. gen. n., [I find it said to have

been written with tenween by J himself: but it

appears to have been also used as a generic

proper name; and as such, having the measure

of a verb, it must be written * , being

imperfectly declinable :] A certain tree: the

J is augmentative, because there is no word of
º in o.

the measure Ukas; whereas there are words of

the measure Ja-A-5, as J iſ and º

Il. un. i:43: (S:) a certain tree of El-Hijáz :

(K:) it grows large, in the form, or manner, of

the tº- , having white and thick branches; and

folds, such as are called jºuse-, are made of it :

[this is the only meaning I can assign to the

words lar-e 3A5, supposing a to be omitted

after place-o, though*: would be better:]

its leaves are contracted; and it alnays appears

as though it mere dry and dusty, though grow

ing : (TA:) its thorns are like those of the

** (K, TA:) and it has a fruit [called 3.

(L, K, art. Jºãº)] like small grapes, nhich is

eaten, of a reddish colour : AHn says, that its

smoke is nhite, of the colour of dust; and that

poets therefore liken dust to it : and in one place

he says, that it is a large tree, without leaves

[properly so called], which has a trunk, and

from which grow thick boughs, with many

- * o .

branches; its leaves [if such they may be called]

being only shoots, which are eaten by the camels

and sheep and goats: Aboo-Nasr says, that it is

a tree having short thorns : not of the trees that

grom on lofty mountains; frequented by chame

leons: [see tº-, in art. -->; and see an ex. in

a verse cited voce 34.) ISd thinks that it is

thus called because of its little sap : AM says,

that it is a large tree, from nihich are cut tent

poles: (TA:) and Ibn-Selemeh says, that it is a

treefrom which arron's are made. (S.) - 3.

-ā- tº- [She-camels like arron's made

of the wood of the tendub]. (TA).

** * * * 6 -

*a* : see --~~9.

&

1. * ă, aor. :, inf. n. ** and **, (S,

K, &c.,) or these are [properly] simple substs.,

(the former accord. to the L, and both accord.

to the Msb,) and the inf. n. is **, (M8b,) It

(fruit, jºin, S, K, [in the CK2:1, or dates,

as grapes, and dates, TA, and flesh-meat, S, K,

whether dried in the sun or roasted, TA, [or

cooked in any way,) attained to a perfect state

of fitness for being used, or for being eaten : it

(fruit) became ripe, or mature : it (flesh-meat)

became thoroughly cooked. (S, K, &c.) See 2.

[And It (the skin of one tormented in Hell)

became thoroughly burned : see Kur iv. 59.] —

It (an ulcer or the like) became ripe, or sup

purated.]

2. tº ju- ~~~, (S. K.) and

*** **, (K) and tº 3-3, (L) : She

(a camel) eacceeded the usual period of gestation

by a month, or thereabout : (L:) or eacceeded the

year and did not bring forth : (S, K:) was

pregnant, and exceeded the year, counting from

the time when she conceived, and did not bring

forth. (As.) Th uses the expression ~~~

UAJ3 as signifying She (a woman) exceeded the

usual period of gestation, namely nine months;

or did so by a month : in which case the child is

more strong for the delay. (TA.) – ~~~
- --

º išū. ! The she-camel attained the utmost

point nºith her milk : but ISd thinks it a mistake

for sºlº -> *. (L.) = See 4.

4.

(whether dried in the sun or roasted, TA, [or

cooked in any way],) perfectly fit for being

used, or for being eaten : rendered ripe, or

mature: thoroughly cooked: (S, K :) it (the

proper time) rendered fruit ripe, or mature;

ripened, or matured it. (TA.) – AHn uses

this verb in a strange manner, explaining the

as' He rendered fruit, or flesh-meat,

expression tº: <3 by the words 35 sº

sº

is nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, by the

* , , of -

as-asſ [meaning, a plant, or herbage, that

- - - * , .

cold); this is strange because -La is an effect
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of heat; not of cold. (M.) [See é-ij
22*, *

*49 £º t Mature thy judgment, or thine

opinion]. (A.) — £5& : S, (L.) or

teſ,é "***5, (A,) [He. thoroughly

cook the slender part of the leg of a sheep, or the

like]: i.e., he is weak, and of no use, or does

not possess a competence. (L.) – [&a. also

signifies It matured, or caused to suppurate, an

ulcer or the like; as also Y** ..]

10: see 4.

6 o' -

*ad.)

6 & x

: * : see ta.

o

# and ' … ; see 1. – As simple substs,

in relation to fruit, or to flesh-meat, A perfect

state of fitness for being used, or for being eaten :

ripeness, or maturity: the state of being thoroughly

cooked. (L, MSb.)

-a and " ** (S, K) and W
º . 2”

- - - *o

(TX) fruit, and fiesh meat, (whether dried in

the sun or roasted, TA, [or cooked in any way,))

in a perfect state of fitness for being used, or for

being eaten: ripe, or mature: thoroughly cooked:

(S, K, &c. :) pl. [of the first, and perhaps of the
- £a - -

second also, **. (TA.) — us!" **

! A man of sound, [or mature].judgment. ($, K.)

W : * * * ;: f [A matured affair; an affair

soundly, or thoroughly, managed]. (A.)

see **.

See ** -

see what follows.

&

º O y

& e- -

• * : * (S, L, K) and Y** and each with 3

(L) : A she-camel that exceeds the usual period

of gestation by a month, or thereabout : (L:) or

that eacceeds the year and does not bring forth :

(S. K.) pl. -a-, (S) and el-aº. (L.)

See an ex. voce $9. – [Also both, but

the latter the more common, A suppurative

" .

medicine.]

º

*** An iron instrument for roasting flesh

6 º' -

meat; syn. 3:... (K.)

te

1. **. aor, -, (S, K,) and z, (Msb, MF,)

inf. n. **, (S,) He sprinkled a house, or

chamber, [with water]: (S, K :) or he sprinkled

it lightly: (TA:) 3–4. is like £º and some

times these two words agree, and sometimes

they differ: (Lth:) some say that they both

signify any sprinkling: (TA:) or the former

signifies what is intentional ; and the latter,

what is unintentional. (IAar.) [See £43.J–

it.” * ***, inf n. **, [1 sprinkled

water, or the water, upon himl. (As.) — * :
y , wo - o - ] ( 5.) te,

aor. 7, and 2, inf. n. as , He moistened, or

sprinkled, a garment, or piece of cloth. (Mºb.)

* 2 : * ~

te 42 [A sprinkling of such

a thing came upon him].

— 3- &

(TA) — st-e-as

º She (a camel) sprinkled her urine. (TA.)

- L. ... • * ~ * 6 o' .

— atlas 2—as , ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. y

(S,) t It (water, TA,) moistened [or allayed] his

thirst, (S, TA,) and allayed it: (K, TA:) took

it anay : or almost took it anay: (TA:) also

(K) or& ** , (TA,) he satisfied his thirst

with drink : (K:) or he drank less than what

would satisfy his thirst. (S, K.) – it.” **

Júl The water took anay the thirst of the

camels &c.; or nearly did so. (T,)—tº **

He (a camel) carried water from a river or

canal or nell to irrigate standing corn or the

like. (Msb.) – ** He moistened." skin, in

order that it might not break. – iſsºl **,

**, He sprinkled the palm-leaf

date-bashet neith mater, in order that its dates

might stick together: (L:) or he scattered forth

its contents. (L, K.) – ** (inf. n. 34,

S,) He watered palm-trees, (K,) and standing

corn &c., (TA,) by means of a camel carrying

the mater. (K.) – a c > 0 ow

|-a; gº Jº The stand

ing corn &c. was matered by means of buckets,

aor. :, inf. n.

(3, and ~}) and camels carrying the mater;

not by means of a channel opened for that

(TA.) —** Jé

palm-trees that are matered [by the means above

mentioned). (S.) – tºº Ji-& [Such

a one waters palm-trees &c. by the means above

mentioned]. (S.) –2-29) Jé ** IIe drives

the camel that carries the nater for irrigation,
- * *

-

purpose. oJº These are

matering palm-trees [&c.] (S.) – 2.

Jºº, (inf. n. **, TA.) t They shot at them

[or sprinkled them] with arron's : (S, K:) they

scattered arron's among them, like as water is

sprinkled. (TA.) Mohammad said to , the

archers at the battle of Ohod, JJ Le ,-ai.

t Shoot ye at the horses and their riders with

arron's [and so repel them from us]. (S,” TA.)

- - d. • * >

—asº –aj, aor. 2 and *; (TA;) and " tas

and W -a-...] [both of which are thus used as

intrans.]; (K;) He sprinkled some mater upon

his pudendum after the ablution called 3491.

(K) as also Jaiº (TA)—Jºº **

33-3 Jº He made [a little sprinkling of]

urine to fall upon his thighs. (K.) Hence the

saying in a trad., à &: * * * l, meaning,

that he upon whom falls a little sprinkling of

urine, like the heads of needles, as explained by

Z, must sprinkle the part with water, and is not

required to wash it. (TA) —& “a

The sky rained upon us. (L.)- **, [aor. 2,]

He (a horse) sneated. (Msb.) Jºu **,
o . * . . . - -

** and cº-aº, He (a man, and a

horse,) broke out neith sneat: and in like manner,

the protuberance behind a camel's ear; and the

arm-pit or the like. (L.) [See an ex. in a verse

> - - d -

cited in art. 5*, conj. 3..]– tºl, * + He

diffuses the odour of perfume: lit., sweats it.

(L, from a trad) — ; 33 It (sweat) eacuded,

or came forth. (Msb.) —áji- <--Ai, (S,

K,) and ā-sal, (S) aor. , inf n. * * and
9 : * ~ . -

t-ta-, ($, K.) [the latter of an intensive form,

The water-skin, and the jar, (being thin, TA,)

sweated, (ISk, S, K.) or eruded its mater. (TA.)
… • *

— Jºe-J)* The mountain sneated water

between its masses of rock. (TA.) — **
* ~ * 6 o'

Jº-J), inf. n. 2—a, TA,) t?'he trees began to
--

break out with leaves. (A$, S. K.) – **

£ºl, and W **', t The standing corn became

inf n.

thick in its body, (TA,) and began to have the

farinaceous substance in its grains, yet moist,

or succulent, or tender. (K.) –& --~aj,

(L, K,) aor. :, inf. n. *** (L;) and W c 231,

(L, K,) and *~~~ (K;) The eye overflowed

with tears: (L, K:) the eye filled nith tears and then

overflon-ed nithout stopping. (L.)–**, aor. 2,

It (a sea, or great river,) flowed. (TA, art. 25.)

—%- 2-5 bºº see J% = -á,

ºš Če, (S. K.) ºr ; ; (; ) and ... 'ºu,

(K) inf. n. 4-3. and ** ; (TA;) f He

repelled from, and defended, such a one : (S, K:)

**: (Shujáa:) and Jº &a. he

repelled from the man. (Kr.) – —º& **

t He defended himself mith an argument, a plea,

or an allegation. (S.)

3:

4: see 1–& tal t He aspersed his

as also

see 1.

honour, or reputation : (K:) marred it; as also

* , , ºf

as-a-cl: (Shujáº Es-Sulamee :) made people to

carp at it. (Khaleefeh.)

* -of

4-29

* * * *.

5: see 1 and 8–4 -3.5 tº- ****

t I san, him deny, (S, K,) and declare himself clear

of, (S,) that of which he was accused, or suspected.’

(S, K.”)—º &: tº- t He pretended to be

clear, or quit, of the thing. (TA.)

8. it.) 2vº ta- The nºater became

sprinkled upon them. (S.) – Jé Jº ta

~5- The urine became sprinkled upon the gar

ment. (Msb.)—tºº ta- He sprinkled

himself nºith the kind of perfume called tº.

(L.) [And W. *—a

art. U-8 in the K.] See 1.

10 : see 1.

is used in similar sense in
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* † — a .2%

5 o .

~aj A rain betn’een tro rains; better than

what is called Jº : (L;) i. q. **,

respect to rain. (Sh.) – << *; [or <!--a ?]

4 slight, or scanty, scattered shower of rain.
g - 6 o' .

(L.) — Also "?–3–3 Rain. (L.) — ; as
tº: p

t Perfume that is thin, like water ; pl. **

with

- J

and i-ai: [see also ** :] what is thick,

like 3, is and agº, is called £4. (L.) —

A mark left by water, or anything thin, such as

vinegar and the like: differing from 3-4 [q. v.].

(AA, in TA, art. ta.)

** and W** f A watering-trough or

tank; or so called because it moistens [or allays]

the thirst of camels: (IAar, S:) or a small

watering-trough or tank : (TA:) or the latter a

watering-trough or tank that is near to the nell,

so as to be filled neith the bucket; and it may be

large : (Lth :) pl. of the former ºuai, and of

the latter ($)—º 3. What is

sprinkled in the performance of the ablution called

***". (L.) [See & **)

45 - ? • ?:

4ta-a- : see tº--

6 x > * > *

t” $35% A.*that sn'eats, or eacudes its

mater. (TA.) – ** f A frtain kind, ºf

perfume. (S, K.) [See also *...] — J-23

-, *, and W i-ai, A bon) that impels the

arron, with force, or sends it far, and that
...) .9 w • **

(AHn, K.) — tº-a- One of the

(TA.)

* ,

scatters the arron's much; expl. by Wä-U33
o ºg -

•

names of The bon.

6 . º 6 * >

- - . (S.) – S a}.*** Smeat (S.) eet

-

45 tº ,

ta He nwho drives the camel that carries

water from a nell &c., for irrigating land, (S,

K.) and waters palm-trees [ºc.J. (S.) – See

6 * ~ * 6 . . o

as-Las : see 3-a-o.

º -

BU f A camel (S) or an ass or a bull (TAtº (S) (TA)

npon nihich nater is drawn (::ſe Jº) [from

a well &c.]: ($, TA:) a camel that carries

prater (J. J.-4) from a river or canal or

well to irrigate seed-produce ; so called because

it is a means of moistening [or allaying] thirst

by the water which it carries: (Msb:) the female

is called ā-st (S, Msb) and fºL [q. v.]:

(S:) pl. *9. (Msb.) – Afterwards applied

to Any camel: as in the following instance,
~ y o o ż

! Give him
occurring in a trad., 4-º' •

thy camel to eat. (Msb.) – See 34.

i_* (L, K) as also is als, (IAA, L.)

vulg. * *-uº, (Az) i, q +553, (IAºr, L, ſin

a 2 . . . "

some copies of the K a 555; in the CK a-39.j]

i. e. An instrument made of copper or brass for

shooting forth naphtha [into a besieged place :

(L.)mentioned in several histories].

- -

-> * > -
-

1. as-as, aor. 2, [and z, see below], inf. n.
5 o – -

à-a, He sprinkled him, or it, [with water
•

&c.]: or i, q. 4-A. (K:) AZ says, **
- • ?:

signifies the act of sprinkling, like ; these

- d > *

two words being syn.: you say cº-s-as, aor.
2 * of:

!: (S:) or the former signifies less than

the latter: (K:) so most say : (L:) or the

former signifies what is unintentional; and the

latter, what is intentional: (IAar, L:) As says,

that the latter is the act of man: (L:) and the

former, he says, signifies more than the latter,

and has no pret. nor aor. : and Aboo-'Othmān

Et-Towwazee says, that the former signifies the

mark, or effect, that remains upon a garment or

other thing, and that the act is termed **,

with c

no verb nor act, part. n. ; and A’Obeyd says,

that it has no pret. nor aor. ascribed to any

unpointed: ($) As says, that as has

• o º .J.

authority: or you say -3-1 c
6 o',

-as, I netted the garment; and it

* : 3, aor. - and

z, inf. n.

signifies more than <--à. (Msb.) <-->

Çº, inf. n. Öº-sº Her (a she-camel's) arm

L, from apits mere sprinkled with pitch. (S,
g ~ :

verse of El-Katámee.) [3<> &- • ?

sprinkling, more [or less] than n-hat is termed
gº o . o P - © ... •

a', came upon him. (A$, $.) – AL:

Jºlº, (Yº. 5) and …; Jº u-a, (K)

i. q, lost re-as, (Yz, S,) We [shot at them and

sprinkled them nºith arron's ; or scattered arron's

among them; (Yz, Ş, K;) meaning, our enemies.

(K) — &º, (inf. n. **, L.) It (water)

boiled forth vehemently (in gushing, L,) from its

source, (L, K,) or boiled up vehemently. (Aboo

Alee, L, K.)

3. (s-30, inf. n. is-ºut, and **, They

(S, K.)sprinkled each other.

8. &a=! It (water) became sprinkled. (S, K.)

9. 3-a; and Y£ual It (water) poured out, or

forth. (TA.)

11: see 9.

5 e .

-as A mark, or effect, that remains upon a

garment or other thing, (Aboo-'Othmān Et

Towwazee, S, K,) as the body, (TA,) from per

fume, (K,) or mire, or a soil or pollution : (TA:)

or from blood, and saffron, and mud, and the

like :

thin, such as vinegar and the like. (A.A.) [See
tº o -

also t” ..]

5 - 6 -

as as A rain; a shower of rain. ($, K.)

• 2. being with water, and with anything

9 . . . g o .

--a <= A copious rain. S, Msb, K.)–

ãº &: A copious spring of water : (S:) or

a spring that boils forth, or gushes forth (S,

Mºb) copiously. (Mºb.) – s;3, 4-už. A

she-camel that sneats copiously in the part called

U.933, behind the ear. (L.)

is-àº, [in the TA ta...] vulgo icº,

i. ſ. 55; (K, TA) [in the CK, asſà, which

is a mistake : see i-a-l.

- -

1. **, aor. :, ($, K, &c.) inf n. 233; (S,

L. Mºbi) and " …, (L. K.) infn. 3.25;

($, L;) or the latter has an intensive signifi

cation; ($, L;) He put goods, household-goods,

or commodities, (eº, $, L, K,) one upon

another: ($, L, MSb, K:) or put, or set, them

together, (T, A, L.) in regular order, or piled

up : (A:) both verbs signify the same : (L, K:)

or the latter, he put them one upon another [or

side by side] compactly. (S, L.) — [You say,)

<! Jé & “…aſ [I placed the crude

bricks in order against the corpse, to support it;

as it is laid upon its right side, or so inclined

that the face is towards Mekkeh], (L.)

2. **, inf. n. **, He [God] made a

person's teeth to be disposed in regular order. (A.)

— See 1.

2 < 0 3 -

5.& ~~at-3 The teeth were disposed in

regular order. (A.)

8. Aar-ºl, ſquasi-pass. of 1, It was put, or

set, one part upon, or beside, another, in regular

order; was piled up, or became piled up]. (K,

art, jº.) — Jºaºl f It (a people, A) remained,

stayed, abode, or dwelt, in a place; (A, K5) and

collected there, (A.)

34. Goods, household goods, or commodities,

put one upon another : (S, L, K:) or, put, or

set, together, (A, L.) in regular order, or piled

up : (A :) or the best thereof: (L, K :) or such

things in general: but the first meaning is the

most appropriate : (L:) pl. Štaji. ($, L.) —

Jººls sº &- tº a <!, I saw a number

ofgarments, or pieces of cloth, and of beds, or

the like, put together in regular order, or piled up.

(A.) – See iº.–344 couch-frame, or a

raised couch, (Jºrº)upon n:hich goods, household

goods, or commodities, are put one upon another,

(S, L, K,) or put, or set, together, in regular

order, or piled up : (A, L:) or simply, a couch

frame, or raised couch; (2)-;) so called because

the things so termed are generally put upon it:

(L, Msb:) or a ---, or a thing resembling

this, upon which garments and household-goods

are put, one upon another, or together. (L.) –

34 f Glory; honour; dignity; might; or

power; (A ;) eminence; or nobility. (K.) -

354
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34: f Eminent; or noble: (L, K :) applied to

a man: pl. sºi. (L.) — Also, (A, L.) and

the pl., (S, A, L,) f A man's paternal and

maternal uncles (S, A, L) prečminent in nobility.

(S, L.) — Also, the pl., f The party, or

company, (L, K,) and number, (A, L, K,) and

auxiliaries, or assistants, (A,) of a people, (L,

IK,) or of a man: (A :) and the sing. and pl.,

companies, or congregated bodies, of men. (A.)

—24: 14 fat she-camel; (K;) likened to a

couch-frame, or a raised couch, upon which are

the things termed Aa3; (TA;) as also " 3.4.

(K.) — Stºi, of mountains, Stones, such as

are called J*. one upon another. ($, L,

K.) Also, of clouds, Portions piled up, one

above another: (S, L, K :) sing. 34. (L.)

6 x * 9 . .”

25-aº ; see Jºaº and*.

3.23 and "3,444 (Mºb, K.) and "34, [or

the last has an intensive signification, as is

shewn above,) Goods, household-goods, or com

modities, (K,) put one upon another: (Msb, K:)

[or put, or set, together, in regular order, or piled

up : and the last, put one upon another, or side

by side, compactly: see 1]. –** &is, in

the Kur, [l. 10, Spadices of palm-trees [having

their flowers] compacted, or compactly disposed;

(L;) yet in their envelopes; (Fr, L;) for when

they have come forth therefrom they cease to be

2-a. (L.) – " ?,** &is, in the Kur,

[lvi. 28, Gum-acacias having fruit or leaves

closely set, one above another, from bottom to

top, without their trunks being apparent belon.
• O. - • of d g : ..." . * - z

(L.) — twº J. vºl Jº 92° 3-1 2-5

The trees of paradise are closely set with leaves

and fruit, one above another, from bottom to top,

neithout having trunks apparent : (L, from a

trad. ) and similarly "3,43 (Jel, lvi. 20.)

#3 a A pillon : and any stuffed article of

household furniture : (L, K:) pl. 3:13; and

"...a5 is used as a coll. n. (L.)

4 × 2 × º

>3-2-2 : see **.

º

4 - - - -->

Jºaº 22 Pearls arranged, or put together, in

regular order. (A.) – See Jº-aj.

Jºaº

1. *, aor. 2; (IAqr, S, A, Msb, K;) and

23, aor. : : and jº, aor. 2; (IAar, S. A. K.;)

the last [also] mentioned by A’Obeyd; (S;)

inf n. *aš, (S, A, Mºb, K.) of the first; (S,

Msbº) and , as (K) and 3,43, (S, A, K,) of

the second, (S,) or this is a simple subst., (Msb,)

and }*, (TA,) [also of the second;] and }*,

(K;) [of the third;] and * *i; (IAar, L, K,

TA;) It (a tree, A, K, and a plant, A, and

foliage, TA, and a colour, K, and a face, IAar,

S, Msb, K, and anything, TA,) nas, or became,

beautiful (S, Msb, K,) and bright : (S* [see

3.43 below] or, when said of a face, tropically

used, (A,) signifying as above: (TA:) or f it

nas, or became, beautiful and fresh : or beautiful

and fine-skinned, so that the blood appeared

[through the skin]: syn. Jää &- (A:) or

pleasant : (Fr.:) and V2 a51, said of a tree, its

(TA.) — [When said of

a man, sometimes signifying He was, or be

foliage became green.

came, in a state of enjoyment, or in a plentiful

and pleasant and easy state of life; agreeably

with a usage of , as and "3.3 and " Jº to be

mentioned below. And in like manner, when

said of life, it signifies It was, or became plentiful

and pleasant and easy..] = & 3,4, (IAar,

S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2., (Msb,) inf. n.*

(TA;) and Y **, (S, A, K,) or this has an

intensive signification; (Mºbi) and '9-all;

(IAar, S, A, K,) when the pronoun relates to

the face, (IAar, S, A,) in which case it is tro

pical, (A,) [or to a tree, or colour, as is implied

in the K, God made it beautiful (S, A, K,) and

bright. (S,” TA.) — When the pronoun relates

to a man, the meaning (of the first of these three

forms, as mentioned by En-Nadr and Sh and in

the Mgh and TA, and of the Y second, as men

tioned by As, and En-Nadr and Sh, &c., and

of the Y third, as mentioned in the TA,) is God

made him to have enjoyment, or plentiful and

pleasant and easy life; syn. 43; (S, Mgh,

Mºb, TA;) or yºu … [which signifies the

same]: (A’obeyd ) or & 9,23, (El-Azdee,

Mgh) and all " ., &, (El-Hasan El-Muåddib,

TA,) signifies f God made his rank, or station,

good (El-Azdee, El-Hasan El-Muåddib, Mgh,

TA,) among mankind: (El-Hasan El-Muåddib,

TA:) not relating to beauty of the face; (El

Azdee, El-Hasan El-Muåddib, Mgh, TA:) but
- - - - 2, 2 3

is similar to the saying, J. tº- 19:12)

•º cu- [which see explained in art. as->].

(El-Hasan El-Muåddib, T.A.) As cites this

Verse:

• * : * 2 y o £ 21: • * *: *

+ L*3—33 –-la-e' aſſ) j-a

• * * • * > . • - O

4: ~|~\laji as-Jo Jº-º-º-e -

[May God grant enjoyment to bones nºbich they

have buried in Sijistãn: (I mean) Talhat-et

Talahát]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

(sº sº Juá. &- … ºf a

Wºº &. J.,(Sh,š,'A'Mgh,"TA)or",…,
-

à

(Sh, S, in which latter we read 5. in the place

• * *

of Jºc, and A, in which we find &: in the

place of 2.2, and Mgh ; the reading " , as

alone being given in the copies which I have of

the S and A;) May God cause to have enjoyment,

or a plentiful and pleasant and easy life, [the

servant, or man, who hears what I say, and

keeps it in mind, then conveys it to him nºho

hears it :] (S, Mgh, in explanation of the latter

reading, and TA, in explanation of both read

ings:) or t may God make to have a good rank

or station &c. (Mgh, in explanation of the for

mer reading.)

7 *.

- → * ~ *

2. aſ or as : see •y-a, throughout.

• *- -

4. –a4! : see 2-as, in two places. = 3, as

2. *~ : :

aſſ) : see ox-as, throughout.

* (S, A, Msh, K) and "ja (S, A, K, [in

the CKjº) and TA) and " ...a3 ($, Mºb, K)

and " ºf (K [without tenween, though this is

not shown in the K, as it is originally an epithet,

though it may be obsolete as an epithet, ) Gold;

(S, A, Msb, K3) as also "tas (Es-sukkaree:)

or silver; (K5) as also "jua. (Es-Sukkaree:)

or generally the former: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

(of the first, S.) 3:45, ($, K,) and [of mult.]

5 -

jºa; : (Ki) or (so accord. to the S and A, but

in the K, and) * La; signifies what is pure, (S,

A, K,) of gold &c., (A,) or of native or un

wrought gold or silver, (Lth, K,) and of wood,

(Lth,) or of anything: ($:) and is used as an

epithet, applied to gold : (TA:) and Y 3,33

[n. un. of*] signifies a molten piece of gold.

(TA.)

Jº see;-- -

* Beauty (S, Msb, K,) and brightness:

(S, TA:) so in the Kur, lxxvi. 11. (Jel.) [The

above explanation in the Msb and K, “beauty,”

is evidently imperfect. Accord. to the Msb, the

word is a simple subst., not an inf. n.] t Pleasant

ness of countenance. —~~ §º + The beauty

and brightness of aspect characteristic of en

joyment, or of a plentiful and pleasant and easy

state of eacistence: so in the Kur, lxxxiii. 24:

(Bd, Jel:) or the brightness, or glistening, and

moisture (13 ) [upon the skin] characteristic

thereof. (Fr.) – Enjoyment; or a plentiful

and pleasant and easy life; syn. i. [in the

CK àº). (A, K.) – Richness; or competence

or sufficiency. (A, K.) – Life. (A, K.) = See

also*.

jua ** 3. ach i - l

see 2-a ; each in two places. See
* --

5 - - -

Jºaº ; also ºrº.

6 - º • -

Jºa : See j-º'-', in two places: = and see

º, o –

2-aº.

23 (A, L, K) and "5* (A, L, Mºb, K)

and "Jai , (A, L.,) [being epithets from* and

• 2 -

2.23 and 2-ax, respectively, and * 3:1, accord.

to the K, but in the place of this we find in the
- ~ of

corresponding passage in the L the verb , all,

- -

with the addition “is like 23,” (TA) Beautiful
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(Msb, K) and bright. (TA.) So in the Kur,

lxxv. 22, 3,4- Jº 39-3 + Faces on that
-

day shall be beautiful and bright : (Bd, Jel:) or

shining by reason of enjoyment, or of a beauti

ful and pleasant and easy state of eacistence.

(Fr.) [These epithets have also other, similar,

significations, shown by explanations of* and

its variations.] * is coupled with Ji. as

an epithet applied to a boy, (A,) and so "Jº

(TA,) and i.e.: with **, applied to a girl,

(A) and so 3,...a5; (TA ) and thus used are

tropical. (A.)—º also signifies Intense in

greenness: (K:) you say** [intense,

or bright, green], (S, K,) like as you say jºi

353 and & eº Jºi. (S:) and in like

manner it is used as an intensive epithet applied

to any colour: you say* 3- [intense, or

bright, red], and >3 3.2 [intense, or bright,

yellon ]: (K:) so says IAgr: (TA:) or !--

!-- signifies smooth green, accord. to A'Obeyd,

and Az adds, glistening in its clearness. (TA.)

jºi. see; a : = and see;--.

[-à-a-9, &c.

See Supplement.]

º

Ulaş

[1. *-i- tº see tº.]

1. 4.1. (aor. 2, inf. n. J.A., TA,) He struck

[or fillipped] his earnith his finger. (K.) Y-laji

&#, andjº, and A., signify the same. (A.A.)

* > . .” 9 * ~ * - -

3. 2.4% (inf n. ãº, TA,) He incited

them against each other, (K,) and acted in an evil

or mischievous manner towards them. (TA.)

4: see 1.

i.i. i.4. icº, i.e., A single act of piercing,

or pecking, with the beak, of a cock, &c. (Az.)

&u= The head. (Th, K.) Respecting the

saying of El-Jo’eyd El-Murádee,

… •o. . . o –

# azu, Jºe Stº C-3 ×

ISk says, No one has explained it, and the reading
... O -

- -

- -
-

&

-

better known is *laº Jº, meaning “notwith

standing the sweetness (~~P) that was in him:”

for the man spoken of was going in to a bride of

the tribe of Murád: but accord. to some, -Ulaş
2 o –

here signifies The tendon of the neck; syn. J-e

Jºl; so in the K, on the authority of Aboo

'Adnán alone; or 339 Jº-, accord. to IAqr,

who cites this verse:

# *\laº Lºs • ºye Us– #

# a tº a tº a tº #

[We smote him on the tendon of the upper part

of his shoulders: mºe slen him : mºe slen him : n'e

slen him], as us signifies tº:3. (TA)

i.e6, and &#9, sing. of <-bº in the fol

lowing sense: (TA:) The holes that are made

in a thing neith nihich one clears, or clarifies, [i.e.

strains, or filters], and through n'hich what is

cleared [or strained] passes forth : (K:) the holes

of a strainer for nine, &c. (TA.) – See J.A.

J-4.[… and i.e. and "...b5 A strainer; a

(K.)colander.

5 * > d -

à-la-e Stupid; foolish; of little sense: (K:)

an epithet applied to a man. (T.A.)

**

1. <º, aor. - and z, ($, K,) inf. n. &lº,

(S,) He (a ram, S, L, and the like, L) smote him

with his horn. (K) – º – º –-a tº

cº [A horned animal did not smite neith its horn

jor him a hornless enve]: a proverb, said of

him who has perished unavenged. (L.) [See

also Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 507.]— &= -k3

f He pushed him, or thrust him, anay from him,

and removed him. (A.)

3. U-96, inf n. ğuş (L, Mºb) and is £4.

(Msb,) They two (rams or he-goats) smote each

other neith their horns. (L.) — {u}: tº:

f [Between them tryo is a contention like that of

tno rams]; said of two learned men, and of two

merchants. (A.) —** Gº Cº ūj&

t[There happened to us in the market a contention

like that of two rams]. (A.) – [4–10 He, or

it, faced, or nas or came opposite to him, or it]:
6

&us is syn, with ićti, in the dial of El-Hijáz.

(TA.)

6: see 8.–&lsº <gº, and Jºl, The

naves, and the torrents, conflicted, or dashed

together.] (A.)

8. Jºgle-lº, and "--bus, (S. K.) The

rams smote one another with their horns. (K.)

-º tº: *** º [Two she-goats will not, in

it, smite each other neith their horns]: i.e., two

weak persons will not encounter each other in it:

alluding to a case in which there will not happen

any discord or contention. (L, from a trad.)

*** : See tiº.

3 Smitten with the horn and so killed: fem.

with 5: (L. K.) pl. Jºlº (L) and **:

(Lh, L:) you say also ** isº, as well as

à-clas. (L.) — Also i-k A sheep or goat

(Az) smitten nith the horn and so killed, (Az, S,)

and of which the flesh is therefore unlawful to be

eaten: (Az:) the 3 is added because it is made a

subst., not an epithet: (Az:) or because the

quality of a subst. predominates in it, as in the

case ofiº and i.e. and i.e. ($.) — §4.

and W *** f What comes to thee from before thee,

(or faces thee, L.) of birds and wild animals

($, L, K) &c., which one rouses by throning a

stone or by crying out, and from the course of

which one augurs evil or good: (L:) contr. of
º --

**5. (S.) [The 2-laj or "-leu is of evil

- tº ºr '-'.
omen.] — Hence, (TA,)** ! An unfortunate,

(K) —

a blaze, or white mark on his face, extending to

one of his ears, which is deemed unlucky: (L:)

or unlucky, man. **º A horse having

or a horse having on his forehead two circular or

spiral curls of hair (9%), which are disliked:

(S, L, K.) if there be but one, it is called 3,3's

sºil; and this is not disliked; (S;) or it i.

called i.i.j; and the horse, ...'. (L.)

9 & 2 6

cua, Jºë [A ram that smites much neith his

horn]: (S:) and Y3. [signifies the same: and]

is applied to a man [app. as meaning n:ho pushes,

thrusts, or repels, much, or vehemently]. (IAar,

TA in art. Jºxy.)

cº§ A certain circular or spiral curl

of hair on a horse, which is deemed unlucky.

(L.) [See **)– ºbº f A difficulty; a

distressing event; an affliction; a calamity; pl.

**ś. (S, K.) Ex.#6& A difficulty, Or

distressing event, befell him. ($) ,ºn&º

The difficulties, &c., of fortune. (S)– ; ū

*** t[The two stars called] cº, [q.v.,]

which are [the two stars in] the two horns of

Aries: ($, K:) [the first of the Mansions of the

Moon: the latter is 6, and the former a ..] ISd

says, that * tº is a star which is one of the

Mansions of the Moon, and from [the auroral

rising of] which one augurs evil; and IAar says,

* f : !, without and with
5 o ,

that one says, 3 and

Ul; and the like in the case of the name of any

of the Mansions of the Moon. (TA.) The
- 2 o a ... • * o º * * * : *

Arabs said ! ~\l, | &\l. ls, f [When

En-Naţ-h rises aurorally, the house-top becomes

pleasant as a place on which to sit in the evening,

or on which to sleep). (A.) – Sº, *** & L.

i.e. He has neither sheep, or goat, nor camel.

(S, K.)

jla,

1. ſº, (IKit, Mºb) aor. 2, (TA) inf n, is

354*
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(IKit, Mºb, K) and Šuº, ($gh, K) He kept,

or watched, vines, (IKtt, Msb, K,) and palm

trees, (K,) and seed-produce. (TA.) See £1.3

and 5,45.

#13, with the unpointed b, signifies The act

of guarding, or matching with the eyes: and hence

the word "3,46. (IAar, Mºb, T.A.)

&sjº, with fet-h, [Natron;] the Armenian

3. Or 3, ; (thus differently written here in

different copies of the K;) or [rather] the

Egyptian3× (K, art. Jºe:) the best kind [of

J392) is the Armenian, which is soft, or fragile,

light, and white: then the rose-coloured: and the

strongest is the Iſreekee: there is a kind found

in Egypt, in two places: one of these is in the

western part of the country, in the neighbourhood

of a district called Et-Tarráneh; and it is trans

parent, green and red ; the green being the more

in request; the other is in [the district called]

El-Fákooseeyeh; and this is not so good as the

former. (TA.) [See also és.

jū; A scarecrony (J.-) set up in the midst of

($gh, K.)

6 - 9 x .

2129 : see 231-9.

sº A keeper, or natcher, (S, Msb, K, &c.,)

of cines, (S, K,) and of palm-trees, (K,) and of

seed-produce : (Msb, TA:) as also V 3,46 (El

Bári, Mºb) and "jet : (S. K.) pl. (of the first,

TA), blº (Az, S, A, Msh, K) and (of the last,

TA) jus: and £1.3 and 5,13. (K:) it is a foreign

seed-produce.

3 - 0

word, (sº, K) not pure Arabic, (TA) of

the dial. of the people of Es-Sawád: (Lth, Msb,

TA:) Az says, I know not whether it be taken

from the language of the people of Es-Sawád or

be Arabic: (TA:) accord. to AHn, it is Arabic:
5. d -

(TA:) and IAar says, that it is from 3, laj,

meaning as explained above: (Msb, TA:) IDrd

says, that it is with B, (A, Mºb) from jºl;

(A;) but in the language of the Nabatheans with

le; (Msb;) that the Nabatheans change the

former letter into le. (A.)

$2.6 see sº.

L-la

1. Jºlº, aor. -, (§, K.) inf n. Jºſé, (S,) He

was, or became, learned, or knowing, (K,) in

affairs, and skilful therein : (TA:) or he eac

amined things minutely, and attained the utmost

knowledge of them. (S.)

• * > 2 of .

4. a-laji Lo Hon intelligent and knowing is he

in affairs 1 (TA.)

5. J.-L.J He took extraordinary pains, or

ecceeded the usual bounds, in cleansing or purifying

himself, or in removing himself far from unclean

things or impurities: (As, $ ) or he shunned, or

removed himself far from, unclean things: (M,

A, K:) and he was dainty, nice, eacquisite, refined,

or scrupulously nice, and eacact, syn. &ö, (Aş,

M, A, K,) in cleanliness; (K;) and in speech,

(A, K,) so as never to speak othernise than

chastely; (TA;) and in diet and apparel, (A, K,)

so as never to eat or near anything but nºkat mas

clean, (A,) or so as never to eat anything but

what neas clean nor near anything but nºkat nas

good; (TA;) and in all affairs. (K.) It is

said in a trad. of 'Omar, <º us ciº º 3.

(se: Jº ji, (S, M,) i.e., Were it not for the

being scrupulously nice and eacact, I had not cared

jor my not nashing my hand. (M.) — J-Rº,

23 He eramined it (anything) minutely. (A.)

—jº J-kº, (S,) Orjº cº, (M, A,)

He searched, or sought, for, or after, men's, or

tidings; searched or inquired into, investigated,

scrutinized, or eacamined, nen's, or tidings. (S,

M, A.)

4; 3 -

J-la : ;
5 *

see J-laj; the former, in two places;

Jºſé :

Jºk Learned, or knowing; (A, K,) as also

"Ji.3 (K) and " Ji, (A, K) and " J-uº and

W* : (K:) or learned, or knowing, in affairs,

and skilful therein : as also "Jº and "Jij :

(ISk, TA:) intelligent, or skilful, and scrupulously

and the latter, in four.

ºf w . . .” - - -

nice and exact (d5×2), in affairs: (A:) or one

who examines things minutely, and attains the

utmost knowledge of them : as also ". ..i.3 and

w, I zz”

skilful in physic &c.; as also "Jºš and "Jº

and "ú-uº: (M3) or "Jºjº (S, A, K, TA)

and "Jºua: (S, TA) and "Jºua, (A’Obeyd,

S) a student of physic, (S, K, TA,) who eacamines

it minutely; (TA;) or learned, or knowing, in

physic; in Greek J-uº (wºrms): (A, TA:º)

and "Jºººº. one niho is dainty, nice, eacquisite,

: (S:) or learned, or knowing, in affairs:

refined, or scrupulously nice and eacact (ś),

and n:ho chooses or selects [n:hat is best]; (IAar;)

or any one niho takes eartraordinary pains, or

eacceeds the usual bounds, in a thing: (M:) also

W Jºlº, [without teshdeed, a skilful man:

(TA:) and "Jºſé, |pl. of...i. Or Ji. Ol' Jºlº,

(A, K.) — Also, One niho

shuns, or removes himself far from, unclean things;

(K, TA;) who is scrupulously nice and eacact

(&) in affairs: (TA:) and à-13 a woman

whº shuns, or removes herself farfrom, foul, evil,

or unseemly, things: (AA, TA:) and Jº, [pl.

ofJ-º] men who do thus: (K, TA:) and W. i.1%

a man who shuns much, or removes himself very

skilful physicians.

w

far from, unclean things, and is very dainty, nice,

erquisite, refined, or scrupulously nice and eacact

(ºti, Jºë) in cleanliness, and in speech, and

in diet and apparel, and in all affairs. (K,”

TA.) See 5.

9 .

see J-laj, throughout.

Jº, (accord. to one copy of the $, and the

L, and the CK, and a MS. copy of the K,) or

W Jºsé, (accord. to the TA, as from the K,) or

both, (accord. to one copy of the S,) A spy, who

searches for men's, or tidings, and then brings them.

(S, L, K, TA.)

Jºsé See Jºsé.

9 w e > y

U-la-ºo:
-

g -

See J-º, in two places.

Jºlas

* , ; 9 < - - - • 6 -

Jºlas an imitative sequent to &tº (S,

K;) not used alone. ($, art. Jºlae.)

[&la, &c.

See Supplement.]

jlā)

1. ºº, (S, M, A, Msh, K) and sº, (M.

A, Mºb, K.) aor. , (M, A, &c.,) and jºiº is

substituted for jčí in the dial. of certain Arabs,

(IDrd, TS, K,) or, accord. to Lb, in the Bughyet

el-Ámál, the 5 is here added only [by poetic

license,] to make the sound of the dammeh full,

agreeably with other instances; (TA;) and

•jº, and º, aor. 2, (A, K,) the verb being

like &c. accord. to the correct copies of the K,

[and so in the A,) but in one copy of the K, like

3,3; (TA) inf n. xià, (§, M, A, Mºb, K.)

and Jú is allowable, as a contraction of the

former, (Lth,) and Öğı (S, K,) and ji. (M,

A, K) and #4, and justi, (M. K.) [which last

is an intensive form ; He looked at, or tonards,

in order to see, him, or it;] he considered, or

viewed, him or it with his eye; (S, A, K5) with

the sight of the eye; (Msb;) [i.e. looked at him

or it;] as also * 9.5. (K:) and "3,4- sig

nifies the same asº and 91.3 [but app. in

another sense, to be mentioned below, and not in

the sense explained above, though the latter is

implied in the TA ; and the same may be meant

when it is said that ",ſº is syn. with ſº, if this

assertion, which I find in the M, have been copied
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without consideration, and be not confirmed by

an example]: (TA:) or a'ſ * signifies he

eactended, or stretched, or raised, [or directed, his

sight toniards him or it, whether he san, him or

did not see him. (TA.) The usage of jiaº aS

relating to the sight is most common with the

vulgar, but not with persons of distinction, who use

it more in another sense, to be explained below.

(TA.) You say, isi- sº º, A. [He looked

at him, or toniards him, with one smeet look.]

(A.) And juatº cº A. [He looked in the

mirror]. (A) And -lºg J Jº (He looked

into, or inspected, the writing or book], (A, Msb,)

which is for -lºg es: *::::/ * [he looked

at n°hat neas written in the nºriting or book], or

has a different meaning to be explained below.

(Msb.) And *º-ſº sº [lit., He looks around

him; meaning,) he looks much. (A.) [See also

Ji. below.] —Jº sº, ($gh, K,) and

cº, Jºl ejº, andº(A): The earth,

or ind, showed (A, $gh, K) to the eye ($gh, K)

its plants or herbage. (A, $gh, K.) — 23, A.

1 It looked toniards, meaning faced, him or it.
→ * or o 2 ... •

so in the Kur, vii. 197] As J. &sjkº

&ºe. Sj f Thou seest them look towards thee,

i.e., face thee, but they see not; referring to idols,

accord. to A'Obeyd. (TA.) And you say,

cº 3'sJº &% f My house faces the house

of such a one. (S.) And J.- Jºl jº ! The

mountain faced thee: (A:) as in the following ex. :

Jº Jº Jº Jº de G, J,& 3.

* º

road, and the mountain faces thee, then take thou

the way by the right of it or the left of it.] (S.)

— [Hence, perhaps, gº & J. 33. jk

2.38% [app. meaning, t Fortune opposed the

sons of such a one and destroyed them]: ($ [imme

diately following there the ex. which immediately

precedes it here:]) or 33. 2."A signifies

! Fortune destroyed them : (M, A :) but (says

ISd) I am not certain of this. (M)—ſº

also signifies + The turning the mind in various

directions in order to perceive a thing [mentally],

and the seeing a thing: and sometimes it means

+ the considering and investigating : [and as a

subst., speculation, or intellectual examination :]

and sometimes, + the knowledge that results from

[speculation or] investigation. (El-Basáir.) It

is mostly used as relating to the intellect by

persons of distinction; and as relating to the

sight, most commonly by the vulgar. (TA.)

[It is said that] when you say º $34, it

means only [I looked at, or tonards, him or it]

neith the eye; but when you say,39 Jº <º,

it may mean [t I looked into, inspected, eacamined,

or investigated, the thing or affair] by thought

* & ! [When thou takest such a

and consideration, intellectually, or nith the mind:

(TA:) [this remark, however, is not altogether

correct, as may be seen from what follows: the

truth seems to be, that 91.3 and <! Jº may be

used in the latter of these two senses, though

4-3Jº is most common in this sense..] It is said

in the Kur, [x. 101, sº J 6 tº ºf J:
f Say, Consider ye what is in the heavens. (TA.)

And you say, <! A. He san: it, and + thought

wpon it, and endeavoured to understand it, or to

(TA.) [And He looked to it,

or at it, or eacamined it, intellectually; regarded

it; had a cien, to it..] And as A. + He con

sidered it: (TA:) or thought upon it; namely a

writing or book; or when such is the object it

knon, its result.

may have another meaning, explained before;

and an affair: and with this is held to accord the

saying is º, q.v. infră, voce Jaji (Msb:)

and the thought upon it, measuring it, or com

(M, K, TK. In the M and K, only

the inf. n., Jä, of the verb in this sense is men

tioned.) And AºS. Jº es? jº + He con

sidered, or eacamined, [or estimated, the possessions

of the orphans, in order to knon, them. (Msb.)

And similar to this is the phrase [in the Kur,

xxxvii.sºlº es?Škº, meaning, + And

he eramined the science of the stars: (Msb:) [or

paring it.

he took a mental vien of the stars, as if to divine

from them.] jiaº when used unrestrictedly by

those who treat of scholastic theology means
. ... O

jºey [t The thinking upon a thing, and en

deavouring to understand it, or to know its result ;

or judging of what is hidden from n-hat is ap

parent; or reasoning from analogy]. (M.F.)
d x ~ 0 - ~ * > 5.

—cº-º jº, inf. n. jº, [app. for U. cº jº

22:4. t He judged between them. (K.) —

*A, (TA,) inf. n. jiº, + She practised divina

tion; (K,” TA;) which is a kind of examination

(TA, from a trad.) –

Öğ e ;: f [Look thou out for such a one for

me;] seek thou for me such a one. (A, TA.) —

Jºãº + Listen thou to me. (M, K, TA [in the

ck, erroneously, Jº) The verb [says

ISd] has this meaning in the Kur, ii. 98. (M.)

—º ...iſJºi &iſit, I look to God,

then to thee; meaning,j II look for the bounty of

God, then for thy bounty. (A.) – º, &f a

f God chose him, and compassionated him, pitied

him, or regarded him nºith mercy; because looking

with insight and skill.

at another is indicative of love, and not doing so

is indicative of hatred: (IAth:) or t God bestoned

benefits upon him; poured blessings, or favours,

upon him : (El-Başāir :) and 3 º' the com

passionated them, and aided them; ($gh, K;)

and simply, he aided them: (K,” TA:) and 4.jk

+ he accomplished his want, or that nihich he

(another) wanted. (Msb.) = sº is also syn.
with Y S.I.: 2. ~ of

Šiš, q.v. — Also syn. with olaji, q.v.

— Also sº, (K, TA) inf n. 43. (TA) or

'º (so in a copy of the M, and in the CK;

but from the mention of the inf. n. in the TA, the

former seems to be the right reading;) He sold

it (a thing, M) with postponement of the payment;

he sold it upon credit. (M,” K,” TA.) See also

4. – [In these last three acceptations, accord. to

the A, the verb is used properly, not tropically.]
,” 2.

=24. He was, or became, affected by nºhat is
• O e.

fermed a 3, la ; (K, TA;) i.e., a stroke of an

|[evil] eye; (TA;) [or of an evil eye cast by a

jinnee; ) or a touch, or slight taint of insanity,

Jrom the jinn, (K;) or a snoon. (K, TA.)

2 : see 1, last signification but one. — as ſº

[He said of it ſº *:5, q.v.). (TA passim.)

3 ºf J sº, inf n. 3,34. (T, S,') : He

considered, or eacamined, or investigated, nith him

a thing or an affair, to see hon, they should do it:

(T, TA:) he investigated, or eacamined, neith him

a thing, and emulated him, or vied neith him, in

doing so, each of them adducing his opinion :

(TA:) [he held a discussion nith him respecting a

thing :] or 3,96 is syn. with 43's. (Msb:) or

3, lºu.” signifies the eacamining mentally, or inves

tigating, by two parties, the relation between two

things, in order to evince the truth; (KT; and

Kull, p. 342;) and sometimes nºith one's self;

but áJX's a signifies the disputing respecting a

question of science for the purpose of convincing

the opponent, whether what he says be wrong in

itself or not. (Kull) — Also ºbu (; He, or it,

looked tonards, or faced, him or it; was opposite,

or corresponded, to him or it. (See 3.14) -

f He was, or became, like him : (A, K.) or like

5 o .

(TA.) — Jºe
2 of 3 - 2

Úji jºu, f An army that is nearly equal to a

thousand. (A.) –cº Ú53 Júð : He made,

or called, such a one like such a one. (K.)

Hence the saying of Ez-Zuhree, (K,) Mohammad

Ibn-shihāb, (TA) 25& S3 ºf -es, sº S

&ſJº, i.e., Thou shalt not call anything like

the book of God, nor like the words of the apostle

of God: (A’Obeyd, T, K:) or thou shalt not

compare anything, nor call anything like, to the

book of God, &c. : (A,) or thou shalt not apply

[aught of] the book of God, nor the nords of the

apostle of God, as a proverb to a thing that

happens : (A’Obeyd, T, K, in which last, we

read -** ić, in the place of the right reading,
*

- O - o

Jº Jºãº TA:) for, as Ibrāheem En-Nakha'ee

says, they used to dislike the mentioning a verse

of the Kur-án on the occasion of anything hap

pening, of worldly events; (T;) as a person's

saying to one who has come at a time desired by

the former, (TA,) or to one named Moosa, who

him in discourse or dialogue.
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has come at a time desired, (K,) ū 335 Jº<>

J. [Thou hast come at a time appointed, O

Moosa: (Kur, xx. 42:)] (T, K:) and the like:

(T,) but the first explanation is the most probable.

(TA, as from Az; but I do not find it in the T)

4. as 2. ! [He, or it, was made like]. You

say, º jºi 33% (3, 9.1, 3 Öe (, : (This

was not like this, but has been made like] : (T,

K:) like as you say, 3i's 4; 94- Jú- U.

* **i. (T)= &la, He postponed him ;

delayed him : (M, A, Msb, K:) he granted him

a delay or respite ; let him alone, or left him,'

for a while : (T, TA:) as, for instance, a

debtor, (T, Msb, TA,) and a man in difficult

circumstances : (TA:) and " sº signifies the

same. (Msb.) You say, &lºts tº:

sold to him a thing, and granted him a delay.

2 x d

axx, I

(T.) And a person speaking says to him who
2 of s

hurries him, Lºy gº Jºº Grant me

time to smallow my spittle. (T.) And it is said

in the Kur, (xv. 36 and xxxviii. 80, Jºls
. . . o a o

Jºaº- 2. & Then delay me until the day

when they shall be raised from the dead. (T.A.)

See also 8. – He sold to him a thing with

postponement of the payment; he sold to him a

thing upon credit. (M.) See also 1, last sig

nification but one.

5: see 1, first signification. = See also 8.

6. , Lux-5 f They faced each other. (K.)

You say, cººl cºlºus f The two houses faced

each other. (M.) And* tººs, (S,) or

34-5, [which is the original form, (A,)

f Our houses faced one another. ($, A.) – See

also (335-5.

8. 6,13.3.1: see 1, first sentence. = He looked

for him ; eacpected him ; an'aited him ; m'aited

for him ; watched for his presence; syn. <iº

9,4- (TA ;) and 2.1% Jú. (M, K;) and

* ... (aor. : , T &c., inf n. 13 S, K) signifies

the same; (T, M., A., Msb, K5) and so Y &l-,

(M, A, K,) and Wsº (Zj, TA;) [but respect

ing the last two, see what is said below :] but

when you say lá:31 without any objective com

plement, the meaning is, [he waited; or] he

paused, and acted or behaved nith deliberation,

or in a patient, or leisurely, manner. (Lth, T.)

It is said in the Kur, Ilvii. 18.] Jºiº uºſº

2.Éº &- Wait for us (ºkº) that mee

may tale of your light : and accord, to Zj,

Gº [which is another reading] is said to

mean the same; or the latter means delay us:

accord. to Fr, however, the Arabs say Jº
o * o

meaning Wait thou for me (Jºlº ) a little.

(T.) *:::::- also signifies The eapecting, or

waiting for, a thing : (TA :) or the ea pecting,

or naiting for, a thing expected: (M, K, TA:)

or W. 3,4- signifies he ea pected, or raiſed for,

(31A:-31,) him, or it, leisurely; and so Woºla-l.

(S.) You say also, ;: : 9.< * jlax

(M, A, K, in art. Jay, in the last of which

is added as j-) [He looked for, eaſpected,

anaited, o: waited for, something good or evil to

befall him, or betide him].

10. &la- see 8, last signification but one.

– He asked of him, or desired of him, a post

ponement, or delay. (M, A, K.)

6 o' º -

31,5 : see 2-las. H A man says to another,

o :- or perhaps º ey, like the word used in

&---, p Ps &

g o

reply to it, here following, and like Jº-las- and

& meaning, I sell,) and the other says, }*,

meaning, Grant me a delay (Jº) that I

may buy (es: ) of thee. (M., T.A.)

Jº : see 1. [Used as a subst., as well as when

used as an inf. n.,.] it has no pl. (Sb, in TA,

WOce 3&4) —º-º-º: and 21. &- f We

san: them. (A, TA.)—% “… f Between

us is the eactent of a look in respect of nearness.
• 2 - 3 - 3 -

(A, TA) — la C-, (K,” TA,) and J
* . . . 6 . a ſ...” ** - 6 - w -

2145 JSA-, (S) and 21.5 tº 35 Jºe J-, (A,)

f A tribe near together, (S, A, K,”) of n!hich the

(S, A.) —

Jº ass + But it requires consideration, by

reason of its want of clearness, or perspicuity:

(Msb :) [a phrase used to imply doubt, and also

to insinuate politely that the words to which it

several portions see one another.

- • 35 - -

relates are false, or wrong:] like Jºus a:3.

(MF, art. **)—ººl 2-, 38, said

in a trad., of one who has purchased a ewe or

she-goat that has been kept from being milked

for some days; meaning, t He has the option of

adopting the better of the two things; he may

either retain it or return it. (T.A.)

$1.3 A look : a quick look or glance : (T:)

pl. *jº. (A.) Hence the trad., 3, . gº ºj

§-S J& Jº J & gº tºo.
shalt not make a look to follon, a look; for the

former is thine of right, but the latter is not

thine : i.e., when thou hast once looked at any

thing forbidden, unintentionally, thou shalt not

(T, TA.) And the
© ... d - 0 ° o ,

-

saying of a certain wise man, Jºaº Lº J-2
.* r * e - 5 - 6 - a 3, o –

a}\-J Jºaº J asylä, [He whose look does not

produce an effect, his tongue does not produce

an effect]; (T;) meaning, that he who is not

restrained from a fault or offence by being looked

(TA.) — 4

look at it a second time].

at is not restrained by speech.

stroke of an [evil] eye : (TA:) a stroke of an

[evil] eye by nihich one is affected from the jinn's

looking at him; (T, S.;*) as also *… (T :)

or a touch, or a slight taint or infection of

insanity, (-i-us.) from the jinn : or a snoon.

(M, K.) — An alteration of the body or com

pleacion by emaciation or hunger or travel &c.

($, M, K.) — Foulness; ugliness: (AA, TA :)

evilness; or badness, of form or appearance: a

(M, K.)

– t Iteverence, veneration, anºe, or fear. (IAar,

fault; a defect; an imperfection.

T, K.)– f Compassion; pity; mercy. (IAar,

T, K.)

6.- .

3,143 A. postponement; a delay. (T, S, M,

Msb, K.) It is said in the Kur, [ii. 280,)
* ~ 0 , - 9. . .

3-2. Us! 3,4-3 [Then let there be a post

or delay, wntil he shall be in an

of circumstances]; (T, M, Msb;)

i. e., jus;3, (T,) or J.-ès (Mº) and

accord. to another radiº, * 3,903; like

(M) You say

also,*º * & He sold to him the

thing with postponement of the payment ; he

sold to him the thing upon credit. (M.) And
• º 4. &l, and jº, I bought it of

* .

ponement,

easy state

o
--

6. •

àº (=, in the Kur, lvi.

3

him with postponement of the payment; I bought

it of him upon credit. (T.)

& t [Speculative knowledge or science;

such as is acquired by study;] that of which

the origination rests upon speculation, and acqui

sition by study; as the conception of the intellect

or mind, and the assent of the mind to the

position, that the world has had a beginning.

(K, T.) [It is opposed to &ze and to&º

a 32.9 × 332 o 2

asylä, ä-º-, and vars. thereof, see in art.

&-.

Juá, like 245 (S. K.) an imp. n., (T,) mean

ing, Wait thou : syn. Jºº. (T, S, K.)

g ?... * . 2 : 6, j . 5. -

351A and W 3,333 and Y 3,9]39 and Y 5,215

A chief person, whether male or female, to
.x

whom one looks. (M., K.) You say, W Šºk &S -

º, and a...: W §243 , Such a one is the person

to whom his people look, (Fr, T, S,) and whom

they imitate, or to nºkose example they conform.

(Fr, T.) All these words are also used in a pl.

sense: (M, K:) or [so in some copies of the K ;

but in others, and, 3×lā; and 3,3143 have 2u.

for their pl., ($, K,) sometimes. (K.) – Also,

jºk A man n-ho neglects not to look at, (M, L,

K,) or to consider, (A,) that which, (M, A, L.,)

or him who, (K,) disquiets him, or renders him

solicitous. (M, A, L, IX.)
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J.A. f Looking to, or facing, another person or

thing; opposite or corresponding to another

person or thing; as also "Jeu: ; syn. Jºiº.

(A) [Hence, sº 43, and 34-), The

madir; the point opposite to the zenith.] 9.4%

signifies Jºu: sºft, (M.) or ºut sº

Jº, (T,) [which I suppose to mean f He

n:ho looks toniards, or faces, thee; n:ho is

opposite, or corresponds, to thee; or he towards

whom thou lookest, &c., and who looks tonards

thee, &c. : though susceptible of other interpreta

tions : see 3..] – t Like; a like ; a similar per

son or thing : (AO, T, S, M, A, K3) equal;

an equal: (Msb:) applied to anything: (TA :)

as also 'º (Ao, S. K.) like 3.9% and *;

(Ao, sº) and 'jºu... (Ki) ſem. Sºº (T.

M, A3) pl. masc., §§ (M, A, Msh, K.)

and pl. fem. Żuż, (T, A,) applied to words

and to all things. (T.) You say, Jº &

: Such a one is thy like. (T.) And jº 13s

13, (T,) or 13s 43, (Mºb) : This is the

like of this, (T,) or the equal of this. (Msb.)

And jºu.} CŞ3 J. <334 t I counted, or

numbered, the camels of such a one in pairs, or

two by two; (AS, T, K3') if by looking at

their aggregate, you say, jº- (.333¢. (A5, T.)

6. 2 . 9 x . -

3,393 : see 321.3, in two places. – See also

$43.

3.1.3. See jº , in two places. – Also, 4

scout, or scouts; (T, $gh, K5) and so Wãº

(Sºh, K) pl. of both, ºu 3. (TA) - Fº

of 344, q.v. (T, &c.). [And hence, jºu.-)

[the pl.) The more excellent of men : (K,” TA :)

because they resemble one another in dispositions

and actions and sayings. (TA.)

jº ! A horse (A, K) that raises his eye by

reason of his sharpness of spirit: (A :) or sharp

spirited, and raising his eye. (T, K.)

Šá A people looking at a thing; (S, K;)

as also Y ãº. (K.) – See also jū-2.

jet act. part. n. of £3; Looking; &c.; pl.

jić. (Msb.)—jº [The pupil, or apple,

of the eye, the smallest black of the eye,

(S, Msh,) in which is [seen] nihat is termed

cº &º, (S,) [and] with nihich the man

stes; (Msb;) the black spot in the eye; (M,

K;) the clear black spot that is in the middle

of the [main] black of the eye, nºith which

the looker sees what he sees : or that part of the

eye which resembles a mirror, in n-hich, when

one faces it, he sees his person : (TA:) or a duct

( &- ) in the nose, wherein is the water of sight:

(M, K.) [app. a loose description of the optic

merce :] or the sight itself: (M, K+) or the eye -

(K) or the eye is called "Šºuiſ; (S, A:")

the pl. of which is ſºlº. (A)—ºut 3.2%,
(so in a copy of the M and of the Å and in some

copies of the K.) or *-i- 424, (so in some

copies of the K and in the TA,) A man clear of

suspicion, who looks with a full gaze: (M, K :)

or clear of that neith which he is upbraided.

(A) —cºu Two veins at the two edges

of the nose, commencingfrom the inner angles of

the eyes, tonards the face. (Zj, in his Khalk

el-Insán.) — Also, Jºu: + A guardian ; a

keeper; a natcher : (ś, Msb:) and, as also

"3,43, i.a. sºu, (K, TA) [which last is

a word of the Nabathean dialect. (TA.) —

[The dim. isjº. You say, §lsº J-º-º:

*:- 2: siſ J. ! My eye (lit. my little eye)

is looking to God for His bounty, then to you for

your bounty. (A.) = In the Kur, [lxxv. 23,

the words $1.3 º e'. have been explained

as signifying Waiting for (ãº) their Lord :

but this is a mistake; for the Arabs do not say

º cº <ſº in the sense of &iº, but

2 * > → d > -

they say US$ 5,133 in that sense. (T.)

6 . .

5,139; see
-

º - 5 * >

2|39. = See also 3,133.

5 x > g -

93.139: see 249.

4. W . 5 j .

3,3]39 : see J31.3.

* , ; ; , * , of

23|A3' for playſ: see 1.

Jºº. [A place in which a thing is looked at):

a place, or state, in which one likes to be looked at.

(T, A, TA.) You say, gº* es:&

gº & Jº f Such a one is in a state in mºllich

he likes to be looked at and listened to [and in a

state in which he is satisfied neith drink and food].

(T, A, TA) Andrºiº is&sº ºf

| Thou n’ast in a state [in] mºhich thou likedst [to

be looked at], anay from this place of abode.

(T, T.A.) — The aspect, or outward appearance,

of a thing; opposite of*: (S, art. Jºs- :)

[when used absolutely, a pleasing, or goodly,

aspect; or beauty of aspect; as also W 3,144. this

is implied by the usage of Jºãº, q.v., and is

well known :] or n:hat one looks at and is pleased

by or displeased by; as also *ść...: (M, K :)

or the former, a thing that pleases and rejoices the

beholder when he looks at it : (T:) and the "latter,

the aspect (jº) of a man when one looks at it

(T, TA.")

aſ [He has a goodly aspect].

and is pleased by it or displeased by it.
You say, &---- Jú. J.

(A) And A.J. i-- #2, and "3,4-º', (4

&A.

** &- [His aspect is better than his internal

-- - • 3 º' - • 3 ° 2 * ps

state]. (S.) And jºs-e Sº Blake 5-0 al., (T,)

noman goodly of aspect.] (S.) And J.

and 3. Sº W sº. 23, (A) [Verily he has a

pleasing aspect without a pleasing internal state.]

5 * > d >

3, late A high place on which a person is sta

tioned to watch; (S;) a place on the top of a

mountain, where a person observes and watches

the enemy: (T:) and jet. [the pl.] eminences;

or elevated parts of the earth; or high grounds :

(M.)

– Its application to A certain separate place of

a house, [generally an apartment on the ground

(M, K :) because one looks from them.

floor overlooking the court, and also a turret, or

rather a belvedere, and any building, or apartment,

commanding a view,) is vulgar. (T.A.) – See
6.- … • - * -

also 3,043. – And seejº, in five places.

3 - o –

Lºla…: see what next follows.

3 - 2 °. 3 - 2 -

Jºyla” ($, M, A, K) and "Cºlº, (M., K.)

the latter contr. to analogy, (M,) A man (M,)

of goodly aspect. (M, K.) You say, Jºkº Jé,
3 - - - -

Usºs-, [A man of goodly aspect and of pleasing

internal, or intrinsic, qualities]; ($, A.;) i.e.,
• O - 2 - d - -

31- 23 and 2-, 53. (TA, art. 3-5-.)

6 ... o

3|a.” A mirror (A, K) in nihich the face is seen.

(TA.) — Also, A telescope; a thing in nºvich

what is distant is seen [as though it were] near :

vulgarly, *%. (TA.)

3.4% A man looked at nºith an evil eye : (A,

TA;) affected by n-hat is termed a sº: (T,

TA;) i.e., a stroke of an [evil] eye; [or of an evil

eye cust by a jinnee; or a touch, or slight taint of

(TA.) —

A person, (T,) or chief person, (A,) whose bounty

is hoped for, (T, A,) and at whom eyes glance.
6.- … o. - - -

(A.) – 309|a. A woman in whom is a sº,

meaning, a fault, defect, or imperfection. (K,”

TA.)

º •.” º •

jºu… : see 2-laj.

insanity, from the jinn ..] or a snoon.

[ -ālā3, &c.

See Supplement.]

~~~

1. -*, aor. 2 and z, inf. n. J.; and --

(S, K) and Jº (K) and & and Jºj (S,

K) He (a raven, or crow, ~5%) uttered a cry,

cried out, or croaked: (S:) or uttered the cry, or

croak, that is asserted to be ominous of separation :

[but see below :] or moved about his head without

crying : (Msb:) he (a raven, or crow, or other

animal,) cried out ; or stretched out his neck, and

moved about his head, in crying out. (K.) The

-*. of the raven, or crow, is said to be ominous

of good; and its Jº, of evil. (Kifayet el

Mutahaffidh.) –* also signifies t The neigh

ing of a horse. (TA.) — 4.3. -ºš i [The cock

2 w & 2 (S.)croned] is sometimes said, metaphorically.

— J33-1)“ : The chanter of the call to prayer
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stretched out his neck, and moved about his head,

in his cry. (A, L., K.) – Jºsé, aor. , inf n.

**, He (a camel, K) went with a quick pace:

(S, K :) or, with a certain kind of pace : (Ki)

or he (a camel) moved about his head, in proceeding

at a quick rate; like a J- camel, raising his

head: (TA:) or, inf. n. Öº, he stretched out

6 o

his neck. (A.) Accord. to some, Jºsé signifies

The moring of a she-camel's head forwards in her

[S, accord. to an excellent copy,

are thus given:

march, or pace.

in which the original words

- #2 > 3 - - - oa a - -->

& key ºº Jºº & Jú.
- ?, ? - . o

ly-9 3-5; making -º an epithet of a she

in another copy,

camel that so moves her head.]

4. Jº H He (a man) cried out, or stretched

out his neck and moved about his head, in disturb

ances, broils, or the like: syn. cº us? --~.

(TA.)

. • . * A. rapid wind. (K.)

Jº see iºt.

6 * >

Juº The young one of a raven, or crore : syn.

--- • *

J),é ; ; ; or a raven, or cron, [absolutely]:
ro-ºº:

syn. -92. In a prayer of David occur the

words ** es?sº 3% ( [0 Sustainer of the

young raven (or young cron) in his nest "l. It is

said that the young raven (or young crow), when

it comes forth from its egg, is white, like a lump

of fat, and that the old bird, on seeing it, dislikes

and abandons it; that thereupon God sends to it

gnats, which light upon it on account of its foul

greasy smell, and that it lives upon them until it

is fledged and becomes black, when its parents

(L.)

4. -

See accu.

return to it.

i.e., (K) and Y** and Yãº (S, K) and

W* (so in the correct copies of the K: in the

L,i. accord. to MF, J-44: TA) A snift

she-camel: ($, K:) pl. of the first, and of [the

masc. epithet] *-ū, •eſ; and J. : : and of

~5*, J.3% (TA.) [The last pl. is the only

one mentioned in the $, K, which do not point

out its proper sing.] See also J. in 1.

* - a

-* An excellent, fleet horse, (S, K) that

stretches out his neck like the raven, or crony: and

(or accord. to some, TA) one that follon's his own

way, heedless of the bridle, [app., longering his head,

and stretching out his neck, syn. a-ſº* JºJ),

(K,) without any increase in the rate of his run.

(TA.) – See i.e.–A stupid, or foolish, and

(K.)
clamourous man.

“tº

- -- - º •z --

1. -a-, aor. , inf n. *-*; and " -aºl; He

described, or characterized, or designated, ($, K,)

a thing; ($;) syn. —i.e.: ($, K:) or he described

a thing by mentioning n:hat was in it, or what it

possessed; whereas, in the —iº of a thing one

may exaggerate: (L:) [he distinguished a person

or a thing by an epithet: and hence, he qualified

a substantive by an epithet: and he used a word

as an epithet :] or he described a thing by mention

ing what neas in it that n'as good, or goodly; not

with reference to what was bad, or foul, or ugly;

unless by a straining of the meaning one say
o - - © .

*5- -a; ; whereas -ás, is said with respect to

what is good, or goodly, and what is bad, or foul,

or ugly: (IAth;) or & signifies he described

by mentioning the make, or form, or other outnard

characteristic, as tallness and shortness; and

Cà-25 respects action, as beating: or, accord. to

Th, & signifies he described by mentioning

something in some particular place in the body,

such as lameness; whereas —i.e., is used with

respect to what is common to the whole, as great

ness, and generosity; therefore God is an object
-- d. - - -

(TA.) — a 33 st-sº

*** [He described himself as possessing, or

characterized by, or distinguished by, goodness.]

(Msb.) — <<, aor. :, inf. n. âû, Ile (a man)

was naturally endoned with ponyers of description,

o - -

of Cà-25, but not of <.

and skilful in the use of those ponyers. (TA.) —

... -- - 22 • .

~x3, aor. :, inf. n. 45taj, He (a horse) nas, or
º o .

became, what is termed t-x}, i.e., generous, or

fleet, &c. (L. K.)— sº, (L.) or < *ś, of the

same ineasure as 3% (K,) He (a horse) affected,

or endeavoured, or constrained himself, to be, or

º o,

become, nhat is termed <-a-, i.e., generous, or

fleet, &c. (L, K.) M.F remarks that <--ó, in

this sense, is strange, as Jaś is not a measure

denoting -ºš. (TA.)

4. tº His face became beautiful, or goodly,

so that he was described (K) as characterized by

beauty, (TA,) [or, so that he became distinguished

by an epithet].

8. Stºl He, or it, nas, or became, described:

(TA:) [he, or it, was, or became, distinguished by

an epithet: he, or it, was, or became, characterized,

or distinguished, by that which made him to ercel

others of his hind: see <). See 1.

10. <x<- He asked him to describe him, or

it. (T, K.)

& An epithet; or that whereby a person

or thing is described: [hence, an epithet nhereby

a substantice is qualified:] (TA:) pl. sº

it has no other pl. than this. (ISd.) [Respect

- - - - - - - - • * :

ing distinctions said to exist between Jºj and
4 o' -

-ā-25 or

… --

i.e., see 1.] [You say,) sº 4.

** <sº [He has goodly epithets applied

to him, and goodly qualities, or properties, which

(A.) —

[3<> <é, a phrase similar to lje Jºsé,
w -

meaning Like such a thing. See an ex. voce &-.]

are causes, or occasions, of epithets].

—sº Anything eaccellent. (TA.)- [Hence,)

5 c. 9, e. º • O -
6 - d -

<< Jº, and " -a-, and " £35, [in the

CK, <<, and Y <--, and * iſ...}, A.

generous, or a fleet, or swift, horse, that ercels

in running, and outstrips others. (K.) [And so]

* <<!. A beast of carriage, or a man, charac

terized, or distinguished, by that which makes

him to eaccel others of his kind: a horse de

scribed as distinguished by generousness, or by

fleetness, or swiftness, and by outstripping others.

(TA.)

3.2 of

dºxo

* 2:

: See ºx).

22° 2 º' oto- 22 or 2, 22;

axx, J.A.E, or ā-a; Jºel, Thy male slave, or

thy female slave, is of the highest quality. (K.)
40 o -

But in the A it is said, << 03:2, and

* 3:... (TA)

º
-

~ex. A generous, ercellent, surpassing, man.

- 6 o'.

(TA.) See also ex} .

** : see : *.

** Describing; a describer; pl. 3.03.

(TA.)

º - d .

<23-2 [A person or thing described; dis

tinguished by an epithet: and hence, a substantive

qualified by an epithet].—º *** [De

scribed as possessing, or characterized by, or

distinguished by, generosity; distinguished by the

epithet of generous]. (A.)

See ºt-º.

6 • 0.9

~~~~~o :

* - .

*R.)

- - - -

A -

1. ***, aor. 2; and ''.<31; He took it. (K.)

4. * Us; tº He was prodigal of his

nealth : (K:) or he scattered it : or it signifies

** 23. (L.) = <!-x}! He set about, or com

menced fitting himself out, or equipping himself

for journeying. (K.) –* Jº* (in the

CK, and in a MS. copy of the K, *i) They

have striven, laboured, or eacerted themselves, in

their affair. (K.)

8: see 1.

- -- - * ~ : • * *

1. **, aor. * , ** ** (S, K) and **,

(K,) a verb similar to JºJo, (S,K,) aor. 2, inf. n.

Jº; ($;) so in the handwriting of J.; (IB;) or,

with reference to a colour, **, aor. :, inf. n.

* ... •
º ,-,- - -

**, * verb like ~~~~, acr. *, inf. n. -s—e ;

(accord. to an insertion in a copy of the S read
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** – J--

to IB, TA, [and so in one of M. Fresnel's copies

of the S, and in a copy in my possession, and so

in the L, in which both forms of the verb are

given,) He, or it, [a colour, nas of a clear, or

pure white. (S, L, K.) = **, aor. 2, inf. n.

6 * *

5, He (a man, Az, or a camel, §) became

fat: (T, S, K:) said by AA to occur in a poem

of Dhu-r-Rummeh, but not found in his poetry

by Sh, who deems it strange: Az, however,

confirms it by the authority of an Arab of the

desert; and adds, that it signifies he (a man)

became fat and in good condition ; and he in

creased, and became snollen, or inflated: and

& is said to signify the same. (T.A.) – **,
• 2 :

inf. n. 2-3, He (a man, S) becameaor. = ,

heavy in the stomach ( ~ſil) from eating
* 0 , 6 * * * -

mutton. ($, K.) = \º- Lº -e-º, (inf n.

6 º, L.) She (a camel) was quick, or swift, in

her pace : (S, L:) she went with a certain pace:

(L.) a dial form of 3-4. ($)

4. Asi. ** The people's camels became fat.

(S, K.)

&: [and Y £ºf Of a pure nºbite colour :

(ii) [pl. of the latter #1. - 3. -

Alsº& 2-le-J) [Women of a clear white

colour in the parts around the eyes; intensely

black and nºide, in the eyes]. (A.) = ** A.

man heavy in the stomach (~-lii) ) from eating

mutton ; pl. Ösº. (S, TA.)

a- -

*u-3

K,) and " is 3, accord. to a

reading of El-Hasan, 33-3 is * cº , [Kur,

xxxviii. 22,] (TA,) A ene; the female of the

sheep : (L, K :) also, the female of the wild

bull; and, of the gazelle ; and, of the wild

sheep : (TA:) [but see below :] pl. ** and

***. (S,K)—Jº is . The [n'ild] cony:

pl. Jº ** : no other wild animal but the

cow (accord. to A'Obeyd, S,) is thus called:

(S, K:) [but see above]. The Arabs speak of

gazelles as though they were goats, terming the

male Jº; and of wild bulls or cows as though

they were sheep, terming the female is 3.

(AAF.) – Also is.” ! A noman ; as like

wise it. (TA.)

6 e o ,

See as-as.

2 - e.

4a-º-º:
-

£e- A camel of beautiful colour, and highly

esteemed. (TA.) is-el- A she-camel of beauti.

ful colour: (TA:) or a white she-camel, (S,

K,) of generous race : (TA:) a swift she-camel:

a she-camel upon nihich one hunts wild cons:

(S. K.) such is of the kind called & (IJ)

or one that is light, or active : (TA:) pl. &tº -

($.) — i.e. also A woman of beautiful com

- 6 of

plexion, or colour. (TA) = is-e- Jºy!

Plain, or even, land, (S, K,) fertile, and pro

ducing the kind of tree called <!. (Aboo

Kheyreh.)

* 2 of

**'. See &.

jº

1. 3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. : ($, K) and ,

(K,) [in the Msb, 2, but this I suppose to be an

error in transcription,] the first of which is the

most common, (K,) or the most common when

the verb relates to a vein, accord. to Fr, as cited

by $gh, (TA) inf n. 2: (S, A, Mºb, K) and

jé, (A, K,) or this latter is a simple subst.,

(M8b,) and 3.3, (A,) [or this also is a simple

subst.,] He (a man, K, or a beast of carriage,

Mşb,) uttered a sound, or noise, (S, A, Msb,

K,) with, (A, K,) or in, (S,) his2,4- [or the

innermost part of his nose]: (S, A, K:) but Az,

says, I have not heard this explanation from any

of the leading authorities. (TA.)— Also, (TA,)

inf. n. jº, (K,) He called out, or cried out

(K,”

TA.) And 5*, inf. n. Jeí. She (a woman)

clamoured, and acted in a foul or immodest

manner. (TA)— & 23, (§, K) or 23

23.9 &l, (A,) aor. : , (Fr, $gh, K,) and

2, (S, K) the former of which is the more

vehemently, in war, or in some evil case.

common, (Fr, Sgh,) inf. n. Jº, (S, TA,) or

3. and jº, (as app. implied in the K, but

perhaps not intended to be so,) ( The vein gushed

njith blood: (S, K :) or, (aor. 2, inf n.* and

5.4, TA,) made a sound by reason of the

blood coming forth : (K:) or gushed nith blood,

and made a sound at the coming forth of the

blood. (A.)

tº , o,

3×3 A sound, or noise, in the*:::- [or inner

most part of the nose); (§, K5) (as also jº.

(See 1.)] – sº [the pl.] is also applied to

The call of the cº, (S)

&: seejee.

6 * > 5 e o .

Jas: see 3×3.

º
* .

23a . • 1:

6 J . 6 - a . see jeu.

3\as and 3)'ss :

& .
- -

Jeu Uttering a sound or noise [nith, or in, the
… o.º.

23:23-, or innermost part of the nose]. (Sh.)

And wº Clamorous: (K, TA:) W fem. with 3,

applied to a woman, and signifying the same:

(A:) or, so applied, it signifies clamorous and

foul, or immodest (K.) and "Jºš es; ãº,

a [very jealous] clamorous woman; (K;) in

which phrase, US, as may not be regarded as fem.

of &%, because [epithets of the measures]

J)=5 and Jº come from verbs of the class

of tº ; not from those of the class of& [or

- - - 4 **

that of ~3]. (Az, K.)— [And so] W Jº One

who drivesanaythe beasts andcries out after them.

(TA, art. Géj.) – You say also, 13. <ºli

W §: tiº [lit., I made a clamorous voice to

jly with this; meaning, ti published this. (A.)

- Alsojºus ! A vein flowing with blood: (Sh:)

[or gushing with blood; &c. (See its verb,

above.)] And * jº t A vein gushing with

blood; and so W *: ($:) that does not cease

to flon, nith blood; as also Y jº (TA) and

"jºu (K, TA) and "jº applied to a

wound signifies the same ; as also jč, with J

and &: and * {3, with ºt, and & (IAqr, Az:)

and 7,43 applied to a wound signifies ( making

a sound by reason of the vehemence with which

the blood comes forth. (TA.)

Jºuſ, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb) or * $ºuſ, (K.)

A [machine of the kind called] ~$3 [q. v.],

(A, K) or cºsº, ſq. v.], (Mgh, Mºb) with

which water is drawn [for irrigation], (S,) and

n:hich is turned by water, (S, Mgh, Msb,) and

makes a noise, or [creaking] sound by [its revolc

ing]: ($:) so called because of its 2-3 [or

sound]: (A, Mgh, Msb:) [app. also any rotary

machine for raising mater to irrigate land: see

Niebuhr's ‘Voyage en Arabie,' tome i., p. 220

et seq. :] it is used on the banks of the Euphrates

(A, TA) and the 'Āsee : (TA:) pl. 3.25.

(S, A, Msb.)–And the former, The ning (cº-)

of a mill or mill-stone. (K.) – Also W 3,4

A bucket neith which water is raised. (K.) –

See also jetſ.

$º see,é.

Jºaº

l J-º, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, M, and

so in a copy of the B by the author of the K,)

or z, (A, K,) [the latter being agreeable with

analogy, inf n. Jºsé, (S, A, K, TA) or this

is a simple subst., (Msb,) [He dron'sed; he was,

or became, dron’sy, or heavy with sleepiness : or

he slumbered, or dozed :] the inf. n. is syn. with

&- : (S, A, K:) or W. J-º signifies languor

in the senses, (K, TA,) arising from the heaviness

[nhich is the prevenient sign] of sleep: (TA:)

or the beginning of sleep : (M, art. J-3:) or its

proper signification is, accord. to Az, (Mºb, TA,)

3-, (Msb) or* (TA) without sleep: (Msb,

TA)orº is in the head, and J-º is in the

eye : or ā- is the vapour ( &2) of sleep which

begins in the face, then is transmitted to the

heart, and you say, of a man, Jº , and then,

Atº. (Mäb, art. A53.) It is said in a proverb,

355
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-ić, Jºe Jº... [A delaying of the payment,

ofa debt, or the like, like the dronsing, or slum

bering, of the dog :] i.e. continual: ($, TA :)

for the dog is characterized by much vºlas, and,

as is said in the B, is accustomed to open his

eyes [only] sufficiently for the purpose of guard

ing, and this he does time after time. (TA.) –

J-3, (TK) inf n. Jº, (IAar, K) t It (a

man's judgment, and his body,) was soft, and

weak. (IAar, K, TK.) – t It (a market) nas,

or became, stagnant, or dull, with respect to traf

fic. (K, T.A.)

4. U-x}} t He begat heavy, sluggish, lazy, indo

lent, or torpid, sons. (AA, K.)

6. L-cLj He feigned himself [dronsing, or

slumbering, or] sleeping. (K," TA.) – f. It

(lightning) became faint. (A, TA.)

4 - 6 -

ãº [A single fit of dron'siness: or of slumber:

a single movement of the head in dron'sing or slum
* - d. p 6 . . .

à-x} arºj [A

vehement fit of dron'siness, or of slumber, came

bering. (TA.) You say, $3.2%

2 - 6 - - O - e.

upon him]. (A.) And ā-ſº à-aº -a [I

dron'sed, or slumbered, once]. (S.)

Jºsé see 1.

Jº A she-camel bountiful in yielding milk;

(S, A, K,) that dronses, or slumbers, in yielding

milk; (A;) or because, in yielding milk, she

drowses, or slumbers: (S:) or having much milk,

that dronses, or slumbers, when milked: (M :) or

that closes her eyelid on being milked. (Az, T.A.)

9 . J. 5 *

à-la : see J-cu.

Jet, part. n. of J-4, [Dron'sing, dron’sy, or

heavy with sleep: or slumbering, or dozing :] (S,

Msh, K) as also "ºu-23; (Lth, Fr, Th, Mºb,

K;) but this latter is rare; (Fr, Th, Mgb, K;)

and by some disallowed: (TA:) fem. of the

former with 3: (Mºb, TA:) and of the latter

J-4, made to accord. withJº, fem. of3°3;

and this is best in poetry: (Lth, Mgb, TA:) and

*iº is also used as an epithet [in an intensive

sense] applied to a female: (TA:) the pl. of

Jº is cº, like #3, pl. of#5 ; and that

of i-eô is J-º. (Mºb)—Jºsé 3–1 (His

good fortune is slumbering]. (A, TA.)

Jºaº

1. ***, aor. , (§, K) inf n. Jº, (S) He

(God) raised him; lifted him up; (S, K;) as

also W 4-15 (Lth, Ks, K;) which is disallowed

by ISk, who says that it is a vulgar word, and

by J after him, but is correct; (TA;) and "4:33,

(AA, K,) inf n. Jºãº (AA, TA) or He

(God) set him up, or upright; as also Y axiſ:

(Msb:) [see an ex. in a verse cited voce Jºl

or he [app. a man] raised him, or lifted him up,

after a stumble, or trip. (Sh.) You say also,

à-ºl << I set the tree upright, when it was

leaning. (TA.) And& Jºsé He raised his

eye, or eyes. (S," K.) — [Hence, aor. and inf.

n. as above, (TA,) the recovered him from his

embarrassment, or difficulty: (A:) : he restored

him from a state of poverty to wealth, or com

petence, or sufficiency; (K, TA) as also "4:ail:

(TA:) and the recovered him from a state of

perdition or destruction. (TA.) And 4tſ&

1 May God restore thee from poverty to nealth,

or competence, or sufficiency: or make thee to con

tinue in life; preserve thee alive. (A.) And

"4x1 + He set him up, and strengthened his

heart. (TA) And Jº Jº &º (A.

TA,) [The spring, or spring-herbage, or the season,

or rain, called &ºl,] makes men to live and enjoy

plenty of herbage or the like. (T.A.) — [Hence

also.) - J. Jºsé, (Sh, K) aor, as above, (Sh,)

and so the infn. (TA) f He eulogized, or praised,

the dead man, (Sh, K,) and eacalted his praise, or

fame, or honour. (Sh.) –<! lsº also

signifies They carried the dead man upon the

Jº, q.v. (A [where this signification is indicated,

but not expressed: it is shown, however, by an

explanation of pass, part. n. (q.v. infra) in the

TAJ)—ºjº Jº Jº 4 J-1 ſq.v.) was

made for her bier. (Mgh, from a trad, of, or

relating to, Fátimeh.)

2, 4:3; see 1. = Also, (K,) or 4; Jº, (S,)

inf n. *-ij, (K) II, said to him ºf 4.

[which see above, in 1, and also below, in 8]:

(S, K:) in [some copies of] the $, a J'ſ &.

(TA.)

4: see 1, in four places.

8. Lºxºl He rose; or became raised, or lifted

up : (TA:) he rose after his stumble, or trip : (S,

A, MSb, K:) and in like manner you say of a

bird, (A, TA,) meaning it rose [after falling or

alighting], (TA,) and he raised his head. (TA.)

Hence the saying, J.<; S3 J.33 May he fall,

having stumbled, or stumble and fall, and not rise

[again]: a form of imprecation. (TA.) And

hence the saying of 'Omar, 4'ſ 4:3 Jºzº

Rise thou : may God raise thee : or 40' 31-s3

has here one of the two meanings assigned to it

before, in 1. (TA.) — [And hence,) tº He re

covered, or became recovered, from his embarrass

ment, or difficulty. (A, TA.)

9 & .

Jºaº A state of elevation, or exaltation. (Sh.)

See 1. — A state of remaining; lastingness;

endurance; permanence; or continuance; syn.

{&. (Sh, K.) = [A kind of litter, or a thing

resembling a ii-, upon which the king used to

be carried, nhen sick : (IDrd, Msb, K:) not the

Jºsé of a corpse. (IDrd, Msb.) This is said to

be the primary application. (TA.)— And hence,

(TA,) A bier, (S, A, Msb, K,) when the corpse

is upon it, for otherwise it is called 2,2: (S, IAth,

Msb:) it is called by the former name because of

its height, or its being raised: (S, TA:) pl.

Jºsé : (Msb:) also, a reticulated thing, (Az.

Mgh, TA,) resembling a ai-s, (Mgh,) n-hich is

put as a cover over a [dead] noman n-hen she is

placed upon the bier; (Az, Mgh, TA;) but this

is properly called £º, though people called it

Jº, which is properly only the bier itself. (Az,

TA.) – [And hence,)&* ** [or**

sº Jºsé, together withJº Or Jº, constitute

+The constellation of Ursa Major: or the princi

pal stars thereof:] seven stars; n-hereof four

[n:hich are in the body] are calledJº [or Jºl.

and three [n:hich are in the tail] are called sº,

($, K,) i.e., Jº St.Lº: (TA :) and in like

manner es; all, (K) Or Jºan Jºaº sºlº

[together with Jºãº U: as constitute t the con

stellation of Ursa Minor: or the principal stars

thereof; seven in number; nºkereof the four in the

body are called Jº...a5, and the three in the tail are

called Jº]: ($:) [the former four] said to be

likened to the bearers of a bier, because they form

a square: (IDrd, TA:) [the cºur* being so called

as being likened to damsels or to men (for cºurs

is pl. of& applied to an irrational thing as well

as pl. of<) following a bier:] Sb and Fr agree

that Jº is imperfectly decl. because determinate

and of the fem. gender: (S:) or it is perfectly

decl. when indeterminate, but not when deter

minate [by having the epithetJ% Or lsº

added to it]: (Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, K.) Jº 24,

also occurs, in poetry; (Sb, S, K;) because a.

single one [of the stars thereof) is calledJº &l,

(Lth, K,) being made to accord. in gender with

Jºsé but when they say tº or &i, they

say tº : (Lth, TA:) [this is agreeable with a

general rule; accord. to which, sº is the pl. of

& applied to anything but a human being:]

the pl. of Jºa, Sºlº is Jºlsº like as Jº is

pl. ofJº3. (L, TA.) See also Jºsé.-

Also Jº A piece of wood, (K, TA,) of the length

! of twice the stature of a man, (TA,) upon the head

of n!hich is a piece of rag, (K, TA,) calledº

(TA,) with which young ostriches are hunted or

captured. (K, TA.)

Jºsé [or Jºsé + The small star called]J.

which is [by the star () in the middle of Jº sº.

... •2 : * ... • 5 - 2

[He, or it, is more obscure than No'eysh among

the Benát Naqsh]. (A, TA.)

© - --

So in the saying, Jºa eu, Jº
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.* • J 6 o'.

Jºe's J1 : see Jºº, near the end.

5 x d -

Jºe A corpse carried upon a Jº, or bier.

(S, A,” Msb.)

[lass, &c.

See Supplement.]

- -

1. -ā, aor. and 2, (inf. n. Jº, TA,) He

5 (K.) — wº,

(inf n. *-ā, TA,) It (a bird) sipped water: you

(a man, TA) smallowed saliva.

do not say of a bird 49%. (K)—-š He (a

man) took in gulps, or ſuped, in drinking: (K:)

and likewise an ass. (TA.). tº: .5) &:<s.

with kesr, I drank in gulps from the vessel.

(ISk, S.)

ãº A hungering. (K.) A tribe's wanting

food, or hungering: syn. J- jú. (K, as in

some copies: [app. the right reading:] in other

copies, jä, which is pl. of 3. TA.) – See

ăcăș.

2-22 wº
ãº and " a #3 A gulp; or as much as is smal

loned at once; of water &c.; (S, K:) or the

"latter signifies a single act of gulping; (K:)

differing from the former like as [its syn.] *º

does from *: (TA:) pl. of the former &#.

(S:) for which 3 occurs in a verse. (TA.) –

Ex. 2%, Jº ºf tº # & sº tº 4%
AGgº tº ! [Eaccellent! Hon cool a gulp

is it! How cool is it to the heart! May the hands

and mouth perish 'J said on hearing of the death

of an enemy, or of any trial or affliction that has

befallen him. (A) = i. A foul action. (S,

K.) So in the following saying, asſe Jºe L.

£3 ãº [A foul action was never found to be

chargeable upon him.] (S.)

• *- :

1. * āş, aor. :, inf n. < *, He pulled hair;

syn. 4-3- (K.)

& . .

3.3% Lasting and vehement evil. (IAar, K.)

—“ e? tº We fell into lasting and vehe
2. *

(L.)ment evil.

Jºãº

1. 335, º, (S, K,TA) aor. 3 and -º

(K, and so in a copy of the A,) aor. : ; and

<!,á, aor. 3 (Ki) inf nº (IKI, K) [of the

first] and 3 (IK!!, TA) and Čš (K, TA)

and 3.3% , (TA,) The cooking-pot boiled; estuated;

became in a state of violent commotion ; syn.

< *, (As, S, IKtt, A, L.) and <5%. (As, K.)

= Hence, (TA) jºi sã, (S) or 333, (so in

a copy of the A,) t The man became angry, or

vehemently or most vehemently angry, or affected

with latent anger nithout ponyer to eacercise it :

(S, A:) or his inside boiled by reason of such

anger: (As, S:) and º 34%, aor. : : and

jāj, aor. :; and Jé, aor. 2; (K;) the first of

which is the most common ; (TA;) inf. n. 3.

[of the first] and &%; and "2+3; (K;) [after

which last, in the CK, the word Jé, COIn

mencing the explanation, is omitted;] his inside

boiled against him by reason of anger : (K:) or

by reason of vehement or most vehement anger, or

latent anger without poncer to exercise it: (TA :)

or (so accord. to the TA; but in the K, and)
o, e.

***"… he became changed, or altered, to him,

and threatened him neith evil: (ISk, S, K, TA:)

andjº, aor. 2, inf. n. }* , also signifies he held

enmity in his heart, watching for an opportunity

to indulge it; or he hid enmity and violent hatred

in his heart; or he bore rancour, malevolence,

(TA.)malice, or spite.

5: see 1, in two places.

6. yºu: i. q. Jéui [app. meaning, 1 The

behaving with mutual enmity or hostility]. (K.)

* 1 [Angry or vehemently or most vehemently

angry, or affected with latent anger neithout

ponser to eacercise it: as is implied in the $:

of anger:

2.É.- 0 -

3'-el Sig

nifies a woman very jealous; syn. &#: (K:)

[but] it is related in a trad. of Alee, that a

woman came to him and told him that her

husband had illicit intercourse with her female

or] having his inside boiling by reason

(S, K.) and [it is said that] 3,5

slave; whereupon he said, “If thou be speaker

of truth, we stone him ; and if thou be a speaker

of falsehood, we whip thee." and she said,

ãº es: Jº es'! Jº, (S, TA,) meaning,

[Restore ye me to my family, very jealous,

nith my inside boiling by reason of anger, or

vehement or most vehement anger, or latent

anger without ponier to exercise it : this is the

explanation given by As : and ISd says, that

he holds 3935 to signify here angry, not very

jealous; since it is related that an Arab said to
5 ... • e E o

a woman, 3×3 Al -: & [Art thou very

jealous or angry 2] (TA.)

Jé Certain birds like sparrows, (S,) or a

species of sparron's, (Msb,) neith red beaks :

(S, Msb:) n, un, with 3: ($:) or the young

ones of sparron's : (K:) n. un, as above: (TA :)

or the young ones of the sparron's; (Sh, Msb;)

n:hich you always see in a lean state : (Sh:)

or [a species] of young sparrows : (TA :) or

the bird called Jº: (Mºb, K.) it is said that

the people of El-Medeeneh call the Jº by the

names of; and*; and it is said to resemble

the sparron, ; and the fem. is with 3: (Mgb:)

or (TA; in the K, and) a species of the2

(K, TA; in the CK, erroneously, 4-5) red in

the beaks and in the loner parts of the Jºi [or

portions beneath the beaks]: (TA:) or the males

thereof: (Ki) pl. ºº, (S, Mºb, K) like as

&- is pl. of 94. ($, Mº.) Its dim is

* (S, Mºb, K) occurring in a trad. ; º ū

jº Já L. Jºsé [0 Aboo-'Omeyr, what did

the little nughar?]; (S, K;) said by Moham

mad to a little child of Aboo-Talhah El-Ansáree,

who had a bird, or birds, of this name, which

died. (TA.)

3 * * *

Lºyº”

See art. Jºë.

- -

1. Jº, aor. , (S. K.) inf n. Jº, (S) He

(a man, S,) failed of having his desire fully

accomplished: ($, K:) but Lth says, that it is
• * *

more commonly with teshdeed, i. e. V Jºj,

[unless this be a mistake for Jºl inf. n.

g -

Jºi. (TA)—And in like manner, (S) He

(a camel) failed of having his full, or complete,

draught, or drink. ($, K.)–And It (beverage)

was imperfect, or defective. (K.) — See also 5.

=-“ (L.K) and J.A. (LTA)[both infºns,

the verb of the former being app. Jaš, used

intransitively, and that of the latter Jaś, used

transitively, followed by *}] also signify The

bringing one's camels to the drinking-trough, and,

when they have drunk, turning them back, and

bringing others; (K;) taking forth, from every

two camels, a strong camel, and putting in its

place a neak camel; and thus as it were, making

their drinking troublesome. (TA.) – You say

also, Jºl Jº Jaś The man prevented the

man from obtaining his share of nater by inter

posing to hinder his camels from drinking; and
… • , of

a.aß' [He prevented him

from obtaining his share of pasturage for his

camels} : the verb in the latter instance being

- - * - d -

in like manner, a.c, W

with I. (TA.) – See also 2.

2. tº Jax. He cut short a thing of n!hich

we loved to have much, or abundance. (IAar,

TA) – 4 Jeº and “le "Jº, int. n.
9 o e

Jaś; but the former is the more common; He

rendered [an affair, or circumstances, or a state,)

troublesome, or perturbed, to him ; syn. jºe.

(IKtt, T.A.) You say, Jºº ài Jak,

(S. K.) inf n. Jºis (S3) and ºak (S. K)

and Jºal asle "Jaśl; (K;) God rendered life

troublesome, or perturbed, to him; syn. 33-3

(S, K.) the first of these is the most common:

355 *
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(TA:) the second occurs in poetry; the pro

noun in this relating to a man. (Akh, S, TA.) |

= See also Jaś.

4: see 1, last sentence : — and see also 2.

5. i.e. ----, (S) or ***, (K.) His

state of lift, (S,) or his means of subsistence, (K,)

became troublesome, or perturbed, or attended

neith trouble; syn.sº (S, K.) You say

also, 9. Jé, inf n. Jaš, [His affair, or

case, became troublesome, &c.;] (A:) [for] "Jas

is syn. with Jä as signifying 333. (Har,

p. rvr).

6, ºn Jº Jº east. The camel.

cronded, or pressed, together to the drinking

trough. (Ks, K.”)

Jºsé is said to signify Things that prevent one

from attaining an object of desire. (Har,

p. rvr.)

Jºãº Any one niho cuts short a thing of

n:hich one loves to have more. (IAar, T.A.)

1. Jáš, aor. : , (Ks, S, A, Mºb, K,) and 2,

(S, A, K.) inf n. Jº (§, Mºb, K) and Jº

(S, K,) and &Laº and Jºsé, (K.) It was or

became, in a state of motion, commotion, agita

tion, or convulsion ; it shook; shook about; n'ab

bled; tottered; nagged; nodded; syn. 9-i,

(S, A, Mºb, K) and Jº, (A, K) J.

-stºſ (TA) as also "Jasl (Mºb, K) and

'J. (K:) it is said of a man's head; ($,

TA) and also, (S, A) with Jº and Čaš

for its inf ns., (S,) of a camel's saddle, (S, A,)

and of the central incisor (S, TA) of a child,

(S,) or of any tooth, as also V the last of the

verbs above mentioned; (A ;) and of other

things; (Msb, TA;) Jaś signifying any moving

in a shaking or tremulous or convulsive manner

(sº J); (§, TA) and < *ś and
W <3, said of a tooth, being syn. with

© . . .” * * *

-ād-, (A.) — Also, inf. n. &lº, He, or

it, was, or became, disquieted, agitated, or violently

agitated. (TA.) – 33- J. bé ! They

rose and hastened and rvent forth to, or toniards,

the enemy. (A, TA) — Jaš also signifies

+ It (a thing, TA) ras, or became, dense: (so in

some copies of the K) or much in quantity: (so

in other copies of the K:) or much in quantity,

and dense. (TA.) And I It (a cloud) was, or

became, dense, and then became ready to rain,

and reas seen to move about, one part into another,

writhout its going along : (S:) or was seen to

become ready to rain, nithout motion, not travel

fing along: (A:) or it travelled along. (IF.)

-

[see Jatū, below.]–82; Jºsé + His affair,

or case, was, or became, in a neak, or unsound,

state; syn. Jºs. (TA.) = See also 4, in two

places.

4. Jaś: see 1.= 4. Akīl He put it in a state

of motion, commotion, agitation, or convulsion;

shook it ; shook it about ; made it to nabble, or

totter; nagged it; nodded it; as also W **:

(S, Mºb, K, TA;) and 42 " Jº (A') namely

a thing: (Msb :) or his head; (S, A, TA;) in

wonder; (A ;) or as one in wonder at a thing;

(S, TA;) or in disapproval of a thing told him;

(AHeyth, TA :) or in derision; or as though

asking the meaning of n-hat n'as said, inclining to

(TA.) Hence, in the Kur, [xvii.

º& Cº.; ($, TA) And they

n-ill shake, or nag, their heads at thee, in derision.

(TA.)

the speaker.

5: see 1, in three places.

Jaś One nºho shakes his head, and trembles

in his gait; (K:) an inf. n. used as an epithet.

(TA.) — A male ostrich that shakes his head:

(S :) or Jaś, as also "Jak, is a name of the

male ostrich; determinate; (K;) being a name of

the species; likeãº (TA:) so called because,

when he hastens his gait, he moves up and

down : (Lth :) or a name of the male ostrich

that has a habit of going round about : (AHeyth,

K. :) and W iaº [is the n. un, signifying] an

ostrich. (TA.) – See also Jasº.

aſſº :

º .

see JaéU, in three places.

See Jax).

ãaº. A tree. (IKt.) – See also Jaś.

9 a.

Jºãº A she-camel having a large hump :

because, when it is large, it shakes, or quakes.

(IF, K.)

Jº [In a state of much motion, commotion,

agitation, or convulsion; shaking, shaking about,

nabbling, tottering, wagging, or nodding, much].

You say, tº-º:iº J. [Camelsjogging much

neith their saddles; or jogging much their saddles].

(A, TA)—see also Jºsé. — cºg 4:

Wrinkled in the belly: an expression applied

to Mohammad, (K,) by 'Alee, who thus ex

plained it: because of the elevation of the

wrinkled parts above the even surface of the

belly: or it may be derived from &#, inean

ing “wrinkles” in the belly, by transposition of

(TA.)letters.

Jºaº [In a state of motion, commotion, or

agitation, or convulsion; shaking; shaking about;

wabbling; tottering; nagging; nodding ; pl.

ãºl. You say, Jºsé J- [Great pullyJakº].

sheaves in a state of motion, &c.]. ($, T.A.)

And Jaé '... (K) and "Jºš (§, K) : A

cloud, or clouds, becoming dense, and then ready

to rain, and seen to move about, one part into

another, without going along : (S:) or in a state

of motion, or commotion, one part after another,

(K, TA,) not travelling along : (TA:) or seen

to move about, one part into another, nithout

going along. (L.) — Also, (S, K,) or " iseg,

(so in a copy of the A.) and "Jº and "Jº,

(A, K,) but this is rare, (TA,) A cartilage :

($:) or the cartilage of the shoulder-blade: (A,

K:) or the part thereof where it moves to and

fro ; (K:) or the upper part of the end of the

cartilage of the shoulder-blade: (TA :) or the

W Jaś of the shoulder-blade is the thin bone at

the extremity thereof: (Shi) or the "Juak;

are the parts of the root of the shoulder.

blade that move about in n-alking : (L:) and the

Jaé of a man is the base of the neck, where he

mores about his head, (Sh.)

iáº; see Jāsū.

[-ājº, &c.

See Supplement.]

tº

6: o y

3UA One of several parts, or portions, of

scattered herbage : or one of several adjacent

meadon's (~~9), separated from, and rising
- º

above, the greater part of the pasture ; pl. Us– .

(K.)

1. jºu <, (S, K,) aor. :, inf. n. ** (S)

and < *; and &, (L.) The cooking-pot boiled:

(K:) or thren, forth what resembled arron's,

by reason of [its vehement] boiling : ($, L:) [see

also cº, and sºlº l or [boiled so that] the

broth, or gravy, stuck to its sides: (K:) or the

broth boiled in the cooking pot, and nºhat dried

thereaf stuck to the sides of the pot : (L:) you

say [also] W<< jº, and Asti, [ſor <sº

and Asté). (S, L [but in the latter, these two

verbs are written without the syll. points].) –
2 * *

\-as

($)—º alſº “, as also laire, t He

* o . … o. - -

<-àº, as also laire, t He boils with anger.

..º.º. o .

boils against him with anger. (TA.) – 23-2

isºft, <+. ! [His breast boils with enmity].

(A.) [See also “…]-<, aor. :, inf. n.

& iſ and& (L, K) and <-sº and <º, (L,)

+ He (a man, L) reas angry: (K, L:) or Čeč

resembles coughing : [so that the verb seems to

signify he made a noise like coughing, by reason

of anger :] (L:) or he blen, in anger: (L:) or

he blen, (; ā, as in the copies of the K in my

hands,) or snelled, or became inflated, (8*,
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-*-**

(K.) —

<ā, (aor. ..., L.) inf n < *, It (flour or the

like) had nºater poured upon it, and swelled, or

as in the TA,) by reason of anger.

became inflated, (&#3) in consequence. (L, K.)

6 : see 1.

sº Jº. A cooking-pot throning forth what

resembles arron's, by reason of [its vehement]

boiling : &c. (S, L.)

* * ,

arºſſ A certain kind of food, thicker than

- - • 6 - " -

mhat is called tº-º: (K;) i.g. āā29-; made

by sprinkling flour upon mater or milk, (fresh

milk, L,) until it becomes sn’ollen or inflated,

(~1%) (S, L,) n-hen it is supped, or sipped

(J-2); (L;) it is thicker than *-- the

master of a family uses it plentifully for his

household in times of scarcity: ($, L:) they only

eat arºš, and āres- in a time of straitness, and

dearness, and leanness of the cattle : Az says, in

art. Jjja-, axes- is flour thrown upon water or

milk, and cooked, and then eaten with dates or

[here a word in the L is illegible; after which

we read] and it is [what is called] ...t. -; and it
. . .” 9. , 6 - -

is also called *2+- and arºš3 and aaaya- and

3,9- and ãº are a kind of L-º-, betn'een thick

- - 6 . 32 °

and thin. (L.) [See also reji-, and ãº-]

*-ā)

1. 33, aor. : and , inf n. * (§, K) and

&é, (TA,) [He puffed; or blen, without

spitting; or he sputtered, or blen, forth a little

spittle in minute scattered particles: or] he spat :

or he [did as though he] spat without ejecting

spittle: and 535.]] e” & signifies he spat,

ejecting a little spittle, upon the knot, in enchant

ment: (Msb:) or& is like £iº, or bloning,

and less than Jä, or spitting, or ejecting spittle

from the mouth : (S, K:) or like blowing, with

[the emission of] spittle: (Keshshāf;) or like

blowing, as done in enchantment, without spittle :

the action, if accompanied by spittle, being

termed Jäxji: this is the most correct explana

tion: ('Ináyeh :) or gentle blowing without

spittle: (5*$SI:) or more than bloning; or

like bloning ; but less than spitting: sometimes

without spittle, thus differing from Järji; and

sometimes nith a little spittle, thus differing from

J) : or the emitting mind from the mouth,

together neith a little spittle. (MF)—3. j

* 32,* .. [He who has a disease in his

chest must spit]. A proverb. (S.)– 4:3 &: *ś,

aor. :, inf. n. 3.3, He ejected it from his

mouth. (Mºb.) – [Hence,) Jºº & 3 iſ

-ºil f God cast, or put, the thing into the

heart. (Mºb) – 134- Jº cº* ! Such a

thing was inspired, or put, into my mind. (A.)

—Jº Jº i ! He (the Holy Spirit

[Gabriel]) inspired, or cast, or put, into my mind,

(Nh, from a trad.) – [You say,

9,i,j & 443 & º [If such a one blen,

or spat, upon thee, he would thron, thee donon upon

thy side.].

or heart.

Said to one who tries his strength

with one superior to him. (A.) —&&

U.ae as though meaning He blen, at me by

reason of the violence of his anger. (L.) [See

also -i-.]—& 3] X- &: ãº [The

serpent ejects venom from its mouth nºken it

inflicts a round with its nose]. (S) —& It

(a wound) emitted blood. (T.A.) — [From the

blowing or spitting upon the knots :] 4:3, inf. n.

<º, He enchanted him. (Msb.)—jº <āş,

aor. 2, inf. n. * and <<, The cooking-pot

boiled : or, boiled, and thren, forth what resembled

arron's, by reason of the vehemence of its boiling.

(Msb) [See also c.33.] It is when it begins

to boil. (TA.)

2 o a

ºuaº- &: Poetry: (K, from a trad.:)

called tº because it is like a thing which a

man spits, or blows, (<āº,) from his mouth,

like incantation. (AObeyd)—-tº &. 5

J% This is of the poetry of such a on. (TA)

<< 2, Blood emitted by a wound (S, K) or

vein. (TA.)

34; its &

many plants, or herbs, or much herbage,) as

though bloncing forth, or spitting forth, the

(L, from a trad.) [The cor

rectness of Łºś is questioned by El-Khattábee.

May it not be a mistake for &ū ?]

3. [A plain land that produces

plants, or herbs.

âû What one blon's, or spits, (**) from

his mouth. (S.) — What a person having Q.

disease in his chest blons forth or spits out,

< *. (K.) – What remains in one's mouth,

of a Jº-, or tooth-stick, and is spit out : (S:)

a particle broken off (Šuš: so in the L &c. :

in the K, ****) from a 99-, or tooth-stick,

remaining in the mouth, and spit out. (L, K.)

One says, &LE tº Jº- âûâ Jº 3. If he

asked me for a particle of a tooth-stick, remain

ing in my mouth, I would not give him (it). (S.)

** A certain hind of food. (See aº and

*3.)

3.

&tº An enchanter; one niho is in the habit of

enchanting : fem. with 3. (Msb.) — &&.

2iºn U. [Kur, cxiii. 4,] The nomen who blow,

without spitting, saying something at the same

time, upon the knots which they tie in a thread,

or string: (Jel:) meaning the enchantresses.

(S, K, Jel.) [See a verse cited voce*]

3.35 Enchanting. (Msb.)

3 x d >

~3A… A man enchanted. (A.)

&"

1. &#, ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. *::: (Msb;)

and 'aº; (TA;) It (a hare, S, K, or other

animal, Msb) sprang up (S, K) from its hole; or

leaped. (TA.) — &; (TA;) and W **'. (S,)

gº; (Msb;) and '**'. (TA ;) He

made a hare to spring up (S, &c.) from its hole;

inf. n.

or to leap. (TA)— -á, aor. - and 2, inf. n.
9 * x

**; and W.tº: It (a jerboa) ran : (M :) or

(A) — 2-6, and " **',
w

and "2-à-5, It (anything) rose; or became

slackened his run.

- -

(TA.) — &º, aor. ...,
4 o' .

**, IIe made anything to rise; or to

elevated, or exalted.

inf. n.

become elevated, or eralted. (TA.) – c’s A3
2 - 2 -

ā-xAſ) The chicken came forth from its egg.

| ($, K.) — **, (aor. :, inf. n. : is, S,) It (a

woman's breast) heaved up her shift. ($, K.)—

cºJJ) -º-º: f The wind came with force : (S,

K. :) or, suddenly. (TA.) — **, inf. n. gº,

He magnified, or made great, him, or it. (Msh,

TA.) [And so, Y ** It became great.

(TA) — ;, iſ, aor. 3, inf n. xii; (Mºb) and

'**', (TA,) and "sia; (K;) He boasted

of that which he did not possess, (Msb,) and

which was not in him : (TA:) or, of more than

(K.)

4: see 1, and 10.

he possessed.

5: see 1, in two places.

8. 2-9 tº- “, The sides of the camel

became elevated, ($, K,) [or bulging,) and great,
* - e.

naturally. (TA)— Hence the expression &tº

alsº t[The smelling out of the new moons], in a

trad, respecting the signs [of the last day]. (TA.)

– See 1 throughout.

10. tº- (IAar, M) and * > āşī, (M,) He

(a sportsman) dren, forth a jerboa [&c. from its

hole]. (M.) — Hence, (TA,) t He dren, forth,

(K.)and caused to appear, the anger of a person.

* and * is tº t[A boasting of that nihich

one does not possess, or the like: see 1, and tº].

(A.) [See also£º

* -

à-i- ** A woman, (K,) and a man, (TA,)

large in the buttocks: (K, TA:) or prominent

therein. (TA in art. • Re-.)

*** A single leap of a hare from the place

where it has been lying. In a trad., a sedition,

or disturbance, is likened to this in regard of the

shortness of its duration. (TA.)
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**@: See ** and £º.

is sº A bon (S, K) made of a piece of wood

of the hind of tree called& ; not known by Aboo

Sa’eed with 2- [in the place of &l. (S [so in the

copies of that work which I am using, three in

number: but in one copy, “except with c ”].)

&lt; ! A proud man; as also "** : (K:) a

boastful and proud man: (ISk, $:) a man who

praises himself for that nihich is not in him : one

who says that which he does not, and rho boasts

of that which does not belong to him and which is

not in him; as also V sº 3% (and W à-ſº 3. A):

or one niho boasts of that which he does not possess:

and said to be not of high repute. (TA.) [See

also Jºã.]

º - 5 * -

&#9: see as-39.

is sº The commencement of anything, (so in

tWO copies of the $, and so in the Mºb,) or of any

wind, (so in one copy of the S,) that begins with

vehemence, or violence : (S, Msb:) or a mind that

begins with celemence : (K:) or, that comes with

rehemence : (A:) As thinks it to be attended by

cold : AHn says, that sometimes the north wind

rises upon people when they have been sleeping,

and almost destroys them with cold at the close

of the night, when the former part of the night

has been warm : (TA:) or a wind that rises upon

one suddenly and vehemently, when he is not an are:

(sh ) pl. #'s. (A) — is 3% A cloud

abounding with rain : (S, K :) so called from the

same word as signifying “a wind that comes with

vehemence:” (TA :) thus called by the name of

the thing which is its cause. (S) = is sº The

hinder part of a rib : (S:) or, of the ribs: (K:)

as also " &é : (TA:) pl. 3%. (S.) = is 35

+ Camels which a man inherits, and n:hereby

his camels are increased in number. (T.A.) –

is 35 ! A daughter: so called because she in

creases the property of her father by her dowry:

(K) or, that increases the property of her father;

for he takes her dowry (consisting of camels, TA)

and adds it to his property, (or camels, TA,) so

that the amount becomes raised. (S.) The

Arabs used to say, in the time of paganism, when

a daughter was born to one of them, ā-sº&ūs

May she mºho is to increase thy property by her

dowry be productive of enjoyment to thee! (S.)

E is 35 A bag, follicle, or vesicle, of musk : (K:)

pl. gº (S:) an arabicized word, (S, K,) from

[the Persian] aşū; and therefore some say that

it is properly written 4.3% or, accord. to the

Msb, it is Arabic, and a bag of musk is so called

because of its high value, from *** “he magni

fied him, or it:” but this requires consideration.
o 2-8- 3:2

(TA.) See 4–5, 359, voce j9.

3. - ~ of i

Jºs-àl One who eraggerates, or erceeds the

due bounds, in speech; (K;) and who boasts of -

that which he does not possess. (TA.)

...) • .

** Pieces of stuff with which women make

their buttocks to appear large; syn. ºutſ.

(K.)

c - d - - ... o.º. -

Jeº- är… A man having elevated, [or

bulging, sides. (A.) — ***

prominent flanks. (TA.) See £º.

**

1. -ā, aor. 2, (S, L, K.) inf n. ** (L, K)

and 3: (L) and ** and Öº, (K,) It (per

--

fume) diffused its odour. ($, L., K.) –<

3-2, (S, Mºb, K.) aor. , **, (Mºb)
! The wind blen: ; (S, Msb, K:) or blen, gently;

6 * ~*

began to be in a state of commotion : (A:) --> āş

inf. n.

and <--iſ are syn., except that the effect oftº

is greater than that of Aji: (Zj:) or, accord. to

A, (S) or 1A, (EA) *
or cool, wind; andtºº a hot wind: (S, TA :)

<< ! The

relates to a cold,

* ... o. -

[but see is ºl.—tº ~5-)

south wind blen, upon it with its cold, or coolness.

(IB)—& **, (aor. , inf n. *, *)

f The rein ejected, or spirted forth, blood. ($, K.)

And in like manner, 23.9 &L = << f The

stab ejected, or spired forth, blood. (TA.)—

(A)=-º 4-3 He struck him, or it,

lightly, o, slight, with the snºord: (A:) he

-ā ( He churned the milk once.

reached, or hit, him, or it, (43%) nºith the snºord

(S, L, K) from a distance, (S, L,) by a side-blow,

§3. (L.)— **, inf n. **, He struck, smote, or

, - X- º, o -

beat. (L.) See 3.H * inf. n. **, He thren,

or cast. (L.) — Lº tº t He thrust, or pushed,
- **

or repelled, a thing from him. (L.) – sº-à
£31, aor. 2, inf n. g #, The horse, or the like,

kicked, or struck, n'ith its hind leg : (L:) or, neith

its hoof: (Msb:) or, with the eactremity of its

hoof: tº is said to be with one hind leg; and

J. 29, with both hind legs together. (L.) <---

à. The she-camel struck, or kicked, nºith her

hind leg. (S.) £3, & Jr. JHe made the

kicking of the horse, or the like, with its hind leg, to be

of no account; not to require anything to be paid
- - -

by its owner. (L.) [See 3 in art. •-fic.] = a-à3

Jº (inf. n. &#, Msb,) ( He gave him a thing.

($, K.) — ā-ā a-aī 1 He gave him a gift; or

conferred upon him a favour). (S.) [See an ex.
- - -

voce dºjº.]

3. **ść (inf n, i-34, TA) They con

tended with them with snºords face to face; or

A camel having '.

him :

encountered them in nar face to face, having

before their faces neither shields nor anything else;

syn. 29-se: (S, K :) originally signifying

they approached them in fight so near that the

breath of each party reached the other. (TA)

— 4-su He contended with him. (K.) —

| 4:3 au;(S, A) and& 'º,(A) inf n. &: ;

(IAar;) t He contended for him, or in defence

of him; (S;) repelled from him, and defended

(IAar, A :) as also tºº. (TA.)

5 * o.

ãº An odour, whether good or bad: or a

plentecus odour; differing from isº, which is a

slight odours (Aiſnin hºrt tº 9 p. <<ā.

(L.) You say *l as as aſ, (S, L.) and ***,

(L,) It has a good, or sneet, and a bad, or foul,

odour. (L.) – i_i: ; A blast, or breath, of

wind. (K.) — (…) &: i-á ! A pleasant and

fragrant blast of the east mind. And &: i-w

2,4- f.A grievous blast of hot wind. (AHeyth.)

—-3- &: i-á + A part, or portion, of

punishment: (S, K:) or a grievous blast of punish

ment: (AHeyth;) or a most violent infliction of

punishment. (L.) —23. i- : The first gush

of blood from a mound. - (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, L.)

— —iſ 1 A single churning (ias . . so in the

A and TA: in the CK and a MS. copy of the K,

unpointed :) of milk. (A, K.)

— [See 1.] – i-º, A gift: (Mºbi) [Pl.

*-*] —sº & tº Jº Jº S

(S, L) There cease not to ve attributable to such a

... o .

à-a-o, with

* … •

one acts of kindness, or favours. (L.) – 13-ºxº
* * ~ * > - - -

aVi äse-; el-āj:1 (TA:) see art. Jºe, voce

• * ~ *

Jºjº.

s 2: 6

*** cº f A meind º º: violently, and

raises the dust. (L.) – *** *ºtº 1 A south

wind (S, IB) that blon's coldly, or coolly. (IB.)

— . sº ãº A horse, or the like, that kicks with

its hind leg : or, with the extremity of its hoof.

(L.) [See 1.] — ** 1 A she-camel n:hose milk

comes forth without its being dranºn from the teat :

(S, K:) and an udder that does not retain its milk.

(AZ.) See&-** Jº ! A bon; that sends

the arron: far; or that impels the arron, with

force: (S, A, K.) as also Yi-º (K) and Y

(TA:) each of which two words is a name for a

bon": ($, with respect to the former, and TA,

with respect to the latter:) pl. of the former

2 - o

-

** : (S:) and Y *-*. signifies a branch of the

tree called& of n!hich a bon is made. (ISk,

S, K.) [See also is…}, with &l

º; … •a . -

3-eń3: See tºº.

** 4. [Musk that diffuses much odour or

5 - J. 9, o

* -

fragrance]. (A, art. Alai-) = is tº iº.ſ. i A
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stab that ejects, or spirts forth, blood, much, or

vehemently. (TA.) *** ãº, 14 stab that

ejects its blood quickly. (T.)=** I one.º

gº many gifts. (T.A.) — tºl, (K,) ortº

yºs-Jº, (TA,) The Bestoner of [many) benefits

upon mankind, or the creation: (K:) an epithet

applied to God; but disapproved by some, be

cause not so applied in the Kur-án or the traditions.

36 Diffusing odour; fragrant. Ex. is sº

i-35 A bag, or vesicle, of musk diffusing odour,

or fragrant; pl. tºº. (A.)

i-śl ($, K, &c.) said to be the most common

form of the word, (TA,) for which one should not

say i-ii, (ISk,) but this is mentioned by Ibn

Et-Teiyánee and the author of the 'Eyn, (MF,)

and sometimes it is written and pronounced *-iji,

(K,) or this is the most common form, (Msb)

and most approved, (ISk,) and sometimes i-º,

(K) and "i-iº,(IAar,S,K) and i-iº, (IAar,

K,) with ~ in the place of the Le, (TA,) [The

rennet, or rennet-bag, of a kid or lamb; i.e.] A

substance that comes forth from the belly of a lid,

containing coagulated milk n'hich is termed (3,

used as a means of converting fresh milk into

cheese : (IDrst:) or a thing that is taken forth

jrom the belly of a sucking-pig, (or lamb, Msb,)

of a yellow colour, and squeezed in some cotton,

(which is soaked, into milk, L, MSb,) whereupon it

(i.e. the milk, MF) becomes thick, like cheese : (L,

Msb, K:) or the stomach (Jºë) of a lamb or

hid before it eats : (AZ, S, Msb:) when it eats, it

is called Jºë. (AZ, S.) F imputes inadver

tence to J in his explaining as ājī by the term

Jºë; but he does not explain it by this term

absolutely; and F adds to his own explanation

what makes it exactly the same as that of J,

[except that he makes it relate to a kid only,

saying “when the kid eats, it,” that is the a-Ast,

“is called Jºe.” (M.F.) None but a rumi

nating animal has an ā-āl. (Lth.) The pl. is

£º. ($, K.) Any à-à3), especially [that of]

the hare, if hung upon the thumb of a person

}, (K)—i-º,

also signifies A kind of tree (2-3) resembling the

cº-º. (K)

suffering from a fever, cures him.

* * ~ 6. º … .

as-à-o: see tºº and

1. *** &#, (K,) aor. 2, [accord. to Golius

and Freytag, incorrectly, z; see Kur, iii. 43, &c.]

q c #: (Msb;) and "&#, (K,) inf. n.

à-ºº: (TA;) He blen, neith his mouth; sent

forth mind from his mouth; (K;) this is done in

taking rest, and in labour or exertion, and the

9 * ~ *

inf. n.

like. (L.) & is mostly used as a neut. v.;

|

but sometimes it is trans., as many have asserted:

you say* &º, as well asº . ă, He blen,

the trumpet, or blen, into the trumpet: (MF, TA:)

<< is a dial. form of 23 &: (S:) also,&

jū J ſhe blen, the fire; or blew into the fire]:

[see 8 (last sentence) in art. •23:] and L3&

& [he blen, into, or inflated, the skin]: and

sometimes one says 4-iſ. (Msb.) lsº Occurs

in a verse of El-Katámee for sº. (S)

as: es: Čuº & + [The devil blen, into his

nose]: said of him who aspires to that which is

not for him. (TA) – 3:34: & IIIe in:

flated, or puffed out, the sides of his mouth;

(A.)

- 4-3, aor. 4, inf. n. £º, It (food) inflated

meaning] he was proud, or affected pride.

him, or filled him. (L.) — ë, aor. -, inf. n.

(L) • ă, (S, L,) He (a man, S, and a horse, L)

had inflated testicles. ($, L.) — Also, He (a

beast of carriage) had his pasterns inflated with

wind. When a beast thus affected walks, the

(L.) — º ~ 2: Pepedit;
-

humour subsides.

- - - - -

crepitum ventris emisit. ($, K.) – 2–22 st-s-à

• * : *

The wind came suddenly. (L.) —2. st-s-à

J.;I, f The road cast [or brought] themsuddenly

[to a place]: from tº st-s-à3. (L.) = <--

J-ºl. inf. n. it, f The morning became ad

vanced, and the sun high. (L, K.) You say

also jº W = A-51 t The day became advanced, the

sun being high, (S, L,) an hour before noon. (L.)

2:

5: see 8.

see 1.

8. tº It (a thing, S, as a skin, Msb,) became

inflated, or puffy; ($, A, Msb;) as also 'êia.

(A:) also, it became sn’ollen; i.g. Ax3. (K, art.

203.) — tº IIe hºme iſſued, or filled, by

food. (L.) See 1. – 31sº tº: f The bigness [or

sncelling] of the new moons. Occurring in a trad. re

specting the signs of the last day. (L.) [See**)

—Jº tº F[He became inflated againſt me;

i.e.] he was angry with me. (T.A.) And a 2-ºl

t[He behaved angrily to him]. (TA in art. 3-5.)

$º [Flatulence.— And hence,); Boastfulness;

arrogance; pride; ($, K;) [inflation neith pride):
... o.

(TA, art. >)—& 3. Jº, as also 33

**, f A boastful, arrogant, proud man; (S;)

pride was termed by Mohammad cº

[a man inflated nith pride).

# t A young man (TA) full of youthfulness

[or youthful plumpness or vigour]; (K;) and so,

without 3, a damsel. (TA.)

3 - ?:

as āş and

* . 0.2 43 - d.

as-à and as āj Inflation of the

belly ($, K) by food &c. (TA.) You say º

*-*. He has an inflation of the body : (K:)

and is a 3- I erperience an inflation of the

body. (S.) – [And A flatulent humour of any

kind: a meaning well known.] — isºl The

blast [of the horn] of the day of resurrection.

(L)—is is A slight odour ; differing from

i-º, which is a plenteous odour. (L.) —

-ºi is tº iThe chief part of youth. (L.)

g-ji is a The time of the season called

&Ji nhen the earth produces herbs, or herbage:

(A :) or 8-9 is iſ, and **, the time of

that season when vegetation has ended. (AZ.)
3 ... o.º. -

– as āj A disease that attacks a horse, and
9 ºr

(L.)– See tw.makes his testicles to snell.

*i; (applied to land, or ground, S) i. q.

*: : ($, L, K:) or elevated and good or fertile

ground, in n-hich is no sand nor stones, producing
*...* @,

a fen trees; and so il. Arº, except that this latter

is more flat and extensive: or soft land, in nihich

is elevation : (L:) or tumid earth, that breaks in

pieces nºben trodden upon : (TA, voce **) pl.

Čeč it has a form of pl. proper to substs.

because it is an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. predominates. (L)—its tº The upper

part of the bone of the Ju [or shank, or

tibia]. (K.)

º

i–º One who is employed to blow a fire.

(K.)

li: An inflation of a humour occasioned by

disease, (T, K,) arising in any part : (T:)

a humour; as also "i-º. (L.)—see icº.

i-li, A bubble upon water. (L, K [but in

some copies of the K, for à- is erroneously

put 3,\s--J).]) — [The air-bladder of a fish ;)

an inflated thing in the belly of a fish, which is

(as they assert, L,) its ~~ [app. meaning its

most essential part, or element,) by means of

rhich it rises in the water, and moves to and fro.

(L, K.)– A bladder of a plant (S, O, L., voce

#, &c.) N. un. of& (AHn, in TA, voce

Jié) [And in anatomy, A cell.]

ãº $3% 93.9 U. [There is not in the house

a blonver of a fire; i.e.,] there is not in the house

any one. (S.)–*- 33% [A man inflating,

or puffing out, his sides;] inflated, and ready to

do mischief, or evil. (L, from a trad.)

ãº A man, ($, L, K,) and a horse, (L.)

having inflated testicles: ($, L, K :) syn. of s.

(Mgh, in art. 231.) — Also, A beast of carriage

having his pasterns inflated with nind: see

&#. (L.)
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- 3 . , of

, cº-ºl Jº-j, and 3-ºl, and Jºs-à), and

Jº, fem. with 3, # A man full of fat; (K;)
a o –

inflated mith flaccid fat, and so Y 3. J-3 ;

pl. cº-º. (TA)

tº: : see what follows.

º

-

£º (S, L, Msb, K) and Y** (Msb) The

instrument with which a fire is blonºn : (Msb,

K:) a blacksmith's bellon's : the thing with which

a fire or other thing is blonºn (L:) the thing

into nihich one blons. (S.) See also 2.É.-

Jº £º The instrument [i.e. reed-pipe) of

the pastor, neith nihich he calls together the camels.

(A, TA, voce gº)

cº $3% + The suggestions of the devil.

(TA.)

** + Big-bellied; (K. TA;) [inflated in

the belly]. — Also, (K,) " tº:--, (TA,) tºat;

as an epithet; (A, K5) [inflated, or snollen, with

fat]. See &ºi.- &tº 1 A concard: so

called because he swells out his lungs. (L.)

3-4 : A man inflated, or puffed, or filled,
º .x o .

with pride, and with anger. (L.) See t”.

Jºã3

1. 34, aor. :, inf n. Sº (S, A, L, Mºb, K)

and 3á, (L, K,) It (a thing, S, &c.) passed

ancay and came to an end; became spent, ea

hausted, or consumed; failed entirely; ceased;

syn. J: (S, A, L., Msb, K) and <3 (S, L,

K) and &hiº. (L, Mgb.)

4. … (S, A, L, Mºb, K) and ' --

(A, L, K) and Yo-AA-31 (K) He caused it to pass

ancay or come to an end; spent, eachausted, or

consumed, it; caused it to fail entirely; caused

it to cease; made an end of it. (S, A, L, MSb,

K.)—23. U. bail, and "9-º-, They

spent, exhausted, or consumed, nhat they had.

(A, L.) —& W.A.A.--! He spent, eachausted,

or eacerted, to the utmost his ability or porter.

(S, L, Mºb.)—º Jāj) The people came to

that state that their travelling-provisions mere

erhausted, or had come to an end: (S, A, L, K:)

or, (in the K, and,) their property had passed

anay and come to an end. ($, L. K.) –

ãeſ, JJAjl The nell lost its mater. (L, K.)

3. *sū, (inf n. 234, L.) [He exerted his

n:hole poncer, or ability, in contention, dispute, or

litigation, with him : see 34.) he contended

neith him in arguments, pleas, or allegations, so

as to put an end to his argument, and overcome

him : (L:) or he contended with him before a

judge; (IAth, L, K;) contended, disputed, or

litigated with him. (K.) It is said in a trad.,

Jºsé 2,336 & (S, L) If thou contend neith

them before a judge, they will so contend with

thee: or if thou allege to them, they will allege

to thee: (IAth, L;) but accord. to one relation,

the verb is with J. : (S, L:) and accord. to .

another, the latter verb is with 5, 93.339. (L.)

6. 13.5L 5 They contended, disputed, or liti

gated, together. (A.) See 3, and see also 15331-5,

with 5.]

8. 3-1; see 4. — He eacacted, took, or

received, it fully, or n:holly. (K.) – &: Jºã-3)

** He eacacted the full, or utmost, rate of

his running. Said with reference to a horse.

(M, L)—& Jºãº 3! He drew forth the

milk. (K.)

10 : see 4.

5 * >

Jašu.” A man n-ho exerts his nºbole ponyer, or

ability, in contention, dispute, or litigation, (S,

L,) and nºho does so well, so as to put an end to

the arguments, pleas, or allegations, of his ad

versary, and overcome him : (L:) n-ho contends

with his adversary in arguments, pleas, or alle

gations, so as to put an end to his argument.

(A, L.) One says, 33% $3 33% 2. Jº IIe

has not an aider, or assistant, nor one niho con

tends &c. (A, TA.)

•º &= *:: * > º In him is that nihich

renders thee in no need of any other. (Aboo

Sa’eed, T, L, K*)—3i: ), J & Verily

in his wealth is ample provision. (AZ, T, L, K.”)
* ... • 6 x

— lºa-ºle

2 & - - -- .” -

>Sºl Lºs A-5 (in the TK !---)

Thou wilt find in the countries, or tonns, a place

to rhich to flee and in which to seek gain; syn.
2 * > d x *

\ºla_a^3 tºº. (K.) See also **.

º 345 He set aside, or apart. (IAar,

L, K.)

1. 343, aor. 2, (M, L,) inf. n. $é and $º,

(M, L, K,) It rent, or passed, through (L:)

or it went, or passed, through a thing, and became

clear of it. (M, L, K)—sº I rent, or

passed, through. (L.)–2- 3.3, aor. :, inf. n.

sº and štá, The arron perforated, transpierced,

or pierced through, the animal at which it was

shot, and n'ent forth from it: (Msb:) or 343

& ºl, (M, L,) and * Já, ($, L,) and

º, (M.A, L.) aor. 2, (M., L.) inf n. 4 (M,

A, L, K) and 3.4 (A) and 33, (M., L. K.)

the arron, penetrated into the inside of the animal

at which it was shot, and its eactremity went

forth from the other side, or protruded from it,

the rest remaining therein; the extremity of the

arron, passed through the animal at nihich it

was shot, the rest remaining therein; (M, L, K :)

a part of the arron, passed through, or n'ent

forth or protruded from, the animal at nehich it
• 6 o –

nas shot. (A, art. 30-2.) See 33% _o - - -

&R =& The round made by a spear or

the like pased through, or beyond, the other side.

(TL.) —* 3: Go thou from thy place;

pass thou from it. (L.) [See also &J–

*** 34. He ment his way. (TA)— is

&2. : The road was [a thoroughfare (see 3,9]

perious, or passable, to every one in common.

(Mºb) – 34, 9& Jºº&º 3. [This

road is a thoroughfare, along n:hich every one

may pass, to such a place]. (T, M,” L.) —

gº Cº. Jº 3. f The house, or abode,

[nas a thoroughfare, and J communicated neith

(Mºb) – ºil 3á He passed

through the people, and left them behind him ;

(T, M, L. K.) as also "...º. (L. K.) or

(L.) See

also the latter—23.4% ! The sight reached

them, and extended beyond them : (Ks, L:) or,

extended over them all: (A’Obeyd, L :) you

say also, 23. "...ºf in the former sense: (L:)

[or The sight penetrated into the midst of them :

see ºil jºi.-: 3á t His judgment nas

penetrating: syn. -á. (K in art. --53) –

the road.

only the former is used in this sense.

2.9 es: Já He acted, or ment on, nith

penetrative energy, or with sharpness, vigorous

ness, and effectiveness, in the affair; syn. Jºãº.

(S, K, art. J.-)—º J. Łºś is, inf n.
6 . . º .2.2

353 and 39A3, [[The letter passed to, came to, or

reached, such a one]: ($, L:) [and in like

29, and Jºãº, t The command, or order, and

the saying, nas effectual; had effect; was, or

2 * *

manner, J3-9)] the messenger: see 4.] –

became, eacecuted, or performed; syn. Jºãº.

(Māb.) –& 3a; t [The act of emancipation

had, or took º ect; neas, or became, eacecuted,

or performed: and in like manner, a covenant,

contract, sale, &c. : see 4). App. a met. ex

pression, from2: sº ; because there is no

retracting it. (Mºb) – “... & He shall

judge between us, and make his command or

order to have effect, or execute or perform it.
2 : ... **

(L)–9:49 J tº (He has ability in

affairs, to eacecute, or perform]. (A.)

2 : see 4.

3. 3su He cited him before a judge. It is

said in a trad., Jºšū .333 J! If thou cite

them before a judge, they will do the same to

thee; meaning, If thou say to them, they will
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Accord. to one relation, the verb

(L.) [Accord. to another,

say to thee.

is with J and >.

it is with C3 and 5.]

4 : Jail, (A, Mºb.) and ' …, (Msh)

He made the arron, to pierce, and go forth

from, or to pass through, the animal at which

it was shot: (Msb :) [or, to penetrate nithin

the animal at which it was shot, and to protrude

its eartremity from the other side, the rest

remaining nithin; accord. to the explanation of

2: 333 in the M, L, K: or to penetrate the

animal at which it was shot, and to protrude a

part of it from the other side ; accord. to the

explanation of 3:6 - in the A, art. 33.2.]

You say also,~ 4.3 <3: [I made the

arron: to pierce, or penetrate, him, &c.] (A.)

—&& I shot, or cast, at him, and

(Mgh.)
~ of

– See 1. – 2 o') J.A31 t [He brought to pass

the command, or order; made it effectual;

pierced, or made a hole, through him.

made it to have effect; eacecuted or performed it :

and in like manner, the saying: see 1]. —

+ He eacecuted, performed, or accomplished, the

affair. (M, L, K.)–2 in Jºã3! He became

[or entered J among the people : (M, L :) in the

copies of the K, explained by2. 3° but the

c. - o

correct reading is …, [as in the M and L]:

(TA :) or he penetrated into them, and ment, or

(T, L, K.) See

also 2si) is — Jº Jºe Jºli ($, L3)

and "$33, (A) inf n. 3.35 ($, L:) iſ He

sent, or transmitted, a letter to such a one ;

walked, in the midst of them.

caused it to pass to or to reach him]: and in

like manner, Sº, a messenger. (A.) — Jºãº)

$34, inf. n. ště, t He made his covenant, or

contract, or the like, to take effect ; eacecuted or

performed it : [and in like manner, an act of

emancipation : see 1.] (L, T.A.)

6. º bāsū + They came to him, (namely,

a judge,) and referred to him their cause, or

suit, for judgment.

his plea, or allegation, one says 15-Aius, with 3,

(Aboo-Sa’eed, T, L, K.”)

When each party adduces

unpointed.

3. ū ãº i. 4. 33sº *** : (S;) A reound

having a passage through the other side; by

º being meant **, Ol' 3,é : (T, L:) pl. $ºi

(A.) Keys Ibn-El-Khateem says (see Ham.

p. 85),

* **-il 2: &#7 “…i.

usual éº- $4 it tº

(T, S, L.) I pierced the son of 'Abd-El-Keys with

the wound of one making an angry assault, that

had a passage through, which, but for the

spirtling blood, would have made it show the

light through him. (T, L [See also &]

* : * > * ~ *

See also Jºãº. – 333 f A place, or nay, or
- 6 , 0

means, of eacit, escape, or safety; syn. :-}s--

(T, S, A, L., K.) So in the saying Jºãº

- -

intensive epithets) : A man (M, L) penetrating,

or acting with a penetratice energy, or sharp,

ji emergetic, vigorous, and effectice, (Jau,) in all

• 6 × .
* - - | 1 : - •; . . . . .

Jú Le He effected a means of escape from his affairs. (M, L, K.)–“…" Jº 330 J-,

[the natural consequences of] what he had said;
… O- ~ 3 -

1.6., a -o ex-Jº (T, S, A, L., K.) It occurs

in a trad., where it is said, that unless a man

who has published against a Muslim a charge

of which he is clear do this, he is to be punished

(T, L)–36 a subst., (M., L.,) used in the

sense of $º (T. M. L. K.’) ,ºf 33 sig

nifying + [The making a command, or order,

effectual; making it to have effect; to be
.*.* > →

eacecuted or performed; ] i, q. esta! : (T, L:)
* - 3.

you say, 2.33 ± 3-ol + He commanded that it

should have effect, or be executed or performed;]

i.e., sº (M, L ) and 3.3 Ösº 29

-tº f [The Muslims accomplished the erecution,

or performance of n-hat neas in the Scripture :]

i.e. 4.3 u. Sºº. (T, A, L.)

6 * > * . ,<

39A3 : see J.39.

6 . 6 of -

Jºã3 ×1 t An affair arranged, or made easy.

(L.) See also 3,9.

Šá : See 35.

335 2. [An arron, that perforates, trans

pierce, or pierces through, and goes forth from,

or passes through, the animal at nihich it is shot :

accord. to the explanation of the verb in the

Msb: or, that penetrates into the inside of the

animal at n°hich it is shot, and of which the

eactremity goes forth from the other side, or

protrudes from it, the rest remaining therein ;

accord. to the explanation of the verb in the

M, L, K : or, j of n!hich a part has passed

through the animal at which it is shot : when

the extremity only has passed through, it is

termed *: and when the whole of it has

passed through, 3%. (A, art. »-)— tº

$335 A wound made by a spear or the like

passing through both sides : (M, L:) pl. eluxe

39. (A.) See also * — sº &; 14

road which is a thoroughfare; (T, M, L, K;)

[pervious;] not stopped up; (T, L;) along

(T, A, L., Msb.)

335 sing. of 43,3, (Msb,)

which every one may pass.
9 . o –

See also Jºã-o. —

which signifies All the holes, or perforations, by

which joy or grief is conveyed to the mind (of a

man, Msb); as the two ear-holes, (IAar, on

the authority of Abu-l-Mekárim, T, L, Msb,

K,) and the two nostrils, and the mouth, and

the anus ; (IAar, T, L, K : *) called by the

doctors of practical law *. which is contr.

to analogy : see 3. (Msh)–36 and

9 a. 6 * >

"325 and "ātā [but the second and third are

f A man penetrating, or acting neith a penetrative

energy, or sharp, vigorous, and effectice, in his

affair; (S, L;) andjº U3 in affairs. (A.)

- 3suº & t His command, or order, is

effectual; has effect; is eacecuted, or performed;

syn.-* (K;) and obeyed; (S, L, Msh, K;*) as

also '3. (K)—33sº 39's A. father, Ol'

curl of hair in a horse's coat, of the kind n:hich,

when it is only on one side, is called isis, but

(AO, T, L.)
n:hich is on both sides.

2:) 3. 13, and "...& ; and 2&tº :*.

and Aşūji, [This is the place of passage of the

people, and these are their places of passage].

(A)—ie J-2 34. Gº & This road

is a ray along which every one may pass to

such a place. (A.) — 2;iu 3. as In it

(the road) is a [free, or an open, passage to, or

for, the people. (T, L.) See also 3.35.

5 o.

> - . * 2 o 2

*A*-6, -

- 3–2, [or 3s.,

agreeably with analogy, as it is written in copies

of the T, A, L, A place by which a thing passes

through : [a thoroughfare; an outlet; a place

of egress :] pl.3. (Msb.) See also 339.

in measure like

6 * ... o.º.

Jºãº o t Ample room, space, or scope, or

ā-, (M, L, K, TA)
6 - * c >

and ae-5-2 : (TA :) ſample means of escape :
6 - - 2 ... • op. • t -

See also Jºãº :] you say, JºJ JJ; Jº J
•

liberty to act &c. : (syn.

Verily in that there is ample room, scope, or

(TA.) Seemeans [for action, or for escape].
6 . . o P.

also ºxa.º.o.

Jā)

1. já, (T, M., L., Msb, K,) aor. -, (T, M, K.,)
£33 . - - -

and 2, (M, K,) inf. n. 253 and &% (M, K)

Ol' jº, (Msb,) said of a wild animal, (T,

Msh,) a gazelle, (M., K.) or other beast, (M,)

IIe took fright, and fled, or ran ancay at

random ; or became refractory, and went an a ſy

at random ; or ran anay, or broke loose, and

went hither and thither by reason of his spright

liness; syn. 3×3 (M, K;) as also "24-1;

(T, Msb, K ;) and so the former verb in

speaking of a camel, or a beast : (L, art. 3,… :)

you say, £13, sº, (T, S, M, A, K,) aor. -

and , (T, S, M, K) int. n. * and jº (T,

S, M, A, K) and J. : (A :) or this signifies

the beast nas, or became, impatient (A, K, TA)

of or at a thing, (TA,) [or shied at it, and

retired to a distance; (A, K, TA;) and "jūº

signifies the same as *: (S:) or jº, inf. n.

3.56
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jº [and jº, signifies he fled, and nent anay

or aside or apart or to a distance. (M.) —

- - - - • ?: º, .

[Hence, Jää, aor. 2 and , inf n. 22a and jº
59.

and 253 and jº, as used in the following

.x 6... •

phrases.] , S. 3. &: 32, A5 t I shrank from

this thing or affair; was averse from it; did

not like or approve it. And *** &:& jić

cº ! [Such a one shrank, or was averse, from

the companionship of, or the associating with,

such a one]. Andº&- $53, sº t[The

7a3077,a 72 mas arere from her husband; or shunned

or acoided him]. (All from the A.) And you

say of a man's disposition, 3-) cº * :

! [It shunned, or nas averse from the truth].

(Bd, lxvii. 21.)—º Š, in the Kur, [xvii.

43, and xxxv. 40,) means f Save in aversion :

and* is likejº : and the subst. is jº, with

tWO fºals. (Msb)—º &:º jº,

inf. n. jū [and }*]. The thing receded, with

dren, removed, or became remote or aloof, from

the thing. (A’Obeyd, T, S.) [See also 3.] —

Hence it is, I think, that Jº is used as sig

nifying t It became sn’ollen, in the following

words of a trad. of 'Omar : ºù Lº Jé, Ji

3,3 …; -** f A man, in his time, picked

his teeth with reeds, and in consequence his

mouth became swollen: as though the flesh,

disliking the disease, receded from it, and so

became swollen. (A’Obeyd, T, S.*) You say

also,& -ji, aor. : and 2, inf. nºt, f His

eye became inflamed and snollen: and so you

say of other parts of the person. (M., K.”)

And º ji, inf n. as above, The mound

became snºollen: (T, Msb:) or it became so after

healing. (W, i. 42) And is ſº : The

skin became swollen, (S, A,) and the flesh receded

from it. (A.) [All these significations seem

to be derived from the first in this art. : and

so ºveral others which follow.] — Aft& <º,

inf n. But, I betook myself to God by reason of

fear, seeking protection. (IKH)—left, (Msb,)

inf. nº, (M, Msb, K,) They became separated,

or dispersed: (M,” Msb, K:*) and so sº,

(TA.) Hence, (M,) the

saying, jº, sº Jé J. &# (S. M., A)
a proverb, in which the last word is used

said of camels.

tropically; (A ;) explained in art. ***, q.v.

(S.) [And * $3 ** 2: 3: *; ex

plained in the same art.] — Jº J-2 tº- 2.

(M, Msb, K,) aor. -, ($, M, K,) inf. n. 253

(M, Mºb, K) and Já (M) and º (K) [and

*], The pilgrims removed from Mine. (Msb.)

c w x d - .* 2 3 -

Hence, 24-1232, and A.J.), and jº', and Jºãºl,
- T. ... o. - • * -

(S, M, K,) and jº àº), ($, TA,) and jº,

(TA,) [The day of, and the night immediately

preceding, the removing from Mine]; after the

day calledjã 2: (S;) [therefore, the twelfth

of Dhu-l-Hijjeh :] or there are two days thus

called: (Msb :) J}} 2: 2. is [the day above

2 ºf

mentioned, the second of the days called Alz'
o

3, #15 (Ath, Mºb) and -S. tº 24,
• *

(IAth) or Jºël, (Mºb) is the third thereof;
… O .

(IAth, Msb :) the order is this; 2-3 Leºd,

then Jäl 4. then J39 2:) 2. then 2.

* ~ * * * o: " - *::

25-S 34-). (T, L.) —3-9 e” 5,55, (S, M,)

or,3%, (K) aor. -, (M. K.) in n. * (S. M.

K) and jū. (M, K) and 3.45; (Zi, M. K3) and

V 12,5uj; (M, K;) They went, or ment anay,

to eacecute the affair : (M, IK :) and in like

manner, Júl Jº to fight. (M.) And bjº,

alone, They went forth to near against unbelievers

or the like. So in the IKur, ix. 82,º Ş 255

5- 3: … jū Ji - Jº And they said,

Go not ye forth to near against the unbelievers in

the heat: say, The fire of hell is hotter]: and

so in the same chap., v. 39: (Jel:) and in the

same book, iv. 73. (Bd.) You say also,

2. º They went forth to fight them. (TA,

from a trad.) And sº- & º They

hastened to the nar, or to war. (Msb.) —

[Hence, 44% ºf and ' 'º, (M. K.) inf n.

jū; (TA;) They aided and succoured them :

(M, K :) or the former verb, alone, they, being

asked to do so, complied, and went forth to aid.

(TA) — tº ſº see 2.

2. , 3, (T, M.A., Msb) inf n. xii; (Msb;)

and W2431; (T, K;) and "Ja-ºl; (T, M, A,

Msb;) He made (wild animals, T, Msb, or an

antelope, K, or a beast of carriage, M, to take

fright, and flee, or run anay at random: (K,TA:)

or he made a beast of carriage to become impatient,

and to retire to a distance : (A:) or he scared

anay; or made to flee, and go anay, or aside,

or apart, or to a distance: (so accord. to an

explanation of the intrans. v. from which it is

derived, in the M :) you say &#3 and W&sº

and Y &i. and in like manner, 4. jº, and

4:25, [meaning, he scared anay, or made to

take fright and flee, &c., from him or it :]

(TA) & cº- jº), and & Jººl, and

jº, all signify the same, [i.e., the scaring

army, &c., from a thing.] (S.) It is said in a

trad. of Zeyneb, the daughter of Mohammad,

• , -- * - -- - … .” 2 ” - -: *f;
e-Jaa- Us-- U*, * Jºey--J) º Jºus And

the polytheists made her camel to take fright and

run ancay at random with her, so that she fell.
• of • - 2

And in like manner you say, Lº Å3), and Lº Jä3,
... • * *

[or Lº Jä3 7 Our camels were scared anay with

us; or made to take fright and run anay at

random with us : or] we n'ere made to be persons

having camels taking fright and running anay

at random. And 3.43 signifies The chiding ca

mels or sheep or goals, and driving them from

the pasturage. (T.A.)– [Hence] lsº $3 º:

t [Rejoice people by n!hat ye say, and do not

encounter them nºith [roughness and violence and]

that n°hich nº ill incite them to »t [i. e. flight or

aversion]. (TA.) See the act. part. n., below.

— [Hence also, 4. jº, ($, K,) inf. n.*.

(TA,) t Give thou to him a -ij ſmeaning a

nickname or name of reproach], (S,) or a -i

that is disliked: (K:) as though they held such

to be 4. cº's 3-ºxº [a means of scaring

anay the jinn, or genii, and the evil eye, from

him]. ($, K.) An Arab of the desert said,

When I was born, it was said to my father,

& Jä. so he named me at: [hedge-hog),

and surnamed me ſº *:: [father of the quick

runner]. (S.)

3. [936, inf. n. $34, f They shunned or

avoided each other; regarded each other with

aversion. But perhaps this signification is only

post-classical.— And hence, t They (two things)

n’ere incongruous, or discordant, each with the

other. But perhaps this signification, also, is

only post-classical. See also 6.]

4: see 2, in several places. –º Their

camels took fright and ran anay at random,

(-ºij, K, TA,) and became separated or dis

persed. (T.A.) – See also 1, last signification.

5. J-M cº- º: see 1.

6. [ 5,505 f They shunned or avoided one

another; regarded one another neith aversion.

But perhaps this signification is only post-clas

sical. — And hence, ičğı sºlº : The things

neere incongruous, or discordant, one with another.

But perhaps this signification, also, is only post

classical. See also 3.] — A.S. Jº 2,3-5, or

29 see 1, towards the end. See also 53.3

in the K: and compare 6 in arts. Añ3 and Jāj.

© . . .

10. <! IIe (the Imām) incited, and

summoned or invited them to go forth, *

33. to war against the enemy: (T, Mgh;

or imposed upon them the task of going forth to

war, light and heavy : [see Kur, ix. 41 :] (A :)

or he demanded, sought, or desired, of them aid.

(M," K, T.A.) – See also 2, in three places.

– And see 1, in two places, near the be

ginning.

jº See 2% of which it is a quasi-pl.: —

5. -

andjº : — and jº.
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jā;

• ?.

jº
- 5 *

and so is "º to Jaé, ($gh, K, but omitted in

- - º o

an imitative sequent to Jºãc, (T, M, K,)

some copies of the K,) and **,i, to ãº,

(T, M., K.) and "34,i, to 3-jie, (T, S, M,

K) and "º to jº, (T, M. K.) and "ājī;

to **; (K;) denoting corroboration. (S.)

Jº A number of men, from three to ten ;

(S, Msb;) as also º and '53 and "º

(S:) or to seven : (so in a copy of the Mºb,

[but probably axº~ is a mistake for az-5 nine :

this appears likely from what here follows:])

or a number of men less then ten ; (AZ, T, M,

K;) as also *}º: (K;) and so lº, (AZ,

T;) and some add, eaccluding nomen : (TA :)

accord. to Fr, (S,) a man's people or tribe con

sisting of his nearer relations; as also " šić: syn.

lº, (S, IAth,) and **** (IAth:) [see also

ãº :] accord. to Kr, (M.) all the men or people:

(M, Ki:) accord. to Lth, you say,24 §2.§,

i.e. these are ten men; but one does not say,

Já &ºe, nor more than 5,34; and Abu-l

'Abbās says, that jº, like 2.5 and lº, has a

pl. signification, without any proper sing. ; and

is applied to men, exclusively of women : (T :)

it is a quasi-pl. n. : (TA:) and its pl. is jºi;

(M, K;) occurring in a trad., in the phrase

Ujś &: 3-, which IAth explains as mean

ing any one of our people; syn. tº (TA:)

and "3.3, occurring, in the accus. case, in the

Kur, xvii.6.is, accord. to Zj, a pl. [or rather quasi

pl. n.) of jº, like 3-4 and Je. (M) (See

also*% below.] Imra-el-Keys says, describing

a man as an excellent archer,

* * * * 2 : * - o z

* 4-ºx Us--- ) sº *

ºë & 3. S & L. #

($,) And he is such that the animal shot by him

does not go anay after it has been shot and then

die. What aileth him 2 May he be killed, so as

not to be numbered among his people. The latter

hemistich is a proverb. (Meyd.) The poet here

utters an imprecation against the man, but in so

doing praises him ; as when you say, of a man
→ * ~ * . . . .”. •

whose action pleases you, aſ a jū a Lo and

ài jº ſq.v.). (S) The rel, n, is ' (sº.

(Sb, M.) = [Accord. to the Msb, it is also a

simple subst. from 3.6 and app. as signifying

especially Aversion.]

* .. a 2.

Ja see ja”.

º, o . º ..? -

3, #3: See Jºº. – A man's near kinsmen; syn.

§: (T, K) and iſ as: (K;) who are angry

on account of his anger; (K;) as also " 5.3,

mentioned by $gh and others, (TA,) and "º

(T, K) and 335 (A, K) and " ... : (T3)

and à,é signifies a man's near kinsmen (śī)

n:ho go forth nith him to near n-hen an event befalls

him or oppresses him severely or suddenly. (T.A.)

You say, º es: Gà... and Y º, (T, TA,)

&c., (TA,) He came to us among his near kins.

men, (T, TA) 3.e. (TA) And, tº 4.

Jºsé Our near kinsmen overcame their near

kinsmen. (T, T.A.) See alsoJi, in two places:
6 .

and see Jºãº.

# ($gh, K) and * : * (K) A thing that is

hung upon a child for fear of, (K,) or to

repel, ($gh,) the evil eye. ($gh, K.) = See
3. 6 º'

also 3,53.

3 ~~ 9. ,

;43: see A3, last sentence but one.

# and <-ji: and išjº see tº

jš a subst. from £3. sº. Ex. ăji Gº

já. [In the beast of carriage is a disposition to

aftefright and run anay at random]. ($.) And

in like manner, from Jé said of a wild animal.

(Msb.)

*: See33.

3. A people hastening to war, or to some

other undertaking : an inf. n. used as a subst. :

(Msb:) or a people going to eacecute an affair :

(S:) or a people going with one to fight; as also

* 3,33 [q. v.] and *}º: (M, K:) each is a

noun having a pl. signification: (M. :) or the

first and last signify a company of men ; and

the pl. of each is jºi. (M.) or the first, (S,)

or all, (K,) a people, (S,) or company, (K.)

preceding in an affair : ($, K:) or the first,

those of a man's people who goforth with him to

near : or it is a pl. [or quasi-pl.] of 43, signifying

men assembled to go to the enemy : (Bd, xvii. 6:)

or aiders, or assistants. (M.) [See jº, in

andº, The company of the sons of such a

one, that came forth to eacecute an affair, arrived.

(S, T.A.) Jº Jº means Those of Kureysh

n:ho nentforth to Badr to defend the caravan of

Aboo-Sufyan, (M,) which was coming from

Syria. (T.) Hence the proverb, Jº 9 &

* Jº S; **) [Such a one is neither in

the caravan nor in the company going forth to

fight]: applied to him who is not regarded as

fit for a difficult undertaking: because none held

back from the caravan and the fight except him

who was crippled by disease and him in whom

two places.] You say, º

was no good: (TA:) or the original words of

the proverb are 2.5- Gº Ş, 3-3, Jº S: and

these words were first said by Aboo-Sufyān,

with reference to the Benoo-Zuhrah, when he

found them turning back towards Mekkeh; and,

accord. to A$, are applied to a man who is held

in low and little repute. (Mgh.) [See also Frey

tag's Arab. Prov., ii. 500.]

3. ** 2-2 - .

3,549 : see 3943, in three places.

22 ... 3 º o

*2}\53: see Jā3.

35 [and **) and *:::::: signify the same;

[i.e., Taking fright, and fleeing, or running anay

at random ; or being, or becoming, impatient, of

or at a thing, and retiring to a distance: or fleeing,

and going anay or aside or apart or to a distance:

or the second, being of an intensive form, signi

fies, as also º, that does so much or often; or

wont or apt to do so :] (TA:) and jº is a pl. of

3% (K,) or [rather] a quasi-pl., like as &--> is

of -us, and ºff of 35. (M.) You say,

36 āş, andº, [A beast that takes fright

and runs anay at random : &c.:] (M, K:)

accord. to IAar, one should not say §§ (M)

[unless using it as an epithet applied to a broken

pl. of a subst, as will be seen below]. It is said

- • *z a 2.É :

in a proverb, "353 Jºji Jé [Every one, of

camels, that is hairy on the face is nont to take

fright and run anay at random : see art. -j].

(M) You say also "...tº Jº, (M, K,') in

some copies of the K, 33A25, (TA,) A gazelle that

takes fright and flees much or often; or that is

wont to do so. (M, K.") And it is said in the

* * > * 0 - 6 × 2 © 2 ºf .

- ãº Low-u=
• * > * * > *

3,9-3, i.e., 3,39, [As though they were asses taking

Kur, ſixxiv. 51) & 35 "

fright and running anay at random, that have

fled from a lion :] and (accord. to one reading,

T) *:::::…, (T, S,) meaning, made to take

fright and run anay at random ; (T;) or

frightened, or scared. (S)-3, 3. 33% Uí

2-cyl t I shrink from this thing or affair, a rº

averse from it; do not like or approve it. And

º &: §§ &: f [She is averse from her

husband; she shuns or avoids him]. (A.)

º, e

J353 : See art. 333/.3.

6, o .

§§ : see 3, #3.

ºw. 3

ja” act, part. n. of 2, q.v. – t One who

encounters people with roughness and violence [and

that which incites them to flight or aversion : see

2]. (TA, from a trad.)

a .22° 2

-

*...

•42: 2 See 239; the first and third in two

places.
5 x d >

35%:2:

356*
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1. jiā, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K.)

inf n. Öğ (§, K) and jº (Mºb, TA) andjº,

(TA,) He (an antelope) leaped, jumped, sprang,

or bounded; (S, A, K3) as also "ji : (A:) or

did so in his running : (As, TA:) or did so and

alighted with his legs spread: when he alights

with his legs together, the action is termed jä.

(TA:) or did so after putting his legs together :

(AZ, TA:) or leaped upwards neith all his legs at

once and put them donºn nithout separating them :

(Msb:) or raised his legs together and put them

donºn together: or ran at the utmost vehement

rate of the running termed Jºãº. (TA.)

2: see 1. = 3.3, (K,) or º, (S, A) He,

or she, danced, or dandled, him, (S, A, K,)

namely, a child; (S, A ;) as also •º. (TA,

art. 553.)

6, 1955us They (children) contended together in

leaping, jumping, springing, or bounding, in play.

(A, K.)

§ An antelope's running by reason of fright.

(AA, TA.)

jº (S) and "3,4- (K) An antelope that leaps,

jumps, springs, or bounds, ($, K,) [in one or

other of the manners described above,) much, or

vehemently. (TA.)

$39, sing. of#9, (TA,) which signifies The

legs of a beast of carriage : (K, TA:) but the

word commonly known isjº, with J. (TA.)

5 * > .

j9ãº : See j949.

- -

1. Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. ãº (S, M, A, Msb,

- * - a 2 x

K) and Jº and Jº (K) and J-343; (TA ;)

and "Jä, (M, A, Msb,) inf. n. Jº; (A,

Msb;) It was, or became, high in estimation, of

high account, or excellent; (M, Msb, TA;) [highly

prized; precious, or valuable;] and therefore,

(TA,) was desired with emulation, or in much

request : (S, K, TA:) and the V latter verb, said

of property, it was, or became, loced, and highly

esteemed. (TA) = ** Jº, ($, M, Msb, K,)
9 . . g *:

aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. J.A. (M) [and app. J-à as
* - - 6.- -- -

will be shown below] andãº and *~\º, which

last is extr., (M, TA,) He was, or became.

a caricious, tenacious, or niggardly, of it, ($, M,

Msb, K,) because of its being in high estimation,

or earcellent. (Msb.) Hence the saying in the

Kur, (xlvii. 40.] -- 3: J-4 tº ſapp.

meaning He is only araricious from his avarice.]

(TA.) You say, 349* Jº, (M,) or 4.

[in the place of a Mc), (TA,) He was, or became,

acaricious, &c., of the thing, towards him, or

withholding it from him. (M., T.A.) And J-6

& “ſe, ($, M, K, TA) and iu, (M.)
º . . .”

-

à-laj, (§, K, TA,) He was, or became,

avaricious, &c., of the thing, towards him, and

inf. n.

thought him not northy of it, and reas not pleased

at its coming to him : (TA:) or [simply] he

thought him not northy of it; ($, M, K;) as

also 4-3 y 4–39; of which last verb we have an

ex. in the phrase Çs Jºë, used by a poet in

speaking of the tribe of Kºreysh, meaning either
, o in 2

*2 us? Jºsé [they think others not northy of

norldly good], or tº: Jºi Jºsé [they think

the possessors of worldly good unmortly thereof].

(M.) [See also 3, below.] You say also, <-->

2– Jº, (A, K,) or J-º-º: (S,) and <--

See 9. §º, (A) iſ nº and i-º, (A)

Thou enciedst me (S, A, K) good, (A, K,) or a

little good, (S,) and much good, (A,) and didst

(A) And &

Jakº ā-ā) isJº tº ſapp. meaning Such

a one does not envy us the spoil and the victory.]

not consider me northy of it.

(A, in continuation of what here immediately

precedes.) And Jº & us What is this

enrying? (A, TA) = <-ji ($, M, A, Msh,

K;) and<, (S, M, Msb, K,) as some of the

Arabs say, (śīsh) aor. 2; (Msb, K;) inf. n.

Jº and i-º (S, M) and Jai, (M., T.A.) or

the first of these ns. is a simple subst.; (Msb;)

: She (a woman) brought forth; (S, M, K;) and

2, 3-, [she brought forth a child]. (Th, M )

andº *- [she brought forth her child].

(A.) You say also, Jº & J; 3.& *::

53, meaning, Such a one inherited this before

such a one was born. (S.) — Also, both these

verbs, (Msb, K,) or the latter, <-º, only, (Az,

Mgh, TA,) or the latter is the more common,

(K,) the former, which is related on the authority

of As, not being well known, (Msb,) ( She (a

woman) menstruated. (Az, Mgh, Mºb, K.) [In

the CK, a confusion is made by the omission of a

3 before the verb which explains this last signifi

cation.] This signification and that next preceding

it are from Jº meaning “blood.” (Mgh.) =

o “ . . o . .

U-àº ax-à II smote him with an [evil or envious]

eye. ($, K, TA)

... w . . . of -

2. a-3 a-à3, or 4 ; see 4. = axº~ J-43, (A,

Mgh, Msh, K,') and& 4. J-3, (S) inf n.

J. : (S, Msh, K) and ſquasi-inſ, n.) Jº, (K)

: He (God) removed, or cleared anay, his grief,

or sorrow, or anariety : (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K* :)

and 4. J-º signifies the same; (M, Mgh;) and

He made his circumstances ample and easy; (M,

TA;) and he (a man) eased him, or relieved him,

syn. as, (S, TA:) and also, this last phrase, he

granted him a delay: the objective compliment

. . - 9 * > . -

being omitted : and Jº-º is used as meaning

- - - ow

grant thou to me a delay: or, elliptically, u-ā
o - - * -

Jºſé or Usºs [remove thou my grief, &c.].
o. 2 o' -

(Mgh.) — [Hence} J-23.5 -5,-, applied to the

- 2. - • O -

prefix J. [and its variants —33-, &c.], meaning A

particle of amplification; because changing the

aor. from the strait time, which is the present, to

the ample time, which is the future. (Mughnee,

in art. Cº.) = Jºãº J is He cracked the bow:

(Kr, M. :) [see 5:] accord. to ISh, he put (k~)

its string [upon the bone]. (TA.)

3. & Us; J-39, (S, K,”) inf. n. i.e., and

9 - - - - - - -

J-U3, (S,) He desired the thing, [or aspired to it,)

with generous emulation; ($, K;) as also Wu-šūj:

(K) and * *us J-su (he tied rith his rom

panion in desire for it]: (A :) or as " 12-3-3

signifies they desired it [or aspired to it]: (S:)

or they vied, one with another, in desiring it; or

they desired it neith emulation; syn. lsº : (A,

TA:) [and a 3 Jºº. it is emulously desired; or

in request; or in great request :] or ā-stº, and

W Jºãº signify the desiring to have a thing, and

to have it for himself eacclusively of any other

person; from Jº, signifying a thing “good, or

goodly, or excellen, in its kind: ” (TA:) and

29 43 ū.33 and aº Lº-$1.5 we envied one

anotherfor that thing, and strove for priority in

attaining it. (M.) See also & * Jº,

with which as “38 is syn. (M.)

4. U-53) : see Jº, in two places. = 4-4. It

(a thing, TA) pleased him, (K, TA,) and made

him desirous of it: (TA:) or became highly

esteemed by him. (I Kft.) – ** J-º IIe

made me desirous of it; ($, M, A, K,) as also

* Jº, (IAar, M, TA) or *. (so in my

copy of the A.) = << . How powerful is his

evil, or envious, eye 1 (Lh, M.)

5. J-º [He breathed] is said of a man and of

every animal having lungs: ($:) [or it signifies]

he dren: (…) breath : (M:) or [he respired,

i.e.] he dren, wreath neith the air-passages in his

nose; to his inside, and emitted it. (MSb.) You

say also, *** J--> [He sighed: see also art.

Ja-2]. (S.) — I He (a man) emitted wind from

beneath him. (TA.) – Also, (TA,) or J-i

ſº Jº, (K,) t He drank (K, TA) from the

resel (TA) with three restings between draughts,

and separated the ressel from his mouth at every

such resting : (K, TA:) and, contr., the latter

phrase, the drank [from the cessel) without

separating it from his mouth : (K, TA:) which

latter mode of drinking is disapproved. (TA.)

— Also J-- + IIe lengthened in speech; he spoke

long; for when a speaker takes breath, it is easy
|
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to him to lengthen his speech; and U.; J-A

Ağı signifies the same. (TA.) – t It (said

of the day, M, A, and of the dawn, A, and of

other things, M) became extended; (M;) it

became long; (M, A.;) or, said of the day, accord.

to Lh, it advanced so that it became noon : (M :)

or it increased : (S:) and it extended far; and

hence it is said of life, meaning either it became

protracted, and eactended far, or it became ample:

(M. :) and, said of the dawn, it shone forth, (Akh,

$, K, TA,) and eatended so that it became clear

day: (Fr, TA:) or it broke, so that things became

plain in consequence of it : (TA:) or it rose :

(Mujáhid:) or its dusty hue shone at the approach

of a gentle n-ind. (Bd, lxxxi. 18.) You say also,

2.9 * J-i- I [Life became long, or protracted,

&c., with him]. (A.) And ā-> <-- The

water of the Tigris increased. (TA.) — J-i

#9. i The rare. sprinkled the nºater. (S, K.)

— J-35/l <--àº; t The bon cracked. (S, M, K.)

It is only the stick that is not split in twain that

does so; and this is the best of bows. And J-i

(M.) =

[…]º J-i- app. signifies the same as J.;

•, sº acks, q.v.]

6 :

in the same sense is said of an arrow.

see 3, throughout.

Jºë The soul; the spirit; the vital principle;

syn. *::: ($, M, A, Msb, K. :) but between

these two words is a difference [which must be

fully explained hereafter, though ISd says, that

it is not of the purpose of his book, the M, to

explain it]: (M. :) in this sense it is fem. :

(Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] Jiří and [of mult.] Jºº.

(M, Msb.) You say,& <!- [His soul,

or spirit, went forth]; (Aboo-Is-hák, S, M, Mºb,

K;) and so& *s- (M5b.) And a poet

says, not Aboo-Khirásh as in the S, but Hu

dheyfeh Ibn-Anas, (IB,)

#: *** - Jºb Jº tº #

# -: - , 92 - ? - º … o. o..

brºx **- C - S - J. "

i.e., [Salim escaped when the soul nas in the side

of his mouth ; but he escaped not save] with the

scabbard of a sword and with a waist-wrapper.

($.) In the same sense the word is used in the

saying 3–3 de Jºº & Jº Jº J. [but

this seems rather to mean, It' is in the mind of

(Aboo-Is-hák, M.)
- -

© -

Some of the lexicologists assert the U-43 and

such a one to do so and so].

..)

the tº to be one and the same, except that

the former is fem., and the latter [generally or

often] masc. : others say, that the latter is

that whereby is life; and the former, that

nºhereby is intellect, or reason ; so that when

one sleeps, God takes away his J-à3, but not

his <32. which is not taken save at death: and

with the J-º ſor breath]. (IAmb.) Or every used as a corroborative; ($, TA;) its rhole,

man has Jº [two souls]: (I’Ab, Zj:) Jº

Jial [the soul of intellect, or reason, also called

aipú. Jº (see *>3)] nºhereby one dis

criminates, [i.e., the mind,) (I’Ab,) orjº Jº

[the soul of discrimination], which quits him

when he sleeps, so that he does not understand

thereby, God taking it away: (Zj:) and Jº

cº [the soul of the breath], nihereby one lives,

(I’Ab) or sº-ji Ji [the soul of life], and

when this quits him, the breath quits with it;

whereas the sleeper breathes: and this is the

difference between the taking away of the U-53

of the sleeper in sleep and the taking away of

the U-53 of the living [at death.] (Zj.) Much

has been said respecting the J-º and the tº:

whether they be one, or different: but the truth

is, that there is a difference between them, since

they are not always interchangeable: for it is

said in the Kur, [xv. 29 and xxxviii. 72,]
..) o Jº o

Use-5, Jº ** --> āş5 [And I have blown into

him of my spirit.]; not J-º &- : and [v. 116,.]

J-º Jº tº º [to be explained hereafter];

InOt J-5 U.5, nor would this expression be well

except from Jesus; and [lviii. 9, U.; &sº
o 2 of - - - -

Jr…A.) [And they say in their souls, or nithin

themselves] : for which it would not be well to

• , ~ of . 1 : * *

say ovel», Jº: Jºãº J'

[That a soul shall say]; for which no Arab

and [xxxix. 57,3 J-º

would say :- J.i. &i. hence, the difference

between them depends upon the considerations

of relation: and this is indicated by a trad., in

which it is said that God created Adam, and

put into him a J iſ and a 2. ; and that from

the latter was his quality Tof abstaining from

unlawful and indecorous things, and his under

standing, and his clemency, or forbearance, and

his liberality, and his fidelity; and from the

former, [which is also called $39. Jºiº, Q.V.,

in art. >]] his appetence, and his unsteadiness,

and his hastiness of disposition, and his anger :

therefore one should not say that J. is the

Saline aS *:: absolutely, without restriction, nor

º the same as J-º. (R.) The Arabs also

make the discriminative J-º to be two ; because

it sometimes commands the man to do a thing or

forbids him to do it; and this is on the occasion

of setting about an affair that is disliked: there

fore they make that which commands him to

be a U-à3, and that which forbids him to be as

though it were another U-à3 : and hence the
o . o. 2 : J 6 - 2

saying, mentioned by Z, as-à 2 eVº2 J')\} f [Such

a one consults his two souls, or minds]; said of a

(TA.)

e-º: is an elliptical phrase sometimes

man when two opinions occur to him.
9 * >

[JY3

& e - 6 - ? c. - -

used, for Jºãº Jº US-4-2, which see in art.

the J-º is thus called because of its connexion | Jº..] – f A thing's self; ($, M, A, K, TA;)

(Aboo-Is-hák, M., TA,) and essential constituent :

(Aboo-Is-hák, M, A, K, TA:) pl. as above,
2 > x → c :

UX3 stºp

t I saw such a one himself, (S,) and a—is Jºãº

2 of 9 x 3 2 - d.”

J. : and J-943. (M.) You say, a.k.

[or, more properly, *—tº sº Jº- (see, under

the head of >, a remark on that preposition

when used in a case of this kind, redundantly,)]

He came to me himself. (S, K.) And J.

*-*. 29 [He superintended, managed, or con

ducted, the affair in his onen person]. (K, in art.

2-, &c.) And 4… < 3-[He talked to himself;

soliloquized]. (Msb, in art. 31, ; &c.) And

*& Jä (such a one killed himself]:

and 4… aſsi t made his whole self to fall into

(Aboo-Is-hák, M.) And hence,

(TA) from ºn J.; signifying 35, (M.)

destruction.

the sayings mentioned by Sb, J.J. J-º&

t [I alighted in the mountain itself]: and J-5

Jºãº Jºs- t [The mountain itself is facing

(M, TA.)me]. [Hence also the phrase] us;
c & o - *

3-S) J-49 [meaning t in reality; in the thing

2 :* :
- - - - o.” ð ..." ð .

itself]: as in the saying, J J's a-i} Usº aM3

28 Jº Jºº & III, held it to be little
in his mind though it was not little in reality].

(M5b, art. U5.) The words of the Kur, [v. 116,.]

J-º º L. .i. $3 J-º Jº tº .43 mean

+ Thou knomest what is in myself, or in my

essence, and I knon, not rhat is in thyself, or

(Bd, K:) or Thou knowest

what I conceal (M, Bd, Jel) in my U-53 [or

mind), (Bd, Jel,) and I know not n-hat is in

thyself, or in thine essence, nor that nihereof Thou

in thine essence:

hast the knowledge, (M.) or n:hat Thou concealest

of the things which Thou knomest; (BJ, Jel;)

so that the interpretation is, Thou knowest what

I knon, and I knon, not rhat Thou knonest :

(M. :) or L-A5 is here syn. with * : and the

meaning is, Jºs L. ...tº S; es.” L. 21.3;

(K,” TA ;) [i.e., Thou knowest nºſat is in my

particular place of being, and I knon, not what

is in thy particular place of being; for] the

adverbiality in this instance is that of aſſº, not

of cº, (TA :) but the best explanation is

that of IAmb, who says that J.A. is here syn.

with -* ; so that the meaning is, Thou knowest

Jº [my hidden things, or n:hat is hidden from

me, and I know not thy hidden things, or mºhat

Thou hidest]; and the correctness of this is

testified by the concluding words of the verse,

~sº A- <! Jº [for Thou art he who well

knoweth the hidden things]. (TA:) [and here

it must be remarked that] -º-, which occurs

afterwards in the K as one of the significations

of Jº, is a mistake for -ºl. the word used

by IAmb in explaining the above verse. (T.A.)

– t A person; a being ; an individual; syn.
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J.-3; (Mºbi) a man, (Sb, ş, M, TA)

altogether, his soul and his body; (TA;) a living

(Mgh, Msb.) In this sense

of Jast, it is masc. : (Msb:) or, accord to Lh,

being, altogether.

2 . - 2. c → 2 of .

the Arabs said, 3.x-l9 U-A5 streſ, t [I saw one

person], making it fem.; and in like manner,
e e • gº • £2.

cº- cº <º + [Isan tro persons]; but

they said, Jº 3353 <º + [I saw three

persons], and so all the succeeding numbers,

making it masc.; but, he says, it is allowable

to make it masc. in the sing. and dual., and fem.

in the pl.: and all this, he says, is related on the

authority of Ks: (M :) Sb says, (M,) they said

Jiří ã53, (S, M,) making it masc., (S,) because

they mean by J.A., “a man,” ($, M,) as is

shown also by their saying º-ſ, Jº: (M. :)

but Yoo asserts of Ru-beh, that he said &$3

2 ºf

J-àº),
2

* c :

Jºel, meaning, of men;

making J-A5 fem., like as you say&

and Je: ăş3,

meaning, of women ; and it is said in the Kur,

(iv. 1, &c., 4-6-1 & 2× 3.5 t [rho

created you from one mail, meaning, Adam.

(M.) You also say, º 2. <º U + I saw

not there any one. (TA.) – t A brother: (IKh,

IB :) a copartner in religion and relationship :

(Bd, xxiv. 61 :) a copartner in faith and religion.

(Ibn-'Arafeh.) t It is said in the Kur, [xxiv. 61,

Jº Jº Gº Gº tº 63 And

when ye enter houses, salute ye your brethren :

(IB :) or your copartners in religion and relation

ship. (Bd.) And in verse 12 of the same chapter,

2—tº means t Of their copartners in faith and

igion. (Ibn-Arafeh) — Blood: S.M.A.

Mgh, Msb, K:) [or the life-blood: in this sense,

fem.:]pl. [ofpauc. J. : and of mult]Jºsé (IB:)

so called [because the animal soul was believed

religion.

by the Arabs, as it was by many others in

ancient times, (see Gen. ix. 4, and Aristotle, De

Anim. i. 2, and Virgil's AEn. ix. 349,) to diffuse

itself throughout the body by means of the

arteries: or] because the J-º [in its proper

sense, i. e. the soul, goes forth with it: (TA:)

(Mgh,

Msb.) You say,& ºu. f [His blood flowed].

($) And iguº Jiā [Flowing blood). (S, A,

Mgh.) And 4.3 & He shed his blood. (A,

TA.) – f The body. (S, A, K.) – t [Some

times it seems to signify The stomach.
-> y o . © . .

the present day. You say, 4-#3 ~x), meaning

or because it sustains the whole animal.

So in

J - d - 6 . .”

He was sick in the stomach. See a-A5 cº, in
-> * > *

art. Usº ; and as-ºs

33-c.] – t [The pudendum : so in the present

- - - ,”o “ -

>j-i-, and a-àº, in art.

day: in the K, art. 3-, applied to a woman's

culva.] — [From the primary signification are

derived several others, of attributes of the

rational and animal souls; and such are most of

the significations here following.] – t Knon

ledge. (A.) [See, above, an explanation of the

words cited from ch. v. verse 116 of the Kur-án.]

—t Pride : (A, K, TA:) and self-magnification;

synºe. (A, K.)—t Disdain, or scorn. (A, K.)

– t Purpose, or intention: or strong determina

tion: syn. i.e. (A, K.)– t Will, wish, or desire.

(A, K.)—[Copulation: see 3, art. 233.J-[t Sto

mach, or appetite.]—f An [evil or envious] eye, (S,

M, A, K, TA,) that smites the person or thing at

which it is cast : pl. Jiří (TA.) [See 1, last

signification.] So in a trad., in which it is said,

that the 43 and the 4.- and the J-º are the

only things for which a charm is allowable.

(TA.) You say, Jº tº: <u> I [An evil

(S.) And

Mohammad said, of a piece of green fat that he
2 c5.

threw away, J-à37

or envious eye smote such a one].

ãº. º &lé, lmeaning,

! There mere upon it seven [evil or envious] eyes.

(TA.) – t Strength of make, and hardiness, of

a man : and t closeness of teacture, and strength,

of a garment or piece of cloth. (M.) = Punish
2 - 22 - J - * * * * *

ment. (A, K.) Ex 4-3 ºf ej-i}, (K)

in the Kur, [iii. 27 and 28, meaning, And God

maketh you to fear his punishment]; accord. to

F; but others say that the meaning is, Himself.

(TA)= A quantity (S, M., K.) of 9,3, and

of other things, mith nºbich hides are tanned, (S,

K) sufficient for one tanning : (S, M., K.) or

enough for two tannings: (TA:) or a handful

thereof: (M :) pl. Jiří (M.) You say, *

892 &- uº. J. [Give thou to me a quantity

of material for tanning sufficient for one tanning,

or for two tannings, &c.). (S.)

Jiří [Breath ; ) what is drawn in by the air

passages in the nose, [or by the mouth,) to the

inside, and emitted; (Msb;) what comes forth

from a living being in the act of-i-. (Mgh:)

or the eacit of wind from the nose and the mouth :

(M.) pl. Jºi. (s, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

(M, Msb.)

You say also, a-2 Jº [The breath of the

— A gentle air ; pl. as above.

n-ind]: and ãº Jºi. the sneet [hreath or]

odour [of the meadow, or of the garden, &c.].

(TA.) — [Hence, app., its application in the

phrase] sºul J- [The blast of the last hour;

meaning, the end of time. (Kr, M.) — [Hence

also, t Speech: and kind speech: (see an ex.

WOce **) so in the present day.] – [And

t Voice, or a sneet coice, in singing ; so in the

present day.] – A gulp, or as much as is sn'al

longed at once in drinking : (S, L, K :) but this

requires consideration; for in one U-à3 a man

takes a number of gulps, more or less according

to the length or shortness of his breath, so that

we [sometimes] see a man drink [the contents

of] a large vessel in one J-3, at a number of

gulps : (L:) [therefore it signifies sometimes, if

not always, a draught, or as much as is smal

lowed without taking breath:] pl. as above. (S.)

tº tº J§ 1[Put

thou thy mouth into the vessel and drink] a gulp,

or two gulps : [or a draught, or two draughts :]
2 * *

($.) And U-53

tºº I [I drank a gulp, and gulps : or a

draught, and draughts]. (A.) And **&

2-, º Jº &é à) ! [Such a one drank

the whole contents of the vessel at one gulp : or

e - ... • o

You say, J-49

© .

and exceed not that. <2%

at one draught]. (L.) – t Every resting betneen

two draughts: (M, TA:) [pl. as above..] You

say, 2-3 -*. º ! [He drank n'ith one

reting between draughts]. (A.) And **

J-ºff a 5% ! [He drank with three restings

between draught]. (A, K.) [And hence,)

J-º s: -ºš † Beverage in which is ampleness,

ſo that one pauses while drinking it, to take

(IAar, K.)

And J-3 Cºx ** f Beverage of disagree

able tºº, (A,K,”) changed in taste and odour,

breath,) and which satisfies thirst.

(K,) in drinking which one does not take breath

(A, K) n-hen he has tasted it; (K;) taking a

first draught, as much as mill keep in the remains

(TA.) — [And

hence it is said that] Jº signifies t Satisfaction,

of life, and not returning to it.

or the state of being satisfied, with drink; syn.

&: (IAar, K.) — [Hence also, t Plenty,

and redundance. So in the saying J. Jº &!

J% G uº. [Verily in the mater is plenty, and

redundance, for me and for thee]. (Lh, M.)

— A mide space : (TA:) f a distance. (A.)

You say, J- cº, & ! Betn’een the tro

parties is a wide space. (TA.) And “s Jº
6

J.33 Betn'een me and him is a distance. (A.)

– f Ample scope for action &c.; and a state in

n:hich is ample scope for action &c. : syn. is…,

(S, M, A, Mgh, K) and is 3, (A, K,) in an

affair. (S, M, A, K.) You say, Jº 3. Jº J

[There is ample scope for mºtiºn &c. fºr tle. i.

this. (Mgh.) And 9×l cº-2 J-º Jº —”

! [Thou art in a state in which is ample scope for

action ye. nºith respect to thine affair. (S, M.)

And 92. &: --- Jº <i, Jº, f Work thou

n:hile thou art in a state in which is ample scope

for action Öc. (a4-3 3-3 Jº) neith respect

to thine affair, before extreme old age, and

diseases, and calamities. (T.A.) See also i_3.

– : Length. (M.) So in the saying tº Jº

J- J. : [Add thou to me length in my term
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of life]; (M :) or lengthen thou my term of life. | (M, K,) which is also the only instance of the
5 * ~ * * - - * - * … p. a >

(TA.) You say also, "Jº, 23.2 J 1 (In his kind except jº, (K,) and J.Uš, and Jº and

life is length ; see 5]. (A, TA.) – The pl., in Jºš (M) and Jº (M, K) and Jº (K) and

the accus. case, also signifies t Time after time.

So in the saying of the poet, |

• , of 2. e. • - & o.

U-Lā5' 39-e 123- Lºcº
º -

[O my two eyes, pour forth a flow of tears time

after time]. ($.) = Jº is also a subst. put in

the place of the proper inf. n. of J-º: and is

so used in the two following sayings, (K, TA,)

of Mohammad. (TA) & Gº *} 3.35

cº J-4, i. e. f [Revile not ye the n-ind, for]

i. is a means n:hereby the Compassionate removes

grief, or sorrow, or anariety, (K, TA,) and raises

the clouds, (TA,) and scatters the rain, and

dispels dearth, or drought. (K, T.A.) And

cº" J3 & 29, Jºãº 3- ! I perceive your

Lord's remoral of grief, &c., from the direction

of El-Yemen ; meaning, through the aid and

hospitality of the people of El-Medeeneh, who

were of El-Yemen; (K, TA;) i. e., of the Anşār,

who were of [the tribe of] El-Azd, from El

Yemen. (TA.) It is [said by some to be] a

metaphor, from 1,2 Jº, which the act of

breathing draws back into the inside, so that its

heat becomes cooled and moderated: or from

tº Jº, which one scents, so that thereby|

(TA.) You also say, Jº es us, meaning,

f There is not for me any removal, or clearing

anay, of grief. (A.) = It is also used as an

epithet, signifying + Long; (AZ, K ;) applied

to speech, (K,) and to writing, or book, or

(AZ, K.)

he refreshes himself: or from a.º.

letter.

ãº, (S, Mgh, K) with damm, (K) ſin a

copy of the $, i-º, Delay; syn. #25 ($

Mgh, K ;) and ample space, syn. 3:.. (TA.)

Ex. i. 29 & J iſ (Thou shall hare,

($,in this affair, a delay, and ample space].

Mgh,” TA.) See also Jº.

(J-5 Relating to the J-º, or soul, &c. :

vital; and sensual; as also " Jºlº.)

* * * *

it. (Th,S, M,Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.)andićand

it.” (M, K) : A woman in the state following

childbirth: (S, M,” Mgh,” Msb,” K.) or bring

ing forth ; and pregnant : and menstruating:

(Th, M ) and Jºsé signifies the same; (Mºb;)

and so Y*: (A:) [see<-º] dualcºlº 5

the fem. , being changed into 3 as in 9394.

($) pl. Jº, (S, M, Mgh, Mºh, K) like as

jée is pl. of ſº, (S, Mºb, K) the only other

instance of the kind, (S, K,) and Jú,

<ºt-3 (S, M, K) and [accord. to analogy,

of J-36.) Jºsé. (K.)

* ~ 6. 3. --- º, J.

Jº-45, or Jºº. see J-54.

º

3 - 2- w * … .

L33-#9: see -: : — and Jºãº.

Jº f Childbirth (S, K) from Jº signifying

“blood.” (Mºb, TA) see 3-3.– [And The

state of impurity consequent upon childbirth. See

5, in art. Uz.] – Also, f The blood that comes

forth immediately after the child: an inf. n. used

as a subst. (Mgh.) — A poet says, (namely,

Ows Ibn-Hajar, O, in art. Jºlo,)

6 * > 0 & 2 6 - d .

* iju K. 3 is a U- 4.

o - o ~ * : * ~ *

2% ºf sºlº tº
+

[We utter a cry; then keep a short silence; like

as when one that has never yet brought forth

eaperiences resistance and difficulty in giving birth

to a child, or young one]; meaning, *. (S.)

º . .

Jºã3 An envious man: (M, TA:) one who

looks with an evil eye, nith injurious intent, at

the property of others: (M, A,” TA:) as also

* &uº, (TA) or " &º. (A.)

J- A thing high in estimation; of high

account; excellent; (Lh, M, Msb, TA;) [highly

prized; precious; valuable; and therefore (TA)

desired neith emulation, or in much request; (S,

K, TA;) good, goodly, or excellent, in its kind;

(TA;) and Y J-sº signifies the same, (M,) and so

does 'Jiaº, (Lh, M, A, Mºb, K.) and "Jºsé.

(K:) it signifies thus when applied to property,

as well as other things; as also YJ-º: (Lh, M.:)

and, when so applied, of which one is avaricious,

or tenacious : (M. :) or "J-ºk, so applied, abun

dant; much; (K;) as also Y J4%: (Fr, K:)

and "J-39, a. thing of high account or estimation,

and an object of desire: (TA:) this last is also

applied, in like manner, to a man; as also J- :

and the pl. [of either] is J-º (M, TA) You

also say, *43 J-sº Jºi meaning, A thing that

is desired. (M.) And as "J.3L. º.º. A thing

(A.)

— Also, [as an epithet in which the quality of

a subst. predominates,) Much property; (S, A,

K;) and so W J-º. (S.) You say, J-º. §§

and J-4 Such a one has much property. ($.)

emulously desired, or in much request.

- O - 3 * * - 9 *

And Jº. 28, 32 Jº tº and J

[Much property does not rejoice me mith this

affair]. (S.)

* ... * . . .

J-39: see J-235, in three places. = See also
- - - -

-

i l-ā3. = t Smiting neith an evil, or envious, eye.

($, M, K.)= The fifth of the arron's used in the

game called 2–2. (S, M, K;) nºbich has five

notches; and for nºbich one nins fire portions if it

be successful, and loses five portions if it be unsuc

cessful: (Lh, M :) or, as some say, the fourth.

(S.)

Jº Jºſé. This is the most loved and highly

esteemed of my property. (S, TA.)=ăſJää

A.Ş. J-ºff f [May God cause thee to attain to

the most protracted, or most ample, of lives: see

5. (A, TA) And sº &. Jºiºs Tºy

house is more ample, or spacious, than my house:

(M. :) and the like is said of two places: (M:)

and of two lands. (A.) And Jº 4: 3.

& &: t This garment, or piece of cloth, is neider

(M.)

And cº Jº* ! A garment, or piece of

cloth, the longer and nºider of the two garments, .

and longer and more eaccellent than this.

or pieces of cloth, (A.)

º 2 * *

U-à-o: • . .

º, o in see J-233; for the latter, throughout.

J-º-º:

º 2 * * * ... .

J-55-2 : see J-245, in two places. = Brought

forth; born.

- **,2,… - .2 ° 2 - , º, ... • ?? -

in a trad., Wºlso -:= Jºº S! *-***

(S, M, A, Msb, K.) It is said

-- 3: “

jū. : alsº J. : [There is not any soul born but

it. place in Paradiº or Hell has been written].

* * * *

See al-ā3.

(M.)

ſº A place of passage of the breath.] –
0 & -., - 6.-- 9 * >

Jºãº º Lº: see J.A. – See also2-.

6 . . o. -

(S.) – a-3A… applied to a woman :

= 1 Smitten neith an evil, or envious, eye.

i. [Breathing;] having breath : (TA:)

or having a soul: (so in a copy of the M :) an

epithet applied to everything having lungs. ($,

TA.) —Jº, * :A depressed earpanse of

- - 5 ---- * 2:

land extending far. (A, TA.) — J-º-º-e Lāºl

f A nose of which the bone is nide and depressed;

or depressed and expanded; or a nose spreading
* , of

upon the face: syn. J-lasſ. (A, TA)

º . .” -- o - º . .

4:3 J-3-e Jº; see J-cº.

Jºãº

1. Jº, (S, A,) aor. 2, (S,) inf. n. Jº, (S,

A, K,) He separated, or plucked asunder, or

loosened, a thing, with his fingers, so that it became

spread, or sparse, or dispersed; (A, K5) as also

"Jºiº, inf. n. Jºãº (S, K+) or the latter has an

intensive signification; and accord. to some, the

former signifies he separated a thing not difficult

to separate, such as cotton and wool; or he pulled
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***

wool until its parts became separated, or plucked

asunder, or loosened: (TA:) or he spread, or dis

persed, a thing. (M.F.) You say, &lai, < *ś

and** [I separated, or plucked asunder, or

loosened, with my fingers, &c., the cotton and the

wool]. (S, A.) Jiří is likewise syn. with J3.

[the separating and loosening cotton by means of

a bon, and a nooden mallet]. (T.A.) You also

say, ãº Jº, inf n. as above, meaning, He

separated what was collected together, or com

parted, in the [kind of trefoil called] axle). (TA.)

And, of a cock, (T, S, in art. Uyº,) or of a (sº

(K, in that art.,) when about to fight, (T, K,

ibid.,) 49% Jºë [He ruffled the feathers around

his nich). (T, S, K, ibid.) = It is also intrans.,

sm. neith Jºãºl, q.v. (T.A.) — [And hence,

J -3, (S, A, K,) and Jº", (S, Mºb, K.)

accord. to IDrd the former only, but accord. to

others the latter also, and in like manner one says

of all beasts, though mostly of..., (TA,) aor. 2

(S, Msh, K) and 2, (S. K.) inf n, Jº, (Mºb,

IX,) or Jºsé, (S,) or both ; (TA;) and <-º,

aor. 2; (IAar, $gh, K ;) The sheep or goats, and

the camels, pastured by night nithout a pastor :

there be not action, then [let there be] a show of

(S, Msb, K:) or without the knowledge of a pastor:

(TA :) or dispersed themselves by night: (A:) or

dispersed themselves and pastured by night without

/..non-ledge [of the pastor]: or the sheep or goats

entered among seed-produce : (TA:) occurring in

the Kur, xxi. 78 : (S, TA:) the subst. is Jº,

signifying their dispersion of themselves and pas

turing by night without a pastor. (Msb.)

2 : see 1, first signification.

4. ..., Jºãº, (S, A, K) and Jº", (S. K.)

IIe (the pastor) sent the sheep or goats, and the

camels, (K,” TA,) or left them, (S, TA,) to pas

ture by night nithout a pastor; ($, K, TA;)

neglecting them : (TA:) or to disperse themselves

by night. (A.)

5. § 2 - …, (S.A.K.) and '-º',(S, A)

The cat bristled up her hair (S, A, K.) And

in like manner you say of a hyena. (A, TA.")

And 4.3 Jºiº,(A) or ºl,(K) and "Jº,

(A, TA) The cock, (A) or bird, (K) ruffled,

(A,) or shook, (K,) his feathers, as though he

feared, (A, K,) or threatened, (A,) or trembled.

(K.)

8. Jºãº" i.4. Jºã used intransitively, [signifying

It (a thing, or cotton, and wool, and the like,)

became separated, or plucked asunder, or loosened,
with the fingers, so that it became spread, or sparse, t

or dispersed; &c., being] quasi-pass. ofJº used

transitively. (T.A.) See also Jºº. And see

5, in two places.

Jº Wool. (IAqr, K.) — [Hence, app., the (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) a thing, (Mgh, Mºb,) or a
a . . . * * > o

-ā-3 lo->& 4& [lit., If there besaying,

night; but Jº, by night and by day. (S.)

"Jº. $1.3 [cotton that is separated, or plucked

female slave having shaggy or dishevelled hair;

not fat, then let there be wool; ] meaning, t If

action: (IAar, Az, L:) or the last word signifies

a little milk : (Meyd, cited by Freytag: see his

Arab. Prov., i. 70:) it also signifies, [and perhaps

in the above saying, I abundance of speech or

talk, and of pretensions. (M.F.) = See also 1,

at the end. = And see Jºsé.

Jºã + Proud and boastful; or one mho praises

himself for that nihich is not in him; or who says

that nihich he does not. (TA)= A kind ofcº

[or citron; the limon sponginus rugosus Ferrari;

(Delile, Florae Aegypt. Illustr., no. 749)] of the

largest size. (TA.)

Jºº, applied to a camel [and to a sheep or

goat]; fem. #39; (Msb;) part. n. of 1. (Msb,

T.A.) You say, i:35 J. (Msb) and Jiří

ſquasi-pl. a. of Jºsé (S, K) and Jºš (Msb) and

Jºë ($, K) and Jº (pl. of Jºël (TA) and

Jº [pl. of #39]. (S, K,) [and in like manner

24. Camels [and goats] pasturing by night

neithout a pastor : (S, Msb, K:) or dispersing

themselves and pasturing by night without know

ledge [of the pastor]. (TA.) Jº are only by

•s in o , º a

$5.2 cºve ($) Wool of various colours sepa

rated and loosened by means of the bon, and nooden

mallet: (Bd, Jel, ci. 4:) and in like manner,

asunder, or loosened, ºrith the fingers, so that it

becomes spread, or dispersed; &c.; see 1 and 8].

(TA, voce&) See also Jºº. below.

º - d ? - O - * 3 * - -o 2 5 2 &

*

...])

-
º *: … • ... .

Jºãº : see Jºãº. — jº) **** **) A.

(A:) i.a. ſº. (K) — Jºaº is likewise

applied to anything Swollen, or humid, and loose

or flaccid or soft within; as also " Jºiº. (Az,

* ... o z 5 oz.

K.) – You say also, Jºãº Cãº) I A nose short

in the cº [or soft part], and spreading upon

- - o.

the face, like the nose of the Je-j]: (A:) and

* . . . * > 3’ → •
:

- - - -- -

à… àºjī has the like signification ; as also
º . w.- ... → -

W a.s… ; (TA; ) or it means an end of a nose
- J wº. " - -

spreading upon the face : (Ki) and "Jºãº

- 3,-49, in like manner, wide in the two
45 wº. 2º:

nostrils. (TA.) See also J-sºº.

*3 w -- * * .2° 2 .

Jºãº. : see Jºãº, in three places.

Uaa’

1. Jº, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. , (§,

Msb,) inf. n. Jºº, (S, Mgh, Msb,) He shook

garment, or piece of cloth, (S, A, K,) in order

that what n'as upon it, of dust &c., might fall off

($," A,” Mgh, IX,*) or to remove from it dust

and the like; (Msb;) he took a thing neith his

hand, and shook it, or shook it violently, to remove

the dust from it: (TA:) and in like manner,

a tree, in order that what was upon it [of fruit

or of leaves] might fall of ; ($, A.;) [as, for

instance,) a tree of the kind called ouac, to shake

off its leaves. 2. (TA.) You say alo... Jas

jº and ºn [He shook off from it the dust,

(A.) And 5-3. &- Jj9. < *. inf. n. as

above, [He shook aff th leaves from the tree;] he

made the leaves to fall from the tree. (Msb.)

And Jai also signifies The sprinkling or scat

tering in drops, (syn. Jº) water, and blood, (A,

K, in art. Cº.) and tears, (K, ibid.) &c. (A,

ibid)—[Hence].… as (S, A, K); The

fever made him to shirer, or tremble. (As, T.A.)

—And #2 -ai, (K) ortº e-às, (S)

Ol'º &: (83% <º, (A,) I The woman bore

many children; was prolific. (S, K, T.A.) And

Jº -*. t The she-camels brought forth, (S,

L., K,) all of them; (L;) and W -aa3l signifies

the same. (I Drd, S, K.) And i-tº-3 <-aš

*: ! [The hen laid her eggs; or all her eggs].

(A, TA.) — [Hence also, J& Jáº Zé ! | He

arose, shaking off drowsiness]. (A, TA.) And

**** 4. 2üş Jax f [He shook off mala

dies from him, and recovered from his sickness];

i.e. his health became in a sound state. (A, TA.)

And *, * **, (A) inſ: n, Jºsé, (A, K.)

! He recovered, or became free, from his disease.

(A, K,'TA)—And Jºe J. L. as | 1

showed him what was in my heart. (Er-Răghib,

TA, in art. 5& and Jº.) – And &;in Jas

! He cleared the road of robbers, and antercepters

of travellers: I he guarded the road. (A, TA.

[The latter signification is shown by an explana

tion of the act. part. n.]) It is said in the trad.

of Aboo-Bekr and the cave [in which Mohammad

was hiding himself], ºs- L. Jiří ū ! I will

guard what is around thee, and go round about

to try if I can see a pursuer. (T.A.) You say

also, &&. Jax, ($, K,) aor, as above, (TA,)

inf. n. Jº ; (S, TA; ) and Y *a*s-, and

"4:ais5; (S, K;) He looked trying to see all

that was in the place; ($;) or he looked at all

that was in the place so as to knon it. (K.) And

hence Jää signifies # He searched to the utmost.
o scº. 2 . .

(L.) And $3& 33 sº -ić's

Jasº (S, K,” TA) f When thou speakest by day,

look aside, or about, to try if thou see any one

whom thou dislikest; ($, K, TA;) and when thou

speakest by night, lower thy voice. (T.A.) And

2,4 * Jaśxº~! ! He looked at the people, or

company of men, endeavouring to obtain a clear

|
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knowledge of them; or considered, or examined,

them repeatedly, in order to know them. (TA.)

The saying of El-'Ojeyr Es-Saloolee,

* *2: "Jº 44, J, *

means t(To a king whose eye] looks at the people,

or company of men, and knon's niho among them

has the right on his side: or looks to see in whom

among them is mental perception, sagacity, in

telligence, forecast, or skill in affairs, and which

of them is of the contrary description : (TA:)

[or] ºil & "Jásiº &

of] such a one makes the people, or company of

men, to tremble, by reason of his an fulness. (A,

T.A.) – You also say,Jº Jää Jº + The

camels traverse the land. (IAar.) – And Jää

&#1, (IAar,) orjº, (K,) aor. 2, inf n. Jº,

(IAar,) ( He read, or recited, (IAar, K,) the

Kur-ſin, (IAar,) or the chapters thereof. (K.)–

And tº- tºº, inf. n. Jaº ; and W seasº.

f We milked our milch beasts to the uttermost, not

• *

š means : [The eye

leaving any milk in their udders: (TA:) and

ejº Gº L. Jºe: * Jaaº! ; the young camel

sucked out all that neas in the udder. (A, TA.)

= [It is also used intransitively in the following

exs., as well as in some instances given above.

Thus, in Jé app. signifies The trees shook off,

or dropped, their leaves or fruit. (See an ex.

WOCe &#, last sentence but one.) – And hence]

one says, ãº Gº tº Jai [app. meaning What

nas in the palm-leaf basket became eachausted;

like 3.5%; or it may be syn, with Jaaºl; (A,

K;) or tº [. &:- [all that was in it; which

shows that Lo in the former instance is virtually

in the nom. case]. (T.A.) See also 4, in two

places. – And& Jarº, (Ish, Mgh, K) inf.

n. Jº, (Ish, TA) or Jºsé, (TA) : The dye

(ISh, K, TA,) of a red or yellow garment, or

piece of cloth, (ISh, TA,) lost somewhat of its

colour. (ISh, K, T.A.) And hence, (Mgh,)

£º Jºã, (A, Mgh) aor. 3, (A) infº. Jºsé,

(A, Mgh,) t The garment, or piece of cloth, lost

its dye : (A:) or lost somewhat of its colour, of

redness, or yellon-ness: (Mgh :) or the colour of

its dye faded anay so that there remained nothing

but the trace. (TA.) Jº, accord. to the

lawyers, signifies t The being scattered, stren'n,

strenced, or dispersed: and accord. to [the Hanafee

Imám] Mohammad, the non-transition of the

trace of the dye to another thing: or its eachaling

a sneet odour. (Mgh [but it seems that the

particle y, which I have rendered “non,” is

inserted by mistake in my copy of the Mgh.])

-§ Jää, (K) or $4. § Jaš, (TA)

+ The seed-produce put forth the last of its ears.

(K, T.A.) And2% Jäät The grape-vine opened

its bunches, or racemes. (K.) [See also 8.]

|
2. Jai’, (5, TA) inf n. Jasº, (TA) *

shook a garment, or piece of cloth, and a tree,

much, or vehemently, in order that what was upon the penis from the remains of the urine; as also

it might fall off. (S, TA.") — Said of a horse, w łaa-31; (Ki) and w Cass l
- ** ' ' " 4-añºl ; (K; Jas- : (TA:i4. Jºj, q.v. (TA in art. Ja...) - (K;) - [alone]: (TA:)

• ‘I. Jaºj, q. V. . Ja”). and "this last, he sprinkled some water upon his

say also, 34-3, Jań…! t He took eactraordinary

- - - - *... o. o

pains in cleansing, or he cleansed entirely, (5:...],)

4. & e-aſſiq, ºn J tº 'Jaiº, (A,

K.) or tº tº

-> -

&- (TA:) see 1. – 9-añºl

in order that the dust or the like might fall from

them. (A.) And hence, (A,) t?'heir travelling

provisions became consumed, (S, M, A, K, TA,)

and their wheat, or food; (M, TA3) like ºf:

($, M, K,” TA;) as though they shook their

provision-bags in order that the dust or the like

might fall from them, because of their being

empty; (TA;) as also '', 43. (K:) or 3-añ31,

(K,) or, as IDrd says, 2435 1925.31, making the

verb trans., (TA,) They consumed their travelling

(IDrd, K.) And Their camels, or

the like, Cº) died, or perished. ($, K.)

Jºël [the inf n.] also signifies t The suffering

- (TA.) – “…aaº!

provisions.

hunger, or famine: and want.
->

Jº) : see st-aš3.

5. & Jais; see 1.

8. Jaśl It (a thing, Mgh, Msb, or a garment,

or piece of cloth, S, A, K, and a tree, S, A) shook,

or became shaken, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) so that

what was upon it, of dust &c., fell off, (Mgh,) or

so that the dust and the like became removed from

… •O -

it. (Msb.) Hence the saying in a trad., Jasº

#93; º, i.e. [The bridge extending over hell will

shake nºith him so that he will fall from it: or]

n:ill shake him, or shake him violently, or [app. a

mistake for and make him to fall. (Mgh.) –

! He trembled, quaked, or shivered: said of a

man, and of a horse. (A, TA.) – t It (a grape

vine) became beautiful and bright in its leaves:

(K:) [as though its dust became shaken off.] =

It is also used transitively: see 1, latter half: and

see 10, in three places.

10. Asi. Jań…! t The people, or company of

men, sent forth a **ś, (S, K,” TA,) or party

of scouts: (TA:) or sent forth aaij, or persons

to clear the roads of robbers and of intercepters of

travellers, or to guard the roads. (A, L., T.A.)

—&&. Jañºl: and 2.41: see 1, in four

places. – 4al- also signifies t He extracted,

educed, or elicited, it. (A, Mgh,” K.) You say,

$3:- tº < *. ! I eactracted, educed, or elicited,

what he had (A, TA’)—And hence (Mg)

Jań…" ( He performed the act of cleansing

termed **t, (Mgh, K,) with three stones,

(Mgh,) or with the stone: (K:) or this is from

º Jaš; because the person who performs

this act shakes off from himself what is annoying,

(TA.) You
with the stone; i.e., removes it.

pudendum after the ablution termed $43. (TA

in art. **)— [Hence also, tº u-aa-1:

originally signifies They shook their provision-bags, see 1.

Jaé What has fallen, of the produce of a

tree; (TA;) what has fallen, of leaves, and

of fruit : (S, Msb, K:) or a thing that one

shakes [or has shaken] off: (T in art. J,5 :)

of the measure Jº in the sense of the measure

Jºiº, (S, Msb, TA,) like Jº in the sense of

Jºiº, (S, TA,) and 23s in the sense of

24. (TA:) and (K, TA) what has fallen,

(TA,) of grapes, [in the CK we find ~~"*

for -ºl --, the reading in other copies of

the K, nihen they are found (4→ [in the CK

3é, thus, with & and with the unpointed 3,)

one with another, (K. TA,) or cleaving one to

another: (L, TA:) or what has fallen, of dates,

at the feet of the palm-trees: (M, TA:) or n:hat

has fallen, of fruit, at the feet of trees; as also

W Jégº, (A:) or ' this last signifies leaves

that are shaken off upon the Jelš, q. v.; as also

W Jºš [which is app. pl. ofJº, like as Jºe

is pl. of J.-1. ($gh, K :) the sing. of JaéU!

is *:::::i. (TA) [See also isºl =2;

Jaa (app. quasi-pl of" Jéº, like as 23- is of

2*] f A people, or company of men, whose

travelling-provisions have become consumed. (ISh.)

ãº The shivering, or trembling, attending a

fever termed Jasºn; (S, K ;) as also V ***

($gh, K) and "Raii. (S. K.) [See also Jaj.

The subst. [from these words, which seems to

indicate that they are inf. ns. or from **

cº, which precedes them in the K, is

W Jº [app. signifying f A shivering, or tremour,

(K.) = +A rain nºbich

falls upon a piece of land and misses another

attending that fever].

piece. (S.) [In the O and K in art. Jºve, written
• 2 .

2 : . . 3 : . . .

a-añ3 : see aaºº, in two places.

* : * * * * * *
deas.) : See 4 as 2.

: ... • *.

Usaa’ - see Lºratº.

6 - d.º.

*\ ań3: See a-ań.

- ... o.º. º -->

: see alań3: = and see Jéliº.

º: see #34;. = Also, and " Jú, f The

357
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failure of travelling provisions; i.e. their being

consumed: or dearth, or drought: ($, K:) the

latter of the words, and of the explanations, on
*w - 2

the authority of Th. (S.) Hence, Alai. Jºu

-º-, ($, K,) a proverb, meaning, The failure

of provisions, (TA,) or dearth, or drought, (S,

K, TA,) causes the camels, driven or brought

from one place to another, to be disposed in

files for sale, (S, K, TA,) in order that their

owners may buy provisions with their price.

(TA.)

Jºãº see i3& and Jºs. = A piece of

cloth upon which the leaves of the 3. and the

like fall, it being spread, (K, TA,) and the tree

being beaten with a staff, or stick : (TA:) pl.

Jº : (K:) and [in like manner] * Jºe and

W Jú. signify a garment of the kind called

*...* 2 upon which the Jaé [or leaves or fruit of

a. tree) fall : (A, TA:) or W. Jºe signifies i. q.

---, (S, K,) i. e. a vessel (*, ) in rehich dates

[andgrain are shaken to remore the dust &c.

(TA.) – A garment of the kind called 35. 70'07"n

by boys: ($, K:) pl. as above. (TA) You

say also, Júº L., (S, K,) meaning He has

not upon him any clothing. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

* 2.

Jºã3 A woman having many children: pro

lific. (S, A, K.) = A^\S-J Jº J-2 : A

man nºho considers, eramines, or studies, speech,

or language, or does so repeatedly, in order to

obtain a clear knowledge of it. (TA.)

ã3% What has fallen in consequence of shak

ing to cause something upon it to fall; ($;) what

has fallen from a thing so shaken; (IDrd, K;)

nºhatever it be; as, for instance, of leaves; and

mostly, of leaves of the 2- in particular, when

collected and beaten off [or rather beaten off and

collected] in a garment, or piece of cloth; (IDrd,

L, TA ;) [like Jº, q. v.;] and Y Jºë sig

nifies the same; (§, K.) and "Jü also. (K.)

And What remains in one's mouth, of a Jº- [or

tooth-stick], and is spit out; or a particle broken

off therefrom, remaining in the mouth, and spit

out; i. 4. *%- #3Li: (IAar, K,) and 4394.

(IAar.)

iáº; f A company sent forth into the land to

see whether there be in it an enemy, (S, K,) or

not, (K,) or any [cause of J fear; ($;) like

is...}} (S, TA;) as also " ia. [pl. of

"Jasº, like as #41 is of Ju :] (S. K.) or

the former signifies men going before an army

as scouts, or eaplorers : (As, in TA, voce 3, al- :)

or men who erplore a place thoroughly: and also

a single person : (A’Obeyd, in TA, ibid.:) or

a scout, or scouts, stationed on a mountain or

| other elevated place : (TA:) or one niho guards

the road: (A, TA:) or a company [of men]:

(TA :) and W the latter, persons who clear the

roads of robbers and of intercepters of travellers;

or n:ho guard the roads : (A, TA:) the pl. of

the former is Já'ís (S;) which also signifies

persons niho throw pebbles in order to know if

there be behind them anything that they dislike,

or an enemy. (K.) — Also, the pl., t Lean, or

emaciated, camels; (S, K;) accord. to AA, as

occurring in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, in which

he says,

(S, TA,) In rehich the lean, or emaciated, camels

cast the shoes; meaning that these have become

dissundered; or, as Akh says, the thongs SO

called [by n!hich their shoes are fastened], these

being dissundered ; a 3 referring to the road; but

some read, tºº, referring to the roads, mentioned

before : (TA 5 As reads Jašū3, as well as AA :

($, TA:) but others read the word with J, as

pl. of Jºë, and signifying “jaded" camels:

(so in a copy of the S :) or Jašū signifies camels

which traverse the land. (IAar, K.) — The

sing, is also said to signify Waters nºkere there

(IAar, Sh; both in the TA,

5. -

voce 3)-aa-, q.v., and the former also in

is not any one.

this art.)

Jº Motion ; and tremour, or shivering;

as also W Jº and W Jaé. (O, K.) [See

º, ... o. --

also i-aš5.]

* (*, *, A, TA) and desisted, (A)

(TA.)or become weary.

6, o

Jaš-o: 4 . - -

- see Jālā; for the former, in two

6 - O

Jéº places.

Jºº. f Made to shicer, or tremble, by fever.

(S, K.)

laš,

1. * ***, (S, Mºb) or ie.(K) aor. 2,

(Msh, K) inf n. ** and kº (Š, Mºb, K.)

and kä; (K;) or, accord. to AZ, <-kä, alor.

*, inf n. ** and kºj (TA) His hand

became blistered, or reiated: it had water, or

Juid, between the skin and the flesh; (AZ, Msb;)

* * *-ºs (S. K.) as also " … i. (S.)

aor. : , inf. n. hº (ADR, S, K) and lº,

(TA) She (a goat) did nºhat was like sneezing

(5.3 [app, meaning scattered forth moisture or

the like]) with her nose : (ADk, $, K:) or sneezed.

(K.) It is said in a proverb, J- as Aaj 9,

meaning t Blood-recenge will not be taken for

him; i. e. for this slain person. (TA.) — Also,

($ $) wor. :, inf. m. kº, (S) It (a cooking.

pot, jº) boiled, (S, K,) and poured Jorth [some

ºf its contents], (S) or so that it threw jorth

what resembled arron's; (TA ;) a dial. var. of
© ... • *

tºū.

or it became ulcerated by work. (K.) =

($.) — Aaj, aor. : , ! He was angry:

or he burned with anger: as also V L-3. (K,

|TA) You say, was ** USG Cl, (S, TA,)
-

- -

Jasº f A fever attended neith shivering, or ! Verily such a one burns with anger: (TA:) or

trembling : (S, A, K.) of the masc. gender: it is like <-sº ſmeaning boils with anger; or

(ISd, K:) but applied as an epidº to cº

[which is fem.]. (TA) Contr. of Juz. (S,

in art. •M.o.) You say, Jast cº- 433-7,

(S, K,) and** Jº- (K,) which is the

Jº

(K,) the latter word being sometimes thus used as

more approved form, (TA,) and Jºsé

an epithet; the second meaning f Fever took him,

or affected him, with [a shivering, or trembling,

or] violent shivering or trembling; (TA;) [and

the first and third, fever attended with shivering,

or trembling, took him, or affected him.] = See

also iáº; = and Jas E Jesú * 1 A

garment, or piece of cloth, which has lost its dye:

(A:) or n:hich has lost somen'hat of its colour, of

(Mgh.)redness, or yellonness.

2 < * *
à-33A51; pl. Jasº. See Jº, in three

places.

º

i. i-º, (A) or aaa… [i. e. iaº,

(TA,) A hen that has laid her eggs, or all her

nakes a noise like coughing, in anger: or blows,

in anger]: (S:) [for the inf. n.] Guº signifies

the doing what resembles coughing; and bloning,

on an occasion of anger: and soČá. (TA.)—

Also, (K,) aor. :, inf. n.lº, said of an antelope,

& in the K, being a mistake for Jº, as

in the TS and L, (TA,) + He uttered a sound, or

cry. (TS, L, K.) – t He (a man) spoke, or

talked, unintelligibly; (K, TA;) as though by

reason of his anger. (TA.) – *::ſe-aſſ + His

anus emitted wind with a sound. (Iin Abhid, K.)

3:

4. laš' It (work) caused the hand to become

blistered, or vesicated: or caused it to become

ulcerated. (K.) [See 1, first sentence.]

5:

6.

The

see 6.

see 1, in two places.

43 ºil (for kić, in the CK • Asté,

cooking-pot thron's forth Joam ; (K i) a.

dial. var. of £33 [q.v.] (TA.)
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6 o'.

Jań3, accord. to the T, Pustules nºbich come

forth upon the hand, in consequence of work,

full of water, or fluid; (Mgh ;) blisters, or

vesicles, upon the hand; a contraction of W.*;

which is pl. [or rather coll, gen. n.] of * iſº,

sometimes contracted into Yãº ; and sometimes

<taş is used as pl. of tº : (Msb:) or " ins;

signifies [simply] a pustule; as also " iº and

"ilº; (K;) and the lawyers call it vić,

from this word as signifying “a place whence

lº issues,” or it may be [originally] an intensive

act part. n. (Mºb.) — Also, and " lº, (Mºb)

or "ài sã and "āiº and **ś, (Mgh, $gh,

K,) The small-pow : (Mgh, $gh, Msb, K:)

accord. to Z, " Jaſſ [so in the TA, without any

syll. signs,] signifies, in the dial. of Hudheyl,

the small-pow in children and in sheep or goats.

(TA.)= See also what next follows.

** and * †, (S, Msb, K,) the former of

which is the more chaste, (ISk, S, Msb, K,”)

or, as some say, the latter, (Msb,) or the latter

is a mistake, (As, K,) [Naphtha : and petroleum :

both so called in the present day :] a certain oil,

(S,) well known, (K,) with which camels are

smeared for the mange, or scab, and galls on

the back, and tikes; it does not include what is

termed J.-è : (ISd, TA:) or, accord. to AHn,

i.g. J.-è accord. to A'Obeyd, i.4. &º:

but AHn denies this; and says that it is an

eacuding fluid (ağ-) of a mountain, [..found]

in the bottom of a rell, neith nº hich fire is kindled:

(TA:) the best is the white : it is a dissolvent;

and opens obstructions; removes the colic; and

kills worms that are in the vulva, when used in

the manner of a suppository. (K.)

w
*

lañ3 :

2, 2: 43 o .

alań3 : see Jaśī, throughout: — and for

5 . -

ãº : the last, see also alazá5.

... ."
alań3 :

âûlé [accord. to the CK, but erroneously,

£ué]. see iºtă, in two places.

iº Jé A hand ulcerated by work; or

ultered, or vesicated ; having water or fluid,

between the skin and the flesh : and * Aisé

signifies the same ; and so "ipsº, (K;) of

which last, however, ISd says, it is thus related

by the lexicologists; but there is no way of

accounting for it in my opinion; for it is from

**i. (TA.) [Golius also mentions *ias; as

signifying A hand affected with pustules; on the

authority of Meyd; and it is agreeable with

analogy.]

£ü A thrower of * [or naphthal; pl.

* {{{3, [or rather this is a coll, gen, n.,] (Mºb)

and &slº. (Mgh.)

ić A place n'hence lº [or naphtha) is

eactracted; (El-Fárábee, Msb, K.) as also 'igū;

(K;) but the former is the more known; (TA;)

a place where it is generated; a mine, or source,

thereof; a word similar to 4-5. (Mgh, Msb)

and Šiš (Mght) pl. Guº, (Mºb) — 4

kind of lamp made to give light by means thereof;

as also * ibé; (K;) but the former is the

(TA.) – An instrument with
o -

n:hich laš is thronin; (Mgh;) an instrument of

more known.

copper, or brass, in which at: is thronºn, (K,

TA) and fire; (TA) a 52% of Lº, which is

thrown : (Msb:) pl. as above. (Mgh.) You

say, *u-Li- 2.2% &sº ** [The

throners of naphtha ment forth, having in their

hands the instruments with n-hich to thron, it].

(Mgh.) – See also* - And see ki.

iºsé Jºe: see iº. —iastſ #, Froth,

or foam, having bubbles: (Az, Msb:) pl. Asſº

(TA.)

5 * > 0 . 3 -
-

-

-ãP3A… -ā= : see ākā.

[ &#9, &c.

See Supplement.]

****

1. &#, aor. :, inf. n. &#, He perforated,

pierced, bored, or made a hole through, or in,

or into, anything: like -á. (TA.) He made

a hole through a wall. (S.)— #3. §: -á,

aor. 2, He (a farrier) perforated the navel of the

beast in order that a yellon, fluid might issue
• 6 -

forth. (S.) See Ji.— Jººl -ā, aor. : ,

inf. n. J.i. He performed, upon the eye, what

is called &ºil in the language of the physicians;

i.e., a remedial operation for the black fluid that

arises in the eye : from the phrase next following:

(IAth:) [but this is not a good explanation:

the meaning is he performed upon the eye the

operation of couching, for the cataract: so in

many Arabic works, ancient and modern :
• O.

Jºão,
-

(IbrD :) the couching-needle is called :

and cºil ãº, in the present day]. —- i.

ãº 3'- He (a farrier) pierced a hole in the

hoof of the beast, in order to extract what had

entered into it. (IAth.) – ić &#, (aor. * ,

inf. n. Ji, TA,) A misfortune, an evil accident,

or a calamity befell him, (K,) and overcame him,

or afflicted him; like 4:3. (TA) [In the

CK, for &c., is put arºl.]—--> es: -á,

aor. 2, and W -āl and Y -*, He ment, or ment

away, through the land, or country: (K:) [in

the CK and some MS. copies of the K, we

afterwards find sº e? Jiří with kest to the

J, explained as signifying he proceeded, or

journeyed, through the lands :] W -ā1 he pro

ceeded, or journeyed, through the country:

(IAºr ) 23: J. Li [Kur, 1.35.] they pro

ceeded, or journeyed, through the lands, seeking

for a place of refuge: ($ ) or they traversed the

lands, and journeyed through them, much, &c.:

(Fr.:) or they went about and about, and

searched, &c. (Zj.) Júš. Jº W <ā, in a verse

of Imra-el-Keys, I journeyed through the tracts

2. (TA) —

3.24. -š, aor. -, or j<!! -i- <-iº, (L, TA,)

and '-il, (L.) The camel walked barefooted, syn.

Cº- (L, K,) until his feet became norn in

holes: (TA :) or Jºſſ -š, ($, K,) and "Jº",

(K,) the camel's feet became thin, [or rere worn

of the earth, and came and went.

thin with , º, * ignification of Jº-l.

($, K.) — U-123i <-º our feet became thin

in the skin, and blistered, by reason of n-alking.

(L.) — -ā- -š, aor. 2, He patched the boot;

repaired it by patching. (K.) Also, He made

the boot thin; he made [or more] holes in it.

(Mºb)—-i- ºf aor.-, (int n -i, TA)

The boot became lacerated, or worn through,

(S, K, TA.) [And in like manner

The sole of the foot of a camel or of a man:

in holes.

3 - £

see below ; and see an ex. voce Jºi..] —
* ~ * 6 o'.

-ā, aor. :, inf. n. *-ā3, He (a horse) put his

feet together in his running (*- º [for

which Golius and Freytag appear to have read

*- L33,] K,) not spreading his fore feet, his

running being [a kind of] leaping. (TA.)=

;:S cº <-ā, aor. : , He scrutinized, inves

tigated, searched into, examined into, or inquired

into, the men's ; (K;) and, in like manner,

anything else: (MF :) [as also "Ji : see the

phrase 3\!! Jº l, is, explained above :] or

he told, announced, or related, the men's. (K.)
• * ~ * * * : * ~ *; oz º. -

Jº -ºº! J' j-es' sº Jº! Verily

I have not been commanded to scrutinize and

reveal what is in the hearts of men. (TA, from
© - - - • * * 3. *

a trad.)– 4253 Jºe -ā, aor. 3, inf. n. *sū3,

He acted as the -ić over his people; n.as their

-ºš i ($, K:) but of a man who was not

- --tº sº

• * *

Jºã3, and has become so, you say --53, with

damm, aor. :, inf. n. *3, with fet-h, He

became Jºã3; (Fr., $, K;) as also -š, aor. : :

(IKtt, K:) or āsū with kesr is a subst: ; and

with ſet-h, an inf. h. (S. K.) like š, and

āş, : so says Sb. (S.) =•º -á, aor. 3,

inf n. Ji, He made the piece of cloth into a

(S.)

see 1.

, o 2

2 :

357*
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2 * b. ,

3. 4:50, inf. n. Jú as also Çü. &#;

I met him face to face : or without appointment,

(K,) and unintentionally : (TA:) or unea

pectedly. (S.) º is in the accus. case as an

inf. n. ; or as a word descriptive of state.

(TA)— is tº sº, (S) or ~ *

L'Uº, (K,) I came upon the water unexpectedly,

nithout seeking for it. (S, K.)

4: see 1.– Jºã31 His camel's feet became

thin; [or were norm thin;] ($, K;) or were

(TA.) = He

became a door-keeper, or chamberlain; Arab.

n:orn in holes by malking.

--~ : (Ki) or he became a ~$3. (L,

K, &c.)

5: see 8.

8. Cººl (S, K, Msb) and " -- is (Msb)

She (a woman) veiled her face with a -ºš.

(S, K, Msb.)— as tº *-is: see ~.

&# (S, K) and W i.;; (S) A hole, perforation,

(S,)

or anything whatever: (TA:) or a large hole,

or bore, (K,) in, or through, a wall,

perforation, or bore, passing through a thing ;

such as is small being termed Jº, with Jº :

(Mgh, in art. Jºã5:) pl. of the former Jºsé

(Msb) and ºtºi and Jº. (TA, and some

copies of the K.)— `i (K) and * isé (S)

An ulcer that arises in the side, (S, ISd, K,)

attacking the inside of the body, (S, ISd,) and

having its head innards; (ISd;) [as also V ătă,

for) 3.3% signifies ulcers that come forth in the

(TA voce

Já) see Jº. – º (Š, K) and "Ji.

(K) and "Jº, and " ... ($, K) A road (or

narron, road, TA,) in a mountain: (ISk, S, K:)

a road betn’een two mountains: (IAth:) pl. (of

the first and second, TA,) **śī (a pl. of pauc.,

TA) and tâ; (K;) and of the third and

fourth, 3... (TA) See also #3.

side and penetrate into the inside.

5 o a
-

Jºi (S. K.) and "J.H. (K; but the former is

the more common: TA) and Y J-à (K) [the first

is a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is ãº ſq.v.],

of which it is called in the S the pl.: but J-3 is

the pl. ofãº :] Scab, [or scabs,) (K,) absolutely:

(TA:) or scattered scabs (S, K,) when they first

appear : (S:) ãº is the first that appears of the

scab; and is so called because the scabs perforate

the skin: you say, of a camel, 43; * : (As :) the

first that appears of the scab, in a patch like the

palm of the hand, in the side of a camel, or on his

haunch, or his lip : then it spreads over him until

(ISh.) Mohammad,

denying that any disease was transmitted from

one thing to another, and being asked how it was

it covers him entirely.

... o.” -

that a 3.33 spread in camels, asked what trans

mitted the disease to the first camel. (TA.) —

-:) &#9. *J.&& I [Such a one puts

the tar upon the places of the scabs]: said of one

who is clever, or skilful, and who does or says

what is right. (A.) [See also Jºël

*-ā, and, as a fem. epithet, * A3, A camel

whose feet have become morn in holes, [or norm

thin,) by walking. (TA.) See the verb. —

The former may also signify Having the scab, or

what first appears thereof. (TA) See 3.

• 22 * 2:

-a- ? See -a-.

2 - 22
2.” o-p ©, e.

ex. 3.53 ackc

(T.) – See

-*. — #3; t Rust, (K,) upon a sword or the

head of an arrow or a spear: (M:) or Jºj [i.e.

a.º. A mark, trace, or vestige:

Upon him, or it, is a mark, &c.
6 d.

***,4v..a collgen, n., of which# is the nun.

Ol' J.i. pl. ofãº ;] signifies I traces of rust upon

a sword or an arrow-head or a spear-head, likened

to the first appearances of the scab. (A.) =

ãº The face : (S, K:) or the parts surrounding

the faces (L.) pl. º.º. (TA)—i. A par.

ment resembling an25, having a served n'aistband

or string, (ii-, 5-, so in the $, M, L:

whence it appears that the reading in the K,

* 35-a-, is erroneous: TA: [F having, it

seems, found i.e. written in the place of

i.e. :]) without a sº [which is the part

turned donºn at the top, and sented, through nºbich

the n'aistband passes], (S, K,) tied as trousers, or

drancers, are tied: (S:) or a pair of trousers, or

drawers, having a waistband, but without a part

turned donºn at the top, and served, for the nºaist

band to pass through : if it have this, (i.e., a Jºãº,)

it is calledJº (TA :) or a piece of rag of

which the upper part is made like drawers, or

trousers: (L:) or a pair of drawers, or trousers,

without legs. (M., voce J-5, TA)=# The

state, or condition; quality, mode, or manner;

state with regard to apparel &c.; external form,

figure, feature, or appearance; of any thing:

syn. #'s. (T) = # Colour. (S. K.)—

(TA.) – See also *...

… • * º

Jºš A horse of beautiful colour.

# A mode of ceiling the face with the ~$:

(K) pl. i. (TA)—iº & © (S)

Verily she has a comely mode of veiling her face

neith the Jū5. (TA.)

Jú [A noman's face-veil;] (S, K;) a ceil

that is upon [or covers] the soft, or pliable, part

of the nose; (AZ;) [not extending higher :] a

woman's veil that eactends as high as the circuit

of the eye: (Msb:) it is of different modes: Fr

says, When a woman lowers her -\as to her eye,
6 * * > *

it [the action] is termed a 23-25; and when she

lowers it further, to [the lower part of] the circuit

of the eye, it [the veil] is called -li, ; and if it is

on the extremity of the nose, it is [properly]

called 24: (T:) the ºlis, with the Arabs, is

that [kind of veil] from out of which appears the

circuit of the eye : and the meaning of the saying

in a trad., 52–3 Júl is, that women's shewing

the circuits of the eyesis an innovation; not that

they used not to veil their faces: the [kind of]

-tº which they used reached close to the eye,

and they showed one eye while the other was

concealed; whereas the [kind of] ºus3, which

only shows both the eyes [without their circuits],

was called by them is,…, [a mistake for Jººs,

and §: : [in the original, Sji al-e Sºº Y ~\R.J.'s

& a-1 cyles cºal: but the 5 before cle is

erroneously introduced, and perverts the sense,

which is otherwise plain, and agreeable with what

is said before :] then they innovated the [veil

properly called] → [R3: (A’Obeyd:) pl. J.i.

(Msb.) = &lt; and "J.i. A road through a

rugged tract of ground: (K:) the former word

used both as a sing. and a pl. (TA.)= Jºli (a

strange form of epithet, MF,) f A man of great

knowledge; cery knowing : ($, K:) or possessing a

knowledge of things, or affairs: or, as also "J.iº,

mentioned by IAth and Z, a man possessing a

knowledge of things, neko scrutinizes or investigates

them much; who is intelligent, and enters deeply

into things. (TA)= 2i. The belly. Hence

the proverb,* JºJº [Two young birds in

one belly]: applied to two things that resemble

one another. (K.) In like manner one says

2-3 -i. Gº Üte [They nere in one belly];

meaning they mere like each other. (A.)

* i.g. ***, A thing perforated, pierced,

bored, or having a hole made through, or in, or

into it. (T.A.) — *::: A musical reed, or pipe.

(K.)– The tongue of a pair of scales, or balance.

(K.) — A dog having the upper part of his mind

pipe (< * , so in the S, K: or having his

mindpipe, à-e- so in the A) perforated, (S,

K,) in order that his cry may be neak : a base

man performs this operation on his dog, in order

that guests may not hear its cry. (S: and the

like is said in the L.) =2;* The intendant,

superintendent, overseer, or inspector, of a people;

he nºko takes notice, or cognisance, of their actions,

and is responsible for them; i.g. 2.* and

**** and 2.4-3. (S, K:) like &: and

Jºsé. (Zi:) their head, or chief: (TA) like

* [q.v.]; i.e., one who is set over a people,

and investigates their affairs: (L:) or, as some

say, the greatest, or supreme, chief of a people:

so called [from J.3% “he scrutinized, or investi

gated,”] because he is acquainted with the secret
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affairs of the people, and knows their virtues, or

generous actions, and is the way by which one

obtains knowledge of their affairs: (TA:) pl.

ić (S.)

-

#The office of -º. (Sb, see 1.)

ãº Mind: syn. Jº. (S, K.) You say

area.J.' &sº º Sú Such a one is of a fortunate

mind, (A’Obeyd, S,) when the person referred to

is fortunate in his affairs, succeeding in what he

seeks after, or strices to accomplish: (ISk, $:)

or when he is fortunate in his counsel, or advice :

(Th, S:) or the phrase signifies such a one is for

tunate in his actions, and in gaining what he seeks.

(TA.) See also what follows. *:::: is also said,

in the K, to signify the same as Ji- (under

standing, intellect, or intelligence); but, says SM,

I have not found this in any other lexicon: only

I have found the word explained in the L as

signifying Jiul& (good fortune attending, or

resulting from, an action): so probably Ji- is a

mistake for Jº. (TA.) — Also, Counsel, or

(K.) See above. — Also, Penetration

of judgment; acuteness; sagacity. (Ibn-Buzurj,

K.) — Also, Nature; or natural, or native,

disposition, temper, or other quality: (K:) i, q.

is: and ić,” and *. (T, art. Jºc.)

Agreeably with this explanation, the phrase above

mentioned is rendered in the T, in art. 3), c, Such

a one is of a fortunate nature, or natural dis

position : (TA:) or it signifies, in this phrase, as

advice.

5 e -

also avº, i.g. J39, Colour, complexion, species,

&c. (IAar.) Also a.iº. &- * He is of a

good nature, or natural disposition ; and in like
- -

- - -

* : * –
-

manner, al- W -su. , 3 Ö3 Such a one is a
x -ºvº- - O

person of good dispositions, or natural qualities.

(L.)= *:::: A she-camel having a large udder:

(ISd, K:) having her udder bound up with a

cloth or the like, on account of its greatness and

eaccellence: but AM says this is a corruption, and

that the correct word is azºº, with 32, meaning

a she-camel “abounding with milk.” (TA.)

#: see #.

~5% and #36 [the former omitted in some

copies of the K] A disease that befalls a man in

consequence of long sluggishness, or indolence: (K:)

or, as some say, the ulcer that arises in the side.

(TA.) See*.

4 - of - -

Jºã31, a pl. without a sing, The ears: (M,
- - - 5 oz

K,) or, accord. to some, its sing. is J-53. (TA.)

El-Katámee says,

+ alloo cº-e 55-ki- st-3Uía +

..a 3 * - - - • * > 2 ºf

* 33-' al-º- J| cº-º-º-º- *

{The cheeks of their n-hite camels n'ere neith their

ears inclined to the singing of the drivers]. But

>
º 22: - 2

Jr., Uiji, “by reason of their pleasure,

---
-

axe-A- [aor. : ,] He miced, or confounded, his
-

- - - -

is also discourse, like as one mices food. (K.) = 4:53

read, for&#: (TA:) [so that the meaning is 2Sºlº, [aor. 2,] (and W<!, TA,) He hurt him

The cheeks of their nihite camels were inclined, by

reason of their pleasure, to the singing of the

drivers].

J.A. The navel; or [a place) before it: (K.)

where the farrier makes a perforation in order

that a yellon fluid may issue forth : ($:) so in a

horse. (T.A.) – See J.i.

G -o - - - - -

Jºe An iron instrument with which a farrier

perforate the navel of a beast of carriage ($, K)

in order that a yellow fluid may issue forth. (S.)
* … o.º. o * .

See -ā-2, and -ºº.

6 * * o - * 2:

ãº : see Jºš. — A narrow way between

tro houses, (L, K,) along which one cannot pass.

(L.) It is said in a trad, that one does not

possess the right of pre-emption (āzā Jī) with

respect to a 3.5-2 ; and this word is explained

as signifying a wall: syn. kº- [and so in the

K:] or a may between two houses, as though it

were perforated from one to the other : or a road,

or nay, over an elevated piece of ground. (L.)=
s º; ... • Q ,

ãº. A virtue; an earcellence; contr. of a Jºe:

(S:) a cause of glorying : (K:) generosity of

action, or conduct: (L:) a [good disposition, or

natural quality: [see tº: (TA:) a memorable,

or generous action, and [good] internal quality:

(A :) pl.*: (TA :) -šū, 3; J- A man

of memorable, or generous, actions, and [good]

(A.)internal qualities.

• 2 :

- - - - * 2:

1. Jü, [aor. 2,] inf n. *-ā3, He took out,

or eactracted, marrow [from a bone]. (K.) Az,

quotes, from Aboo-Turáb, on the authority of

Aboo-'Ameythel, A.J. <ā, and <, The

marron of the bone was taken out, or extracted.

(L.) And J says, 3-2 34 ºr , if n <i.

is a dial. form of3. , meaning, I took out, or

extracted the marron [from a bone] : as though

(L.) But it is

said in a marginal note in the S, Aboo-Sahl

El-Harawee says, What I remember to have

heard is Jºan < *ś, aor. 2, inf n. 3.3, I took

out, or extracted, the marrow from the bone;

they had changed the 5 into St.

-- O - , o - -

and so ar-º-º-º-31, with the three-pointed tº ; and

* 2°. . * 2°2 z º. 22° 2 . *

arº, and arº-1, and aj95-5. (T.A.)

* * *

*A)

- - - - - * ~ * 2

1. 3 #5, aor. 2; and Y tº, (inf. n. <5–7,

S,) and W -ā-31; He hastened, was quick.

(S, K) – º –
-o

forth hastening in his pace. (T.A.) – < *ś,

-- I went forth hastening.
- - - - -o

&2-, and W& Rºº, He went

• 9: - - - - * 2:

by words. (K.)= -3,913-53, aor. 2, inf. n. *-ā3.

He dug up the earth with a hoe or shovel.

(AZ)— tº £iji (or, accord. to the TA.

º &é) and W 3.5:31, He dug up the earth

from a thing. (K.) — Aº << (aor. 3,

inf n. 3 iſ, TA;) and '4-i-, and "...i.5;

(TA ;) He took out, or eactracted, the marron:

from the bone. (K.) See also <i>. (TA)—

<-ii, inf n. &#; and "c is, inf n. << *;

He removed a thing. Ex. tº- &iº 3 She

used not to remove our n'heat, or provision, 2007”

to take it forth, nor scatter it; but kept it faith

fully. (TA, from a trad.)

2: see 1.

5. is 5 He endeavoured to make a woman

incline to him, and to render her affectionate to

him : (K:) as though he drew forth her love,

like as one draws forth the marrow from a bone.

(TA)—“ -i- it wº. (TA)—

See 1.

8: see 1.

& iſ Malicious, or mischievous, misrepresenta

tion ; calumny; slander. (IAar.)

eliº (in measure like Auº) The hyena. (K.)

- - - • * * - 5 * *

3-1 i < *; i. º. º. 3. (TA voce i-º,

in art. tº.)

t”

1. tº: &#, aor. - , (inf. n. #, TA,) He

peeled, or barked, a thing; peeled off, stripped

off, or removed, its outer covering. (K, TA.)

3,9] &#, (Msb) or uaº, (T,) aor. 2, inf n.

&#, (Msb,) He pared, or trimmed, the stick,

or staff, by cutting off its knots : (T, Mºb :) and

in like manner you say of anything from which

inf.n. &#3; (K3) and " -i-, (K) inf n.

5–5; (S3) He pared off the knots of the

palm-trunk : (K:) or he pruned, or trimmed,

you pare off somewhat. (T.) – gº

the trunk of the palm-tree, by cutting off the

stumps of the branches, or by cutting off the

superfluous branches. (S.) – &#3, (TA,) and

W tiº , (K,) He stripped off the ornaments of

his snºord [to sell them] in a time of dearth and

poverty. (K, T.A.) –2kº **, aor. : , (K,)

inf. n. iſ: (TA;) and W *-i-, (inf. n.

**** $) and "4-i-15 (S. K.) He ex
-

tracted the marrow from the bone : (S, K:) or
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a-i-, has an intensive signification. (Mºb.)

- tº:- -i. He separated nhat was good

from what neas bad of the thing. (Msb.)

2. 23, -i-, inf n. &=-3-5; ($, K3) and
…) cº- &#3 (K;) tº He trimmed,

pruned, or put into a right or proper state, poetry,

or verses. (S, K.) –25%) -i i He scru

tinized the language, and eacamined it well ; or

Waa-i-J), inf. n.

he put it to rights, or trimmed it, and removed

its faults, or defects. (TA.) – See 1.

4 : see 1 and 2.

5. 4.- : tiº, (K) or jul 2-3, (S)

or 4:56 - 3, (TA, &c.,) : His fat, (K) or

the fat of the she-camel, (S,) or the fat of his

she-camel, (TA, &c.,) became little in quantity,

or diminished, (S, K, &c.,) or partially went

(A.)

8 : see 1.

array.

...)

&#9 Jº- *: 2- f [The best of poetry

is that which is a year old, and trimmed, or

(S.)

*

pruned].

&”

1. i., aor. , (§, L. K.) inf n. * (§, L)

and 5. (L,) He struck, smote, or S. (K.)

& ãº He struck his head with a staff, or

sword, or some other hard thing: or he struck

his head so that the brain came forth : (L:) or

he broke his head so as to disclose the brain ; as

also -ič. (S, L.) *> &# IIe broke his

brain. (K.) — Also, ë (L) and Y ti

(L, K) He extracted marrow (L, K) from a

bone. (L.) – º- Jºãº º iſ t It (sweet

water) broke, (or alated, or allayed, thirst, by

its coolness, or coldness. (L, from a trad.)

8: see 1.

&# Sneet mater; that has no saltness; (AO,

Th, S.;) that strikes (& ) the heart (or almost

does so, L) by its coldness : (S:) or cold, or cool,

and sneet, and clear, mater : (K:) or sneet

water, that breaks [or abates or allays] (ś,

i. e. 3–8) thirst by its coolness, or coldness :

(L, from a trad.:) or abundant mater which a

man makes to well forth in a place where was no

nater. (ISh.) — Also, Pure, mere, unadulte

rated, or genuine. (T, K.) — 3-5- été 3.

(Fr) tº his is pure Arabic; or the purest,

choicest, best, or most eaccellent, of Arabic. (Fr,
s

A.) — Also ** Sleep in health and safety.

(Abu-l-Abbās, K.)

Jā

-

1.253, 343 (S, A, L, Mºb) aor. : , (L.

Msb) inf. h. 353 (L, Mºb, K) and Stij; (L.

K;) and ' was ($, L, Mºb, K) and "waii;

(L, K;) He picked, or separated, the money, or

pieces of money, (Lth, L, K,) and put forth the

bad; (S, L, K;) he picked, or separated, the good

money from the bad: (A:) he eacamined the money,

or pieces of money, to pick, or separate, the good

from the bad : (Msb:) and the verbs are used in

the same sense with respect to other things than

pieces of money. (K.) — [-º, aor. 3, inf n.

3á, q. v. infra, He gave cash, or ready money;

paid in cash, or ready money. Often used in this

sense.] — &- $33, aor. 2, inf. n. 3i: ;

He gave him the price in cash, or ready money :

(L:) or simply he gave him the price; as also

& 4; 33.3 : (A:) and 253, &#3, and

253, à 3i, he gave him the money, or pieces

of money. (S, L, Msb.) — [Hence, from the

first meaning,) Abºu 33, [and jº, and so

He picked out the faults of the language, [and

of the poetry;] syn. 4:35. (TA.) — " <iº

agú Jº *" ! [He picked out the faults of
• * *

the poetry and urged them against its author.]
- - 2 * ~ * o,” - --

(A.) – or lake o-º, and * -º, aor. * , (L.)

inf n. ** (L, K) He looked furtively at, or

ton'ards it : (L, K :*) and so ** 22.5–3 : (L:)

and 42)* Jºã3 he continued looking furtively

at, or toniards, it : you say also, &- Jº u.

J; Cº. 3i: [his gaze ceased not to be fur

tively directed at, or tonards, that] : as though

likened to the look of a man picking, or sepa

rating, what is good from what is bad: (A:)

andº & ** J5 U, he ceased not

to look at, or towards, the thing. (S, L.)= 35%

($, L,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. 3ā; ($, L, K;) and, as

some say, 3: ; (S, L;) It (a tooth, S, L, K,

and a horn, T, L, and a hoof of a horse or

the like, L,) became eroded, (T, S, L, K,) and

much broken : (L, K:) and it (the hoof of a

horse or the like) scaled off, part after part:

($, L:) it (the trunk of a tree) became worm

(L.)eaten.

3. *sū He reckoned with him to the wtmost,

* : ziz s -

syn. a+3U, (S, A, L, K.), Jº in, or respecting,

an affair, ($, L,) [picking out his faults].

4. A53) It (a tree) put forth its leaves. (L, K.)

5 : see 1.

8. 253, J.5-3. He received the money, or

pieces of money; (Lth, S, L, Msb, K;) and

& the price. (A.) – See 1. = xi−3. It

(a worm) ate the trunk of a tree, and rendered it

hollow. (L.) = He (a boy) gren up into

manhood. (K.)

3# [properly an inf. n. used in the sense of a

pass. part, n., and thus signifying “paid,” Cash,

or ready money : or simply money].

3. 3i: [Good cash, or ready money : or good

money] : pl. 30- 3,é. (A.) Jºi- signifies

Silver and gold money; dirhems and deenárs.

You say

(TA in art. Jºe.)—º Payment in cash, or

ready money; contr. of it: ; ; (L, Ki:) the

giving of 2.É [i.e., cash, or ready money]: (K:)

(an inf n. ; see 1] – 3i: ºl The piece of

money is of full neight, (S, L.K.') and good.

(S, L.) — Jºu: &# it, sº [This is a

hundred, ready money of the people] is a phrase

used by the Arabs, in which J is meant to be

understood [before J-U-1: i. e. J.L.-J) is for

J-49; and 3i. for 3iº, as an epithet of 35L6 :

you may also say U-U-Jº 3i, making Jºã3 a

denotative of state; but] the epithetic mode of

construction is that which prevails in this case.

(Sb, L.) —3.– The saying of the poet,

º 3. 13% 5. : *

means She will certainly bring forth a she-camel,

which shall be a permanent acquisition for breed

ing, or a male, which shall be sold : for they

seldom kept the male camels. (Th, L.)

#

Jº (Lh, L, K) and 'Ji (K) and ' …,

(Lh, Az, L,) the form most frequently heard by

Az from the Arabs, (L.) or * 333, (K,) [coll.

gen. n.) A certain kind of tree, (Lh, L, K,)

accord. to AA, of the description termed ****,

having a blossom resembling the cº, i.e., the

jiaº [or bastard-saffron]; (AHn, L;) its

blossom is yellon, and it grows in plain, or soft,

grounds: (Az, L:) n. un, with 3; (K;) $3:

(Lh, S, L) and 33i: (TA) and #33 (Lh, L)

and $2.É. (TA) — Also '32.É, (L.) or

W 33i, (IAar, L, K,) The §3,4- for caranay].

(IAar, L. K.)—see 3.

• 2. *...

Jºaº ; see - a .

3á [a coll. gen. n.] A kind of sheep, of ugly

form; (K;) a kind of sheep of El-Bahreyn,

having short legs and ugly faces : (S, L:) or a

kind of small sheep of El-Hijáz (L:) or, simply,

lambs: (A, L:) [see an ex. in a prov. cited

voce Auº in art. … :] n, un, with 3: (S, L:)

applied alike to the male and female: (L:) pl.

Sü, and ſquasi-pl. n.] isis. (L, K.) As says,

that the best of wool is that of 2.É. And one
• J - 3 - 5

says, ºil cº-e Jā [More abject, or vile, than
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the sheep called Jºſſ]. ($, L.) – Also, t'The
o- * ...

longer sort of people. (L.) – See &# and **.

3.3, (L.) or * 3i, (K,) Slon in growing up

into manhood, and having little flesh: (L, K :)

[and so " 33, accord. to the CK: but as is

there put by mistake for *:: and the former,

(S, L,) or W.%, (K,) a boy despised and little in

the eyes of others, that scarcely gron's up into

manhood; (S, L, K;) sometimes thus applied.

(S, L.) — 3. A horn eaten, or eroded, at the

root. (L.) See also Jº.

6 x >

Jā; and 3# and 33% and 3.x: See &#.

§§§ The choice part of a thing. (JK) —

•º 33tº & 4 ; He is of the best of his

copi. (A)

Sú A shepherd who tends the kind of sheep

called Já: (L, K.) or a possessor ºf skin, of

that kind of sheep. (Th, L.) — See 239.

people.

35% [One who picks, or separates, money, and

putsforth the bad; niho picks, or separates, good

money from bad:] who examines money, to pick, or

separate the good from the bad : [as also wº :]

pl. §§ (Mºb) ſand $3.1 –[2: 39, and

W §§ f One niho picks out the fault, of poetry;

and, the "latter, one who is accustomed to do so.]

—º sº &: sº and *i; 3. f [He is

on. of ion n:ho pick out the faults of

poetry]. (A.)

3# The hedge-hog; &#1; (S, L, K;) a

proper name, lik, i.e. applied to the lion :

(S:) as also 3āşī; (K;) but some dºw

the prefixing of the art;. (TA i) and Jºã-5')!.

(L.) Hence the saying, -º-; Jº ev, (S, L.)

or 3ä agº, (A, L,) He passed the night of

the hedgehog; i.e. sleepless : (L:) because the

hedge-hog remains sleeples (ºd. sees, º all

night: ($, L, K.) and 25–1 cº es:- [4

greater journeyer by night than the hedge-hog).

(A, L.)— Jº 3# A calumniator; a slanderer;

* , , a 2

as also Jº JAA-9

&#9 (I, K) and * &lºy (K) The www.

(L, K :) or the latter, the male tortoise: (Lth:)

as also with 3. (TA.)

(L, art. Jºãº-5.) – Also,

&lº : see preceding sentence.

Jää

1. 3x3, aor. , inf. n. 3á; (Msb, Ki) or 333,

(A, L.) aor. , (L) inf n. *; (A, L.) He

became safe, in safety, saved, or liberated; he

escaped. (A, L, Mºb, K.) — 4; 33. Safety to

thee! Said to a man stumbling. (A, K.)—

See also 4.

2 : see 4.

4. Jºl, (S, A, L, Mºb, K.) inf n.5%; (K;)

and " …; and " ...i.j; (S, A, L, K5) and

" Ji, inf n. 4.35 and "33i, [aor. 2,] inf. n.

3: ; (K;) He saved, rescued, or liberated, him

or it, (S, A, L., Msb, K,) from such a one, (S,

L.) and from evil. (Msb.)

5:

10: see 4.

see 4.

3# A thing that one has saved, rescued, or
* ... •

liberated; (S, L, Msb, K;) of the measure Jºš

in the sense of the measure Jºiº, like Jaé and

3 - 2

Jºaº

a man saved, or rescued, or liberated: (L:) also,

; ($, L3) as also "3.3 and #3: . (L:)

a horse taken from another people : (L:) or a

camel &c. taken by, and then recovered from, the

enemy; as also ãº and#: pl. 35%: (A:)

or W 33. signifies a horse saved, or rescued, or

liberated, ($, L, K,) and taken, (S, L,) from the

enemy; (S, L, K;) pl. &#: (S, L;) or the

sing. of Jölä3, signifying horses saved, or rescued,

or liberated, from the hands of men, or of the

enemy, is "3º, without 3: (IAar, L:) and,

accord. to El-Muffaddal, (L.) W #3: signifies a

coat of mail, & (L, K;) because it saves the

person wearing it from the sword: (L:) and Az

says, I have read in the handwriting of Shemir,

that it signifies a coat of mail saved, or rescued,

• * >

from the enemy. (L.) You say also, #3:

Jº, and* 33% 24, He is saved, or rescued,

from distress, or adversity; and they are &c.

(A.) — 33 Ş, ji: ; tº He possesses not any

thing. (K.)

3.33 and $3.1 : see iſ. - Also the latter,
-

A woman having had a husband. (K.)

3.49 [or 3á'í, without the art.,] The hedge

hog; #1: (Ki) as also with s. (TA)

jā;

1. Jé, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. %, (S,

Msb). He (a bird) pecked, or picked up, (S, A,

Mşb, K,) a grain, (S,) or grains, (A, Msb,) from

this place and that, (A, K,)º: nºith his beak.

(A.) [Accord. to the TA, the addition “from

this place and that,” which is found in the K and

A, and in one place in the S, seems to be un

necessary. And W. Rºl signifies the same : see 8,

in art. • 3.] – [Hence, because of the sure aim

with which a bird pecks a thing, the same verb,

having the same [aor. and inf n. signifies, t It

(an arrow) hit the butt. (Msb.) And He (an

archer) hit the butt, without making his arrow to

pass through, partly or wholly. (TA.)— [Hence

also, t He took [or picked] a thing, as, for

instance, food, nith the finger. (TA.) – Also,

(M, K,) aor. and inf. m. as above, (M, TA,) He

struck a thing (IKtt, K,” TA,) with a thing:

(IKft, TA:) [generally, he struck, knocked, or

pecked, a thing neith a pointed instrument, like as

a bird strikes a thing with its beak:] he struck

[or pecked] a mill-stone, or a stone, &c., with a

* [which is a pick, or a kind of pickaace; i.e.,

he wrought it into shape, and roughened it in its

surface, with a pick]. (M., T.A.) – [Hence,)

f He wrote [or engraved nºriting] 2-- Jº upon

a stone. (A, K.) Whence the saying, ..º.

2--" Jéjàe 243) Jº (or, as in a verse of

Niftaweyh, j-- J, i.e., Teaching in infancy

is like engraving writing upon stone]. (TA.) –

He struck [or fillipped] a man's head, and in like

manner a lute, and a tambourine, with his finger.

(TA.) You say also 3; *Jºi, meaning, He

struck [or fillipped] his earnith his finger. (AA,

in TA, art. -la.) — [Hence,) Jé, [aor. :, inf.

Il. Jä, as appears from what follows;] and Y £i,

! [He made a snapping with his thumb and middle

Jinger;] he struck his thumb against the end of

the middle finger and made a sound with them.

(A.) [And in like manner the former verb used

• --~ * * • * * - - o - &^2

** * * * Lºs 42%. Ji (; He put

the end of his thumb against the inner side of his

first finger, then made a snapping with it]. (TA.)

transitively; as in the following instance:]

See alsoji, below. — [Hence also, sº Jé,

(T, A, TS) or vºº, (S) aor. 3, (TA) inf n.

Jā; (T, S, Ts) and 'Āi, (A, TS) infm.jāj:
(TS;) f He made a [smacking or] slight sound, to

put in motion the [beast or] horse, by making his

tongue adhere to his palate and then opening [or

suddenly drawing it anay]: (S:) or he struck

mith his tongue the place of utterance of the letter

J and made a [smacking] sound [by suddenly

withdraning his tongue]: (A:) is signifies the

making the end of the tongue to adhere to the

palate, then making a sound [by suddenly neith

drancing it]: (M, K:) or one's putting his tongue

above his central incisors, at the part newt the

palate, then making a smacking sound [so I

render,i,j]. (TA:) [the sounds thus described,

which are nearly the same, are commonly made

by the Arabs in the present day, in urging beasts

of carriage:] or an agitation of the tongue (K,

TA) in the mouth, upwards and downwards :

(TA:) or a sound, (so in some copies of the K

and in the TA,) or slight sound, (so in the TS [as

mentioned in the TA] and in some copies of the

K) by n-hich a horse is put in motion : (TS, K:)

or au.” Já, accord. to IKtt, signifies he struck

his palate with his tongue to quiet the horse: but

this is at variance with what is said by Az, J, and

ISd, and requires consideration. (TA.) A poet,

(S,) Fedekee El-Minkaree, (K,) i.e., 'Obeyd
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Ibn-Máweeyeh, of the tribe of Teiyi, (TA,) uses

Jäl for;, meaningJºjº [The smacking

with the tongue to urge the horses]: pausing after

the word, at the end of a hemistich, he transfers

the vowel of the 2 to the J, ($, K,) agreeably

with the dial. of certain of the Arabs, (TA,) that

the hearer may know it to be the vowel of the

[final] letter when there is no pause; ($;) like

as you say,* 13, and J& <º but this is

not done when the word is in the accus. case:

(S, K:) and if you choose, you may make the

final letter quiescent in pausing, though it is pre

ceded by a quiescent letter. (S.) — Hence also,

gº Jº ÉÉ [Kur, lxxiv. 8,) : For n:hen the

horn shall be blown : (S,” A," Bd, K:) from is

signifying f the making a sound : originally,

striking, which is the cause of sound. (Bd.)

See also jé, below. — Also, Já He bored,

perforated, or made a hole through or in or into,

a thing : (TA:) or he did so with a jū- : (S:)

and, inf. n. Ji, he holloned out, or eaccavated, a

piece of wood. (Mgh, Msb.) J: and **śl,

(so in some copies of the K,) or ºi, (so in

other copies of the K and in the TA,) both in the

pass. form, (TA,) said of stone and of wood and

the like, signify alike, (K,) It was bored, or per

forated, or it had a hole made through or in or

into it: (TA:) [and it was hollowed out..] You

say, tº * *::123, (K,) aor. *, inf. n.%,

(TA,) He made a hole in the egg [so as to disclose

the young bird]. (K.) Andtº-J.- -ºš,

(A) and gº tººls— "-i-, (Lth, K.) The

horses made hollows in the ground with their hoofs.

(Lth, A, K.) And in like manner, Y ~ ā:3)

5i Jº The torrents left hollows in the ground,

in which water was retained. (TA.) — Hence,

29 ºr is (Mºbi) and & ",i, (S. K.)

inf. n is (S;) and " ºf , and '95.5; and

W ºi-1: (K;) : He searched or inquired into the

thing; investigated, scrutinized, or examined, it;

(S, Msb, K, TA;) and endeavoured to know it:

(TA;) and so 2-) ce ºf he investigated the

ners, and endeavoured to know it. (A.) [And

hence, º,& 2:) ",i, (K, in art. J-,)

or alſº Jº, inf. njº, (K, in art. A53,). [He

tried the sonorific quality of the arron, by turning

it round betn-een his fingers, or upon his thumb:

See Cº- and ºn5, and see also 4, in art. A53 :

or] 2:) , is signifies he made the arron to pro

duce a sharp sound [by turning it round between

his fingers, or] upon his thumb. (TK, in art. A53.)

2 : see 1, last two sentences.

4: see 1, in three places, in the first half. =

... ,<!, (§, K.) infm.jū, (TA) He refrained,

forbore, abstained, or desisted, from it or him;

he left, or relinquished, it or him. ($,” K.) Hence

the saying, 4:3 Jº- 4. Jii (.3* He beat

him and lºft him not until he killed him. (TA)

And hence the saying of I’Ab, jºAlſº L.

cºf Jú &é, i.e., God will not leave the

silver of the believer until He destroy him. (S,

TA.)

5: see 1, last signification.

8: see 1, latter part, in four places.

Jä ! A slight sound that is heard in consequence

of striking the thumb against the middle finger

[and then letting them fly apart in opposite

directions, passing each other]: ($, K:) [or the

snapping with the fingers, or with the thumb and

middle finger, or neith the thumb and first ſinger;

as also "...i. n. un. of the former with 3..] One

says, šič &G L. : [He did not renard him with

even a snap of the fingers;] meaning, nith any

thing : (S, K [in the former of which it is implied

that sº thus used is from is in the first of the

senses explained above:]) not used thus save in

a negative phrase. (S.) A poet says,

2 * 0 , ~ 2.0 2 ºf 2 . * > *

# 3,-à-5 ºz y Cº- ex-A9 #

* a 2 - a 2 * z º.

* --> cº- judº -si- -39 +

f [And they are fit, or worthy, not to renard thee

with anything, and thou art fit for, or worthy

of the fire of hell when thou rewardest]. (S.)

Or the right reading in both these instances is

* 5,33, with damm. (TA.) [See 3.3.) One

says also, gº! sº jº es *:::: 2 f [He

did not care for me so much as a snap of a

finger]. (A.) [See also an ex. in a verse cited

in the first paragraph of art. 5t. I'Ab, in

explanation of the words of the Kur, [iv. 123,
J - O -

5: &sº $3, put the end of his thumb|

against the inner side of his first finger, then

made a snapping with it (sº 23), and said,

5 .

This is what is termed "2.53 ; [denoting the lit.

meaning to be f And they shall not be wronged a
9. o.p.

snap of the fingers.] (TA.) But see 3,53,

below. — Also, A sound, or slight sound, by

n:hich a horse is put in motion : (TS, K :) as

also *}... : (TA:) or the former has one or

other of the different significations assigned to it

above, in the explanations under the head of

#39;i` (K, &c.)

6 o' 5, c >

Jº : see 3,53.
-

3, #: See Jä, in four places.

3. A small hollon, or cavity in the ground:

(S:) or a hollon, or cavity in the ground, not

large: (Msb:) or a hollow or cavity in the

ground in nihich neater stagnates : (TA:) or

a roundsº [or hollon) in the ground, (K, TA,)

not large, in which water stagnates : (TA :)

pl. 2: (A, K) and jū. (K.) "...is also sig

nifies a hollow, or cavity, in the ground; and its

pl. is §: i. (S.) — Hence, (S,) The place

where the 33-3 [or occiput] ends, in the back

part of the neck ; (K;) i.e., the hollow in the

back of the neck; (TA:) what is called ;

(ii); (S, A, Msb;) i.e., the hollow where the

brain ends; the cupping in that part occasions

forgetfulness: (Msb:) [and any similar hollow ;

as the pit of the stomach ; and a dimple:

accord. to present usage; and in this sense it is

used in the A, K, and TA, voce ia-3. — The

cavity, or socket, of the eye. (K.) — Foramen

ani; syn. --> Jº (K:) but in the L

- - - * . . .” -: * . .

it is said that J3), 3, §§ signifies the hole, or

perforation, that is in the middle of the haunch;

[app. meaning the sacro-ischiatic foramen : see

Jºãº, in art. U-5: but perhaps it may sometimes

mean the socket of the thigh-bone; for 3,ā;

signifies any socket of a bone.] (T.A.) — The

little spot [or embryo) upon the back of a date

stone, (AHeyth, IX,) which is as though it were

hollowed, (TA,) and from which the palm-tree

grows forth; (AHeyth;) as also "Jºš (S, A,
º o 2 of -

Mºb, K) and "ji (K) and "jºi. (Sgh, K)

You say, sº 35i us, (El-Basáir, TA) and

"º, (A) lit., [He did not remard him] with

even a little spot on the back of a date-stone;

(A, El-Bašáir ;) meaning, f with the meanest

thing. (El-Bašáir.) In the S and K, a Uśl Le

5:3. See Jä.] And § Jº Jº L. : He

did not stand me in stead of the meanest thing.

(A.) Lebeed says, bewailing the death of his

brother Arbad,

• 3,'.

"Jº Jº Jº Jººl J, *

| lit., [And the people, after thee, are not north]

a little spot on the back of a date-stone; meaning,
© .

&

|te- es: J& lsº ! [after thee they are not

worth anything]. (S.) And hence, accord. to

|ISk [and the Jelj, the saying in the Kur,

tº. 123, º &sº S; [And they shall not

be wronged eren as to a little spot on the back of

a date-stone.] (T.A.) Hence also, [in verse 56

of the same chap.,] 9: Jº &#: S f They

n:ould not give men a thing as inconsiderable as

the little hollow in the back of a date-stone.

(Jel.) See also Jä.— The place in which a

bird lays its eggs: (K :) pl. Já. (TA.)

*3 .

jº see Jä, in three places. = What is

bored, or perforated; and what is hollowed out,

or earcavated; (-i tº, TA, and Jä tº, K,

TA;) of stone, and of wood, and the like.

(K, TA.) — A piece of wood, (Msb,) or a
- - - 2 of

block of wood, (3.3- U-2), S, K,) or a stump,

or the loner part, (Jº) of a palm-tree, (T,)

ſ
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which is holloned out, and in n-hich the beverage

called 3-3 is made; (T, S, Msb, K3) the 3-3

n:hereof becomes strong : (S, K:) or a stump, or

the loner part, (U-21,) of a palm-tree, which it

nas a custom of the people of El-Yemámeh to

hollon, out, then they crushed in it ripe dates and

unripe dates, nihich [nith neater poured upon

them] they left until fermentation had taken place

therein and subsided : (A’Obeyd:) or a stump,

or the loner part, (U-21,) of a palm-tree, whereof

the middle nas holloned out, then dates were put

in them, nith nater, which became intoricating

Jºj : (IAth:) the word is of the measure J.

in the sense of the measure Jºi. (Msb.) i.

is said in a trad., that Mohammad forbade

2.5:1, (S,” Msb,” TA,) meaning, the jº, thereof.

(TA.) – A trunk of a palm-tree, hollowed out,

and having the like of steps made in it, by which

one ascends to -ºš [or upper chambers]. (K.

[See also ***])– See also #, throughout.

§§ The quantity [of grain] nºbich a bird

(K.) See 8, in art. --5. –

What remains from the boring, or excavating,

(2.É) of stones; like ºf and ā-5. (TA)

pecks, or picks up.

5 & 2.

jū An engraver: or, accord. to Az, one niho

engraves stirrups and bits and the like : and one
- no.

n:ho bores (Jāze ) mill-stones. (TA.) – f One

who investigates, scrutinizes, or earamines, and

endeavours to knon, affairs, and news. (TA.)

36 act. part. n. of Já.– I An arrow that

hits, (Msb,) or has hit, (S, A, K,) the butt, (S,

K,) or the eye of the target: (A:) if it do not

hit the butt it is not so called: (S, TA:) [but

see a phrase following:] pl. 3%. (A, Msb.)

– [Hence, §§ <tº- f [lit., His arron's

that mere mont to hit the butt missed]; meaning,

(TA.)

[And hence,) §§ t A calamity; (K, TA;)

he did not continue in the right course.

pl. 39. (TA.) One says, §§ 23. $19,

and55%, t Fortune smote him with a calamity,

and nith calamities. (TA.) – Also, $53 ! A

right argument, allegation, evidence, or the like ;

syn. i.e. *::::: in the K, a 3 is incorrectly

inserted between these two words; but the pl.,

3%, is afterwards correctly rendered in the K.

(TA.) One says,3; 4. Jº f There came

to me, from him, speech which displeased me, or

grieved me: or right arguments, or the like, (K,

TA,) like arron's hitting the mark. (TA.) In the

L, 33% “, t He cast at him nords that hit

the mark. (TA.)

jé t A horn in nihich one blons; syn. 3,4

(S, K:) in the Kur, lxxiv. 8, the horn in nihich

the angel shall blon, for the congregating at the

resurrection : the blast there mentioned is said jº

to be the second blast: Fr. says that it is the

first of the two blasts. (TA.)

• of º, o -

23.591; see 3,53.

ji: ; seeji.

cºal iº, (K) and 'º, (Sgh, K) or

' (sº, (CK) Having the eye sunken. (K.)

jíº. The beak of a bird; that which is to a

bird as the mouth to a man ; (Msb;) because it

pecks, or picks up, with it: (TA:) or of a bird

which is not one of prey; that of a bird of prey

being called Jºe: (Fs, and $ in art. 2-3,

and MF:) therefore the explanation in the K,

which is, the ,- of a bird, is incorrect: (MF:)

[and the dual signifies the two mandibles of a

bird; used in this sense in the TA, art. 33.2 :}

pl. 34. (S) — Hence, (TA) The fore

part of the J. [app, meaning the foot of a

camel, not a boot]. (K.) – [A kind of pick

are; or a pick, by which a mill-stone, or the like,

is pecked, or nºrought into shape, and roughened in

its surface; (see 1;)] an iron instrument like the

cº, (A, K,) slender, round, and having a -aſ- [or

pointed head), (TA,) with which one pecks,(%ji:»

A, K, TA,) and cuts stones, and hard earth;

(TA;) used [also] by a carpenter: (S:) and

1. jiā, (S, A) aor. 2, (S, TA) and -, (TA)

inf n. Ji and Öſſ (S. K.) and jū, (TA)

He (an antelope, $ and A) leaped, jumped, sprang,

or bounded, (S, A, K,) as also "ji, (M., TA,)

in his running, (S,) or on his 33% i.e., his

legs: (A:) or he (generally referring to a raven

or crow, or a sparrow, or locust, or the like,)

leaped, jumped, sprang, or bounded, upwards;

he hopped: (TA:) or he put his legs together

in leaping, jumping, springing, or bounding:

when the legs are spread, the action is termed

jä. (IDrd, TA)

2: see 1.=Also, infn.3.4.3, He made to leap,

jump, spring, or bound : (S:) and -ji: she (a

woman) danced, or dandled, her child; (K,”

TA;) as also -ji. ($, &c., art. jāj.)

#95, [pl. of §§,] The legs of an antelope,

(A,) or of a beast of carriage. (K.) See also #9.

--

1. J. # It (a J-36) sounded. (TA.) =

J-ā, (S, A, Mºb) or Jºãº Jºãº, (Mgh, K.)

aor. 2, inf n. J is, (S, Mgh, Mºb,) He struck,

or beat, the Jºu, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) Jeju

with the Jews. • * ,

*}. signifies [app. the same, or nearly the

same, i. q. Jºe: ($, K:) [the former is applied

in the present day to a chisel:] pl. of the

former,*: (S;) and of the latter, 3&4.

(TA.) Dău-r-Rummeh says, -

6 * * ~ of ~

× Jºy *a-jº

2jãº) ºf

[Like mill-stones of Rakd (a mountain so called)

(TA.) Seewhich the minkars have rounded].
• 3.

25.

O - • 229 - • *.2 92 tº ~~

cºal Jºe, or (*) Axº~ : See Ja…o.

Jºjº

Jºãº [Arthritis, or gout ; or, specially, po

dagra, or gout in the foot or feet :] a certain

disease, nell known; (S, Msb;) a snelling and

pain in the joints : (Az, TA:) or in the leg or

foot: (TA:) or in the joints of the ankles and

the toes: (K:) or a snelling in the joints of the

foot, and mostly in the great toe, a property

of which is that it does not collect thick pu

rulent matter, nor eacude moisture, because it is

in a member not fleshy : and of the same kind
* ~ *

*-9

J.eūji,) and sciatica, or hip-gout, (tº 3-)

but differing in name because differing in state.

(Msb.)

are arthritis, or pain of the joints, (

beat the J-55u.

(Mgh, K.) You say, c-à

Lºtº, and " --> The Christians struck, or

(A.) It is said in a trad., that

- -

- -

the Muslims were near to doing so, (13ste
- *...* O..."

J3-5-2, S, TA,) or used to do so, (Lié

&#, Mgh) until Abd-Allah Ibn-Zeyd

dreamed of the [mode of calling to prayer termed]

J/51. (S, Mgh, T.A.)

6.- * ~ * w º

2. as 5x J-53, inf. n. 25.5, He put ink

(J-i. ) into his receptacle for ink. (S,” K.)

8: see 1.

Ji. Ink; syn. 33. [which is a more common

term]; (A, K,) that with nºhich one writes :

(§, TA) pl. Jiā ($, K) and Jºi. (S, A, K.)

Jºsé The thing n:hich the Christians strike,

or beat, (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K,) to notify the

times of prayer, (S, A, Mgh, K,) as a sign for

commencing their prayer; (Msb;) being a piece

of wood, long, (A, Mgh, K,) and large (K,)

[suspended to two cords, (Golius,)] with another

n:hich is short, [nith n-hich the former is struck,

or beaten,) and n:hich is called J-3: (A, K:)

pl. J.3% (S, TA) and J #, as though the in

the sing. were imagined to be suppressed in

forming the latter pl. (T.A.) – [Hence, in the

present day, applied to A bell; and particularly

to the bell of a church or convent.]

358
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* --

---

U-A

1. Jºã, ($, M, Mºb,) aor. 2, (M, Mºb)

inf. n. Jºã. (S, M, A, Msb, K,) He variegated

. . b >

a thing; or decorated or embellished it; syn.… ;

as also V L-5:31: (M :) [he charactered in any

manner a coin &c. :] and he engraved, agreeably

with modern usage: he coloured a thing with tro

colours, (K,) or neith colours; (A, K.) and

* Jºi, ($) inf. n. Jºš, ($, K,) signifies the

same. ($, K.) — 13°* e” Jºã, and

**** Jº Jé, (A) inf n, as above, (K.)

[He engraced upon his signet-ring such a thing,

and upon the stone of his signet-ring : and Jºš

also signifies he marked with a cutting or a

pointed instrument : he sculptured a thing in any

manner.]—º Jºã He pecked the mill-stone

with a jū. syn. tºã. (A, TA.) — Jºã,

inf. n. as above, also signifies He, or it, scratched,

lacerated, or wounded in the outer skin. (T.A.)

They said, 33tº Jºsé 4-3 §e [As though his

face were scratched, or lacerated, by a traga

canth-bush]; syn. Jºaº : relating to hatefulness,

and austerity or moroseness of countenance, (M,

TA) and anger. (M) – 33. Ji signifies

The striking the raceme of dates with thorns,

in order that the dates may ripen : (S, K:) or

(A.A.) And
- O * -

one says, JJ all L-53, meaning, The raceme

and their consequently ripening.

of dates had specks apparent in it, in consequence

of ripening. (S.)– And [hence, perhaps, Jºi:

is used as t syn. with £º- (S, A, $gh, K,)

accord. to AA, (S,) or IAgr; ($gh ;) Jºã

(T, K.) [This

signification is mentioned in the A among those

signifying f Inicit puellam.

which are proper; but in the TA it is said, to

be tropical.] = Also Jºã, (S, M, A, Msb,)

aor. as above, (M., TA,) and so the inf. n., (S,

M, Msb, K,) He extracted, or dren, or pulled,

out, or forth, a thorn (S, M, A, Msb, K) from

his foot, (S, M.) with the Jºiº, or Jºe: (Mºb,

K;") as also V Jºl (S, M, A, K.) thought

by A’Obeyd to be from ââûl; but others say

the reverse: (TA:) and in like manner, bones

from a wound in the head : ($, K:) and he

pluched out (S, A,) hair, (A,) with the Jºãº

(S, A.;) as also "Jºãºl. (A) A certain poet

says, (namely, Yezeed Ibn-Maksam [?] Eth

Thakafee, O in art. 4935,)

- • * 6 - O * * * * * >

* ãº Jº Jº-, 3- iº S *

- - - 9 : 6 º' • O - O -3%

* \,-\º 23 cº-e J-2 *-ye Jº *

[Do not thou by any means extract from the

foot of another a thorn, and so preserve, by

(risking) thy foot, the foot of him who has

pierced himself therenith]; the [former] - is

put in the place of &é. he says, do not thou

extract from the foot of another a thorn and

put it in thy foot: (TA:) or Çº &. in eans

n:ho has entered among the thorns. (S and O, in

art. J3:...) And it is said in a trad. of Aboo

Hureyreh, Jºãºf $3 **, Jº $3* [May

he stumble, and not rise again; and may he be

pierced neith a thorn, and not extract the thorn]:

(M, TA:") the words meaning an imprecation.

(TA.) See also 8, below. — [Hence,) Jºã,

aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (K,) He

cleared the nightly resting-place of sheep or

goats from thorns and the like, (K,) or from

what might hurt them, of stones and thorns and

the like. (TA.)— Hence also,º cº U-59,

(TK,) inf. n. as above, (IDrd, K,) He eaplored

the thing to the utmost. (I Drd, K, TK.) —

[Hence also, tº &. J. C. He did not

obtain from him anything: but the word com

monly known is Jº. (M., T.A.) See also 8.

- - -

2 : see 1, first sentence.

3. *sū, (Mºb) or 2L-1439, (S. M., A)

and -º- J, (A) inf n. iii. (S, M, Mºb,

K) and Jºë, (M, TA,) He did the utmost neith

him, or nent to the utmost length mith him, in

reckoning, ($, M, Msb, K,) so as to omit nothing

therein; (A’obeyd:) A"obeyd thinks that Já

signifying the “extracting” a thorn from the foot

is from this; but others say the reverse; that

the primary signification of43% is the extract.

ing a thorn from the body neith difficulty; and

that it then became [conventionally regarded as]

a proper term in the sense of doing the utmost,

or going to the utmost length, in reckoning; as

observed by MF. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

* --- Jº; d., (S) or 4s. (M.) He

nith nihom the utmost is done in reckoning (S, M.)

is punished, (S,) or perishes. (M.) See also 4.

— [Hence, ºš, Jºsu + He picked out the

faults of the language; syn. $33. (TA, art.

Jºã3.)

4. **** Jºe Jºãº He went to the utmost

length against his debtor. (IAar, K.) See also 3.

5: see 8, last signification.

8. Jºãº!: see 1, first signification. — Also,

(K) or 4-3, Jº Jºãº, (Lth, A,) He ordered

(Lth, A, K) the Jºã [or engraver], (Lth, K.)

to engrave upon the stone of his signet-ring. (Lth,

A, K.) = He eactracted, or dren, or pulled, out,

or forth, a thing; (K;) such as a thorn and the

like : (TA:) syn. with Jºã, as shewn above;

(S, M, A, K.)– [Hence,

He (a camel) struck the ground (S, K) with his

fore leg, (S,) or nith his foot, (K,) on account

of something entering into it; ($, K;) [i.e., to

beat out a thorn or the like..] – [Hence also,

see 1, in three places.

! He chose, or selected, a thing. (M, A, K.)

You say, of a man who has chosen (A, L.) a man,

(A,) or a thing, (L,) for himself, <itſu. sº

2-4 ! Good, or excellent, be that nihich he has

chosen for himself: (A, L:) or, accord. to the O,

when a man has chosen for himself a servant

(Lºué (which suggests that this may be a mis

transcription for U. Stº-J) 4–3 &<! [thou

hast chosen this for thyself]. (TA.) [Hence also,

*i- 4. Jºãº! I [He took from him his right, or

duel (A) And is 3- Jºiº, and ' …i.5,

t He took from him the n-hole of his right, or due,

not leaving thereof anything. (M., T.A.) See

also 1, last signification.

Jiří [an inf. n. (see 1) used as a simple subst.;

or in the sense of a pass. part. n. in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant: Variegation;

or variegated work : decoration, embellishment, a

picture; or decorated, or embellished, or pictured,

work: broidery : tracery: (significations well

known: see Jºãº) engraved nork upon a

signet: [and any sculptured n'ork :] pl. Jºsé.

(A.) Also The impress of a signet. (Mgh, in

art. •rs-.) And A mark, or trace, upon the

ground; as, for instance, of ashes. (AHeyth.)

= See also Jºsé.

* 2:

ăș: See Jºsiº.

ištá. The art, or occupation, of the Jºli, (M,

K, TA) n:ho does variegated, or decorated or

embellished, nork; (M;) of him who does nekat

is termed Jºi : (TA:) [and of him nºko engraves

upon signet-rings: and of him who does any sculp

tured work.]

Jºi. One niho does variegated, or decorated or

embellished, nork; (M;) who does nºhat is termed

Jºãº (TA:) and one m'ho engraves upon the

stones of signet-rings: (Lth, K:) [and one who

does any sculptured work.]

º ... O

-

º o

see Jºiº.o.
* :

23.” f 2 * *

Jºãº : see Jºãº, first sentence.

3 ::: * * * : : 2°- - - -

**** **-*: see Jºiº, last signification.

6 - O

Jºliº An instrument mith nºbich variegated,

or decorated or embellished, nork is done; pl.

Jºsé, (M. :) [and an instrument neith n-hich

engraving, or any sculptured nork, is done : so in

the present day.] – Also, [A kind of tweezers;]

an instrument neith nihich one eactracts, or draws

or pulls out or forth, thorns; as also "J.;
-

(Mºb, K.) [of which latter the pl. is Jºsé,

occurring below:] and with nºbich one picks

out (S, A) hair. (A.) [Hence the saying,j

Jºãº * Ji-<<! f I nearied myself

in extorting my right, or due, from him. (A.)
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* 33 — . .es;

Jºsiº. A garment, or piece of cloth, (A,) or

other thing, (TA,) [variegated; or decorated, or

embellished: charactered in any manner, as a

coin &c.; (see 1:)] coloured (A, TA) with two

colours, (TA,) or mith colours; (A, TA;) as

also "Jºiº. (A, TA.) – [A signet-ring en

graved : and anything sculptured. (See 1.)]

4 - c - 6 o'

Jºãº Jºc A raceme of dates struck with thorns,

and conſiently ripened : (AA:) [or having

specks apparent in it, in consequence of ripening :

(see .#3x) Jºãº) and Jºsiº. * full-gromen

unripe date, pricted with thorns in order that they

may ripen: (M, TA:) and Jºsé &b. fresh

ripe dates soaked with neater; syn. kº ($gh,

TA:) called by the vulgar -Jºse [app. £3-4]

(TA;) as also Ji. (K [accord. to some copies;

and in the TA: accord. to other copies of the K,

Já; but expressly said in the TA to be with

fet-h.])= is,i. is . A mound in the head from

which bones are extracted: ($, K:) and is .

remoted ; (AA, El-Ghanawee, Aboo-Turáb;) i.g.

ãº, (K)

J-ºk iſ, (S) or ºl ājj (K)

[He gave him a violent slap, like the slap of the

camel striking the ground neith his fore-leg, or with

his foot, on account of something entering into it :]

•o

from Jºãº, said of a camel, as explained above.

(S, K.)

a mound in the head from rehich bones are

Jaa

1. Jºã, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. 1, (M,

Msb) inf n. &uai ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K)

and Jºiº, (S, M, A, Msb, K,) or the former of

these two only, the latter being the inf. n. of the

trans. verb, (MS,) and iai. (M) and Jú,

(K,) [which last is an intensive form, said of a

thing, (S, M,) intrans., (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,)

It lost somewhat, decreased, diminished, lessened,

wasted, named, or became defective or deficient or

incomplete or imperfect, after having been n-hole

or complete or perfect: (IKtt, Msb, TA:) or he,

or it, lost, or suffered loss or diminution, (A, K,)

with respect to lot or portion : (K:) and "Jaśl

signifies the same; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) and

so does "Jais; (TK, [probably from the TA,)

art. cº) and so does "Jašuj: (TA:) [or this last

signifies it lost somewhat, decreased, &c., gradually;

contr. of Jºjj.] It is said in a trad., (Mgh,)

cº Ş* 9.3, (Mgh, K,) i.e. Ramadán and

Dhu’l Hijºn, (Mgh,) meaning, Two months of

festival are not defective virtually (28- es})

though they be defective in number [of days];

(K;) i.e. let no doubt occur in your hearts when

ye fast nine and twenty days [instead of thirty];

nor if there happen a mistake respecting the day

of the pilgrimage, will there be any deficiency in

your performance of the rites thereof: (TA:) or,

as some say, two months of festival will not be

defective in one and the same year; but Et

Taháwee disapproves of this explanation: some

say that the meaning is, that though they be

defective, or one of them be so, yet their recom

pense will be complete. (Mgh.) It is also said

- * *** * ~ * . . . . . . … ?

in a trad., Jañº S) 3--" CŞ2 2-e Jº Jºaº º!

* - ... • O. * ~ * * ~ *

Jºaº gº º Lee als; [Verily the deed that is

done on the tenth of Dhu-l-IIijjeh, the recompense

thereof will not fall short of that nihich is in the
- - o - - - -

month of Itamadán : for Jºe Jºe Jaš means It

fell short of such a thing.] (Mgh.) [On the expres:

sion Juai. Cº. as used in grammar, seekié. E

4ai, ($, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (Msb,) inf.

Il. Jai, (MS,) [and accord. to the TK Ji.

and &laſſ also, which last, however, is said in

the MS to be an inf. n. of the intrans. verb only,)

He made it to lose somen:hat, decreased it, di

minished it, curtailed it, lessened it, nasted it,

impaired it, took from it, or made it defective or

deficient or incomplete or imperfect, after it had

been whole or complete or perfect; (Msb;) he

made it (i.e. a share, or portion) defective or

deficient : (K:) [the pronoun often relates to a

man: see an ex. in art. 53-3, and another in art.

U-e; :] this is the [most] chaste form of the

verb, and is that which occurs in the Kur.:

(Msb:) "4 as also signifies the same; (M,

Mºb, K3) and so does "4_i, (Mºb, K.) inf n.

(TA :) but these two are of weak

authority, and do not occur in chaste language:

(Msb:) and Y 4 aiºl signifies the same : (S,

Mgh, Msb, K :) or this last signifies he took from

it by little and little; as also "4:ais. (M,”

TA [in the latter of which this is plainly said of

both of the last two verbs; but in the M, it seems

rather to be said of a_i: only.]) [See an ex.

of the verb followed by Jºe voce -ji. You say

also, 134-* Jaś IIe cut off from it such a thing.]

- Jaš is doubly trans.: (Msb:) you say<

*i-, (A, Mgh, Mºb, TA) inf n. Jºãº (A,

Mgh;) and in like manner, *i- "4 aisl; (M,

A,” Mgh,” TA;") He diminished, or impaired,

to him his right, or due; endamaged him; or

made him to suffer loss, or damage, or detriment,

in respect of it; curtailed him, abridged him,

deprived him, or defrauded him, of a portion of

it; (Mºb, TA;) contr. of ºi. (TA) ſand

he abridged him, deprived him, or defrauded him,
• * * * ~ of . . . .

of it altogether; for& aMA) a-aſſ signifies

sometimes He deprived him of his family and his

property altogether: as appears from the following

ex) sº&

of his family and his property, and remained

alone]. (T, art. 253.) j- "Jºiº, also sig

... • - - , o – • Jº

alues 4\Al Jaſſ [He was deprived

nifies The denying, or disacknowledging, the right,

or due. (T.A.) – See also 5.

ãº.– He

attributed to him defect, or imperfection; i. e. to

a man; (M ;) as also Y 4-is, and ' …ai-l.

(M, TA:) he attributed or imputed to him,

charged him with, or accused him of, a vice,

fault, or the like; detracted from his reputation;

censured him; reproached him; spoke against

him ; impugned his character; (S, A, K;) as

also "...aidſ. (A:) (and 42.Ésignifies the same;

for] IKtt says, that "Jai [app. Jaśl, inf. n.

9 * >

****, signifies asſe Jale [app. 4. &al.1.

(TA.) - -

6 : see Jaś, where two meanings are assigned

to it.

in four places. – See also 5, in two places.

10.& Jañº-l. He (the buyer, S) asked,

demanded, or desired, a diminution, a lessening, a

loniering, or an abatement, of the price. (S, A,

K.)– See also 5.

º o .

Jai : see 1. – [Used as a subst., Loss, or

loss of somewhat, decrease, a state of diminution or

lessening or washing or waning, defect, defectice

ness, deficiency, incompleteness, or imperfection,

after wholeness or completeness, or perfectness;

as also "3Laš; and "ia. signifies the same

as Ješ as here rendered, agreeably with the

explanation (i.e. of a-ai-e) in the PS., which

is&= or, accord. to the A, iai. Seems to

be syn. with i.e.; in the sense assigned to this

last in the S, or in certain senses assigned to it

in the K, which see below; and thus to be more

restricted in application than Jºi. J. (S, T.A.)

– Weakness of intellect: (M, TA:) and neaſ.

ness with respect to religion and intellect. (TA.)

[There came upon him a weakness in his religion

and his intellect]; but one should not say

W 32. [in this case]: (K:) app. because

Je: is “weakness;” whereas Čač is only

“a going away [of part of a thing] after [its

having been in) a state of completeness.” (TA.)

- - -

You say, aſses are: Jº

6 ... o. --

Juai : see 1:– see also Jºë, in two places.

— It also signifies The quantity that is gone, or

lost, of a thing that is decreased or diminished or

lessened. (Lth, A, K.) You say, 33- &Lai;

34-3 The quantity that is gone, or lost, of it is

such and such. (TK.)

º .

i4-š: see 1 — A defect, an imperfection, a

fault, a vice, or the like; syn.*: (S, TA:)

358”
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or a lon, or base, quality, property, natural

disposition, practice, habit, or action; (K, TA ;)

of a man : (TA:) or a weak quality, &c.:

(IDrd, K, TA:) but the attribution of weakness

to a quality, &c., requires consideration: and

it seems that what is meant by lowness, or base

ness, is what leads to Jºãº (TA :) [* ãº,

also, accord. to the A, seems to be syn. with
º - *

-

à2.53 in one or another of the senses explained

above; but its primary signification is probably
©. 6 * > 0 ,- -

a cause of Jaſſ, like as that of als--- is a cause
0 2. * ... o “ © .2

of JS-2, and that of axº~e a cause of cº-º-;

the pl. of iaº is Jºſé and that of iai, is

6 . . o.”

as tº and "ālai.
4

Jaść...] You say, ãº

[There is not in him any defect, imperfection,

fault, or vice, &c.]: and Jºš 33& and

Jé% [Such a one has defects, &c.]. (A, TA.)=

2 - 3. … • * > 0 - 2°

As a subst. from a.a53 and a .253) and tº-1,

- • .x.

or, accord. to IKtt, as an inf. n. from Jañº,2 -::: *

and therefore from 3i, also, (see 5,)] it signifies

The attributing to a man defect, or imperfection :

(M. :) the attributing or imputing to men, charg

ing them with, or accusing them of, vices, faults,

or the like; censuring them; reproaching them;

speaking against them; impugning their cha

racters. (K.) A poet says,

* ... 2 * : 2 * * **: o, .

- - - - • b > 6 P. … O - e.

>k tº-ºº ºx!' 32° 20 e-ºe- :k

[But if others than my maternal uncles had

desired to attribute to me defect, &c., I had set a

brand upon them above the noses]. (M., T.A.)

Jºsé act, part. n. of 1.–Jºsé.º signifies A

dirhem deficient in weight; (Msb;) light and

deficient: and Jai occurs as pl. of JaśU, thus

applied, agreeably with analogy. (Mgh.)–
9 . o

[Hence, JašU Jas meaning An incomplete,
- • 3 - 9

i.e. a non-attributive, verb : opposed to AU Jº.]

iai. pl. Jºsé See i&#, in four places:

–and see also Jºi.

6 * > . 2.

J25ive pass, part. n. of a.aif. (A, K.)

Jañ3

1. Aſſ, (M, Mgh, Mºb) aor. 2, (M, Mºb,

TA) inf n. Jaii, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

He undid it; took it; or pulled it, to pieces:

untnisted it : unravelled it : unmove it : dissolved

it : broke it : or rendered it uncompact, unsound,

or unfirm, : after having made it compact, sound,

or firm ; (JK, M, A, Msb, K, TA:) namely

a building, or structure: and a rope, or cord:

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) and silk, or flax:

(TA :) and cloth: (L:) and t a compact, con

tract, or covenant; (S, A, Msb, K, TA;) and

t a sale : (Mgh :) and + other things; (A, K,

TA;) such as t an affair, or a case; and t the

state of a place through which the invasion of

an enemy is feared: (TA:) contr. of& (M,

A, K, TA,) as relating to a building or structure,

and to a rope or cord, (A, K, TA,) and to a

compact or contract or covenant, &c.; (K, TA :)

or i, q. & J- as relating to a rope or

cord, and to a compact or contract or covenant:

(Msb:) or i, q. ****, as relating to a building

or structure : (TA:) or the inf. n. signifies šu.”
... o. of

< ºf us, as relating to a building or structure,

(JK, TA,) and to a rope or cord, (JK,) and to

(TA.) [It

is said in the K, that Jää is the contr. of

Ajº, like Jºãº) and Jäuä but this is

a glaring mistake; and seems to be a corruption

a compact or contract or covenant.

of the following passage in the M ; 3.3 Jaś

2 zºº. . * * * * > 2.9° 2 × 2.2

Jaść, Pañºlº Laſſ 4-aiº a.aſſ

is meant to indicate that Jaśl and Jašū are

25;}, which

… • * *

quasi-passives of a añ3: and in like manner, the
o “ ” o “ • ** * c 3

passage in the A, 23:45 Jº-J's evºl Jº Jañºl)

• *** * • * *oad”

Jañº Jaiº 5 25;} * indicates that Jaaº!

and Jais are quasi-passives of **i. Further,

it should be observed that 423, as relating to

a building, is not well explained by 323s; for

you say, 23s 3.

in the S and A, &c., in art. Jºš,) meaning He

&- tº Jaé, (mentioned

took to pieces the building without demolishing,

or destroying.] – [Hence,)%&Jaé [lit.

Such a one undid, or untnisted, his bon-string];

meaning tº such a one took, or had taken, his

blood-revenge. (A, TA.) And -** 33 jº

1945 [lit. Time, or fortune, has a property of

untristing and twisting tightly]; meaning I that

n:hich time, or fortune, [as it were] trists tightly,

[or makes firm, it, at another time, [as it were]

untnists, or undoes. (TA.) And &: L. : **

t I annulled [n:hat he confirmed, or made firm).

(Mgb.) And *Jºiº ! [He undoes, or annuls,

or contradicts, nhat he(another) has said]; said of

a poet replying to another poet. (Lth, A, K.) —

-āā-J" Jaſſ, [i. e., app., -ā- Jaš, also

signifies a-i- Jº-5 [i. e. *** 4,-i, The

moving, or shaking, of the pieces of mood, or

rafters, of the roof). (TA. [But perhaps the

phrase to be explained is Jiji " Jää, and the

explanation, correctly, << 9-3, i. e. The

pieces of nood, or rafters, of the roof moved, or

shook, (for this, I am informed, is agreeable

with modern usage,) app. so as to produce a

sound: see also 5.]) = See also 4.

2: see 4, in two places:— and 5; and see 1,

next before the last break.

3. Jä Jº iášūji is : The saying that nihich

is contradictory in its meaning [or meanings; as

though one of its meanings undid, or annulled,

the other]: (S,” K, TA:) from &J Jé and

meaning f the contending nºith another in nords,

[or in contradiction,] each rebutting nhat the

other said. (TA.) You say, & Jº &asu,

inf n, iaitº, and Jú, ! He contradicted him

in, or respecting, the thing. (M, TA.") And

tºº 4. &# f I contradicted him with respect to

his saying, and his satirizing of me. (M., T.A.)

And,<S cº 3-i-Ass ! [One of the two

(A.) And Jaşū

Jš. Jºë 4; ! [His second saying contradicted

the first] (A, TA) And Jº Jº-i Jagu

I [The last part of his saying contradicted the

first]. (Mgh.) [See also 6.]

4 & Jail, (M, K, TA) and ºf Jail,

(M, TA,) He removed the crust of earth from

over the truffles: (M:) or he eactracted, or took

forth, the truffles from the earth. (K, T.A.) =
o “ ,” & . .

º Jaśl The crusts of earth broke up (Jaakāā)

from over the truffle; as also "Jaii. (M., T.A.)

poets contradicted the other].

See also 5.1 —Jº J.a55) The earth shored
')

(M, T.A.)

= Jaśl also signifies It produced, made, gave,

[or put forth] its plants, or herbage.

emitted, or uttered, a sound, noise, voice, or cry:

(S, M, K, TA:) and [particularly] a slight sound

like mºhat is termed:#: (S, TA:) said of a joint

of a man, (M, K,) and of the fingers [when their

joints are made to crack], and of the ribs, (A,)

[see also 5,) and of a camel's saddle, (A, TA,)

and of a cupping-instrument when the cupper

sucks it, (TA,) [&c., (see Jºš)] and of an

eagle, (S, M, K,) and of a hen (S, A) on the

occasion of her laying eggs, (A,) and of a chicken,

(M, A, K,) and of an ostrich, and of a quail,

and of a hawk, and of a scorpion, and of a frog,

and of the ſkind of lizard called] §, and of the

2% [or Syrian hyrax], (M, K,) and of a young

camel, the sounds of which are denoted byJú,

and <<é, as those of a camel advanced in age

are by§ andJes: (S:) or Jé, relates to

animate things; and Y Jää, inf n, of Jää,

aor. 2 and -, to inanimate things. (M., K.)

[Accord. to the A, whether said of animate things

or of inanimate, it is proper, not tropical; but

accord. to what is said in the TA voce Jaš, it

is properly said ofanimate things, and tropically of

inanimate; though, if any such distinction exist,

the reverse seems to me to be more probable.] —

You say also, aſſºu Jaśl, (K,) or jº-ſº (Lth,)

or, as As says, (M, TA,) 2.99, (M,) or Jºb,

(TA,) and Cºu, (M, TA,) He made a sound

to the beast of carriage, (M, K,) or to the ass,

(Lth, Aş, M,) or to the camel, (A5, T.A.) and to
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the horse, (As, M, TA,) at the two sides of his

tongue, after making it cleave to the roof of his

mouth, (Lth, M, K, TA,) without removing its

e.ctremity from its place, (Lth, TA,) in order to

chide the beast : (L:) or * Jaśl signifies i, q.

22% ſq.v.); (As, M, A, TA;) the object being

a [camel such as is called] 3,4}, (A ;) or what

ever be the object. (As, M., T.A.) And Jaśl

jºju, ($, $gh, K) or jºy, (M., A) He called

the goats, (S, $gh, K,) or the she-goat; (M, A ;)

accord. to AZ, (S, Sgh,) or Ks. (M., L.) And

a Jaśl He made a sound to him like as when

thou makest a smacking nºith the tongue to a sheep

or goat, [in the TA, 3Liji Jäxj Lee, for which I

read stäu ji: U.<>,] deeming him ignorant.

(TA) Aid He made a clapping to him nºith

one of his hands upon the other, so as to cause a

[sound such as is termed] Jaś to be heard.

(El-Khattſbee)=4</u> Jail (M, A, K) He

made a sound, or sound, [app. a cracking of the

joints, with his fingers: (M :) [and so * , ai,

inf. n. Jºãº (see 35; :)] or he struck n'ith his

fingers in order that they might make a sound, or

sounds: (K:) if it mean cracking of the joints

(āzī;), it is disapproved; but if clapping, it is

not. (TA.) And &ial Jaśl He caused the

[kind of gum called]* to make a sound, or

sounds; [i.e., in chewing it, as many women do;]

the doing of which is disapproved. (S, L, K

[But in the S and L, it said that alsº Jºãº,

signifies **, which does not necessarily indi

cate that the former verb is transitive.]) —

Hence, (§, M, TA) ,º Jº- Jail ($, M,

A, Msb, K*) The load made his back to sound by

reason of its neight: (M:) or pressed heavily

wpon him, (S, M, Msb, K,) so that his back nas

heard to make a sound such as is termed Jaft ;

(M, K;" i.e. the sound of the camel's saddle rian

it becomes infirm by reason of the neight of the

load; (Bd, xciv. 3;) or a slight sound, as nºken

a man makes a smacking with his tongue (Jº)

to his ass, in driving him : (TA:) or oppresed

his back by its neight: (Msb:) or rendered him

lean, or emaciated; Lai; *s-, i.e. $5. (Ibn

'Arafeh, K.) Thus in the phraseJº Jaé esº,

(S, M. K.) in [xiv. 3, of the Kur. (S. M.)

5. Jaiº see 3 – tº cº Jº eais

The earth clave, or cracked, or burst, from over

the truffles; (S, A,” TA;) syn. Ekº. (S,

TA.) In all the copies of the K, we find Jais

23), explained by Jiā; [as though meaning

The blood nas made to drop, drip, or fall in

drops;] but how likely is this to be a mistrans

cription. (TA.) [The right reading of the

phrase is probably º Jais; and of the ex

planation, Jºã; and if so, the phrase is like

º Jää, and Jé, explained above: see 4,

second sentence.] —<º Jaia The house, or

chamber, became cleft, or cracked, in several

places, so as to cause a sound to be heard. (K,

TA.) And Jaiº is also said of a building,

(app. in the same sensel like 'Jaiº. (TA)

(See -tiºn Jai, in 1, next before the last break.]

You say also, &use - aid His bones made a

sound [app. in being broken]. (IF, K, T.A.)

[See also 4.]

6. Jaşūj : see 8. — Jaść also signifies

: Mutual contradiction, or repugnancy; contr.

of $3. (O, TA.) You say, Jaśćº Jº

(A, Mgh, Msb, TA,) f [In his speech is contra

diction, or repugnancy, between different parts;]

one part of his speech necessarily implies the

annulment of another part; (Msb;) his second

saying contradicted (Jášū) his first. (TA.)

And cºil Jáč, (A, Mgh,) or cuºśl,

(Msbj f The two sayings, or sentence, contra

dicted each other; or were mutually repugnant;

as though each undid the other; (Mºb ;) [they

annulled each other.] And 99e: JaśU.5 ! [The

tno poets contradicted each other.] (A, TA.)

And tº. JašU.5 ! Its meaning n'as contradictory.

(S," K, T.A.) = [It is also used transitively:]

you say, & uášū # They tro mutually dis

solved the sale: as though compared with the

saying Jºl º, meaning “they [together]

’ and 2.É. $213, meaning

“they [together] called the people;” andºſº,

meaning “they [together] asked them;” not

withstanding that JaşLö is [properly] intransitive.

(Mgh.) And 2.3% l, étá t[They mutually

dissolved, or broke, their compacts, contracts, or

(T, voce lºlº.)

* ... •,

8. Jaśl quasi-pass. of a-aſſ [It became un

done; taken, or pulled to pieces: untnisted:

saw the new moon;’

covenants].

unravelled: unwoven: dissolved; broken : or ren

dered uncompact, unsound, or infirm, after it had

been made compact, sound, or firml: (M, A,

Mgh, Mºb, TA:) as also 'Jaiº, (A,) and

* Jašuj: (M, TA:) [respecting the first and

last, see a remark upon a mistake in the K, fol

lowing the first sentence in 1: but Jaśl after

wards occurs in the K used properly in the

phraseº &: Jääſ L. :) i. 4. <<1. (S:)

said of a building, or structure: and of a rope,

or cord: (A, Mgh, Msb, TA:) [and of silk, or

flax: and of cloth: (see 1:)] and t of a compact,

contract, or covenant: (TA:) [and of a sale:

(see 1 :)] and I of other things. (A, TA) –

[Hence,J ā-ji, <-añºl ( The n:ound, or ulcer,

became recrudescent. (IF,” A.) And Jaśl

% 3. 9- f The mound became in a bad, or

corrupt, state, after its healing. (Mºb.) And

• 3 - x of

*# * 29 Jaiº (A, Mºb, TA) : The

affair, or case, became in a bad, or unsound state,

- (Msb.) And

3. **,ºf Jañºſ t [The state of the place

through n'hich the invasion of an enemy was feared

became unfortified, after its being fortified, or

closed]. (TA.) And §i) c-aa-31 + The state

of purity became annulled. (Mºb.) And Jaaº!

23, º ! [The poetry became undone, annulled,

or contradicted, by a reply against him : see
o, - -

* Jaiº). (A, TA)

after it had been in a sound state.

11. Jºuë! It (a wall) cracked, nithout falling

donºn; like Jail. (K in art. Jaş.) See also

Jºãº, in art. Ja...]

º, o.p. : See Jº, in two places.

Jai i. q.

to pieces: untwisted : unravelled: unnºoren : dis

solved; broken : &c. (see 1 :)] (S, Mgh, Msb,

K.) like & (S, TA) in the sense of 3,8.

(TA ) as also Jai; ; (Mgh, Msh;) and

w Jää : ($gh :) but El-Ghooree allows only the

W-ºš. [Undone; taken, or pulled,

first : (Mgh :) Az, however, mentions only the

second ; (M3b ;) which signifies as above, applied

to a building, or structure; (M, Mgh ;) or what

has become taken, or pulled, to pieces, (Caiºſ us,)

of a building, or structure; (K;) as also the

first: (TA:) or Jai signifies <-ai tº what

thou hast undone; taken, or pulled, to pieces;

untwisted; &c.]: (M :) and what is undone, of

[the stuff of the tents called] agii, and of [the

garments called] *-*. and twisted a second

time; (M, K5) as also Y Jºiá; (K;) and

* i3%: (L:) or this last signifies what is

undone of a hair-rope : (S, O, K :) the pl. of

Jai, is Jú [a pl. of pauc.], (M,) and of

the same, (Mºb) or of " Jaš, (Mgh, Msh,)

Jºsé. (Mgh, Msb.) – f Emaciated, or ren

dered lean, ($, M, K,) by travel; ($, K;) upon

nehich one has journeyed time after time : (O :)

Seer says, as though travel had unknit its frame;

(M, TA;) thus indicating it to be tropical:

(TA:) applied to a male camel, (S, M., K,) and

to a horse, (M.) and to a female camel, (S, K,)

or the female is termed iai : (M, K:) pl.

Jºãº, (Sb, S, K,) only, (Sb, M,) both of the

masc. and fem.; in the latter, the 3 being

imagined to be elided; (M ;) and Játā is

[also said to be] a pl. of Jai signifying jaded,

applied to a she-camel. (So in a copy of the

$ in art. Jań.) — [See an ex. in a verse cited

voce 3...]—The place, (S,) or crust of earth,

(M, K,) that becomes broken from over truffles;

(S, M, K;) for when they are about to come
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forth, they break asunder the surface of the

earth: (O:) pl. [of pauc.]Jú and [of mult.]

Jºsé (M, K.) — Accord. to the K, i. 4.

Jº ; but the latter is a mistranscription;

(TA;) Honey that has in it [norms of the kind

called] Jº wherefore it is taken, (M, K in

art. Jañ5,) and pounded, (K, ubi supra,) and the

place of the bees is smeared ( * f. 1. [in a copy

of the M 3 .. 3,which is doubtless a mistranscrip

tion,]) therencith, together with myrtle (J- ),

and the bees then come to it, and deposit

their honey in it; (M, K, ubi supra;) on the

authority of El-Hejeree: (M :) or the dung

of bees in the place n'Here they deposit their

honey : (IAar, AHn, K., ubi supra:) or the bees

that have died therein. ($gh, K., ubi supra.)

= See also Jºã.

* 2: * 2.

Jaś: see Jaś, in two places.

Jºš f A contradictor : applied to a man :

fem. with 3. (M., T.A.) You say (also], ſº

33 Já. f This is a contradictor [i. e. the con

trary] of that : (A, TA :) [or this is inconsistent

with that : for) cº S; cº- j Jºãº

[nhat are termed JLaº cannot be cočacistent in

the same thing, nor simultaneously nonezistent

in the same thing]; as existence itself and non

existence, and motion and rest. (Kull, pp. 231,

232) You say also, 33-3 Jºš $3.2% º

cºś (This poem is a contradictor of the poem

of such a one]. (A.) And ãaº in poetry is

f That by nihich one undoes or annuls or contra

dicts [what another poet has said] : (S:) or

2:1) iai. consists in a poet's putting forth

poetry, and another poet's undoing or annulling

or contradicting it, by putting forth what is dif:

ferent therefrom : (Lth, K,” TA:) the subst.

is Jºsé [or rather this seems to be an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,

and syn. with iáº; :] and the act of the two is

termed "i3&; the pl. of iai. is Jºš

(TA :) you speak of the Jaśliſ of Jereer and

El-Farezdak. (A, TA) = A sound, noise,

voice, or cry; (Lth, S, M, O, K;) as also

W Jai accord to the K; but this is an enormous

error: (TA :) the former, of the joints (Lth,

M, K) of a man, (M,) [a meaning also assigned

to Jai in the K, and of the fingers, and of the

ribs, (Lth, M., A) and of camels' saddles, (S,

K,) or of a camel's saddle, (M, O, K, [but in

CK, for Jºj, we find Jºj, the foot.) and of

camels' litters, (S, K,) and of tanned skins, (K,)

or of a tanned skin, (M,) and of a bow-string,

(M, K,) and of ** [q. v.] (O, K,) when new,

(O,) and of the sucking of a cupping-instrument;

(K;) [in all these senses said in the TA to be

tropical; but see 4;] and also the former, (S,

M, TA,) in the K, erroneously, the latter word,

(TA,) of an eagle, (S, M, K,) and of chickens,

and of an ostrich, and of a quail, and of a hawk,

and of a scorpion, and of a frog, and of the [kind

of lizard called] 835, and of the 2% [or Syrian

hyrax ; &c., see 4.] (M.)

5 o9 - > *

à-353: see Jaš3.

g - º

à-a-53: see Jaea)

6 2° 2 * 2

Jø94-0 : See Jaa

6 - d - º

Jaš- i. 4.& [Refraining,) see art.

8-9.

lais

1. ºlig iſ, (S, Msb) or -5,-1, (K.)

aor. 2, inf. n. Liš, (S, Msb,) He pointed, or

dotted, [the book, or writing, or] the letter, or

nord, nith the diacritical points or point; and

neith the syllabical points or point, by n!hich are

shonºn the pronunciation and division of syllables

and the desinential syntaa!; syn. <-º: as also

'Alai, ; (K+) and -ī-ua J. " Li, inf n. i.i.5,

[he so pointed the copies of the Kur-din.] (S.)

2. o e

2 : see 1, in two places. –º 4:5; lai.

3. Jº, inf. n. lº, [He made specks, or small

ºut, upon his garment, with saffron, and ink;]

(Lth ;) and º Jº lais (signifies the same].

(A, TA, in art as,) And tº #52 eli

43. &:-* *** [The noman made

specks, or small spots, upon her face, with black,

beautifying herself thereby]. (TA.)

5. Liº ſquasi-pass. of 2; It became pointed,

&c. — And hence, f It (a place) became scat

tered with spots, or portions, of herbage. (K, T.A.)

ić inf n un, of 1, [A single act of pointing,

&c.] (Mºb.)

*A diacritical point of a letter or word:

a syllabical point thereof: see 1:] (K:) [a point,

dot, speck, speckle, or small spot: a mathematical

point; i. e.] the eactremity of a line : (TA :) pl.

# ($ Msh, K) and Bū. (AZ, $, K.)

Hence, one says, aki; Jº tº us They two

did not differ repºrting so small a thing as a

point of a letter or word. (T.A.) And ſºme

the vulgar say, when they admire one, alaſſ 5A
• o z

-à-a” us t [He is like a point, or stop, in a

copy of the Kur-ſin; because the stops in the

Kur-án are generally ornamented, and often very

beautifully, with gold and colours]. (TA.) —

+[Any very small thing, that may be likened to

a point, dot, or speck. Hence,) ‘Alee is related

to have said, &ºls- ūji= tº: āli; all

+ [Science, or knowledge, is a very small thing:

only the ignorant have made it to be much].

:

(TA) And you say, J-2 & 2 is useſ [He
2

-

gave him a drop, or very small quantity, of

honey]. (TA.)– f [A portion of a thing, or some

of a number of things, in a separate, or scattered,
- - -

Jºãº Lº

ălă Š 29. f There remained not of their

possessions [aught] save some palm-trees and a por

tion of seed-produce here and there. (IAar, T.A.)

And §§ &: bi, Jº cº, and & kä,

t In the land are scattered spots, or portions, of

herbage. (K,” TA.) – t A thing; an affair;

a matter; a case; an event; an action. (TA.)

o

state, here and there.] You say, Ö.

iº dim, of ié. (TA)

tº one who points copies of the Kur-án &c.;

i.e. adds the diacritical and other points. (S,”

TA.)

bº. Jºe (Msb, TA) A book, or nºriting,

pointed with the diacritical, or other, points.

(TA.)

[&#, &c.

See Supplement.]

ſº *

UK3

- ... O - £2 - o,

1. *-ją) tº, (S, K,) inf. n. 2313, (S,) He

peeled off the scab from the sore (S, K,) before it

was healed, and it became moist in consequence.

(K) [See also cºl=3& 3, and J

532, dial. form ofJº [q.v.). (K.) By some

rejected. (TA) = *i- sº (like :=j, TA),

inf n. 43, He paid him his due. (K.) —
§ 2 - - - - - - • o.º. c - d.º.

(8.5 Sº tºº, (S,) and 4.5, (TA,) and as3 (S,
... o.º. § 2 or

for JJ or UC-5, TA), Mayest thou be made to

have enjoyment in that which thou hast received,

and not experience pain / (S.) Mayest thou gain

n:hat is good, and may harm not befall thee!

(T:) or, with the latter of the two verbs with

out - (<15), may God not make thee discomfited 1

(AHeyth, L.) [Accord. to AHeyth, as men

tioned in the TA, the latter verb in this proverb
© - c. o - d.”

is written a8.5 and as 5; but the right reading is

doubtless Jä and a 3. this is shown by the ex

planation there following.]

8. ā-ji, <&l The scab peeled off from the

sore before it was healed, and it became moist in

consequence. (A, TA.)= ti- * tººl (like

tex;', TA) He received from him his due. (K,

TA.)

#3 and # =; One niho pays his debts, and does

not put off. (K.) =º âté, and šić,

dial. form of axi ſq.v.). (K.)

--&

1. 4. -š, aor. 1, inf. n. Jºš (S, K) and

º, o .

--& ; and -8, aor. 2, inf. n. J.S. (M, L, K;)
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and Y-3, (inf n. J-º, TA;) and *-3;

(K;) He deviated, or turned aside, or anay, from

it, (K.) from the road, (S,) or from another thing.

(TA.) [You say] &jkº *43, (Jºla!" being

put in the accus. case, inf. n. J.8% TA,) and

[Jºla!" cºl 43 -*, He deviated, or turned

aside, or andy, with him from the road; led him,

or caused him to turn, aside, or anay, from the

road. (K)—[so] 'aº, inf n, ºi, He

turned aside, or anay, from him, and separated

himself from him. (S.) – *aš He rent, or

turned, aside, or anay, or apart, from him ;

avoided him; ment, or removed, to a distance,

from him. ($) — Čº y~~ He turned aside,

or anay, from us. (TA.) – 3.2% &=<

~ºl, aor. 1, inf. n. *ś, and cºe * -ś

-º-º: + He deviated from the right course of

action &c. (Az) — 3–9. <&, aor. 1, inf n.

**, The mind blen, obliquely, in a direction

between [the directions of] two [cardinal] winds.

(K.) See ić.= -ś, aor. 2, inf n. J.8% IIe

thren, cast, or flung. (K, T.A.) – º J& IIe

thren him don'n (K)wº Jº upon the ground.

(TA.) —5.3 43, aor. 2, inf. n. J.< and J-8,

+ Fortune overcame him, or afflicted him : or

smote him nºith an evil accident, a disaster, an

affliction, or a calamity. (K)—º-º: + He

was overcome, or afflicted, by fortune: or was

smitten by fortune neith an evil accident, a disaster,

or the like. (S, TA) see i3. –º –3,

(aor. 4, inf. n. &. TA,) He [thren, down, i.e.]

poured out the contents of the vessel: (K:) but

only said of what is not fluid; as dust and the

like. (T.A.) —<= <, inf. m. as above,

IIe inverted, or inclined, his quiver, (S,) so as to

pour out the arron's contained in it : (TA:) or

he scattered the contents of his quiver. (K.) [See

also &.]— ā-e- &, aor. :, inf. n. Jº,

The stones wounded him, and made him bleed, [in

the foot]. (S) 4-, 5'-- ~~& The stones

wounded his foot, and made it bleed: or hit, or

struck, or hurt, it. (K.) J& is when a stone

wounds, &c., a nail, a hoof, or a camel's foot.

(TA.) —<!<< II is toe n'as hit, or hurt,

by the stones. (T.A.) = -$, aor. 2, inf. n. **,

He (a camel) had a disease in the shoulder-joint,

or in the shoulder-blade, and in consequence halted.

(S.) See&— -º, aor. , inf n. &, He

(a man) had a pain in*i. shoulder:joint. (TA.)

E •es Jº Jó, aor. :, inf n. £º (S) and

Jºë, (Lh, K,) ( He was, or acted as, Jº.

over his people : ($, K:) or was C#29° over them.

(M.)

2. aš, inf. n. sº He removed, or put

aside, or anay, or out of the nay, him, or it.

Thus it is both trans. and intrans. (K.) See 1.

— tº 43 Put him anay from us; put him out

of our way. (TA.)

5. --> (S, K) and " - Kºl (K) He threw

his bow, (S, K,) or his quiver, (K,) upon his

shoulder; he shouldered it. ($, K.)–Jº~&

J-93 He leaned upon a bon. : and, in like manner,

upon a staff. (TA, from a trad.) = See 1.

8: see 5.

& i.4. 13, q. v. – See also ić.

J.< An inclining in a thing: (S:) or what

resembles an inclining in a thing. (M, K.) – A

halting in a camel (ISd, K) by reason of a pain

in his shoulder-joint ; (ISd:) or a disease nihich

attacks camels in the shoulder:joints, in consequence

of nihich they halt : (S, K:) or only in the

shoulder:joint. (El-Adebbes, $, K.)

3.3 A hurt [of the foot] by a stone, causing a

bleeding : or a hit by a stone [upon the foot].

Ex. tº: Sº ić,39 lik &:3 Jº There is not

in the neay of the attainment of this thing a hurt

[of the foot] by a stone, &c., nor a crack in the

inside of thºſovº (IAar, ISd.) [See also tºl

Hence & in the sense immediately following.

(TA.) – t A misfortune; an evil accident; a

disaster; an affliction; a calamity : (S, K, TA:)

as also "Jºš (K) pl. of the former tº:

(S;) and of the latter, *8. (K.)

33 A heap of corn, not measured nor weighed:

syn. #23. (K)

‘…. The circuit (53's : in some copies of the

S, 3,413 ; but this, as IKtt says, is a mistake;

and the former is the correct word: TA) of a

hoof, ($, K,) and of a camel's foot. (S.) See

***.

* of

see --&l.

2

... O ~ *

*S.J) :

… o.

dºc&- º <<, and * =3, t A man

deviating from the right course of action &c.

(A.) — 13 [fem. of &ºil an epithet applied

to Any mind that blon's obliquely, taking a direc

tion between [the directions of] two [cardinal]

winds: (TA:) a mind that blon's obliquely, de

viating from the direction whence blon, the right

(2.É. [or the cardinal]) winds: (S:) or a ſpar

ticular] wind that blon's obliquely, and takes a

direction between [the directions of] two [cardinal]

n:inds; (K;) which destroys the camels and

sheep &c., and restrains the rain: (TA:) or a

wind that blons in a direction between that of the

east, or easterly, wind, (…) and that of the

north, or northerly, wind, (Jº): (AZ, K :)

that between the south, or southerly, and east, or

easterly, winds, being called tº- (AZ:) [but

see this word, and see below.j or what are

termed tº * [...& being pl. of U.S.] are

four: (IAar, Th, S, K:) namely, first, the U.S.,

sºº the reind that blon's in a direction

between that of the east, or easterly, and that of

the south, or southerly, mind; also called <-ºl;

(S, K;) which is a very thirsty wind, that dries

up much the leguminous plants; but Et-Tará

bulusee, in the Kf, and Mbr and IF, assert that

the -2.jl is the -9-e-; not its U.S. : (TA:)

second, the Jº (…) *U.K., the wind that

blon's in a direction between that of the east, or

easterly, and that of the north, or northerly, nind;

also calledãº,and called alsoº, (S, K,)

a diminutive meant to convey the opposite of a

diminutive sense; for they find this wind to be

very cold; ($;) it is very boisterous and very

cold; unattended by rain or by any good: (TA:)

third, the».3% Jº *U.S.; the mind that blon's

in a direction between that of the north, or

northerly, and that of the nest, or n'esterly, mind;

also called ºs-i: and termed -39 ãº the

opposite wind to the J31; ($, K;) a cold wind;

(S;) and sometimes attended by a little rain;

but Ibn-El-Ajdábee asserts that the lººs- is the

J. : (TA) fourth, the yº-yºur the

wind that blon's in a direction between that of the

south, or southerly, and that of the nest, or

n’esterly, nind; also called -#91; (in the CK,

-3.3 ;) and termed ...& ā- the opposite mind

to the U.S. ; ($, K;) a hot wind (S) and very

thirsty. (T.A.) Accord. to Ibn-Kubás, the tract

whence blon's the U.K. [by which he means only

the wind that blows from the north-east or there

about] is that eactending between the point where

rises the 8% [or the asterism composed of the

stars a and 8 of Gemini, E. 33° W., in central

Arabia; or a and 8 of Canis Minor, E. 7° N.,

in the same latitude] and the pole-star; and the

tract between the pole-star and the point where

sets the 893 is the tract whence blows the Uusiº.

Sh says, Each of the four [cardinal] winds has

its U.S, which is called in relation to it: that of

the U-2 is that which is between it and the Uus: ;

[bloncing from the north-east, or thereabout;] and

it resembles it in gentleness; sometimes having

sharpness, or vehemence; but this is seldom;

only once in a long space of time: that of the

Jº is that which is between it and the 222s;

[blowing from the north-west, or thereabout;] and

it resembles it in coldness: it is called Jº

£2:11: each of them is called by the Arabs

a...uº: that of the 23-3 is that nihich is between it

and the -9-e-; blowing from the point where sets

Jº [or Canopus; i.e., S. 29° W., in the latitude

of central Arabia]; and it resembles it in its

violence and boisterousness: and that of the *Pºe
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is that nihich is betn!een it and the U-2; [blowing

from the south-east, or thereabout;] and it is the

wind most resembling it in its softness and in its

gentleness in winter. (L.) The pl. of al.& is

6 o' in (S, K &c.) [See also

J-83, as shown above.
• a 3. º Pe.

u-º-º/ &”, in art. 83.] — ~& 32” [app.

W J.K., originally an inf. n., used as an epithet,

and therefore applicable without 3 to a fem. noun]

i.q. 13; [app., The U.S. of t; 23.3 : a south

westerly n-ind]. (TA.) – J. & A camel having

a disease in the shoulder:joint, or in the shoulder

blade, and in consequence halting: ($:) a camel

that walks on one side, or inclining, or as though

he walked on one side. (L.) —iº ãº An

inclining pulley ; and J.8 23 inclining pulleys.

(TA.) — J.< + Overponiering, or oppressive;

unjust, or tyrannical. ($, T.A.) –J& 23.
w

* St Fortune abounds with evil accidents, or
•

disasters, or afflictions, or calamities; i.e. it

deviates much, or often, from the right course :

it will not remain in one state : or, accord. to one

relation, à- J.K.' AJJ). A proverb. (T.A.)

z - of

= JC). A man not having with him a bon.

(S, K.)

J.cº. (masc., Lh, K) The shoulder; i. e.

the place of junction of the os humeri and the

scapula, (S, K,) in a man &c.; (ISd;) the

place ofjunction of the os humeri and the scapula

and the [tendon called] Jjº) J.-, in a man

and a bird and any other thing. (TA.) [It seems

to be regarded by some as originally signifying

“a place of deflection :” but] Sb denies its

being a noun of place, because, were it so, it
*

would be J.<
included in the class of o -

extr. Pl. &=%. -*tº *** Jº signifies

A man having a strong shoulder: as though the

sing, were applied to denote each part of the

joint, and the pl. to denote the whole. (TA.)

he does not allow it to be

© .

, because this is

0 2 º'

-Jet. 5. t[They shook their shoulder

joints; i.e., they rejoiced, or mere joyful, or

happy. (TA) — Jº Jeº, 2& Ajº.

sº + [The best of you are the most easy of

you in the shoulder:joints in prayer :] meaning,

those of you who keep [most] still therein ; or, as

some say, those who [most readily] give room to

such as enter the rank in prayer. (TA, from a

trad)—Jº* The star 8 in Pegasus.

(El-Kazweenee &c.)— ſº- <!. The bright,

and very great star, a, in the right shoulder

joint, of Orion. (El-Kazweenee &c.) –*

f The side of anything; or a lateral, or an

adjacent, part, quarter, or tract, thereof: (K:)

pl. **: eX. -ºš &- -&- Cº ū- We

proceeded, or journeyed, along a side, or lateral

part, of the land; and, in like manner, &

J.- of the mountain : (TA:) so in the Kur,

lxvii. 15, the pl. signifies the sides, &c., of the

earth: (Fr.:) or its roads, accord. to some:

(TA:) or its mountains: (Zj:) which last sig

nification in this case is preferred by Az: (TA:)

or the sing, signifies an elevated place, or part,

of the earth, or land. (S.) — -eº. f The

feathers next after the 23% ; [which latter are

the anterior, or primary, feathers of a bird's

wing;] (K;) the feathers of the ning of a vulture

or an eagle that are next after the A3135, which

are the strongest and most excellent of the

feathers; (TA;) four [feathers] in the ning of

a bird, neart after the A3193 : (S:) [the four

secondary feathers of the ning :] in the wing of a

bird are twenty feathers: the first of them are

those called A319.5/1; the next, J.<>Lº!!; the

next, Jº lsº the next, jeº: the next,

J&l. (L.) It is a word without a sing. (K.)

ISd says, I know not a sing. to it; but by

analogy it should be J.cº. (TA.)— Jº

~eliº &- t He feathered his arron, with

feathers such as are described above. (TA.)

= J.< f i. q. -º-, i. e. The intendant,

superintendent, &c., of a people: or an aider,

helper, or assistant, of a people: (K:) or the

assistant of an -ā,c : (Msb :) one belon, an

Că292 : (IAth:) or the chief of the ,9. [pl.

of ~#49el; (Lth, $;) there being over so many

alºe a -&e : (Lth [see **) pl. **.

(TA.)

G-J) cº Jºº. [t One m'ho deviates much

from the right course of action &c.] (TA.)

0 2 o .

~38-6 and &º, accord. to the copies of

the K, but the latter word is a mistake for

W*. Having the foot wounded, and made

to bleed, by stones : or hit, or struch, or hurt,

by stones. (K.) See 1.—º. t Overcome

or afflicted, by fortune: or smitten nºith an evil

accident, or the like. (S, TA.) See <!.

9 x 9. - * > 0 . . -

~5& [like 33-2 in measure: in the CK,
º P 2.

~3S-2:] A road deviating from the right course

or direction. (K.)

~&

1. <<, aor. :, inf n. <<, (or JS <<

-*. [&c.,] T.A.) He struck the ground with

d stick, ($, M, K,) or with his finger, (M,) so

that it made a mark, or marks, upon it, (S, K,)

with its ectremity; an action of one reflecting,

(TA.) [Thus our

Saviour seems to have done in the case of the

woman taken in adultery: see S. John viii. 6 and

8.] – Also, He struck the ground with pebbles.

(TA.) — Hence, I He reflected, or meditated,

and talked to himself (TA, from a trad.) –

or meditating, and anxious.

<<, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n, 3.3, (K.) He (a

horse) bounded (3, $, K)from the ground, (S,)

in running. (T.A.) —& He threw it down

upon the ground. (TA.) — &= J& He

(TA.) See

--&-J –&& He thrust him, or pierced

him, and thren, him donºn upon his head. (A8,

$, K.") — <& It (a cooked bone, containing

marrow,) nas struck neith the edge of a cake of

scattered the contents of his quiver.

bread, or neith some other thing, to cause the

marron, to fall out. (TA.) law, << The

marron of the bone was taken out, or eactracted.

(Aboo-Ameythel.) Mentioned in art. Jºã3, q.v.

(TA)= *S* J &, and ºf J, ſaor. 3,

inf n & ! (in the TA, the verb is written with

out the syll. points, but the form commonly known

in the present day, and occurring in many late

works, is " - 3, inf. n. <<ā; He made use

of nice, or subtile, sayings, expressions, or allu

sions, such as are termed <, pl. of ağ )].

(A)—iº. 3 ºf #54 ºn J. &

cº IIe alluded (£) [nith respect to science,

to the agreement of such a one, or the disagree

ment of such a one]. (L.)

• 2 3 w -

2. -lº -83, inf. n. <<, The dates began

to ripen [and to become speckled]. (Msb.) —

See 1.

8. Jººl He n'as thronºn donºn upon his head;

or fell down upon his head, having been thrust,

or pierced. (S, K.")

<< see ić.

#3: A point; a dot; a speck; a minute spot;

i. q. iíº (S, K:) pl. <, (Msb, &c.) agree

ably with analogy, (TA,) and <º, (K,) devi

ating from analogy, and, accord. to some, <<!,

in which the is said to be added eº, Or to

render the sound of the fet-hah full, like Jº

(TA:) the last of these pls. has been heard

[from the classical Arabs]; (Esh-Shiháb, in the

(Msb.)

— tº [A small spot, or mark, resembling dirt

upon a mirror: (K:) lsº 235 A small [black]

mark, like a spot, or dot, resembling dirt upon

(L, from a

trad)— is |A spot in the eye;] what resembles

a 53, in the eye. (L) — [" & seems to

be a quasi-pl. of 33, like as is is said to be

5 - c →

(by some persons in the present day) of iaij,

and to signify Any small spots, or specks, in a

thing, differing therefrom in colour. Such I

suppose to be meant by the words in the L,
4 o' - 6 - w 5, o a

<& 4's ºld- use Jº lañº Je.] =&

! A nice, subtile, subtilely excogitated, quaint,

Expos. of the Shifā;) or it is vulgar.

a mirror or a snºord or the like.
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facetious, or nitty, saying, expression, or allu

sion, ( aſſº) that makes an impression upon the

heart; from& [the striking the ground with

a stick &c., so as to make a mark, or marks,

upon it with its extremity]; also, a question

educed by reflection, IKºº, as the passage here

translated is given in the Kull, p. 362, but in

the TA Jäxju, which is an evident mistake, as

might be shown by many authorities,) which

makes an impression upon the heart, on hearing

or considering which one generally makes marks

upon the ground with the finger or the like :

(El-Fenóree's Expos. of the Telweeh;) a nice,

or subtile, saying, erpression, or allusion, that

requires one to reflect, and [induces one] to make

marks upon the ground with a stick or the like :

(from a scholium quoted by De Sacy, Anthol.

Gr. Ar., 303:) [a nice, subtile, abstruse, or

mystical, point, or allusion : the point of a say

ing or sentence, especially one that is difficult

to be understood: a conceit expressed in words

difficult to be understood: a quaint conceit: a

point of mit: a facetious saying or allusion :

pl., generally, &]. -&* f [He uttered

a nice, or subtile, saying, eacpression, or allusion,

§c.]. (A.)

<< Spoken against; having his reputation

(TA.)mounded.

33 (and Y & & TA) t One who speaks

much, or frequently, against others; who

wounds the reputations of others, ºugh, ..?"
- O - §: o -

frequently. (K.) — Jºe') Jº Stº -ºj

Zeyd is one who mounds the reputations of others

much, or frequently. (T.A.)

&et. A distortion in a camel's elbow, so that

it lacárates his side : (El-Adebbes El-Kinánee,

Ş, K:) or the cutting of a camel's side by his

elbon, (L:) or [that fault in a camel] when his

elbow makes a mark, or marks, upon his side :

in this case you say, <=u * : but when it

makes an incision, or incisions, in his side, you

sayj- a; ; (IAar) or c =9 is similar to 3-6,

i.e. the tion's striking, and making a mark, or

marks, upon the edge of the callous lump beneath

his breast; in the case of which you say aw

Jej : (Lth:) and nearly the same is said in

the A. (TA.)

*ść. A cooked bone, containing marrow,

that is struck with the edge of a cake of bread,

or neith some other thing, to cause the marron, to

fall out. (TA.)

6 J, 222 - 2 2-7

&: see &. — &e ãº A date be

ginning to ripen [and to become speckled]. ($, K.)

3- , e.” -

alſ. The extremity of the curved piece

of nood termed :- in the kind of saddle called

| -- - • 2 - - -

~3, and in that called “slé!, rehen it is short,

and wounds the side of the camel. (TA.)

<&

1. 3 &, (S. K.) aor. 2, (K, Mºb,) and z,

(K,) inf. n. &, (TA,) He undid [the threads

of] a garment of the kind called ...t-=, &c. :

(Msb:) he undid, or untnisted, a rope. (S, K.)

-Jº <<, aor. 2, inf n. &; He, or it,

made the head of the tooth-stick to be uncom

pacted, disintegrated, disunited, or seperated, in

its fibres; and so the verb signifies with respect

to other things. (TA) [See also 8.]— &,

(aor. 2, and z, K, inf n. 33, TA) He dis.

solved, violated, or broke, a covenant, or com

pact, ($, K,) or an act of inauguration, &c.

(TA)—ºs && 4. Jº (Aboo Turáb,

in TA, art. Jes)

5 : see 8.

6.Zºº lºº f They mutually dissolved,

or broke, their covenants, or compacts; syn.

| UA3-ašu.5. (K.)

8. J.Cºl. It (a garment of the kind called

*. &c., Msb, or a rope, $, $) ra. undone,

or untwisted. (S, K, &c.) – J3-I, º] [so

accord. to the TA: in the K, *& :] (TA:)

and "Jºj, (TA, in art. Jºaº,) The head of the

tooth-stick became uncompacted, disunited, or

separated, in its fibres. (TA)- ºl [He was,

or became, emaciated, or lean; he (a camel) be

came lean after having been fat. See 4, in art.

cººl — tºº! t It (a covenant, or compact, S

and K, or an act of inauguration, &c., TA,) was

diºd, violated, or broken. ($, K, &c.) –

& Jºº-3-ºl (K) or& 6)

f He turned from a thing that he wanted to an

| other thing, (S, K,) having desired, or sought,

the former. (TA.)

& What is undone, to be spun again, (A,

Msb,) of the garments called **, and of the

stuff of the tents called as: : (A :) pl. &i.

(Msb:) or threads of an old and worn-out stuff,

of nool or hair, untnisted, and miced with men,

nool [or hair], and beaten nith 3,4- and spun

a second time: or old and worn-out thread of

nool or common hair or the soft hair called jº ;

so called because it is untwisted, and twisted

again : (TA:) it is when the old and worn-out

materials of the garments called āz-e (and of

the tents called āeºd-1, S) are undone, to be spun

again. (S, K.) [SM seems to have understood,

from the expl. in the S and K,that& is an inf. n.;

for he adds,) the subst. is V << . (TA:) [i. e.,

this last word has the signification assigned

above to cº, from the A and Msb]. – Jº

& Jä, and &S, She spins what has

been undone, to be spun again, &c. (A.) –

& J.-, and W <<, (TA,) and &ºi, and

W**. (K,) A rope undone, or untwisted, (K,

TA,) at its end. (TA.)

& Pustules which come forth in the mouths

of camels: (K:) as also &. (TA.) – A

disease in the Júš of a camel, which are two

prominent bones by the fat parts of the two ears :

it is also called -ič. (TA.)

º º: g 2.

<& : see -83.

âû The broken particles of the end of a Jº

[or tooth-stick], remaining in the mouth. (K)

— Also, What is undone, or untnisted, of the

end of a rope, (K,) &c. (TA.)

iš: See&— Subst. from J.- “...Sºl

[What is undone, or untnisted, of a rope]. (TA.)

— t Breach of promise; syn. -i-. (S, K.)

Ex.* ãº Sj S;& Jú Such a one said a

saying in which was [intended] no breach of pro

mise. (S.) – f A difficult, or an arduous, affair,

or case, in which a people dissolves, or breaks,

(<) [its covenants, or compacts]. ($, K.)

– A great affair. (T.A.) – The utmost of

one's endeavour, or effort : ($, K:) power, or

strength: (K:) pl.&. (TA.) Ex.& &

oxº
, - e.

deavour, or effort, [or porter, or strength, of his

àº Such a one eacerted the utmost en

camel, in journeying. (S.) [See also i.e.,-

*ś Nature; natural, or native, disposition,

temper, or other property. (K.) –ãº + The

mind; the soul; syn. Jºl. (S, K :) so called

because the vexation of those things of which it is

in need dissolve (<<) its powers, and old age

destroys it: the 3 is added because it is a subst.

(TA) Ex. iśl 4.2% & such a one is

strong in mind. (S.) Pl.&. (TA.)

o 3.2 -

303 One who undoes, or untnists, thread,

and twists it again, or, to twist it again. (TA.)
o o o, o 6 a.

[See ºt-83.] – JavaM) --UK t One who is neont to

dissolve, violate, or break, his covenant, or com

pact. (T.A.)

o - O - 6 o'

~38-2 : see tº.

& Emaciated ; lean : (K:) a camel that

has been fat, and has become lean. (TA.)

1. &, (S, K, &c.,) aor. : , (Msb, K,) and

2, (K,) the latter agreeable with analogy, but

by some rejected, and the former contr. to

analogy, but more common, and the form used

359
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in the Kur, (TA,) the only instance of an aor.

for its last

radical letter, except tº: and ** and ta.

and ** and cº and tº and tº and

tº-º (and tail infn. tº: (S, K, &c.)

tº: (ISd, K;) Inivit feminam : and

(sometimes, S) he married, took in marriage, or

of this form from a verb having

and

contracted a marriage with, a woman: as also

W tº:- (S, K, &c.) [and 'cev. inf n.

i-et. :] used only with reference to a man :

(ISd:) but Th uses it with reference to flies:

(TA :) J says, that it is sometimes used in the

latter sense; but accord. to the Mºb it is more

commonly so used ; (MF;) and it is used only

in this sense in the Kur: (TA:) IF and others

say, that it signifies coitus; and coitus without

marriage; and marriage without coitus: (Mºb :)

[but] in the Time of Ignorance, when a man

demanded a woman in marriage he said,

Jº-º: and when he desired fornication, he

said, Lº-3'-'. (TA, in art ti-) It is dis

puted whether it be proper or tropical in these

two senses; or proper in one, and tropical in

one: (MF:) it is said to be from ($33, 4-3,

or from *:S <<=tº, or fromJº &

Jºš ; and if so, it is tropical in both the above

senses; and the opinion that it is so is confirmed

by this, that the signification of marriage is not

understood unless by a word or phrase in con
- * *

nexion with it, as when you say & es: tº
• Jº

JY3 [he took a nife from among the sons of
2

such a one]; nor is that of coitus unless by the
• 6 e. e. e.

same means, as when you say *: & [ini

vit conjugem suam]; and this is one of the signs

of a tropical expression. (Mºb.) — <--& She

married, or took a husband. (S, K.) — -

Jºš jkº The rain became commingled neith

the soil : (Msb:) or, rested upon the ground so as to

soak it ;** ~4. (K:) as also W \, =0.

(L.) — U85. Ji as-S The disease infected him

(924-), and overcame him. (Mb) —&

& Jº ! Dronisiness overcame his eye;

(K;) as also (4=5, and in like manner "-º
* , s , , o a (TA.)

axec 23 JI sleep overcame his eye.

3: see 1.

• 35 -

4. §3. 4–3. He married the woman to
• * ~ of

him. (TA.) – Ura-G1 He married the noman;
2 of

i. e. gave her in marriage. ($, K.) — 19-Kº

Jº Júi Ja- f [Accustom ye the feet

of the camels to pebbles]. (A.)

6. 19-euj They intermarried; contracted

marriages together. (Commencing a trad. in

the Jámi' es-Sagheer.) [And **(3 Seinricom

jutuerunt : see 6, in art. -32, J – << *ś
* , of

jus-º! The trees became drann, or connected,

together. (Msb.)

10 : see 1.

& and W §§ substs. from º, [The act

of giving a noman in marriage]. (K.)- [These

two words are properly quasi-inf ns, of . £i,

signifying as explained above; and, like inf ns.,

may be used as epithets, meaning A giver of a

noman in marriage, correlative to J-ºk) It

was a custom, in the time of paganism, for a

man to come to a tribe asking for a woman in

marriage; and he would stand up in their assem

bly, and say -º-, i.e., I have come as an asker

of a woman in marriage; whereupon it would

be said to him §§, meaning We marry her to

thee, or give her to thee in marriage, [or, more

lit., ne are givers of her in marriage : for an inf.

n. or quasi-inf. n. used as an epithet is used

without variation as sing, dual., and pl.; and

masc. and fem.]. W & was also said; but . &

is here said for the ºof resemblance toº:
(L.) You say ** 3A. He is the person n-ho

.*.* - e. -

gives her in marriage; and a~& Jºe She is the

(Lh, L.) —
º o 6 o P

5 and W -83, [and, accord. to Lth and IShº '**'. y y

&: see ºl:] are also two words by which the

[Pagan] Arabs used to take women in marriage:

(S:) [meaning A giver of a noman in marriage].

(MF, in art. Jaé-.) A man used to say to
6 o y

Umm-Khárijeh, in asking her in marriage, ~lat,

person n-hom he gives in marriage.

© P

; : hence the saying
-

and she used to reply o

2 - 2 - ? • 6 - “ 6

ae-ji- Al tº: U-9 £º [Quicker than the mar

riage of Umm-Khárijeh]. (S, K.) [See *-i-].

• 9.2 • 2.

tº See tº:
-

is . .” 6 * > .

tº : See aa-º.

* ~ 2.2

à-8;

Jº, (S. K.) and ':3 (K) A man
who marries much, or often : (S, K, TA:) AZ

explains the former bytº 4.2% [app. meaning

vehement in coitus, and mentions as its pl. <!-3.

(TA:) [and Y:* (A, TA, art. J-5, &c.) sig

nifies the same.]

9 a.

tº : see i-3.

*** (S, K) and is #5, (K) the latter oc.

curring in poetry, (TA,) A woman married;

(TA;) having a husband. ($, K, TA.) Ex.

cºJº Lé ***Jº She has a husband among

(S.)

**&, and i-sº See **-tº.

*** Women, or nives; syn. it… : (K:) a

6 - 6 -

pl. having no sing.; or its sing, is 'º'; [or

the sons of such a one.

"&, which occurs in the S and K, art.

< \c, evidently as signifying a wife; as though

being a place of &;] Or *i-sk. (TA.)

–3&S (sº- &=& & [Verily the best of

women to take in marriage are virgins].

verb. (TA.)

A pro

J&

1. 33, aor. , (§, K, &c.,) inf n. 23, (§, L,

Msb,) It (a man's life) was, or became, hard, or

strait, and difficult. (S, L, Msb, K.) – 3& It

(a she-camel's milk) became deficient. (R.) —

& It (water) became exhausted. (A.)—-33

£=} The well came to have little mater. (S, L,

K)—36, aor. 2, inf. n. 33, IIe nas, or be

came, unpropitious, and mean: (L:) he became

hard, or difficult: (Msb:) he gave little: or gave

not at all; you say also tºº-- 33 he was

niggardly of that which we wanted. (L.) —

<-- Jó, aor. 2; (Ki) or <-- $33, (L,)

He neithheld from him, or refused him, his want.

(L, K) — $33, aor. 2, He withheld from him,

or refused him, what he asked: or [in the CK,

and] the same, (K,) or 4t tº $33, aor. !, inf.

Il. 33, (L,) he gave him not save the least of n-hat

he asked. (L, K.) — 3& [in measure] like

Cº. He had many askers and gave little. (K.)

- 3&, aor. 2, He (a raven or crow) croaked

with his utmost force; (A, K;) as though vomit

ing; as also " 2&. (A)

2. & tºº

reproach. (A.) — *iº * He spent, or eac

hausted, what he possessed, in consequence of

frequent petitions. (A.) – ** He veaced, dis

tressed, or troubled, him; (Gol, from Meyd;) [as

alsoº 2&].

33 He impaired his gift by

3. 32.É.-u He treated him, or behaved tonards

him, with hardness, harshness, or ill-nature. (S,

L, K.)

... • of, *-f.

4 :3&tº it. He asked of him, and found him

hard, or difficult, (A, L,) and mean, or niggardly:

(L:) or found him to have only what was scanty,

or little. (L)–36; i.e. &. Jil. He

sought, or desired, of him a thing that he n'anted,

and he was niggardly. (A.)

5, 23- [He became vered, distressed, or

troubled]. (A.) See Bd, in lxviii. 25: and see 1.

6. I.Aelº They treated each other nºith hard

ness, harshness, or ill-nature. ($, L, K.)

33:

33 and "33 Scantiness of a gift ; (L, K;)

and its not being enjoyed, or found pleasant, by

the receiver. (L.) – See what follows.

See 33, and 33.

2 * * …,' : 2. z e a a o y

13--> aJ 1283, and lº-3 aſ "123, [May

God decree straitness, or difficulty, to him, and
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porerty]: forms of imprecation. (L.) – 38,

Anything that brings evil upon the person whom

it affects. (L.) See &

33 [Hard, strait, or difficult; applied to a

man's life; (see 1;) and to fortune, as in an ex.

VOce *]]– Water little in quantity. (L.) –

133 Sl§: $, in the Kur, [vii. 56, accord. to

the common reading, or " 133, accord. to the

reading of the people of El-Medeeneh, or, as it

may be read, accord. to Zj, V 133 and * 138,

means, accord. to Fr, It [the herbage] will not

come forth save nºith difficulty: (L:) or, scantily

and unprofitably. (Beyg) – 3& (S, A, L,

Mºb, K) and "33 and '38 and '38 (L, K)

A man who is unpropitious, (L, K,) and mean,

(L,) and hard, or difficult: (S, A, L., Msb, K.)

and a people you term §§ and **** (S, L,

K) and 38 and 33. (A.) — 33 and '33. A

man that brings evil upon others. (L.)

3& Hardness, or difficulty, in a man. (A.)

See 33.

3&&º Lands possessing little goods. (L.)

3=& - see 33i.

z - og

3&i – #33 A she-camel abounding with

milk; (IF, L, K;) as also ***6. (L:) a she

camel that has no young one living, and therefore

abounding neith milk, because she does not suckle;

(L, K;) so &i. Máč, of which the pls. occur

in a verse of El-Kumeyt cited voce -º-º: (S:)

also, contr., a she-camel having no milk : (IF,

A, K:) or having little milk; as also "3éé : and

both words, a she-camel n:hose young one has

died. (L.) pl. (of both words, L) 383 (S, L,

K.) See also iſ….. – 3& Unfortunate; un

lucky. (S.) See 33.

3 * > * 9 x , o,

*S*: see 25&c.

& 2 o e

35& A small, or scanty, gift; (A, L, K;) as

also 'º. (A.) — 3,8. A man having many

askers and giving little : (TA:) or a man pressed

with petitions; as also 95%. and *:::: and

3, ... (IAar, L.)

3&* He came to him unnelcomely: or,

empty: or, as Th says, it is correctly jº, from

* -ºš, though §§ as meaning “his wells

became exhausted,” has not been heard. (L.)

2&

..º.e, le. - * 2: -

1. J& : see 4, in several places. =23, inf. n.

6 * ~ *

35&, [He was, or became, ignorant : or perhaps

only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is used :
** * *

see 3,03, below. — And, contr., He possessed

cunning; meaning both intelligence with craft

and forecast; and simply intelligence, or skill

and knowledge: or perhaps only the inf. n. of

the verb in this sense is used : see 3. —] It

(a thing, or an affair,) neas, or became, jº. [app.

here meaning disapproved; or bad, evil, abomi

nable, or foul; or disalloned]. (A.) – Also,

(S, K,) inf. n. šč, (TK,) or $3, (TA,) It (a

thing, or an affair,) was, or became, difficult,

hard, arduous, or severe. (S, K.”)

2. &, (inf. n. Jºã, Msb,) He changed, or

altered, him or it, (S, A, Msb, TA,) to an

unknown state, (S, TA,) so as not to be known;

(TA;) [he disguised him or it..] It is said in

the Kur, [xxvii. 41,º Ú º Alter ye her

throne so that it may not be known to her.

(TA.) See also 4, last signification but one.

— [In grammar, He made it (a noun) in

determinate.]

3. *% ($, TA) inf n. *-ū, (A, K.)

Ile strove, or endeavoured, to outnit, deceive,

beguile, or circumvent, him; or he practised

with him mutual deceit, guile, or circumvention;

syn. ** and *Aſs: the inf. n. is also ex

plained by *ś9. as well as issu-, [both of

which signify the same]. (TA.) — Hence,

(TA,) He contended neith him in fight; (S, K;)

and in war, or hostility. (A, K.) It is said

of Mohammad, by Aboo-Sufyān (S, TA) Ibn
… • * o e. e. & 4 * : o •.P. © .

º (TA,) as a cºle S! I.A.-l Jéºlº s'

J13AS), ($, TA,) meaning, He did not war

with any one without being aided by terror

[cast into the hearts of his opponents]. (TA.) tº
• * > 0

And one says, #4. tº Between them two

is rear, or hostility, (A, TA,”) and fighting.

(TA.)

4 &c., (S, A, Mºb, K, &c.) inf n. 3&;

(Mºb, &c.) and ' 'º, (S, A, Mºb, K, &c.)

aor. : , (L,) or it does not admit the variations

of tense like other verbs, (IKtt, Mgb,) it is not

used in the future tense, nor in commanding nor

in forbidding, (Lth) infn.33 (K) and 8 and

*ś ($, K) and sº (K) and ' …; (S,

M, A, K3) and ' ',•us; (M, K.) signify the

same ; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) i. e., He ignored,

nas ignorant of, did not know, failed to knon, or

[rather] was unacquainted with, it (i.e. a thing,

or an affair, IKtt, K) or him (a man, S);

syn. 4-5 (Kr, K.) or contr. of £e (S,'

IKtt, Mgb:) [see also 3;& :] some, however,

say, the jº has a more intensive signification

thanjčí: and some, that33 has for its objective

... e8

complement an object of the mind; and 331, an

object of the sight: (A, TA:) or [the converse

is the case;] 3& has for its objective complement

an object of the sight; andjči, an object of the

mind ; (Kull, p. 81 :) [but both forms seem to

have been generally used indiscriminately..] El

Aqshā says,

& . . . tº , , - * 6, 2 of,

* ~$– usill cle Les Jºjº º

* tº ºn S. ºil & . #

[And she did not know me; and the accidents

rwhich she did not knon, were none others than

hoariness, and baldness of the fore part of the

head]. (S, T.A.) And it is said in the Kur,

[xi. 73,1 ** J-ºff "...sº [He knew

not what they mere, and conceived a fear, or a

kind of fear, of them]: (TA:)29: here sig

nifies ºf: (Jel:) or it means* Js 3.

ſq. v. infra]. (Bd.) –& also signifies He

denied, or disacknowledged, it ; (L, art. As-º-;

[and this signification, as well as the first, may

be meant to be indicated by those who say that

º signifies the contr. of* ;]) [and so*ś ;

ſºlº, signifies i. q. 3,-, (ś, TA) and so

J985 [which is an inf. n. of •,9]. (TA.) [In

this sense it is doubly trans.:] you say, &;

«iº, meaning, I denied, or disacknowledged, to

him his right. (Mºb.) The cause of jč, with

the tongue is jº, with the mind, but sometimes

the tongue denies, or disacknowledges, (º)

a thing when the image thereof is present in the

mind; and this is lying; as is the case in the

following passage of the Kur, [xvi. 85,) &sº

<sº 3 *ſ iº [They confess, or acknow

ledge, the favour of God; then they deny, or dis

acknowledge, it]. (B.) See also J.K.= Also,

He deemed it strange, extraordinary, or impro

bable. (MF, voce**)– [Also He denied,

or negatived, it – He disbelieved it. — And

He disapproved it; he disliked it; he deemed it,

or declared it to be, bad, evil, abominable, or

foul; he disalloned it : so accord. to explana

tions of the pass, part. n., q.v. infra; and

accord. to common usage of classical and of

modern times.] It is said of Abraham, when

the angels came to him, and he saw that their

hands did not touch the meat which he had

brought to them,28% meaning,2. 4% jči

[He deemed that conduct of their's evil, or dis

approved it : or, perhaps, he did not know

what that conduct of their's was, or n-hat it

indicated]: " ; and ºf and "Jº-1 [of which

last see an ex. voce.…] signify the same. (Bd,

xi. 73.) And you say,&º &i, mean

ing, I blamed, or found fault neith, his deed,

and forbade it; I disapproved and disalloned

his deed : (Msb:) [and I manifested, or shored,

or declared, disapproval, or disallon ance, of his

359 +
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deed: and in like manner,º &l, ellipti

cally; &s, (his deed,) or 4.5, (his saying,)

or the like, being understood; like º3. for

43 See J.S.] - jš.

also signifies The changing [a thing; likeJºji

(T, Msb, TA:) or the changing what is 2:.

[here app. meaning disapproved: seeJº, which

is syn. with it, but is a simple subst.}. (S, T.A.)

- &; ū. How great is his cunning ! meaning

both his intelligence and craft, and forecast; and

simply, his intelligence, or skill and knowledge.

(TA.) And & &ús L. How great was his

(TA.)

o” - ~~~

aske 2.2 or the like:

cunning, &c.

5. jº He, or it, changed, or altered, himself,

or itself; or became changed, or altered; (S, A,

Msb, TA;) to an unknown state : ($, TA :)

[he assumed an unknown appearance: he dis

guised himself; or became disguised:] he became

changed or altered in countenance by anger so

that he who saw him did not know him : (Har,

p. 144:) or K3 signifies the changing, or alter

ing oneself, or itself; or becoming changed, or

altered; from a state which pleases, one to a
~3 -a - ~ *

state mºhich one dislikes. (T, K.) –28:15 Jul

Avoid thou evil disposition. (Mgh.) – G. X:
º --

Jºš Such a one [became changed, or altered, in

countenance to me by anger so that I did not

knon, him; or] met me in a morose manner.

(A, TA.) [In art. Jº in the K,& occurs.]

6. &=tº: see 4, first signification. – 25-tº

(S, A, K.) – 59°º

(TS, A, K.)

He feigned ignorance.

They acted nith mutual hostility.

10. &: see 4, first signification, and also

in the latter part.—jº also signifies The

inquiring respecting, or seeking to understand, a

thing, or an affair, which one disapproves; (K,

TA;) n-hen one disapproves confirming, or esta

blishing, the opinion eacpressed by an inquirer, or

disapproves that his opinion should be contrary

to nellat he has expressed. (T.A.)

3. See3.= See also sº.

jč (S, K) and wº [but the former is the

more common] and Y §§ (S, A, K) and "ſīš

(A, K) Cunning; meaning both intelligence miced

with craft and forecast; and [simply] intelligence,

or sagacity, or skill and knowledge; syn. àss;

(S, A, K5) and i.º. (A, K.) See also Jé.

You say of a man who is intelligent and evil, or

cunning, & 3 uº, and "& [Home great is

his cunning, &c.!] (S.) And 9& &: 4.3, and

* 453, He did it of his cunning, &c. (TA)

And it is said in a trad. of Mo’awiyeh,śCº.

Jº Jº §§ Verily I hate cunning (.31) in

the man. (TA.) =jö, as an epithet, applied

to a thing, or an affair, Difficult, hard, arduous,

or severe; as also wº (M, A, K) and *}< .

(TA:) and i.g. 3&4, q. v. (S, A, K.)

3& [app. Difficulty, hardness, arduousness, or

severity;] a subst. from 3, in the sense of -3.3

[It was difficult, &c.]. (IKtt, T.A.)

6 *.

28, :

Jº and ºğ ($, K) and *3 and *}<!, (K,)

epithets applied to a man, Possessing cunning; or

º, -

see 23, in two places.

intelligence mired neith cunning and forecast; ($,

K;) and [simply] intelligent, or skilful and

knowing: (k:) and so, applied to a woman,

*% (K) and '3 (L, TA [but this is probably

a mistake for *%) and "ſº, but jčí is not

applied to a man in this sense, (Az, TA,) nor is

& to a woman : (TA:) pl. of the first and

second (S, K,) and third, (K,) jºi: (S, K:)

and of the last, 2.Étº: (Sb, S, Ki) or, applied

to men, &; and to other things, **

[which is irreg]. (Az, TA) — Also, Jº and

*}< One n-ho disapproves nihat is bad, evil,

abominable, or foul; expl. by Jºſſ§ cº

(S.)pl. as above.

6 - a 6 o 2 G - d - 5 * -

2&; see X and X-2.= See also jº, in two

places.

§§ a subst. from jº, (K,) with which it is

syn., [app. signifying (like §3) Ignorance: or

denial: or disapproval, or the like], (TK,) like

*ść from 3üß. (K.) It is said, in a certain

trad, Šć 3: J & e. (TA) i.e. §§, (TK)

[Thou mast to me most ignorant, &c.]

§§ Ignorance, &c., (jº) of a thing; (TA;)

cont. of #24; (S, K;) and so " ;,&; syn.

*; as in the phrase šć ** [In him is igno

rance]. (A.) See also šč.– [As contr. of

ãº, it is also, in grammar, an epithet applied

to a noun, signifying Indeterminate, or indefinite.]

išć : See 3&4.– A calamity: (K:) rigour,

or severity, of fortune; (A, TA;) as also [its

dim.] &. (TA.) = See also 3.= And

See }º.

-

}< i. ſſ. jº [in the sense of Denial). (K.)

It is said in the Kur, xiii. 46, 2.3 & 2 × tº

And there shall be for you no [power of] denial

of your sins. (Bd, Jel.) And one says, 2:

3.x: $2:- &é U.5& [Such a one was reciled

and he had no denial to make]. (A.) — [Also,

i.q. jč. in the sense of Disapproval, or the like :

and manifestation thereof. See what here follows.]

— Also, i.4. jč, in the sense of The changing

[a thing]: (T, Msb, TA:) or the changing what

is 2& [here app. meaning disapproved]: (S,

TA:) a simple subst. (T, TA.) The words of

the Kur, [xxii. 43 and lxvii. 18,12.< &= -ºš

are explained as signifying And how was my

changing [of their condition]" (TA:) or the

meaning is, and hon, nas my manifestation of

disapproval of their conduct,(*Jº) by

changing favour into trial, and life into destruc

tion, and a flourishing condition into a state of

ruin! (Bd, xxii. 43.) In [some of] the copies

of the K, it is said that 3.3 (but in a Ms. copy

I find & and so in the CK] is a subst: from

}<3 as signifying the changing, or altering, one

self, or itself; or becoming changed, or altered;

from a state which pleases one to a state which

one dislikes: but a different statement is found in

the T: [see above:J and 3,253 is not mentioned

by any authority. (T.A.) = A strong fortress.

($gh, K.) See3.= See also K.

9 *, * > 6.- . º, o in

3,93: see 3,83. = See also jº.

2. of

Jº Worse, and worst; more, and most, evil,

abominable, or foul. So it is explained as occur
• * ~ * * *- - - - o - . - " o 3 o - *

ring in the Kur. [xxxi. 18,) Sº a sºlº-ºxºl J)

Jººs-J) [Verily the most abominable of voices is

* .

the voice of asses]. (TA.) – See also 28, : and

a-, -) ,

the fem., iſ, S3, see above.

6.--> → 9 - d .

Jºe contr. of ~35×e: (K:) [an explanation

including several significations, here following.]

— [Ignored, or unknown ; as also *::::..., for)
9 x o . g

J58-2 is syn. with J.-- [the pass. part. m. of

the verb by which 9& is explained by Kr and

in the K]; (TA;) and *}<!. signifies the

same. (L.) For the pls. of }<!, See X.-

[Denied, or disacknowledged. (See the verb.)

— Deemed strange, eactraordinary, or improbable.

(See again the verb)]– Any action disapproved,

or disallowed, by sound intellects; or deemed, or

declared, thereby, to be bad, evil, hateful, abomin

able, foul, unseemly, ugly, or hideous; or pro

nounced to be so by the lan; because the mind

deliberates respecting the regarding it as such :

and thus it is used in the Kur, ix. 113 [and other

places): (B, TA:) or anything pronounced to be

bad, evil, hateful, abominable, or foul, and for

bidden, and disapproved, disliked, or hated, by

the lan" : (TA:) a saying, or an action, unap

proved, not approved, unaccepted, or not accepted,

by God: (KT:) unbecoming, indecent, or in
* > - 6 - 9 p.

decorous. (K.L.) See -º-, voce -3, c. 28.2

and '3 and ºğ (S, A, Mºb, K) and "ſº

(S, Msb K) are all syn., (S, A, Msb, K.) [and

are used as epithets in which the quality of a

subst. predominates,) signifying a bad, an evil,

a hateful, an abominable, a foul, an unseemly, an

ugly, or a hideous, [and a formidable,) thing or
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affair [or action or saying or quality, &c.]: (Mºb:)

and J.-4: as[in this sense, its pl. is 35&

will be seen below:] wº is contr. of 3% [which

is syn. with *]. (TA.) You say …

3&ſº-ºff and jºb -3%), [In them are

good and evil qualities.] Andsº£3.&=-2%

and3.<!, [They commit bad, evil, abominable,

Ol' fini, actions.] (A.) And it is said in the

Kur, [xviii. 73, §§ & <> 3á [Verily thou

hast done a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a foul,

thing]. (S.) = The name of one of two angels,

the other of whom is named Jº; (S;) who are

the two triers of [the dead in] the graves. (ISd,

K.) = See alsojš.

5 * c >

Jºe: see 3&, first signification. The pl. is

3.9%, [which is also a pl. of 3:...] accord. to

Sb, who mentions it because, accord. to rule, the

pl. of a sing. of this class is formed by the addi

tion of 2 and c, for the masc., and 1 and sº for

the fem. (Abu-l-Hasan, T.A.)

3 - 2-2

W.S.

changed in outnard appearance, or state of ap

(TA.)

6 * or O -

&- He went forth disguised ; or

parel.

6 - d - - - -

: see X-2, first signification.

* &;" A road, or nay, in a nºrong direc

tion. ($, K.)

[jº,

See Supplement.]

J-8, º o

1. 4.3, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. 2, inf. n. J-9,

(S, Msb,) He turned it orer, or upside don'n,

inverted it; reversed it; changed its manner of

being, or state : (Sh, Msb:") he turned it over

upon its head: (S, A, K.) and he turned it fore

part behind; made the first part of it to be last;

or put the first part of it last : (Sh:) and

* 4–3, (S, A, K) inf. n. Jº, (S,) signifies

the same; (S," A, K,) or has an intensive sense.

(TA.) You say, âû) Cº 2- J-º The

arron, was turned, or put, upside down in the

quiver. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur,

(xxxvi. 68.] Gºl J & Jºº &º, or,

accord. to the reading of 'Asim and Hamzeh,

v 2: 3; meaning, And him whom We cause to

live long, We cause him to become in a state the

reverse of that in which he was, in constitution;

so that after strength, he becomes reduced to

weakness; and after youthfulness, to extreme old
o 5 - 1 2 -- ... o -_*

age. (TA.)— jº) 493 es? U}} <--& t I

made such a one to enter again into that affair,

or state, after he had got out of it. (Ish)

[Hence the saying in the Kur, xxi. 66, ºf
o --> - -

… .º

2:5, Jº l,—sº t Then they were made to

return to their disbelief: (Jel:) or t then they

reverted to disputation, after they had taken the

right course by means of consulting together;

their return to falsity being likened to a thing's

becoming upside down: and there are two other

readings; V bº, and lsº the latter mean

ing 2-tº l, & (Bd;) or + then they reverted

from n-hat they knew, of the evidence in favour

of Abraham. (Fr.) — [And hence, &, and

* J. 4-š, ! It made him to fall back into

his disease.] (TA, in art. Ja.s.) And Jº,

(S, Mºb, K) or sº. Jº Jº, (A, TA) inf n.

Jº (S, Msb, K) and J.K. (TA, [but see what

is said of this below]) and Jºš, (sh, K.) : He

relapsed into his disease, after convalescence, or

after recovery, but not complete, of health and

strength: (S, A, K:) or the disease returned to

him; [he relapsed into the disease;] as though

he were made to turn back to it. (Msb.) You

say, Jºsé 13° Já- f [He ate such a thing,

and relapsed into his disease]. (A, TA.) And

uš, * tº, and sometimes one says, us, (S,

K,) in this case, (S,) for the sake of mutual re

semblance, (S, K,) or because tº is a dial form

[of tººl, (S,) [meaning, t May he fall upon his

face, or the like, (see art. J-aj,) and relapse into

disease : or] may he fall upon his face, and not

rise after his fall until he fall a second time: and

in like manner you say, "Jºſs Jºã. (Msb, art.

U-x5.) [See also 8.] You say also,3- Jº

t [The wound broke open again; or became

($, in arts. -->e and laº-, &c.)

— And Javº is ſº .

recrudescent].

% Asia, Jºš The

food, &c., made the disease of the sick man to

return. (K.) And* Jº 4ta- J.K. : He

put the dye upon his head repeatedly, or several

times. (A, TA.") — Also Jº [or more pro

bably Jº t He (a man) became n'eak and

impotent. (Sh, in T.A.) And* &- J-8,

like &#. + He fell short of his fellon's ; ra.

unable to attain to them. (T.A.) –& J-º,

and '4-3,(TA,) [and J.K. alone, (see Jetſ,)

and "J-3, (L, TA, art. 25,) and "J-Kºl,

(TA) [and in like manner "J-Kº, said of a

flower-stalk in the M and K, voce -5.) He

bent, or inclined, his head; (TA; ) he wnered,

or stooped, his head; bent, or hung, it donºn

tonards the ground; absolutely; or by reason

of abasement. (So accord. to explanations of

the act. part. n., below.)
-

2 : see 1, throughout.

5: see 1, last sentence.

8. U-8:31 quasi-pass. of 4-3 ; (S, A, TA;)

[and therefore signifying It became turned over,

or upside donºn; became turned over upon its

head; became inverted; became reversed; became

changed in its manner of being, or state; it became

turned fore part behind; its first part was made to

be last, or was put last :] he fell upon his head. (K.)

This last signification [understood figuratively]
• - ~~~~

it is said to have in the phrase U.K.55 Jº, a

form of imprecation, meaning, t May he be dis

appointed, or fail, of attaining his desire : for he

• , , oad

who is overthrown in his affair (e. J-ºl cº
c - -

* ) is disappointed of attaining his desire, and

(TA.) [See also 1, where this

form of imprecation is differently explained.] —
* ~ * > 2 * >

Also, i. q. a-9 J S. (T.A.) [See 1, last sig

nification.]

suffers loss.

Jº An arrow having its notch broken, and

its top therefore made its bottom: (S, A, K.)

p. (or puel Jºi (A, TA) and [of mult)

J-3. (A.) — A head, or blade, of an arrow

&c., having its tongue (**) broken, and its

point therefore made its tongue : (K:) pl. J. &.

(TA.) — A bow of which the foot is made [of]

the head of the branch; as also Yiº. This

(K.) — A child such as

is termed& [born preposterously, feet foremost;

but &: is an inf. n., and I have not found it

peculiarity is a fault.

used as an epithet anywhere but in this instance];

(K;) i. q. Jºº. ; and mentioned by IDrd ;

but he says that it is not of established authority.

(TA.) – 1 Low, or ignoble; base; vile; mean,

or sordid : See a verse cited voce Jºi. (A :)

f one who falls short of the utmost point of

generosity; (K;) or of courage and generosity :

(TA:) + nreak; ($, K;) applied to a man :

(S:) + short : (AHn :) pl. Jºi. (A, K.) —
6 - - -

See also J-8-2 : — and Jº.

Jº, [app. pl. of Jº, + Old men tottering

by reason of age (Öºjº) after attaining to

eactreme old age. (K.) -

Jºãº Lowering his head; bending, or hang

ing, donºn his head tonards the ground; [abso

lutely;] (S, K5) [or] by reason of abasement :

(TA:) pl. [properly &;-eč ; (see Kur, xxxii.

12;) and sometimes] Jºe's, (S, K,) used [only]

in poetry, (S, TA,) by reason of necessity, (TA,)

and anomalous, (§, K,) like Jºº. (S.) El

Farezdak says,

+ .# 3.5% ºf Jºy ºf +love, º 'º'; Jº 9:3

... of - -- *, * * *
* guary J-el; ~99. &a- :k

[And when the men see Pezeed, thou seest them.

depressed in the necks, lonering the eyes] : ($:)

thus the verse is related by Fr and Ks: Akh
• of - -

says, that it is allowable to say 3Laº), J =93,

• - - - - -

after the manner of the phrase -º- --> -º-;

[see art. -ºs- ;] and Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà adds
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Ls in relating it; saying jua.8 J-eº. (TA.)

[See the remarks on Jºjº, pl. of J-9.

Jº A horse that does not raise, or elevate,

his head, (S, IF, K,) nor his neck, when running,

by reason of neakness: (IF, K+) or that has not

reached the other horses (Lth, K) in their heat,

or single run to a goal; (Lth;) i.e., by reason

of his weakness and impotence; as also "J-3.

(TA.)

Jºº. 3% A child [preposterously brought

forth; whose feet come forth before his head.

(A, Msb, and so in a copy of the $.) See
- e - 6.

also J.K. —J-sº S$2 [Preposterous child

birth] is when the feet come jorth before the

head; (K, and so in a copy of the S, [and that

this is what was meant by the author of the S

seems to be indicated by what immediately fol

lows) i, q &. ($) — Jºº. 3, 4

circuiting of the Kaabeh performed in a neay

contrary to the prescribed custom, by saluting

the black stone and then going tonards the left.
- d ... • *

(Mgh.) – tº: &# § He read or recited,

the Kur-án, beginning from the last part thereof,

(K,) i. e. from [the commencement of the latter

of] the 9% [or last two chapters], (TA,)

and ending neith the a-jū [or first chapter];

contrary to the prescribed mode : (TA:) or

beginning from the end of the chapter, and

reading it, or reciting it, to its beginning, in

vertedly; (K;) a mode which A'Obeyd thinks

impossible; and therefore he holds the former

explanation to be the right: (TA:) each of

these practices is disapproved, excepting the

former in teaching children, [in which case it is

generally adopted in the present day, (K,) and

[in teaching] the foreigner the [portion of the

Kur-án called the] Jºãº an indulgence being

granted to these two only because the long

chapters are difficult to them : but if any one

knows the Kur-án by heart, and intentionally

recite it from the last part thereof to the first,

this is forbidden: and if we disapprove this,

still more is the reciting from the end of the

chapter to the beginning disapproved, if the doing

this be possible. (TA.) – Jºº. also signifies

f Suffering a relapse into disease, after conva

lescence; or after recovery, but not complete, of

health and strength. (K.) – iº. applied to

a bow: see Jº.

Jºº

1. Jºl Jºš, (S, A,) or ãº, (K,) aor. - (Az,

$, ISd, K) and , (IDrd, K.) inf n. Jºš, (A,)

He entirely eachausted the neater of the well: (Az,

$, A:) and (A) he extracted what was in the

well, of black fetid mud (ść- [in some of the

- -zo - - - - -

copies of the K, 4.3-, which is a mistranscrip

tion,]) and of clay; (A, K5) as also V Çiğ.

($gh, K.) Hence the saying,Jº $5– &

(S, K*) +[Such a one is] a sea, or great river,

n:hich will not be entirely eachausted, nor will

diminish. (K.) And Jº S is 3 & (S,

TA) f He has courage nihich will not be eachausted:

said of Alee, by a man of Kureysh. (TA.) –

Andº Jºš He consumed the thing; made it

come to an end, fail, cease, perish, or come to

nought : (A, K:) and the same, (ISd, A,) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (M,) or 4. Jºš, (Lth, K,)

he made an end of the thing; or ceased from it,

(Lth, ISd, A, K, but in

[some of] the copies of the K, &# is put by

having finished it.

mistake for §, in this explanation. TA.) One

says, <<3

herbage, and consumed it. ($," T.A.) And ãº

Jºš us [A piece of herbage beginning to dry up]

that is not eactirpated, or cut off entirely with its

roots. (K.) – Jºš also signifies t the scru

tinizing or investigating, or searching or examining

(TA.) [You say,
• ? - - - - - -

app., 33-S) cºe Jºº, meaning, He scrutinized,

&c., affairs..] – And& is like Jºk [but in

(TA.)

o - - o e.ed

... . .J1 1s...}l They came at last to

--e J, bº. They

or inquiring into, affairs.

what sense is not said].

8: see 1, first sentence.

6 a • - - - -

U:3 + A man who scrutinizes or investigates,

or searches or examines or inquires into, affairs;
º ... O

(TA;) as also "Jºe. (IDrd, K.)

J.K. : see Jºš.

Jºë. a dial. form of Jºãº, but of weak

authority. (TA.)

Jºº. A receptacle of the kind called lak. of

which the contents have been taken out. (TA)
-- - * - d - -->

- Jºël J) Jº Jºe 3A f(He is one of those

who are empty, or devoid of good]: a phrase

denoting vituperation. (TA.)

Jaś

1. 2.9 cº Jes, (A, K,) [aor. -, and some

times t, as will be shown below,) inf. n. Jºsé

(S, IF, A, Mºb, K) and Jač (A, K) and J.<!.

(K) and &Laº, (MA,) He receded, retired, or

dren back from the thing, or affair; refrained,

forbore, abstained, or desisted, from it; recoiled

from it, shrank from it, or drew back from it in

anºe or fear; ($, IF, A, Mºb, K;) as also&

&c. (Aboo-Turáb, T.A.) You say also, Jaš

* Jé, ($, Mºb, K) or “is Je. (A)

aor. : (S, Msb) and -, (S,) or the latter only,

($gh, TA,) or the former is allowable, (Zj, TA,)

He turned back from a thing to which he had

applied himself; (IDrd, S,” A,” Mºb,” K, TA;)

meaning a good thing; and sometimes an evil

thing; (IDrd, TA;) or meaning particularly a

good thing; or extr. with respect to an evil

thing. (K.) [See the Kur, xxiii. 68.] Hence

"Jacºl [as syn. with Jaśl, though we have

not heard it. (Mgh.)

8: see above.

* . .” - 3 - 2 * ~ * * .

Jaë9 -º-; Jasu al- f [His lot, or portion,

is decreasing, or deficient, and his good fortune is

receding]. (A, TA.)

2.

6 - d - * > * >

Jºº, (O, B, K) like ºxiº, (TA) [in the

CK, erroneously, J-º] A place to which one

removes, withdraws, or retires afar off; syn.

J-º. (O, B, K.) El-Aasha says, praising

'Alkamah Ibn-'Olátheh,

©. • - •: * - d. ºf2 * *

25-o')
- **- As oilel º

+ Jº. J Öe tº ſº. +

[0 Alkamah, affairs have compelled me to hare

recourse to thee, and there was not for me any

place to which to retire. (TA.)

[lığ, &c.

See Supplement.]

tº

t and tº Little lice. (Kr, K.) [See also

~~~

< A certain plant, having a fruit that is

(L, K.) The only explanation given by

(TA.)

eaten.

several lexicographers.

t”

3,3 (K, Mºb &c.) and£º which latter

is said to be a corruption in the TS and the K:

but this is denied by El-Khafájee and by Mtr;

and learned men, in early and in late times, have

constantly used the word F-33s.5) without any

expression of disapproval; Z and El-Hasan Ibn

Rasheek El-Keyrawánee, two leading lexico

logists, having even named thereby books written

by them; (MF;) vulgo “... [which is a Persian

word J.; (TA;) A model, an exemplar, a pattern,

or a likeness of a thing, after the similitude of

n:hich a thing is made: (Msb:) a model, or like

ness, of a thing; (K;) i.e., a thing that is made

in the form, or after the fashion, of another thing,

that the mode of the latter may be known thereby:

(TA:) a thing nihich shows the mode, or quality,

or qualities, of another thing : (Mºb:) an arabi

cized word, (K,) from [the Persian] º,

jº

1. 3., aor.-, (§, K) inf n.5.3, (S)[It was,
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or became, spotted like a leopard or panther: see

also 5:] it (a cloud, or collection of clouds,)

became of the colour of the 2-3 [leopard or pan

ther], (S, K,) spots being seen in their interstices.

($.) = See also 5, in three places.

2. 23, inf n. Jº, + He, or it, changed, or

altered, and rendered morose, his face. (T) =

See also 5, in two places.

5. 2. [He made himself like a leopard or

panther, in diversity of colours : see also 1].

Amr Ibn-Magdee-Kerib says,

+ - - - - • *:

-º-, b-; 131255 +

*...* .2.2 * * * ~ *

- 1933 tile- 52.3 x

[A people who, nhen they put on armour of iron

mail, make themselves like the leopard or panther

(23) in the diversity of colours of the iron [rings]

(S.) – t He made himself like

the leopard or panther (2.3, K, TA) in ill-nature:

and the thongs.

(TA:) the became angry; as also "33, (M,)

aor.-, infn.";3; (TA;) and "... : (M.) the

became evil in disposition; as also "2.5 (T:)

the became angry and evil in disposition, as also

"... and "23; (IKit, $gh, K) like the 2:3:

(TA:) the strained the voice in threatening:

($gh, K) and 4 ×º the became ill natured

and altered to him, and threatened him ; because

the 2-3 is never met otherwise than angry and ill

natured. (A$, $, K.)

6 o' º, e.

jº see J-cº.

2. seeki, throughout. –3. (S, A, Msb,

K, &c.) and 23, (M, A, Mºb, K) which is a

contraction of the former, (Msb,) or a dial. form,

(TA) [The leopard;] a certain wild beast, (S,

A, Msb, K, &c.) well known, (A, K,) more malig

nant than the lion, (T, M, Mgh, Mºb,) and

bolder, (Msb,) so called because of his 2. [or

spots], (M, K,) being of divers colours, (M,)

called in Persian &: (Mgh:) fem. with 3:

(S, Mºb.) pl. [of pauc)3: (M, K) and jº,

(M, Mºb, K.) and [of mult] ..., (§, M, Mºb,

K) held by Th to be pl. of 23, (M) and #23

(Msb, and so in some copies of the K) and 23,

(S, M, K,) which occurs in poetry, and is anoma

lous, perhaps a contraction ofjº, (S,) and not

mentioned by Sb, (M.) and 53, (M., K.) which

is the most common in occurrence, but, accord.

to Th, he who uses it makes the sing. jº, (M,)

andjº, (M. K.) held by Th to be pl. of ſº,

(M,) and ãº. (K.) As the 2: is one of the

most abominable and malignant of wild beasts,

one says, 2:) <i> gº& Jº, meaning,

: Such a one became changed, or altered, to such

a one; or met him in a morose manner: (IB :)

or became very rancourous, or malicious, tonwards

him. (TA.) The kings of the Arabs, when they

sat [in judgment] to slay a man, used to attire

themselves in skins of the 2-3, and then give

orders for the slaying of him whom they desired

to slay. (IB.) = See also*. throughout.

§: A spot, or speck, of any colour whatever :

pl. 33. (M, K.)

#. A garment of the kind called is, of

wool, (S, K, TA,) striped, (TA,) norm by the

Arabs of the desert: (S, K, TA:) or a garment

of the kind called atº, (M., K.) or Le, (A,

Mgh, Msb,) having white and black tripe, Ol'

lines, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,) worn by the Arabs of

the desert: (A, Msb:) and a garment of the kind

called *; (M, K;) so called because of the

diversity of the colours of its stripes: (M:) or

anyjº, of those worn by the Arabs of the desert,

that is a striped ač. (IAth:) or a striped 25.

of wool; (TA) pl.jū. (IAth, Mºb.) it is an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi

nates. (TA). It is said in a trad, of Saad,

*JººJºãº º J. &

[A Nabathean in his hubneh (a long piece of

cloth, or the like, wound round the back and legs

of a person sitting with his thighs against his

belly); an Arab of the desert in his nemireh; a

--

lion in his den]. (S.) – See also jºi.

* it. (T, S, M, A, K) and "2.5, (M., K.)

Wholesome mater, whether sneet or not sneet : (S,

K:) or sneet and nºholesome rater : (T, A:) or

n:holesome in satiety: (TA:) or copious : (Ibn

Keyrān, M, K:) or increasing in quantity, syn.

Atī, (AS, T, TA,) or Jj, (K,) whether sneet or

iot sneet : (T, TA:) or increasing in quantity in

the beasts [app. meaning while they drink],

(26 4:19 Jº 95, T, M.,) whether sneet or not

sneet. (M.) [As Jij is coupled with AU, app.

as an explicative adjunct, in the T and M, I

think that I have here rendered it correctly :

otherwise I should have supposed it to mean,

perhaps, pure.] —> J.-- (S, M, A, K,)

and º, (M, K) tiq.35 (see abovel: ($, M,

A, K.) pl.jºi. (M.)

jºi Spotted white and black : (M, K:) or in

n:hich is black and nihite; applied to a wild beast;

as also º: (A:) fem. iſ…} (M, A, K5)

applied to a ewe or she-goat: (A:) pl. 3:.

(A:) also }: a horse, (S, K,) and an ostrich,

(K,) variegated like the23, (S, K, TA,) having

one spot white and another of any colour: ($,

TA:) pl. as above: (TA:) or, applied to an

ostrich, in rhich is blackness and whiteness; pl.

as above: ($:) and a lion in which is dust-colour

and blackness: and *::: a bird having black

spots; also sometimes applied as an epithet to a

horse such as is termed cº. (TA.) Also, A

collection of clouds of the colour of the 2.3, spots

being seen in their interstices: (S:) or having

black and white spots: (TA) and "... signifies

a collection of clouds having marks like those of

the23: or small portions near together: n, un.

with 3: (M.) or * irº signifies a small portion

of a cloud; and its pl. [or rather the coll. gen. n.]

is 3. (K.) It is said in a proverb, $ºº

&la. ſe: [Shon, thou it to me spotted like th.

leºpard, 1. will show it to thee raining]: (S, K:)

alluding to an event which one certainly knows

will happen when the symptoms thereof appear:

(Meyd, K, TA:) originally said by Aboo-Dhu

eyb El-Hudhalee : (TA) sº is here like 534.

in the Kur, vi. 99, for, aii. (Akh, S:) by rule,

it should be ſº, (K, TA) fem, of ºi. (TA)

– See also3.

ºw. --

: See jºi. [In the TA, voce § - it is

applied as an epithet to a garment of the kind

called sº and in the K, voce J.-, to a cloud,

or collection of clouds: in the former case, it app.

signifies striped, (see iº) or, as in the latter

case, spotted.]

U-vº

- * ~ * • 2.

1. a-º, aor. :, inf. n. J-3, He concealed it;

namely, a secret. (S.) See also 2. — He spoke,

or discoursed, secretly to him, or with him; he

acquainted him with a secret; (S;) as also

'4-6, (§, M, A, K.) inf n, i.…. (M., A)

and Cº. (M.) You say, J. Jº L.

4.4% [How great is my desire, or longing, for

tly secret discourse!] (A, TA.)= [And it seems

to be indicated in the M, that Jº, aor. and inf.

n. as above, signifies He became a confidant, or

acquainted with another's secrets.] = [Hence,

perhaps.) ..., J-3, inf n, as above; (IAar;)

... • of - *, *

and crº "J-5ſ, (IAqr, K.) inf n. J tº ;

(IAar;) He created discord, or dissension, among

them, (IAar, K,) and incited them one against

another, or nent about among them with calum

nies. (IAgr.) See also 2. = Jº, aor. 2, inf.

Il. Jº, It (clarified butter, S, A, K, or oil, M,

and perfume, and the like, A, and anything sweet

or good, M) became bad, or corrupt, (S, A, K,)

so as to be slimy, ropy, or viscous; (TA;) became

altered (M, TA) and bad, in the manner described

above : (TA:) and "Jº, said of [the preparation

made of churned milk called] lº, it became

stinking, or fetid. (TA.) See also 2, below.

• G - - - º o

2.29 ± J-3, (A, TA) inf n. Jº,
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(A, K,) He concealed from him the thing, or Cº. applied to clarified butter, (A,) or oil, | other is acquainted. (TA.) — A repository

affair; or made it dubious, or confused, to him ;

syn. 4–3. (A, K,” TA.) See also 1, first sig

nification. = *-ta, J-> He calumniated his

companion; syn. * 3. (A.) See also 1. =

º J-> His hair became befouled by oil. (M)

See also 1, last sentence.

3. J.G. He (a hunter) entered a J-49, i.e.,

(K.) See also 7. =lurking-place, or covert.
- * * *-

4-69 : see a-º.

& J.-2,

4. Avº J-cº!: see.” J-3.

5. J-> He (a hunter) made for himself a

Jºsé, i.e., lurking-place, or covert. (A.) —
o --

: see C-2-9.

7. Jº, of the measure Jº, (S, CK [in

some copies of the K, Ja:31, which is a mistake, )

He concealed himself: (S, K:) orº Gº J-5

signifies he entered into the thing (M., IKtt) and

(IKft.) See also one of the
6 x . -

explanations of J-3-9, in which this verb occurs:

and see 3.

concealed himself.

Jº [The ichneumon; so called in the present

dayja certain small beast, (IKt, El-Fārābee,

$, M, Msb, K,) broad, as though it were a piece

of ~23 [or salted or sun-dried flesh-meat], (S,)

found in the land of Egypt, (S, K,”) one of the

most malignant of wild animals, (M,) that kills

the [hind of serpent called) cº: (IKt, El

Fárábee, S, M, Mºb, K:) the keeper of vines or

palm-trees or seed-produce(º) takes it for his

use, n-hen he is in vehement fear of serpents of the

kind above mentioned: for it attacks them, making

itself thin and slender as though it were a piece

of rope; and n:hen it winds itself upon them, they

draw back their breath vehemently, and it takes

their breath; thus the serpent becomes inflated in

its inside, and is cut asunder : (TA:) or i.4.

Cº-& [the measel]: (IKt, TA:) or a certain

smau least, resembling the cat, generally frequent

ing gardens; accord. to IF, also called Já [q.v.];

(Msb;) the beast called aſs [the Persian original

of 33]; [see Jºie & in art. Jé,5;] called

J-- fromJº in the first of the senses explained

above: (A;) or i, q. &%. (El-Mufaddal Ibn

Selemeh, TA:) from these various sayings, it

appears that several species are called by this

name: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]Jº (TA) and [of

mult]J.3. (Mº.) You say,JºJº

[app. meaning, Among men are some that are

ºnalignant as the animals called vºl]. (A,

TA.)

Jº

Jº The odour of milk, and of grease or gravy;
6 * .

as also o-3. (M.)

(M,) and perfume, and the like, (A,) and any

thing sweet or good, (M,) Bad, or corrupt, (A,

TA,) so as to be slimy, ropy, or viscous; (TA;)

altered, (M, TA,) and bad, in the manner de

scribed above: (TA:) and "Jº, applied to

asſ, [see 1, last signification,] stinking, or fetid.

(fA)

* 32 5 - -

--- : See C-9-39.

Jºë A secret: (seer, M.) (pl. JºJ–

[Hence, app., rather than from the Greek vöuos

as some have supposed, Revelation. So in a

trad. respecting fines for bloodshed; in which it

is said,** tº “as [Thou hast pronounced

judgment repeting us according to revelation].

(Mgh.) [But see a remark on this signification

in what follows.] – [And hence,) The law of

God. (KT.)– [And from the first,) An evasion,

artifice, or expedient, by nºhich a man conceals

himself; expl. by Jº-) &:Jº *Jº L.;

($) or Jººl &e º Jºãº (K [but here,

app.,Jº is a mistake for Jºãº) deceit; guile;

circumvention. (A, TA.) You say, <-->Öğ

J-49, and Jºlº, Such a one is a person of

deceit, &c., and of deceits, &c. (A, TA.) And

hence the phrase& J-ſº [app. meaning

The artifices of the nºise men] (TA.)–[Also,

in post-classical writings, A man's honour, or

reputation, which should be preserved inviolate;

syn. Jºel— [The remaining significations I

regard as being derived from those above men

tioned; supposing a prefixed noun to be under
- .*

stood; in some instances, “…e-U-2, or 53 ; in

others, cº, or J-...]– A confidant; one

n:ho possesses, or is acquainted nith, secrets, or

private affairs; ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) of

a king, (Mgh, TA,) or governor, or prince, (A,)

or other man; (A’Obeyd, S, M, Msb, TA;)

whom one acquaints with his private affairs,

and distinguishes by revealing to him nilat he

conceals from others: (A’Obeyd, S:) or one

who possesses, or is acquainted with, secrets, or

private affairs, of a good nature : (K, TA:)

and J-,-- signifies one who possesses, or is

acquainted with, secrets, or private affairs of

an evil nature. (TA.) [The author of the Mgh

thinks that the second of the significations men

tioned above, i.e. “revelation,” is derived from

this; a prefixed noun [such as -tº-e, perhaps,

being understood.] Hence, (Mgh,) Jººl,

(A’obeyd, S, M, Mºb, K.) or =S. J., tºl,

(A, TA,) is applied to [The angel] Gabriel;

(A’Obeyd, S, M, A, &c.) by the people of the

scriptures; [meaning, the Christians, and per

haps, the Jews also ;] (S, Mgh;) because God

has distinguished him by communicating to him

revelations and hidden things with which no

(*) of knowledge. (M)—Skilful; intelligent.

(K,” TA.) – One n-ho enters into affairs neith

subtle artifice. (Aš, K.”) – A calumniator;

syn. 235 (K.) as also "J-3. (A, K.)—

A liar. (M.) – The lurking-place, or covert,

(3,3, q. v.,) of a hunter, (S, M, A, K,) in which

he lies in n’ait for the game : (TA:) sometimes

written with , ſº ;] but for what reason

[says ISd] I know not. (M.) — A snare;

syn. Jé: (K:) because it is concealed beneath

the ground. (TA.) — The covert, or retreat,

ofalion; as also "?...G. (K)—The chamber,

or cell, of a monk. (TA, K,” vocº)

* * >, < • *,2 - - -- - -

*~3°9: see J-3-ol, last signification but one.

* - of

J-- Of a dusky, or dingy, colour, (K,)

[like the J-º, or ichneumon.] — Hence, [its

pl.] Jº is applied to [A certain species (namely

the CŞ,3%) of] the kind of birds called u-š. (K.)

º w. -- • 2

L-o-º-o: see L-o-'.

6 • -- - ... • -

J-el-e Entering a J-3-ou [or hunter's lurking

(S.)place].

º, -

- - º - .

1. Jº, aor. 4, (K,) inf n. J-3, (TA,) He,

or it, was, or became, speckled with nºhite and

black : or marked with spots upon the skin

differing from it in colour. (K.) See Jº

below. = <, inf. n. **, He variegated it;

or decorated, or embellished, it; (TA;) [as also

W <, but app. in an intensive sense, for its

inf n.) Jºi is syn, with **. (TA.) –

[And hence, app.,] t He miced, or confounded,

it ; e. g., good speech with bad ; as also the

W latter of these two words. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

Jº A mark, trace, vestige, or relic. (TA.)

J.; White and black specks (S, A, Mgh, K)

in a colour: (TA:) or spots in the skin differ

ing from it in colour; (IDrd, A, K,) sometimes

in horses, and mostly in such as are of a sorrel

colour. (T.A.) — Lines, or streaks, of variega

tions or decorations in variegated or figured

cloth, &c. (K.) – Whiteness in the roots, or

loner parts, of the nails, which goes anay and

(TA.)returnus.

Jº Speckled neith nihite and black; applied

to a bull; (TA) and so "Jºi, (Mgh, TA;)
5 - 0.2 -

*

applied to a man. (Mgh.) You say, U-sº 323,

meaning, A wild bull, which has specks (S, TA)

and lines, or streaks. (TA.) And * : jº
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Asin A bull having black lines, or streaks,

in the legs. (A.) And * tº Jºe A she-goat

that is black speckled with nº hite, or white
43 o .

speckled with black. (TA)—J. J. : 4

snºord in which are diversified wavy streaks.

(A, K," TA.) — J. > A camel having in

his foot a mark that becomes distinctly shown

upon the ground, without any mark thereon made

artificially; (Ibn-Abbād, K3) and so Jº Jº.

(Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)

• of •. 6. * . .

Jºi. fem. U-23 : see Jºº, in two places.

la

2. *: signifies The directing, or guiding,

to a thing. (K.) You say, Jº 91.3 &

º 13's Who directed thee, or guided thee,

to this thing 2 syn. •º Js. (Ibn-Abbád.)

i. The facing, or outer covering, (śl, ..)

of a bed (T, Mgh, K) upon which one sleºps,

(Mgh,) or of a thing that is spread upon the

ground to sit or lie upon, (T, K,) whatever it

be : (K:) or a sort of carpet or other thing

that is spread upon the ground: ($, K:) and

a woollen cloth (Mgh, Msb, K) which is thronºn

over the [kind of vehicle called] tºº, (Mgh,

K,) having a fine nap, or pile, (TA,) of some

colour; n-hat is nºhite being seldom or never so

called: (Msb :) or a sort of dyed cloth, like

º , these names being seldom or never applied

but to what is coloured red or green or

yellow; what is nhite not being called º

(Az, L:) and a cloth that is spread beneath a

horse's saddle : (Meyd, as cited by Golius :)

some say, that it is a receptacle like the * :

(Har., p. rvr [but this I think doubtful:] pl. £º

[properly a pl. of pauc, but used also as one of

mult] (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and blº. (IB, K.)

=A body of men ($, Mgh, Msb, K) mhose

case is one; i. e. a class of men. ($, K.) It is

said in a trad., ($, Mgh,) of Alee, (Mgh,)

. . o E ~ * -

la-5)] àº, s: :* J.- The best of this

people is the middle body thereof (Š, Mgh) whose

case is one; i. e. the middle class thereof: ($, in

which is added, ...} & Jú ºr 3-1.

Jº [he who falls short shall be made to

reach them, and he who eacceeds the due bounds

shall be brought back to them :]) A'Obeyd says,

(Mgh, TA,) the meaning of this saying of Alee

is, (TA,) that he disliked the exceeding of the

due bounds and the falling short (Mgh, TA)

in religion. (TA.) = A n'ay: (MSb, TA:)

a way, course, mode, or manner, of acting, con

duct, or the like; (Mgh, K;) as also V L-31:

(TA [so there written, without any syll.

points:]) a tenet, or body of tenets, belief, creed,

opinion, or persuasion, which one takes to, or

holds: (Mgh, TA :) a kind, or may, of speech.

(TA.) You say, kº 3. Aft keep thou to

this way. (TA.) And 2-3 hº Jº l, is

They spoke according to one way, course, mode,

or manner, &c. (Mgh.) — I A sort, or species,

(Mgh, Mºb, K,) of a thing, (K,) of goods or

- (TA.)

You say, bº 3. &: gº es-- ! I have

goods of this sort, or species. (Mgh.) And

commodities, of learning or science, &c.

* , , - ... • z - - - -

'** **, J-2 13s f This is of the sort, or species,

of this. (Msb.)

: - - 3 , of

Jºº : see Jºlº.

laºſ: see ić.

Čº [A maker, or seller, of bººi, pl. of

*…] a rel, n, from 3; as also '**'.

(K, TA :) the former [from the pl.,.] like

(sº the latter from the sing, agreeably

(TA.)with analogy.

[Jº, &c.

See Supplement.]

tº

1.& aor. : ; and 3.3, aor. 2; ($, K;) and

#3 ; (as in one copy of the S;) inf. n. º (S, K)

and ū (S) andš (S, K) and ãº (K) and

§3 (S, K) and šū, (the last dev. from rule);

(K;) It (flesh-meat) was not, or did not become,

thoroughly cooked. ($, K.) – Gy L. Jº L.

** tº $3 4:3 &: [I care not what is in

sufficiently cooked, of thy Jº…, nor n:hat is

thoroughly cooked: i. e. I care not whether evil

or good befall thee]. (S,” TA,) A proverb.

(TA.) = i. Jº- **, aor. 2, He drank till

he was full. (K,” TA.)

4. tº (Š, K) inf n, fº, (S) He in

($, K) — He

did a thing not firmly, not soundly, not tho

roughly. (K.)

sufficiently cooked flesh-meat.

tº: The state of being not thoroughly cooked.

(TA.)

º (S, K) and W . ($) Insufficiently

(S, K.)cooked flesh-meat.

3.2% Satiated with food and with drink.

(IAqr.)

6

-- O - © .

: See ºv.

~wº

• ow • * : ** -

1. --~) -- aor. 2, and 2; and 4.3, aor. 2;

| (inf. n. *: TA;) and Yaºl; [and Yaºu ;]

He took the spoil, plunder, or booty. (K.)

WJº is The taking of spoil, plunder, or

booty, by whomsoever will; you say * …i

4. Jº [the man allowed, or gave, his pro

perty to be taken as spoil], W ºts, and

‘...., and Y ‘...sº, which all signify the same,

[and they took it as spoil]. (S.) – Jić, “...

aor. 2, The dog seized him (a man) by the tendon

of his heel. (S, K)—º: (S, IX;) and

" ;-au, (K) inf n. *sū; (TA;) I They

carped at him in their speech, (S, K,) or, with

their tongues, and spoke roughly, harshly, or

coarsely, to him : [as though they plundered him

of his good name]. (A.)

* . . . .”

3 : see 1 – Jill Jºil-sº, inf n. *.*.*,

f The [one] horse emulated, or contended neith,

the [other] horse in running. (TA: and agreeably

with this the inf. n. is explained in the S and K.)

– Used not only with reference to a horse. The

Rájiz says,

[I emulated them, or contended neith them, neith a

+

bucket that took up much water]. (S.) See also 6.

4 ºu. Jº Jººl (S) The man alloned,

or gave, his property to be taken as spoil, plunder,

or booty. (TA.) It is doubly trans.: you say

Júl º <º [I allowed Zeyd to take the

property as spoil]. (Msb.) See 1. US$ 4…)

He ºffered it, or exposed it, to such a one, [to be

taken as spoil]. (T.A.)

6. cº J.-AU3 f The two horses emulated,

Or contended nith, each other. (TA.) See also

3. – JI (“ i. (I. **ś, q. v. (TA, in art.

<--)—º Jº <sº f The camels took

much of the ground nith their legs: (K:) [app.

meaning, took wide strides over it: not, as

rendered by Golius, “multum pulveris pedibus

suis rapuerunt;” nor, as rendered by Freytag,

“multum terrae pedibus abstulerunt”]. –Jº
• 3 ... o.º. o. * ~ 9, ... • * :

J-J" cºrº, and a-Auº, [The camels perform

the night-journey with large strides] : and [in like

, 3 F

manner] Jøj') cº-auj. Camels that do so are

termed*} J4. (A.)

8: see 1. – Lºl Jºjº --~~}l The horse

gained the winning-post; or won the race. (K,

TA.)

Jº Spoil; plunder; booty; (S, K;) as also

W *::: (TA, art. J-Mé- :) ex. ~. 4; Jº he

z -

came to him with, or brought to him, spoil :

360
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(TA) pl. 2 (§, K) and sº (Nh, &c.)
•o º -

* U-23 also signifies the same; and thus is
* 0 - * .

similar to Jº, meaning*: and also sig

nifies what is alloned, or given, to be taken as

spoil, plunder, or booty; and thus is similar to

Jº and J.;; (IAth;) and so *** (Mºb)

[and "U-.5 and " L-º:] a man, named

Fizr, said of some goats which he drove forth,

Jº Je. Or Jºº. accord. to different

readings; meaning that it was not allowable to

any one person to take of them more than one :

(TA:) or &: signifies what is taken as spoil,

plunder, or booty; or so taken by whomsoever

will, of what is allowed to be so taken: syn.

-:7 U.: (Lh, K) and " Jº, n:hat is

tº 24 ($ )

or nihat is taken as spoil, plunder, or booty;

• 23

alloned to be so taken ; syn. Jººl

ºn 2. “24. (So in one copy of the $.)

— [Hence] * An incursion made into an

enemy's territory for the sake of acquiring spoil,

plunder, or booty; and a spoiling, or plundering.

(TA.) =Jº Jº : <-, in a trad.

of Aboo-Beker, means I have accomplished what

I had to perform of the prayers termed jº

before my sleeping, lest the occasion for my doing

so should slip from me; and when I anyake, I

perform the prayers termed J313:1. (T.A.) [He

termed the 353 prayers& because he performed

them before the right time.] = + 1.4 kind of
o e -

Jaej [i.e., app., of running, with reference to a

horse]. (Lh, K.)

ãº and " Jº (Lh, Mgh, Mºb, K) and

W& andcº (K) Spoil, plunder, or booty;

a thing taken as spoil : (Mgh, Msb :) and also

Spoliation; a taking of spoil, plunder, or booty:

(Mgh :) substs. from J. : (Ki) and substs. in

the sense of Jº: (Lh, Mgh :) W cº is

explained in the Towsheeh as signifying the

taking of a Muslim's property by force : it is

said, [of Mohammad,) in a trad., that he scat

tered some articles of property, and the people

did not take them ; so he asked them why they

did not take ; and they replied& 33 Jº

Jº ce [Hast thou not forbidden spoliation?];

but he said jeº J. & 3 tº [I have

only forbidden soldiers' spoliation]. (TA.) See
5 o .

Jº

~6. A • *: 3-2 :

U-2, f : * ~* and arº.

Jº

•', J. (pl. of* and **): see 6.

* A horse that eaccels in running: (K:)

and in like manner an ass. (T.A.)

* What is sought, or sought after, quickly:
* … . , 6 × 2 =

syn. Jº-a, -ºla". (K.)

-vº

1. <º, aor. : , [contr. to analogy,) inf. n.

< (S, K) and 3. (K) He cried out, or

•6 - - • 6.

tra a cry: (TA :) [see Wrºke Jºº, wº

crº ..] he uttered the kind of sound termed 24; ;

[i. e., he (a lion, TA) uttered a sound from his

chest; or roared:] (K:) or he uttered a sound

longer than that which is termed 2:35: (S:) or he

breathed hard; or emitted the voice, or the breath,

with a moaning; i. q. 2-3, (K) and 5-1,

(TA :) or he uttered a sound from his chest on

an occasion of distress. (TA.)

& and " …" and Y <-ºl (thus the

last is written accord. to the K, but it occurs in

a verse written W &l, TA, and in this latter

manner it is written in the L.) The lion. (K.)

— ºf 3-1 (S. L.) and ' …, (L.) [A lion

uttering Jrequently a lon, growl]. ($, L.) —

*: jº- ! An ass that brays much, or fre

quently. (S, K)—& Jé, ! A man that

breathes hard; or emits the voice, or the breath,

with a moaning. (S, K.”) See #4.

<-sº The throat; the guttur : (K:) so

called because the sound termed <-23 proceeds

from it. (TA.)

<!--, and&#9, and&: See <ºl.

ev

1. £2, (K, Msb,) aor. :, inf n. *:

(Msb;) and Y **); (S, K;) It (a road, or

way, S and Msb, and an affair, TA,) became

manifest, plainly apparent, or open; (S, K, Msb,)

and so, with respect to a road, W tº-l. (K.)

—sº, (S. K. Mºb) and 'tº, (K, Mºb)

He, or it, rendered (a road, S and Msb, and an

affair, TA,) manifest, plainly apparent, or open :

(5, K, Mºb') — aſ “… tº Jº Jº Do

according to that nihich I have made manifest

to thee. (S) = -2, aor. 2, (inſ. n. º ; TA,)

and W cº'; It (attrition, TA) wore out, or

* -

(K)—tº,

aor. 2; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) and tº, (K,) but

this is disallowed by Aobeyi, (S) and sº,
and W atº's (K;) It (a garment) became old

rendered norn out, a garment.

and n:orn out ; (K:) or " ** signifies it began

to become norn out : (S:) and it became old and

norn out, but nithout being rent in several parts.

(TA) ,º 24 so [The fict ºf] attrition

spread through it. (IAgr.) = &iº & He

went along the road. ($, K.) = º 3. aor. “
y ce, ºf . e. y

inf. n. tº: (S, K;) and tº, inf n. 4-3 ;

(ISh;) this inf n. also mentioned by Lth, who
- * -

knew no verb belonging to it; (L;) and 2-, 3,

aor. : , (K,) inf. n. tº: (L, in art. tº ;) and

" -rºl, inf. n. tº: (L;) He was out of

breath; breathed short, or unintermittedly; panted;

($, L, K;) by reason of violent motion: said

of a man, and of a beast of carriage, (L.) and

of a dog. (T.) One says, cº Jº * 29 - 3 - ?& J.')3
* * * * * * 0. &r o

"as-ºil. sº tº Such a one is out of breath,

or breathes short, or unintermittedly, or pants

jor breath, and I knon, not n-hat hath caused

him to be so, or to do so. And it is said in a

* - d. 2 … •

trad., cº Yº-y sº He san, a man breathing

short, or unintermittedly, or panting for breath,

by reason of fatness, and putting forth his tongue,

from fatigue or the like. (S.)

* * > . . .

4. *—º Jº- as ,-3 He beat him until he

became stretched along : or, until he wept : (TA :)

[but probably U.S. “he wept " is a mistake for

Gº he became worn with the beating]. = 2-vºl

He, or it, caused him (a man, S, and a beast of

carriage, TA) to be out of breath, or to breath

short, or unintermittedly, or to pant for breath.

(S, TA.) [See an ex voce &º He rode a

beast of carriage so as to cause it, or until he

caused it, to be out of breath, &c., (S, K,) and

to become fatigued, or jaded. (TA.) = See 1,

throughout.

10: see 1. – 9% Je- ** &. (S.)

Or cº; &º, (K.) Such a one follows the way

of such a one. (S, K.)

#: (S. K.) and '3 (L) and ': and

* -t,- (S, K) A manifest, plainly apparent, ortº- - 1 y app

6 .

open, road, or way: (S, L, K.) and so Jºlo

W is at . (TA, from a trad.:) pl. of the first

6 - 6 - 6 p.” 6 p >

stile-rº and 2-3 and 2-3,3: (L:)[and of the third

• * gº. º

**].– as-yº Jºe Manifest roads, or ways.

(L.) — And Gºiº. & [The plain, or open,

track of the road). (M, K, in art. J..)

6 * > º o .

evº See cº.

is at & See

£3.

6 - o 6 o'.

and **: See &r -

6 * * *

&r

*A*

1. 3.3, aor.”, (SL, Mºb, K.) and , (Mºb, K.)

inf. n. 3.3, ($, L., &c.,) It (a girl's or woman's

breast) was, or became, snelling, prominent, or

protuherant : ($, L, Mgb, K.) or became full.

(Munjid of Kr.) [See also º, and 345;
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Jº — yº

and see also Jeº.]- $33, aor. 2, and 2 ; and

W ~23, (inf. n. **, TA,) She (a woman [or

girl]) came to have smelling, prominent, or pro

tuberant, breasts. (L, K.) –ãº sº The

skin became nearly full. (A)—º sº

‘Jº, inf n. º, The bucket became nearly full.

(A’Obeyd, L, TA)– 3.3, (M, L, K) aor. ,

(L) inf n.s...}, (M., L.) and 3.3, (L.) He (a

man) rose; (M, L;) i. q. Jº; (K;) or the

latter signifies “he rose from sitting;” whereas

the former signifies “he rose under any circum

stances.” (M, L.) — 2. 33, (L,) and 34,

(Th, L.) He rose to him. (Th, L.) – 3.

33.9, (A’obeyd, L. K.) and 3& J., (S, L,

Mşb,) aor. 2, (S, L., Msb,) and : , (MSb,)

inf n. 3.; (Mºb, K) and 3.3, (K.) He attacked,

or assaulted; or rose and hastened and went forth

to, or tonards, the enemy; (S,” L, Mºb ;) i. q.

Ja,3: ($, L:) he directed his course towards

the enemy, and commenced fighting with them.

(A’obeyd, L, K) – 23, (IKit) inf n. 3.3,

(K,) It (a thing, IKtt) went, or ment anay,

(Jº) in any case. (IKtt, K.) = 3: also

signifies The being strong. (TA.)- 3.3, aor. * ,

inf n. $3,3, He (a horse) was, or became, large

and tall: (S, L:) or bulky and strong ; or

goodly in body and limbs, and tall: (L:) or goodly,

large in body and limbs, fleshy and tall. (K.)

V Jºl, He honoured (2k.) a gift.

---

=2+3, and

(IKtt, K.)

2 : see 1, near the beginning.

3. *-au, inf n. 33.6%, i. i. º (S, A,

L., Msb, K;) He attacked or assaulted him,

or rose and hastened and went forth to or toniards

him, in war; he directed his course toniards him,

(M, L.) –

**u, inf. n. ;34tº, He contended or disputed

and commenced fighting with him.

d x * * *

nith him, in an absolute sense. (TA.)= ...A.AAU,

[inf.n. ;34.) He contributed neith them to the eac

penses of a journey or an earpedition, clubbing with

them, i.e. sharing equally nºith each of them. (L.)

See also 6. = seau, inf n. $344, He played

with him at the game in nihich one puts forth as

many of his fingers as he pleases, and the other

does the like; he played with him at the game of

morra ; the inf. n. expl. by cº *.*.*,

(S, L, K) and sº, q.v. (TA)

4. Jºl He filled a tank or cistern, ($, L,) and

a drinking-bowl, (A,) and a vessel, (L, K,) so

that it overflowed: (L:) or nearly flled it. (A,

L, K.) — ſº 3: *ść 4 she camel that fills

the resel (with her milk] (IAar, L.) — a

He made him, or it, to rise. (L.) = See 1.

5. e..… He sighed; breathed rith an expres

sion of pain, grief, or sorrow; or uttered a pro

longed breathing. (TA.)

6. 133AU5 They attacked or assaulted one an

other, or rose and hastened and went forth to or

toniards one another, in war; they directed their

courses one toniards another, and commenced fight

ing. (A, Mgb.) 19.AAUJ; ($, Mgh, L, K;)

and * beau, (L, Mºb) inf n. 24.4; (Mºb;)

They clubbed, i.e. contributed equally to, the

expenses nºbich they had to incur, (S, Mgh, L, K.)

on the occasion of a journey, (K,) or an earpedition

against an enemy; (L;) or contributed equal

shares of food and drink : (ISd, L:) the first

who instituted this practice is said to have been

Hudeyn Er-Rakáshee: (TA:) or they contri

buted, each giving his share, for the purchase of

n:heat, or food, for their eating in common.

(Msb.)—º 15-MAU3 They took the thing

and shared it between them. (L.)= 13. AAL: They

played together the game of morra, described in

one of the explanations of $2.89. (S, TA, art.

**)

33 A high, or elevated, thing: (L, K:) as a

shoulder joint, (L.) and a horse. (TA.) – A

girl's or woman's breast : so called because of its

prominence, or protuberance: (Msb:) [pl. 3,3}.
6 a. º e o .

—Jº Jºse A pubes swelling forth, or pro

minent : opposed to **. (L.) — 3:* A.

strong, bulky, youth, or young man. (L, from a

trad.) – 23 A generous man, ($, K,) who aims

at means of acquiring eminence, or nobility. (S.)

- 3: A horse large and tall: (Lth, S, L:) or

bulky and strong: or goodly in body and limbs,

and tall: (L:) or goodly, large in body and limbs,

fleshy, and tall: (K:) fem. with 3. (L.) —

Jáil 43, and Jºei, A horse large and pro

minent in the back of the head, and, in the short

ribs. (Lth, L.)—& and Y* The lion :

(K:) from 3,4 in the sense ofJº and §.

(TA)=3; Aid; assistance. (L.) See&

—º 3. sº3” He aided, or assisted, the

people. (L.) — Also, He contributed with the

people to the expenses of a journey or eapedition,

sharing equally with each of them. (L.) See

also 3. = And see 2.3.

3% (L, K) and sometimes"3% (K,) or the

later ignifies the action described in the following

explanation, (L.) A contribution, or that nihich

is contributed, to the expenses of a journey, equally

shared by each member of the party: (L, K:)

or a contribution that is made for an expedition

against an enemy, by a clubbing, i.e. an equal

sharing of the expenses, so that there shall be no

defrauding of one by another, and no obligation

of one to another. (IAth, L.) See 3 and 6.

You say, 93% ets Give thou thy contribution

to the earpenses of the journey, or eapedition,

equally with thy companions. (L.)

• O- • * 0

&º or cºlº, (§, L, K.) fem. sº and

... • * *

#33, (L.) A tank or cistern, ($, L. K.) and

| bowl, (S, A, L,) or vessel, (L, K,) full, but not

yet overflowing: ($, L, K:) or full so as to over

flow : (L:) or nearly full: (A, L:) or filled

high: (L:) or two-thirds full. (K.)

- - - -

35L6 x\, . The amount, or number, of a hun
z -

dred. (K.)

* Fresh butter that is not thin : (S, L:) or

thin butter: (K:) or fresh butter of which the

milk has not been quite thick and fit for churning:

or a large lump of fresh butter; as also W*:

and * 3:3: (L.) or "$3.5 signifies fresh butter

made of milk that has not becomethick and fit for

churning, and rehich is therefore little in quantity,

and sneet : (AHát, L:) or $2. $º fresh

butter expressed from a skin by quºting it. (L,

art. Aki.)

iº. See 2.– The hearts of the grains

of colocynths, boiled until thoroughly cooked and

thick, and then having a little flour sprinkled

upon them, after which they are eaten. (S, L,

K.”)

*č A girl's breast that is snelling, prominent,

or protuberant; pl. **ś, which denotes more

than 49%. (A’obeyi, L.)— Also, and " $3.5

(S.L. Mºb, K) and '3:... (L. K.) or #3:4, (i.

in the TA,) A girl, or woman, having smelling,

prominent, or protuberant, breasts: (S, L, Msb,

K:) or a woman whose breasts have become full:

(Munjid of Kr:) pl. Jaś. (Mºb.) – 3-6 A

º (A.) —

*au Attacking or assaulting, or rising and hasten

boy nearly come to the age of puberty.

ing and going forth to or tonards an enemy; pl.

§§. (Msb.) – See 33.

º . - s º:

3. AAU : see JAAU.

*~ 6 - 2 * of

ilºvº [fem. of 3. i An elevated sand, (S, L,

K,) like a compact hill, fertile, producing trees:

(L:) or a tract of ground such as is called**,

but more flat and eactensive : (L, art. 2-43 :) it is

used as an epithet; but not the masc. 3.31. (L.)
© . * , of

-Asal Jº!

of the people.

º - - -

** :

sº He is the strongest and hardiest

(R.)

º -

see JAU.

jvº

1. 3, (S, Msb) aor. 2, (Mºb,) It (water)

ran upon, or along, the ground, (S, TA,) and

made for itself a jº [or channel like that of a

river]. (S.) See also 10. – It (anything, as

in one copy of the $, or anything copious, as in

another copy of the S and in the TA) ran, or

flored; ($, TA;) as also "xº~!, (S) or "prºl.

(TA.) - It (blood) flowed with force : (Msb:)

360 *
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and *...i it (blood) floned (K, TA) like a river:

(TA:) and the latter also, it (a vein).flowed and

would not stop; (K, TA;) meaning, it flowed

like a river; (TA;) as also "jºl; ($gh, K,

TA:) and Wyºl also signifies the same said of

the belly; (TA;) or it (the belly) became loose,

or relazed; or it discharged itself; (JK;) as

also "…l. (JK, K.) =3.3, (§, K) aor. ,

(K,) inf. nº, (TA,) He (a man, S) dug a 2:

[or channel for a river]: ($, TA:) he made a

2. [or river] to run, or flow. (K, TA.) =2,3,

inf. n. jº, He made an inroad or incursion, or

inroads or incursions, into the territory or terri

tories of enemies, in the day-time. (T.A.) =

$3, $, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. , inf n. 23:

(TA)and's,…," (š, Mgh, Msh, K.,&c.;) Hechid

him; he checked him, restrained him, or forbade

him, with rough speech; syn. 943, (Mgh, Msb,

K, and so in a copy of the S,) or 9% (as in an

other copy of the S,) ** AS&; (Mgh :) he

addressed him neith chiding speech, (JK, A,) for

bidding him from doing evil. (J.K. [in the TA,

citing the last explanation from the Tº:& is

erroneously put for 3. &I) It is said in the

Kur, [xciii. 10,1,353 Jºſué (And as for

the beggar, thou shalt not chide him, or address

him with rough speech]. And in a tradºſcº,

& 3, tºº & 3 iſ $.

, ºfejº &. | Whoso chideth, or checketh with

rough speech, the author of an innovation in reli

gion, God mill fill his heart with security and

faith, and God will preserve him from the greatest

(TA.)

• o – •

z - -

terror].

4. 2, 3] : see 1, in three places. = t He made

blood to flow : (S:) or to appear and flon; : (K:)

or to flow amply and copiously : (Mgh:) or to

flon, with force : (Msb:) or he poured it forth

copiously. (TA.) It is said in a trad, 23.12:

2i} : &- &-Jé L. S. <: tº [Make thou

the blood to flon;, &c., with nºhat thou pleasest,

eaccept neith rhat is made of a tooth or a talon.]

(Mgh, Msb.) The issuing forth of the blood

from the place of slaughter is likened to the

flowing of water in a river. (TA.) – f He

made it wide; ($, K;) namely, a spear-wound

or the like, (S, TA,) or a 2. [or channel of a

river], as is implied in the K, but in other lexi

cons as in the S. (TA.)= He nas, or became,

in day-time : (S,” K,” TA:) he entered upon

day-time: (MS) from jøl. ($)

8: see 1, in five places.

10: see 1. – It (a river [in the CK 3: is

put by mistake for 3:) took a place, (JK,) or

a settled place, (K,) for its channel. (JK, K.)

– It (a thing) became nºide. (S.)

3. and '53 (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) A channel

in which water runs : (A, K:) so most say: or

the water itself [that runs therein; i.e., a river;

a rivulet; a brook; a canal of running mater]:

(TA:) or a neide channel in nihich water runs :

originally, the water [that runs therein]: (Mgh:)

or properly, neide running water: and by a secon

dary application, which is tropical, I the trench

or channel [in which it runs]: (Msb, TA*:) pl.

[of pauc.] Ži, (Msb, K,) a pl. of the former,

(Msb,) and jºi. (S, Msb, K,) a pl. of the latter,

(Msb,) [but used as a pl. of either, both of pauc.

and of mult., and the most common of all the

pls.,] andź, (Msb, and so in some copies of the

K,) with two dammehs, a pl. of the former,

(Msb,) or;, (as in some copies of the K and in

the TA,) and 3.4% (IAar, K.) You say, cº

3: [The river ran, or flowed]; like as you say,

45- sº. (Mºb) And tº 24° 3. [4

channel of running mater having much water].

(A.) And '3.3 is also used in a pl. sense; as in

the Kur, [liv. 54], ſº -º- J. (In gardens

and among rivers], i.e.,jº like the phrase in

the Kur, [same chap. verse 45,) 3. &sº,

(Fr. S.) meaning jºs (Fr, TA) but it is

otherwise explained. (S.) Seejº below.

5..."

Jºy” .

(K:) or light and amplitude : so, accord. to

some, in the Kur, liv. 54, differently explained

See Jº, in two places. = Amplitude :

above: see %. (S, TA:) or, accord. to Th, 22

is a pl. [or rather quasi-pl.] of 33, which is a pl.

of jū. (TA) -

jº Much (TA) as also '...}} (K, TA)

both applied to water. (TA.) – A wide ºf [or

-- (K)-

A man of day-time; syn. jº --~ ;

river, or channel in which water runs].
3 - 6 -- *

Jyº J-2

(S, K;) who makes inroads or incursions into the

territories of enemies therein : (S:) or n:ho norks

therein : (A :) a kind of rel. n. ; as is shown by

the ex.

• 2 *º- - 6 - 2 * ,

* Jº Jº Jºe sº- *

* *…** * 42 - ??... • , , ; , ;

2& Cº Jºãº S +

[I am not one of the night-time, but I am one of

the day-time: I do not journey in the night, but

I go forth early in the morning]: as though he

said "(s)". (Sb.) The verse is correctly re

lated as above; not as it is given in the S. (IB.)
… . ºf

— See also jºl.

5 *. 6 x

jº Day; or day-time; contr. of J. : (S,

TA:) or broad daylight, (Mgh,) from sunrise to

sunset : (Mgh, Msb, K:) this is the original sig

nification : (TA:) or this is the signification in

the vulgar conventional language: but in the

classical language it signifies the time from the

rising of the dawn to sunset : (Msb:) or the light

betn!een the rising of the dann and sunset : (K:)

and so accord. to the lawyers: (TA:) in the

trads., it is the whiteness of the 203, and the

blackness of the U.); and there is nothing inter

vening between the J.) and the 3',5 : but some

times the Arabs amplified, and applied 2,3 to the

time from the clear shining of the danºn to the

setting [of the sun]: (Msb:) or (so accord. to the

TA, but in some copies of the K, and) the

spreading of the light [which is a cause] of sight,

and its dispersion : (K:) in this explanation in

the L, in the place of 39.3% we find &ſ,

[and its collecting together]: (TA :) it is also syn.

with2: ; and is so when used without restriction

in the non-fundamental sciences of religion,

(ºil) as in the phrases 5% 2. [fast thou a

day] and jø Jº, [n:ork thou a day]: and it

may be so used, or in its proper classical sense,

when prefixed to 2s, governing the later in the

gen. case: (Msb:) it has no proper dual, (Mgh,

Msb,) and no proper pl., ($, Mgh, Msh, K,) like

Jºãº and -º-; (S, K;) the former of which,

however, has a pl. assigned to it [by Zjand] in

the K, namely, iº; (MF;) [and respecting

the latter see*. with Jº;] [for] Jº is a name

applied to every 2, [or day]; and J% to every

aſ: [or night] : one does not saycº jº, not"

9% Já. but the sing. of 2,3 is 2. (TA:)

and the dual, cº (Msb, TA:) and the pl.,

2či. (Msb:) and the contr. of 2. is âû: SO

says Az, on the authority of A Heyth: (TA:) or

it has ple. ; namely, 33, (IAar, $, K,) a pl. of

pauc., (S,) in some lexicons iº, (TA,) [also a

pl. of pauc.,] and33, ($, Mgh, Msb, K,) a pl. of

mult. (S.) [See also 32. Ibn-Keysáa cites

the following ex.,

• *tºJº S,

• 2 3 º “. • * * :

º 2--": º, J-- *}} +

[Were it not for the two thereeds (or messes of

crumbled bread moistened with broth), ne had died

of leanness: the thereed of night, and thereed in

(S.)the day-times].

jeº: see;.

3 - - -

33° see Jø.– I'ood that is eaten in the

beginning of the day. (TA.)

*-** *,22

jºl jº, and

these phrases the epithet has an intensive effect,

(K, TA) as the epithet in Jº Jº. (TA)

"..., [A bright day :] in each of

3. The place ºf a river. (T, TA.) – A

place n'hich the neater hollon's out in a 22 [or

channel of a river]. (K.) – A cleft, (K, TA,)

or hole, (TA,) in a fortress, passing through [the

nall], whence water runs, (K, TA,) or by which

water enters: (TA :) Pljet. (TA.)
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Jº — U-2

jø

1.33, aor. , (Mºb) inf n.5.3, (Mºb, TA,)

IHe rose to take a thing neith his eartended hand.

(Msb, JK, T.A.) He took a thing with his ex

tended hand. (JK,TA.) See also 3 and 8. =jø

'',: The thing became near. (K.) See also 3,

in two places.

3. *9, inf. n. #sº, IIe strove nºith him, or

made haste, to outstrip him; to be, or get, before

him ; to precede him. (TA.) You say, jºu

& He made haste to get before the game, or

object of the chase, (K, TA,) and seized it before

its escape. (TA.) AndJº .#sº [I strove

with them, or made haste, to be before them in

taking, or seizing, the opportunities, or the turns

for drawing water or the like]. (S, A.) A poet

says,

[I strove nºith them, or made haste, to be before

them in drawing water with a capacious bucket].

(S.) = Also, (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He

approached it; dren, near to it; nearly attained

to it; (K, TA;) as also V %. (TA.) You say,

£;ſº jau, ($, Mºb) and 4-I, (A, TA) He

(a boy, S, Msb) approached, dren, near to, or

nearly attained to, puberty. (S, A, Msb.) And

&-- j^\} [He approached, or nearly attained

to, the age of fifty]. (A, TA) And Alaaſ Jeu,

(A, Msb,) inf. n. as above, (Msb,) He (a child)

approached, or dren, near to, the [time of]

meaning; (A, Mºbi) as also 3.3, (Mºb, TA,)

(Msb.) = See also 8.

of no • .

3:AU *
Lovº

*

aOr. 2.

6. 5AL: They strove together, or made haste,

each to be, or get, before the other. (K.) You

say, láš aſ: ău. cºsté tºº They strive

together, or make haste, each to be before the

other in obtaining the government of such a tonn,

or country. (S,” TA.) And Jºji lºst; [They

strove together, or made haste, to be before one

another in taking, or seizing, the opportunities,

or the turns for drawing water or the like :

see 3.] (A.)

8. ā-ji, jº! He took, or seized, [or availed

himself of..] the opportunity; syn.º (S,

A, K :) or he arose and hastened to be before

another, or others, in taking, or seizing, the

opportunity; or simply he hastened to take it.

(Msb.) You say, -sul Já& 33º

[Take thou, or wise thou, it; (meaning the op.

portunity;) for it hath become within thy porer;

before the escape thereof). (T.A.) And jº

& Jº 3á [Take thou, or seize thou, the

opportunity; for it hath offered itself to thee].

(A, TA) Also, tºº. He took it, or them,

[but to what the pronoun refers is not shown, )

with his eatended hand, from a near spot; and so

W (sjs9. (TA.) Andº jº! He accepted

the thing, and hastened to take it neith his extended

hand. (TA.)

4. o.p.

3×3 An opportunity; a time at nihich, or

during nhich, a thing may be done or had ; syn.
3 - 9 x

à-2,3. (S. K.) — A thing that offers itself to

one as a prey, or spoil. (JK, L*) You say,

e-º-º: § & [Such a one is the prey of

the snatcher]; meaning, such a one is the prey

of every one. (L.) And* 3.3§ ** [This

is a thing that offers itself as a prey, therefore

snatch thou it.] (A.)

jeº Approaching, or near, to the time of

meaning; applied to a boy; (JK, Msb, TA;)

and to a girl; (TA;) or the epithet applied to

the latter is with 3. (JK, Msb.)

L-wº

1. 4-3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. - (Mºb, K,

MS) and : ; (Msb;) and 4-3, aor. : ; (Fr, K;)

inf n. Jº (S, Mºb, TA) and Jºã; (TA)

He (a man, S, Msb) took it (namely flesh or flesh

meat) nith his fore teeth, (S, A, Msb, K,) to eat

it, (Msb,) and plucked it off; (A, K,) as also

* *-ºſ ($) and he ate it off from a bone

(3:3) neith his fore teeth : (Lh, TA:) or he

pulled it off with the central incisors, to eat it :

(TA:) and he took it neith the fore part of his

mouth; as also "4-º': (A) or he took it

neith his mouth: (IAth, TA:) or he took it with

his mouth to bite it and make a mark upon it

neithout mounding it : (TA, art. Jºº :) and he

(a dog, and any animal having a canine tooth,)

bit it : or seized it, and then pulled it, or pulled

it vehemently, or rent it with his teeth : but there

is a difference of opinion respecting this verb in

all its significations: some say that it is with the

unpointed J., ; and thus, only, it is mentioned

by ISk, who says, I heard El-Kilábee say, of a

dog and of a wolf and of a serpent, "4-º'

and “. . (Msb;) [and J says, the J-2 of

the serpent is the same as its Jº; (S;) you

say i.e., < in the sense of & [the

serpent bit him]: (Z, $gh :) others say that the

verbs are with J. and Jº throughout; and thus

says IF on the authority of As : Az cites Lth

as saying that Jº, with the pointed Jº, signifies

taking, or reaching, from a distance, like the

Jºrº of the serpent; and Jº, with the unpointed

letter, the seizing upon flesh, or flesh-meat, and

pulling it, or pulling it vehemently, or rending it

with the teeth : Th says that the latter is neith

the eactremities of the teeth; and the former, with

the teeth [absolutely], and with [those that are
... of

termed] the vºy-el: IKoot says, like Lth, that

one says of the serpent (£), <3, with the

pointed Jº ; and of the dog and wolf and hyena,

4-3, with the unpointed letter. (Msb.)

8 : see 1, in three places.

* > * * , º, .

Jºº see Jºlº, in two places.

º -

- * * * > .

J-ºk'; see J’s, e, in two places.

º A dog that is n'ont to bite; (Msb;) and

"Jºsé, applied to a she-camel, signifies the

same; (TA;) and the latter, a lion that bites a

thing when able to do so : (IKh;) or the former,

a dog that is n'ont to seize, and then pull,

or pull vehemently, or rend neith his teeth. (Msb.)

5 ... o.

– A lion; as also 7 Jºsé and "J-º. (K.)

— A wolf. (TA.)

9 * o .

J.---- A place from which a thing [such as

herbage &c.) is taken with the mouth and eaten.

(K,” TA :) pl. J-eº. (TA.) You say, Ji

J-ºkºl §:= Land abounding in such places.

(TA.)

6 - «»
9 a.

L-w^* : see U-\º.

6 y o .

J-ºvº. A man having little flesh; (S, A, K.)

[as though it were partly eaten off the bones ;]

… -- e.

(T.A.) You say also, U-54-9

cºil, (A, K,) or cºol, (TA,) A man

(TA) having little flesh upon the feet, (A," K,”

TA) or upon the ankles. (TA.) And -:4%

W J. [4 shank of a quadruped] light of flesh.

º -

as also W C-29.

* c >

(TA.) See also Jºº.

Lºw

1. “º, (S. K.) acr. -, (K) inf n. J., (S)

i. q. 4–3; ($, K;) i. e. He took it with his

mouth to bite it and make a mark upon it neith

out wounding it : [&c. :] (TA:) or he took it

(namely flesh or flesh-meat) with his fore teeth :

(S3) and so accord. to some, " …l. (S.)

And It [a serpent or scorpion] bit him; or stung

him; syn. 4-4. (K:) you say, à- <<3 the

serpent bit him. (S.) And He (a dog, TA)

bit him, or it; (K) as also 4-3. (TA) or

He took it with his [teeth that are called]

•º whereas 4-3 signifies he took it with

the extremities of the teeth : (K:) or Jº is less

then Jº: the latter signifying the taking, or

reaching, with the mouth; but the former, the

taking, or reaching, from a distance, like the Jº

of the serpent. (Lth, T.A.) [For other obser.

vations on these two verbs, see art. J-3.] —
2 - c → • o º * … . x

2-tº-3 jº-J) a twº (IAqr, S, K) : Time, or
*

Jortune, bit him, so that he became in meant.
• - © . & , ... •

(TA.) — twº-> --> She (a woman) seized the

flesh of her face with her nails. (TA.) – 4:3
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also signifies + He, or it, harassed, distressed,

fatigued, or wearied him. (IAth.) – Jº,

inf. n. as above, t He became emaciated, or lean :
• * - 20 f o pe

and Úsuael V

-

• * *

<ā four arms from the elbon:

upwards became emaciated: (TA:) and <:

$3.2 t his arms from the elbow upniards be

came slender, (Ish, K, [but in the CK 3; is

put by mistake for (33) and their flesh became

little. (ISh.)

8: see 1, in the first and last sentences.

º, e. 5 in 2 .

Utº : see Jºvº.

Jºãº see Jº, in five places. – As an

epithet applied to a camel, i.g. Jº, (Ibn-'Abbād,

K,) as explained in art. Jº-º. (Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)

- º Po .º

Jºe see Jºvi.e.

4 * >

Jºº. + A man harassed, distressed, fatigued,

or wearied : (S, IAth, K:) thitten by time, or

fortune, so as to be in nant, (IAar, $, K, TA,)

+ and emaciated, or lean : or having little flesh,

even if fat ; or light; as also "Jº and "Jº

and "Jºsé. (TA.) Applied to the pudendum

muliebre, t Having little flesh; as also V Jºº.

(TA) And in like manner, cºis iſ cº,

+ Emaciated, or lean, in the thighs. (TA.) And
© - * *

Jºãº)

the feet. (IAA, K.) And ºn "Jº 1A

man, (TA,) or a beast of carriage, (S,) light in

the arms, or fore legs; ($, K, TA;) as though

from :- "Jºš ($) and so "…sil Jº,

! light in the legs, (K, TA,) in passing along, and

Jºº. + A man having little flesh upon

having little flesh upon them; (TA;) as also

"…tº Jº. (S,”TA) [But see also Jºli...]

* - -o

* - --

-

A woman scratching her face in afflic

tion or misfortune. (K, TA.) Such Mohammad

cursed. (TA.)

- -

1. Jº, aor. , inf n. Jºsé (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K) and Jº, (S, A, K,) He rose, or stood

up, syn. &º, (Mºb,) or Ali, (S, Mgh, O, K,)

astº. 34 from his place; (Mºbi) as also "Jacº,

syn. Aš: (IAgr:) or the former, he quitted

a place: and he rose from it: (M, TA:) or

he rose from sitting; thus differing from 2.3,

which signifies “he rose” under any circum

stances: (M, L, in art. Jº :) [and he rose

and went: or he rose and hastened, as shown

below :] and " Jacºl, he was, or became,

made, or excited, to rise, or stand up; quasi

pass of 443i ($) You say, º, J He

rose, or stood up, to him: (Mgh:) and 28

— '53

[to do, or perform, an affair]. ($, K.") And

343, & Jº He [rose and sped, or hastened,

to, or tonards, the enemy. (Mºb.) [See also

33.] And ºil J, & and …, tº [We

rose and sped, or hastened, to, or toniards, the

people, or company of men :] both signify the

same. (Abu-l-Jahm El-Jaafaree.) And "lº-arºl

and W 12-asuj signify the same as Jésſ,º

[They rose and sped, or hastened, to fight, or to the

fight]. (TA.) – t It (a plant) stood erect; or be

came strong and erect. (S, A, K.)-t It (a bird)

spread, or eacpanded, it ring, tº fy. (S, A,

Mgh, K.) You say, Jacºl je-le ** [A young

bird lacking the porcer of spreading its nings to

fly]. (A, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse of El

Hotefăh cited in the first paragraph of art. Jús..]
- a o - e - - -

} c_avº (K in art. utº-, &c.) and *-*.

<! 4.i. ($ in the same art., and A in art. Jºve",

&c.) signify [the same, i.e.] <ti- + [His soul,

or stomach, heaved, &c.] (S, A, K, in the arts.

above mentioned.) –~& es: -:) Javº

- (A, TA.) As

cites the following verse from an anonymous poet:

! [Hoariness arose in youth].

& -- , 22 °-: * 2°:

- esº Jºãº "Jºº +

- e - a ;, *.* ... • O. -

ye-awl J. Jºlº, º cº-e

+ [Tremor arises in my little back from the time

of noon to the little evening]. (TA.)

3. 4-au, (S, A, &c.) inf n. *a*4, (TA)

He rose with him, or against him, and nithstood

him, or opposed him, in contention; syn. a.e55;

(S, Mgh, K;) namely his adversary. (A, Mgh.)

4. *al He made him, or eaccited him, to rise,

or stand up: (S, A,” K, TA:) or he roused him,

or put him in motion to rise. (TA.) You say

also, 28, "4:43, [if this be not a mistran

scription for<ºil I made him to rise to [do, or

perform, the affair. (Mºb.) And Jé*

º t He strengthened him to rise, and do, or

perform, the thing. (TA.) – abºl Javº! I He

nearly filled the neater-skin [so a. to make it

riºl (K, TA)—2- *} -* The

mind bore and drove along the cloud, or clouds.

(TA.)

6 - J -astº (S, A, Mgh, K) They

rose, one with another, or one against another,

and withstood, or opposed, one another, in nar,

or battle: (Mgh:) or each party of them rose

and hastened (-43) to, or toniards, the other, in

(S, K.") See also 1.nar, or battle.

8: see 1, in four places: = and see 4.

10. 13-jº *~! He ordered him, or com

inanded him, to rise to [do, or perform, such an

affair. (S. K.’) [And ºil, az- He sent

him on an affair, to perform it.]

is: [inf n. of un. of 1; A single act of rising,
•

&c.; and a motion, or movement; pl. -

(Mºb) You say, i.e., & Eſº, (A, TA) or

motion, or movement, on his part, (Msb,) J-9

13° [to such a place], (A, TA,) or 134- Cº. [to,

or tonards, such a thing]. (Mgb.) And**

sº [He is a person of frequent risings,

(A, TA.) – Also,

t Poner, or ability; and strength. (TA.)

- e. * ... •

ate cºle, There nas [a rising, or] a

or motions or movements].

... o.º.

à-arº [The act of rising, or standing up : or the

state of being made, or eaccited, to rise, or stand

up:] a subst. from Jéºl. (TA.)

Jº [One who frequently rises; or nho fre

quently rises from, or quits, his place :] quick in

motion. (Expos. of the Mo'allakát, printed at

Calcutta, p. v.-) —& Jº * ! [app. He

is nont to rise neith these, for their assistance:

See iáº). (A, TA.)—& Jº *: See

art. Jjº. -

Jºe'ſ [act, part. n. of 1, Rising, or standing up:

&c.]. – t Energetic, sharp, vigorous, or effective,

in his agency, or work. (TA.) — IA young bird

n:hose wings have become complete, (S, A, Mgh,)

or n:hose wing has become complete, (K,) and

which has risen, (S,) or is able, (A, Mgh,) or

ready, (K,) to fly: (S, A, Mgh, K:) or that

has spread its wings to fly; or that has raised

itself to quit its place : applied by some par

ticularly to the young of the eagle: (TA:)

pl. Jéeº. (A, Mgh.) [See also &c.)

Jº iáº; f.A man's people, (L.) or the sons

of his father or ancestor, (S, O, K,) who rise for

him, (O,) or nith him, (K,) or nith nihom he

rises, in a case that grieves him, (L.) or nºko are

angry for him, ($,) or niho are angry by reason

of his anger, and rise to aid him : (TA:) and

his people, (A,) or servants, (K,) or those, (S,)

who undertake, or manage, his affairs : (S, A,

K:) or his aiders, or assistants. (A, in art. Pyle.)

You say, ***º L. : Such a one has not

any (S, A) people, (A,) or servants, (TA,) who

undertake, or manage, his affairs. (S, A, TA.)

[Jº, &c.

See Supplement.]

º

1. it, aor. tºº, inf. n. t; (S, K) and flºº,

(K,) He rose, or arose, with effort and difficulty.

(S, K.) — *- * He rose with his burden

with effort and difficulty: (TA:) he rose with

his burden oppressed by its weight. (S, K.).
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tº--t; She rises with her buttocks oppressed

by their neight : said of a woman. ($.) — à

* He arose. [App. said originally, if not

only, of a camel.] (T.A.) — 4 a; and * u,

It (a burden) oppressed him by its neight, and

bent him, or weighed him down. ($, K.) — is:

tº:- º Her buttocks oppress her by their

weight: said of a woman. (S.)— G He was

oppressed by weight, (K,) and fell down : (S. K.)

thus the verb bears two [partially] opposite sig

nifications. (K.) —* AG + He behaved

proudly. (TA, art. lae.)—º *ś, aor. tºº,

inf. n. t; ; and W.L….! andsº (K; the latter

being formed by transposition, TA) The star,

or asterism, [generally said of one of those com

posing the Mansions of the Moon,] set (accord.

to some), or rose (accord. to others), aurorally,

i.e. at dawn of morning. (TA) See tº. [It

seems that U is used in both these senses because

the star or asterism appears as though it were

nearly overcome by the glimmer of the dawn.]

=13, (K,) formed by transposition from (sé,

(TA) or a dial. form of this latter, ($, TA,)

He, or it, was, or became, distant; removed to a

distance; went far anay. ($, K.) – “. .U. [It

rendered him distant, or removed him to a

distance]. (TA.) = 91% 9A. V. (S) (see

explained in art. -]: J,U is here used for

Jüſ, in order to assimilate it to 94-5 ($3)
#2 o –

for Jºy”).
5. . .” $.”

like as they say us;9-2 us?”

(TA.)

3. $59, inf. n. šić and #9, He contended

with him for glory; vied ºrith him. (K.) —

He acted hostilely tonards him. (S, K.) Some

times without .; but originally with being

derived from º, à and º; sº. (S.)

4 :

10. .** .u...] [He prognosticated rain &c.

by reason of the rising or setting of a star or an

asterism aurorally, i.e., at darn of morning ; or
& .

he regarded a star or an asterism as a •ºl.
... 6

(L.) It is said, (3= 2,-4, & Jº S
[The Arabs do not prognosticate rain &c. by

reason of the auroral rising or setting of all the

stars, or asterisms: or do not regard all the

stars or asterisms as ſºil. (Sh, L.) lºu-,

J.--> the being transposed, They expected, or

looked for, the rain called J-5), [from the

auroral rising or setting of a star or an

asterism]. (AHn.)= *:::: + He sought, or

ashed a gift, or present of him. (K.)

see 1.

- 2 of * + 2

tº, pl. {i,j and J/23, ($, K,) A star, or

an asterism, verging to setting ; or the setting

of the star, or asterism, in the n'est, aurorally,

i.e., at dann of morning, and the rising of

another, opposite to it, at the same time, in the

east : (Ki) or the setting of one of the stars, or

asterisms, n°hich compose the Mansions [of the

Moon (see2.É. Jjū2)], in the rest, aurorally,

i.e., at damn of morning, and the rising of its

~3), n:hich is another star, or asterism, opposite

to it, at the same time, in the east, each night

for a period of thirteen days: thus does each

star, or asterism, of those Mansions, [one after

another,) to the end of the year, except <!-1,

the period of which is fourteen days: ($:) [or

it signifies the auroral rising, and sometimes the

auroral setting, of one of those stars, or asterisms;

as will be shown below: I do not say “heliacal”

rising because the rising here meant continues

Accord. to the T,

.23 signifies the setting of one of the stars, or

for a period of thirteen days].

asterisms, above mentioned : and AHn says,

that it signifies its first setting in the morning,

nohen the stars are about to disappear; nºkich is

when the whiteness of danºn diffuses itself. (T.A.)

A’Obeyd says, I have not heard 33 used in the

sense of “setting,” or “falling,” except in this

(S.) It is added, [whether on his or

another's authority is doubtful, that the [pagan]

Arabs used to attribute the rains and winds and

instance.

heat and cold to such of the stars, or asterisms,

above mentioned as was setting at the time

[aurorally]; or, accord. to Aş, to that which

was rising in its ascendency [aurorally]; and

used to say, 13é- º Úb. [We have been given

rain by such a .33]; (S;) or they attributed heat

[and cold] to the rising of the star or asterism,

and rain [and wind], to its º ſmeaning its

setting]. (AHn, Har, p. 216.) This the Muslim

is forbidden to say, unless he mean thereby,

“We have been given rain at the period of such

a .23;” God having made it usual for rain to

come at [certain of] the periods called .1931.

Again, A‘Obeyd says, The 1931 are twenty-eight

stars, or asterisms; sing. .33: the rising of any

one of them in the east ſaurorally] is called .33;

and the star, or asterism, itself is hence thus

called : but sometimes •33 signifies the setting.

Also, in the L it is said, that each of the above

mentioned stars, or asterisms, is called thus be

cause, when that in the west sets, the opposite

one rises; and this rising is called ºil but

some make 33 to signify the setting ; as if it

bore contr. senses. (TA.) [El-Kazweenee men

tions certain physical occurrences on the occasions

of the 1931 of the Mansions of the Moon; and in

each of these cases, except three, the 23 is the

rising, not the setting. Two of the excepted

cases are doubtful: the passage relating to the

third plainly expresses an event which happens

at the period of the auroral setting of&;

namely the commencement of the days called
… •

j9-all -

Makreezee, with the rising of 23i:) gu, the

Zºi, corresponding, accord. to El

|-3, of asy-a!!: and it is said in the $, art. 5-c,

on the authority of Ibn-Kunáseh, that the All

j9s—all fall at the period of the 33 of 33, all.

(The auroral setting of 33, all, at the com

mencement of the era of the Flight, in central

Arabia, happened about the 9th of March O. S.;

and this is the day of the N. S., the 26th of

February O.S., on which commence the 2.

j9-all accord. to the modern Egyptian almanacs.)

Hence it appears, that sometimes the setting, but

generally the rising, was called the .33. More

over, the ancient Arabs had twenty-eight pro

verbial sayings (which are quoted in the Mir-át

ez-Zemán, and in the work of El-Kazweenee)

relating to the risings of the twenty-eight Man

sions of the Moon: such as this: &ºl& 3.

Cºg cº, “When Esh-Sharatán rises, the

season becomes temperate:” or, perhaps,“

the night and day, become equal.” (If this

latter meaning could be proved to be the right

one, we might infer that the Calendar of the

Mansions of the Moon was in use more than

twelve centuries B.C.; and that for this reason

Jue, Ji was called the first of the Mansions;

though it may have been first so called at a

later period as being the first Mansion in the

first Sign of the Zodiac. But I return to the

more immediate object which I had in view in

mentioning the foregoing sayings.) I do not

find any of these sayings (though others, I

believe, do) relating to the settings. Hence, again,

it appears most probable, that the rising, not the

setting, was generally called 33.] — [In many

instances, ii,39. signifies The Mansions of the

Moon [themselves]; and º, any one of those

Mansions : and they are also called 21-9 2–

[the stars, or asterisms, of rain]. (Mgh, in art.

tai-) IAgr says that the term .33 was not

applied except in the case of a star, or asterism,

accompanied by rain : (TA :) [see exs. under

i.e. and tº… but most authors, it seems, apply

this term without such restriction: it is some

times given to certain stars or asterisms, which

do not belong to the Mansions of the Moon; as

will be seen below: and it is applied, with the

article, especially to ū).– Accord. to AZ,

as cited by AM, the first rain is that called

Jºs":

cº cººl, the same, says AM, as §i)

*32, [the 27th Mansion of the Moon, which,

about the period of the commencement of the era

of the Flight, (to which period, or thereabout,

the calculation of AZ, here given, most probably

relates,) set aurorally, (for by the term .33 AZ

means a star or asterism, at the setting of which

the alsº I of which are those called

rain usually falls,) in central Arabia, on the 21st

of Sept. O.S., as shewn in the observations on
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the ºl UjLºo in this lexicon]: then, iº,

[one of the cº, the 1st Mansion, which, about

the period above mentioned, set aurorally on the

17th of oct); then, §1, ſhe 3rd Mansion,

which, about that period, set on the 12th of

Nov.]. Then comes the rain called& : the

• 1931 of which are iš- ſmeaning ãzig, the

5th Mansion, which, about the period above

mentioned, set aurorally on the 8th of Dec.]:

then, Jºjº', [i. e. is, i. £53, and £53)

ãº,421; the former of which, about the same

period, set anti-heliacally on the 3rd of January,

the proper relative time of the setting of the 7th

Mansion; and the latter, on the 16th of January,

the proper relative time of the setting of the 8th

Mansion;] and their 53, [the 8th Mansion,

which, about that period, set aurorally on the

16th of Jan.]: then, #2-1, [the 10th Mansion,

which set aurorally, about that period, on the

11th of Feb.] In this period, the L33rº rain

ends; and that called& (q.v.) begins, and

[after this] -ºl. All the rains from the J-5

to the U.33 are called& Then, [after the

33, comes the -* the 1931 of which are
\-5

ceº- (Jº and -5); [the former of

which is, accord. to El-Kazweenee, the 14th

Mansion, which, about the period above men

tioned, set aurorally on the 4th of April: the

latter seems to be the rºy of Ux, (see -35);

i. e. Jºſeº, the 17th Mansion, which, about the

same period, set aurorally on the 13th of May];

a period of about forty days. Then comes.--,

[see this word, said by some to be] a period of

about twenty nights, commencing at the [auroral]

rising of cººl, [at the epoch of the Flight,

about the 26th of May, O.S.,] which has [little

rain, or none, and is therefore said to have] no

•93. Then comes -º- [a period of little rain]:

the 1931 of which are cº [or the two vul

tures, 39. jº and 2u. Jº, which, in

central Arabia, about the period above mentioned,

set aurorally on the 24th of July, O.S., both

together]: then, 2-as-S), [which I have not been

able to identify with any known star or asterism,

in the TT with te written above it, to denote

its being correctly transcribed]: then, 99.5%; all

cº, the same says AM, as A&M §ºl,

[the 26th Mansion, which, about the same period,

(T, TT, TA.") —
o,

[Hence,) tº [also means tºſhe supposed effect of

a star or asterism so termed in bringing rain &c. :

set on the 8th of Sept.].

• 2 º' .

whence the phrase 4. 193 ) It has no effect upon

the neather; said of a particular star or
.* c > y

asterism : see Jºla.J. — Also, Rain consequent

upon the annual setting or rising of a star so

termed: so in many instances in Kzw's account

of the Mansions of the Moon.] And f Herbs, or

herbage : so called because regarded as the con

sequence of what is [more properly] termed .33:

[i. e., the auroral setting or rising of a star or

asterism, or the rain supposed to be produced

thereby.] Ex. is: --- The herbage dried up.

(IKt.) Also, t A gift, or present. (K.)

#2 -- of

i; More, or most, acquainted nith the 1931.

(K, and some copies of the $.) [See *; ..] It

is an anomalous word, though of a kind of

which there are some other examples; for it has

no verb; and, by rule, a noun of this class is

not formed but from a verb. (TA.)

•,• - 6 Jº

*u-z-e t One of mºhom a gift, or present, is

sought, or asked. (K.)

~5°

… a 5 × * 22 . 6 : * .º.º.o.º. o.

1. a .5, aor. -->, inf. n. -->; and " ºr 51;

I came to him by turns. (TA) – " ...G.,

inf. n. &º, He came to them time after time.

(S, K.) The Hudhalee (Aboo-Sahm Usāmeh,

TA,) says,

a 2:

# S-i, j-, -, 3 *

• , z -

* Çſ S. 49, 3, § 3 *

(S) Slender in the belly, an object of the chase,

in a part of the desert far from water and

pasture; he will not come to the nater othernise

than time after time. The poet is describing a

wild ass. (IB.) Accord. to one relation, the

last word is (º, meaning “coming by night.”

($) — [Also," ~(~51, app., He did a thing

time after time:

*]–.

drove camels early in the morning to the water,

did a thing by turns. (See

•t, alor. -:4, inf. n. **, IIe

and was [again] at the mater in the evening,

going to it [thus] time after time. (IAar.) —

& J. Jú; (K;) and * 23. ~U), ($, K,)

inf. n. ić; ; (TA;) He returned from dis

obedience to obedience to God; he returned unto

God [repenting]; he repented: ($, K:) or the

latter, he returned unto God; syn. 3–3. (Msb:)

or -U signifies he kept to obedience unto God:

[this is given in the K as another and distinct

signification of 20 :] and rºl signifies as

before explained: or he returned to the per

formance of God's commands, not departing

from anything thereof; or he returned time after

time: the lit. signification, accord. to the Kesh

sháf and A.Hei, is he entered upon the good turn.

(TA, where for Jºs-J) read ºs-J).)—Jº 39,

aOr. **, inf. n. * and Jú. (S, K: but the

former inf. n., which is mentioned by Th, is

omitted in some copies of the $) and ãº (Msb:

[the only inf. n. there mentioned :] but this

last, though also mentioned in the L, is rejected

by Th and the other early authorities as not

belonging to the classical language of the Arabs:

TA:) He supplied my place; served for me;

acted in my place or stead, or as my substitute,

lieutenant, deputy, factor, or agent; (S, K, &c.;)

* Jº in such an affair. (Mºb)– 4:30

[and 4. 3,9] It (a thing) supplied its (another

(TA) —2 &, aor. 3

(S,) inf. n. Jº and iš: (K, TA;) and

W *::: ($;) a thing, or an event, [generally a

misfortune, or an evil accident,) befell him ;

betided him ; happened to him. (S, K.)

... •

: 2thing's) place.

…) - 4--, * * ºn -

3. *sū, (inf. n. *sū2, TA,) He did [or took]

a thing with him, each taking his turn : syn.

* (K)– 4:35, inf n. 433, i.a. “...su.

(q.v., here signifying I shared with him : see 6].

(Msb.)

-> 3 > x >0. .3 ± 0°, 0g

4. are arºſ, (K,) and 7 a...!, (TA,) I made

him to supply his [another's] place; to act in his

place or stead, or as his substitute, lieutenant,

deputy, factor, or agent; (K, Msb;) 134- Jº

in such an affair. (Mºb.) — see 1. – Jºi
** * *:: , -2 ° 2, . -

4) --~) tº JY3 Such a one came to me, and

I cared not for him, or paid any regard to him.

(A.)

• 6 - • 3. ...” • 2 3

6. -las-J1 Lºstº, and Jºy, We performed

the affair, or business, by turns; or turn after

w - , * > -o- . . . 2 -oº: -

º (T.) UJI Jº avº “; *32) cy

*** [They took turns in the case of a thing

that was between them; in the case of water &c.]
o - - * ~ * >

($) — ºr lºsuº They did it by turns; this

person doing it one time; and that, another.
… • , ,”

(Mºb.) — 5:59, as also lºjus and lsº cuaj,

They (a people on a journey) ate neith, or at the

tent of [meaning, of the food of] this man on

one occasion of alighting, and another man on

another occasion of alighting; each one of them

having his turn to supply the food of one day.

(Ish) – 9 Jº lºº, (K) or it. Lºu,

(L.) They shared the mater among themselves

[by turns] by means of the 2-il sta-, (K,) or

J - © .

ākñºl: (I, ;) which is a pebble that is put into a

vessel; then as much mater as will corer the

pebble is poured into the vessel; this is done by

persons on a journey when they have little

water; and thus they divide it into shares.
- - •* * ~~2. - …”

(K, arts...-3 and Jäc.) –tº Gü Ji Deaths

come to us by turns; to each of us in his turn.

(TA.)

8: see 1.

10 : see 4.

* ~ * ~ * o º

25\º sº

6 c 3

~5-1 What is a day's and a night's journey

distant from one : ($, K:) what is a night's

journey distant is called Jill: originally in the
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case of going to water: ($:) or what is three

days’ journey distant: or what is two leagues

(º) distant; or three. (TA) Lebeed

says,

º tº tº fºr Jº sº; º

• 93 $3 & Jºe v i 2 °

[I have become enamoured of one of the descen

dants of Jaafar: she has not become a day's and

a night's journey (or three days' journey or two

eagues,) distant from me, nor a night's journey

distant]. (S.) Or -93 signifies [in these words

of the poet] near, so that he might visit her

repeatedly; and -º and ~33 are synonymous:

(IAar:) or -2,5 [is used by him to signify that

at such a distance] he might come to her once in

three days. (A.A.) = $º Strength: (K:) as
º 6. ... º.º. 6." 2 - 0 < e :

also Väs; : ex. JJ #33 º' --ºl Thº. last

become without strength ; and 4) --> *.* 95 I

left him nithout strength, o(TA)–º Near

ness. (ISk, S, K.) = &º a pl. (or rather a

quasi. pl. n., TA) of 36. (RA, K:) [but in

what sense I do not find : app., as the act. part.

n. of 26 “it befell, &c.”]

6 p. 6 º' 8, 6.

J.; Bees; pl. of 55: ($, K.) from is “a

turn that falls to a man at a certain time,” accord.

to As: or so called because they feed and return

to their place: (S:) and if so, the sing, is --59:

(TA:) or so called because they are of a colour

inclining to black; (S, from A^Obeyd; or, as in

some copies of the S, A’Obeydeh;), or as likened

to the nation of negroes called ãº: and if so,

the word has no sing. (TA) See also **.:

3.5 (S. K) and 'íº (S)[The Nubians] a

nation of the Negroes [or rather Ethiopians]: (S,

K:) or the latter is the name of their country;

an extensive country south of Upper Egypt. (K,

TA) — " ** [A Nubian;] an individual of
* - p.

the nation above mentioned. (S.) See als). –

* 22 of

'', x3-1: See Cº.

ãº A turn n;hich comes to one, or n-hich one

takes; the time at nihich, or during mºhich, any

thing is, or is to be, done, or had, in succession;

an opportunity: (S,” K, MF:) pl. **, (S,)

which is extr. [with respect to analogy.] (TA.)

See $º.- ãº and W#3 A coming to mater,

&c., one time, or turn, after a former time, or

turn. This is the meaning of the words in the

following phrases, mentioned [but not explained]

in the S and K: *; ** and& ~-le-,

Thy time, or turn, to come to water, &c., in suc

cession, has arrived: (TA:) pl. of the former

word *. ($, K.) — ãº An assembly, a

company, troop, or congregated body, of men. (K.)

- 2

#5

• * 6, 6 e.

\º : see aº.
-

6 p. 2*...*

see -33 and 3.39.

ă.

Çü * Abundant good, (K,) that comes

again and again [by turns]. (A.) – 43% Jº

A quotidian fever. (S.) – ãº Guests coming

time after time. (TA, from a trad.). Seeº,

sº- Jºsé One who supplies the place of another;

nºho acts in his place or stead, or as his substitute,

lieutenant, deputy, factor, or agent; pl. $º.

(Mgb.) – išū What befalls, betides, or happens,

that is aftieties, distressing, difficult, or unfor

tunate ; pl.3. and º; the latter of which

is extr.: (TA:) or rather this latter is pl. of#,

which is syn. with a 3U, (MF,) a subst. from
6 * : * > . .

3-ol asU, (S,) [and therefore signifying an acci

dent, or a casualty, &c.; and as such this pl. is

not extr., but analogous:] an evil accident; a

misfortune; a disaster; a calamity; an afflic

tion ; pl. 3%. (S:) only signifying what is

evil: (Msb:) or, accord. to some, an accident,

nºhether good or evil: ex. Lebeed says,

• P →

-k Lºbº

* - tº •. 3 + 6 e > 3 > * . -

:k -j924, S5 33-2-1 \} x

[Accidents of a good nature, and of an evil, both

of them; and neither is the good prolonged, nor

the evil constant]: or nihat befalls, betides, or

happens, to a man, of difficult, arduous, distress

ing, or afflictive, events, or affairs, and accidents:

[a difficulty, or difficult affair] in a trad. respect
: 6 p. •: * : * ~ * ~ 2.

-

tº e - © e. o * * * -

* - | - sk

3-2 º' cº -º

ing Kheyber it is said, a 51,3

&ººl& tºsº IIIe divided it into

two halves; half for his onn difficulties, or difficult

affairs, and wants, and half among the Muslims].

(TA.)

&tº A road to water. (K.) –* f i, q.

&: ex. Jºº. 2. t[To him is my recourse].

(A.)

4 * >

~\º pass, part. n. of 4, A person made to
6 * > y of

supply another's place; &c. (Mgb.) — Jºux, ºi

ºAn affair in which a person is made to supply

another's place; in which a person is made to act

in the place or stead of another person; or as

another's substitute. (MSb.) See the verb.

.90 e g 3 *

are ~5-e A person whose place is supplied by

another; in whose place or stead, or as whose
6 of

(Mgb.) – 3-ol
s * ,

* ~3° An affair in which a person supplies the

substitute, another person acts.

place ºf another; in which a person acts in the

place or stead of another, or as another's substitute.

(Msb.) See the verb.

“…, from all J) --U!, Repenting, &c.

(TA)—ºr, act. part. n. of 4, A person

making another to supply his or another's place;

&c. (Mºb.) – See the verb. –* Copious

rain: and good rain, of the [rain termed]& :

(K:) or, accord. to En-Nadr Ibn-Shumeyl,

copious rain (33-34.) is termed rºo: and you

say,* 5*& tºº [There fell upon us

an earcellent, copious rain, of such as is termed

&: ; meaning] good rain, but inferior to what is

termed 39-3 but this is an excellent rain if fol

lowed by other rain. (TA.)

8 . ,6.9

** act, part. n. of 8. – [Coming by turns:

&c.] — Visiting. (R.A.) – Doing a thing time

after time : doing a thing by turns. (TA.)

~33

1. 35, aor. **, inf. n. sº, He (a man)

moved from side to side in walking; as also it,

aOr. <: (L:) or he so moved by reason of

weakness, or infirmity: (Ki) or, by reason of

drowsiness, like as the sailor turns the vessel from

side to side. (L.)

* i.a. Jº Mankind; or men's (S. K.) like
9 * 0 ≤ • 6

Jºleel for Jºëi, the J. being changed into e

[see art. J"), accord. to the dial. of certain of the

Arabs; as related by Az. (S.)

&: [and Y<º A sailor upon the sea, (S,

K,) n-ho turns about the ship in the sea : (TA:)

pl. of the former Jº, (S, K,) [and of the latter]

&sjº, (TA.) Accord. to J, from the language

of the people of Syria: accord. to others, an

arabicized word [from the Greek vaºrms]. (TA.)

3 , i. 3. :

~23: see Jºº.

*2. 22.9 -

ã333 i.g. āāº-. (L.)

cº

1. §3. <--G, aOr. 3% inf. n. ** and tº

(S, K) and *% (H.K.) or this is a simple

subst., (Mºb,) and ā-º, (A, L, K,) or this also

is a simple subst., (S, Msb, [and as such it is also

mentioned in the K,J) and& (K) and i-lº,

(L,) [The noman nailed]. You say Jº <--5

<!, (Mºb) and WºjJé, and *-ū, (L. K.)

but alſº <-a-U is preferred, (TA,) [She nailed

for, or benailed, the dead, and, her husband],

Also, e." Jºe & (A.) & and 'cº

(L, K.). [In the S it is implied that

it is tropical: see à-56; but in the A it is said

to be proper.] —*~1-6, (L.) inf. n. **,

(L, K,) The pigeon cooed (L, K) in a plaintive

or wailing manner. (L.) Some say that this is

tropical; but most, that it is proper. (M.F.) –

£º [The birds warble plaintively.] (A.)

* * > , , ; 2 -

3. Lazº wrazº tºº One of them nas opposite

are syn.
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to, or faced, another. Said of mountains, and

in like manner of winds. (S, L.)

5. tº It (a thing) moved about, hanging

donºn; it dangled. (S, K.)

5\º jºin [The birds warble plaintively,

(A.) See an ex. in art.

6. &

one to another].

cº, conj. 6. – & <--su. The winds

blen, violently [as is generally the case when

they blow from opposite directions]. (TA.)

See an ex, voce 9-. — lestº They two mere

opposite, one to the other; they faced each other.

(S, K.) You say so of two mountains, and of

two winds. (S, L.)

10: see 1–cur- He (a wolf) howled, (L,

K,) and was listened to and folloned by other

(L.) — He (a man) wept and induced

another, or others, to weep : (K:) or he nept

so as to induce another, or others, to neep. (L.)

nolves.

• * : * - e.

tº See a-59.

i-; and Y i-; Strength; force. (L.)

* > 0 ,

See aa-33.

9 * 0.

à-23:

5 * * 3 - ,

tº : See as-Lº.

i-Q ($, Mºb, K) and " &; (Msb) substs.

from §: <--G, q.v. [A railing, or benailing

a dead person].

• 23

tº

• * * 2

&= -2

n:hich is the opposite, of another mind. (S, A, L.)

5 * .

see aa-3U.

- •. -

23 A countern ind, or mind

One that blows transversely with respect to

another is called the as-s-s of the latter. (S, L.)

i-ji: see i-39.

J-ºl. See 4-56.

i-56 [A wailing noman]: (Mºb:) pl. 3.

and <!-ºff. and you also say * 3. tº, and

£º and W #: (S, K:) $º is an epithet

applied to women niho assemble in a a-ú and

" … (also) and " 3. signify women who

assemble together for the purpose of mourning.

(L.) §§ are so called from tºº, signifying

“the being opposite, one to another :” ($ ) [if

so, it is app. a tropical term ; but accord. to the

A, tººl, as above explained, is tropical]. Also

Y i-ś [A woman n-ho wails much, or fre

quently; who is in the habit of wailing; a pro
* * *~ *

fessional nailing woman]. Ex. cº à-lº Jº

cº [She is the professional nailing noman of

6 * , , ,

; iºtºthe sons of such a one]. (A.) – i-jū

and W i-º, A pigeon that cooes in a plaintive or

wailing manner. (L.) -& also signifies

Standards, or ensigns, opposite one to another,

in battle. (L.) — Also, Swords. In this sense,

it occurs written "J-º', by transposition.

(Ks, L.)

à-4. A place of& [or wailing for a dead

person]: (Msb:) pl. **@ and **. (A, L.)

Ex. ºš 3-(i. es: Če [We nere in the place

of wailing of, or for, such a one]. (S, K.) —

See i-6.

...)* > . . .” • * • 2 3

ăa-5\ºº! tº The minds called J.C.J. : [see

ič :] so called because they are opposite, one

to another: they blow in times of drought, when

rains are scanty, and when the air is dry, and

the cold severe. (L.)

**

1. &: see 10.

** O 2, a . . of 25 ° 2 a.

2. tº #29 JS1 iſ tº t God made, or

may God make, the land capable of receiving the

nºater [of the rain so as to be impregnated, or
- - -

fertilized, or soaked, thereby]: expl. by tº

ãº uſe. ($) – See 4.

4. tul ($, L, Mºb) and "& (L, Mgb) He

(a man) made a camel to lie donym upon his

breast [nith his legs folded, as is done on the

occasions of mounting and dismounting, &c.].

(S, L, Msb.) Also, W& (S, L, K) and tº

(K) and Y 3-tº- (L) He (a stallion-camel)

made a she-camel to do so in order that he might

cover her : (S, K:) or made her do so and

then covered her. (L.) — Jill, §3) * 8-9

f [Trial, or affliction, and abasement, befell

him]. (A.)

5: see 4. — and 10.

10; see 4, - Also, tº- (S, L, Msb) and

W tº (L, Msb) He (a camel) lay donym upon

his breast [nith his legs folded]. (S, L, MSb.)

Also, cº-tº-1 and " --> She (a camel) did

so in order to be covered by the stallion. (K.)

It is said that one should not use, in the sense

of the quasi-pass. of the trans. v. fºul, the form

W 8-9, nor W. tº: (Mgb :) but the authors on

verbs mention :-U! in a neuter sense; and IAar

says, that one says aul, but not tº : (MF:)

or IAqr says, *** W tºº, but not 8-9 nor

&ul: (L:) [and F says, that] one should not

say, in the sense of t-i-Lº," and "---> aS

explained above, either tº-U or st-d-U!. (K.)

ãº A remaining, staying, abiding, or dwell

ing, in a place. (L, K.)

is 36A distantland: (K:) or it is [correctly]

à-6, with ~. (TA)

s "e * 1: .

**: See **.

it. A place in nihich camels are made to lie

down upon their breasts, [nith their legs folded];

(Mgb;) a place where they so lie; (K;) a nightly

resting-place of camels, (Msb, voce £5%) In

a trad. in which it occurs, accord. to one relation

(TA.) – Also, A time at which

(M.F.) — Also, pass. part. n. of

2-Gl; and used as an inf. n. of that verb, like
\

-

-

it is W. **.

camels so lie.

3 * * © . : :* •. " - - -

à-9). (M.F.) – ºs- &tº !.js I This is a dis

agreeable place. (A.)

£9. The lion. (K)

39°

• * • - 5

1. 39 intrans., in the sense of Jul: see the
• * Jº .

latter, in two places. = }\,\! 1539 : see 5. =

jºx."& I made a mark upon the camel with
- a .

a hot iron. (M, K.) See 29.

2. jº, intrans., in the sense of jū, fromjº :

see 4, in two places.—- ſº jº, (Mgh, Msb,)

inf. njº, (Msb,) He performed the prayer of

daybreak when the damn had become light :

(Mgh, Msb :) for when the horizon had become

brights (TA) ,-i, 255, without sº, is an

amplification. (Mgh.) *::: as a subst. from this

verb, see below.= G, trans., in the sense of jū,

from #1. see 4, in three places. =>,(S, A,

Mºb, K) inf n. 25 (S. K.) It (a tree, S, A,

Mşb,K, and a plant, Msb) blossomed, or flon-ered;

it put forth its 2: ; (S, A, Msb, K;) as also

"jči (S, Mºb, K) originally jºi. (TA) See

also 4 – It (seed-produce) attained to maturity :

(K:) [see an ex. in a verse cited in art. 3-,

conj. 3:) 3.3% the inf. n. of the verb in this

sense, has a pl. Jºsé. (TA.) = º IHe

smeared him or it with 5%. (Mgh, Msb.) –

42% jº, (S, K,) inf.nº. (TA,) He pricked

his for-arm with a needle, and then sprinkled

»º, ſq.v.) upon it. (S. K.)

4. jul, (inf n. §§, Mºb) It (a thing) (S,

Msb) gave light, or shone; or shone brightly;

(S, A,” Mºb, Ki') as also " …, (Lh, S, A,

Mºb, K.) inf n. 2; ($, Mºbi) and "ju-15

(S, A, Msb, K5) and 73%, (A, Msb, K.) aor.

jº (Msb) inf n. jº, (K, TA) or º, (as in a

copy of the A,) or jº ; (Msb;) and W 33.5:

(K.) > (S,” Mgh, Msh, K) and jul (Mgh,

Msb) and jux-1, (Msb,) said of the dawn, sig

nify as above; (Mgh, Msb;) or its light ap

peared. ($," K.) — [Hence, ãº "sº,

a01". jº, Sedition, or discord, or the like, hap

pened and spread. (MSb.) – [Hence also, Júl
• -o & - -

andº, (K,) the latter being the original form ;
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said of a plant; (TA;) It became beautiful :

and it became apparent. (K, T.A.) And sº

à-in The tree became beautiful in its verdure:

or, as some say, put forth its blossoms or floners.

(TA.) See also 2. = jul and Y º He made

to give light; to shine; or to shine brightly.

(Mºb) "...; and § signify the same.

(S.) You say,& jul, and '93, (A,) and

*** * >, (Msb) He made the lamp to give

light; or to become bright. (Msb.) —JºJ1 JUl

He illumined, or lighted, the place; (K;) i.e.,

put light [or a light] in it. (TA.) – [Hence,

§ul t He elucidated it; rendered it apparent

or plainly apparent, conspicuous, manifest, or

evident; (TA ) as also "º. (A, TA.") —

And hence,&aſ Ul I God taught him, or

dictated to him, his proof. (TA.)

5: see 4, first signification. = &: jū. º

**, (§, K) and " (šč, (K.) They looked at

the fire, or endeavoured to see it (**) jrom

afar : (S, K:) or jū.> he looked at the fire,

or endeavoured to see it, (sº) and repaired

toniards it: (A :) or he came to the fire: it has

this signification as well as the first. (T.A.) —

Jº jº, and #9), IIe looked at the man,

and the noman, at or by a fire, from a place

nºhere the latter did not see him; he stood in the

dark to see the man, and the woman, by the light

of the latter's fire, without the latter's seeing

him ; ; ; being like is ai (TA)= See

also 8.

8, jus!, (Th, T, S, M., K.) imp. 53, (T )

and jº, (T, K,) imp. 5:#; (T;) and ">;

($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) or only just and

23:51; not jº: (T;) or some say JUST; [im

plying that most say 23-3] ($ ;) He smeared

himself with sº [which is differently explained

in the lexicons, so that these verbs are made to

bear different meanings by different lexicons].

(Th, T, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.)

10: see 4, first signification. = a, ju- He

sought the aid of its light : (TA :) or of its rays.

(M, K.)

jū a word of which the meaning is well

known; (M, K;) [Fire; not well explained

as signifying] the flaming, or blazing, (~9)

that is apparent to the sense : (TA:) its 1 is

originally 3 : (S, TA :) it is fem.: ($, M, Msb :)

and sometimes masc. : (AHn, M, K :) and the

dim. is $º, with 5 because it is the original

medial radical, (S,) and with 3 because jū is

fem. (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] jº, ($, M, L,)

in the K jºi. [which is a mistake, though this

is also said to be a pl. of 39, j (TA,) and [of

mult.]& [which is the most common form]

(S, M, K) and 233 (AAF, S, M, Mºb, K) and orflowers; the yellow being called;; (M, K;)

ãº and jº, (M, K,) and jºi also occurs, in

the phrase jºš. jū, in a trad. respecting the

prison of hell; this phrase, if correctly related,

perhaps meaningº jū, and Jºl being

originally jºi (IAth.) jū. is also applied

to The fire of hell. (TA.) The Arabs say,

in cursing their enemies, 33% 2% &f 3:

Aft 5é [May God make their abode distant,

and kindle a fire after them || And it was a

custom of Arab women, as related by IAar, on

the authority of El-'Okeyleeyeh, when they

feared evil from a man, and he removed from

them, to kindle a fire behind him, with the view

of causing his evil to depart with him. (T,) —
w - 2 dº y -

Jºrs), 39 A fire which the Arabs used to kindle,

in the time of ignorance, on the occasion of

entering into a confederacy: they thren into it

some salt, which crackled (§) when the fire

burned it: with this they frightened [one ano

ther] in confirmation of the smearing. (T) —

--- jū has been explained in art. ---. —

jū also signifies simply Heat. (T.A.) — Also,

! [The fire, meaning] the evil, and eaccitement,

or rage, of war; as also Y $36. (TA.) You

Say, sº- jū 3; ! [IIe kindled the fire of

war]. (A.) — Also, f Opinion; counsel; advice.

(IAar, T, K) so in the trad, ſº ºf S

&-eig, (T) or Jº Jºi jº, (K) : [seek

Q/e not to enlighten yourselves by the counsel of

the polytheists; i.e.,] seek ye not counsel of the

polytheists. (IAqr, T, A.”) — Also, Any

brand, or mark, made neith a hot iron, upon a

camel; (AS, T, S, M, A, K5) as also * 3,

(M, K) and *; : (TA) pl. as above: (M :)

or the pl. is jº, and the pl. of the JU that

burns is & (IAar, Th, T.) The Arabs

say, aşū. ** jº L. f What is the brand, or

mark, of this she-camel, with mhich she is burned?

(T, S, A.") And they say, in a proverb,

(sº (sº- (T, $). Their origin is indicated by

their mark neith which they are burned. (T.)

The Rájiz says,

& 9 * > ** • 2 - * -

~ : -

* : * * **, *

£ alsº cº-e Jā-, * 193 *

[Until, or so that, they watered their camels

because of the brand that they bore : for the

fire, or the brand, sometimes cures of the heat

of thirst]: (T, S: *) he means, that, when

they saw their marks with which they were

burned, they left the water to them. (S. For

another reading of this verse, see -:) See

alsojº.

J; Blossoms, or floners, (M, MSb, K,) of a

tree, and of a plant: (Mºb :) or white blossoms

for they become white, and then become yellow :
2- 9: 9,3: . .

(M. :) and "āj; and 7335 signify the same as
a 2- º o- J.2

j. (M, K.) or [rather] 333 and §§ signify

the same; (S, Msb;) [but the former is often

used as a generic n., signifying a kind of blossom

or flower: though both are coll. gen, ns.;] and
6 * g . -- *... c > 5 e -

3,53 is the n. un. of ſº, like as 5×5 is of 3.5;

(Msb;) and §: is the n. un, of j; ; (S, M,

6 6. # , of

L. :) and the pl. of 323 is jºi. (M, Msb, K.)

* Light; syn ſº, (S) or $25 (M, A,

Mşb, K;) whatever it be ; (M, A, K;) contr.

of 4.1% (Msb:) or the rays thereof: (M, A,

K:) accord to Z, {{< [with which tº is syn.]

is more intense than 3; : in the Kur, x. 5, the

sun is termed -º-3, and the moon 223: and it is

said that “…* is essential, but 2.33 is accidental

[light]: (TA:) it is of two kinds, the light of

the present world and that of the world to come;

and the former is either perceived sensibly, by

the eye, and this is what diffuses itself from

luminous bodies, as the sun and moon and stars,

and is mentioned in the Kur, x. 5, referred to

above; or perceived by the eye of the intellect,

and this is what diffuses itself of the divine

lights, as the light of reason and the light of the

Kur-án; of which divine light mention is made

in the Kur, v., former part of verse 18, and

xxiv., latter part of verse 35; and both of these in

common are spoken of in the Kur, vi. 1 and

xxxix. 69: that of the world to come is men

tioned in the Kur in lvii. 12 [and lxvi. 8] :

(B) the pl. is jºi(S, M, Mºb, K) and 3%. ,
-

(M, K;) the latter mentioned by Th: (M :)

and *:::::: signifies the same as %. (TA.)

As 233 is a convenience of the pious in the

present world and the world to come, it is said

in the Kur, [lvii. 18, 4, & Jºãº Gº

[Wait ye for us that we may take of your light].

(B.) [See also ãº.]– It is also applied to

Mohammad : (T, M, K:) it is said by Aboo

Is-hak to be so applied in the Kur, v. 18. (T.)

– And That which manifests things, (K, TA,)

and shows to the, eyes their true or real state :

and therefore »º is applied in the Kur, vii.

156, to I that [revelation] n:hich the Prophet

brought. (TA) — jº is also one of the

names of God; meaning, accord. to IAth, He

by whose light the obscure in perception sees, and

by nºhose guidance the erring is directed aright :

or the Manifest, by whom is every manifestation.

And Jº ºn 3, & [in the Kur.

xxiv. 35. means God is the enlightener of the

heavens and of the earth : like as&&

IneanS tº: (TA :) or, as some say, the right

director of the inhabitants of the heavens and of

the inhabitants of the earth. (T) = See also
9 . - - -

JU, last signification.
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tº ... sº be e

3,3} : see 259.

ãº See 3%, last signification. = I.4. ăs

[a word well known to mean Tar, or liquid

pitch, or a kind thereof; but I do not know this

signification as applying to $º, nor, app., did

SM, for he has made it to be the same with

that which here next follows, from the T1:

(M, K.) or a kind of stone burned and made

into J-le [or quick-lime] and used as a depi

latory for the pubes: (T:) or lime-stone; syn.

J to 3-- and by a secondary and pre

dominant application, a mixture of quick hºme

(U-14s) with arsenic, or orpiment, (tº .) and

other things, used for removing hair: (MAbs)

[a depilatory composed of quick lime with a

small proportion (about an eighth part) of orpi

ment: it is made into a paste with water, before

application; and loosens the hair in about two

minutes; after which it is immediately washed

off: thus made in the present day: some say

that it is an Arabic word; and others, that it is

arabicized. (Mºb) See 8.

2 - 6 -gº - • ?

àºj93 : See J52.

3: Giving light, shining, bright, or shining

brightly; (A, Mgb;) as also "... and *}<!.

(A)[andwº.]— Beautifulin colour, and bright;

as also "... and *śī: (TA:) or the last

signifies [simply] beautiful; (K ;) or conspicuous

and beautiful. (TA.) It is said of Mohammad,

sº *}; &le; He was beautiful and

bright in the colour [of what was wnclad] of his

body. (TA)

º 9 :

225-,

K,) or 35% (T, M, and so in some copies of the

(S, Mgh, and so in some copies of the

K.) or both, the former being the original form,

(S, TA,) i.g. £º [i.e. Indigo-pigment]; ($, K3)

Or º ; [which appears from what follows to

be the right reading, though both &” and

-lº are used in the present day for the purpose

described in explanations of 2333, to give a

greenish colour to the marks made in tatooing;]

(Msb;) i.e., (so accord. to the $ and Msb; but

in the K, and) the smoke [meaning the smoke

black] of fat, (IAqr, T, S, M, Mşb, K,) that

adheres to the ---, (IAar, T,) with which the

punctures made in tatooing are dressed, (S, Msb,)

or filled in, (M,) that they may become green;

(S, Msb;) or with which the women of the Arabs

of the time of ignorance tattooed themselves:

(T :) i.g. . º: [q.v.); (IAar, T :) or, accord. to

to Lth, the smoke [or smoke-black] of the wick,

used as a collyrium or for tatooing; but, [says

Az,] I have not heard that the women of the

Arabs used this as a collyrium in the time of

ignorance nor in the time of El-Islām; their using

it for tatooing, however, is mentioned in their

poems: (T:) or lamp-black; the black pigment

(~#) prepared from the smoke of the lamp :

used for tattooing. (Comm. on the Mo'allakát,

printed at Calcutta, p. 143.) – Also, A kind of

small stone, resembling** n:hich is bruised, or

brayed, and then taken up, like as medicine is by

the lip. (M.) [The same is found in the K,

excepting that, in this latter lexicon, the ex

planation is less full, and ãº is substituted for

ãº, the reading in the M.]

** * 2. a: ºë r

2/33 and 3,53: see J33.

36: See3.– f Apparent or plainly apparent,

conspicuous, manifest, or evident; as also ">3.

(Thus the pl. fem. of each of these is explained

in the TA.) – §§ ãº Sedition, or discord, or

the like, happening and preading. (M5b.) –

And §§ alone, Sedition, or discord, or the like :

(Mºb5 or sedition, or discord, or the like, hap

pening; (TA:) and rancour, malevolence, or

spite : (T:) enmity, or hostility, (T, S, A, Mºb,)

and violent hatred. (S, A, Msb.) See also }%

You say, jº Mill es: << I laboured in

stilling the sedition, or discord, or the like. (M8b.)

And#26. Between them is enmity, or hatred,

and violent hatred. (A, Msb.) = One reho

occasions evils among men. (T,)

[This is lighter, or brighter, than that]. (TA.)

ºw. . • e 9 3. ºf ,

see 33, in two places. – 913 & 12" |}

6 o', -

22.3 The time when the danºn shines, or becomes

light. (T, Mgh.) You say,*::: Jº iſ Jº

He performed the prayer of daybreak when the

damn shone, or became light. (Mgh.) See

also 2.

jū. [originally *] A place of light; as also

W §4. (M, K.) — A sign, or mark, set up to

show the way; (AS, T, S, M, K:) and a thing

that is put as a limit or boundary between two

things; (M, K;) or between two lands, (AS, T,)

made of mud or clay or of earth : (A5, TA:) pl.

% [respecting which see *] (A.) It is

[also used as a coll. gen, n, ; as, for instance,

where it is] said, in a trad.,%2. &. ăſ&

sº May God curse him niho alters the marks

of the limit between two lands: (T, TA:) or it

may mean 2,-] jº, the boundary-marks of the

Haram [or sacred territory of Mekkeh], which

[it is said] were set up by Abraham. (T, TA.")

And it is said in another trad., es:Aº &

ju.3 : Verily there are to El-Islám signs and

ordinances whereby it is known. (TA.) – See

also is cº-2. — The middle, or main part and

middle, or part along which one travels, (***)

of a road. (M, K.)

6 p. see . ** -

Jºe seej, in two places. – See also35.

ãº, originally *; (A, K,) see jë.-

A stand for a lamp; a thing upon which a lamp

is put : (T, S, M, A, K:) of the measure iíziº,

with fet-h (S, Msb) to the A ; ($;) but by rule

it should be with kesr, because it is an instrument.

(Msb.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses it, for the sake of

metre, in the place oftºº, in likening a bright

spear-head, without rust, to a lamp. (M.) –

Also, A candle having a cº- [or lighted wick].

(T.) – [A pharos, or lighthouse..] – The mená

reh [or turret of a mosque, whence the English

term “minaret,” so written in imitation of the

Turkish pronunciation,] upon which the time of

prayer is proclaimed; ($, Msb;) syn. ãº, (K,

TA,) vulgarly išt. [which is the form given in

the CK]. (TA.) – [Any pillar-like structure.

(See§º)– The perch of a hawk, or falcon.

(See tº...)]– The pl. is*andjº he who

uses the latter likens the radical letter to the

augmentative; ($, Mºb, K;) like as they say

**, which is originally*. (S, Msb.)

ºw

º 2 * * -

}eº-e º see Je',

vº

1. Jº, aor. Jº, (S. M. A. Mºb) inf n.

Jº (§, M, A, K) and &º, (M, A, K.) It

(a thing, S, M, as a lock of hair, and an ear

ring, A) moved to and fro; (S, A, K,) it was

in a state of commotion, and moved to and fro,

(M, TA,) hanging down; (TA;) it dangled, or

hung down and was in a state of commotion or

agitation. (M., Msb [but in the M, the verb in

this last sense has only the former of the two inf.

ns. assigned to it, though the other equally be

longs to it.]) You say also, 4 tº Jº His

slaver flowed and was in a state of commotion.

(M.) [See also 5.]

4. 4-ul He made it to move to and fro; (S,

A5) he made it to be in a state of commotion, (M,

K, TA,) and to move to and fro, (M,) and to

hang down; (TA;) he made it to dangle, or to

hang donºn and be in a state of commotion or agi

tation. (M.) It is said in a trad. ($, M, TA)

ofummºn &TA)3 (2-3. Jºſh,
made my two ears to move to 'and fro, &c., with

ornaments]; ($, M, TA;) meaning, that he

ornamented her two ears with ſear-rings of the

kinds called] alsº and -, *, which moved to

and fro, &c., in them. (T.A.)

5. J-> It, (a branch of a tree,) being blonºn

by the wind, became shaken thereby, so that it

moved much to and fro; as also& (TA.)

[See also 1.]

6 .

Jú is applied to Men, and to jinn, or genii;
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Jº — Jes:

(S, Mºb, K;) but its predominant application is

to the former: (Msb :) it is said by some to be

applied to both in the former of the last two
2 * * *

*** siſ

--&G #- &e [nho suggesteth what is vain in

the breasts of people of the jinn and mankind];

unless by it be meantJº [the forgetting]; or

J-tub as-II c. is added in explanation of a

preceding word, J-ºl, or of L$30ſ, or it is in

dependence upon v3-32; (Bd;) [but what cor

roborates the first explanation is the fact that]

men and jinn are both termed Jº in the Kur,

- 4 of “

strºy

s - 2

verses of the Kur, 9-1-1252. Jº

lxxii. 6; and the Arabs used to say, Lé

3- &: [I saw people of the jinn]: (Msb:) it

is a pl. of Jº, (K) originally Jú (§, K) •

pl. which is rare [as to form]; (K;) orJº is

pl. of &º (M, art. J- ;) and J.U. has the

article Ji prefixed to it, (S, M,) but not as a

substitute for the suppressed, because, were it so,

it would not be found prefixed to the original,

Jú. whereas it is found prefixed to this latter:

(S:) this derivation, however, from Jú. con

tradicts its belonging to art. J-33: (MF;) [but

some hold that it does belong to this art.; and

the form of its dim., to be mentioned below,

favours their opinion: Fei says, it is a noun

applied to denote a pl., like2; and º: and its

sing, is &#, from a different root: it is derived

from Jºº, aor. Jºsé, signifying “it hung

down and was in a state of commotion:” and

[agreeably with this derivation it is said that] its

dim. is Jº: (Msb .) some, again, said that

Jº is originally -á), (L, TA, voce Jº)
6 o' •.”

See also J-4, throughout. = See also Jºº.

º y -

[*2-9 Human nature; humanity; as also

*:::, . probably post-classical: opposed to

*S, q.v., in art. 4.).]

6 * > .

~\-93 : see J-3.

J.'s. A ſlock of hair such as is called) aft,

that moves to and fro: (K, in explanation of

--> ; the name of a king of El-Yemen :) or

'i:; has this signification: (A:) [the former,

therefore, is a coll. gen, n., and this is indicated

in the S; and the latter is its n. un, :] and

" ºu's signifies i.a. 353, (pl. of £33,

because they move about much. (TA.)– What

hangs to the roof, (M, A, &c. [a signification

assigned in the K to J-8, prolºy through the

careless omission of the word J-lºſſ by an early

transcriber, consisting of smoke, (A, TA,) [or

soot, ye. (TA,) The word in the T and O, as

well as in the A (and M], is C-5. (TA)—

The web of a spider: because of its fluttering.

(M.)

i: ; ; See J-º.

J-5, applied to man,(S,) Quivering(†, - *),

and flaccid, or flabby. (S, K.)

Jºsé act, part. n. of 1. Ex. i:35* Threads

dangling or hanging donºn and moving about.

(TA.)

Jºsé, (M, Mºb) or Jºšć, (Mgh.) Burial.

places of Christians: (M. :) or a burial-place of

Christians: (Mgh, Msb:) [De Sacy observes,

that En-Nuweyree and El-Makreezee constantly

use this word in speaking of the burial-places

of the ancient kings of Egypt, and that it is from

the Greek vaos: (“Relation de l'Égypte par

Abd-allatif;” p. 508:) Freytag, on the authority

of Meyd., explains it as signifying a coffin in

n:hich a corpse is enclosed; and 'Abd-el-Lateef

applies the (expression -- &: Jesú to the

sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid: (see “Abd

ollatiphi Hist. AEg. Comp. ;” p. 96:)] if Arabic,

(M) of the measure J,46; (M, Mgh, Mºb:)

pl. J-5's. (Mgh, TA)

Jº

1. 435, aor. Jº, (S, A, Mºb) inf n. *ś,

(S, A, Msb, K,) He took it, or reached it, abso

lutely, or nºith the hand, or nith the extended hand;

(S, A, Msb,K5) as also Y ***, (A, TA,) inf. n.

Jºšč; ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and "4-º', (A,

TA,) inf. n. Jº; (S, K:) it is also written

with .; (A, K, TA, in art. Jº) and so is

Jºsé. (Mºb, and K in art. Jº And He

took him, or reached him, to seize his beard, or

his head. (ISk, S.) You say, iº -- ić&

[He reached him with a feeble, or slight reach,

with his spear or the like]. (A.) And&

aſſº; The spears reach him : occurring in a

poem of Dureyd Ibn-Es-Simmeh. (TA.) And

359 Jº it.º. [The antelopes reach and take

with their mouti. of the trees called Jyl); as

also '4%. (A) And Jº-1 kº Jºséâû

[The she-camel reaches and takes with her mouth

of the mater of the drinking-trough]. (TA.)

A poet says, (ISk, S,) namely, Gheylán Ibn

Horeyth Er-Raba'ee, (TA,)

• - © : o . ... o e 2 ºz - * :

* Sº & tº Jº-Jº Jº Jº "

•,• o f : * ~ 2 2. #

# º Aji 4→ tº
jº- &-la-i

And she reaches and takes of the drinking-trough,

from above it, a copious draught by means of

which she traverses [the middles of the] waterless

deserts without needing other water. (S.) You

say also, Čí. 2&ill &: 3.33 I obtained some.

what of the food. (TA.) And &: Jº #29

- s & e. - -

***.J. [The testament is a means of an attain

ing of benefit]: i.e., the testator gives [for Jºé

in my original I read Jºël to the legatee with

out diminishing his property [during his own

life]. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur, [xxxiv.

51,*º, &: WJºëſ. Jº meaning,

[But how shall] the attaining of belief [be pos

sible to them from a distant place, i.e.,] in the

world to come, when they have disbelieved in

him [namely Mohammad] in the present world !

in which passage some read [...}}</h) with 2.

(S.) [See art. Jºº.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād,

in this instance, " Jºsuºji signifies Returning.

(K,” TA.) And 'Āisheh said of her father,

: ** & 3) W Jºãº And he restored the

religion, and laid hold upon it and took it from

the abyss into nihich it had fallen; [by his exalt

ing it;] in which instance, also, the verb is some

times pronounced with 2. (TA.) – as Jºë, aor".

as above, He clung, or clave, to him, or it. (TA.)

= 5:4 &#, (Lth, S.) inf n. Jº, (Lth) I

made him to attain good; (Lth, S.;) and 5:

evil. (Lth.)

3. tº Zºšć, ſinſ n isºtº, They

reached, or thrust, them nith the spears, in

near, but not close, conflict, being in like manner

reached, or thrust, by them,) (A, Mgh,) is from

Jºë in the first of the senses assigned to it

above: (Mgh:) #3%, in conflict, is the reaching

one another [with spears or other weapons] (ISk,

$, K) when the troo parties are near [but not close]:

(ISk,S, TA) and is like i3%, i.e., conflicting.

(TA.) See also 6.—º Jºsu He miced

with [or engaged in] the thing. (IAar.)

6: see 1, in three places. –cº

They [reached or] thrust them with the spears,

[in near, but not close, conflict, being in like

manner [reached or] thrust by them : (Msb :)

Jºsé is the reaching one another with the

spears [or other weapons] when the two parties

are not close together. (TA.) See also 3.

8: see 1, in three places.—ººl also signi

fies He caused him to come, or go, forth (K, TA)

from a place of destruction : or he took, led, or

dren, him forth therefrom : (TA :) and he

saved him, or rescued him, from destruction.

(A,” TA.)

Jº Strong : (K:) a man possessing might,

or strength, courage, valour, or proness: ($,

TA:) as also Jº, q. v. (TA.) [In two copies

of the S, I find the latter only, with ..].

J25°

1. Jº,(M, K) aor. Jºsé (M) infn. Jº
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and Jº (M, K) and Jes. (M) and

(K) and J-9, (K, accord. to the TA,) or -

(accord. to a MS. copy of the K, and accord. to

to the CK,) and &º, (K,) He put himself in

motion : (K:) or he put himself in motion, and

nvent anay. (M., T.A.) You say, cy')3 J25.”

* -6 **

o

à-2\º,

Lo

Jº-º- Such a one does not put himself in

motion for [the accomplishment of] my want.

(TA.) And Jºs' * U. There is not in him

strength (S, M) and motion [or agiriyl. g (S,

TA)— sº-, J, inf n. Jº and Jº,

IIe prepared himself for motion. (M., T.A.) —

Jººl J, (Lih, M) inf n. Jº, (Lih, TA)

The horse, having his bridle pulled in, and

being put in motion, raised his head; as also

* Jeux-l: (Lth, M.) or "* signifies a

horse's putting himself in motion to run. (K.)

- •º Jaú, (K) inf n. Jº, (TA,) He º

to him. (K.) — Jºº, aOl'.J% inf. n. Jº,

He turned aside, or anay : (M, TA :) he dren:

back, receded, retreated, or retired; ($, K*;) as

also W Jeux-l: ($:) he fled; or turned anay

and fled: (TA:) he escaped, and outwent :

(Mº) and, inf n. Jºe, and Jº, he

escaped; or became safe, or secure : (M. :) and

accord. to IB, J-3, with, damm, [app. as an

inf. n.,.] also signifies the act of fleeing. (TA.)

You say, 29 cº Jeº He turned aside, or

a may, from the thing, or affair; he declined

from it; he avoided it; as also J-9. ..(Aloe.

Turáb, T.A.) And & Jaú, inf n. Jº. He

removed, withdren, or retired to a distance, and

separated himself, from him, or it. (Ibn-Alº,

K.) And º &é Jaú, (S, A,) aor. Jº,

inſ. n. Jº and Jº, (S,) He fled, or turned

anay and fled, from his opponent, or adversary,

(S, A,) and eluded him, (S,) or removed, neith

dren, or retired to a distance, from him. (A )

And it is said in the Kur, [xxxviii. 2,] <Sº

Jet. &-, meaning, When it was not a time of

fleeing : (Az, TA:) or when it was not a time

of drawing back and fleeing : (S, TA:) or when

it was not a time of seeking, or petitioning, and

of being aided, or succoured. (M., T.A.)

3 : see §4.

10: see 1, in three places.

6 o' .

J33 A wild ass; (S, M, K;) because he

ceases not to raise his head, going to and fro,

(Lth, K.")like one running away at random.

Jºsé Raising his head, and running anay at

randon: (M:) or a wild ass raising his head,

and going to and fro, like one running anay at

random . (Lth, K*:) and Y ---. a horse raising

his head. (T.A.)

Jú. A place to which one has recourse for

refuge, protection, preservation, or concealment;

a place of refuge; (S, Msb, K:) a place to n-hich

one flees; ($;) a place of safety, or security.

(A.) = See also 1, throughout.

º •

Jacº: See Jº.

P33

1. 433, aor. *:::, inf n. 4;, He suspended

it; hung it. (S, Msb, K.) You say,ãº <!”

º [I suspended the neater-skin by its loº,

q.v.). (TA) And in sº as The thing

reas suspended to him, or it: and axle *; : (TA:)

Or alſº W $3. ($; accord. to two copies: the

pronoun relating to a camel when loaded.) And

º º* The thing was attached to, or con

(TA.) It is said in a

trad, tº S, #3. Sº tº $ 63-fu, i.e. [We

took him not save nith ease;] with neither beating,

nected with, him, or it.

[lit. neith neither whip,) nor hanging [or clinging].

(TA.) And in a proverb, *.ºº Jé

[Every sheep, or goat, shall be hung by its hind

leſſ] : i.e. every one who commits a crime shall

be punished for it: or, accord. to As, one ought

not to punish for a crime, or an offence, any but

the committer thereof. (TA.) And Hassán Ibn

Thábit says,

5

w - • ot.

• *-* J. J. A- Jºs -5 °

sº &#1-#5 -i- ºg tº :

[And thou art an adopted person, who is connected

ºrith the family of Háshim, like as the single

drinking-cup is connected behind the rider]. (TA)

See also 33, in art. Jºº.

2 : see 1.

8. Ptº-' It was, or became, suspended, or hung;

it hung; (K, TA;) as to him, or it. (TA.) —

[And hence,) ; It mas, or became, distant, or

(S, T.A.) You say,

jūJ. ~-lº!, and, by transposition, -kº,

f The desert eactended far; [as though it were

remote, or far-extending.

connected with a desert like it; (see Bº ;)] it

was far-eartending. (TA.) And esjº.J. ---

: The places of near were distant, or far-ertending:

from 35's J| Pº, meaning “the far extent of the

dººrſ." or from $33. (T.A.) And ºt-lous!

313|| ! The house, or place of abode, &c., was

(IAar, K, T.A.)
distant.

b; A thing, (S, K,) whatever it be, (S,) that

is suspended, or hung, from another thing; (S,

K;) an inf. n. used as a subst. : (K:) and

particularly a thing that is put, or hung, upon a

camel, (śa,) betneen two halves of a load,

cºe Jº, (K,) or, as A'Obeyd says,º&

[which, if not a mistranscription, app. means

between the two staves of the saddle]; (TA;) the

32) e being thus called because it is suspended

(#3) to the load: (Z, TA:) and a small [recep

tacle of palm-leaves, of the kind called] aiº, (Az,

$, K,) containing dates (S, K) and the like, (K,)

which is suspended from a camel, (S,) being hung,

by its handles, from the saddle of the camel of

burden; (Az, TA ;) such, says Az, I have heard

thus called by the people of El-Bahreyn: (TA:)

pl. [of pauc.] ºf ($, K) and [of mult.] Bº:

(Az, K:) the former is pl. of by: in the general

sense first mentioned above ; and also signifies

n:hat is suspended (º, as in two copies of the S,

Or bº, as in the TA) upon the camel when he is

loaded: ($, TA) and in 3.4 ſºng, us.

pended to a beast of burden; such as the a.i.;

and the iº and the ºl. (S. K.) It is said

in a proverb *::::::: ble Taking [or reaching

to take] without there being there anything sus

pended; which is like the saying “Driving by

singing without having a camel.” (S, L, (See

also art. 3)ae.]) And in another proverb, Çi&

b; *}; 3.4 [If the camel be fatigued, add

thou to him an appendage to his full load]: mean

ing, if he be slow and inobsequious in his pace,

do not thou lighten his burden: (K:) accord. to

Aş, tº:§ Çi & is a proverb relating to the

pressing a niggardly man. (TA.) — hº <3

the name of 4 particular tree, (S, TA,) of great

size, (S,) which was norshipped in the time of

ignorance, said by IAth to be the name of a

particular gum-acacia-tree (5-) to m'hich the

believers in a plurality of gods used to suspend

their weapons, and around which they used to

circuit. (TA.)—º ſº occurs in a

trad, as meaning The leg of a rider, from fatigue

or some other cause, ever dangling, or moving

to and fro. (TA.)

5 d. ºf .

laº; see lºº, in two places: and see art. Jag.

bº The loop-shaped handle (º) of a a;

[or water-skin]: (Msb:) the [appendage called

3. [q.v.) of a bow; ($, K;) by which it is

suspended: (K, voce as :) and of a a;; [by

which it is suspended; (see 1, second sentence ;)

and of anything. (K.) – See also 33 –

Also (S, Msb [in the K, “or,” which is evidently

a mistake.) [...] [i.e. -ºil #9 The suspensory

of the heart;] a vein, (S, Mºb) or a thick vein,

(K,) [app. the ascending aorta,] by n-hich the

heart is suspended (S, Msb, K) from, (3-, S,

Msb [or possibly this may mean forming a part

of]) or to, (J., K,) the cº, [which seems

here to signify the descending aorta, or, accord.
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to the second rendering of cº, suggested above, -

the aorta altogether,) (S, Msb, K,) the cutting,

or severing, of n!hich causes death; (S, Msb;) as

also " ... . ($:) pl. [of pauc.] iº and [of

mult.] 8,3, with damm, (Az, K,) because the US

in tº: is originally 3: the latter is allowable

when the number is not meant [to be limited to

a few]: or, accord. to some, there are two things

thus called: the upper being that of the heart:

and the lower, the & (Az, L.) [Hence,

bûl isiºn (K, and so in a copy of the $,

excepting that the former word is there without

the article,) is applied to 1 The -ºi [or female

hare], (§, K) like tº i.ii, (S) as an

appellation of good 'omen, i.e. as meaning that

her Jolº will be severed: or, as some say, āakāº.

bºl, (K, and so in some copies of the $, excepting

that the former word is there without the article,)

as meaning that, by reason of her swiftness, her

letº, or [as in the A, the blº of [every one of]

the dogs [that pursue her], will be severed. (K.)

Hence also the saying, " ºu ăſsu, meaning

[God smote him, or may God smite him, nith

death. (S.) [See also art. Jaej.] [Hence like

wise,] $3. is applied to tTwo stars [app. o. and

r of Scorpio) between which is -ºid J; [which

2 g » ($gh, K,

TA.) — Also, i.g. 3134/1 [which generally means

The heart; but is probably here used in one of

its other senses, namely, the appendages of the

aesophagus, consisting of the liver and lungs and

heart]. (K.) – Also, A certain rein lying

within the ~1% [i.e. backbone, or back], beneath

the [portion of flesh and sinen, called the] cº;

and so * {3} : (K:) or the latter is a vein eac

is the star and of that constellation].

tending in, or along, the -14, [in some copies of

the K, ~3. which, as is said in the TA, is a

mistake, by the cutting of which the »iº. [or

person in whose belly is yellow water, as explained

in the TA,) is treated for the purpose of cure.

($, K.) — ãº J. º : The far extent of the

desert: (TA:) or of the way thereof; as though

it were connected with another desert, (S, K,)

hardly coming to an end. (S, TA.) [Thus,

& 3-3, applied to the Hijáz, means 4:4.

&#. +[i.e. Whereof every connected part, or

appendant tract, is far-extending]. (Ham, p.

183). The Rájiz, El-Ajjāj, says,

* * – 5--> --> +

* Jººl ski- Jú sº- #

+[Many a region far eatending, unknown, ren

dering unapparent the trace of the stepping of

the stepper]. ($ and O in the present art, and

in art. Joë.)

&# : See £3.

• 3-2 • 32. 6 w, in

Pººj, (8, K,) like 2,85, (K,) and P325, (S,

K,) with damm to the cº (K) and fet-h to the cy

(TA) and kesr to the 3, (K,) or $33, (as in

some copies of the S,) and £33, (TA, voce3:3)

A certain bird, that lets down strings from a

tree, (Aş, S, K,) and neaves its nest like an oil

flask, suspended to those strings, (K,) then pro

duces her young therein; and hence its appella

tion: (As, S:) a certain bird, like the a jū in

blackness, [or rather in dinginess, that constructs

its nest betnjeen two twigs, or branches, or upon

one trig, or branch, making its nest long, so that

a man cannot reach its eggs until he introduces

his arm to the shoulder-joint : or, accord. to

Aboo-Alee, a certain bird, that suspends pieces

of the bark of trees [formed into strings], and

makes its nest at their extremities, to protect

itself from serpents and men and jš [or young

ants, or small red ants]: (TA [see also 32 :])

called in Persian** (Kzw:) n, un, with 3.

(S, K.) [See De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd

ed., vol. iii., p. 499.] Hence the proverb,&
3-2. o

*5-3 cº-º [More skilled in fabricating than a

bº] (Meyd)

*::: What is hung (ś, K) from, (S) or

upon, (K,) the [kind of vehicle called J&

jor ornament: ($, K :) or the implements, or

apparatus, &c., that are hung upon a horse.

(Ham, p. rºs) – And hence, f Adventives; or

persons who introduce themselves among a people,

and live among them, not being of their race;

and persons mºhose fathers are free men, or

Arabs, and whose mothers are slaves, and who

have become conjoined with the genuine and pure

Arabs, not being of them : for bº 35; [or

blº sº ;] the latter of these two words

being originally an inf. n. : or it may be an

inf n. used as an epithet. (Ham, ibid.) [See

also bº.

Lt. A place of suspension, or hanging. (Msb.)

–[Hence the saying,j ū. £0. J.&

f [Such a one is nith respect to me as though he

were in the place of suspension of the Pleiades];

i.e., in distance : (Sb, S, K* [in the K, IJA

is put for &$3; and in the CK, Buſ, is erro

neously put for ºu...].) or the meaning is, in

such a station: the prep. being understood, as

in 2ü, <<3 and <! <!-3: Z says,

º *u. J.2% f [they are &c.] by reason

of their elevated state. (TA.)

*::: Suspended; hung. (K.) You say, 3.

dº *::: This is suspended, or hung, to him, or it.

(k) —[Hence the saying,12;iº *:::Jº 3.

+ This is a man adventive to the people: one m'ho

has introduced himself among them, and lives

among them, not being of their race: (K,° TA:)

or i.g. &: [one whose origin, or lineage, is

suspected; &c.]: (K:) and &#3%* is

also applied to a person of this latter description

who betakes himself to a people; the latter epithet

being added to denote that he knows not to

whom to assert himself related, like the wind

wavering to the right and left. (TA.) See also

£1,3]
$ 2.6 p.

*** f Distant, or remote; and far ertending.

(TA.) You say, 9-J) 1st: I Whose place of

abode is distant. (TA) And £3. 3ſ. A

distant goal, or scope; or a far-extending space.

(TA.)

[ 82, &c.

See Supplement.]

1. *, aor. Jºſ, (so in the S, Nh, L, Mºb,

but in some copies of the K, Lº, [which appears

to be put by mistake for the inf n. in the acc.

- • * . 3. -

case];) inf. n. Us', (S,) and Us', without 2,

and tº, (Sh,) It (flesh meat, &c.) was not, or

did not become, sufficiently cooked; it was in

sufficiently cooked : (S, K.) (like & :) or it

reas untouched by fire; [i.e., ranj. (L.) —

It (a thing) was not firmly, not soundly, not

thoroughly, done. [See 4.] (TA.)

2 : see 4.

4.29 “Ul He did the thing not firmly, not

soundly, not thoroughly. , 29. wº, accord. to

the K, signifies the same; but this is unknown,

and not authorized by transmission [from the

Arabs of the classical ages], and therefore not

mentioned by IM nor by other leading lexi

cographers: the correct phrases are [when the

verb is intrans.]2-cy! ..U [and 2-0), and [when

it is trans.] -ul Ul [and 2S]: the forms

of the verb being like & and Öğı. (TA)—

-U!, (S, incorrectly written in the K tºi, TA,)

inf. n. $43, He insufficiently cooked flesh-meat

[&c.]. (S, K.)

tº. Flesh meat &c. insufficiently cooked: (S,

K:) or untouched by fire; [i.e., ran]. (L.)

It was also pronounced by the Arabs& but

(TA) — Wine

untouched by the fire: cooked [of mulled] wine

the original word is with e.

being called **, (TA [written Gº, without ..]).

– Pure [and sneet] milk: sour milk being

called **: or milk just drawn from the udder,

before it is put into the skin. (TA [written&

without ..]) -

& [forº Fat, as contradistinguished from

flesh, [which is app. called**]. (TA.)

t; and #: The state of being insufficiently

cooked: ($, K:) or of being untouched by fire;

[i.e., ranness]. (L.)
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1. 46, aor. “, He hit him on his wºu,

i.e., his canine tooth. (S. K.)

2. 2: J He bit the rood of the arrone,

to know whether it rere strong or weak, and

made an impression upon it with his canine tooth.

($, K.) – 4:3 -: He (a beast of prey) made

Clº impression upon him with his canine tooth :

he fired his canine teeth in him. (TA.) —

<-- She (a camel) became eactremely old:

(Lh, S, K:) became what is termed a ~9.

(A) —- and * … t It (a plant) put

forth its root. (K.) Also signifying the same

with reference to white, or hoary hair. The

root is thought by ISd to be thus likened to a

canine tooth. (TA.)— -ºš jé Jº Öğ,ii.

! Such a one clung to, caught to, or took fast

hold upon, such a thing : [lit., stuck his nails and

dog-teeth into it]. (A.) See alsoji.

5: see 2.

Jú [originally *. The canine tooth, or

dog-tooth; or eye-tooth ; the tusk, or tush; or

the fang; of certain animals:] one of the teeth;

($) the tooth that is [nerſ] behind the £eº,

[or next but one to the central pair of incisors:].

(M, K.) [In this sense, the word is masc. :)

the tooth thus called is masc., when thus called:

[though if you call it 3-, it is fem.] but -u

when fem. signifies “ an old she-camel":

(Msb:) or, accord. to the M and K, it is fem.

only in each of the above senses, without

distinction. (TA.) Sb says, that the Arabs

observed the pronunciation termed imáleh (aju.)

in the case of ºu in the nom., [as well as in

the acc. and gen., in which latter case this

pronunciation is agreeable with analogy on

account of the final kesreh, likening its 1 to that

in Jº [in which it is expressed in writing by

L;,] because it is changed from us; but this is

extr. That is, this pronunciation of changed

from Ug or 3 is only observed [regularly] when

the said is a final radical letter; and specially

in verbs : the instances of this kind that occur

in nouns are extr.; and more so are those in

which the changed from Us is a medial radical

letter. (TA.) [But the restriction to the case

of verbs is inconsistent with what is said by

Ibn-Málik and other high authorities: and so,

too, is the restriction to the case of a final

radical letter) P. J.; (Lh, K) and tº

[both pls of pauc.: but the latter is used as a

pl. of mult. :] and *: (S, K;) the latter

contr. to analogy, (S,) because ſº is originally

*. and] a word of the measure Jº does not

[regularly] assume the measure Jº in the pl. ;

(TA) to which should be added º, a dial.

var., as in the case of every pl. of the measure

Jº of which the medial radical letter is es:

(M,F) and pl. pl. º.º. (K, TA) Ibn
Seenā says that no animal has both a -ºu and a

horn. (Mgb.) – $º An aged she-camel: (S,

K:) not applied to a male camel: (S:) so called

because of the length of her tush; (S3) by

synedoche; the whole being called by the name

of a part: (TA :) as also **::: (K;) accord.

to some copies of the K, *::: but .*. is a

mistake: (TA :) pl. of the former cººl and

*::: (K) and *: (S, K :) or these are ple.

of both the forms of sing. (K, accord. to some

copies; and TA.) Sb is of opinion that-g is pl.

of ºu, and says that the Arabs have made it

of the measure Jº [as it is said to be in the S,

for it is originally -3, like as they have the

pl. of 3%, disliking the sound of **, because

the Us is with dammeh, and preceded by dam

meh, and followed by 3. It is also said to be

pl. of **:::: as it is related, on the authority

of Yoo, that certain of the Arabs say* and

Jºe, as pls. of 3,4- and Jºsé, agreeably with

the dial. of those who say Jº [instead ofJº ;

namely, the tribe of Temeem : but their not

saying º, like as they say 3. and Jº, is

an argument in favour of the opinion of Sb. —

-3 <- U. Js Jºi S; [I mill not do that as

long as aged she camels Ayearn tonards their

Joung ones: i.e., I will never do it]. A proverb.

($) – The dim of Jú is Jº, without 5,

because ºrals, as applied to an aged she-camel, is

like an epithet: (S:) or rather this formation

of the dim. without 3 is a dev. from constant

rule. (M.F.) Sb says, that some of the Arabs

make the dim. of -0 to be*. because many

an such as that in -U, is changed from 3 : [or

rather, this is generally the case :] but this, says

Ibn-Es-Sarráj, is an error on his part [who does

so]. (S.) This apparently means, that Ibn-Es

Sarráj accuses Sb of an error; but such is not

the case: for Sb himself says “but this is an

error on their part;” i.e., on the part of the

Arabs who say --> for ~es. (IB.) —

** f The lord, master, or chief, of a people:

(S. K.) pl. Jºi. (TA)—23 tº 4:32,

and *:::, [f The dog-teeth of fortune bit him].

(A.) – ~\ºl are likewise met, assigned to evil,

or mischief. (TA.)

*: see -6.

Jº [as though pl. of J.” Or 336) an

epithet added to * as signifying “canine

teeth,” to render the signification intensive, or

energetic. (TA.)

..of

-: IHaving a large, or thick, canine tooth,

(K,) that does not bite a thing nithout break

ing it. (Th.)

strº

1. 36, aOt. <!, inf. n. &#; as also <6,

80r, **, inf. n. ë; ; (L, K;) He (a man)

moved from side to side in walking : (L, art.

~33 :) or he so moved by reason of weakness,

or infirmity: (K:) or, by reason of dron'siness.

(L, art. ‘tº, q.v.)

jº

1. ºn jº, aor. º. (T, S, M, A, K.)

inf n. 235 (T, M., K.) and " …, (T, M., A,

Mgh, K) inf n. xii; (T,) and '99', (T,

$, M, A, Mgh, K) and ºtº, (S, M., TA) like

35 and &s, (S,) aor. of the latter º,

(M, TA) inf n. Sº, (M.) or àº; (TA;)

He made, or put, to the piece of cloth, a 2: ;

(T, S, M. K3) i.e., an ... [or ornamental

ºriºl; (T, S,” M," A, Mgh, K,” TA;) syn.

*(Ap and a woof; (S.A.Mg, TA; )

syn, aº-ji; (A ;) contr. of $13.1 and 13.

(Mg) — sº, º ºss-, - (A) or

(se: (TA) tſIIe commences things, or affairs,

and completes them].

2 : see 1.

4. sºul and §tº: see 1, throughout.

99. º

jº see jº.

3. The .* [or ornamental border] of a piece

of cloth : (T, S, M, A, K.) pl. jºi. (M., K.)

It is related that 'Omar disliked it, (TA) and

that he forbade it. (T, TA.) — Hence, t The

side (5%) of a road: (T.) or the side (-34.),

and nide or widening part (242), of a rad.

(so in some copies of the K, and in the TA; but

in some copies of the former, “or” is put in the

place of “and :”) or the conspicuous part of a

road: (S:) or the conspicuous furroned part of

a road. (M, A, K.) – The unwoven end

(~%) of a piece of cloth. (Ibn-Keysán, M,

K.) – The woof of a piece of cloth. (T, S, A,

Mgh, K.) When cloth is woven with a double

woof, (ºr: Jº) it is more close in texture

and more lasting. (S.) º 3;& signifies

A piece of cloth strongly woven, neith a double

woof: (A:) or a piece of cloth noven with double

thread: (T3) and [in like manner] "... ...;

a piece of cloth woven with a double woof; (Lh,

M, K;) i.e., with a double thread: (TA:) also

called 3:43, (T, TA,) an arabicized word ;

© P o J

33: 23, (as in

different copies of the K,) or Jú 33. (T.) This

- - * - - , - -

mode of weaving is termed dozuº, which is the

(TA;) in Persian 3. 33, Or
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Jº — 233-3

making the woof of a double thread, and putting
w -

two threads together upon the aâa [which here

means the yarn-beam, on which the warp is

rolled]. (T.) — Hence, cº <'s išū 1 A

she-camel having an accession of fat upon former

fat: (T:) or having, upon her, layers (-º'-2)

of fat; as also jū <ls: (A :) or advanced in

*/ears, yet having some remains of strength ; (M,

K;) and sometimes the epithet is applied in like

manner to a woman: (M :) and jº <!; sū a

she camel having thick flesh. .(Ts) Also, Jº

cº 33 f A man whose strength is double the

strength of his companion : (S:) or strong and

firm. (A.) Andº 35& f Right opinion

or counsel. (A.) And cº <'s J- | Violent

war. (T, A) =The canes (~25) and threads

(**) [in a loom], when they are put together:

(M, K :) [it is a coll. gen. m., of which the n. un.

is with 3, as appears from what here follows:]

W ā- is a subst., signifying the threads and canes,

(absº and 425, [or warp and, app., cane-roll,

on n°hich the warp is rolled nºhen put into the

loom, and from n-hich it is gradually unrolled as

the nork proceeds, when they are put together :

when they are separate, the threads are called

*:::: and the cane, #23, or, if a staff, Laº

(AZ, Sh, T :) $º is also explained as signifying

one of the implements of the weaver, with which

he weaves; namely, the transverse piece of nood

[in the loom ; the same as is described above].

(T.) In the following verse of an unknown

poet,

* "24- tº t+1 —iſ #

o ºg : o 2...º * * ~ *

# JºJº Ja-5 C-53-0) -j-a-> *

[She divides warp that she has with cane-rolls,

and beats the ndkoos in the midst of the convent],

the author may mean: , and may have altered

the word by necessity ; or * ...; may be a dial.

form of 33. (M.) One says of a man who

neither harms nor profits, ā- $3 3tº & U.

3×3 $3 f [lit. Thou art not (t warp nor a woof

nor a cane-roll]. (T.) See also a similar

saying voceà- = [The yoke of a bull; the

piece of wood that is upon the neck of the bull,

together with its apparatus: (M, K :) or the

piece of wood that is placed transversely upon the

necks of the two bulls (T, $) yoked together for

ploughing : (T :) called cº *: ($:) pl. [of

pauc.] jji and [of mult.] &º: ($, M, K:) of

the dial. of Syria. (MI.)

9 *

3×3 : see jº.

* act. part. n. of 4: see 1. – [Hence the

saying, 2-1. $3 * 2.9 lis Jº <--

f [Thou art not in this affair (t com/nence?" 7207" a

finisher: or a person who will do harm nor one

n:ho will profit]. (TA.)

63. 2.

Jºo : seeks.—t A skin that is thick (A, K,

TA) and strong, (TA,) like a piece of cloth with

a double woof. (A, TA.)

5 ... o P

juve, for 3%, pass, part. n. of 4. (Ks,

Lh, M.)

J-º

&tº [vulg. Ju-3] The seventh of the Greek

[or Syrian] months; (K;) [corresponding to

April, O. S.] It is [said to be] a property of

the water of its rain, that dough kneaded with

it ferments without other treatment. (TA.)

laº;

1.12%, aor. kº, inf. n. lº, It was, or became,

distant, or remote, or far-eartending ; as also

"Pus". (K.) [See the latter in art. P25.]

8 : see 1.

5 o - 6.

23: see Plej, in art. P53, in two places. –

Death: or a bier: or the term of eacistence: (K:)

or the death mºhich God connects (**) [neith

one] : (IAar:) and if so, the L3 is interchangeable

with 5, (IAth, TA,) the word being originally

bº, then bº, and then i,j : (TA :) if a con

traction, it is like &s and &s, and& and&

(Az, T.A.) You say, ** ăſ sus, meaning

[God smote him, or may God smite him, with

death : (S, in art. 1233, and TA :) or [may God

smite him] with the death nihich He connects [neith

him]; as also *::: ..iſ sº. (IAar.) And

2 * O. J. .- g - - -

alaº olāl His term of eacistence came to him.
o . 3 - x > y

(TA.) And alº J.; c)3 Jº Such a one was

cast into his bier; meaning, when he died. (TA.)
o

See J.P.

£13 :

. See art. Paş.

ict : 9

[-º, &c.

See Supplement.]

23343

3,4}, (Mºb) andjº, (Mºb, and so in the

CK,) orjº, (so in copies of the K, and so

accord. to the TA,) or, as some say, Ji, º, Ol'

9. o. o.

233.3, (accord. to different copies of the K,)

[The nymphaea, or lotus of Egypt and of Syria ; ]

a certain well-known plant; (Msb;) a kind of

sn'eet-smelling plant, which gron's in stagnant

waters, (K, TA,) called by the people of Egypt

Jºe, [i.e. cº) and by the vulgar 23,

(TA ;) [both of which last names are now given

in Egypt to the nymphaea lotus, or n:hite lotus,

found in the neighbourhoods of Rosetta and

Damietta; and the former, also, or perhaps both,

to the nymphaea carulea, or blue lotus, found in

the same parts, and, until within a few years, in

a lake on the north of Cairo, called Birket er

Ratlee, whence I have twice procured roots of
©.o

this plant :) ,3,4, [written in Persian Jºº and

3:44 andº &c.] is a Persian word

(£-sºi), and is said to be composed of Jºj, [or

indigo, with which one dyes, and the name for

a wing, [i.e., 3. ;] as though “winged with Jº

[or indigo];” because the leaf is as though its

two wings were dyed [with indigo]: (Msb:) the

plant so called is cold in the third degree, moist

in the second degree, emollient, good for cough

and for pains of the side and lungs and chest ;

when its root, or lower part, (J2) is kneaded

with water, and used as a liniment, several times,

it removes the disease called Gºl; and when
o -

kneaded with c.35, it removes the disease called

-*. #3: (K, TA:) an excellent beverage is

also prepared from it. (TA.) The imām Bedr

ed-Deen Mudhaffar, son of the Kádee of Baala

bekk, says, in his book entitled Suroor en-Neſs,

that it is of many species; whereof [one or more]

in Syria, used in perfume; and a species in Egypt,

blue; and that its temperament is cold and moist

in the second degree; that the smelling it is useful

against hot diseases, and anxiety; and its juice

in like manner; and that the beverage prepared

from it is useful as a remedy for cough and

roughness [of the throat) and pain of the side

and chest, and is a laxative. The author of the

Irshād and that of the Moojiz also mention, that

the beverage prepared from it is an exception

from other sweet beverages inasmuch as it does

not become converted into yellow bile, which is

wonderful; and its oil is more cold and moist

than that of violets; and there is no flower more

cold and moist than it. Er-Rázee, too, says that

the smelling it is one of the causes of weakening

the generative faculty, and that the beverage is

one of the causes of stopping it; [for which pur

pose, or as an antiaphrodisiac, it is used in the

present day by some of the women of Cairo,J

notwithstanding which, it rejoices the heart, and

is useful for palpitation of the heart. This art. is

omitted by J and $gh and the author of the L.

(TA.)

335-39

Jº, or sº See art. 335/.29.

362
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